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ARTICLE I.

THE TA1TTIIUYA-PRATICAKHYA,
WITH ITS COMMENTAET,

THE TRIBHASHYARATNA:
TEXT, TRANSLATION, AND NOTES.

BY WILLIAM D. WHITNEY,
PROFESSOR OF SANSKRIT IN YALE COLLEGE.

Presented to the Society October 14th, 1868.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

THE manuscript material on which is founded this edition of the

Taittiriya-Prati9akhya and Tribhashyaratna is as follows:

1. T. A copy of the text of the treatise alone, in a modern

hand, on light-colored paper. It was sent me by Prof. Fitz-

Edward Hall, from Benares, in 1857, and appears to be a copy-
made for him from some older manuscript : but it contains no inti-

mation of its own date or of that of its original ; presenting at the

end, in place of the usual colophon, the beginning of a list of
words which in pada-text show a final n. It is distinctly and

correctly written. On the back is inscribed "Krishna-yajuh-
pratis'akhya, by Kartikeya." On what ground this ascription of

authorship is made, I do not know; it does not, so far as I am
aware, find support from any other quarter.

2. W, A copy of the text and commentary together, each sepa-
rate rule being followed by its own comment. This manuscript,
like the preceding, I owe to the kindness of Prof. Hall. It is

handsomely written, in a large clear hand, and fills 146 leaves

(numbered 1-89, 100, 1-56), measuring about four and a half by
nine and a half inches. To the end of 2 5 a, seven lines are written
on a page; thenceforward, nine lines. It has no statement of

scribe, place, or date
;
but I imagine that a final leaf, with the end

of the colophon, had been lost or destroyed some tune before it

was sent to me. The part remaining reads as follows : prikrshndr-
pabhastu prikdlabhdiravaprasann om ydyakdmdavidhdyordhvam
rshayo rshayo rshih: ity dpisrapimakdpttrvam rsham ce ti svatam-
tratd: 1 kramyddhvano bhavaty agre pdvako rpayatiti ca. This

just fills up the leaf; but another hand has written below, at its

edge, what purports to be the ending of the second verse : visha-
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2 W. D. Whitney,

yemgiraity evdpy agra ity ddi lupyate.%., and has added, as final

benediction, privipvepvaraprasann.
This is a virgin manuscript, containing neither erasures, inser-

tions, nor alterations.. Considering that it thus presents every
first fault of its scribe unamended, it is very good and correct.

Through the first twelve chapters, the rules of the Prati9akhya
are distinguished from the commentary by being rubbed over
with a red powder.

3. B. This authority comes from the west of India, where (see
Dr. Buhler, in Zeitsch. Deut. Morg. Ges., xxii.319) the Tribhash-

yaratna is said to be not very rare. From a manuscript there

collected, a copy was made under direction of Dr. Buhler for the
Berlin library, and forwarded to Prof. Weber, at whose friendly
suggestion and instance it was transcribed for me, in roman let-

ters, by Dr. Siegfried Goldschmidt, to whom I desire here to

express my gratitude for a service so valuable and so kindly ren-

dered. The manuscript contains more inaccuracies of reading
than any of the others which I have used, yet they are in the
main superficial, and the text given is a pretty complete and cor-

rect one.

4. 0. Through the kind offices of Prof. Max Mtiller, I have
been enabled to procure a collation (made with a copy of my own
manuscript,

"
W.") of the incomplete Oxford manuscript (MS. Bodl.

W. 478), first described by Roth (Zur Lit. und Gesch. des Weda,
p. 54, 62 seq.), and used also by Weber (Ind. Stud. iv.77 seq.).
t begins in the middle of the comment upon iii.12, thus lacking
somewhat less than a quarter of the entire work.

5. G. This is a romanized copy of a manuscript which belongs
to the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, and is

written on strips of palm leaf, in the Grantham character. The

copy was made for me by Dr. Julius Eggeling, who has thus laid

me under deep obligation, and contributed most essentially to the

success of my work. Hardly less than to him is my indebtedness

to Dr. Reinhold Rost, Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society,
who notified me of the existence of the manuscripts in the Soci-

ety's library soon after their discovery, and who suggested and
aided their transcription. There are doubtless few other Sanskrit-

ists in Europe, besides these gentlemen, to whom works written in

the southern Indian characters are not sealed books, and there can
be none, I am sure, who evince a more liberal readiness to make
their peculiar knowledge of service to the rest. The catalogue
which Dr. Rost is preparing to publish of the Royal Asiatic Socie-

ty's collection of manuscripts will give such other particulars re-

specting age, condition, etc., as I am compelled here to omit.

6. M. The library of the same Society also contains a second

copy of the Prati9akhya and its commentary, written on paper, in

the Malayalam character. Of this, Dr. Eggeling has taken the

pains to note the various readings as compared with the Gran-
tham manuscript, in his transcript of the latter.

Both these manuscripts from southern India are so arranged
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that the rules of the Prati9akhya are given first, in a body, and
are followed by the commentary, also in bulk.

As regards the text of the Pratiakhya itself, all these authori-

ties agree very closely : there are but two ,or three cases of well-

established variations of reading among them. In respect to the
text of the commentary, their accordance, as was to be expected,
is much less : they fall, in fact, into three well-marked classes

; or,
as one might say, present three different recensions of the work.
The two codices belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society, the
Grantham (" G.") and the Malayalam (" M."), stand in the near-

est possible relation to one another, having almost all their errors,

omissions, and orthographical peculiarities in common, and only
by comparatively rare and inconspicuous differences proved not
to be copied the one from the other. My own manuscript (" W.")
and that sent by Dr. Btihler from Bombay (" B.") also offer sub-

stantially the same text, although their differences are much more

frequent, and of a more important character, than those of G. and
M. As for the Oxford manuscript (" O."), it is, in its earlier por-

tions, pretty closely accordant with W. and B., having an espe-

cially near relationship to B., with wThose slight variations of the

text given by W. it almost uniformly agrees ; later, however, it

strikes off upon a track of its own, and comes to differ from both
the other recensions in a much greater degree than they differ

between themselves.

Such being the case, I have thought it best to adopt for publi-
cation the version offered by W., partly because this is the only
one for which I possess an original manuscript (and a tolerably old

and correct one), partly because it is, upon the whole, better sup-

ported than that of G. and M. which, as I have shown above, can

hardly be reckoned, both together, as constituting more than a

single manuscript. I have accordingly, avoiding the making up of

an eclectic text from the various recensions, followed W. as closely
as I could

;
and especially, when it was supported by the joint

authority of B. and O., or of B. alone thus sometimes, undoubt-

edly, rejecting an intrinsically preferable and perhaps more origi-
nal reading given by one or another of the remaining authorities,
if that offered by W. was of a character to be endured. At the

end of the comment to each rule are given the various readings of

all the manuscripts, with sufficient fullness, I hope, to answer the

desirable ends of critical comparison. Obvious and trifling errors

of transcription, of course, I have not noted, but only those which
made a false reading or tended to become such : I have been most
liberal in overlooking the blunders of B., as being, on the whole,
of least consequence.

In regard, however, to the two matters of punctuation and

euphonic combination, I have taken liberties with the text of

which I have given no account. The various manuscripts are in

no slight degree discordant with one another, inconsistent with

themselves, and careless of the requirements of the sense, in the

use they make of the signs of interpunction : they offer absolutely
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no standard to follow. For the occurrence of the signs as printed,
therefore, I am alone responsible ;

and no one who can anywhere
make a better division of clauses than I have made need be
restrained from so doing by the belief that he is running counter
to manuscript authority. Again, I have (except in certain cases at

the end of a cited rule or passage, where a reference follows) put
all the words of the commentary in euphonic combination accord-

ing to the usual rules
;
while in the manuscripts (as is common in

exegetical writings) they are very frequently, for the sake of

greater clearness, separated from one another.* Here, too, the

usage of the various authorities is too discordant and irregular to

be followed. And to report their readings in these two particu-
lars would burden the critical notes with a mass of useless and
wearisome details.

In the same manner are treated such orthographical peculiari-
ties of the several manuscripts as that G. and M. regularly write a
final sibilant instead of visarjaniya before an initial sibilant, and

often, where a m is assimilated to a following mute, write the
nasal mute corresponding to the latter, instead of anusvdra.

Moreover, in the representation of the nasal sounds, by the nasal

consonants, anusvdra (n), or ra, I have followed a consistent

method, with disregard of the manuscript usage.
The text given at the foot of the page contains the whole com-

ment, with two exceptions : citations from the Taittirtya-Sanhita,

being written out in full, with references, in the notes to the rules,
are indicated below only by first words or letters, with signs of

omission added; and again, where lists of affected words are

given in a rule, in euphonic combination, and repeated, separate,
at the beginning of the comment, they are replaced by signs of

omission, as having been sufficiently presented uncombined in the

translation of the rule. Errors of reading in the cited passages
themselves are passed without notice, unless of such importance as

to cast doubt upon the identity of the passage ; but, on the other

hand, the frequent differences of the versions as regards the extent

of the illustrative passage cited are fully noted in the sequel of the

reference

I have preferred, instead of giving an express and direct trans-

lation of the commentary, to work its substance fully into my own
notes upon the rules, somewhat as in my edition of the Atharva

Prati9ukhya (Journ. Am. Or. Soc'y, Vol. vii., 1862). The differ-

ent conditions of the case, however, impress quite a different char-

acter upon the present work. The completeness and elaborateness

of the Tribhashyaratna make its working-up by far the larger and
more important part of what is to be done in illustration of the

Pratipkhya. Possessing no index verborum to the Taittiriya-

Sanhita, nor even a manuscript of its pada-text, I have not been
able to try the Prati9akhya by it with anything like the same

*
Thus, to instance an extreme case, at the end of the comment on iv.10, the

manuscripts read (for once, with almost perfect unanimity): ingyasya antah

ingydntah na ingydntah aningydntah.
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thoroughness as in the case of the similar treatise to the Athar-
van. What could be done in the way of testing and supplement-
ing the rules given, by a careful reading and excerption of the

Sanhita in a single good sam/iitd-manuscript (also procured for

me in India by Dr. Hall, and with one or two slight deficiencies in

it made up from Berlin, by Prof. Weber), I have endeavored to

do. I have been able to refer points of interest connected with
the text, in its samhitd or pada readings, to friends in Europe
owning or having access to fuller manuscript material, namely to

Professors Weber of Berlin and Haug of Munchen, and have
received from them important aid, which I desire here gratefully
to acknowledge. Of references to the teachings of the other Pra-

tiakhyas I have been much more sparing in this than in the former

work, in order to avoid repetition : and, for the same reason, some
matters of theory which were pretty fully discussed there receive

here a more compendious treatment. The present work, in short,
to a certain extent presupposes the other not, however, in such a

manner or degree as should interfere with its independence and

separate intelligibility.
In making reference to the Taittiriya-Sanhita, I have used only

three principal numbers, to designate book, chapter, and section,
or kdnda, prapna, and anuvdka. The further division of the

sections or anuvdkas, where they are of more considerable length,
into parcels of fifty words each, is so artificial, destructive of the

natural connection of passages, detrimental to the proper phonetic
form of the text, and wholly ignored by the Prati9akhya (see
notes to the rules of chapter iii.), that I have preferred to express
it by the use of "

superior
"

figures attached to that which indi-

cates the anuvdka. Of course, where such attached figure is

wanting, the anuvdka is to be understood as composed of a single
division.

In the notes of various readings, each figure refers only to the

single word to which it is attached, unless a passage of more than
one word is included between two repetitions of the same figure ;

in which case the reference figure, in the notes, is put within pa-
rentheses. The abbreviation " om." means '

omit,' and "
ins."

means 'insert.'

In all transliterated passages of Sanskrit, a colon stands in place
of a single stroke of interpunction, and a full stop in place of a

double stroke. The general method of transliteration is the same
with that which I have hitherto used in the Journal of the Ameri-
can Oriental Society ;

it will be sufficiently understood from the

alphabet given in the note to i. 1 (p. 10).
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CHAPTER I.

CONTENTS: 1-11, enumeration and classification of sounds composing the alpha-

bet; 12-14, surd and sonant consonants; 15, list of prepositions; 16-21, 27,

names of letters and classes of letters; 22-24, 28, terminology of cited words,

etc.; 25, 26, 29, 30, respecting the interpretation of rules; 31-37, quantity of

simple sounds; 38-40, the three accents; 41-47, details respecting the circum-

flex accent; 48, 49, compound words; 50-53, respecting cited words; 54-55,

words consisting of a single vowel; 56-61, further specifications respecting the

interpretation of rules.

THE commentator begins his work with a couple of rather

awkwardly-constructed verses, as follows: <k

l, bowing low with
devoted affection to the two feet of Ganeca, as also to the gurus
and to divine Voice, shall proceed to utter this comment

; which,
made upon examination of the exposition of the Prati9akhya
given by Yararuci etc., shines, a Treasure of Threefold Comment
(triblidshyaratnd), approved of Brahmans." He adds an ex-

position of their meaning, explaining giram devim,
' divine

Voice,' by vdgdevim,
' Goddess of Voice,' and bhusura,

l Brah-
man' (literally 'earth-god'), by vidvat, 'learned man, sage.' On
lakshana, which, as name of a comment, is least in accordance

^bhaktiyuktah pranamyd ''ham gane$acaranadvayam :

gurun api giram
2 devim idam vakshydmi lakshanam.\.

vydkhydnam prdtipdkhyasya vikshya vdrarucddikam*:

krtam tribhdshyaratnam yad bhdsate bhusurapriyam.2.

plokayor anayor ayam* arthah. bhaktiyukto 'ham ganepacarana-

dvayam gurun giram
5

api devim :
6

vdgdevim ity arthah : tdm ca6

pranamya lakshanam idam vakshydmi yaT lakshanam tribhd-

shyaratnandmaJcam bhusurapriyam vidvatpriyam bhdsate: kidr-

$am lakshanam : prdti$dkhyasya vydkhydnar&paJcam* vdrarucd-

dikam* bhdshyajdtam vikshya
10

nydndtirekaparihdrena krtam vi-

racitam : ddiyabdend "treyamdhisheydu grhyete : ata eva tribhd-

shyaratnam iti ndmna upapattih : traydndm bhdshydndm samd-

hdras tribhdshyam : tasya
11 ratnam bhushanam.

1 W. prefaces with friganepdya namah. frigane^a prasanno 'stu. om. B. pre-
faces with ^riganefdya namah. grisarasvatydi namah. rridattdnnaydya namah:
and the additional verse

fukldmbaradharam devarii fafivarnaih caturbhujam:
prasannavadana/h dhydyet sarvavighnopardntaye.l.

'The white raiment-bearing god, moon-hued, four-armed, propitious-faced, must
one meditate on, in order to the surcease of all disturbance." It then numbers
the other verses "2" and "3;" but proceeds to confess the ungenuineness of

the inserted verse by reading, like the other MSS., anayoh fokayoh.
2

G-. M. girdn.
3 B. var-.

4
G-. M. om. 5

G-. M. girdm'. <
6
) G-. M. om. 7

G-. M.
tat.

8
Gr. M. -rupam ; B. -purvakam.

9 B. var- ; W. -ka. 10 G. M. samikshya.
11 W. om.
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with common usage, he makes no remark. To vikshya,
t

having
examined,' he adds nyttndtirekaparihdrena,

' with avoidance of

deficiency and redundancy.' The "etc." after "Vararuci" is

declared to refer to Atreya and Mahisheya, these three being the

authorities upon which the present work is founded, and from
which it derives its name. Vararuci and Mahisheya are, indeed,
often (about ten times each : see Index) referred to in the sequel,
and their discordant views sometimes set forth and discussed:

Atreya has only once (under v.l) the honor of being mentioned.

Who is the digester of their three works, and author of the pres-
ent commentary, which has taken their place and crowded them
out of existence, we are not informed

; nor, so far as I am aware,
has any evidence bearing upon the point been anywhere brought
to knowledge. Notice of the different authorities cited by our

commentator will be put together in an additional note at the end
of this work, for the sake of the light cast by them upon his age.

1. Now the list of sounds.

The commentator first gives himself a great deal of trouble to

explain the meaning of atha,
'

now,' in the rule. He quotes Ama-
ra's definition of atho and atha (Amarakosha iii.4.32.8; p. 349 of

Deslongchamps's edition), and points out that, as a variety of

meanings is there attributed to atha, it is necessary to fix upon a

single meaning for it here. In the first place, then, a propitiatory

significance is claimed for it, by reason of its equivalence with

om;
" since the Qiksha-makers declare,

' om and atha are deemed

propitiatory.'
r

Or, again, it indicates something coming next after

another
;

" the implication being that, next after the reading of the

Veda, one should gain a knowledge of the lakshana: there hav-

1. mangaldnantardrambhaprapnakdrtsnyeshv atho athe Iti

tnangalddyoMekdrthatvdd athapabdasyd ^rthanirnaydrtham eko

'rtho
1

ni$cetavyah: tatra prathamam tdvan mangaldrthatvam

ucyate: tasya pranavasddharmydt : tathd hi samdcakshate $ik-

shdkdrdJf:

omkdrap cd *thapabda$ ca mangaldv iti kirtitdv

iti: dho* svid dnantarydrthatd*: vedddhyayandnantaram laksha-

najndnam kurydd iti sdpekshatvdl lakshanasya ptirvam vedddhi-

game saty atha lakshanaparikshdvasarah : atha vd ">dhikdrdrtho
c

tha$abdah: tv athai *ve ''ti vinivartakddhikdrakdva-
dhdrakdh (xxii.6) iti vidyamdnatvdt: atha varnasamdmndyah
pdthakramo*

*

dhikriyata iti stitrdnvayah: sam ity ekibhdve: an
iti m.arydddydm : mndya ity dnuptirvyeno 'padepah*: ekibhtitd

akdrddayo varndh svarabhaktiparyavasdnd dnuprtrvyenapttrvaih
pishtdir

1

upadishtdh.
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ing been study of the Yeda before the lakshana, now comes the
occasion for the investigation of the lakshana" Here, lakshana
appears to be used to designate the Prati9akhya itself, as above
it denoted the commentary to the latter. Once more, atha is

declared to have the force of an introduction or heading, according
to rule xxii.6, below :

"
tu, atha, and eva are respectively exceptive,

introductory, and limitative ;" and the connection of the rule is

that now the list of sounds, the order of reading (pdthakrama}, is

made the subject of treatment.

The composition of samdmndya,
'

list, rehearsal,' is next pointed
out, and the word is stated to mean " the collective sounds, begin-
ning with a and ending with the svarabhakti, in their order, as

taught by former learned men."
The catalogue itself follows, as understood by the commentator

to be taught or implied in the rules of the treatise. First come
the vowels, of which only sixteen are reckoned (see rule 5, below) :

a, i, and u have each a short, a long, and a protracted value, r only
a short and a long, I only a short (W. and B. take the pains to
write a figure 2 after the long r, and a 1 after the

/,
to point out

clearly the number of moras they respectively contain; and B.
adds after the di and du a 2, for the same purpose) ; second, the

twenty-five mutes (see rule 7) ; third, the four semivowels (rule

8) ;
and fourth, the six spirants (rule 9). This makes fifty-one

sounds, clearly specified and counted in their order in the next

succeeding rules. Of the rest, there is no so direct enumeration
;

the commentator has to infer them from their recognition by rules

found in later portions of the treatise. Thus, he finds anusvdra

acknowledged as an alphabetic element in rule 34 of this chapter,
which teaches that it has the quantity of a short vowel

; for, he

says,
" since it is made the substrate of a specific quantity, it is

itself a concrete thing, and not, like nasalization, a quality." A
passage from the Qiksha, it is true, appears inconsistent with this,
but finds its sufficient explanation in the circumstance that that

wOrk includes in one expression the concrete thing and its quality.
The cited passage is not to be found in the known text of the

tathd hi : a d ds i i 13 u u us r r I e di o du iti svardh shodaca:

ka kha ga gha na ca cha ja jha na ta tha da dha na ta tha da
dha na pa pha ba bha ma iti sparcdh pancavincatih : ya ra la va

iti catasro 'ntasthdh : ca sha sa ha hka* hpa
9
iti shad ushmdnah :

anusvdrac ca (i.34) iti sutrend Anusvdra uktah: kdlaviceshd-

crayatvdd asdu lldharmi na tv anundsikavad 11 dharmah: vi-

dher
12

madhyasthandsikya
1 *

iti cikshdvacane^ sati
15 dharmadhar-

minor abhedavivakshayo ''papadyate: atha visarjaniyah
(
viii. 5 ) ity anena

1 6
visarjaniya uktah : ndsikdvivarandd dnu-

ndsikyam (ii.52) ity anena
16

ranga uktah: prktasvardt paro
lo dam (xiii.16) ity anena

16
lakdra uktah: sparpdd anuttamdd

(xxi. 12) iti cat vdro yamd uktdh : rephoshmasamyoge repha-
svarabhaktir (xxi. 15) iti svarabhaktir uktd: anena kramena
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Qiksha (and the same is the case with several of the passages

quoted later : see the additional notes) : it is given again, with
more fullness, under viii.15. Next, for the visarjaniya, which
our Praticakhya does not count among the spirants, is given as

authority rule 5 of the eighth chapter, a rule introductory to the

euphonic changes of a final h. The commentator brings in as next
constituent of the alphabet an element which he calls ranga, and
for which he cites the rule (ii.52) that "nasal quality is given by
the unclosing of the nasal passage." The word ranga,

'

coloring,'

though a common name for the nasal tinge of utterance, is not
found in our Prati9iikhya, nor even used in the commentary
excepting here and under ii.52. What is described in the latter

rule is in fact a "
quality

"
(dharma), and not a "

qualified
"

or

concrete thing (dharmin] ;
and its inclusion in the alphabet would

stultify the argument with which the inclusion of anusvdra was
but just now supported. It would seem that the commentator

ought to be aiming here at the ndsikya, or euphonic insertion

between h and a following nasal mute, and should quote for it

rule xxi.14; he does not otherwise take account of it in his list,

while yet it is precisely as well entitled to a place there as are the

yamas. The nasalized semivowels, it is true, into which n and
m are directed to be converted before y, /, v (v.26-8), are also left

out of the enumeration, unless we suppose the ranga to be meant
to apply to their nasality ;

and I think it altogether likely that

the commentator had them in view in its definition : but this is

only avoiding one difficulty by running into two worse ones

namely, by omitting the ndsikya, and by reckoning as a member
of the alphabet what is really only one of the constituent elements
of certain sounds. Further, rule xiii.16 is made the warrant for

the lingual /, rule xxi.12 for the four yamas, and rule xxi.15,

finally, for the svarabJiakti : and the conclusion is reached that
"
by this process, the number of sixty is clearly derivable from the

rules themselves as that of the letters in the Yajur-Veda."

ydjurvedikavarndndm
1

'
1

shashtisamkhyd sdtrata eva mspaslitd

drashtavyd. nanu

trishashtip catuhshashtir vd varndh $ambhumate
l% matdh :

iti pikshdvacane sati katham shashtisamkhyd niyamyate: etal
19

laukikavdidikasarvavarnavishayam iti
21

pikshdvacane na viro-

dhah: atra tu srttrdir etdvatdm varndndm evo 'palambhdd esha

eva nirnayo varnitah.

varndndm samdmndyo varnasamdmndyah.
<
]
> G. M. mangalddyaneMrtho.

2 W. G-. M. fiksh-. G. and M. always write

fi-kshd, B. and 0. always fikshd; W. has ?i- only in one other place (under xiv.28).
3 W. B. aho. 4

Gr. M. -ryatd; "W. adds vd. 5
G-. M. pdthe kramo. 6 W. B. om.

7 W. fishyair.
8 B. shka. 9 B. shpa.

10
G-. M. om. <n> B. dharmdnaivdd anund-

sikah. 12
Gr. ins. ddharma. VA G. M. -Md. 14

G-. M. -nam. 15 B. om.
;

G-. M. tu.
16

B.' G. M. om. 17 W. -vdid-. 18 B. am?umate.
19 G. M. tal.

'20 G. M. -savar-

navarna-. 21 G. M. ins. na. 22 G. M. om. 23 G. M. om. 24 G. M. om. 25 B. nir-

nitah.
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An objection is now raised and removed. "
Considering that the

Qiksha says
' the letters are regarded as sixty-three or sixty-four,

in the opinion of Qambhu
'

(Qiksha, verse 3
;
see Weber's edition

of the treatise, in his Indische Studien, iv.348-9), how is the num-
ber sixty established? Answer: there is no inconsistency with
the dictum of the Qiksha, seeing that the latter has in view the

whole body of sounds, as used both in the Veda and in common
life

;
while here the determination (of sixty) is derived from the

assumption of just so many letters by the rules of the treatise."

The alphabetic scheme is, then, as follows :

v ,
j simple, a d d% i i fa u u $3 9

we s
( impure and diphthongs, r r I e di o du 7 16

{guttural,

k kh g gh n 5

palatal, c ch j jh n 5

lingual, t th d dh n 5

dental, i th d dh n 5

labial, p ph b bh m 5 25

Semivowels, y r I v 4

Spirants, x ? sh s cp h 6

Anusvara, n

Visarjanlya, h

Lingual /,
I

Nasikya, (not written)

Yamas, do.

Svarabhakti, do. J
whole number of letters, 60

With the exception of the nasal y, /, v, already referred to, this

list includes all the alphabetic sounds treated of by the Prati-

yakhya. For what concerns the peculiarities of their character or

classification, see the special rules of which they are the subject ;

as also, for the differences between the teachings of this and of the

other kindred treatises with reference to them. Only the Vaja-

saneyi-Prati9akhya includes in its text a complete list and enu-

meration of letters, and that by an afterthought, in a later and

less genuine chapter (viii.1-31).

II ^ II

2. Now the nine at the beginning are simple vowels.

2. athe 'ti sathjnddhikdrdrthah : asmin 1

varnasamdmndya
ddita drabhya nava varndh samdndksharammjnd bhavanti:

*yathd: a d ds it fe u ti, $32
. samjndydh* prayojanam : dirghan

samdndkshare savarnapare (x.2) ity ddi. nanv idr$i

mahati samjnd himarthd*: $iJcshddipdstmprasiddhyanurodhdye*

'ti brdmah.
1 B. tasmin. & W. E. a d 03 ity ddi. 3 G. M. -jnd.

4 G. M. -tJiam. 5 G. M.

om. -di-.
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Literally,
c are homogeneous syllables ;' samdndkshara and its

correlative samdhyakshara,
'

syllable of combination,' being the
current names for simple vowel and for diphthong ;

the latter, how-

ever, is not used in this treatise. The nine intended are, as shown
in the preceding list, a, d ds i ife u ti $3. The r and / vowels are
denied the quality of simplicity or homogeneity, although their

structure as composed of heterogeneous elements is not further
described

;
the Rik Pr. (xiii.14), the Vaj. Pr. (iv.145), and the Ath.

Pr. (i.37-9) give the details of their formation, while nevertheless
the two first expressly include r and f among the samdndksharas

(omitting Z, apparently, because no case anywhere occurs that
should test its quality), and the same classification is inferribly

recognized by the last.

The commentator explains the atha of this rule as signifying
the introduction of the subject of names or technical appellations

(samjnd), and cites, as example of the use of the term, rule x.2,

respecting the coalescence of two similar simple vowels into a long
vowel. Finally, the unwieldiness of the long word samdndkshara

striking his mind, he asks "why such a big name?" and relieves

himself by the answer,
" we say, in order to correspond with the

established usage of the Qiksha and other text-books." The Qiksha
as we know it, it may be remarked, does not employ the term.

3. Two and two, short and long, are similar.

That is to say, as the commentary explains, of these simple
vowels, two and two short, two and two long, or a long and a

short, are called "
similar." The meaning seems rather to be that,

of the three triplets which make up the category of simple vowels,
the first two in each triplet, the short and the long, will be desig-
nated as " similar " to the exclusion, namely, of the pluta or pro-
tracted vowels. The term is used but once in the treatise (namely
in x.2, the rule last above quoted), as applied to vowels, and

nothing is practically gained by denying its inclusion of the pro-
tracted vowels, since these are specially protected from coalescence

by the rule x.2 4. The r-vowels are here again shut out, as in the

preceding rule
; and, in fact, no case occurs in the Vedic text in

which two of them are fused into one.

3. teshu
1

samdndkshareshu dvedve hrasve dvedve dirghe
2
hrasva-

dirghe
3

dirghahrasve vd 'kshareparasparam savarnasamjne bhava-

tah. iyam anvarthasamjnd: savarnatvam ndma sddrpyam ucyate:
tasmdd akdrddindin ikdrddibhir na savarnasamjndpankd bhin-

nasthdnaprayatnatvdd* anayoli. samjndydh prayojanam: dir-

ghan samdndkshare savarnapare (x.2) iti.

hrasvam ca dirgham ca hrasvadirghe. *

1
G-. M. eteshu. 3

G-. M. ins. vd. 3 B. om.
;
G. M. ins. vd. 4 B. -tndd.
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The word translated
' similar ' means literally

l of identical color
'

(i.
e. sound), and is several times applied later to identity of con-

sonantal sound. It is, as the commentator points out, a self-

explaining term, or one whose application is directly in accordance

with its natural meaning (anvartha) ;
and hence no suspicion is to

be entertained of the inclusion of a and i, for instance, as " simi-

lar," because of their different mode of organic production. As

example of the use of the term is again cited x.2.

r .

II 8 n

4. Not so, when a protracted vowel precedes.

This is an arbitrary exclusion, made to fit a particular case,
which might with more evident propriety have been provided for

later, where such cases are under treatment, rather than here in

the preliminary definition of terms (compare a somewhat similar

case in the Rik Pr., i.l, r. 4). The commentator paraphrases the

rule " a simple vowel having a protracted one before it is not
termed ' similar

;'

" and goes on to cite and explain in full the case

to which it applies. In the phrase dgne: iti: dha (vi.5.8
4
),

the

word dgne has its final diphthong protracted, and becomes dgnd'zi.

By the rule (x.2) for the coalescence of two similar simple vowels
into the corresponding long vowel, this would then unite with the

following word to form dgnd'si' ^ti. The quality of similarity,

however, being denied by the present rule to the final i, it is

treated as a dissimilar vowel, being first converted into y by rule

x.l 5, the y dropped by x.19, and the coalescence of the remain-

ing ds with the following i (as prescribed by x.4) prevented by
x.24 : thus is assured the reading dgnd's ity dha.

* n 1 n

5. The sixteen at the beginning are vowels.

Namely, says the commentator, the sixteen beginning with a
and ending with du. As example of the use of the technical term

4. plutapttrvalh samdndksharam savarnasamjnam na bhavati.

plutam asmdt ptirvam iti plutaptirvam. yathd: agnds ity dhe

'ty atra dirghan samdndkshare savarnapare (x.2) ity

ekddepah prasaktah : tac cd ''nishtam : pratishiddhdydm tv evam

savarnasamjHdydm pdripeshydd ivarnokdrdu yavakdrdv
(x.l 5) iti prtrvasye 'kdrasya yatvam sydt

1

: sa ca yakdro lupyete
tv avarnapttrvdu yavakdrdv (x.l 9) iti lupyate: yakdre
lupte sail ivarnapara ekdram (x.4) ity ekdralp prasaktah: so

'pi
3

nishidhyate na plutapragrahdv (x.2 4) ity anena: tasmdd

agndz ity dhe "*ti prasidhyati*.
1 W. om. 2

G-. M. ekddegah.
3 G. M. vi.

4 GL M. sidhyati.
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svara,
'

vowel,' he quotes the rule (ix.10) prescribing the conversion

of visarjamya into y before a vowel.

Our Prati9akhya is to be commended for not including in its list

of vowels the long /,
and for postulating no useless protracted forms

of r and /.

n \ ii

6. The rest are consonants.

As example of the term vyanjana,
l

consonant,' rule xxLl, which

pronounces the consonant a member of the adjacent vowel, is cited

in the commentary, according to the two manuscripts from north-

ern India
;
those from the south substitute for it the opening rule

of the third chapter, and also omit the explanatory statement
"
beginning with k and ending with svarabhakti" which is given

by the others.

7. The first twenty-five are mutes.

The commentator explains :

"
among the consonants, the first

twenty-five letters are called mutes "
(sparpa, literally

' contact
').

The northern manuscripts add, as under the last rule,
"
beginning

with k and ending with m." It is next pointed out that rules 2

and 5 contain the specification dditah,
' at the beginning,' and that

the different phraseology of this rule, namely ddydh,
'

first,' indi-

cates a difference of meaning : it signifies that the sounds referred to

5. varnasamdmndyasyd
1

"dita drabhya shodapa varndh sva-

rasamjnd bhavanti: akdrddaya dukdraparyantd ity arthah.

samjndydh prayojanam : atha svaraparo yakdram (ix.10) ity

ddi.

1
G-. M. varndndm sam-.

6. svarebhyah pesho varnardpir vyanjanasamjno bhavati :
1
ka~

kdrddisvarabhaktiparyantd ity arthah
1

. samjiidydh prayojanom :

*vyanjanan svardngaw? (xxi.l) iti.

<J > G-. M. om. <
2
> G-. M. athd "ddv uttare vibhdge hrasvam vyanjanapara (iii.l).

7. vyanjaneshv ddydh pancavinpativarnd sparpasarhjnd bha-

vanti:
l

kakdrddayo makdrdntdh'. ^samjndydh prayojanam :

sparpa sparpaparah (xiv.27)
2
. atha navd "ditah samd-

ndkshardni (i.2): shodapd "ditah svardh (i.5) itivad ddita

iti vaktavya ddyd iti pabddntaraprayogo 'rthdntarasticakah :

vyanjaneshv ddyd na tu svareshv ddyd iti vijneyam*.

(
!
) Gr. M. om. (2) Gr. M. remove to end of exposition, and for sparfaparah read

spar?a ity ddi. 3
Gr. M. jneyam.
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are first among the consonants, not first among the vowels (better,
we should say, not first in the whole list).

Of this style of inter-

pretation, which forces a special significance into very innocent

variations of phraseology, we shall meet with other and more

striking examples farther on.

Rule xiv.27 is given as instance of the employment of the tech-

nical term here defined.

8. The next four are semivowels.

The four semivowels are y, r, /,
v. The rule cited by the com-

mentary in illustration of the use of the term " semivowel "
(anta-

sthd, i. e. antah-sthd,
l

standing between, intermediate [between
consonant and vowel]:' see note to Ath. Pr. i.30) is one (v.28)

prescribing the treatment of final m before an initial semivowel.

*' n n

9. The next six are spirants.

Namely, the three sibilants, p, sh-
9
and s, thejifivdmtUZya, x, the

upadhmdntiya, qo, and the aspiration, h. As regards the sounds to

which the name ttshman, 'flatus,' shall be given, the phonetic
treatises are greatly at variance. The Vfij. Pr. (viii.22) limits the

class to the sibilants and h; the Ath. Pr. (see note to i.31) appar-

ently adds the guttural and labial spirants and the more indistinct

msarjariiya ; the Kik Pr. (i.2), these and the anusvdra. We have

an equal right to be surprised at the inclusion of this last in the

class, and at the exclusion from it, by our treatise, of the visar-

janlya.
To instance the employment of "

spirant," the comment cites the

rule (xiv.16) forbidding the duplication of a spirant before a vowel.

10. Of the mutes, the successive fives are the series.

The commentary paraphrases :

"
among the mutes, five and five

sounds, in their order, have the designation
'
series

;' they begin

respectively with &, c, , , >,
and end with n, n, n, n,m" This

8. sparpebhyah pare catvdro varnd antasthdsamjnd bhavanti.

samjndydh prayojanam:
l

antasthdpara$ ca savarnam anu-

ndsikam (v.28) ity ddi.

1 A lacuna, in W., extending to the word prayojanam in the commentary to the

next rule.

9. antasthdbhyah pare shad varn$ tishmasamjnd bhavanti.

samjndydh prayojanam : ftshm d svaraparah (xiv.16) ity ddi.
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exposition is in accordance with the requirements of the context,
the treatise being here engaged in defining its technical terms.

Otherwise, we might divide ____ panca pancavargdh, and trans-

late, like the corresponding rule in the Rik Pr. (i.2),
' there are five

series, of five each.'

The illustrative rule (xiv.20) cited in the comment teaches the

non-duplication of a mute of the lingual series before one of the
dental series.

11. And are called first, second, third, fourth, and last.

Each series of five mutes, that is to say, is composed of a surd,
a surd aspirate, a sonant, a sonant aspirate, and a nasal, as

, th, d,

dh, n; and these classes are named according to their order in the
several series. The commentator makes no note here of the physi-
cal differences of the classes, but says

" In each series, the sounds,
in their order, are styled first, second, third, fourth, and last.

Even though a name founded on enumeration obviously belongs
to them [is assured them, without a special rule to that effect], yet,
for the purpose of denying appellation on the ground of any other

enumeration, the technical terms '
first

' and so on are prescribed,
to enjoin a certain enumeration (?). How so? Why, to establish
the designation

'
first

' and so on for k and its successors alone, and
to deny to the vowels, semivowels, spirants, etc., designations
founded on their enumeration." And he proceeds to cite four rules

(ii.9;xiv.!2,24; viii.3: but the southern MSS. cite v.38 instead of

ii.9) as examples of the use of the five terms defined.

10. sparpdndm madhya dnuptirvyena pancapanca varnd 1

var-

gasamjnd bhavanti: ka-ca-ta-ta-pddayd* ?ia-na-na-na-mdntd ity

arthah. samjildydh prayojanam : tavarga$ ca tavargap arah

(xiv.20) itC
1 B. ora. 2

G-. M. -pddydh.
3 W. om. the cited rule

;
G-. M. ity ddi.

11. ekdikasmin varge yathdkramena
1 varndh prathamadviti-

yatrtiyacaturthottamasamjiid bhavanti: siddhe
c

pi samkhydni-
mitte ndmani* samkhydntardnabhidhdndrtham* samkhydntaram*

kathayitum prathamddisamjridvidhdnam : tat katham: kakdrd-

dindm eva* prathamddisamjiidpratyaydrtham: svardntast/ioshiint-

prabhrtishu tatsamkhydsathjildpratishedhdrtham
6
. sarnjndydh

prayojanam: prathama rtshmaparo dvitiyam (xiv.12):

trtiyan svaraghoshavatparah (viii.3); hakdro hacatur-
theshu (ii.9)

7
: nd rnuttama uttamaparah (xiv.24): ity ddi.

1 G. M. -kramam. 2
G-. M. ndmni. 3 B. samkhydntardbh- ; G-. M samkhydbh--

4 M. samjndntaram : as to the true reading and interpretation of this clause I am
by no means confident. 5

G-. M. om. 6
G-. M. tu saihkh-. "' G. M. substitute for

this rule part of v.38, viz. prathamapurvo hakdrap caturtham tasya sasthdnam.
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The other Prati9akhyas employ the same designations for the
mutes (save that the Vaj. Pr. also calls the nasals pancama,

'
fifth

'),

but without taking the trouble to define them or prescribe their

use by a rule.

II ^ n

12. The spirants, visarjaniya, and the first and second

mutes, are surd.

The Rik Pr. gives (i.2,3) a similar statement; the Ath. Pr. uses

the terms " surd " and " sonant " without defining which consonants
form each class

;
the Vaj. Pr. (i.50-53) substitutes for the terms

arbitrary formulas.

The physical peculiarity of the surd utterance is defined in the
next chapter (rules 5,10).
The commentator illustrates the use of the term by the rule

(ix.2) concerning the treatment of visarjaniya before a surd.

13. But not />.

"H is not styled a surd
;
this is an exception rendered necessary

by the circumstance that A, being [by i.9] a spirant, would other-

wise be included [by the last rule] in the class of surds," says the
comment.

All the phonetic treatises treat A as a sonant. For further defi-

nition of its character, see rules ii.6,9,46,4Y, below.

n \& n

14. The rest of the consonants are sonant.

The commentary enters into a rather lengthy defense of the

propriety of this rule, which reads literally as follows :

" The re-

mainder of the consonants other than the surds is styled sonant.

Even though, when the surds have already been stated in rule 12,
the sonant quality of the rest, on the principle of '

remainder,' is

assured just as, when it is said,
' of Devadatta and Yajnadatta,

12. tishmdnap ca visarjaniya^ ca prathamadvitiydp
1

cd 'gho-

shasantjiid bhavanti. samjildydh prayojanam : aghosh ap aras

tasya sasthdnam ttshmdnam* (ix.2) ity ddi\
1

B.prathama? ca dv-. a W. B. omit the last two words of the rule. 3
G-. M.

om.

13. na bhavaty aghoshasarhjfto
1 hakdrah: ushmatvdd agho-

shatveprdpte tadapavddo 'yam.
1 W. -jniko.
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Devadatta owns no kine,' the conclusion is assured that Yajna-
datta is a kine-owner nevertheless, the indication of the technical
term is made in the text-book, for the sake of practical conven-
ience

(?). Also, because of the superiority of express mention over
inclusion in a remainder. Otherwise the name of surd is denied
to h by rule 13, nor is h sonant, there being no rule to that effect;
and so with the rest of the consonants

;
the vowels are also in like

manner not sonant and not surd this being the case, when the
rule shall be given (ix.8) 'also when followed by a sonant,' the
doubt would arise, 'followed by a sonant' means followed by
what ? Let not this be so : in this view the present rule is under-
taken." It is added " In this rule, the distinctive meaning, in the
form of objection and replication, is set forth by Mahisheya."
And the rule ix.8, already referred to, is quoted again by way of

illustration of the use of the term " sonant."

The Rik Pr. (i.3), after specifying the surd letters, leaves the
sonants to be inferred pdripeshydt,

'

by the remainder-principle,'
as is expressly pointed out in the commentary on the passage (see

Regnier's edition, note to rule i.12).
The vowels are not included under the designation ghoshavant

'

sonant,' although (as is explained in rule ii.8) formed of the same
material with the sonant consonants.
Our treatise does not, like the other Pratiyakhyas (R. Pr. i.3

;

V. Pr. i.54; A. Pr. i.10), define the "first" and "third" mutes as

soshman,
'

aspirated.'

14. aghoshebhyo
*

vyanjanapesho ghoshavatsamjno bhavati:

yady apy ttshmavisarjariiyaprathameshv'
2'

aghosheshtt 'kteshu

vyanjana$es7iasya pdri$eshydd ghoshavattvam siddham : yathd
3

devadattayajftadattayor* apa$ur devadatta ity ukte 'parah pa$u-
mdn iti siddham : tathd 'pi pdstre samvyavahdrdrtham* samjild-

nirdepah kriyate : pdripeshydd api kanthokter vipeshdf: anyathd
nahakdrah (i.13) iti hakdrasyd

'

ghoshasamjnd nishidhyate: nd

''pi hakdro ghoshavdn: vidhyabhdvdt: tathdi 'va vyanjanapeshah:
svard api tathd1 na ghoshavanto nd 'py aghoshdh: tathd sati

ghoshavatparac ca (ix.8) iti yatra* vakshyati tatra
9 samdehah

sydt : ghoshavatparo ndma kimpara iti : tan md bhttd iti 'dam
srttram 10

drabhyate
11

.

vyanjanartipah pesho vyanjanapeshah.
atra siltre codyaparihdrarrtpa esha vipesho mdhisheyabhd-

shitah.

samjndydh prayojanam : ghoshavatparap ca (ix. 8) ity ddi.

1
G-. M. ins. 'nyo.

2
G-. M. ushmamsarjaniye 'ty.

3 B. ins. ca. 4 "W. -dattaitiyor.
5 W. samhdr-. 6

GT. M. vifesJiatvdt.
7

G-. M. om. 8
G-. M. yatrayatra.

9 G. M.
tatratatra. 10 B. fdstram.

n G. M. repeat the rule itself here. 12 W. om.
;
B.

adds yah ceshah. 13 G. M. om. rupa.
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f: ii VI n

15. A, pra, ava, upa, abhi, adhi, prati, pari, vi, ni these

are prepositions.

These ten words are but half the number which are reckoned as

prepositions by the Rik and Vaj. Pratigakhyas (R. Pr. xii.6
;
V.

Pr. vi.24) and by Panini (see the gana prddayah). The commen-
tator notes the discordance with Panini, and inquires why the

maker of this rule presumingly cuts short the list of prepositions
with the word iti in it. His reply is, that only so many are recog-
nized by the Yajur-Veda. Another objection which he raises and

removes, arriving at the comfortable conclusion " therefore there is

no discordance whatever," I do not see the point of. The discord-

ance is a real one, and difficult to explain. The term preposition

(upasarga) is used in three of the rules of the treatise, viz. vi.4

(which is the cited instance in the commentary), x.9, and xiv.8:

for the bearing of the restriction in number, see the notes ou those

rules.

iin
16. A sound followed by Mra is the name of that sound.

That is, for example, akdra is the name of a, ekdra of e, and so

on. The Vaj. Pr.
(137}

is the only other treatise which takes the

trouble to prescribe this usage, common to them all. Our own
refers to it also in a later rule (xxii.4). The word kdra means

'making, producing.' It is in the rules of the Prati^akhya added
not only to simple alphabetic sounds (varna) as their names, but
also to syllables like ah and an (see below, rules 23, 53), and the

15. ity ete pabdd upasargasamjnd bhavanti. nanu prapard-

pasamanvavanirdurvydnityddipdniniyd viceshena bhananti
1

: ka-

tham atra sutrakrtd nirargalam upasargd itipabdena samkucitd

ucyante. yajurvedavishaya etdvanta eve ^ti mantavyam. tarhi

prapardpasam* iti samuccaye m$eshapdtlialf katham upalabh-

yate\ itiparatvavidhdne tasya tdtparyam na tu 'pasargasamjnd-
vidhdne vipeshapdthah*: tasmdn na kenacid virodhah. samjnd-

ydh prayojanam : upasarganishpurvo 'nuddtte pade (vi.4).

iticabdah prakdravdci.
1 W. B. and G-.p.m. bhavanti. 2 B. prdpapardvasam ; G-. M. prdpasam.

3
Gr. M.

vipeshah; W. vifeshamp-.
4 B. -lakshyate.

5 W. B. vireshah p-.

16. kdrottaro varno varnasyd "khyd bhavati. yathd : athdi

^kdrekdrdv (iv.8) iti.
1

kdrapabda uttaro yasmdd asdu kdrot-

tarah.

1 G. M. ity ddi.
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commentator very frequently uses it to make names for briei

words, like ca,

Rule iv.8, respecting e and C, is the chosen illustration of the
combination here taught.

17. But with an a interposed, in the case of the consonants.

That is, the name of &, for instance, is (k-Orkdra) kakdra.

Compare the equivalent rule, Vuj. Pr. i.38.

The commentator cites rule v.22, respecting the conversion of t

to c.

18. Not of visarjamya, jihvdmuliya, upadhmdmya, ami-

svdra^ and the ndsikyas.

The term ndsikya designates here, of course, the nasal figments
taught in rules xxi.12-14. All these indistinct, hardly articulate,
sounds must be spoken of by their descriptive titles, not by any
name founded upon their form. The commentator explains that

the appending of kdra to the sounds here specified which would
otherwise be regular, since they come under the category of

varna,
'

alphabetic elements '
is annulled by the rule : adding as

a reason, that they are nowhere met with thus treated. He then

17. akdravyavahito
1 varnah kdrapabdottaro vyanjandndm

dkhyd bhavati. yathd*: takdra$ cakdram (v.22) ity ddi.

akdrena vyavahito* 'kdravyavetah.
1 W. -vyaveto.

2 W. B. put this word after the cited rule. 3
G-. M. vyaveto.

18. visarjaniyddmdm varnatvdvipeshdt kdrottaratvam prdptam
anena nivartyate: na khalu visarjaniyddindm kdrottaratd bha-

vati: kutah: sarvatra
a

prayogdnupalambhdt. nanu yathd var-

nah kdrottaro varndkhyd (i.16) iti varnapabdavdcyasydi 'va

kdrottaratvam nakdro nakdram (vii.l or xiii.6) ity ddi: na tu

vdcakasydi 'va*: anyathd varnakdra iti sydt : tadvad3

visarjani-

yddmdm
4
atrd ''pi vdcyagrahanam eva yuktam: nd Anyathd:

tathd sati vdcakaparatayd vararucyddiviracitam:' uddharanam

avasdne ravisarjaniya (xiv.15) ity ddy aruciram: iti cet:

mdi 'vam mansthdh: vdeydndm* kevaldndm aprayogdd atra vd-

cyavdcakayor abhedavivakshayd stttrasaranir ity uddharanaga
manikd.'1

1
G-. M. ins. tathd. 2 G. M. om. eva. 3 W. tad. 4 G. M. ins. ity.

5 W. B. vara--

rucdd-; GT. M. vdrarucdd-. 6 "W. B. vdcyddindm.
7 "W. -nam gam-.
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goes on to raise and refute a very subtile and hair-splitting objec-
tion. In rule 16, he says, kdra is prescribed to be added not to

the vocable (vdcaka) varna,
'

sound,' itself, but only to the thing

designated (vdcya) by that vocable
;
so likewise in this rule it is

proper to understand by visarjaniya etc. the things designated by
those words, and nothing else (and hence, the rule must not be

interpreted as implying that visarjamya and the other names

given are, in default of those formed with kdra, the accepted de-

signations for the sounds in question). This being the case, the

illustrations given under the rule by Yararuci and others namely,
rule xiv.15, speaking of r and "visarjamya" as not liable to dupli-
cation is an unsuitable one. Such is the objection. The reply
is: you must not think so; since the sounds designated by the

terms in the rule are actually nowhere employed by themselves (as

designations), the rule simply intends to include designation and

thing designated in one expression; and the quoted example is

proper enough.

19. Of r, however, epha forms the name.

That is to say, the technical designation of r is repha; ra being
also admitted, by rule 21, below : rakdra is not found anywhere in

the Hindu grammatical literature. This peculiarity of treatment

of r, as compared with the other consonants, is to be paralleled
with the way in which it is written in consonant groups, almost as

if a vowel
The Vaj. Pr. has an equivalent rule (i.40).

The word tu,
'

however,' in this rule, according to the commen-

tator, is meant to deny the application to r of both the rules 16

and 17. Some, he says, hold that it denies only rule 17, or the

insertion of a between r and the appended kdra ; but this is

wrong; for it would imply that the name of r was made some-

times by appending kdra and sometimes by appending epha, just
as an alternation is in fact allowed by rule 21 below between ra
and repha, and exemplified by rules vii.ll and xxi.15; while no

19. rasya tv epha$abda
l

dkhyd bhavati. yathd: rephoshma-
parah* (xiii.2) iti. rephasya vyanjanatvdvipeshdtprdptam kdrot-

taratvam akdravyavetatvam ca: tad ubhayam tu$abdo nivdra-

yati. anye tv anyathd manyante : akdravyavetatvam eve *ti : tad

asddhu : tathd sati kaddcid ephottaratd? kaddcit kdrottaratd ce ^ti

vikalpah sydt : yathd "*kdro vyanjandndm (i.21) iti vidhdndd

vikalpah: tathd hi* rephoshmasamyoge rephasvarabhak-
tilf (xxi.15): rashahptirvo havani (vii.ll) ity ddi: na tv evam

kdrottaratvam api vikalpena* svikrtam 1

kutracit : tasmdd asmad-

ukta eva yuktas tupabddrthah.
1 G. M. reph-; and M. reads rephas in the rule itself.

2 W. -shma?abda.
3 B.

rephaksharatd ; W. reph-.
4 W. B. 'pi.

5 W. B. om. * G. M. naka. 7
G-. M. tah.
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instance of a name formed with kdra is anywhere to be met with.

This is a very easy demolition of a very insignificant man of straw.

II t^o n

20. The short vowel, with varna after it, is the name of the

three vowels.

The " three vowels " referred to are the three quantities short,

long, and protracted of the vowels a, i, u, respectively ; varna,
in this case, indicating only the '

color,' or phonetic complexion^ of

the vowel, without regard to its length. The Ath. Pr. has the
same usage of this term, but without defining it by rule. As our
treatise acknowledges no protracted r, and neither a long nor a

protracted /,
it does not admit the compounds rvarna and Ivar/ia :

of the other three it frequently avails itself. The instance selected

by the commentator is rule x.4, which directs the combination of

a with a following i, $, 3 into e.

II n

21. An a forms the names of consonants.

This rule allows us to call a consonant not only, as prescribed
in rules 16 and 17 above, by a name formed by adding kdra with
a interposed, but also by one formed with a alone. The commen-
tator's example is rule v.22, where t and c are referred to as ta-

kdra, cakdra, and p, c again, and cA, as p, ca, and cha. If some-

thing merely additional to the kdra, instead of alternative with it,

were intended in the rule, we are told, rule 17 would be made

meaningless. But, says an objector, why use kdra at all for the

purpose, when even along with it the a has to be brought into

requisition ? let this alone furnish the name. The reasonableness

of the objection is conceded, but the commentator alleges as suffi-

cient justification of the practice followed, that it is in accordance
with that of the Qiksha an(j other text-books.

He continues: others assert that the a added to a consonant
indicates (not that consonant pure and simple, but) a syllable com-

posed of the consonant and any following vowel
;
as for instance

in rule ix.3,
"
visarjaniya followed by ksha is not assimilated;"

where the examples are manah ksheme (v.2.1
7
), ghandghanah

kshobhanah (iv.6.4
1

: so all the MSS., both here and under ix.3
;

my MS. of the Sanhita reads kshobhanih)), and uktha$dsah kshdma

(ii.6.12
4
).

This is unsound; for then we should have to read ishe

tvd (for ishe tvd, i.1.1 et al.), by the rule vii.13, "after vdghd and

sha, t becomes ;" which is wrong. Moreover, in the rule (xii.

20. varnottaro hrasvo
l

hrasvadirghaplutdndm dkhyd bhavati.

yathd : ivarnap ara ekdram
(
x.4

) ity ddi. varna$abda uttaro

yasmdd asdu varnottarah.

1
G-. M. ins. traydndm.
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4) "y#, va, na, ha, when followed by vowels," the final specifica-
tion would be useless, because already implied in the names given
to the letters. Hence the opinion referred to is wrong, and the
name taught by the rule indicates the consonant alone.

As for the actual usage of the treatise, it is somewhat equally
divided between the two modes of designation of the consonants

;

names formed with a alone occur nearly sixty times
;
with akdra,

nearly eighty times. This is exclusive of r, which is called ra four

times, repha fifteen times.

Compare rule i.39 of the Vaj. Pr.

II \\ II

22. As also, of a cited word.

The term grahana is used in only two other rules of the Prati-

cakhya (i. 24,50), but occurs in the commentary times innumerable,
in the sense of '

citation, word taken or extracted from the Sanhita

to be made the subject of some prescription
'

(root grah,
'

seize,

take'). The commentator, however, gives it an artificial and false

etymology ;
it denotes, he says, either a word respecting which

something is to be enjoined (lakshya), or one which is the cause

(nimitta) of an effect produced in some other word. The former

is called grahana because it is
" seized

"
(i.

e.
" affected ") ;

the

latter, because something is
" seized

" or "
affected

"
by it. It is,

he continues, a part of a word, a theme or base. The ca,
'

also,' of

the rule brings forward, or indicates the continued implication of,

the a of the preceding rule. The meaning is, then, that a forms
the name of a citation, a theme, in whatever situation it may occur.

21. vyanjandndm akdra dkhyd bhavati. yathd: takdrac ca-

kdran 1

cacachaparah (v.22) ity ddi. kdracabdottaratvam

idam ca vikalpyate : samuccaye tv akdravyaveto vyanjand-
ndm (i.17) iti vyartham sydt. nanu tarhi kdrottaratd* kimar-

thd
3
: taddnim api svartipeno?

"*kdraldbhdt : sa evd "khyd bhavatu.

satyam : cikshadicdstraprasiddhasamketdnusdrene* 'ti parihdrah.

apare tu samgirante : akdrah sarvasvardntasya vyanjanasya grd-

hakaiti: yathd
6
: man- ____ : ghan- ____ ; ukth- ____ : ity ddi n a

kshaparah (ix.3) iti nishedhasyo
^ddharanam sydd iti. tad asd-

ram: kutah1

: v dghdshaptirvas tash tarn (vii.13) iti shapttr-

vatvdf takdrasya tatve krte ish- ____ iti sydt: tac cd 'nishtam:

kim ca: yavanahasvarapareshv* (xii.4) iti atra svarapara-

pabdo vyarthah sydt : bhavanmate sarvasvardntasya
10

svikdrani-

yamdt: tasmdd anupapannam eva 11 tan matam manmahe: kim tu

varnamdtrasyd ''''khyd.

1 W. B. omit these first two words of the rule. 2 G. M. -foam. 3
G-. M. -tham.

4
G-. M. avyavdyaru-.

6
G-. M. -sdrdya.

6 W. om. 7
G-. M. om. 8

G-. M. shatvapu-.
9 W. yavanahaparasvar-.

10 G. M. -ntamdtrasya.
n

Gr. M. evdi.
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That is to say, if a word be cited in the text of a rule by its theme-

ending ,
all its cases or other derivative forms are to be re-

garded as equally had in view by the rule. Reference is twice

made to this principle hereafter by the commentator (under rules

vi.13 and x.14), to justify such inclusions. The latter of the cases

he here brings up, as example of a nimitta, or citation of an affect-

ing cause
;
the cited word is oshtha, which is declared to occasion

the loss of a preceding a or d : the only two instances of this com-
bination which the Sanhita contains are quoted in illustration, viz.

svdh" oshthdbhydm (vii.3.16
1

),
and upaydmam adharen* oshthena

(v.7.12). As example of a lakshya, or citation of a word to be

determined by rule, he quotes the end of rule xvi.26, with its illus-

trative citations, kincilac caturthah (v.5.9
2

),
and kincildya car

kshayandya ca (iv.5.9
1

).
This latter example is not very well

chosen, as the case is a somewhat difficult and anomalous one (see
the note on xvi.26).

This rule, like some of those that follow, is of very small value,
since final a is not the necessary sign of a cited theme in which
other cases are included

; and, on the other hand, parts of words
not ending in a are often cited " for the sake of the inclusion of

many words "
(bahtipdddndrtham).

23. Ah makes the name of an increment, or of an element

suffering alteration or elision.

Here, again, is a precept hardly called for, as the construction

and connection of each rule shows in what way any nominative it

contains is to be understood, without such an explanation as this,

which applies only to a part of the cases, and is unable to teach us

which of the three possibilities it contemplates is the actuality in

any given case. Moreover, it is faultily expressed, and the com-
mentator is obliged to explain that ah here stands for the ending
of the nominative case, in the dual and plural as well as the singu-
lar. He quotes in illustration five rules: xiv.5 exemplifies a

singular increment; vii.l, a singular altered element; v.19, a

singular elision; v.25, two-fold altered elements; xxi.12, plural
increments.

22.
l

lakshyam nimittam ca grahanam ity ucyate: grhyata* iti

grahanam: grhyata anene ^ti nimittam api grahanam: paddi-
kadecah prdtipadikam iti ydvat : cakdrah ptirvastitroktam akd-

ram dkarshati: grahanasya prdtipadikasya sarvdvasthasyd ''kdra
1

dkhyd bhavati. yathd: kincilakincild (xvi.26) iti parakin-
cilacabdo lakshyam uddharanam: yathd: kinc- cat- ----

3
:

kinc- caksh- ____ : oshthevahparo lupyate (x.14) iti tu* ni-

mittam: yathd: svd- ____ : upay- .....

O) W. inserts this passage out of place, between rule 19 and its commentary.
2

G-. grahanyata.
3

G-. M. omit this example.
4

G-. M. om.
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Rule 28, below, is very intimately connected with this, and the

insertion of rules 25-27 between is quite unaccountable.
Rik Pr. i.14 includes the second of the three specifications here

made, along with rule 28.

JTscHt 3T n t$ n

24. Or the simple citation.

The commentator says :
" Of these namely the increment etc.

there is in some cases, alternatively, citation; the meaning is,

without any ah." And he goes on to quote three rules, in which
increment (xvi.29), alteration (vii.3), and elision (v.15) are taught
otherwise than as prescribed in the preceding rule which is not,

however, thus amended into acceptableness.

n t>
i
i n

25. In case of doubt, citation is made of the next.

This rule, occurring where it does, appears to have been inter-

polated by an afterthought, attaching itself to the word graha-
nam,

'

citation,' of the preceding rule, without regard to the con-

nection in which that word is used. The meaning is, that when
the mere citation of a word from the Sanhita would leave a doubt
as to which occurrence of the word is intended, some part of the

context, a word or part of a word, is cited along with it. But the

commentator's first example and its exposition are quite peculiar.
He quotes svaycundtrnndm ca vikarmm co 'ttame (v.3.7

3
),
and

remarks :

" There being a doubt, owing to the occurrence of two
ca's in this passage, which of them is to be taken to give the

pragraha-chaY&cter [to uttame], the one next to the proper subject
of the rule \kdryabJidj,

' the word undergoing the prescribed

23. dgamddindm alikdra dkhyd bhavati: ahkdra iti prathamd-
vibhakter upalakshanam. dgamasya yaihd:

l

dvitiyacatur-

thayos tu vyaiijanottarayoh ptirvah (xiv.5): vikdrino ya-

thd
1

: atha nakdro n aledram (vii.l): lopino yathd: tish-

thantyekayd saptirvah (v.19): ity ekavacandni: lapardu
lakdram (v.25): iti dvivacanam: dnuprtrvydn ndsikydh
(xxi.12): iti bahuvacanam. dgama$ ca viMrt ca lopi cd "gama-

vikdrilopinah : teshdm.

0) B. om.

24. teshdm dgamddindm kvacid grahanam vd bhavati: ahkd-

rena vind ''pi 'ti
l

tdtparyam. dgamasya yathd: ddiranhatir

(xvi.29) ity ddi: vikarino yathd: hanyddupyamdnam ca

(vii.3) ity ddi: lopino yathd: eshasasya (v.15) ity ddi.

1
G-. M. om. iti.
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effect'] is to be assumed, in the rule reading co 'ttame [iv.ll]."
He seems to suppose that the " doubt " referred to in the rule con-

cerns the point, which of the two preceding ca's is joined with

uttame in the precept that establishes the latter's character as a

prayraha word, and that we need authority for understanding that

the latter of the two is taken. This is little less than
silly.

His

other example is taken from rule iv.15, where d prshati is made

pragraha, the d being the final letter of the preceding word yunjd

(yuiijd prshati, iv.6.9 4 ).

Under a later rule (iv.23) this principle is twice referred to, and

very curiously and artificially applied. See the note to that rule.

II Wl
26. Even of more than one.

The genitive in this rule is grammatically inconsistent with the

accusative of the one preceding, which I had to translate inaccu-

rately in order to make the connection evident. The commentator
declares the " even "

(api) here to continue in force the word sam-

dehe, 'in case of doubt,' which is hardly to be approved. He
interprets :

" When there is ambiguity, citation is made of more
than one word or sound," and quotes tishthanty ekayd (v.19)

and evo ''ttare (iv.ll) as examples. But in these we have only one

additional word cited, though more than one additional letter
;
so

that both are properly examples under the preceding rule. There

is no case, I believe, where more than one word requires to be

cited along with that at which the rule aims
;
of a part of a word

containing more than one letter we have instances in vi.2,5 etc. I

see no good reason, however, why these should not be regarded as

authorized by the preceding rule, and this one, accordingly, omit-

ted as superfluous.

II W II

27. A first mute, followed by the word "
series," is the name

of the series.

25. samdehe saty
1 dsannam *varnam padam* vd grhniydt:

svay- ity atra cakdradvayasambhavdt pragrahanimittatvena

katarasyo 'pdddnam kartavyam iti samdehe yad* dsannam kdr-

yabhdjas tad eva svikartavydm co 'ttame (iv.ll) iti stitre*. var-

nasya yathd: d prshati (iv.15) ity ddi.

1 "W. om. P) Gr. M. padarh vcvrnam. 3
G-. M. yadd.

4 "W. B. sarvatra.

26. samdeha anekasya padasya varnasya vd grahanam bha-

vati: api$abdah samdeha ity anvddipati
1

. yathd": tishthanty

eJcayd sapttrvah (v.19): evo ''ttare (iv.ll) ity ddi.

1 G. M. ddifati.
2 W. B. om.

VOL. IX. 4
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The commentator's example is rule xiv.20,
" the ^-series, followed

by the ^-series ;" that is to say, a lingual mute followed by a den-
tal. Compare Vaj. Pr. i.64.

II ^ n

28. Am makes the name of a product of alteration.

This is the correlative rule to 23, above, from which it has
become strangely separated. The commentator explains, as

before, that am stands here as representative of the accusative
case in any number; but the two examples he gives (v.38 and

vii.l) are both of them such as the rule might strictly apply to

without any such extension of its meaning.

29. By preceding is meant preceding.

A rule expressed in the form of an identical proposition cannot
be claimed to cast much light of itself, but demands a comment as

its essential part. Our commentator explains :
" Whatever word

is pointed out by the qualification
<

preceding,' that word is to be
understood as designated by its own form in that situation alone

;

but not, on account of identity of form, another word standing in

a different situation. Thus, by the rules (iv.12,13)
l

dydvdprthivi
is pragraha; also the preceding word,' the word ydvati is made a

pragraha in the passage ydvati dydvdprthivi mahitvd (iii.2.6
1

);
but it is not therefore pragraha in the passage ydvati vdi prthivi

(v.2.3
1

)."

30. By following is meant succeeding.

27. vargapabdottarah prathamah svavargasyd
1

"Jchyd bhavati:

tavargap ca tavargaparah (xiv.20) iti. vargapabda uttaro

yasmdd asdu vargottarah.
1 W. om. sva.

28. am iti pabdo vikdrasyd "khyd bhavati : am iti dvitiydvi-

bhaJcter upalakshanam. yathd: prathamaprtrvo haJcdrap
caturtham (v.38): atha nakdro nakdram (vii.l).

29. yah prtrvapabdena nirdishtah
1 sa tatrdi ^va svena rtipeno

''palaksliito jndtavyah : na tu rrtpasdmdnydd anyo bhinnadepa-
sthah. yaihtf: dydvdprthivi: pdrvap ca (iv.12,13) it? pra-

graho bhavati* 'ti vakshyati: pttrvatvdd ydv- ____ iti ydvatipab-

dah pragrahah : y&v- ____ iti tu
b na sydt pragrahah.

1 G. M. vifishyate.
2 W. om. 3 G. M. om. 4 G. M. -vishyati.

5 G. M. atra.
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This is the counterpart of the preceding rule, and is explained

by the commentator in corresponding terms. His illustration is

taken from rules iv. 49,50, where dve and the word following it are

declared pragraha. In the passage, then, dve jdye vindate

(vi.6.4
3
),J%e is pragraha, but not in the passage yonir asi jdya

e 'hi (i.7.9
1

: G. M. omit e 'hi).

The rule is only once referred to hereafter, namely under iv.52
;

and there for a purpose which it was not intended to answer.

31. R and I are short.

As examples of short r and
Z, the commentator cites rtavo vdi

(vii.2.6
1

), and aklptasya Jclptydi (v.4.8
5
).

32. Also a.

"Also" (ca), says the commentator, brings forward the implica-
tion of " short

" from the preceding rule. His example of short a
is ayam purah (iv.3.2

1 or 4.3 1

).

n ^ II

33. Also any vowel having the same quantity with the latter.

Here again, the " also
" continues the implication of the predicate

of rule 31, we are told. The only vowels contemplated by the

rule, further, are i and u, since there is an absence of the attribute

of like quantity with a in the diphthongs. As examples from the

Sanhita are quoted ishe tvd (i.1.1 et al.), upaprayanto adhvaram
i.5.5 1 or V 1

: W. B. omit adhvaram), and atrd "ha tad urugd-
yasya (i.3.6

22
: but see the various readings below). The commen-

tator then raises the objection (without introducing it, as usual,

30. yah para ity onena vicishyate so 'pi tatrdi *va svena r&pena

pratyetavyah. yathd : dve: parac ca (iv.49,50) iti
1

pragraho
bhavati ">ti vakshyati: paratvdd dve jd- ____ ity atra jdye iti*

pragrahah :
3

yo- ____ ity atra
4 na pragrahah

3
.

1
G-. M. om. 2

Gr. M. ins. $abdah. (3) B. om. 4 G. M. ina tu.

31. rkdra$ ca lkdra$ ca hrasvasamjndu bhavatah. yathd
1

:

rt- ____ : ak- _____

1 W. B. om.

32. aMrac ca hrasvasamjno bhavati: caTcdro hrasvatvam 1

anv-

ddicati. yathd: ay- ____ iti.

1
G-. M. -svam.
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with nanu), that the matter of the three rules should have been

put into this form : "A. is short : also any vowel having like quan-
tity with it ;" because, as actually stated, they are liable to the

reproach of saying the same thing over twice (since r and I are of
the same quantity as a, and are therefore included in the prescrip-
tion of the present rule). But he replies that the statement is

right in its present shape ;
for r and I inhere in r and / / and one

might therefore suppose that, being letters of more than one articu-

lating position, they suffered an extension of quantity, and were
not short : hence the special rule concerning them. The treatise,
as was noticed above (under i.2), nowhere describes the formation
of r and

Z, though it excludes them from the category of simple
vowels.

The rule of the Vaj. Pr. (i.55) is nearly the same with this.

II II

34. Also anusvdra.

The implication being the same as in the preceding rules, anu-
svdra is here defined as having the quantity of a short vowel. The
commentator explains the occasion for the rule as follows: rule

xxi.6, which teaches that anusvdra and svarabhakti are to be at-

tached to the preceding vowel in syllabication, implies the conso-

nantal character of the former
; whence, by rule 37, below, it would

have the quantity of a half-mora, and its true quantity of a mora

requires special definition.

The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 147,148) allows anusvdra to make with a pre-

ceding vowel, either long or short, two moras, oddly enough dis-

tributing the time between the two elements, vowel and nasal, in

such a way that thje latter has a mora and a half after a short

vowel, the vowel being itself shortened to a half-mora, while after

a long vowel the nasal is itself cut down to a half-mora, and a

mora and a half are assigned to the vowel a highly artificial ar-

33. tend 'kdrena yas tulyakdlah svarah sa ca hrasvo bhavati:

atrd
1

'pi cakdro hrasvdde$akah*: ikdra ukdra$ ce* 'ty arthah:

samdhyakshardndm samdnakdlatvdbhdvdt*. yathd*: ish-'..-.:

up- ____ : atr- .....
6 akdro hrasvas tena ca samdnakdlasvara ity

drabdhavyam: rkdralkdrdu hrasvdv iti tu
1 nd Drabdhavyam:

evam drabhyamdne punaruktatayd gduravam bhavediti. ucyate:

drabdhavyamevdi ''tat: kutah: rkdralkdrayor antard8

rephalakd-

rdu stah : tattatsthdnatvdd? anayoh kdlavyabhicdrah sydt : hras-

vatvam na10

gamyeta
11
: tan md bhttd ity evam drabhyate: rkdral-

kdrdv 12
iti.

1
G-. M. tatrd.

2 Gk M. Tirasvatvdde$akah samdnakdla svara iti.
3

G-. M. om.
4

G-. M. -Tcdlasvcvratvd-.
5 "W. om. 6 B. al/rd "Jia only; G-. M. atra hy; both as if

the introduction to what follows. 7 G. M. om. 8
G-. M. anantare. 9

G-. M. tatsth-.

10 B. om. u G. M. avagamyate.
12 G. M. ins. hrasvdu.
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rangement. The Rik Pr. gives no special statement respecting
the quantity of the nasal element, but leaves it to be included

among the other consonants, which have half a mora of time each.

All the " short
" elements being now enumerated, the commenta-

tor quotes, as example of the employment of the term "
short,"

rule iii.l. As example of anusvdra, he quotes tdn haste (vi.1.3
7
).

35. An element of twice that quantity is long.

The literal meaning of this rule is, says the commentator, that

one of the before-mentioned short vowels, when doubled, is long ;

but its virtual intent is that a vowel having twice the quantity of

a short is long. I have translated in accordance with the latter

interpretation. As example of the use of the term "long" is

quoted rule x.2, respecting the coalescence of two similar simple
vowels into the corresponding long vowel.

SJrfl
IIH H

36. An element of three times that quantity is protracted.

The commentator explains the virtual meaning of this rule in

the same manner as that of the preceding, and quotes in illustra-

34. bhavaty anusvdrap ca1

hrasvasamjnah. yathd: tdn
cakdro hrasvdnvdkarshakah?: anusvdrah svarabhakti$ ca

(xxi.6) iti svarapratyangatvavicZhdndd
3

anusvdrasya vyanjana-
tvam: tathd sati hrasvdrdhakdlam vyanjanam (i.37) ity

atrd* 'rdhamdtratvam* prdptam
6
: tan md bhtid iti hrasvatvam

vidhiyate. hrasvasamjndydh prayojanam : vibhdge hrasvam

vyanjanaparah (iii.l) iti.

1 G. M. a/pi.
2 G. M. hrasvdk-. 3 MSS. svwampr-; "W. -hgavidh-.

4 G. M. om.
5 G. M. -tve.

6 G. M. -te.

35. tdvdn iti prakrto hrasva ucyate: dvir iti dvirttpah
1

: tdvdn

hrasvo dirghasamjno bhavati
2

'to* stttrayojand : tdtparyam tu

hrasvadvigunakdlah* svaro dirghasamjno bhavati 'ti.* samjndydh

prayojanam: dirghan samdndkshare savarnapare (x.2)

ity ddi.

1 G. M. -pom.
2 W. inserts here, out of place, samjndydh prayojanam. 3 B.

-la; W. om. lah. 4 W. om. iti.

36. atrd 'pi
l hrasvo 'nuvartate sdmnidhydt: trir iti trirdpah

1
:

trirupo hrasvah plutasauijno bhavati ''ti : ^tdtparyam tv atrd ''pi

brilmah: hrasvatrigunaMlah svarah plutasamjno bhavati
3
: sam-

jndydh prayojanam : na plutapragrahdv (x.2 4) iti.

1 G. M. ins. sa. 2 G. M. om. <
3
> G. M. om.
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tion of the term "protracted" rule x.24, which directs that a pro-
tracted and a pragraha vowel are not liable to combination.

All the treatises agree closely in their definitions of vowel quan-
tity; see Ath. Pr. i.59-62, and the notes upon those rules.

37. A consonant has half the quantity of a short vowel.

This, the comment reminds us, is a rule defining the length of a

consonant, not one giving the meaning of the term consonant.

For, if it were the latter, the word "time" in rule xvii.5, which

speaks of " the time of a consonant," would be open to the charge
of redundancy. We hardly need so trifling and technical a proof
of a thing so obvious. As example of a consonant, the word vdk

(e. g. i.3.9 1
: but G. M. read instead vd) is given us.

Of the other treatises, the Ath. Pr. (i.60) alone differs from this

by giving to a consonant a whole mora as its quantity.

38. A syllable uttered in a high tone is acute.

The commentator enters into no explanation of the meaning of

the definition of the acute tone or accent here given, but simply
refers us to a later rule (xxii.9), where the action of the organs in

producing the higher tone is more particularly described. He adds
as example of an acute vowel sa idhdndh (iv.4.4

5
: but all the

MSS. save W. read sd iti\ and quotes rule xiv.29 as exemplifying
the use of the term uddtta, 'acute' (literally 'elevated'). I have

explained in the note to Ath. Pr. i. 14-1 6 why I prefer, instead of

transferring the terms uddtta, anuddtta, and svarita, to translate

them by
'

acute,'
*

grave,' and '

circumflex,' respectively.

39. In a low tone, grave.

37. vyanjanam hrasvdrdhakdlam bhavati: na tu vyanjanam
iti samjnd: anyathd

1

vyanjanakdlap ca svarasyd 'trd

"'dhikaff (xvii.5) iti
3

kdlapabdasya pdunaruktydpatteh. yathd:
vdk. hrasvasyd^rdho* hrasvdrdhah*: *hrasvdrdhakdlah? parimd-
nam yasya* tat tatho ''ktam.

1 G. M. om. s
Gr. M. omit the last two words of the rule. 3

G-. M. ins. afro,.

4
G-. M. -dham. <

5
> G. M. hrasvdrdharii Mlaft parimdnakdlo yasya a good and

consistent reading ;
B. is corrupt.

6 W. -lam.

38. dydmo ddrunyam (xxii.9) iti lakshanalaksTiitalf svara

uddtta ucyate. yathd : sd _____ samjndydh prayojanam : u dd t-

tdt paro 'nuddttah svaritam (xiv.29) iti*

1 G. M. -ta.
2 G. M. ity ddi.
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We are again referred to the rule in one of the last chapters

(xxii.10) which defines the action of the organs in producing the

lower tone. The example for the accent is avadatdm (i.7.2
2

: but
G. M. read avaddtdm), of which, in pada-text, all the syllables are

grave; that for the term anuddtta, 'grave' (literally, 'not ele-

vated'), is, in W. B., rule iv.43
;
but in G. M., rule xiv.29.

40. Their combination is circumflex.

The commentator explains samdhdra,
'

combination,' as from

samdhriyate,
'
it is taken together, collected, combined ;'

and adds,
" the accent arising from the mixing of those two is the circumflex

(svarita). This is a precept concerning the peculiar nature of the ac-

cent
;

its occurrence is taught further on, in one and another place :"

and he quotes not less than three of the rules (xiv.29, x.16, and xii.9)
which teach under what circumstances the circumflex arises. His

example of a circumflexed syllable is te 'bruvan (iii.2.2
3 et al.).

This rule is so far ambiguous that it does not tell us in what
order the acute and grave tones are to be combined to produce the
circumflex accent whether acute and grave, or grave and acute

;

but we may perhaps assume that the treatise consciously intends
them to be taken in the order in which they are defined by the
two preceding rules.

All the authorities practically agree in their general definition

of the three kinds of accent (see note to Ath. Pr. i. 14-16) ;
and

Panini's rules
(i.

2. 2 9-31) are precisely the same with those here

given. As regards the details which form the subject of the fol-

lowing rules of our treatise, the accordance is not so perfect (see
note to Ath. Pr. U7).

41. Of this circumflex, in case it immediately follows an

39. anvavasargah (xxii.10) iti
1

srttralakshitah? svaro 'nu-

ddtta ucyate*. yathd : av-. samjridydhprayojanam : anuddtto
na nityam (iv.43) iti.*

1 W. B. om. 2
G-. M. -ta.

3 B. lakshyate.
4 G. M. give xiv 29, and ity ddi.

40. tayor uddttdnuddttayor yah samdhdrah sa
1

svarita ucyate.

yathd: t& _____ samdhriyata iti samdhdrah: tayor melanajan-

yasvarah* svarita? ity arthah. svaritasvartipavidhir ayam: upa-
rishtdt tu

5
tatratatra svarito lakshyate*: yathd: uddttdt paro

fnuddttah svaritam (xiv.29): uddttayop ca paro
l

nuddt-

tah svaritam (x.16): tasminn* anuddtte* ptirva uddttah
svaritam (xii.9) ity ddi.

1 M. om. 2 W. -ra; B. -nyah svara. 3
G-. M. om. 4 G. M. vak-. <

5
) W. om.

6 W. tannuddtte.
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acute. the first part, to the extent of half a short vowel, is

uttered in a yet higher tone.

That is, higher than the tone of acute, which properly forms its

first element
;
one is tempted to give the word uddttdt a double

construction, as belonging in idea to uccdistardm as well as to

anantare.

The subject of the more particular definition of the circumflex

accent occupies the six following rules, and any comments upon
the doctrines laid down will be better reserved until the last rule.

As example of the circumflex, the commentator cites the words
sd idhdndh (iv.4.4

5
), already once given (under rule 38) ;

the first

syllable of the second word has the enclitic circumflex, by rule

xiv.29, under which the same quotation is repeated.

42. The remainder has the same tone with acute.

The plain meaning of this rule is distorted by the commentator,
in an attempt to avoid a seeming inconsistency. He claims, namely,
that the word " same with " here signifies

" a trifle lower than,"
" because otherwise there would be no circumflex " the circum-

flex having been defined in rule 40 as including both the higher
and lower tone. But the inconsistency is not evaded by claiming
for the last portion of the circumflex any thing short of the actual

"grave "tone which rule 40 prescribes: if, indeed, giving to its

first portion a higher tone than " acute
" be not an equal offense

against the same rule.

vrfqr n n

43. Along with the consonant, too.

Says the commentator " the rule as formerly given applied to

a pure vowel
;
now the same thing is taught of the circumflexed

vowel even in case of its combination with a consonant. The cir-

cumflexed vowel along with its consonant, either the one which

directly follows an acute or another, is as defined. The ' too '

(api) continues the implication of the circumflexed vowel." To
this explanation of api, as simply equivalent with m, we must de-

mur. As any one may see by referring to the various rules in

41. uddttdd anantare yah svarah svaryate tasyd "dis tdvad

uccdistardm uddttataro bhavati ydvad dhrasvasyd ''rdham. ya-
thd: sd

42. hrasvdrdhakdldc chesha uddttasamo bhavati :
lna til 'ddtta

eva : samacabdaprayogdt kimcin ny&natvatn pratiyate
1

: anyathd
svaritdbhdvdt. pttrvoktam evo ^ddharanam.

< !) "W. repeats these clauses in the comment of the preceding rule, after bhavati.
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which it occurs, it is always best translated by
*

even,' as point-

ing out something which is to a certain degree anomalous, or not

to have been naturally expected.
As examples of circumflexed syllables containing consonants,

the commentary offers sdkhd sdkhibhyo vdrivah krnotu (iii.3.11
1

:

all the MSS. except W. give only the second and third words,
which are the ones to which the rule applies ;

the second syllable
of each has the enclitic suarita, and they are to be read and
divided sd-khlb-bh.yo vd-ri-vah), and tishydh (ii.2.10

2 et al. : but

G. M. omit this example).
I have not observed that any other of the treatises deems it

necessary to lay down in terms the principle that the consonant

shares in the accentuation of the vowel to which it is attached.

Though the rule may be regarded as in a manner superfluous, it is

less to be objected to in itself than on account of the place where
it is thrust in, so wholly out of connection. It ought to be some-

where where it can be made to apply to all the three accents, and
not to the circumflex alone.

^TT ^t%?FT;TFT n 33 u

4A. Or the part following is uttered in a lower tone.

The comment explains anantara in this rule as equivalent to

$esha (in rule 42), and paraphrases by saying that " the remainder
of this circumflexed syllable, after the half-mora [of which the

character was defined in rule 41], is in a lower tone; that is, is

anuddttatara ('lower than grave')." Whether this is the true

meaning, and not rather that the last part of the syllable, instead

of being
" of the same tone with acute "

(rule 42), is
" of lower

tone (than acute)," may well be made a question. It would be, I

should think, an exaggeration of the circumflex of which hardly

any theorist would be guilty, to begin it higher than acute, and
end it lower than grave. The latter of the two interpretations

suggested is also (though not unequivocally) supported by the next

rule, which may most naturally be regarded as letting down the

concluding tone of the syllable one degree farther than the pres-
ent rule, as this than the preceding.

43. kevalasyd ''yam vidhih purastdd uktah: iddnim vyanja-
nasahitatve

f

pi *svaritasya tathdtvam ucyate:
l

savyanjano 'pi
1

svarita ^uddttdd anantaro*
(

nyo *vo 'ktavidhir* bhavati: api-

pabcla/i* ^svaritam dkarshati
5
. yathd : sakhd : t i-.

(') W. om. <
2
> W. -ttdnant-. <

3
> W. vd mukhyd vi-. <

4
) B. om. <5) a. M. -tdkar-

shakah.

44. tasya svaritasya hrasvdrdhakdldc chesho nicdistardm

anuddttataro
1

bhavati: anantarah pesha ity arthah: tad evo

^ddharanam.
1 W. -ddtt'iro.

VOL. IX. 5
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45. Or in the same tone with grave.

The commentator does not attempt this time, as under rule 42,
to show that " same " means in reality

" a little different," but

simply paraphrases (taking no account of the vd,
' or

')
:

" That
same remainder of this circumflexed syllable is the same with

arwd&tta."

SFTf ^^TfFFT ^rMl^iMiJ
n &\ n

46. Its beginning is the same with acute
;

its remainder is

the same with grave : so say the teachers.

Or, it may be,
' so says the teacher,' the plural being used in

token of respect : the word dcdrya is not elsewhere found in the

treatise (save at xxiv.6) except in the expression ekeshdm dcdryd-

ndm,
' of certain teachers,' which occurs several times. The com-

mentator does not give us his opinion upon the point, but he de-

clares this to be the only rule that is approved or of force (ishta,

literally
' desired

')
in the net-work (jdla) of alternative views here

adduced, commencing with rule 41. It may, in fact, be looked

upon as identical in meaning with the fundamental rule 40, and as

presenting the only reasonable and sensible view of the true char-

acter belonging to the circumflex accent. The elaboration of the

theory of the circumflex, the classification of its varieties, and the

determination of their relations to one another, appear to have
been quite a favorite weakness with the Hindu, phonetists. The

subject occupies the whole of one of the later chapters of this

treatise (xx.), together with sundry rules in other chapters; and a

more detailed examination of it, and criticism of the views taken

respecting it, will be necessary in connection with some of those

rules.

While approving this rule, for the reason that it is in accordance

with the last two rules of chapter xx., which define the relation of

45. tasya
1

svaritasya sa eva pesho 'nuddttasamo bhavati.

1 G. M. om.

46. tasydi 'va svaritasyd "dihrasvdrdhalcdla uddttasamo bha-

vati:
1

$eshas tv anuddttasamo bhavati
1

: peshas tv anuddttasama

ity dcdryd bruvate. yathd: sakh- _____ tasyd "dir (i.41) ity

ddyabhydhite*
c

smin vikalpajdle* stitram etad eve 'shtam: pra-

plishtaprdtihatayor mrdutarah (xx.ll): tdirovyanjana-

pddavrttayor (xx.12) iti lakshandnuktilydt : na til ''paritanam

api sutrant ishtam: etaUakshanaprdtik^lydd eva.

0) G M. omit, which is better. 2 G. M. drabhyd 'bhihite ; B. abhyaUta (? cor-

rupt).
3 W. B. -Ipya- (Ippat); W. -jdte.
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four of the kinds of circumflex to one another in respect to hard-
ness of utterance, the commentator rejects in advance the next fol-

lowing rule, as being discordant with them. The ground of the
asserted accordance and discordance I am not able to discover.

47. It is all a slide, say some.

The commentator says :

" The word *
slide

'

(pravana) is a syno-
nym of ' circumflex :' the circumflexed vowel, along with its con-

sonants, starting from its beginning, is all of it a slide : so some
teachers have said." And he adds the same example already more
than once given, sdkhibhyo vdrivah (iii.

3. 1 1 l

).
We have seen that,

in his exposition of the preceding precept, he has rejected this one,

upon grounds of inappreciable value. The view here taken is one
that might well enough be held by any one, as virtually equiva-
lent with the one before presented : the voice somehow makes its

descent from the higher to the lower pitch within the compass of
the accented syllable ;

whether by a leap or a slide, is a proper
theme for hair-splitting argumentation, but of the smallest practi-
cal consequence.

n Sr; n

48. A separable word is treated like separate words, except
in an enumeration.

The meaning and application of this precept may be best exhib-
ited by means of the examples which the commentator quotes.
We have a rule (iv.40) that te and the at the end of a word of more
than two syllables are pragraha if preceded by d or e. In the

passages oshatdt tigmahete (i.2.14
2
) andtatpravdte (vi.4.7

2
), then,

the final syllables would be pragraha, but that the words in which

they occur are separable compounds, written in the pada-text tig-
ma-hete and pra-vdte, and so are exempted by this rule from the

47. pravanapabdah
1

svaritoparydyah : savyanjana eva svarita

ddita drabhya sarvah pravano bhavati 'ty eka* dcdryd ticire.

yathd: sakh-3
_____

1 B. has pranava for pravana everywhere.
'2 G. M. om. 3 M. sarvebhyo.

48. ingyapadam ndndpadavad bhavati: asamkhydnavishaye
1

:

ndndpadavad iti Mm: osh- ____ : tat ____ ity dddv dkdrdikd-

raprtrvas tu bahusvarasya te the (iv.40) ity atra* pragra-
hatvam md bhtid iti: asamkhydna iti Mm: dve: para$ ca:

ekavyaveto 'pi (iv.49-51):
3 dve sav- ____ ity atra pragraha-

tuam bhavatv* iti vaddmah. ndndpadam iva ndndpadavat.
1 G. M. -ne vish-.

2 G. M. om. 3 G. M. ins. iti.
4 G. M. prabhavatu.
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operation of iv.40 : the te is in each case the ending of a dissylla-
bic word. What is meant by

" enumeration "
is not, in itself, very

clear, as the case already cited is, in a certain sense, one of enu-

meration namely, of the syllables of a word. The commentator
shows its intent by pointing out that, by rules iv.49-51, the word
dve, the next word to it, and the next but one, are made pragra-
ha: hence, in the passage dve savane pukravati (vi.1.6

4
), $ukra-

vatt (pada-text pukra-vatl) must be counted as a single word only,
or the i of vati would not loe pragraha.

In this, as in the Rik and Atharva Pratigakhyas, the word ingya
(T. W. B. and O. more usually write Ingya, or r

inyd) means a com-

pound word, treated as separable into its constituents in the pada-
text. The St. Petersburg lexicon erroneously explains it as signi-

fying a single member of such a compound.
Compare Rik Pr. i.25, and Vaj. Pr. i.153.

FRET ^^T^T^RI^ M &\ II

49. Of such a word, the former member is called avagraha.

The example quoted is devdyata iti deva-yate (iii.5.5
3
)

an in-

stance of cared, or repetition with iti interposed, such as is usual

in the #ram-texts, and, to a certain extent, in the pada-texts also.

The existing pada-texts of the Rik and Atharvan would write this

word simply deva-yate, reserving the repetition with iti for words
which are pragraha and separable at the same time : but that of

the Taittiriya-Sanhita treats all separable compounds in the latter

method (see, for the varying usages of diiferent texts, the note to

Ath. Pr. iv.74). In deva-yate, the part deva is denominated ava-

graha. As instance of the use of this technical term is given the

rule (iv.2) which exempts all first members of compounds from the

action of the rules prescribing pragraha.
The commentator, finally, calls attention to the mutual relation,

or apposition, of the words pada and avagraha in the rule, each in

its own gender (the former being neuter, the latter masculine) :

compare under ii.7 and v.2.

The other Prati9akhyas use the term avagraha in this sense, but

without taking the trouble to define it.

50. In citations of a word, that word is to be understood.

That is to say, the cited word itself, and not a part of a word

49.
l

tasye ''ngyapadasya purvapadam avagraha
1

ity ucyate.

yathd: dev- ..... avagrahasawjndydh* prayojanam: nd 'va-

g'rah ah (iv.2) ity ddi. paddvagrahacabdayor niyatalingatvd-

nyonydnvayah? sambhavati.

0> G. M. om.
'2 G. M. om. avagraha.

?> "W. niyamal-.
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identical in form with it. Thus (to take the commentator's exam-

ple), tve is later (iv.10) declared pragralia except at the end of a

separable word, as in the passage tve kratum (iii.5.10
l

); the ex-

ception specified is necessary, because the tve of a word like adi-

titve (p. aditi-tve) is also a pada or vocable
;

but it is not there-

fore to be inferred that the tve of kratve, in the passage kratve

dakshdya (iii.2.5
2

;
3.11 4

),
is also pragraha.

As the commentator had formerly derived grahanam (i.22) from

grhyate, so now he derives grahandni from grhnanti,
i

they seize,
take.'

The principle here taught is appealed to several times (under iv.

11,38; vii.2) hereafter, in order to the settlement of doubtful points.
It would seem possible to be still made a question whether the

citation in any particular rule were a pada,
' a full word,' or a pa-

ddikadepa,
l

part of a word,' since citations of the latter kind are

also frequently made. Perhaps the commentator would settle the

difficulty by asserting that no combination of articulate sounds
which actually occurs in the Sanlrita as &pada is ever cited in any
other character.

I

1U H
. x

51. But that word, even when phonetically altered.

The commentator gives two examples. The word vdhana, he

says, is cited later (vii.6) as one whose n is liable to conversion
into n : this conversion, then, still holds good, though the final

syllable of the word have become o: thus, pravdfiano vahnih

(i.3.3). Again, syah, by v.15, loses its final visarga; and it does

so, even when its s is changed to sA, as in ayam u shya pra deva-

yuli (iii.5.11
1

).
As regards the former of these examples, it might

seem to be provided for by rule i.22, above : but the commentator
would doubtless plead that the rule would apply to vdhanah, but
not to vdhano.

50. padagrahaneshu stttreshu grhitam padam eva gauiyeta:
*

jndtavyam : na paddikade$alf. yathd : tve ity an ingyd n tah3

(iv.10) iti vakshyati: tathd sati tve iti pragraho bhavati:

kra- iti paddikade^dri
1 na bhavati. grhnanti ^ti grahandni :

paddndm grahandni padagrahandni : teshu.

1 M. ins. tad. 2
G-. M. -f-a/h.

3 W. animhy- ; B. anihy-.
4 G. M. -fatvdn.

51. apipabdah padam anvddipati: padagraJianeslm vikrtam

api padam avagantavyam. yathd: natvdputtau vdhana
( vii.6)

iti graJnshyate: padam iti krtvd visarjanlya otvam dpanne 'pi

natvam ndi ''va nivartate: pra- : eshasasyah (v.15) iti

uisarjaniyalopagrahanam pathishyate: ay- ity atra sakdre

shatvam dpanne
'

visargalopo bhavaty eva.

1 G. M. ins. 'pi.
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52. And even when preceded by a.

The evident occasion of this rule is the frequent occurrence of

words with the negative prefix a attached to them. But, it being
once established, its sphere is not restricted to that class of com-

pounds, as is shown in the very example chosen by the commen-
tator to illustrate its working. By iii.2, $vd is included among
the words whose final d is liable to be shortened

; then, by this

rule, apvd is also included: e. g. apvdvantan (p. apvorvantam) sa-

hasrinam
(iii.

3. 1 1
1

)
.

Application of this principle is quite frequently made below

(under iii.2,8; v.13,16; vi.5,14; viii.8,13; xi.16; xvi.6,19).

53. And when preceded by an.

The origin and aim of this rule are obviously the same with
those of the preceding, but the instances of its application are less

frequent : it is appealed to but three times in the sequel (under
rules iii.7, viii.8, and xvi.29). The last case is the one selected by
the commentator as his example. The word anpu, by xvi.29, con-

tains anusvdra hence the same word preceded by an is to be re-

garded as included with it, as in the passage anan$u kurvantah

(iii.2.2
1

).

The commentator now raises the question : how comes kdra to

5 %

2. atrd ^py apipabdah paddnvddepakah: padagrahaneshv

akdrddy
1

api* padam vijneyam: *pvartdvayund (iii.2) iti

hrasvddepe vakshyati: akdrdder api tasya grahanasya hrasva-

tvaitt bhavati. yathd: apv- _____ akdra ddir yasya tat tathoktam.

1 G. M. -die.
2 G. M. ca. 3 G. M. prefixes the preceding three words of the

cited rule.

53. cakarah padam iti bodhayati : padagrahaneshv ankdrddy

api padam vijfieyam: an$u (xvi.29) ity anusvdrdgame vak-

shyati: ankdrdder api tasyd 'nusvdrdgamah sydt. yathd:
an- ____ . ankdra ddir yasya tat tathoktam.

nanv atra siitre
(n ity asya kdrottaratvam katharii kriyate:

varnah kdrottarah (i.16) iti
l

stitre varnasya
1

kdrottaratvavi-

dhdnabhangaprasangdt. ucyate: satyam* etacchdstrabaldn
3na

kriyate: Mm tu pdstrdntarabaldt
3

kriyate: yathd: pdniniyd *eva-

kdra apikdra* ityddtndm sddhutvam kathayanti: evam atrd ''pi

evam ahkdra dgama (i.23) ity atra
6

codyaparihdrdu mjneydu.
(
J
) G. M. varnafabdasya.

2 G. M. tasya. <3) B. om. ^
4
) G. M. evakdre 'pi-.

5 G. M. atrd 'pi.

'
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be added here to the syllable an f since offense is thus committed

against the precept in rule 16, above, that kdra is added to an

alphabetic sound to form its name. His answer is : true enough
that it is not done by authority of this text-book

;
but it is done

by the authority of other text-books; for example, Panini's fol-

lowers establish the propriety of such expressions as evakdra, api-
kdra (for the words eva and api). So likewise in this very trea-

tise (in rule 23, above) we have ahkdra for ah; and the same ob-

jection and answer are to be understood as applying there. See
the note under rule 16.

54. A single sound composing a word is called aprkta.

The commentator explains ekavarnah after the fashion usual

with him in treating a karmadhdraya or determinative compound :

" that is both single (eka) and a sound (varna) ; hence, a single
sound." The term aprkta means, he says, 'uncombined with a

consonant.' As example of an aprkta word, he quotes sa uv eka-

vincavartanih (iv.3.3
2

), where uv is, by rule ix.16, representative
of the particle u; and, as counter-example, to illustrate the force

of the specification "composing a word," yajnapatdsv iti (vi.6.2
3
),

where v, though in a manner isolated, is not aprkta, being only a

fragment of a word. Rule ix.16 exemplifies the use of the term.

II II

55. And is treated both as initial and as final.

As an instance of the treatment of an aprkta word as initial, the

commentary again cites the passage sa uv ekavincavartanih (iv.3.
3 2

),
and declares that in it is to be seen the effect of rule 41

j
above

(G. M. have here a lacuna, and omit the reference to the rule, along
with the other instance). This is quite unintelligible to me, since

54. ekac cd 'sdu varnac cdi
1

''kavarnah: sa cet padam bhavati

so'prktah* sydt. yatJid: sa . padam iti kim: yaj- sam-

jndydh prayqjanam: ukdro 'prktah prakrtyd* (ix.16) iti.

aprkta iti vyanjanend ''samyuta* ity arthoh.

1 B. ins. sa.
2

GT. M. -ktasamjna.
3

G-. M. add the remaining two words of the

cited rule. 4
G-. M. -yukta.

55. cakdrdnvddishtam tad aprktasantjnam padam ddyantavac
1

cakdryabhdg bhavati. ddivadyathd: sa ity atra *tasyd
"dir uccdistardm (i.41) iti kdryam bhavati: antavad yathd:
o te ity atrd? ''ntah (iv.3) iti pragrahakdryam

3

bhavati. ddip
cd 'ntac cd "dyantdu : tdv ivd "dyantavat.

1 G. M. ddwad ant-. <
2
) G. M. om. 3 G. M. -ho.
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the rule referred to teaches nothing whatever that is characteristic

of an initial sound indeed, teaches no kdryam,
l

effect,' at all.

For the treatment of such a word as a final, we have as an exam-

ple the passage o te yanti (i.4.33), in which o is pragraha ; with
reference to rule iv.3, which teaches that only a final vowel is pra-

graha.
With this rule and the preceding compare Vaj. Pr. i. 15 1-2,

which are nearly identical with them in form and meaning. The
Rik Pr. does not define the term aprkta, but gives respecting it a

rule corresponding with the present one. Both give in illustra-

tion the same passage, indre "
''hi (indra : d : ihi\ analogous with

the one (bhakshe" ''hi, iii.2.5 1

) quoted below, under v.3.

56. Alteration and omission are of a single sound.

That is to say, not of a whole word. Where, as by v.19, more
than one letter is omitted, each is specified. The cited examples
are, of alteration, dhtirshdhdu (i.2.8

2
: by rule v.10) ;

of omission,
sa tejdndti (i.2.14

2 ' 3
: by rule v.15).

I find this rule expressly appealed to but once in the sequel

(under ix.Y).

57. Omission is complete loss.

As example of lopa,
'

omission,' the commentator quotes the pas-

sage saim^andrd suprayasah (iv.1.8
1
" 2

),
where the initial m of

ntandrd is lost after im (by rule v.12 : see the note there given).
As example of the use of the term, he gives rule v.ll, which is in-

troductory to the subject of omissions. He then proceeds to state

a very curious reason why such a precept as this should seem call-

ed for :

" some have maintained the eternity of sound : in order to

the confutation of that doctrine, this rule hath been uttered, in

conformity with general grammar." Panini's corresponding pre-

cept (i. 1.60) is adarpanam lopah, 'omission is disappearance from

56 varnamdtrasya vikdralopdu sydtdm na tu sarvasya pa-

dasya. vikdras tdvdt : dhtt- iti:
l

lopastu
l

: sa

(
J
) W. om. B. omits this whole comment, along with the following rnle.

57. varnavindpo
1

lopas'nhjno bhavati. yathd: sa 8am-

jndydh prayojan
rim: atha lop ah (v.ll) ity ddi. varnasya ni-

ti/atdm kecid dhuh: tannirdkarandya vydkarandnusdrena stt-

tram etad abhdni.
1

Gr. M. varnasya v-.
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58. Continued implication is of that which was last.

The term anvddeca, 'after-indication,' with its corresponding
verbal forms, and other equivalent expressions (especially anvd-

karshaka, dkarshaka, etc.), is constantly employed in the com-

mentary to signify the continued force in a given rule of some spe-
cification made in a preceding rule. And the simple meaning of

the present precept appears to be, that such a bringing forward is

of the predicate last used, the word last cited, or the like. The
commentator's first example is entirely accordant with this under-

standing : in rule vii.3, namely, to the effect that the n of hanydt
and upyamdnam is changed to ?i, the implication is

" after nih"
nih being the last mentioned in a list of altering words given in

the preceding rule. But he goes on to make another application
of the precept: rule xv.8 says, "a, however, even in samhitd [is

protracted and nasalized] ;" and it is to be understood that only
a "last" or "final" a is intended as in su$lokdm (i.8.16

2
), pro-

tracted from su$loka; while in brahmdm tvan rdjan (i.8.16
1>2

),

agnds ity dha (vi.5.8
4
), vicityah somds na mcitydz iti (vi.1.9

1

),

where the words protracted are brahman^ agne, somah, and vici-

tyah, and the a is not a final, there is no nasalization Evidently,
this is a wholly forced and false interpretation : no rule can mean
two things so utterly different. Compare the notes to iv.3 and xv.

8, where the principle is appealed to.

The comment seeks a kind of support for its double interpre-
tation by calling attention to the distinction between an "

affect-

ing cause" (nimitta), like the nih brought forward from vii.2 to

vii.3 in the first example, and an "affected" word or element

(nimittin,
'

having a cause
'), such as is concerned in the second

example. The latter (nearly synonymous with lakshya, used in

the comment to i.22) he defines as "something original (? pra-
dhdna seems to be taken here in the sense of prakrti) suffering
a prescribed effect."

No one of the other Prati9akhyas attempts to lay down any
rules as to the anvddepa (or anuvrtti) ;

and its usages are, in

fact, wholly irreducible to rule a circumstance which involves
the condemnation of the sutra style of composition, because the
sutras are not and cannot be self-explanatory, or intelligible with-

out an authoritative comment.

58. nimittasya nimittino vd ''ntyasyd 'nvddeco bhavati: ni-

mitti ">ti pradhdnam
1

kdryabhdg iti ydvat. nimittasya yathd:

hanydd upyamdnam ca (vii.3) ity asyd 'tra* nihpabdasya.
nimittino yathd: akdras tu sanhitdydm api (xv.8) ity atra

suplokdns
3

ity antyasyd ^kdrasya: antyasye ^ti kim: brah- :

ag- : vie-

1 "W. -ndm; G-. M. -na. 2
GT. M. om. 3 B. om. all the signs of protraction.

VOL. IX. 6
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59. An upabandha, however, is for that particular passage,
and of constant effect.

The commentator etymologizes upabandha,
'

connection, tie,' as

representing the meaning upabadhyate,
l
it is tied up, bound to

;'

and he farther defines it as signifying a passage pointed out by
the indication " in that," and one which is designated by an enu-

meration referring to rules iv. 22,23,48,52 as examples. An upa-
bandha, then, is a connected part of the Sanhitti, pointed out and
defined by the rules of the Prati9ukhya in various ways: by cit-

ing the first words of a single verse (iv.20) or of an anuudka

(iv.25,48; xi.3) ; by the accepted title of a number of anuvdkas,
either succeeding one another or otherwise (ii.9,11; iv.52; ix.20;

xi.3) ; by giving the first and last words of a passage (iv.22,23) ;

or by fixing a limit within a certain number of words from a speci-
fied word (iv.52). Respecting such a passage, we are told, this

rule is intended to teach two things : first, that what is prescribed
for it does not hold good in other passages this is signified by
the word tu,

i

however,' in the rule
; second, that an exception

which applies in other passages does not apply in it this is signi-
fied by the word nityam,

'

constantly, in all cases.'

Both prescriptions, as thus stated, the commentator undertakes

to illustrate by quoted cases of their application. But his first

illustration is imperfectly and obscurely set forth, and is, besides,
of a very questionable character. He tells us that the passage ity
dha devi hy eshd devah somah (vi.1.7

7
)

is brought, by the princi-

ple laid down in the next rule but one (i.61), under the action of

rule iv.25 and this is all that he deigns to say about it. The

meaning is this : the passage quoted contains a series of four words,

ity dha devi hi, which are also found at ii.6.7 5
(devi devaputre ity

dha devi hy ete devaputre) ; and, as the i of devi in the latter pas-

sage ispragraha by iv.25, so, under the operation of i.61, it should

be pragraha also in the other. Such, however, is not the case
;

for devi in devi hy eshd is singular, while in devi hy ete it is dual.

It would seem, then, as if we ought to understand the commenta-

59. upabandhas tu svadecdydi **va nityam nirdepaJco bhavati:

upabadhyata
1

ity upabandhah: etasminn ity* adhikaranarupah

samkhydnavishayac ca pradeca upabandha ity ucyate. yathd:
irdvati (iv.22) ity ddi sutradvayam: somdya, svai Jasmin

(iv.48): gamayato bhavatah (iv.52) iti ca. upabandhe yad
uktam tad anyatra na bhavati ''ti tucabddrthah*. yathd*:

ity : totra tripadaprabhrtinydyena (i.61) purvajeprabhrty
d ^yam (iv.25) iti prdptih. anyatra yo nishedhah sa upabandhe
na bhavati "*ti nityapabddrthah. yathd: sadohavirdhdne

(iv.ll) iti pragraho grahishyate: kevalahavirdhdna*' iti sarvathd*
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tor to maintain that the present rule annuls the application of i.61,

and, through it, of iv.25, to the case in question. But this is whol-

ly inadmissible: for rule 61, below, is directly intended as a limit-

ation to the present one, and has no force or value except as it ap-

plies to just such passages as the one here instanced
;
and with the

latter are closely analogous a part of the examples adduced for its

illustration, and leading to an opposite conclusion to the one here

apparently arrived at. I cannot account for the way in which the

commentator treats the matter. So far as I can see, dem at vi. 1.7 7

is pragraha according to the rules of the Pruti9akhya, and has

only by some oversight escaped being specially excepted : and the

first restriction is of a general character, meaning that directions

given for an upabandha passage are intended for that passage
alone, and have no wider bearing except as they receive it from
i.61. The same, as will be seen below, limits also the other re-

striction, that expressed by nityam.
Further, the citation in rule iv.ll of the compound sadoha-

virdhdne as pragraha implies that the simple word havirdhdne
would always be of a contrary character, as it in fact is in the

passage havirdhdne khydyante (vi.2.11
1

); but this implication
does not hold in the passage havirdhdne prdci pravartayeyuh
(iii.1.3

1

),
because of the inclusion of the latter among the upaban-

dhas of rule iv.52. Here, however, is brought up an objection :

the explanation given is not satisfactory, because an exception
made elsewhere is sometimes of force also in an upabandha pas-

sage. For instance, in the passage atha mithum bhavatah

(vi.5.8
6
), the word mithum, which would else be pragraha by

iv.52, is made otherwise by iv.53. Again, an example of a

similar class is afforded by vdyava drohanavdhdu (v.6.21), where

vdyave ought to be pragraha, because occurring in the anuvdka
to which iv.48 refers, while it is deprived of that character by iv.54.

The answer is made, that in the case of grdmi, vdyave, manave,
and the like, the exception must be allowed to have force because

those words are excepted by specific mention ;
while the exception

of havirdhdne is inferential only, and therefore does not hold

good : specific mention being of more force than mere inference.

napragraho grhyate: yathd
1

: hav- ity ayam atra
6

nishe-

dhah : hav- ity atra na prasarati : g a may at o bhavatah

(iv.52) ity ddind prdptih. nanv etad anupapannam: anyatra

nishedhasya kvacid upabandhe
f

pi darpandt: yathd: atha

ity atra gamayato bhavatah (iv.52) ity upabandhaprdptir na

grdmi (iv.53) ity ddind ''nyatra? nishedhena nishidhyate: ta-

thd 10
: vdy- ity atra somdya sva (iv. 48) iti prdptir ate

samdnapada (iv.54) ity anend 'nyatra nishedhena nishidhyate.

atro "*cyate: grdmfr vdyave manava ity ddindm kanthoktatvdd

esha nishedhah prasaratu*
1 kevalahavirdhdne pragraho ne 'ty

drthiko nishedho na prasaraty eva: drthikakanthoktayoh kan-
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But this suggests a further objection : why then is not the specific
mention of ate and ave in rule iv.54 enough, and what is the use of

adding the word nityam,
' in all cases,' in that rule ? This, replies

the commentator, is for the purpose of making the exception yet
more strongly binding: the specific mention merely annuls the

application of the upabandha rule
;
the addition of nityam avoids

the application of any other rule. For example, in dve jdye vin-

date (vi.6.4
3
), vindate should be prayraha (by rule iv.51), because

separated by only one word from dve; and in vanaspate vtdvan-

gah (iv.6.6
5
),

the same character would belong to vanaspate (by
iv.J38) because followed by md and we are left to infer that the

nityam renders rule iv.54 capable of reaching these passages, and

taking away the pragraha character of the two words in question.

This, adds the commentator, may be still further pursued ;
it has

been thus drawn out in accordance with the view of Mahisheya.
In all this exposition is to be seen something of the artificial and

hair-splitting character which is apt to belong to a Hindu com-

ment, while upon the whole it is sound and to the point. The
term upabandha is doubtless better understood actively, as repre-

senting teno 'pabadhyate, 'that whereby there is binding up:' the

presence of depdya in the rule is hardly reconcilable with the other

interpretation. The intent of the specification nityam is to exclude

general exceptions, made in view of other passages, or of the text

at large, but not at all to deny the possibility of exceptions made

expressly for the upabandha passages: and such are iv.53 and

others, referred to by the objector, and refuted by an inapplicable

special pleading. The force which the commentator ascribes to

the tu of the rule belongs rather to depdya, and the tu has the

value of a general disjunctive, bringing in a precept not connected
with what has gone before.

Any additional instances of the application of the principles
here laid down I have not searched for or chanced upon. The
rule is appealed to but once in the sequel (under iv.54).

^ ftfoff

60. Also a cause belonging to another word, in the case of a

pragraha or of a word containing anusvdra.

thoktasya prdbalydt. nanv ate ave (iv.54) ity anayoh kanthok-

tydi 'vd ''lam: tatra nityagrahanena kim. ucyate: nitardm pari-

hdrah: kanthoktir upabandhaprdptim eva nivartayati nityapa-

bdas tu prdptyanjaram api pariharati : yathd : dve ---- ity atra

ekavyaveto
f

pi (iv.51) iti prdptih: van- ____ iti
14 vid (iv.38)

ddiprdptih: evam ddy uhamyam. mdhisheyamatdnusdrenai
'vam prapancitam.

1 B. upanibadhyata.
2 W. itya.

8 G. M. om. tu.
4 W. B. om. 5

G-. M. kevalam

hav-. 6 G. M. sarvadhd. 7 "W. om. 8 G. M. anyatra.
9 G. M. om. 10 G. M. ya-

thd. G. M. -rati.
12 B. kevalam U-.

13 W. -he.
14 G. M. ins. atra. 15 G. M.

-niyamam.
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The intent of this rule is made sufficiently clear by the commen-
tator, but he is unable to show satisfactorily its connection, or the

implication in virtue of which it comes to mean what it does. He
puts, however, a bold face upon it, and declares that the ca,

'

also,'

implies the negative (nail: compare Panini ii.2.6 etc.) meaning
signified by tu (that is to say, the tu of the preceding rule). This
is quite unintelligible. More defensible would be the continuance
of nityam, 'constantly:' this, indeed, I conceive to be the real

interpretation of the ca ; although the rule is even thus left insuffi-

ciently explained by its context. The term srddishu points us to
the sixteenth chapter, where is to be found an enumeration of all

the cases in the Sanhita exhibiting an anusvdra which is not a

consequence of the phonetic rules of the treatise of all the words
which in their pada form contain an anusvdra and this enumera-
tion is led off (xvi.2) with the syllable sra. Many of this class of
words are pointed out, as elsewhere in the Prati9akhya, by men-

tioning the words which they precede or follow
;
which latter, then,

become in the view of the treatise their nimitta, or ' cause '

(taking
the post hoc or ante hoc for a propter hoc}. Inasmuch, now, as the

pragraha quality and the occurrence of this anusvdra belong to
the word itself, independently of its surroundings, it becomes

necessary to teach that, when a word has'been defined by means of
its surroundings as thus characterized, it retains its character even
when separated from them, as it is in the ^a^a-text. Or, in the

language of the rule, the defined occasion of a pragraha or of a
constituent anusvdra is of force, even when it is, or is in, another

pada.
The commentator, in illustration of the action of the rule, refers

us first to iv.28, where ghni and cakre are declared pragraha when
immediately followed byp; these words are pragraha also in the

pada-text of the same passages, when there is a pause between
them and the p. Again, he quotes rule xvi. 11, where md is de-
clared to have no anusvdra after it when preceded by an ava-

graha ; that is, when it begins the second member of a compound,
as in ardhamdse devdh (ii.5.6

6
)

: here, too, the precept holds when

60. cakdras tucabdanigaditarii
1 nanartham anvddicati: pra-

graheshu srddishu ca ndndpadasambandhi* nimittam asanihitd-

ydm api svakdryam* upadicati *ti pragrahdnusvdrakdryam* na
nivartate. yathd: vakshyati: ghni cakre pap are (iv.28) pra-

grahdu bhavata iti: atra pragrahatve papareno
5

''padishte pada-
kdle

6
tathdi ''va. srddishu cd1

yathd: nd ^vagrahapurvah
(xvi. 11) ity avagrahend ^nusvdrdgame nishiddhe padakdle 'pi ta-

thdi 'va: yathd
8
: ardh- shatvanatvdddu 9

tu ndndpadiyam
nimittam samhitdydm eva kdryam karoti ^ty ayam drambhah :

yathd
11
: cue- : prav-

1
G- M -bdena ni-.

2
G-. M. -dha. 3

G-. M. svifo. 4 W. -sdrak-; B. -hanusvak-.
5 G. M. paMrena.

6 G. M. ins. 'pi.
7 G. M. om. 8 W. om. 9 G. M. ins. ca.

10 G. M. -ya. W. om.
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the avagraha pause intervenes between the two parts of the com-

pound : as, ardha-mdse. On the other hand, the cause (nimitta) of

alteration of a sibilant or nasal, if in a different pada from the

letter it affects, is efficient only in sanihitd: for example, pucishad
iti $uci-sat (iv.2.1

5
),
and pravdhana iti pra-vdhanah (i.3.3): and

this is the occasion of the rule.

I see no reason why this rule does not need to apply also to the

cases of an original lingual nasal (n) enumerated in the thirteenth

chapter.

II II

61. A repeated passage, of three or more words, is as already
established.

That is to say, the reading of any connected passage is as estab-

lished by the rules for the first place where it occurs : if repeated
in a later part of the Sanhitu, where other rules, there applicable,
would change its reading, it is exempted from their influence.

Several examples are given in illustration by the commentator.
In the third chapter (prapna) of the first book (Jcdndci) of the San-

hita occurs the phrase devasyatvd savituh prasave 'fvinoh (i.3.1
1

:

but the same phrase is found also twice before, at i.l.4
2
,6), and

the initial a of its last word is cut off by the general rule xi.l
;

hence, when it occurs again in a vdjapeya passage (namely at

i.7.10 3
), where, by xi.3, the elision of the a is forbidden, the effect

of the latter rule is suspended, and the passage reads as before.

Again, the words supathd rdye asmdn are first found at i.1.14 3
,

where, as the anuvdka is a ydjyd, the a of asmdn remains unelided

by xi.3; and when they occur again at i.4.43 1

,
that letter still

maintains its place. Once more, the phrase sa jdto garbho asi

rodasyoh is read at iv.1.4 2
,
and again at v.1.5 3 '*

;
the former time

in an ukhya passage, where the a of asi is retained by xi.3
;
and

it is therefore retained in the other passage also.

The commentator applies to the rule the restriction that in the

repeated passage the word respecting whose form there is question
must hold the third place (that is to say, doubtless, that it must
have not less than two other words before

it).
In support of this

limitation, he cites a case: at iv.2.8 3
,
in an ukhya passage, occur

61. traydndm paddndm samdhdras tripadam: kdryabhdjah

padasya trtiyatvarh vijiieyam: idr$am tripadam: tat
1

prabhrty
ddir yasya tat tripadaprabhrti yathoktam prtrvoktam vidhim

karoti svavipeshanam* yatra* tripadaprabhrti punaruktam cet.

tathd:
4

lupyate tv akdra ekdrdukdraptirvah (xi.l) ity

anena prathamakdndatrtiyaprapne dev- ____ ity atrd ^kdre lupte

tad eva vdkyam vdjapeye ^py alopam bddhitvd tathdi ^va bhavati:

tripadaprabhrtitvdt. ubhd vdm (i.1.14
1

) ity atra sup- ____ ity

etad ud u tyam jdtavedasam (i.4.43
1

) ity atrd ''pi tathdi
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the words prthivim anu ye antarikshe ye dim tebhyah (W. B.
omit the first two words of the citation), and the a of antarikshe
is left unelided by xi.3

;
but at iv.5.11 2

(in the last anuvdka of

the chapter called rudra: see rule xi.3) we read ye prthivydm ye
'ntarikshe ye did (W. B., again, omit the first two words quoted,
and also give ye ant-} which, but for his restriction, would be a

violation of the rule. I cannot but question, however, the right of

the commentator thus to limit the rule, for I have noted at least

three cases where, if it be admitted, the retention of an initial a in

a repeated passage would be left without authority: they are

pdvako asmabhyam (v.4.4
5 and iv.6.1 3 ' 5

), preddho agne (v.4 7 3

and iv.6.5 4
),
and dadhikrdvno akdrisham (vii.4.19

4 and i.5.11 4
).

Whether there are other cases like that to which the commentator

appeals, I am unable to say : but I cannot help suspecting that he
devised this modification of the rule to suit that particular passage,
without sufficient regard to what might be required by other parts
of the text.

But he is guilty of another piece of arbitrary interpretation
which is still more unjustifiable, and which he makes yet lamer
work of defending. The term tripadaprabhrti means, according
to him, a series of words beginning with three words of which the

third is the one whose form is in question that is to say, a series

of at least four words, of which one follows the word of doubtful

reading. The case to which he appeals to establish this is as fol-

lows : the words divas pari prathamamjtijne agnir asmat (W. B.

omit asmat) occur at i.3.14 4
,
in a ydjyd passage, where agnih keeps

its initial vovel by xi.3
; again, the words itah prathamam jajne ag-

nih are found at ii.2.4 8
: there seems to be a repetition, and a read-

ing of agnih founded upon it
;
but it is not proper to claim that

the retention of a here has this ground ;
it is due to the inclusion

(in rule xi.16) of jajne among the words which do not cause the

elision: for such inclusion would otherwise be to no purpose (since
there is in the Sanhita no other passage to which the prescription
should apply). Any other case seeming to require the interpreta-
tion here in question I have not noticed

;
and we have the right to

presume that, if the commentator had knowledge of one which sup-

ported his view more unequivocally, he would not have failed to

refer to it. So far as appears, then, the sole object of this forced

'va.
5 sam te vdyur (iv.1.4

1

) ity atra sa ity etat krtiram

iva(v.\.5
l

) ity atrd ''pi tathdi 'va. brdhmanavdkyeshu tu* tri-

padamdtrdd vd kdryam bhavati: brdhmanavdkyeshu purvastha-

lasydi' 'vo 'kteh*: yathd: imam agrbhnan rapandm*
(iv.1.2

1

) ity atra mar- ity etad vdkyam ut krdma (v.1.3
1

)

ity atrd ''pi tathdi 'va bhavati. kdryabhdjah padasya trtiyatvam
iti kim : prth- ity

"
ukhye: ye iti rudrottamdnuvdke.

prabhrti ''ti kim: tvam agne rudrah (i.3.14
1

)
iti ydjydydm

divas iti vdkyam agnaye
fnnavate (ii.2.4

1

) ity atra
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interpretation of the word tripadaprabhrti (one which the word
may be said decidedly not to admit of) is to save rule xi.16 from
the charge of repetition in a single point : we shall presume with
much greater plausibility that, when the rule was made, the fact

that this particular case was already covered, by i.61 was over-

verlooked.

But the commentator virtually admits the unsoundness of his

own work by acknowledging that in the #r#Am<m#-passages
(brdhmanavdkya] of the Sanhita a simple phrase of three words is

enough to justify the application of the rule, "because," he says," of the quotation in the 5r^Amcma-passages of a previously-

occurring phrase :" that is to say, because the prose part of the
Sanhita is to so great an extent occupied with citing and com-

menting on the phrases and words of other parts a fact which

has, doubtless, been the special occasion and suggestion of the

present rule. Thus, the words maryafrl sprhayad varno agnih
are quoted at v.1.3 3

(with the customary addition, ity aha], from
the previous passage iv.1.2 5

: and although the ndbhim which
follows agnih at its first occurrence is not also quoted, and the

quotation is not therefore a tripadaprabhrti according to the com-
mentator's construction of this term, the rule holds good, and the
a of agnih has a right to stand
The general value of this rule is that of a limitation to the last

but one
;

it points out a class of cases in which a rule given for

a particular passage is not limited to that passage, but also acts

elsewhere
;
in which, moreover, such a rule does not govern nit-

yam,
'

against all opposition,' the reading of the passage to which
it relates.

The commentator notices the fact that the repetition of the final

word of the rule indicates the conclusion of the chapter. Such

repetition is made at the end of each chapter, and by all the manu-

scripts ; and, as it is thus farther ratified by the comment, I have
not hesitated to admit it as an authentic part of the text of the

Pratiyakhya. G. M. repeat the whole rule in this case.

itah iti punaruktam : tat tathdi "*vd 'bhavad13
iticet: mdi

'vam: tripadamdtrdd
1 *
eva tathdbhdva 1 *

iti
IG vaktum nayuktam:

kirn tujajne sansphdnah (xi.16) itijajnegrahanasdmartJiydt :

ll

anyathd tasya
1 *

vdiyarthydt
l

\

padavipsd
19

^dhydyaparisamdptim dyotayati.

iti tribhdshyaratm prdtipdkhyavivarane

prathamo 'dhydyah.
1

G-. M. om. 2 W. -naya; G. M. -sliena. 3 G. M. idam. 4 G. M. ins. hi. 5 G. M.
ins. tathd. 6 G. M. om. 7 G. M. purvasydi.

8 G. M. 'ktah. 9 G. M. om. 10 G. M.
om. G. M. ins. ebhya.

12 G. M. om. 13 G. M. sy'dd.
14 G. M. tripaddd.

15 G. M. tathd bhavatu. 16 G. M. ins. atra. <
17> W. om. 18 G. M. tasydi 'wa.

19 G. M. paddvrttyd.
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CHAPTER II.

CONTENTS: 1-11, general mode of production of articulate sounds, distinction of

surd and sonant sounds, etc.
; 12-29, special rules for the production of vowels

and diphthongs; 30, nasals; 31-34, difference of vowels and consonants;

35-39, mode of production of mutes; 40-43, of semivowels; 44-45, of spirants;

46-48, of H and h; 49-52, of nasal sounds.

J I1 1 1I

1. ISTow for the origin of sound.

For the word atha in this rule the commentator allows us our
choice between two interpretations : it either indicates immediate
succession thus, the list of articulate sounds having been given,
there next arises the desire to know what is the cause of these

sounds, or how they become apprehensible by the sense, and then
follows the explanation here to be given or it is introductory,
signifying that from this point onward the subject of the origin of
sound is the one had in hand. Compare the similar and yet more

lengthy discussion under rule i.l. He then goes on to draw out
the significance of the rule itself, ffabda he explains by dhvani:

both, when used thus distinctively, mean audible sound in general,
rather than articulate sound or voice (compare xxii.1,2; xxiii.3).
He paraphrases :

" of the articulate sounds, a etc., the cause of

perception, or their origin, their birth, the apprehension by the
sense just as, even before water is seen, there is moisture in the

ground, and that becomes visible in consequence of digging this

is the subject of description." We seem to catch here a glimpse
of that same doctrine of the eternity of sound to which reference
was made above, under i.57: our organs do not properly produce
it, but their action brings it to the cognizance of the senses, as the
action of digging brings water to light.

1. ukto varnasamdmndyah: teshdm varndndm ktdrk 1

kdra-

nam* katham vd tadupalabdhir ity dkdnkshdnantaram
3

nirtipyata

ity dnantarydrtho
I

tha$abda7i. atha vd : ita uttaram yad vaksh-

yate tac chabdotpattir ity etad* adhikrtam veditavyam ity adhikd-

rdrthah. $abdo ndma dhvanih: varndndm akdrddlndm upddd-
nakdranam* tadutpattir* janma upalabdhir vd: yatho ^dakasya

''darpandtpttrvam eva bhttmdujalam asty eva tat khanandd? dr$-

yate tadvat1
: se ''yam ucyata? iti stttrdrthah.

1 G. M. Mdrfam. 2 "W. karanam. 3
Gr. M. ins. tan. 4 G. M. om. 5 B. -karanam.

6
Gr. M. tasya ui-. (7> W. B. om. 8 MSS. khanand. 9 G. M. drabhyata.

VOL. IX. 7
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2. By the setting in motion of air by the body, at the junc-
tion of throat and breast.

The first part of this rule (literally,
' from air-body-impulsion ')

is obscurely expressed, and of ambiguous meaning. The commen-
tator gives three explanations of it, the first of which is also itself

obscure. Agni ('fire, warmth' 'heat of the body'?), he says,

impels Vayu ('air, wind'); that is what "air-body" means (but
how ?). From such an impulsion that is to say, expulsion, effort

at utterance at the junction of, or between, throat and breast,
comes the origination of sound. And he quotes a verse from the

Qiksha (verses 8-9 of the Yajus version, verses 6-7 of the Rik ver-

sion: see Weber's Ind. Stud., iv.350-1): "the mind impels the,

body-fire; that sets in motion air; and air, moving in the breast,

generates a gentle tone." Again (or rather, apparently, as a part
of the same explanation : but its inconsistency with the rest is pal-

pable), he makes a copulative compound of vdyu-$arira, namely
'

air-and-body :'
" from the impulsion of those two." Once more, he

quotes as the opinion of other authorities that vdyu-parira means
' the air in the body,' the compound being of such a sort that that

which should be its first member is put last, after the analogy of

rdjadanta,
'

upper incisor
'

(literally,
'

king-tooth
' that is, as the

Hindu etymologists explain it,
'

tooth-king, chief among the teeth '),

and the other words composing that gana (to Pan. ii.2.31). And
he adds the remark that, in this interpretation, the air is under-
stood as the cause of the impulsion, not its product.

In the translation of the rule given above, the primary division

of the compound is regarded as to be made after vdyuj carira-

samirana meaning an '

impulsion by the body,' and vdyu being
prefixed in a genitive relation,

' of the air.' This is harsh, but ap-

pears to me more acceptable and less violent than the other construc-

tions proposed. Practically, the point is of small consequence.

2. vdyum agnih samirayati 'ti vdyupariram: tatJidbhtttdt sam-

irandt : prerandd abhighdtdd
1

ity arthah : kanthorasoh samdhdne

madhyadepe pabdotpattir bhavati 'ti*: pikshd cdi 'vam asti 'ti
3
:

manah kdydgnim* dhanti* sa6

prerayati mdrutam
1

:

mdrutas trt 'rasi caran mandramjanayati
ssvaram

iti
8
. vdyu$ ca pariram ca vdyuparire: tayoh samiranam: tasmdt 9

.

anye tv dhuh : vdyoh parire satali samwanam :
10tasmdc chabdot-

pattir iti: tatre
11 ^ttham samdsah: rdjadantdditvdc charirasya

paranipdtah: carire vdyur
13

vdyupariram: tasya samiranam :

tasmdt. asmin mate vdyoh samfoanakartrtvam eva na tu karma-

tvam.
1 G. M. abhipd-.

2
G-. M. om. 3 G. M. om. 4 G. M. -gni.

5 G. M. Mnti.
6 G. M. sam. 7 G. M. om. <8> G. M. om. 9 G. M. ins. vdyu?arirasamirandt.
(10> B. om. G. M. atre. 12 G. M. -ra^abdasya.

13 G. M. om.
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Compare with what is taught by our treatise here and later

(xxii.1,2; xxiii.1-3) Vaj. Pr. i.6-9
;
Rik Pr. xiii.l.

II 4 II

3. The parts which give it audible quality are breast, throat,

head, mouth, and nostrils.

The commentator explains prdticrutkdni as signifying 'the

places of production (sthdndni], having to do with the resonance

(praticrut=pratidhvani,
' resonance

'),
of the aforesaid sound (pab-

da).'
) He offers no remark upon the organs enumerated, but leaves

their various offices to be derived from the rules which follow.

But, in anticipation of the next three rules, he observes that they
teach the three-fold quality of sound, as sonant, surd, and A-sound,
rule 4 giving the definition of the first kind.

The Qiksha (v.13 : Weber's Ind. Stud, iv.351) makes an enumer-
ation of eight sthdnas, or places of production of articulate sounds,

dividing the " mouth " of our list into root of the tongue, teeth,

lips, and palate.

4. When the throat is closed, tone is produced.

The commentator treats this rule as a definition of the technical

term ndda,
'

tone,' and cites rule 8, below, as an example of the

use of the term.

The Rik Pr. (xiii.l) gives a corresponding definition of sonant

utterance, but specifies the aperture (kha) of the throat as the

part whose contraction or closure produces the tone. Compare
also Vaj. Pr. i.ll. It is greatly to the credit of the ancient

Hindu phonetists that they had gained by acute observation so

clear an idea of the manner in which the intonation of the breath
is effected in the throat

;
but precisely how accurate a knowledge

3. tasya prakrtasya
1

pabdasyo ''rahprabhrtini sthdndni 2
bha-

vanti : pratiprut* pratidhvanih : *tatsambandhmi prdticrutkdni.
^samvrte kanthe nddah kriyate (ii.4) etadddind sutratrayena

$abdatrdividhyam* ucyate: nddah1

pvdso hakdrap ce ^ti: tdvan

nddalakshanam dha % 5
.

1 G. M. prdkrti.
2 G. M. ins. pratigrutMni.

3 G. M. -frutkd. M W. om.
<5> G. M. insert this (excepting the rule) at the beginning of the commentary to

the next rule. 6 G. M. faldasya tr-.
7 MSS. ndda. s G. M. ucyate,

4. samvrte kanthe yah cabdah kriyate sa nddasamjno bhavati.

samjndydh
1

prayojanam: nddo 'nupraddnam (ii.8) iti*.

1 G. M. nddasam-. 2 G. M. ity ddi.
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they had of the nature and action of the vocal chords, whose ten-

sion produces the closure, we, of course, cannot say.

\\\\\

5. When it is opened, breath is produced.

The explanation given of this rule corresponds with that of the

preceding, and the rule cited for the use of the term pvd-sa,
'

breath,'
is ii.10.

6. When in an intermediate condition, the h -sound is

produced.

Madhye is explained as meaning
' in a method intermediate be-

tween closed and opened :' the rest of the comment agrees with
the two preceding, and the cited rule is ii.9.

Of the other Prati9akhyas, only that of the Rig-Veda sets up a

third kind of articulated material, besides tone and breath
;
and

that (xiii.2) derives the material from a combination of the two

others, rather than their mean. I have already (note to Ath. Pr.

i.13) expressed my opinion that the attempt to establish this dis-

tinction is forced and futile, and I see at present no reason for

changing it. That intonated and unintonated breath should be
emitted from the same throat at once is physically impossible. In

loud stridulous whispering, there is a tension of the vocal chords

only short of that which gives rise to sonant vibration; and if

any one chooses to claim that the aspirations used in loud speak-

ing partake of such a character, sometimes or always, we need
not be at the pains to contradict him.

FTF

7. Those are the materials of alphabetic sounds.

That is to say, the three kinds of material just described tone,

breath, and A-sound, some letters having one of these as the mate-

rial out of which they are made, and others another. Just so, it

is added, jars and dishes have clay for their material, and thread

is the material of cloth.

The commentator then goes on to raise and answer a grammati-
cal objection to the form of the rule. Since it is the office of a

5. vivrte Jcanthe yah $abdah kriyate sa pvdsasamjno bhavati.

samjndydh prayojanam : aghosheshu pvdsah (ii.
1 0) iti.

6. samvrtavivrtayor madhye madhyaprakdre yah pabdaJi Jcri-

yatesa hakdrasamjno bhavoti. samjiidyah prayojanam : hakdro
hacaturtheshv (ii.9) iti.
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pronoun to call to mind things already mentioned, and the words

ndda, $vdsa, and hakdra, which are referred to by the pronoun in

this rule, are masculine, why is the pronoun feminine (tdh, instead

of te) ? The reply is :

"
by the dictum of the Mahubhashya,

*

pro-
nouns effecting the equivalence of the thing pointed at and of that

which is pointed out respecting it assume at pleasure the gender
of either of the two,' is established the propriety of the form used

in the rule; therefore there takes place a mutual accordance, or

apposition." The passage referred to is apparently that found,
not in the Mahabhashya itself, but in Kaiyyata's Mahabhashya-
pradlpa, nearly at the beginning of the work (I owe this reference

to the kindness of Prof. Goldstticker) : in Ballantyne's edition

(p. 7) it reads, with several variations from the text given by our

commentator, uddi$yamdnapratinirdi$yamdnayor ekatvam dpd-

dayanti sarvandmdni parydyena tallingam upddadata iti. Ref-

erence is aojain made to this passage for a similar purpose under

v.2.

The Rik Pr. (xiii.2) has this rule also, in nearly identical form.

8. In vowels and sonant consonants, the emission is sound.

The term anupraddna is etymologized as representing anupra-

diyate
c

nena varnah,
' therewith is given forth an articulate sound

;'

and anupradiydte is farther explained by upddiyate,
'
is obtained,'

and janyate,
'
is generated.' As synonym for the same term is

given mdlakdrana,
' radical cause.'

I have already (note to Ath. Pr. i.13) called attention to the

praiseworthy unanimity with which the Hindu phonetists define

7. varndndm prakrtayo varnaprakrtayah : td varnaprakrtayo

bhavanti ye nddapvdsahakdrd uktdh: nddaprakrtayah kecid var-

ndh: pvdsaprakrtayo 'nye: hakdraprakrtayo'nye: yathdmrtpra-

krtayo ghata$ardvddayah: yathd vd l

tantuprakrtayoh patdh.

nanu sarvandmnah prakrtapardmarpitvdri* nddapvdsahakdreshu

pumlingeshu
3

satsu td iti strllingaprayogah katham sddhuh.

ucyate: nirdi$yamdnapratinirdi$yamdnayor* ekatdm dpddayanti

sarvandmdni kdmacdrena tallingam
5

upddadata iti mahdbhdshya-

vacandt prayogasddhutvam adhyavasiyate : tasmdd anyonyd-

nvayalf sambhavati7
.

1
Gr. M. om.

'2 G. M. -r$akatv-.
3

Gr. M. ins. pardmar^drhesJiu.
4 "W. -prakrti-

nird-. 5 W. -ngtdm; Gr. M. tattaU-.
6

Gr. M. -yasambhavah.
7
Gr. M. om.

8. svareshu ghoshavatsu ca
l varneshu nddo 'nupraddnam bha-

vati: anupradiyate 'nena varna* ity anupraddnam mulakaranam :

anupradiyata upddtyatejanyata ity arthah.

1 W. om. 2 W. B. -nd.
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the true ground of the distinction between surd and sonant letters.

European phonetists, after long perplexing the subject with such
false distinctions as are expressed by the terms "

soft
" and "

hard,"
" weak " and "

strong," and the like, seem now at last to be com-

ing to a universal accordance in the correct view.

9. In h and in sonant aspirate mutes, it is /i-sound.

For the quality of this A-sound, see rule 6, above. The Rik
Pr. (xiii.2,5: rules 6,17) connects in the same manner h and the
" fourth

" mutes. Our treatise evidently regards the peculiar h-

sound belonging to the sonant aspirates not as something that fol-

lows the breach of contact, but as inhering in the letter, in the
same manner as tone in the simple sonants. Whether the Rik
Pr. hints at a difference of opinion on this point may be made a
matter of question. But the failure on the part of the Prati9a-

khyas to recognize the essentially compound character of the aspi-
rate mutes, the fact that these differ from the unaspirated mutes

by interposing something between the mute and the following
vowel, is one of their marked weaknesses.
The commentator enters into no labored exposition of the rule,

but spends his strength, rather, in defending its situation. He
first suggests the objection that it is not in proper place, as offend-

ing against the order observed in the definition of the three kinds
of material (the A-sound is defined last, and we should therefore

expect the letters containing it to be specified last) ;
but claims

in reply that it is, after all, in place, being intended to obviate

an undue extension of the preceding rule, which would otherwise
be liable to be made, since h and the " fourth " mutes are inclu-

ded (by i.13,14) among the sonant consonants, to which that rule

applies.

ino n

10. In surd consonants, it is breath.

Which are the surd consonants, was taught us in rule i.12.

9. hakdratf ca caturthdc ca hacaturthdh : teshu varneshu? ha-

kdro 'nupraddnam bhavati. nanu samjndvidhdnakramabhanga-

prasangdn
3 nd "*tre ''dam sdtram avatarati. ghoshavatsv iti sdmd-

nydn nddo hacaturtheshu ca* prasajyata* ity atiprasangaparihd-
rdrthatvdd avataraty eve 'ti vaddmah 6

.

1 W. ha?.
2 W. om. 3

G-. M. B. -bhangdn.
4

G-. M. om. 5 Gk M. -jyeta.
6 G. M.

vddah.

10. aghosheshu varneshu $vaso 'nupraddnam bhavati 1
.

1 B. omits rule and comment.
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II u II

11. And more of it in the other surd letters than in the

simple surd mutes.

Here cvdsa,
*

breath,' is continued by implication from the pre-

ceding rule "in virtue of vicinage" (sdmnidhydt), as the com-
mentator says (there being no ca,

'

and,' in the rule, to indicate

it directly). The other surd letters are the surd aspirate mutes
and the spirants (excepting h). There is no separation made of
these two classes upon the important ground that in the spirants
the greater expenditure of breath inheres in the whole character
of the sound, as being fricative, while in the aspirate mutes it con-

sists in a brief emission between the explosion of the contact and
the following vowel.

The Rik Pr. (xiii.6: rule 19) says "some regard the breath in

the aspirates as quicker ": an ambiguously indefinite expression.

^iqui 1 1r*4 ti ri1 1 ^ < ^H^TrFT I1 1 II

12. In forming the a-vowels, the lips and jaws must not be
too nearly approximated, nor too widely separated.

The plain intent of this rule appears to be to guard against an
excess either of openness or of closeness in the utterance of a and

d, while at the same time these two sounds are considered as alike

in quality. Such is not, however, the understanding of the com-

mentator; he declares it impossible to follow both directions in

forming one sound, and directs that a division be made : excessive

approximation is to be avoided in the case of a, and excessive sep-
aration in those of the long d and protracted as. If his intention

had been to recognize the same difference in quality between a and
d which is taught by the Ath. Pr. and Vaj. Pr. and by Panini

(see note to Ath. Pr. i.36), he would have been likely to apply the

two directions of the rule in a contrary manner, warning against

over-openness in a and over-closeness in d.

11. sdmnidhydc chvdsa iti labhyate: prathamebhyo 'nyeshv

aghosheshu pvdso
1

bhrtydn adhiko bhavati.

1 G. M. om.

12. avarna uccdryamdna oshthahanv atyupasamhrtam atisaih-

plishtam na bhavati: ativyastam ativivrtam
lca na l

bhavati.

oshthdu ca hand c* oshthahanu: dvandvap ca prdnittiryasendn-

gdndm (Pan. ii.4.2) ity ekavadbhdvah : tad etad? ekasminn ubha-

yathd na $akyate kartum iti yogavibhdgah Icdryah*: akdre nd*

''tyupasamhrtam akdre ca6

plute ca nd Ativyastam iti.

0) W. na ca,.
* W. eva tad; G. M. om. 3 G. M. B. om. 4 W. G. nd. 5 W. B.

om.
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The term oshthahanu, though singular, is declared to signify the
two lips and the two jaws, and a rule of Panini (ii.4.2) is quoted in

justification of such treatment of a copulative compound.

n $ ii

13. Also in uttering o.

The " also
"

(cd) of this rule, we are told, brings forward only
the action of the jaws prescribed in the preceding rule: this ap-

pears from the fact that the one following gives a special direc-

tion with regard to the action of the lips. In forming an o, then,
the jaws are not to be too widely separated.

II \b II

14. But the lips are more nearly approximated.
"
Vicinage

"
is here again made the sufficiently obvious ground

of assuming that the direction applies to the utterance of o. The
" but "

(tu) of the rule, according to Vararuci, one of the three

authorities from whom our comment is principally derived (see the

introduction), annuls the direction formerly (in rule 12) given as to

the position of the lips : but Mahisheya, another of the same au-

thorities, has explained it as exempting from the widely separated
condition the o of such words as bandhoh (ii.5.8

7
).

This latter in-

terpretation is quite absurd, or else I am very obtuse with regard
to it.

As regards the precise tone of the o, such directions as these

can teach us nothing satisfactory. The only valuable conclusion

which we derive from them is that the authors of the Prati9akhya
looked upon the sound as a simple homogeneous tone not phonet-

ically diphthongal, although in classification excluded (by rule i.2)

from the category of simple vowels. The same, we shall see, is

the case with e also.

15. In uttering e, they are slightly protracted.

13. cakdro hanumdtrakdrydnvddepalcah : oshthakdryasya pa-
rastttrena vipeshavidhdndt. oMra uccdryamdne Uan'd ativyaste

na bhavatah.

14. sdmnidhydd okdra iti labhyate: oMre kdrya oshthdv
1

upasamhrtatardu sydtdm: tupabda oshthayoh pttrvoktavidhim

nwdrayatf "*ti varartfdr uvdca. mdhisheyas tu babhdslte: ban-

dhor ity ddikam oJcdram savyafijanam
3

vyastato* nivdrayati '/.

1 W. B. om. 8 G. M. vdr-. 3
G-. M. vyanj-.

4 W. vyes-.
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That "
they

" means the lips is, we are told, sufficiently indica-

ted by the dual number of the adjective. Prakrshta,
'

protracted,'
is glossed by samnikrshta,

' drawn down together, brought near.'

16. The jaws are more nearly approached.

The force of the comparative is explained by the usual term ati-

payena,
' with excess.'

In the utterance of e, the position of the tongue is also a matter
of importance, and is explained in the next rule.

n \v n

17. And one touches the borders of the upper back jaws
with the edges of the middle of the tongue.

The " and "
(ca) in this rule we are directed to regard as bring-

ing forward the ekdra of rule 15, "on the frog-leap principle
"-

that is to say, by overleaping the intervening rule. The terms de-

scriptive of the organs concerned I have translated in accordance
with the directions of the commentator, although much tempted
to renderjambhydn by 'jaw-teeth, grinders.' I cannot doubt that

jambhydn is the true reading here, although the MSS. give a curi-

ous and perplexing variety of forms to the word, and uttardn

jambhydnt is not once read : T. comes nearest to it, giving uttardn

jambhydm; W. has uttard jambhydmt in the rule, and uttard ja-

bhydn andjabhydn in the comment; B., uttardnjabhydt in the rule,
uttard jabhydn and jambhydn in the comment; G. and M., utta-

rdn jabhydm in the rule
; G., uttardm jabhydm and jambhydm,

and M., uttardn jabhydm and jabhydm, in the comment. The
verb sparpayati is equivalent to sprpet, the causative ending nic

being added without altering the meaning of the simple verb (com-
pare Pan. iii.1.25), as in pdlay for pd, and other like cases.

15. prakrshtdv ity atra dvivacanena prakrtdv oshthdu grhyete :

ekdre kdrya oshthdv ishatprakrshtdu sydtdm. prakrshtatd samni-

krshtatd.

16. sdmnidhydd ekdra iti labhyate: ekdre kdrye hanu upasath-

hrtatare bhavatah. atipayeno 'pasamhrte upasarhfirtatare.

17. ekdre kdrye jihvdmadhydntdbhydm uttardn jambhydnt

spar$ayati spr$ed ity arthah: pdlayatl
1

''ty
ddivat svdrthe nic:

jambhydn iti hanumrtlaprdntadepdri
2

ity arthah : mandukapluti-

nydyena* cakdra ekdram dkarshati. jihvdyd *madhyam jihvdma-

dhyam: tasyd'ntdu*: tdbhydmjihvdmadhydntdbhydm.
1 G. M. paldy-.

2
G-. M. -?am; W. -ntaprade-.

3 G. M. -kagaUny-. <
4
) W. ma-

dhya antdu; B. madhyasya andn.

VOL. IX. 8
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In order to complete the definition of the mode of production of

6, rules 20 and 23, below, have yet to be applied ;
but they add

nothing essential to the description of the present rule, which as-

sures to the vowel, as clearly as any such description could do, the
" continental

" sound of e, or that which it has in tfiey, short in

met. There is no hint of a composite or diphthongal utterance,

any more than in the case of o. A diphthongal utterance, how-

ever, as ai, au (in aisle, house), we must assume them to have had

originally (compare note to Ath. Pr. i.40).

18. The jaws, also, are more closely approximated, and the

tip of the tongue is brought into close proximity to the upper
back gums, in r, f, and L

The construction of this rule is very harsh : the subject hanti,

'jaws,' comes into its first member again with a flying leap from
rule 16, drawn by the ca, 'also;' while the second member starts

off independently,
" one approximates," with no connective to bind

it to the other. These roughnesses are unremarked by the com-

mentator, and I have smoothed them over in the translation.

The word upasamharati,
'

approximates,' is glossed in the com-
ment by nikshipet,

'

let one throw down (or apply),' and barsvds

is explained as * the high places behind the row of teeth ' that

is, the swelling of the inner gums.
The commentator starts a question as to the propriety of the

conversion of r and Z in this rule into r and / after a (rkdrarkd-
ralkdra, from rkdra-rkdra-lkdra), the cases not being covered by
the prescription given below (at x.8 : no case of the combina-

tion of f and / occurring in the Sanhita, the Prati9akhya makes
no provision for it) : he is compelled to acknowledge that this

treatise does not teach the conversion, but claims that it is jus-
tified by the authority of other text-books; and that the same

explanation applies to an earlier case (rule i.31) of a like com-
bination.

This wholly insufficient direction is all that our treatise gives

18. capabdo hanvor1

anvddepakah: rkdra rkdra Ikdre ca kdrye
Jianti? tipasamhrtatare bhavatah: jihvdgram ca barsveshu ^pasam-

harati nikshipet : barsveshv iti dantapankter uparishtdd uccapra-

deceshv ity arthah. nanv aram rkdrapare (x.8) iti laksliand-

sambhavdd3 rkdrarkdralkdreshv iti katham samdhih sddhuh.

satyam ndi 'tattakshandt: kim tu pdstrdntarabaldt
4
: evam rkdra-

Ikdrdu hrasvdv (i.31) iti vijneyam*.
1 W. hanvdr; B. h; G-. M. hanor. 2 W. om. 3

G-. M. -nas-; B. -nasamjiiavdddd.
4

G-. M. ins. sddhuh. 5 G. M. jneyam.
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us for the utterance of the difficult r and I vowels. By i.2, they
are excluded from the category of simple homogeneous vowels.
For the teachings of the other Pra^akhyas respecting them, see
note to Ath. Pr. i.37. However they may have been pronoun-
ced at the period of grammatical treatment of the Vedic texts,
we have no good reason to doubt that, at the time when those
texts were composed, they were phonetically the same with the
semi-vowels r and

I, differing from them only as, for example,
the I of able differs from that of ably, the r of (French) aigre
from that of aigri. For a theoretical discussion of this double
value of the articulated sounds which lie nearly upon the boun-

dary line between vowels and consonants, see Journ. Am. Or.
Soc. viii.362 seq.

19. As also, according to some, in anusvdra and svara-

bhakti.

In this case, we are told, the "
also

"
(ca) brings down the

whole of the preceding . rule, and the meaning is, that there is

approximation of the jaws in uttering anusvdra, and approach of
the tip of the tongue to the gums in uttering the svarabhakti,
according to the opinion of some; while others hold that anu-
svdra is simply nasal, and the svarabhakti (see xxi.15) equivalent
to r. This, the commentator adds, is Vararuci's explanation, and
its truth is questionable. We, in our turn, may regard it as
matter for question whether 4his attribution and expression of
doubt apply to the whole interpretation of the rule, or only to
its concluding part, the statement of the opinion of "others."
The latter is perhaps most probable.

So far as regards anusvdra, we can hardly ascribe any value
or propriety to this rule

;
the definition of svarabhakti in con-

nection with that of the r-vowels is natural enough.

II t^O II

20. In the absence of special direction, the tongue is thrust

down forward.

When no such direction as " with the point of the tongue,"
" with

19. cakdrah ptirvoktavidhim anvddi$ati: yathdsamkhyend
1

^nusvdrasvarabhaktyoh purvoktavidhir bhavati: anusvdre hanvor

upasamhdrah: svarabhaktdujihvdgrasya barsveshu ''pasamhdrah:
etad ekeshdm matam. anyeshdm tu matam anusvdrasyd -nund-

sikamdtratvam : svarabhakter rkdratulyatvam. iti vararucima-

tam*: tac cintyam*.
1

G-. M. -khyo.
2

G-. M. -ciracitam. 3 W. cityam; B. cdnityam.
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the middle of the tongue
"

is given, then its position is to be un-
derstood as here directed. To explain pranyastd, the commenta-
tor gives, besides an ordinary analysis, the expression

" in a quies-
cent state ;" as example, he cites upa md (iii.2.4

1
: G. and M. spoil

the citation by adding the following word, dydvdprthivi), in the
utterance of which words the tongue is not called perceptibly into

action. But this interpretation evokes a difficulty :

" since the po-
sition of quiescence is assured to all the articulating organs in the
absence of any direction respecting them, of what use is this pre-

cept ?" The reply is : e (as taught by rule 17, above) is to be pro-
duced with the edges of the middle of the tongue, and the a con-

tained in that letter is of the same character
;
hence it might be

inferred, from the identity of the a-quality, that a was to be so

uttered in other situations, as in words like atha (i.1.13
1 et al., if

the word is to be regarded here as a citation) a misapprehension
which the rule removes. To this reply the objection may be raised

that our treatise acknowledges the presence of no such element as

a in 6, and that an a uttered with the middle of the tongue is a

phonetic impossibility. The direction respecting the tongue may
well enough be regarded as a not entirely negative one

;
or it may

have been deemed desirable to fix so very mobile and unruly a

member by a special law.

21. The lips are as in the utterance of a.

We are directed to include in this rule, by vicinage,
" in the ab-

sence of special direction." The proper position of the lips for

uttering a was given in rule 1 2, above. As illustration is added,

quite needlessly, the word indrah (passim) ;
the southern manu-

scripts read instead indriydvah (vi.5.8
3
).

20. yatrajihvdgrena jihvdmadhyene ''ty ddir
1

anddepas
2
tatra

vishayejihvdpranyastd tushmmbhrttd3
bhavati: prakarshena ny-

astd pranyasta*. yathd: upa nanv anddepe sarvakara-

ndndm tushmmbhdvasiddheh kimartho 'yam drambliah. ucyate:

ekdrasya jihvdmadhydntanishpddyatvam? asti
5
: tadavayavasyd

7

''kdrasya tathdtvam asti: akdratvasdmydd anyatrd^py athe^ty
dddu tathdtvam prasajyeta : tac cd ^nishtam : tan md bh'dd iti

parihdrah.
8nd "de$o 'nddepah

6
: tasmin: upadepdbhdva ity

arthah.

1 G. M. ddind. 2 G. M. ins. anupade?ah.
3 "W. B. -nibhr. 4 W. B. om. 5 G. M.

-dyamdnatvam.
6 G. M. asti Hi.

7 G. M. ins. 'pi.
<8> W. anvdde^ah ; B. andde^ah.

21. sdmnidhydd anddepa itildbhyate: oshthayor yatrd ''nddepas

tatrd 'kdravad akdre yathd tath"
1 oshthdu bhavatah : nd 'tyupa-

samhrtatardv'* ity arthah. yathd: in dra* iti.

1 MSS. tatM. - G. M. -hrtdv. 3 G. M. mdriydva.
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22. In the ^-vowels, the middle of the tongue is to be ap-

proximated to the palate.

The comment supplies, without remark, the predicate "to be

approximated," and gives as example ishe tvd (i.1.1 et al.).

23. Also in e.

Here the " also
"

(ca] brings down the whole of the preceding
precept, both the specification of the active organ (karana) and
that of the passive organ or place (sthdna). The exposition of

the meaning of the rule is very simple and easy ;
but the commen-

tator does not fail to notice that its necessity is open to objection

upon two grounds, and enters into its defense at considerable

length. The first objection is, why make two separate rules (22
and 23) for a single direction? that is to say, if the ^-vowels and
e are all produced by the approximation of the middle of the

tongue to the palate, why not include them in one rule together ?

The answer given is that the degree of approximation is not the

same in the two cases, but is less in the e than in the ^-vowels. If

it be asked, why is this so ? the reply is made, because the e is mix-
ed with a, and production of this a with the middle of the tongue
is on account of its constituting a part of e, and not by reason of

its own natural character (compare the comment to rule 20,

above) which special qualification is sufficient ground for the less

degree of approximation. The second difficulty is stated thus:

both place and organ of e have been already defined in rules 15-17,
above

;
but here is laid down for the same letter something differ-

ent : arid it is not possible that both directions should be followed

22. ivarne Mrye jihvdmadhyam tdldv upasamhartavyam.

yathd : ishe l

jihvdyd madhyam
1

jihvdmadhyam*.
0) W. om. 2 B. om.

23. cakdrah prtrvavidhim anvddicati: ekdre kdrye jihvdma-

dhyam tdldv
1

upasamhartavyam^. nanu vidhdu samdne prthak-

sutrdrambhah kimarthah3
. ucyate: ivarne yathd jihvdmadhyo-

pasamhdro na khalv evam ekdre kim tu tato* nyuna ity arthah :

kutah: akdramipritatvdd ekdrasya : akdrasya ca tadekadepatvtlj

jihvdmadhydntanishpddyatvam*' na tu svatah : ata eva sopddhi-

katvdn nyttnatvopapattih. ishatprakrshtdv (ii.15) ity atra*

stttratrayendi ''kdrasya sthdnakarane nirdishte : iha tu tato
ic

nyat

tasydi
1

''va nirdipyate : tad ekasminn ubhayathd kartum na pak-

yate: virodhdt tasmdd atra yogavibhdgah kartavyah*: avyail-
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in the production of one sound. To get rid of this difficulty, a
division must be made; the former description must be under-
stood as applying to e by itself, and the present one to e combined
with a consonant. How is this determination made ? Why, when
we say in a general way

" the letter e," it lies nearest, or is most

natural, to understand that letter itself, without a consonant
; hence,

because of its prior suggestedness, the first definition belongs to it
;

and the other is left, to be applied to the same sound as combined
with a consonant.

The utter artificiality of the answer to the second objection is

too obvious to need pointing out
;
and even the first evokes more

difficulties than it removes. There is no inconsistency whatever
between rules 17 and 23, and we have reason to be surprised only
at the repetition in the latter of what is implied already in the
former. Rule 23 has the air of being an afterthought, slipped in,
because of the really close relationship between e and

,
with dis-

regard of what had been taught before. The alleged difference of

degree of approximation exists clearly enough, but would be very
insufficiently intimated by a mere separation of one rule into two.

n n

24. In the w-vowels, there is approximation of the lips.

After his paraphrase of the rule, the commentator enters here

upon an exposition, the intent of which is not altogether clear to

me. "
Here," he says,

"
approximation is as formerly, and not mere

drawing down together
"

(that is, of the same kind as was taught
in rule 14, above, and not the prakrshtatd,

'

protraction,' of rule

15, which is there glossed by samnikrshtatdf}. "However, 'the

lips drawn down together may be long
'

this will be said hereaf-

ter" (by this phrase some direction given later in the treatise is

jane tal lakshanam savyanjane tv etad iti. kuto 'yarn niyamah.

ucyate:
9ekdra iti

9

sdmdnyoktdu satydm
lo

prathamam avyanjana-

sydi 'va grahanam mukhyam
11
: tathd sati prathamapratttes

1
'2

tasmin prathamam lakshanam yujyate: savyanjane
13

pdripeshydd
etad iti vijneyam.

(
]
) W. G. M. -dhydntdv.

2 G. M. -vydu.
3 G. M. -tham. 4 G. M. ato. 5 B.

-dhydntdbhydm nish- ; G. M. -dhyanish-.
6

G-. M. om. (
7
> W. nyasydi; B. nye t-.

8
G-. M. om. <9) Gr. M. ekdrasya. <

10
) B. pratham av-; G. M. -mam vy-.

ll W.su-
karam. 12 G. M. -mam pro-.

13 G. M. ins. lu.

24. .uvarne kdrya oshthopasamhdro bhavati: atro 'pasawhdrah

pttrvavan na samnikrshtatdmdtram, : kirn tu: samnikrshtdv

oshthdu dirghdu sydtdm iti vakshyate: evam oshthdu til 'pa-

samhrtatardv (ii.14) ity atrd ">pi vijneyam. yathd: ul- _____

oshthayor upasariihdra oshtho^pasamharah
1

.

1 W. B. om.
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wont to be cited
;
but there is no such direction as this, either in

text or in commentary) ;
"the same is to be understood in rule 14,

above "
(compare a similar reference to a preceding rule in the

comment to ii.18). A phrase is then cited from the Sanhita, con-

taining u and $, namely ulrtkhalabudhno yttpah (vii.2.1
3
).

25. But, in all cases, with an interval of one from the pre-

ceding.

The commentary on this very obscure rule reads as follows :

By vicinage, "labial approximation" is here implied: every-
where, in the case of labial vowels, after the preceding labial ap-

proximation, a separate labial approximation is to be made, provi-
ded it have an interval of one : by this is understood having the

quantity of a mora interposed : that, namely, has an interval of
one whereof one mora is the interval or interposition. This is the
distinctive condition of the separate labial approximation. The
word " but "

(tu) denies the necessity of the interval of one in a
case where o [W. says, where du or v] follows. Examples are:

utptitapushmam (i.6.1
1

); sttnntyam iti su-unmyam (vi.2.4
1

); at/to

oshadhishu (iii.5.5
2 and vi.3.9 5

); bdhuvor balam (v.5.9
2
); tanu-

vdu ghord 'nyd (v.7.3
3

: G. M. omit the last word); caturhotd

(not found in the Sanhita: occurs Taitt. Brah. ii.2.3 2 ).

Objection: in yo 'ncum (iii.3.4
3
), the anusvdra has a mora [by

i.34] and the $ a half-mora [by i.3Y] ; since, then, the quantity
being a mora and a half, there is not an interval of one, how is the

separate labial approximation assured ?

Answer : it is assured by the principle
" a hundred includes fif-

ty." Where there is a mora and a half, there is & fortiori a mora
in virtue of this the prescribed effect is produced, but its excess
does not vitiate the rule, because the word " one " excludes what
does not belong to itself (?). For the same reason, the occurrence

25. sdmnidhydd oshthopasamhdra iti labhyate : sarvatr* oshthya-
svareshu prakrtdd oshthopasamhdrdt prthagoshthopasai'nhdrah
l

kartavyah: sa ced ekdntarah 1

: ekdntara iti mdtrdkdlavyavdya* iti

labhyate*: ekamdtrd 'ntarath vyavadhdnam yasyd ''sdv ekdntarah:

iti prthagoshthopasamhdrasya viceshanam. tu$abda okdrapara-
tva* ekdntaratvaniy'amam* nivartayati. uddharandni: ut-:*

srtn- ---- : atho ____ ; bdh- ____ ; tan- ____ : cat- _____ nanu

yo ---- ity atrd ''nusvdrasya mdtrdkdlah ''pakdrasyd 'rdhamdtrd-

kdlah:'
1 evam adhyardhamdtratve saty ekdntaratvdbhdvdt* Jca-

tham prthagoshtho2^asamhdrasiddhih. ucyate : patepaiicdcannyd-

yena sidhyati: adhyardhamdtratve
f

py* ekamdtratvam sutardm 10

asti: tenakdryam bhavaty adhikam tu na nishidhyate: svdyoga>-

vyavachedakatvdd ekacabdasya: ata eva bdh- ____ ity dder 11 na
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of the double labial in such passages as bdhuvor balam ttruvor

ojah (v.5.9
2

: G. M. omit the last word) is not primary (or origi-

nal), but its quality as sphurita,
'

quavered,' is shown by the like-

ness of the example (?).

Second objection : then why is there not a separate labial approx-
imation in the two w's following the k and r of kusurubindah (vii.

2.2 1

),
since there occurs more than a mora and a half of interval

between them ?

Answer: not so; here there is denial of separate labiality only
for the two w's that follow k and s, because of the absence of its

necessary condition
;
but to that following the r this rule does not

apply, because it is not a case of separateness from the preceding,
but of separateness from the u that follows the intermediate s ;
this being so, there is no occurrence of the interval of one for a

letter in this situation : thus there is no offense against the rule.

So far the comment
;
but either I have failed to apprehend its

true meaning, or it has given a false interpretation to the rule, or

the rule itself is destitute of intelligible significance. I must con-

fess myself unable to see what peculiarity there should be in the

utterance of two labial vowels following one another in two suc-

cessive syllables with not less than a morals interval between
them. No precept, so far as I know, in any of the other Prati9a-

khyas, is analogous with this, or casts light upon it.

It appears to be intimated, in the course of the answer to the first

objection, that the peculiar utterance of the u in such words as

bd/iuvoh for the usual bdhvoh and tiruvoh for drvoh is denomina-
ted sphurita. The term does not occur elsewhere

;
nor is any no-

tice taken of the phenomenon, if not here. It is a well-known
characteristic of Taittiriya texts, but is found in fewer words than
one would be apt to imagine. Besides the two just given, I have
noted in the Sanhita only the cases of tanti (tanuvam, e. g. i.1.8

;

tanuvd, e. g. i.1.102 )
and the word suvar, which are often met with.

Of similar resolutions of an i-vowel into iy, the cases are more nu-

dviroshthyam mukhyam : kit'ti tu sphuritatvam
13 uddharanatvd-

bhdsatayd
1 *

darpitam. tarhi kus- ity atra kakdrarephdbhydm

uttarayor ukdrayoh katham prthagoshthopasamhdro na bhavati:

adhyardhcimdtravyavdyasambhavdt
lb

. mdi 'vam : atra
16 kakdra-

sakdrottarayor" ukdrayos tdvad18

aprthagoshthatd
1

*: etallaksha-

ndsambhavdt : rephdd uttarasya tu prakrtdt prthaktvdbhdvdn
nd ''yum vidhih:

31Mm tu^ madhyasthasakdrottardd ukdrdt

prthaktvam: tathd saty ekdntardbhdvah: tadavastha eve "*ti

lakshanam idam avyabhicaritam.
0) "W. om. 2 G. M. -labhedavy-.

3
Gr. M. arthah. 4 "W. dukdravakcirap-.

5
G-. M. eka'ndtrdnontaratva-. 6 G. M. om. <

7
> B. om.

'

8 G. M. ekdratv-. 9 G. M.
om. 10 W. muttardm. " G. M. dddu. 12 G. M. -thyatvam.

13 G. M. svar-.
14 W. -haratvd- ; B. -tvabh- ; G. M. -nan tu dbh-. 15 G. M. -vyavudhdnas-.
16 G. M. om. G. M. -rdbhydm utt-.

18
'

G. M. -van. 19 G. M. na prthagoshtha-
samhdratd. 20 W. ; B. om. (

S1
) W. B. om. 2i G. M. -vdt.

23 W.' -sthay ; B.

-sthd.
24 G. M.
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merous, but less frequent. I have collected the following (without
exhausting the Sanhita, especially of themes in iya) : dyriya (iv.5.
5 2

), aghniya (i.1.1), dpviya (ii.2.12
8
), asmadriyanc (i.4.21), idhriya

(iv.5.7
2
), dhuhniya (iii.1.3

1

), pd'triya (iii.2.3
3
), budhmya (i.3.3),

reshmiya (iv.5.7
2
), vipvdpsniyd (i.5.3

3
), vipvadriyaiic (i.7.13

3
),

vr'shniya (iii.2.5
3
), pi'c/hriya (iv.5.5

2
), sadhriyanc (i.2.14

5
); and,

of oblique cases from themes in i or
i, indrdgniyoh (i.3.12), gdya-

triyd' (iii.2.9
1

), pd'rshniyd (iv.6.9
2

), pr'pniydi (ii.2.11
4
), rd'triydi

(iv.4.1
1

), lakshrmyd (ii.1.5
2
), vippdtniydi (iii.1.11

4
), svddhiyam

(i.3.14
6

).
None of the consonantal combinations which are thus

avoided by the resolution of the u are such as the euphony of the

Taittiriyakas does not tolerate : but of those which are avoided by
the resolution of the i, only three are met with in the text name-

ly, try (e. g. i.8.22 !
: ii.4.3

1
), tny (iv.4.2

2
),
and pny (v.5.6

3
).

I have
not entered deeply enough into the investigation to deduce the

law, if law there be, by which the resolution is made,

26. The beginning of di and du is half an a.

Rules 28 and 29, below, tell of what constitutes the remainder
of these diphthongs.

27. Which, in the opinion of some, is uttered with the or-

gans more closed.

We have here another indication that, as intimated above (under
ii.12), our Pratiyakhya does not recognize the close or neutral pro-
nunciation of the short ay for, if it did so, there would obviouslv
be no reason for referring to the opinion held by certain authori-

ties respecting its assumption of that utterance in diphthongal com-
bination. Some phonetists (without sufficient reason, as it appears
to me) have in like manner defined the first element in our English
diphthongs (" long i

"
in aisle, isle, and ou or ow in house, down]

to be the neutral vowel (u in but), rather than the open a (offar).

But, whatever may have been the case with the Sanskrit diph-

thongs, our own cannot be truly described as composed of two ele-

ments each : they are slides
;
and to allow the organs to remain in

26. dikdrasydu "kdrasya cd "dir akdrdrdham bhavati. akd-

rasyd 'rdham akdrdrdham.

27. sdmnidhydd akdrdrdham iti Idbhyate: ekeshdm mate tad

akdrdrdham samvrtakaranataram bhavati. samvrtdni samnikrsh-

tdni karandni yasya tat samvrtakaranam : atipayena samvrta-

karanam samvrtakaranataram.

B. reads samvrtta throughout.

VOL. IX. 9
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either their first or last position long enough to make the initial or
final element distinctly audible, would be an error of pronunciation.
The commentator glosses samvrta,

'

enveloped, shut up, closed,'
with samnikrshta,

' drawn down together, approximated.'

28. Of the former, the rest is one and a half times i.

Of the former that is, of di; di and du having been mention-
ed together in a preceding rule (ii.26), says the commentator.

II II

29. But, of the latter, u.

That is to say, the remainder of du is one and a half times u.

To account for the word " but "
(tu) in the rule, the commentator

notes that, as the beginning of both diphthongs is the same sound,
,
it might seem to follow that their end would be the same sound,

i : this the " but "
denies. This explanation merely intensifies and

makes too precise the actual meaning of the word.
For the teachings of the other PratipakWas as to the pronunci-

ation of di and du, see the note to Ath. Pr. i.40. As there re-

marked, the euphonic treatment which they receive proves their

first element to have had originally more than a half-mom of

quantity. If they must be limited to two moras, a better descrip-
tion of them would have been 1-J-a-J-Je, and Ha-\-%u. If, as we
may presume to be the case, the authors of these treatises defined
their own pronunciation pretty accurately, then the di and du, not
less than the e and o, had by their time taken on a value notably
different from that which belonged to them when the euphonic
rules of the language were the faithful representation of living pro-
cesses.

30. Anusvdra and the last mutes are nasal.

As example of anusvdra, the comment cites yo
c

npum (iii.3.4
3
) ;

28. ptirnasydi "kdrasye *ty arthah: adhastdd 1

dikdrdukdrayoh
sahoccaritatvdf: adhyardha ikdra dikdrasya $esho bhavati.

adhikam ardham yasyd ''sdv adhyardhah.
1 W. adhya/rdhas tdvad. 2

G-. M. ucca/r-.

29. uttarasydu "Jcdrasye "*ty arthah: adhyardha ukdra dukd-

rapesho
1

bhavati: yathd
^

nayor ubhayor apy ddir akdra eva tad-

vad ikdra eva peshah? prasaktah : tan 3
nishedhati tupabdah.

1 G. M. -rasya ?e-.
2 W. B. om. 3 W. B. tarn.
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of the "last" or nasal mutes, pratyan hotdram (vi.3.1
5
) to which

G. M. add prdficam upa (v.2.7
3

),
and vnanind (vii.3.14).

The term anundsika is interpreted by the commentator as sig-

nifying ndsikdm anuvartate, 'it goes after the nostril' that is to

say, doubtless,
'
it finds exit by the nasal passages :' an accurate

definition of this class of sounds. As employed in this Prati9a-

khya, anundsika means simply, as adjective,
'

nasal,' and its deriva-

tive noun, dnundsikya, signifies
'

nasality, nasal utterance.' Rule

52, below, describes how such mode of utterance is produced, and
in chapter xvii. (rules 1-4) is made an attempt to define the degree
of nasality in the various sounds of the class.

"
Nasal," or anu-

ndsika, by the present rule, are the anusvdra and the five nasal

mutes, w, n, n\ n, m the same term is applied later to the nasal

semivowels into which n and m (v.26-28) are under certain cir-

cumstances convertible
;
and at v.31, x.ll, xv.1,6, xxii.14, we also

hear of nasal (anundsika) vowels. The other nose-sounds, the

yamas and ndsikya (ii.49,50, xxi.8, 12-14), do not anywhere receive

this title.

It is desirable to put together somewhere a comprehensive state-

ment of the doctrines held by the Taittiriya-Pratiyakhya respecting
the nasal constituents of the alphabet it recognizes, and no more
suitable place is likely to present itself than is offered here.

All nasal (anundsika) sounds are uttered (ii.52) by the mouth
and nose together. An vttama, a "

last
" or nasal mute, is a sound

in the production of which the intonated breath escapes through
the nose, while the organs of the mouth form one of those same
contacts which give rise to the corresponding non-nasal mutes of

the series. In anusvdra, on the other hand (including under that

designation the nasal semivowels, of which more further on), the

mouth-organs are not wholly closed, but the intonated breath finds

exit through them at the same time that it passes through the

nasal cavities. In all cases, then, in which the character of the

nasal of a syllable is determined by that of the following conso-

nant, the nasal will be a mute if the latter is a mute, but an anu-

svdra if succeeded by a letter not forming a contact by a semi-

vowel or a spirant. Respecting the phonetic character and occur-

rence of the nasal mutes, there has been no difference of opinion,
so far as we have any information, among the Hindu phonetists of

the period represented by the Prati9akhyas ;
none of them has

allowed a final anusvdra before a pause, or an anusvdra before a

mute, either in the same or a following w
Tord. As to the phonetic

value, however, of the real anusvdra, the nasal uttered with open
mouth-organs, there was by no means the same accordance among
those ancient grammarians. Some held it to be a pervading
nasalization of the preceding vowel; others, a nasal addition to

30. anusvdra^ co "*ttamdp cd ''nundsikd bhavanti: ndsikdm

anuvartanta ity anundsikdh. yathd: anusvdraJi: yo : utta-

mdp ca
l

: pra- : *prd- : man-*.
1 G. M. ins. yathd. <

2
) W. B. om.
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that vowel. The former view is adopted and consistently main-

tained by the Atharva-Prati9akhya, which acknowledges nasal

consonants and nasalized vowels, but no tertium quid. The Pra-

ti9akhyas of the Rik and White Yajus are equally consistent in

their recognition of an anusvdra as nasal appendage to the vowel,
and the latter of them gives (Vaj. Pr. iv. 147-8) detailed directions

as to the quantity belonging to each element. The Taittiriya-Pra-

ticakhya adopts prevailingly the same view, but lets the other

appear distinctly in some of its rules. Thus, at v.31, it is stated

to be Atreya's opinion that, when a nasal mute becomes I, the pre-

ceding vowel is nasalized
; and, in conformity with this, xv. 1

directly teaches that, after the various conversion of m and n, the

vowel before them becomes nasal, the following rules adding
(xv.2,3) that some authorities deny this, and direct anusvdra to

be inserted instead: here the commentary has to reverse the

obvious intent of the text, and declare the latter rules approved,
and the first disapproved. Further, x.ll directs that when a

vowel is combined with.a nasalized vowel the result is nasal (the

commentary, however, gives a different interpretation: see the

rule). Once more, in xxii. 1 4, among
"
heavy

"
syllables is reck-

oned one that is anundsika, 'nasal.'

I very much doubt wrhether this difference of views is founded

upon an actual difference of pronunciation ;
it is probably due

rather to a discordant apprehension and analysis of a single mode
of utterance. The same point might divide into two parties our

phonetists at the present day just as they have long been divided

upon the question whether a b differs from a p in being sonant, or in

being soft, or weak, or of inferior aspiration, or something of that

kind. Without entering into any detailed discussion of the subject,
I will simply say that I incline to side with the Atharvan school,

and to believe in nasal vowels rather than in anusvdra. No one of

the Prati9akhyas gives an intelligible definition of the phonetic
character of anusvdra, considered as an independent alphabetic ele-

ment
;

if it is to be so considered, we shall hardly be able to make
of it anything but a bit of the neutral vowel (u of but) nasalized,

or the sound of the French un, and shall have to regard it as

attached to the vowel much in the same way as, by us who speak

English, the same sound not nasalized is attached to most of our

long vowels before an r for example, in there, here, oar, cure, fire,

sour (see Journ. Am. Or. Soc'y, viii.353).

Which of the two views is originally favored by the Devana-

gari alphabet does not admit of much question; the writing of

ampa, for example,* with a nasal sign over the vowel of the

first syllable, is an unequivocal recognition of the nasality as

something affecting the' vowel itself. If it had seemed to the

framers of this alphabet to be a something interposed between the

vowel and the following consonant, they would doubtless have

* Namely,
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found for it a sign to stand between those of the other elements.
This has actually been done, out of a true regard for consistency,

by the writers of the Vajasaneyi and Taittiriya texts : for lack of a
better device, they have brought down one of the usual signs of na-

sality from above the syllable to a position between the syllables,

giving it an addition which enables it to maintain its place there *

in the Taittiriya texts, we have the dotted crescent, with the m-
rdma, the usual mark for a consonant not graphically combined with
a following consonant, beneath it. The scribes of the Rig-Veda
seem to have been less solicitous to make their practice square
with their theory. It may well be made a question, however,
whether the habit, now so common, of writing cuhka, ai'nta, ambd,
for anka, anta, anibd, etc.,f could have grown up until the opinion
had become prevalent that the nasal sign in ampa also represented
a nasal sound which followed the vowel, and was accommodated
in its special mode of utterance to its successor.J
One more point in the theory of the nasal sounds calls for notice.

The assimilation of n to a following ,
and of m to a following , ?/,

or v (v.26-8), is treated by the Taittiriya, the Vajasaneyi, and the
Rik Prati9akhyas as resulting in the production, not of anusvdra,
but of a nasal counterpart to the semivowel that is, the case is

made analogous with that of a nasal before a mute, instead of
before a spirant. Here, also, the Atharva-Prati9akhya pursues an

independent course, and accepts no nasal y or v, but only a nasal
/,

as product of both m and n (see Ath. Pr. ii.35). In this case, as

well as in the other, we have to asssume merely a difference in the
theoretical explanation of an identical mode of pronunciation ;

and
I should not only favor the Atharvan view, but should be willing
to give up the nasal I itself, as not worth distinguishing from an

ordinary case of anusvdra or of nasalized vowel, if we accept this

understanding of the matter. Thus much, indeed, may be allowed

that, while the absence of sonant utterance in the spirants cuts

them off from sharing in a nasal quality, it might be difficult to

prevent the nasality of the preceding vowel from infecting at least

*
Thus, for or 5f[, the Vaj. S. writes

,
the Taitt. S.

t That is, 5ER7, ^fFT ^Nl ^ ?RT>

\ No valid objection can be raised against the practically so convenient, imita-

tion of this habit on the part of modern European scholars, so far as concerns the

representation of an original m assimilated to a following consonant. To go far-

ther than this, however, and write the anusvdra sign in the interior of a word for

a nasal mute which is equally radical or thematic with the succeeding non-nasal,

and, yet more, to write it for a final m, which no" Pratigakhya allows to be pro-
nounced otherwise than m, seems an indefensible practice, and one wholly to be

disapproved and rejected. Of Miiller's seemingly elaborate defense of his adher-

ence to it, given in the Preface to his Hitopadeca, absolutely the whole point lies

in the phrases (p. xi ): "it is easier to write amkitd than ahkitd. What applies
to writing applies with still greater force to printing

" which latter consideration

must be pronounced destitute of weight ; since, on the contrary, we do expect our

printing to be superior in accuracy to ordinary writing.
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the beginning of the sonant semivowels. For the exclusion of r

from the same treatment with the other semivowels I can discover
no good reason.

The usage of the manuscripts is pretty nearly in accordance
with the theories of the Prati9akhya. For an assimilated

??/, the
distinctive anusvdra sign is always written before r, as before the

spirants; but before
, y, and v is written the sign of nasality

above the preceding syllable, as before a mute. But as regards n
before

/, my manuscript varies with complete irregularity between

treating it like m, as required by the Prati9akhya, and writing the
n unchanged, either with virdma or conjoined with the I (instances
of the latter mode of treatment are about twice as frequent as of

the former). The edited text more usually follows a third method,
supported neither by my manuscript nor by the Pratiyukhya : it

writes the I double, and puts a sign of nasality over the preceding
syllable. This is nonsense : if two Fa are written, the first should
be separated from the other, and should have the sign of nasality
written above it. But there is no reason why this should be done
in the case of a combination of I with n any more than with w, or

than in the combination of m with y and v.

It only remains to add that, in my manuscripts (T. and W.) and
those at Berlin and Oxford (B. and O.), the text of the Prati9a-

khya follows, in regard to the treatment of the nasals as to other

points of euphony, the usages of the Taittiriya text, and that the

citations from the latter in the commentary are also written accor-

dingly ;
while the body of the commentary itself follows the meth-

ods of ordinary Sanskrit texts. In this edition, therefore, their

example is followed as closely as possible : the proper anusvdra

being represented by n, and the m assimilated to a mute or semi-

vowel, by m. The two South-Indian manuscripts (G. and M.) do
not distinguish these two from one another.

31. In the case of the vowels, that is their place of produc-
tion, to which approximation is made.

The term upasamhdra,
'

approximation,' is glossed by upaplesha-
vipeshah, 'a sort of embrace' unless, indeed, we are to read, with
G. and M., sampleshavipleshah, 'disunion of embrace,' i. e., 'em-
brace which does not come to actual contact.'

The terms sthdna,
'

place,' and karana,
'

organ,' denote, as in

the other Prati9akhyas (see note to Ath. Pr. i.18), the more passive
and the more active of the two parts of the mouth whose concur-

rence gives birth to a sound.

31. svardnam tat sthdnam bhavati 1

yotro 'pasamhdrah sydt:

upasamharo ndmo
"
>

pa$lesham$eshaW.
1 B om. 2 W. 'paplosh- ; Gr. M. sam^leshavi^leshah.
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rlr=h^i!l*1Ml 9^. II

32. That is producing organ, which makes the approxima-
tion.

Here,
" in the case of the vowels "

is declared to be implied from
the preceding rule

; upasamharati,
'

approaches,' is explained by
prdpayati,

' attains
;' and, as example of a karana, or producing

organ, reference is made to the "
tip of the tongue," spoken of in

rule 1 8 of this chapter.
r

-y~tm\ FT *T3" FT^H rlr^M'T II ^ IIo *\

33. But in the case of the other letters, that is place of

production, where contact is made.

By this expression, the commentator says, simple embrace or

union is predicated of the consonants, while above a sort of em-
brace (or disunion of embrace) was predicated of the vowels. The

diiference, he adds, between approximation and contact will be in-

ferred by any knowing person from the force of the terms them-
selves. The word " but "

(tu) is meant to exclude the vowels
; or,

as Mahisheya explains it, annuls for anusvdra and svarabhakti
the quality of being produced by contact merely, like the other

consonants. This last is a precious bit of pregnant construction
;

and the whole comment is more obscure than the rule itself, whose

meaning and implication are sufficiently obvious.

FT^FTlrT r|r^(UI^ II ^8 II

34. That is producing organ, whereby one makes the contact.

The commentator supplies, as subject of the verb, the noun adhy-
etd,

' reader '

or, rather,
'

repeater.'

32. svardndm iti sdmnidhydl labhyate: svardndm tat karanam

bhavati: yat svardn upasamharatl prdpayati:
1

tat karanam 1

.

yathd: jihvdgram rkdra (ii.18) ity ddi.

1 B. tat sthdnam ; G. M. om.

33. svarebhyo "nyeshdth varndndm tat sthdnam yatra sparpa-

nam bhavet: atra vyanjandndm sampleshamdtrarh
1

kathyate:
svardndm ttt"

2

purastdt sam$leshalf kathitah : upasamhdrasparpa-

nayoh* pabdapaktyd vipesho
5 vidushd vijTieyah

6
: tupabdali

1 svara-

nivrttyarthah : athavds
: anusvdrasvarabhaktyor vyanjanavat

9

sparpanamdtrakatvanivartaka
10

iti mdhisheyabhdshitam.
1 W. -rlosh- ; G. M. -mdtratvam. 2 W. om. 3 G. -sJiaviceshah ; M. -shavirleshah

4 G. M. -hdra iti spar^ana.
5 G. M. ins. eva. 6 G. M. jndtavyah.

7 G. M. fabda.
8 G. M. om. 9 W. -nave; B. -na. 10 B. sparfakamnamd- ; G. M. sparfamdtrakdlan
niv- ; M. -vartata.
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In these four rules is implied that distinction of opener and
closer position between vowel and consonant which constitutes

their essential difference (see Journ. Am. Or. Soc'y, viii.367 seq.),
and which the Ath. Pr. states more fully (i.29-35 : where, in rule

33, we should read eke
f

sprshtam), with specifications of degree of

openness and closure which are here omitted (save so far as repre-
sented by rule 45, below).

35. In the ^-series, one makes contact with the root of the

tongue at the root of the jaws.

Compare Ath. Pr. i.20, and the references to the other Prati9a-

khyas there given.
The locative and instrumental cases, in this and the following

rules, correspond with the yatra,
l

where,' and yena,
*

whereby,' of

rules 33 and 34, above, and point out respectively the place and

organ of production of the different classes of sounds.

The singular number of Aofttifntiio,
' root of the jaws,' the com-

mentator accounts for as used generically (jdtyapekshdydm,
' with

reference to the whole kind or class
').

36. In the c-series, with the middle of the tongue, upon the

palate.

Compare Ath. Pr. i.21, and the note upon it. The sonant aspi-
rate of this series, JA, is not met with in the text.

37. In the ^-series, with the tip of the tongne, rolled back,
in the head.

Compare Ath. Pr. i.22, and the note upon it. Our commentary
says,

"
by the word 4 head '

(mtirdliari) is intended the upper part

34. sdmnidhydd anyeshdm, iti labhyate: svarebhyo
f

nyeshdm
varndndm tat karanam bhavati: adhyetd yena vyanjandni

sparyayati prdpayati tat karanwn.

35. kavarga uccdryamdne jihvdmdlena
1 handmtile sparpayati

prdpayed ity arthah. hanvor mtilam hanrtmtilaitf: tasmin3
:

*

jdtyapekshdydm* ekavacanam.
1 G. M. ins. varnam. 2 B. Gr. M. om. 3 W. B. om. 4

GT. M. ins. mulam iti.

5 W. -ksham.

36. $avarge kdrye
l

jihvdmadhyena varndri* tdldu sprpef.
1

G-. M. put tdldu here. 2 M. -nam. 3 B. spr^ayet; G. M. spar^ayet
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of the mouth-cavity." Perhaps we shall best remove the difficul-

ties attaching to the use of the word " head "
in describing this

class of sounds, by assuming that the name mdrdhanya,
*

capital,'
had become firmly established in use as designating them, at an
earlier period of phonetic science in India, when their mode of pro-
duction was less accurately understood and defined

;
and was there-

fore retained by the later grammarians, who gave to it a new defi-

nition. For, that mttrdhan should have been taken directly and
without ceremony to signify the ' dome of the palate

' does not

appear to me possible. As in the notes to the Atharva-Pratia-

khya, I shall take the liberty of speaking of the ^-sounds as "
lin-

gual
" a term, on the whole, as unobjectionable and as commonly

accepted as any other.

The commentator glosses the word prativeshtya,
'

having rolled
it back,' by

"
having done what ? having rolled back (G. M. add in

explanation dveshtya,
'

having rolled up ')
the tip of the tongue, on

account of its suitableness
"

(i.
e. of the adaptedness of this posi-

tion to produce the contact aimed at).

38. In the ^-series, with the tip of the tongue, at the roots

of the teeth.

Compare Ath. Pr. i.24, and the note upon it.

39. In the ^-series, with the two lips.

The commentator explains that here the upper lip is the place of

production, as the various places of production mentioned have
been the upper organ ;

and that the under lip is the organ of pro-
duction.

Compare Ath. Pr. i.25, and the note upon it.

37. tavarge kdrye jihvdgrena
l
mtirdlini* varnam sprpet

3
: kirn

krtvd: yogyatvdfjihvdgram prativeshtya*: mttrdha$dbdena vak-

travivaroparibhdgo v ivakshyate
6
.

1 G. M. put varnam here. 2 B. G. M. murdhani. 3 B. sprfayet.
4 W. -tvd; B.

-tvdt taj ; Gr. -tvdn; M. -tvdyogyatvdn.
5 G. M. -shtydveshtya.

6 G. M. -hshitah.

38. tavarge kdryejihvdgrena varnam dantamrtleshu sparpayet
l

.

1
Gr. M. apr'fet.

39. pavarge kdrya oshthdbhydm anyonyarh sparpayet: atro
1

^ttaroshtha sthdnam uttaratvasdmydd* eshdm sthdndndm : adha-

roshthah karanani.

1 W. tatro. 2 B. -rdtvdt sdmdnydd ; G. M-. oshthatva-.

VOL. IX. 10
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FTFTt II o ii

40. In y, with the two edges of the middle of the tongue,

upon the palate.

The Taittiriya-Pratiyakhya stands alone in omitting to rank the
semi-vowels along" with the mutes, as palatal, etc., and in describing
their formation throughout by special rule. Respecting y, see the
note to Ath. Pr. i.21.

The description of the mode of production of y, here given, is

quite accurate and sufficiently distinctive. The "
edges

" are men-

tioned, as being the parts which form contact with the palate, the
central part remaining open, as taught for i in rule 22, above.

. 41. In r, with the middle of the tip of the tongue, back of

the roots of the teeth.

Pratyak is explained by the phrase,
"
in the interior upper por-

tion
" that is,

' within and above ' the equivalence of pratyag-
dtman and antardtman,

' inner soul,' being pleaded as justification.
The somewhat discordant teachings of the Prfiti9akhyas with

reference to this sound are detailed in the note to Ath. Pr. i.28.

The most noteworthy circumstance in their common treatment of

the letter is that they so ignore its special relationship with the lin-

gual mutes, and in part with the r-vowels : although in this trea-

tise the definition of the latter (ii.18) is, essentially, nearly accord-

ant with that here given for the semivowel. _/ could not possi-

bly have the value which belongs to it in the Sanskrit euphonic
system, if it were not a lingual semi-vowel, like the English r, utter-

ed with the tip of the tongue reverted into the dome of the palate.

n ^ H

42. Also in
Z,

at the roots of the teeth.

According to the commentator, the "and" (ca) of this rule

brings down by implication from the preceding both jihvdgrama-
dhya,

' middle of the tongue-tip,' and pratyak,
' back from.' It

40. yakdre kdrye jihvdmadhydntdbhydm tdldu sparpayet.

jihvdyd madhyam: tasyd 'ntdu: tdbhydm jihvdmadhydntd-

bhydm\
%1 &. M. om.

41. rephe kdrye jihvdgramadhyena dantamillebhyah pratyak

spar$ayet: pratyag ity
l

abhyantara uparibhdga
1

ity arthah: *yah

pratyagdtme
"
>

ty
i antardtmd pratiyate.

(J) G-. M. -ntaropari-.
<
2
> GL M. yathd pratyagdtmani.
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appears obvious, however, if only from the locative case of danta-

mrtleshu, that the latter item is not intended, and that we are to

regard the roots of the teeth themselves (more properly, the gums
close upon them) as the sthdna, or 'place of production,' of I.

This, indeed, is nearly enough intimated by the final paraphrase of
the comment. The really distinctive characteristic of the

/, that
it forms a contact in front, but allows the breath to escape at the
sides of the tongue, is here by no means clearly brought out:

rather, we are left to infer that it and the r are produced in the
same manner, only the r a little further back. No one of the other
treatises gives a better description (see note to Ath. Pr. i.24, where
I have given the Taittiriya definition more credit than really be-

longs to it).

43. In v, with the edges of the lips, along with the teeth.

This rule cannot be commended for distinctness. The commen-
tator gives it not a little of additional precision, by his paraphrase
" with the two edges of the lower lip, along with the points of the

upper teeth." But how comes the lower lip to have two edges ?

He adds, that the teeth are the place, and the lips the organ, of

production. But then why does not the rule read danteshu, instead

of the instrumental dantdih? It gives us two instrumental, as if

teeth and lips were joint organs, and neither of them any more
"
place

" than the other. The lower lip, being the more passive

organ, should be the "place" on which the teeth, as "organ,"
make their contact

;
but from taking this view the treatise and its

comment appear to be hindered by the analogy of the other sthd-

>i's, which have uniformly been the upper of the two parts con-

cerned in the contact. To make a good definition, the rule should

read adharoshthdnte for oshthdntdbhydm.
Of the other treatises (as pointed out in the note to Ath. Pr. i.25),

the Vaj. Pr. gives the v a description corresponding with this, and

showing the letter to have had the precise phonetic value of our

English v. This, of course, should not in the least stand in the

way of our fully recognizing the fact that its original sound
was that of our w. The w is a semi-vowel, standing in the

same relation to u as y to i; but to call v a semi-vowel is a sim-

42. cakdro l

jihvdgramadhyapratyaktvam anvddipati
1

: lakdre

kdrye jihvdgramadhyena? dantamtileshu pratyak sparpayet
3
:

ayam arthah : lakdrasya ^dantamrtlapratydsannam pratyaganta-

rapradepasthdnam* iti vijneyam*.
W Gr. M. jihvdmadhyam pratyaktvam cd "karshati. 2

G-. M. -hvdmadh-. 3 "W. B.

put after vijneyam. <
4
) G-. M. -sannaprade^a sthdnam, 5

G-. M. jneyam.

43. vakdre kdrye
c

dharoshthdntdbhydm uttaradantdgr&h saha

sparpayet. dantdir iti sthdnanirdepah : oshthdntdbhydm iti kara-

nanirdepah.
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ple abuse of terms. We might nearly as well call our j a semi-

vowel, because it is written with an originally vocalic sign, and

represents in the majority of cases a sound which the Romans pro-
nounced as y.

ii 33 ii

44. The spirants, in their order, are produced in the places
of the mutes.

By rule i.9, there are six spirants, and as there are but five
"
places

" of mutes, these belong to the first five spirants, as is sig-

nified by the expression
" in their order :" A, therefore, is omitted,

and its rules will be given hereafter (rules 46,47). To this effect

the commentator, who also allots the spirants to their respective

mute-classes, and cites from the Sanhita an example for each :

namely, forjihvdmMya^ uttered in the place of a &-mute, yah kd-

mayeta (ii.3.2
4 et al. : I follow the example of all the MSS., and

do not attempt to distinguish the guttural and labial spirants from

visarjamya by different signs); for p, in the place of a c-mute,

madhu$ ca mddhavap ca (i.4.14, or iv.4.11 1
: W. B. omit the last

two words of the citation, and W. reads manyup ca, which is

found at iv.Y.2 1

); for sA, in the place of a -mute, ashtdbhyah
svdhd (vii.2.15); for s, in the place of a -mute, stand uparavdh
(vi.2.11

4
); and for upadhmdmya, in the place of a ^>mute, yah

pdpmand (ii.3.13
2
).

To make this rule a definition of the mode of utterance of the

spirants, the one next following is to be applied to modify it. Un-

fortunately, both together are insufficient to give us any clear idea

of the two problematical sounds, jihvdmrtliya and upadhmdmya;
and there is room for us to suspect them of being, like the long
-vowel, an artificial fabrication of the Hindu grammarians. As
for the s, there is no question as to its value. Nor ought there to

be respecting that of the sh, which both the explanations of the

phonetists and the phenomena of Sanskrit euphony show to have
been that particular sibilant (more nearly resembling our sh than

5, but sufficiently distinct from either) which is uttered with the

tongue reverted into the dome of the palate. It passes my com-

prehension how European grammarians should continue to identify

44. ushmdna dnuptirvyena yathdkramena sparpasthdneshti

'ccdraniyd bhavanti. yathd: jiJivdmrtttyah kavargasthdne: yah
k-: $akdra$ cavargasthdne

1

: madhup* ____ : shakdrash tavar-

gasthdne: asht- ____ ; sakdras tavargasthdne: stand ____ : upa-

dhmdmyah pavargasthdne : yah p-: ity dnupurvyena*: dnupur-

vydn* niyamdt pancasti "shmastt ''kteshu halcdro m$ishtalf:

tasya mdhim uparishtdd dcashte.

1 W. cavargiyas- ; B. cakdras-. 2 "W. manyuf.
3

G-. M. -vyd vijneydh.
4

G-. M.

-vya.
5 B. -feshah ; G-. M. vasishthah.
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it with our sh ; and, yet more, how that absurd distinction of the

lingual and palatal sibilants (of which, so far as I know, Wilson
was the originator) which defines the former as the same with our
sh in shun, and the latter with our ss in session, can still be repeat-
ed in the latest Sanskrit grammars. Absurd I call it, because there

is really no difference at all between the pronunciation of sh in

shun and ss in session. If our sh be found in the Sanskrit alpha-
bet, it is the palatal sibilant p, not the lingual, sh. The question
of the value of p is connected with and depends upon that of the

palatal series of mutes
;
and upon this I have nothing more to say

than I said in the note to Ath. Pr. i.21.

45. But the middle of the producing organ is unclosed.

The " but "
(tu) of this rule, we are told, is intended to annul

(so far) the similarity of organ of the spirants with the mutes.
This prescription of an unclosure of the middle of the organ is

a rather artificial device for saving the credit of the general pre-

scription of actual contact in all the consonants. It is nearly
equivalent with the rules of the Ath. Pr. (i.30,31) upon the same

subject.

46. The throat is place of production of h and visarjamya.

And, the commentator adds, they have no karana, or organ of

production. As example of A, he cites aharahar havirdhdnindm

(ii.5.6
3
),
but leaves visarjaniya uninstanced.

The other Pratiyakhyas give a corresponding definition of the

utterance of these two sounds (see note to Ath. Pr. i.19). It is

too indefinite to be of any particular use to us in determining their

phonetic value. But the two rules which next follow in our trea-

tise are very interesting and instructive.

II n

47. In the opinion of some authorities, h has the same posi-
tion as the beginning of the following vowel.

Our commentator first offers the simple paraphrase of this rule

45. teshdm ushmandm karanamadhyam tu vivrtam bhavati:

sparpdndm karanasdmyanivrttiparas
1

tupabdah. karandndm ma-

dhyam karanamadhyam.
1 B. -ttyartham.

46. hakdramsarjamydu kanthasthdndu sydtdm. kantha 8thd-

nam yayos tdu tathoktdu. anayoh karandbhdvah. ah- -----
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which he finds given by one of his three chief authorities, Vara-

ruci, and then proceeds to exhibit his own superior acuteness by
a very long, but not very important, discussion of it: a loose
version is as follows :

The expression "the same position as the beginning," etc., im-

plies a difference of position in the remainder of the vowel
;
but

there is none such in
, ,

u ; as a vowel has but a single posi-

tion, the word "beginning
"

is superfluous, and the desired result

would be secured by saying simply
" of the same position with

the vowel." That is not so : a difference of position does in fact

belong to the remainder of the diphthongs: the two rules (ii.28,

29) which teach that i and u form the final elements of di and
du assure the difference of position for those two sounds

;
in like

manner, a difference of position is to be remarked as prescribed
in general grammar [though not in this treatise] for the final ele-

ments of e and o
9 they being^ included in the category of diph-

thongs. But again: even granting that, the utterance in the
throat of this very a which makes the initial element of the diph-
thongs is taught by the rule,

" the throat is the place of produc-
tion of a, the Axmutes, A, and visarjamyaf hence, as sameness of

position [with the a, as throat-sound] is prescribed by the prece-

ding rule, this rule is open to the charge of superfluous repetition.
You must not think so, is the reply ;

there is a difference between
the a which forms the beginning of e and o and an a standing by
itself: to the latter belongs the description given above in rule 12,
" the lips and jaws not too widely separated," etc.

;
to the other,

that of rule 27, "with the organ of production more closed;"
therefore, as place and organ correspond to one another, the ex-

pression
" of the same position as the beginning

"
is to be under-

stood as meaning
" of the same place and organ as the beginning."

Moreover, in the former rule the absence of an organ of produc-
tion was taught, but here is implied also the presence of such

;

hence a difference of opinions comes to light, and not merely a su-

perfluous repetition.

47. ekeshdm mate hakdra 1

udayasvdrddisasthdna dtmana upari
svarddisasthdno* bhavatt 'ti vdraruco&tam* sydd etat. ddind*

sasthdna ity ukte peshasya sthdndntaratvarif vaktavyam tad

apy akdrekdrokdreshu nd ''sti:
6

svarasydi ^kam eva
8sthdnam1

ity ddipabdavdiyarthyam sydt: svarasasthdna9

ity etdvafdi *vd

"*rthasiddhir
lQ

iti: mdi 'vam: sandhyakshareshu peshasya* sthd-

ndntaropapatteh : ikdro 'dhyardhah (ii.28) iti stttradvayena

peshabhutavarnavyaktdu
11

tayo sthdndntaram api prasiddham
eva: evam 13

ekdrdukdrayor api vydkarane $eshasya sthdndnta-

ram vihitam vijileyam: sandhyaksharatvdvipeshdd anayoh.
nanv evam apy akuhavisarjamydndm kantha iti sandhyaksha-
rdddv akdrasyd ''pi kanthasthdnatvdt tena samdnasthdnatve

kathyamdne pttrvasutroktena
1

'
1

pdunaruktyam asya sutrasya
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Any detailed criticism of this cunning argument would certain-

ly be open to the charge of superfluity, and I shall not attempt it.

A few further examples of the occurrence of A, before the vari-

ous diphthongs, are added : tigmahete (i.2.14
2
), y&vatir vdsdmahdi

(vii.5.2
1

), agnihotramjuhoti (i.5.9
1

), samprayatlr ahdu (v.6.1
2
).

The acuteness of observation of the " some authorities
" who

have made this definition of the character of a h certainly de-

serves respectful, if not admiring, acknowledgment. It is the pe-

culiarity of the aspiration, that it is an emission of unintonated
breath through the same position of the mouth-organs by which
the following intonated sound receives its character : thus, the h of

ha is a surd a, so to speak; that of he, a surd e; that of who, a
surd u; that of hue, a surd y and so on (see Journ. Am. Or.

Soc'y, viii.370 seq.). The rule would have been made better by
reading udayavarna, instead of udayasvarddi 'the following
sound,' instead of ' the beginning of the following vowel '

for the

assimilation is not less true of the semi-vowels and nasals than of

the vowels.

48. Visarjamya has the same position as the end of the pre-

ceding vowel.

The commentator does not tell us whether this definition is to be
looked upon as, like the preceding, expressing the opinion of " some

authorities," or as having the unqualified approval of the Prati9a-

khya. From his silence we should infer the latter, but the connec-

tion gives reason for presuming the former. He paraphrases :

" m-

sarjaniya is of like position that is, of like place and organ
with the end of the vowel that precedes itself;" and adds that

sydt. mdi 'vam. mahsthdh : ekdrdukdrddivartino 'kdrasya keva-

lasya ca vicesho 'sti: kevalasya
20 karanam oshthahanu nd

'tivyastam (ii.12) it?
1

: sandhyakshardddu vartamdnasya tu

samvrtakaranataram (ii.27): tasmdt sthdnakaranayoh saha-

caritatvdd ddisasthdna ity ukta ddisamdnasthdnakarana iti

vijneyam. kim ca : purvasutre karandbhdva ity uktah : atra tu

karanavattvam api vidyata iti matdntaram upapadyate: na

pdunaruktyam ca. tathd: tig-: ydv- : ag n- : s am-

udayacabda uttaraparydyah: udayac cd Vm28 svarac ca 29
:

tasyd "dih : tena sasthdnah.

1 G. M. put before eJceshdm. 2 G. M. udayasvar-.
3 W. B. var-. 4 W. ddi.

5
Gr. M. -taram. 6 G. M. ins. tathd sati. <7) W. 'kasthdnam evam. W B. om.

9 G. M. svarasya sa-. 10 G. M. om. artha; G. M. -ddher. n G. M. -bhutarn v-.

12 G. M. tasyd.
13 G. M. om. 14 G. M. -na. 15 G. M. sthd-. 16 G. M. kaJ/py-.

17 G. M. -vok-. 18 G. M. eva tasya.
19 G. M. -rayor ddi-. - W. ina tu.

81 G. M.

nd 'lyupasamhrtam ca; B. no 'pasariihrtam.
22 W. B. -ritvdd. 23 "W. -sthdna.

24 G. M. om.
'

25 G. M. om. 26 G. M. om. 27 G. M. udayasvarddisasthdnah.
28 G. M. om. asdu. 29 G. M. ins. udayasvarah.
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here too the language of the rule is aimed at the diphthongs, since

no other vowel exhibits any difference of position between its end
and its beginning. His examples, again, are only of visarjamya
after a diphthong: they are agneh (i.1.10

3 et al.), brdhmandir

dyushmat (ii.3.10
3
),
bdhuvor balam (v.5.9

2
),
and d ''yam gduh (i.5.

3 1

).
In the second and third of these passages, only the first word

should have been quoted, in order to exhibit the visarjaniya.
The teachings of the other Prati9akhyas respecting the visarja-

niya are rehearsed in the note to Ath. Pr. i.19. All are so indefi-

nite as really to teach us nothing respecting the phonetic value of
the sound. The present rule alone gives us positive and precise

information, teaching us to regard it as, like the A, a simple un-

characterized breathing, a kind of final h.

49. The nose-sounds have the nose as their place of production.

The "
nose-sounds," the commentary says, are the yamas (xxi.

12,13); but why the ndsikya (xxi.14) should not be regarded as

included among them I do not see. Any discussion of their pho-
netic character may be best deferred until the chapter where the

rules for their occurrence are given. As examples of the nose-

sounds are quoted rukmam antaram (v.1.10
3

: but G. M. B. give
instead rukmantam, ii.2.3 3

), ydciid (i.5.7
4

: but G. M. give instead

rdjnd, ii.6.2 2 et al.), dtndrah (v.6.5
3
),
ratnam abhajanta (ii.6.12

1
:

but G. M. give instead, if it be not merely a corrupted reading,
uccd ratnam ayajanta, which I have not found in the Sanhita),
and pdpmdnam (i.4.41 et al.).

50. Or they are produced by the mouth and nose.

Respecting this alternative explanation nothing need be said at

present.

48. visarjaniya dtmanah ptirvasvardntena sasthdnah samdna-

sthdnakarano bhavati: atrd 'pi pilrvasvara iti sandhyaksharam

ucyate: svardntarasya
1
hi* sthdndntaratvdbhdvdt. yathd: ag-:

3

brdh- ____ : b d h- ____ :
4 d _____ ptirvasyd ''ntah: tena sasthdnah

pttrvdntasasthdnah
b
.

1 W. B. -ntasya.
2 B. om.

;
Gr. M. bhinna. 3 B. om. 4 B. om. 5 B. om.

49. ndsikyd yamd ndsikdsthdnd bhavanti. yathd: rule- ____ :

yd-: dt-: rat- ____ : pdp-.

50. ta
1 eva ndsikyd mukhandsikdbhydm' uccdramyd bhavanti.

mukham ca ndsikd
3 ca mukhandsike*: tatsambandhino mukhandsi-

kydh. *uktdny evo 'ddharandni*.

1
G-. M. eta.

2 G. M. mukhena ndsikdbhydm ca. 3
G-. M. -ke. 4

G-. M. -Team.

(5) G-. M. put after bhavanti.
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51. And, in them, the organ of production is as in the series

of mutes.

The " and "
(ca) of this rule, the commentator says, brings for-

ward, on the principle of ' the lion's look '

(a distant glance back-

ward: the phrase is used several times later in like cases), the

already denned organs of production of the various mute series.

If the mouth be regarded as bearing a part in the production of

the nose-sounds or yamas, in a way which is determined by the

mode of formation of the mutes to which they are attached, it is

difficult to see how their number can be restricted to four, as it is

in the "list of sounds" given at the beginning of the treatise, and
in the comment on rule xxi.12.

52. Nasal quality is given by the unclosing of the nose.

Anundsikya is the quality of being anundsika or ' nasal
;'
and

this name, as prescribed by rule 30, above, and fully supported by
the usage of the treatise elsewhere, belongs to anusvdra and the

various nasal consonants. The definition of the manner in which
the quality is communicated is quite unexceptionable ;

the organs
of the mouth remaining in the positions already given for the vari-

ous classes and single sounds, the opening of the nasal passage, and
the utterance through it of a part or the whole of the emitted ma-

terial, makes the corresponding nasal sound.
The commentator explains ndsikdvivarana by ghrdnabila,

' hole

of the nose, nasal passage,' as if vivarana signified the opening or

cavity, instead of the act of opening or unclosing. His choice of

an example also seems to betray a want of appreciation of the

true scope of the rule: it is suplokdsn sumangaldzn (i.8.16
2
).

51. sinhdvalokanena 1

vargasyo ^ktam karanath cakdro
c

nukar-

shati: eshu* ndsikyeshu vargavat karanam bhavati. vargasye
'va vargavat.

1 GL M. -kananydyena.
2

Gr. M. (as also in the text of the rule itself) eteshu.

52. ndsikdvivarandd ghrdnabildd
1

dnundsikyam rangddi kar-

tavyam. yathd*: su$- ity ddi.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdti$dkhyavivarane

dvitiyo 'dhydyah.
1

G-. M. ndsikdb-. 2 B. tathd; W. om.

VOL. IX. 11
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1

CHAPTER III.

CONTENTS: 1, introductory; 2-6, cases of d at the end of the first member of a

compound, requiring to be shortened in divided text; 7, of i and u; 8-12, of

final d of verbal forms and particles; 13-14, of final i and u; 15, of initial d.

1. Now then at the beginning or end of a word, a vowel,
in case of separation, if followed by a consonant, becomes short

as hereinafter set forth.

Matters of introductory explanation, of interpretation of the

rules of the treatise, and of phonetic theory, being now for the

present disposed of (for they are resumed, in a supplementary way,
in some of the concluding chapters), the task of determining the

readings of the Sanhita is taken up. And the first subject dealt

with is that of the irregular prolongations of vowels chiefly final

a, a, and u which are so frequent in all the Vedic texts. In the

other treatises (Rik Pr. vii.-ix., Vaj. Pr. iii.95-128, Ath. Pr. iii.1-

25), the rules tell us in what situations a vowel originally short is

lengthened : this is more in accordance with the general method
of the Prati9akhyas, which take for granted, upon the whole, the

existence of their pdkhds in the analyzed condition of the pada-
text, and proceed to construct the samhitd from it. Here, on the

contrary, we are told what vowels, long in the ordinary text, are

to be shortened when thrown out of combination with their sur-

roundings. Such dissolution of the continuity of the text takes

place, first, inpada, whenever a pause either the avagraha sepa-

rating the two members of a compound, in its repetition after iti,

or the longer pause that divides between two words comes to

stand between the vowel in question and the consonant which was
its next neighbor in samhitd: thus, devdyata iti deva-yate; ava:
nah

(s.
avd nah). Second, it is made in the so-calledJa^-text, ex-

amples of which are often quoted in the sequel, and to which the

rules of the treatise are in more than one instance adapted ;
this

text is constructed by thrice repeating each pair of words first in

1. athe ^ty ayam adhikdrah : dddu paddddv uttare paddnte ca

vart.amdnah samhitdydm yo dirgho
c

sdu vibhdge vibhdgasamaye

vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate :
*

vyanjanaparatvam* atra ya-

thdsamhitdstham vijneyam. nanu dirghah katham labhyate.
3hrasvdnantarabhdvitvdd devdpikd (iii.2)

"
digrahaneshu plutd-

darpandc ce* ^ti brttmah. samhitdydm ity asyd ''yam arthah
3
:

kdryabhdjah padasyo ^ttarapadena saha sambandhaniyamah*:
*na tu prtrvapadena saha sambandhaniyamah*. vibhdgo 'tra
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their natural order, then inverted, then in the natural order again :

for example, dpo hi shthd mayobhuvah would become dpo hi hy
dpa dpo hi : hi shtha stha hi hi shtha : sthd mayobhuvo mayo-
bhuva stha sthd mayobhuvah : mayobhuva iti mayah-bhwxih : the

treatment of the d of sthd here illustrates the conditions of the res-

toration of the short vowel in such cases. Third, the same resto-

ration takes place in the samhitd-text of the existing manuscripts
and in the edition founded upon them, when the lengthened vowel

happens to come at the end of one of those passages, of just fifty
words each, into which the anuvdkas or sections of the Sanhita

are divided. This division the Prati9akhya does not recognize
or, at any rate, does not notice not infrequently quoting in san-

dhi, without remark, words which are separated by it (for example,
under rule 13, below, u$masi gamadhye, i.3.6 1 ' 2

,
where the edit-

ed text reads correctly upmasi : 1 : gamadhye).
The comment upon this rule may be loosely translated, or para-

phrased, as follows :

Here atha,
' now then,' is an introductory heading ;

dddu [literal-

ly,
'
at the beginning ']

means '
at the beginning of a word '

[inclu-

ding, also, a separable part of a compound word] ;
uttare [literally,

' in the latter part ')
means '

at the end of a word :' a vowel occu-

pying such a position, if it be long in samhitd, becomes short vi-

bhdge, i. e.
' in case of separation,' when followed by a consonant

that is to say, when so followed in samhitd. But whence is de-

rived the limitation to a "
long

" vowel ? We answer, from its

conversion into a short, and from the non-occurrence of any pro-
tracted (pluta) vowels among the instances included in the rules.

The limitation " in samhitd "
implies that the word whose form is

in question is placed in euphonic connection with the word that

follows it
; not, however, with the word that precedes it [unless,

as should be excepted, its initial vowel, instead of its final, is the
one liable to change of quantity].

"
Separation

"
(vibhdga) is to

be understood as division from the words with which it stands in

natural or original connection that is, according to the reading of

the fundamental text: otherwise, in the jatd-text of the two words
sthd mayobhuvah (see above), the stha Avould retain its long d in

its second repetition, because of its standing in euphonic connec-
tion with the following word : and that should not be so. The
sense of the word vibhdga is, in case of a long initial vowel, sepa-
ration from the preceding word

;
in case of a long final, from the

[irakrtipaddir ucyate: prakrtir ndma yathdpdthah: prakrtipaddir
itikim: sthd m- ity atra jatdydm sthapabdasya dvitiyoccdrane

'pi dirghah prasajyeta'': uttarapadena vibhdgdbhdvdt: sa
8 md

bhud iti parihdrah. vibhdgapadasyd? ^yam arthah: paddddu
10

dirghasya pttrvapadena vibhdgah: paddnte
11

dirghasyo 'ttarapa-

dena vibhdgah. vibhdge vyanjanapara itikim: rt- ity atra

md bhdd iti: nddhdmddhdrayd (iii. 8) iti prdptih. samhitd-

ydm
12

dirghaiti kim: esha ity atra prdptisampddandrtham :
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following word. The limitation " in case of separation, if followed

by a consonant "
is for the sake of excluding such cases as rtadhd-

md 'si (i.3.3 : in separated form, rtadhdmd: asi), which would oth-

erwise come under the rule iii. 8 [among the specifications of which,
dhdmd is included]. The limitation " a long vowel in samhitd "

is

intended to bring esha vo bharatd rdjd (i.8.10
2 et al.

; pada-text, bha-

ratdh) under the action of the rules
;
since thus, and not otherwise,

is pertinence given to the word ydjyd in rule 1 1 of this chapter.
Undue extension of the prescription to such cases as tvd vdyavah
(i.1.1) is provided against by the rules that follow [since these spe-

cify all the cases in which it is to be applied].
The only difficulty arising in connection with the understanding

of this rule, or of the interpretation of it given by the commen-

tator, grows out of the specification vyanjanapara,
' followed by a

consonant.' Respecting this, we are explicitly told, near the be-

ginning of the exposition,
" the being followed by a consonant is

to be understood here of the condition of things in the samhitd-

text " that is to say, any long vowel which appears in samhitd as

a final, with a consonant following it, is to be regarded as falling
under the rules of the chapter. This specification, then, makes
the rules apply to such cases as bharatd rdjd (the example quoted

by the commentator: the pada-reading is bharatdh: rdjd) and
adhd md (quoted under rule 9

; pada-reading adhdfi : md), and

they have to be specially allowed for and excepted as is done in

rules 9 and 11. It seems very strange, now, to have this implica-
tion made, requiring as a consequence that all the words which by
euphonic processes come to exhibit in samhitd a long final vowel

(d) should be taken into consideration : but the number of cases

actually needing to be guarded against in the rules on account of

it is very small. For, in the first place, the question can arise only
in regard to the words specially mentioned in the rules; and

among these there are not many for which homophonous forms in

dh or di occur
;
and of these, again, only a part would occur oth-

erwise than before a vowel, in which situation the hiatus would

betray the omission of the former final element. The makers of

the treatise, then, appear to have thought it safer to avoid a possi-
ble confusion of adhd from adhdh with adhd from adha, and so

on, by making the rules apply in general to both cases, and special-

ly excepting the former. And this is what they have attempted
to do : and it has cost them only two additional words agniyd-

jye in rule 9, and ydjydsu in rule 11 together with an artifice of

tathd sati bharatd ydjydsv (iii. 11) iti ydjydpadam sdrthakam

nd 'nyathd. vyanjanam asmdt param
13

iti vyanjanaparah.
tvd ity dddv etallakshanasambhavdd14

ativydptim
1 *

uttara-

stitrdih pariharati.
1

Gr. M. ins. paddddu ca paddnte ca yo dirgho vyanjanottaro vibhdge Jcriyamdne
Tvrasvam samydti.

- G. M. -warn. <
3
) M. om.

;
G. hrasvdnt-. 4 G. om. ca. 5 G.

M. -dhah. c) W. om. 7 G. M. -yate.
8 G. M. om. 9 G. M. -ga?abd-.

10 W.
-dddi. W. -nta. 18 G. M. ins. yo.

13 G. M. -ra. 14 G. M. eva tal-.
15 W. atiprd-.
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construction under rule 8, in connection with the word prdndh.
Without a complete index verborum to the Sanhita, or a labori-

ously minute examination of the whole text with reference to this

particular point, I cannot tell just how nearly successful their at-

tempt has been
;
but I have, I believe, discovered at least one case

which they have overlooked. At i.4.24, namely, we read rakshd
mdkih (p. rakshdh), and, by rule 8, the d of rakshd should be
shortened. That the section containing these words was really a

part of the text for which the Prati9akhya was constructed is

proved by the fact that two of its peculiarities of reading are pro-
vided for in later rules (vi.5 and xi.13).
But with the interpretation thus given appears to be quite at

variance the phrase containing the illustration rtadhdmd 'si, where

vibhage and vyanjanaparah are immediately connected, and made
to mean 'followed by a consonant in separated text' (not rtadJidmd:

asi). This I can hardly believe to be a genuine part of the com-

mentary. The second d of rtadhdmd *si cannot be said to be
either final or initial : it is a combination of both : it does not fur-

nish a case to which the rules of the chapter apply with any pro-

priety, as the samhitd reading cannot be affected by them. If not
some later meddler, then the commentator himself, has suffered

himself to be scared by an imaginary difficulty, and has unneces-

sarily twisted the rule a little awry in order to its removal.
The specification vibhage, 'in case of separation,' applies in the

Taittiriya pada-text more generally and more strictly than in those
of the other Vedas. Where the separation of a compound is sus-

pended on account of its further composition, the restoration of its

natural form is suspended also: and we read, for example, vir-

ya-vat, but vlrydvat-tara / v ipva-mitra, but vipvdmitra-jamadagni
anu-ydja and ananu-ydja, but praydja-anrtydja, and so on and we
shall find illustrations hereafter in connection with other changes
than prolongation of vowels. Thus, also, in the full pada-read-
ings, the word is given first, before iti, in its samhitd form, with-
out change (except euphonic; combination with the iti) ;

and this

part of the reading I shall accordingly usually omit in quoting the

pada-text, setting down only the separated and restored form
which follows iti, or the part which corresponds to the entire read-

ing of the Bik and Atharvan pada-texts.
-

^l^lWd^^llIrnqM^I^^MI^ I^^IISH^I II ^ ||

2. Devd, cikd, sumnd, pud, rid, vayund, hrdayd, aghd,

2. ity eteshu grahaneshv avagraheshv
1

antyasvaro vi-

b?idge vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: dev- :

pik- : sumn- : dydv- : *apy akarddi (i.52) iti

vacandd3 idam apy uddharanam*: a$v- : r t- : v ay- :
a

hrd- : agh- : ukth- : dpo
1 G. M. om. (2) B. om. 3 G. M. sutrdd. 4 G. M. -hartavyam.
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ukthd, and guddkd, as first members of a compound, shorten

their final when separated.

This and the following rules, including the seventh, properly
form one connected passage, with the specification ity avagrahah,
'these, as former members of a compound,' which applies alike to

them all, standing at the end.

The examples quoted from the Sanhita in illustration of the rule

are as follows. For devd: devdyate yajamdndya parma (iii.5.5
3

:

G. M. omit the last word of the citation), the only case, so far as I

have noted, for devdyant / we have devayate (with short vowel)
twice, at i.2.12 3 and ii.5.9

3
: devdyuvam occurs ii.5.9 6 and iv.1.1 3

,

but devayuh, iii. 5.11 . For pikd, pikdyate svdhd (vii.5.11*), the

only case. For sumnd, sumndyanto havdmahe (i.5.11
4
),

also alone.

For cvd, dydvdprthivyd pvdvit (v.5.20) : pvd, however, by rule

i.52, includes apvd, for which is quoted apvdvatin somavatim (iv.

2.6 4
) ;

I have noted farther only iii.3.11 1

,
but feel less than usual

confidence in the completeness of my excerption. For rtd, rtdya-
vah purd 'nnam akshan (ii.2.5

5
: G. M. omit the last word of the

citation) : there are more than twenty such cases in the text, for

the themes rtdyu (e. g. i.4.5 : but rtayu once, ii.2.12 4
), rtdyant (e. g.

iv.2.9 3
),

rtdvan (e. g. i.3.14 2 )
and its feminine rtdvari (e. g. i.l.

3), rtdvrdh (e. g. i.4.5), and rtdsah (iii.4.7
1

: but this word reads in

pada as in samhitd). For vayund, vayundvid eka it (i.2.13
1 and

iv.1.1 1
).

For hrdayd, hrdaydvidhap cit (i.4.45
1
).

For aghd,

aghdyavo md gandharvo vipvdvasur ddadhat (i.2.9: G. M. omit

after gandharvah) : other cases bf aghdyu are found at iii.3.11
J

:

iv.l.!0 3
;5.10

4
: v.7.3 1

;
and of aghdyant, ii.3.14 1

. For ukthd,
ukthdmaddndm dhenuh (ii.4.11

6
): the same compound occurs

again at iii.3.2 1 and v.6.8 6
,
and ukthdyu at i.4.1 2, twice. For pud-

dhd, dpo devth puddhdyuvah (i.3.8
2 and vi.3.8 4 ).

3. Also indrd, when followed by vat, van and van.

One example is quoted by the commentator for each of the

three cases enumerated: indrdvatim apacitim ihd "vaha (v.7.4
3

:

G. M. omit after apacitim), indrdvanto marutah (iv.7.14
1

),
and

indrdvdnt svdhd (i.1.12) ;
and I have noted no others. As counter-

examples, he quotes: first, to show that not every long d is to be

shortened before the three syllables named, tirndvantam pratha-
mah sida yonim (iii.

5.1 1 1
: G. M. give only the first two words),

asura prajdvdn (iii.
1.11 *: but B. reads, I presume only by an

3. indre ^ty asminn 1

avagrahe 'ntyasvaro vad van van ity

evamparo vibhdge hrasvam dpadyate. yatha*: ind- ____ : ind- ____ .'

ind- _____ indre ^ti kim: drn- ____ : as- ____ : praj- ----- evampara
iti him : ind- .....

1
G-. M. etasminn. 2 G. M. om.
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error, pratdpavdri), &ndiprajdvat$r anamivd ayakshmdh (i.1.1 : but

omitted in G. M.) ; second, to show that indrd is not altered except
under the circumstances specified, indrdvarunayor aham (ii.5.12

2
).

This last is a case in which no vibhdga, or '

separation,' would be
made in any text of the other Vedas

;
but the Taittiriya pada

reads indrdvarunayor iti ''ndrd-varunayoli, and the example is

therefore to the purpose.

n 3 n

4. Also citrd, when followed by v.

The illustrative passage cited is citrdvaso svasti te pdram a$iya
(i.5.5

4 and 7 5
: G. M. omit after te). As counter-examples, are

given mitrdvarundv eva (ii.1.7
3 et al. : p. mitrd-varundu), and

dtrdptimamdse diksheran (vii.4.8
2

)
the former to show the neces-

sity of the restriction to citrd, the latter, of the restriction to se-

quence by a v. I have found no farther instances falling under
the rule.

II H II

5. Also prasthd, indriyd, dravind, viqvadevyd, dirghd,

viqvd, vdtd, tvd, bhangurd, karnakd, vrshniyd, sugopd, rksdmd,

aghd, satrd, varshd, pushpd, meghd, prd, svd.

For each of these words, the commentator cites a single example.
For prasthd, prasthdvad rathavdhanam (iv.2.5

6
),
the only case.

For indriyd, indriydvate puroddpam (ii.2.7
1
)

: half a dozen cases

of this word occur in the text, and several of indriydvin (e. g. i.6.2 4 :

ii.1.6 3
: vi.2.10 6

) ;
the latter word, however, is not separated in

the pada-text. For dravind, dravindvatah kurute (v.3.11
2
), the

only case. For vi$vadevyd, vipvadevydvate pvdtrdh (i.4.1
1

)
: the

word occurs also at iv.1.6 1>2
. For dirghd, dftrghddhiyo rakshamd-

ndh (ii.1.11
4
),

the only case. For viryd, mrydvantam abhimdti-
shdham (i.2.7) : the same theme is found in other passages, as are

also its comparative, virydvat-tara (e. g. i.7.6 3
),
and superlative,

virydvat-tama (ii.4.2
1

),
in which the shortening of the d is not au-

thorized by the Praticakhya, since, in the division, it does not
stand next before the pause : and the pada-text reads accordingly.
For vipvd, vipvdmitrasya srtktam bhavati (v.2.3

3 '4
: G. M. omit

4. citrd ity asminn 1

avagrahe 'ntyasvaro vakdraparc? vibhdge
hrasvam dpadyate. yathd?: clt- ____ . citre 'ti kim: mitr- ____ :

vapara iti kim : citr- .....

1 G. M- etasminn. 2 G. M. vap-.
3 G. M. om.
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the last word): the same word occurs in other passages (iv.3.2
2

:

v.2.3 3>4
,10

5
;
4.2 2 ),

as also in the compound vipvdmitrajamad-
agni (v.4.11

3
), where, as the division is vicvdmitra-jamadagm,

the d is not shortened; and we have further the themes vipvdvasu
(e. g. i.1.11 1

), vipvdvant (iii.5.6
2

), vi$vdrdj (i.3.2
1

),
and vipvdsah

(i.4.17 ; p. vipvorsdham). For vdtd, vdtdvad varshan (ii.4.7
1

),
the

only case. For tvd, tvdvato maghonah (ii.2.12
8

; p. tva-vatah):
the Rik pada-text does not shorten the d of this word. For bhan-

gurd, bhettdram bhangurdvatcth (i.5.6
4 and iv.1.2 5

).
For karna-

kd, sttrmi karnakdvaty etayd (i.5.7
6 and v.4.7 3

: G. M. omit the

first word, W. B. the last). For vrshniyd, vrshniydvatas tava
(iii.

5.6 2 " 3
).

For sugopd, sa sugopdtamo janali (iv.2.11
2

; p. sugopa-
-tamah : G. M. omit the first word) : the Rik pada writes su-gopd-
tamah. For rksdmd, rksdmdbhydm yajushd (i.2.3

3 and iii.1.1
4
).

For aghd, aghdpvddevdi 'nam antar eti Wititam (iii.1.7
2

; p. agha-
-pvdt: G. M. omit the last two words) ;

the Rik and Atharvan pada-
texts write agha-apva: the themes aghdyu (e. g. i.2.9 1

)
and aghd-

yant (ii.3.14
1

)
are also found in the Sanhita. For satrd, satrdjitam

dhanajitam (iv.1.1
3

; p. satrorjitam] : the word satrd occurs re-

peatedly (e. g. i.6.12 1

) uncompounded, and maintains its long final

in the pada-iexk also. For varshd, varshdhvdm juhoti (ii.4.10
3

;

p. varsha-hvdm). For pushpd, pushpdvati/i supippaldh (iv.1.4
4

and v.1.5 10
).

For meghd, meghdyate svdhd (vii.5.11
1

; p. megha-
-yate; in the same division occurs also meghdyishyate, which is not

divided: meghayanti is found at iv.4.5 1

).
For prd, prdvanebhih

sajoshasah (iv.2.4
3

; p. pra-vanebhih)\ the Rik pada-text writes

this word pravana, without separation : other words beginning
withprd are prdsaJi (e. g. i. 3 . 1 4 6

; p. pra-sahd) , prdprnga (ii.
1 . 3 4 - 5

) ,

prdsaca (vii.5.11
1

;
not divided in jt?ac7a-text), prdkdpa (i.8.18;

also not divided), and prdvrta (iv.6.2
2 et al.

;
also not divided).

And for svd, svddhiyam janayat srtdayac ca (i.3.14
6

; p. sva-dhi-

yam) : but this the Rik pada-text writes su-ddhyam.

II \ II

b*. Also ishtdj after loke and eva.

The commentator cites the two cases : sam amushmih loka ish-

tdprtrtena (iii. 3. 8
5 twice: G. M. omit the first word), and sa tv eve

'shtdpurtt (i.7.3
3

; p. ishta-purtl). Then, to show that ishtd after

other words remains unchanged, he quotes pratijdgrhy enam ish-

tdprtrte san srjethdm ayam ca (iv.7.13
5

; p. ishtd-purte: W. B.

5. ______ ity eteshv avagraheshv antyasvaro vibhdge vyanja-

naparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: pras- ---- : indr- ---- ;

drav- ____ : vicv- ____ : dlr- ____ : vir- ____ : vicv- ____ : vdt- ____ :

tvd- ____ .' bhett- ____ .* stir- ____ : vrsh- ____ : sa ____ ; rks- ____ :

agh- ____ : satr- ____ ; varsh- ____ : pushp- ____ : megh- ____ :

prdv- ____ .* sv d- ____ .
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omit before enam, G. M. after -pttrte) ;
and the same mode of treat-

ment is followed by the pada-text at v.7.7 2
,
which is the only other

case I have noted. The ground of this difference does not appear.
To show, further, that only ishtd shortens its d in the defined posi-

tion, the passage sdkshdd eva prajdpataye (v.1.2
5
)

is given.

7. Also gaJcti, rathi, tvishi, vd$, rdtri, oshadhi, dhuti, vyd-
hrti, svdhdkrti, hrddum, qaci, citi, qrom, prshti, puti, abhi,

carsham, pari, adhi, pdri, qatru, vishu, vasu, anu, hanu, s&,
vibhu all these, as first members of a compound.
To the passages cited by the commentator I add, as above,

notice of other cases which I have found in the text. For $akti,
the sole instance is paktivanto gabhirdh (iv.6.6

3
).

For rathi, rathl-

tamdu rathindm (iv.7.15
3
).

For tvishi, saspirijardya tvishimate

pathindm (iv.5.2
1

: W. B. omit the last word, G. M. the first).
For vd$i) te vdpimanta ishminah (ii.1.11

2 and iv.2.11 2
: G. M.

omit the last word). For rdtri, rdtribhir asubhnan (ii.4.1
1

): if

there are other cases, I have failed to note them. For oshadhi,
oshadhibhyo vehatam dlabheta (ii.1.5

3
: G. M. omit the last word):

I have noted half a dozen other cases, but they are not worth re-

porting. For dhuti, dhutibhir anrtydjeshu (ii.6.9
4

).
For vydhrtt,

etdbhir vydhrtlbhih (i.6. 10
2 and v.5.5 3

). For svdhdhrti, svdhdkrti-

bhyah preshye "*ty dha (vi.3.9
5

: G. M. omit the last two words).
For hrdduni, svdhd hrddunibliyah svdhd (vii.4.13 : G. M. omit the
first word, W. B. the last). For pad, vipvd rtipd 'bhi cashte paci-
bhih (iv.2.5

4 ' 5
: W. B. omit before cashte). For citi, citibhydm

updyan (v.7.5
7
).

For prom, pronibhydn svdhd (vii.3.16
2
)

: anoth-

er case is found at v.7.15. For prshti, W. B. give prshtibhir di-

vam (v.7.17), but G. M. read prshtibhyah svdhd (vii.3.16
1
).

For

pttti, prttigandhasyd ''pahatydi (ii.2.2
4

). For abhi, abMvrto ghrni-
vdn cetati tmand

(iii.
5.1 1 1

: G. M. omit the last two words) : we
have also abhishah at ii.3.2 6

(p. abhi-sahd). For carshani, mitra-

sya carshanidhrtah (iii.4.11
5 andiv.1.6 3

): another case at i.4.16.

For part, viravantam parinasam (ii.2.12
6

; p. pari-nasam: com-

pare rule vii.4). For adhi, adhivdsam yd hiranydny asmdi

(iv.6.9
2

: G. M. omit the last word). For pdri, pdrinahyasye "pe

(vi.2.1
1

; p. pdri-nahyasya : compare rule vii.4). For patrii, pa-

6. loke: eva: ity evamptirva ishte ''ty asmin 1

grahane
1 f

ntya-
svaro vibhdge vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: sam ____ :

sa _____ evamprtrva iti kirn, : prati ____ .* ishte ^ti kim : sdk- _____

1 G. M. etasminn. 2
G-. M. avagrahe.
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trtiyato hantd (i.6.5
3 and iv.2.1 2

).
For vishti, vishttvdn vishrtvan-

tah (vii.4.3
4
): another case at vii.4.8 2

. For vastt, aramatir vasti-

yuh (iv.3.13
6
).

For and, anrtrddhd nakshatram (iv.4.10
2
); we

have it also in the compounds anrtydja (e. g. ii.6.9 4 ), antibandhya
(e. g. ii.2.9 7

), anttkd$a (e. g. v.4.1 3
),
and antivrj (v.7.23). In the

further compound of the first, praydjanrtydja (e. g. i.7.1 l

; p. pra-
ydja-andyajdri), the shortening is not authorized, since in it there is

no division after anu. Appealing to rule i.53 as his authority, the

commentator adds, as contemplated by the present rule, anantt-

ydjam prdyaniyam (vi.1.5
3

; p. ananu-ydjam). For hanH, hantt-

bhydn svdhd (vii.3.16
1

).
For s$, sttyavasini manave yapasye

(i.2.13
2

)
: suyavasa occurs more than once (e. g. i.7.5 2 ' 3

).
For

vibhtt, vibhtiddvne (iii.5.8,9
2
).

The commentator notes that the specification at the end of this

rule defines the whole mass of words thus far enumerated as col-

lectively avagraha (i.49),
'

first members of compounds.'

8. Also avd, sacasvd, nudd, mrdd, vardhd, gilcshd, rakshd,

adyd, bhavd, bhajd, yatrd, card, pibd, nd, dhdmd, dhdrayd,

dharshd, ghd, vardhayd, bodhd, atrd, tatrd, muncd, aqvasyd,

prnasvd, hi shthd, tvam tard, janishvd, yukshvd, achd.

Henceforth we have to do only with independent words, the cate-

gory of avagrahas, or former members of compounds, having been
exhausted by the foregoing rules. There is cited in illustra-

tion, for avd, avd no devyd krpd (iv.1.4
1

).
For sacasvd, sacasvd

nah svastaye (i.5.6
2
).

For nudd, pra nudd nah sapatndn (iv.3.12
1

thrice, and v.3.5 l

).
For mrdd, W. B. give mrddjaritre (iv.5. 1

4
),

but G. M. read mrdd no rudra (iv.5.10
2
)

: I have noted no other

case. For vardhd, vardhd no amavac chavah (ii.6.
II 3

).
For $ik-

7....... ity eteshv avagraheshv
1

antyasvaro vibhdge vyanja-

naparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd : $ak- ____ : rath- ____ ; s a- ____ :

te ____ : rd- ____ : osh- ____ : dh- ____ : ,et- ____ : svd- ____ : svd-

hd ____ : vip- ____ : cit- ____ : pro- ____ : prsh- ---- ; pdt- ---- :

abh- ____ : mitr- ____ : vtr- ____ : adh- ____ : pdr- ____ : patr- ____ :

vishr ____ : ar- ____ ; anti- ____ : ankdrddi ca? (i.53) iti vacandd3

anan- ____ ity etad* uddharanam bhavati: han- ____ : sriy- ____ :

vibh- ____ : ity avagraha ity anena prakdreno ^ktilf padasam-

uddye
6

'vagraho vijneyah
1

.

1
G-. M. om. 2 G. M. om. 3 G. M. sutrdt. 4 G. M. ins. apy.

5 G. M. 'JfctoA.

6 G. M. -muccayah.
7 B. vifeshah.
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shd, cikshd no asmin puruhttta ydmani (vii.5.7
4

: W. B. omit the

last two words) : it is found again at iv.6.2 5
. For rakshd, rakshd

ca no adhi ca deva brrthi (iv.5.10
3 and vii.5.24; G. M. omit the

last two words) : the form occurs also at ii.3.14 1
. I have pointed

out in the note to the first rule of the chapter that a passage

(i.4.24) in which rakshd appears as euphonic alteration of rakshdh
before a sonant consonant ought to be somehow excepted here.

For adyd, adyd devdh jushtatamah (iv.6.7
5
): also at ill. II 6

:

iii. 4. II 2
: iv.6.2 6

. For bhavd, bhavd pdyur vico asyd adabdhah

(i.2.14
1

: G. M. omit the last two words) : other cases are not in-

frequent; see i.1.14 4
;
4.32: iii.2.5 3

;
4.10 1

: iv.1.7 2
;
2.5 *,7

4
;
4.4 7

;
and

likewise ii.6.12 *, where bhavd, standing at the end of the first divi-

sion of the anuvdka, is situated vibhdge, and loses its d even in

the samhitd-text. For bhajd, d gomati vraje bhajd tvam nah

(i.6.12
1

: W. B. begin at vraje) : another case at iii.3.9 2 . For ya-

trd, yatrd naro marutah (iii.1.11
8

) : other cases at iv.4.4 1

;
6.6 4 ,7

2
.

For card, pra card soma durydn (i.2. 10
l

).
For pibd, pibd somam

indra mandatu (ii.4.14
3

: G. M. omit the last word) : another case

at i.4.19. For nd, ripavo nd ha debhuh (i.2.14
5 ' 6

): in connection

with this word, the commentator runs off into a lengthy discus-

sion, which I defer to the end of the note. For dhdmd, dhdmd ha

yat te ajara (iii.1.11
6

) : we have dhdma, plural, in samhitd also, at

iv.6.5 5
;
7.13 4

. For dhdrayd, brhaspate dhdrayd vasrtni (i.3.7
1

and vi.3.6 1

) : other cases at iv.l.5 4
,7

2
. For dharshd, W. B. have

dharshd mdnushdn adbhyah (i.3.8
J

),
but G. M., dharshd mdnushdn

iti ni yunakti (vi.3.6
3
).

For ghd, uta vd ghd sydldt (i.1.14
1

):
there is another case, if my manuscript reads correctly, at iii. 4. II 6

.

For vardhayd, tarn agne vardhayd tvam (iv.6.3
1

): other cases

are at i.5.5 2 : iv.2.4 4
;
7.13 5

. For bodhd, bodhd no asya vacaso

yavishtha (iv.2.3
4

: G. M. omit the last two words). For atrd,
atrd te rtipam (iv.6.7

3
): other cases are at iv.6.7 2

,
82 . For

tatrd, tatrd ratham upa cagmam (iv.6.6
3
).

For muncd,pra mun-
cd svastaye (iii.2.8

3
)

: again at iv.7.15 7
. For acvasyd, ekas tvash-

tur apvasyd vicastd (iv.6.9
3

).
For prnasvd, sapta yonir d prna-

svd ghrtena (i.5.3
3 and iv.6.5 5

).
For sthd after hi, dpo hi shthd

mayobhuvah (iv.1.5
1

: v.6.1 4
: vii.4.19 4

); and, as counter-example,
to show that the correption takes place only after hi, pratishthd vd
ekavincah (v.2.3

6 et al.). For tard after tvam, agne tvam tard

mrdhah (iv.1.9
3
),
with the counter-example antaratard taptavrato

bhavati (vi.2.2
7

: G. M. omit the last word). For janishvd, jani-

8
1

eteshv anavagraheshv antyasvaro vibhdge vyanjana-

paro hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: avd : sac- : pra :

mr- ; var- : ciksh- : rak- : adyd : bhav-
: d go- : yat- : pra. : pibd : rip- api

vikrtam (i.51) apy akdrddi (i.52) iti dvdbhydm* vacand-

bhydm prd- ity atra hrasvddecah kirn na sydt: mdi 'vam:

api vikrtam (i.51) iti vacanam kanthoktapadavishayam* na tv

akdrddipadavishayam': prdnd
6

ity asyd 'py akdrdditvdn nd
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shvd hi jenyo agne (iv.1.3
4 and v.1.4 5

: G. M. omit ague). For

yukshvd, yukshvd hi devahtttamdn (ii.6.11
1 et al.) : other cases at

iv.2.9 5
: v.5.3 1>2

. For achd, achd nakshi dyumattamah (i.5.6
3 and

iv.4.4 8
): other cases at i.7.102 : ii.2.12 8

;
6.11 l

: iv.2.4 2
'

twice; 4.42

(if my MS. is correct; the Rik reads acha) ;
5. 1 2

;
6.7 5

: but the

compound achdvdka (vii.1.5
5
)

is left undivided and unchanged.
The occasion of the commentator's delay and discussion over

the word nd is given by the fact that the pada-text of the Taitti-

riya Sanhita (unlike that of the Rik and Atharvan: see note to

Ath. Pr. iv.39) divides the wordprdndh thus: pra-andh. Hence,
when we read in the Sanhita, as in the passage which he quotes,

prdnd vd ancavah (vi.4,4
4

: W. B. read simply prdnd vdi, which
occurs in various other places; e. g. v.3.8 2

),
he fears that, having

this division in mind, we shall be misled into believing that the

specification nd of the present rule applies to prdnd, because we
are taught in the first chapter (i.51,52) that a word cited in any
rule comes equally under that rule when phonetically altered, or

preceded by a. He sets aside this diificulty, hoAvever, by the arbi-

trary dictum that it is not permitted to vary the same word in

both ways at once that we may accept the altered form only of a

vocable which is actually quoted entire, not of one made by the

prefixion of an a to one so quoted : hence, he infers, the present
rule does not apply to [the and of] prdnd, as it begins with a.

But a further objection is interposed : in that case, why does it

not apply to the part and of the compound, in which is no altered

n ? He replies, because of the absence of a long vowel in samhi-

td, in a word wearing this form or, as would seem a better

statement, because of the absence of any such word in samhitd as

and (for andh) with a long vowel as its final. The second objec-

tion, in fact, is a wholly futile one, scarcely worth the trouble of

bringing up and setting aside. The original difficulty is one grow-
ing out of the extension of the leading rule in the chapter to cases

of final d in samhitd where a visarjaniya has been lost after it

(see note to rule 1). The answer has a somewhat quibbling aspect,
but the rule of interpretation which it involves is in accordance
with that adopted in one or two analogous cases elsewhere.

II II

9. Also adhd, in agni and ydjyd passages.

''yam vidhih. tarhi vikrtatvdbhdvdd* and ity asye
1

''nygdncasya*
him na sydd ayam vidhih. evamrtipasya samhitdydm dirghdbhd-
vdt. dhd- ____ : brh- ____ : dhar- ____ : uta ____ : tarn ____ : bo-

dhd ____ : atrd ____ : tat- ____ : pra ____ .* ek- ____ ; sap- ____ :

dpo ____ : hi 'ti Mm: pra- ____ : agne ____ : tvam iti kim :

ant- ____ : jan- ____ : yuk- ____ ; achd ____ .

1
G-. M. ins. ity.

2 G. M. om. 3 W. -ktip-; B. om. pada.
4 B. om. pada.

5 W.
ins. vd. 6 G. M. vdikrtasyd 'bh-. 7 B. G. M. om. 8 B. G. M. -ydf-.
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The commentator's first care is to define what parts of the San-
hitii are styled agni and ydjyd. The former name, he says, desig-
nates those mantras which celebrate Agni namely, the fourth

kdnda : by the latter are intended the concluding anuvdkas, or sec-

tions, of every pra$na, or chapter, from the beginning of the San-
hita to the third pracna of the fourth kdnda, inclusive

; and, be-

sides, the eleventh anuvdka ofpracna six, kdnda two
(i.

e. i.1.14;

2.14; 3.14; 4.46; 5.11; 6.12; 7.13; 8.22: ii.1.11; 2.12; 3.14; 4.14; 5.12;

6.11,12: iii.1.11; 2.11; 3.11; 4.11; 5.11: iv.1.11; 2.11; 3.13 in all,

twenty-three anuvdkas}. The name agni does not occur again:
the ydjyds are the subject of further prescription below, in rules

iii.ll, ix.20, xi.3. The compound agniydjya (neuter singular) is

justified by a simple reference to Panini's rule (ii.2.29) defining
a copulative compound.
The passages cited in illustration of the rule are adhd hy agne

kratoli (iv.4.4
7
),
adhd ca nah carma yacha dvibarhdh (iv.5.10

3
:

G. M. omit the last word), adhd te sumnam imahe (ii.6.11
4
), and

adhd yathd nah pitarah (ii.6.12
4

: W. B. omit the last word) : I

have noted no other cases. As counter-example, to show the ne-

cessity of the restriction imposed in the rule, is quoted adhd me ''ti

tadvishnave'tiprdyachat (ii.4.12
4

: W. B. omtiprdyachat), where
adhd stands for adhdh : see, for the bearing of the exception, the
note upon the introductory rule of the chapter.

10. Also kutrd, daksliinend, svend, hantand, jagdmd, ru-

hemd, vidmd, rdhydmd, cakrmd, Jcshdmd, starimd, bharemd,

varshayathd, irayathd, drithd, pdthd, athd, sincathd, janayathd,

jayatd, ukshatd, avatd, ydtd, qrnutd, krnutd, bibhrtd.

The commentator's illustrative passages are: for kutrd, kutrd
cid yasya samrtdu (ii.1.11

3
: G. M. omit the last word). For dak-

9. agnip ca ydjyd cd 'gniydjyam
1

: tasmiri*: cd 'rthe dvandva
iti* samdsah. agnir ity agniprakdpakamantrd* lakshyante: ca-

turthakdnda ity arthah: ubhd vdm indrdgni (i.1.14
1

) pra-

bhrty agnir vrtrdni (iv.3.13
1

) paryantdh prapnottamdnuvdkd

ydjydsamjnd bhavanti yukshvd hi (ii.6.11
1

) ity anuvdkap ca.
b
atra vishaye*

f

dhe ''ty asmin* grahane
l

ntyasvaro vibhdge
1

vyanja-

naparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd : adh a hy ____ : adh d ca ____ :

adhd te ____ : adhd y- ..... agniydjya iti kim : adhd m- _____

1
G-. M. -jye.

2 G. M. -in?.
3 G. M. om. 4 B. -paman-. (

5
) G. M. om. 6 G. M.

etasmin. 7 G. M. om.
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shinend, dakshinend vasuni patih sindhundm asi
(iii. 4.1 1 4 : G. M.

omit after vasuni). For svend, svend hi vrtran pavasdjaghantha
(vii.4.15 : B. omits the last word; G. M. the last two). For han-

tand, tapasd hantand tarn (iv.3.13
4

). Forjagdmd, djagdmd para-
sydh '(i.6.12

5
).

For ruhemd, asravantim d ruhemd svastaye

(i.5.11
5
).

For vidmd, vidmd te agne tredhd traydm vidmd te

(iv.2.2
1

: G. M. stop at agne, thus instancing only one of the two
cases; there are two more in the same verse): also at i.7.13 3

:

ii.6.11 4
. For rdhydmd, rdhydmd ta ohdih (iv.4.4

7
).

For cakrmd,
cakrmd kac cand "gah (iv.7.15

6
): other cases at i.8.3: ii.6.12 2

:

iv.1.11 1
;
6.8 3

. For kshdmd, kshdmd rerihad virudhah (i.3.14
2

:

iv.2.1 2
,2

2
: G. M. omit the last word): other cases at ii.6.12 4

:

iv.7.12 3
. For starimd, sushtarimd jushdnd (v.1.11

2
): here the

application of rule i.51 becomes necessary. For bharemd, anho-

mucepra bharemd mamshdm (i.6.12
3

: G. M. omit the last word).
For varshayathd, yuyam vrshtim vcirshayathd purisliinah (ii.4.8

2
:

W. B. omit the first word). For irayathd, ud irayathd marutah

(ii.4.8
2
).

For drithd, yoner uddriihd yaje tarn (iv.6.5
4

).
For

pdthd, kshaye pdthd divo vimahasah (iv.2.11
2
).

For athd, athd

somasya prayatl yuvabhydm (i.1.14
1

: G. M. omit the last word) :

other cases are numerous, namely i.1.13 1

twice; 5.5 2
,11

3
;
6.42

twice
;
7.13 4

: ii.3.14 3
;
6.12 2

: iii.1.11 2
;
4.11 6

: iv.'2.1 4
,4

4
,5

3
,6

1>2
;
6.3 4

twice; 7.13 5
; and, as I doubt not, at the end of iii. 2. II 2

, where,
however, the present samhitd-text reads atha, because the

word stands vibhdge. For sincathd, yatrd naro marutah siilca-

thd madhu (iii.1.11
8
).

For janayathd, dpo janayathd ca nah

(iv.1.5
1

: v.6.1 4
: vii.4.19 4

).
For jayatd, upa pre 'ta jayaid nara

sthirdh (iv.6.4
4

: G. M. omit the last word). For uTcshatd, d

ghrtam ukshatd madhuvarnam (iv.3.13
8
).

For avatd, asmdn u
devd avatd haveshu (iv.6.4

4
)

: another case at iv.2.6 3
. For ydtd,

devd rathdir ydtd hiranyaydih (iv.7.12
1

: G. M. omit the first

word). For prnutd, marutah $rnutd havarn (iv. 2. 1 1 2
)

. For Tcrnu-

td, samvatsardya Jcrnutd brhan namah (v.7.2
4
). Finally, for

bibhrtd, mdte 'va putram bibhrtd sv enam (iv.2.3
2

: W. B. begin at

putram).

I1 11 II

11. Also bharatd, in ydjyd passages.

10. ______ ity
1

eteshv anavagraheshv* antyasvaro vibhdge

vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: kutrd....: da-

Jcsh- ____ : svend ____ : tap- ____ : dj- ____ : asr- ____ ; vidmd ____ ;

rdhy- ____ : cakr- ___ .: kshd- ____ : susht- ____ : anh- ____ : yu-

yam ____ : ud____ .* yoner ___ .: kshaye ____ .* athd ____ :

trd ____ .* dpo ____ : upa ____ : d ____ : asmdn ____ : devd
mar- _____ : sam- ____ : md- ____ .

1 G. M. om. 2 W. avag-; G. M. om.
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Which are the sections called ydjyd has been pointed out above,
under rule 9.

The cited passages are: bharatd vasuvittamam (iii.5.11
4
), bha-

ratd jdtavedasam (iii. 5. II
1

), and pdrvyam vaco 'gnaye bharatd
brhat (iii 2.11 *: G. M. omit the first two words), which are all

that the text contains. As counter-example, to show the necessity
of restricting the change to ydjyd passages, is quoted esha vo bha-

ratd rdjd (i.8.10
2
,12

2
),

where bharatd stands for bharatdh. If

the text Contained a bharatd as instrumental of the participle bha-

rant, it would come more properly under the action of the rule,
and would have better right to be specifically excluded; but I

have not found such a form anywhere. Respecting bharatd as

standing in samhitd for bharatdh, see what is said in the note to

the first rule of this chapter.

II ^ II

12. Also attd, bhavatd, anadatd, taratd, tapatd, juhutd, vo-

catd, amuncatd, crtd, ghushyd, janayd, vartayd, sddayd, pdrayd,
diyd, hard, bhard, apd, sasddd, srjd, tishthd, and yend.

The cited passages are: for attd, attd havmshi (ii.6.12
2

).
For

bhavatd, dditydso bhavatd mrdayantah (i.4.22 and iil.ll*). For

anadatd, samprayatir ahdv anadatd hate (v.6.1
2

: W. B. omit the
first word). For taratd, suvo ruhdnds taratd rajdnsi (iii.5.4

2
: G.

M. omit the first word). For tapatd, gharmarn na sdmam tapatd
suvrktibhih (i.6.12

2
: W. B. O. [O. begins in the comment to this

rule] omit before tapatd). Forjuhutd, pitrejuhutd vipvakarmane
(iv.6.2

6
).

For vocatd, vipve devdso adhi vocatd me (iv.7.14
2

: G.
M. omit to adhi). For amuncatd, padi shitdm amuncatd yaja-
trdh (iv.7.15

7
).

For crtd, ayasmayam vi crtd bandham etam

(iv.2.5
3
).

For ghushyd, parushparur anu ghushyd vipasta

(iv.6.9
3
).

For janayd, manur bhava janayd ddivyarh janam
(iii.4.2

2
,3

7
). For vartayd, tdbhir d vartayd punah (iii.3.10

1

).
For

sddayd, sddayd yajfian sukrtasya yondu (iii.
5. II 2 and iv.1.3 3

).

For pdrayd, agne tvam pdrayd navyo asmdn (i.1.14
4

: all but W.
omit the last word). For dtyd, brhaspate pari diyd rathena

(iv.(V4
1
'2

: the text reads dlya, as the word stands before the divi-

sion between the first and second fifty of the section) : another
case is iii 1.1 1 6

. For hard, nihdram in ni me hard nihdram

11. bharatd ity asmin 1

grahane* 'ntyasvaro ydjydvishaye*

vibhdge vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: bhar- ---- :

bhar- ____ ; ptir- ..... ydjydsv iti kim : esha .....

1
G-. M. etasmin. 2 B. avagraheshv.

3
G-. M. ydj'ydydm, and put before the pre-

ceding word.
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(i.8.4
1

).
For bhard, md no mardhir a bhard dadhi tan nah pro,

dd$ushe (i.7.13
3

: O. omits after bhard; B. G. M. after dadhi}:
there is no other case, bhard at i.3.14 3 in the Calcutta edition being
an erratum. For apd, duro na vdjan prutyd apd vrdhi (ii.2.12

6
:

W. B. omit the first two words). For sasddd, agnir hotd ni sha-
sddd yajiydn (i.3.14

1 and iv.1.3 4
: G. M. omit the first word):

there is another case at iv.6.2 1

, requiring, like the others, the appli-
cation of rule i.51. For srjd, srjd vrshtim divah (ii.4.8

2
,10

3
)

:

there are other cases at ii.4.8 2 : iii.5.5
2
,10

1
: iv.1.8 3

. For tishthd,
tishthd devo na savitd (iv.1.4

2
)

: other cases at iii.1.4 1
: v.2.1 4

,
and

perhaps also at iv.1.2 3
,
where the word ends a division of the anu-

vdka. For yend, yend sahasram vahasi (iv.7.13
4 and v.7.7 3

).

n ^ n

13. Also uqmasi, krayi, krdhi, crudhi, and yadi.

The quoted examples for these words, being the only ones which
the text contains, are as follows. For upmasi, te te dhdmdny
upmasi gamadhye (i.3.6

1 "2
: W. B. O. omit the first three words) ;

here, as upmasi stands at the end of a division, or vibhdge, its i is

short in the accepted text. For krayi, rudra yat te krayi param
ndma (i.8.14

2
).

For krdM, krdhi sv asmdn aditeh (iv.7.15
7

: W.
B. O. omit the last word). For prudhi, imam me varuna prudhi
havam (ii.1.11

6
).

For yadi, yadi bhtimimjanayan (iv.6.2
4
).

II \8 II

14. Also su, tu, nu, mithu, makshu, and u.

The cited passages are as follows: for s$, mo shd na indra

(i.8.3). For fti, d ttt na upa gantana (i.5.11
4 ' 5

): there are two
other cases, i.7.13 3

: ii.2.12 7
,
both after d. For ntt, etapasya nd

rane (iv.6.1
2
).

For mithtt, gdtrdny asind mithrt kah (iv.6.9
4

: G.

M. omit the first word). For maksJiti, makshd devavato rathah

(i.8.22
3
).

For ^, a part of the manuscripts give two examples,

12. ______ eteshv anavagraheshv
1

antyasvaro
2

vibhdge vyari-

janaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd : attd ____ : d d- ---- ; s amp r-

____ : suvo ____ : ghar- ____ : pitre ____ ; vipve ____ : padi. ...:

ayas- ____ : par- ____ : man- ____ .* tdbh- ____ : sdd- ____ : agne
____ ; brh- ____ : nih- ____ : md ____ : duro ____ .* agnir ____ :

srjd ____ : tish- ____ : yend -----

1 W. av- ; Gr. M. gvahaneshu.
2 0. begins here.

13. _ ..... ity
1

eteshv* anavagraheshv
3

antyasvaro vibhdge

vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: te ____ .* rudra ---- :

krdhi ____ : imam ____ : yadi .....

1 G. M. om. 2 G. M. eshv. 3 W. av-; G. M. om.
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asmdbhir d nu praticakshyd ^bhttt (i.4.33: wanting in G. M.), and
ttrd/iva tf, shu na utaye (iv.1.4

2
: W. B. O. omit the first word, G.

M. the last): other cases are found at i.5.11 5
: ii.5.12 2 : iii.5.10 1

:

iv.1.10 3
;
6.5 6

: v.1.5 3
: vii.1.18 2

;
6.17 2

.

15. Also aw, when unaccented, and preceded by vi or ut, in

a word containing no spirant.

This rule applies simply to the compounds vydna and uddna, in

which the long d of the radical syllable is treated by the pada-
text as the effect of an irregular prolongation. The words are

instanced by the commentator in their full pada-io^m, vydndye 'ti

vi-andya (iii.
5. 8 et al.), and uddndye 'ty ut-andya (iv.2.9

1 et al.).

In the same manner, prdndya and apdndya are divided into pra-
-andya and apa-andya. As regards the treatment of this group of

compounds, the different pada-texts are somewhat inconsistent and
somewhat conflicting. The Atharvan pada (see Ath. Pr. iv.39)
divides vi-dna and sam-dna, without correption of the radical d,
but leaves prdna and apdna undivided. The Rik pada does not
divide prdna : I do not know that any of the others are Rik words.
The White Yajus, again (Vaj. Pr. v. 33,36), divides apa-dna and sam-

-dna, but not prdna. The consistency of the Taittiriya $dkhinah
is to be commended

; less, perhaps, their assumption that the d of

ana is a mere Vedic irregularity, requiring restoration to a cor-

recter form. They also, it may be remarked, divide prdnatha
(iv. 1 .4 l

)
into pra-anatha.

The commentator goes on to cite counter-examples, proving the

necessity of the restrictions imposed by the rule. To show that

an is to be shortened only after vi and ut, he gives yad dnrcus
tene 'yam (vii.3.1

3
: W. B. O. omit the last word), and parydmyd

havamyasya (vii.1.6
6
).

To show that only an, not d followed by
any other consonant, is shortened, he quotes yad rukmam vydghd-
rayati (v.2.7

5
), and uddddya prthimm jiraddnuh (i.1.9

3
: G. M.

omit the last word). To show that the dn must not be accented,
he gives vipvdkarmd vyd'nat (iv.2.10

4
),
and nbshtah pdtmm udd'-

naya (vi.5.8
6

). Finally, to show that the presence of a spirant in

the word prevents the correption, we have pathd madhor dhdrd

vydnapuh (v.7.7
3

: all but W. omit the first word), and ud dnishur
mahir iti (v.6.1

3
).

The question is now in point, how complete is this rehearsal of

the cases of prolonged vowels occurring in the Sanhita
; or, how

closely does the pada-iext which it assumes correspond with that

14. ity
1

eteshv* anavagraheshv* antyasvaro vibhdge

vyanjanaparo hrasvam dpadyate. yathd: mo : d :

eta- : gd- ; mak- : asm- : ttrdhva
1 G. M. om. 2 G. M. eshv. 3 W. av-; G. M. om.

VOL. IX. 13
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found in the existing pada-manuscripts ? As regards the latter

point, I am unable to speak with certainty, of course, without the

possession of a jpadfo-manuscript, and its careful examination

throughout ;
but so much as this I can say that, having referred

a liberal selection of the most questionable cases to Dr. Haug at

Munich, for verification in his pada-texts, no instance of a discord-

ance between these and the Pratiyakhya has come to light. Among
the cases referred were several in regard to which I was before-

hand very confident that I had caught the authors of the Prati9a-

khya in fault. Thus yojd, in the refrain yojd nv indra te hari

(i.8.5
1 '2

),
which is shortened to yoja in the pada-texts both of the

Rik (by Rik Pr. vii.7) and the White Yajus (by Vaj. Pr. iii.106),

remains yojd in that of our Sanhita. Again, eva occurs six times

in our text with its final lengthened (viz. at i.8.22 2
: ii.1.11 3

:

iv.2.9 2
;
3.13 s

;
7.15 7

: v.2.8 3
), as it does also not infrequently in

the other Vedic texts (as noticed and provided for in their Prati9a-

khyas: see Rik Pr. vii.12,19; viii.20: Vaj. Pr. iii.123: Ath. Pr.

iii.16, note, 1.1. c.) : but the Taittiriya pada reads in each case evd.

Once more, in the passage tava dharmd yuyopima (Rig-Veda
vii.89.5

;
Ath. Veda vi.51.3; Taitt. Sanh. iii.4.11 6

), the pada-texts
of the Rik and Atharvan read dharma (I do not find that the case

is noted in the Rik Pr.
;
in the Ath. Pr. it would fall under the

comprehensive rule iii.16), while that of our Sanhita has dharmd^
like the samhitd-residiiig.

I will add, as received from the same quarter, a few words res-

pecting which a question might naturally arise as to how they
were treated in the pada-text. Separated, without correption of

the long vowel at the end of their first member, are uttard-vat

(v.4.8
5
),
sahascirvan (i.6.12

6
),
malmald-bhavant (i.4.34), vrshd-kapi

(i.7.13
2
),

such copulative compounds as indrd-varunayoh (ii.5.12
2

)

and agnd-vishnrt (i.1.12), and Urnarmradas (i.1.11
1

: while, never-

theless, we have ttrna-mradas at i.2.2 2
,
the pada-ieading agreeing

in both cases with that of the samhitd : where the Calcutta edi-

tion gets its authority for reading lirndmmradas and drnarhmra-

das is more than I can imagine).

15. m Hy evampttrva utprtrvo vd "n ity esha
l

svaro 'nuddtto

"nttshmavaty* Ushmarahite pade vartamdno vyanjanaparah padd-

ddu vartamdnatvdt pttrvapadena? vibhdge sati hrasvam dpadyate.

yathd: vydndye Hi vi-andya: uddndye Hy ut-andya.

evampdrva iti kim: yad : pary- : nakdrah kimarthah:

yad : udd- : anuddtta iti kim: vi$v- : nesh- :

anrtshmavati Hi kim : pathd : ud

iti tribhdshyaratne prdti$dkhyavivarane

trtiyo
f

dhydyah*.
1

G-. M. ins. dkdra. 2 W. ushm-. 3
G-. M. -de. 4 G. M. add prikrshndya na-

mah.
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Not separated, and therefore, of course, without
correction

of

the vowel, are such words as rtdshdt (iii.4.7 ') and turdshdt (i.7.13
4

),

also tvashtimant (i.2.5
2

), anyddr$ (i.8.13
2
), ubhayddat (ii.2.6

3
),

ardttyant (i.6.1
1

)
and ardtivan (vii.4.15), atikdpa (i.2.2

2
) smdprd-

Mpa (i.8.18), avd$rnga (ii.1.8
5
)
and prd$rnga fii.1.3 1

: as I doubt

not: my information is deficient for this word), updnah (v.4.4
4
),

nivdra (iv.7.4
2

)
and nihdra (iv.6.2

2
),

and purtiravah (i.3.7
1

).

There is not, as in the other Vedic texts, any restoration of a

theoretically correct short vowel which is not strictly a final or ini-

tial: thus we read in pada-text, for example, vdvrdhe (i.4.20), sdsa-

hat (i.3.14
7
),
and ushdsam (iv.4.4

2
).

Many of these items constitute striking peculiarities of the Tait-

tiriya pada, and its careful study and comparison with the other

works of its class would undoubtedly bring to light much that

is curious.

CHAPTER IV.

CONTENTS : 1-4, introductory ; 5-54, rehearsal of cases of pragrahas, or uncom-

binable final vowels.

1. Now the pragrahas.

A simple heading to the chapter, and explained as such by the

commentator. The same subject is treated by the other Prati9a-

khyas, at Rik Pr. i. 18-1 9, Vaj. Pr. i.92-98, Ath. Pr. i.73-82. It

occupies here a great deal more space, because the Taitt. Pr. avoids

on principle the mention of grammatical categories in its rules,
and is at infinite pains to catalogue, word by word, what the other

treatises dispose of summarily, by classes. A rule in a later chap-
ter (x.24) teaches that all the vowels here rehearsed and defined as

pragraha are exempt from euphonic combination. The term pra-

graha is peculiar to this treatise, the rest using instead pragrhya.

2. No former member of a compound is pragraha.

As the former member of a separable compound (avagraha:
i.49) is regarded and treated as an independent pada, the rules

declaring certain final vowels pragraha would apply to the finals

1. athe ^ty ayam adhiJcdrah : pragraha ucyanta ity
l

etad? adhi-

krtam veditavyam ita
1 uttaram yad vakshydmah.

<*> W. om. 2 G. M. om.
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of such members, but for this prescription to the contrary. The
commentator cites rules 5,6,36,37,49 of the chapter as needing the
restriction of their application here made, and quotes from the
Sanhita in illustration tan&napdd asurah (iv.1.8

1
: the tanti of

tantt-napdt would otherwise be pragraha by rule 5), agoargham
yajamdnam (vi.1.10

1
: ago-argham would fall else under rule 6),

agmshomdu md (ii.5.2
2

: it is implied that the pada-text would
write agm-somdu, bringing the word within the sphere of rule 36 :

such compounds are not divisible in the other Vedic texts),
and dvedve puronuvdkye kurydt (ii.2.9

2
: the pada writes dve-dve,

so that both members would be declared alike pragraha by rule

49). The present precept is therefore declared to be one making
exceptions in advance to the rules specified.

5FT: n ^ n

3. Only 'a final is pragraha.

Or, as the commentator paraphrases, the end of a word is enti-

tled to the designation pragraha. He cites, as example, the phrase
devate samrddhydi (ii.1.9

3
).

The necessity of the rule, he ex-

plains, arises out of the fact that the following rules, in part for

example, rules 5,6,33 describe certain letters or syllables as pra-
graha without farther limitation, and it is desirable to specify that

they bear that character only when final. This in answer to the

criticizing inquiry
" whether a letter not final can also be pragra-

ha .
?" that is, as I understand it, whether this predicate is not in

the nature of things restricted to finals? But now a yet more
troublesome objection is raised. The limitation to finals, urges
the interpellator, is otherwise assured

;
for the word api of the next

rule, in the sequel of this one, brings into action the principle
" con-

tinued implication is of that which is last" (i.58). The objection
is wholly futile and inept, both as implying that false interpreta-
tion of the rule appealed to to which attention was directed in the

note upon it, and as attributing to api a mysterious force to which
it can lay no claim whatever. Instead, however, of showing the

2. avagrahah pragraho na bhavati: rtkdrah (iv.5): okdro
'sdnhito 'kdravyanjanaparah (iv.6): gni (iv.36): na hi-

parah (iv.37): dve (iv.49) iti vakshyate
1

: etad* uddipya puras-

tddapavddo
c

nena vidhiyate. yathd?: tan- : ago- ; agn-
: dve- .* avagraha*itijdtyapekshdydmekavacanam.

1 W. -ti ; B. 0. om. 2
G-. M. tad. 3

G-. M. om. 4
G-. M. nd V.

3. padasyd ^ntah pragrahasamjno bhavati. yathd: dev-

atra "ha: kim apaddnto
(

pi pragrahah.sydt. atro 'cyate: rtkdrah

(iv.5) ity avipeshena vakshyati: okdro 'sdnhito
f

kdravyanja-

naparah (iv.6) iti: ci yatpraparah (iv.33) iti ca: apaddntasyo

"kdrasydu ''kdrasya cipabdasya vd pragrahatvam
1 md bhrtd iti.
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objector to the door, the commentator proceeds elaborately to con-

fute him. " We reply, not so : specification of finality is appropri-
ate where there is a congeries of several letters

; here, on the other

hand, there is indication of a single letter. If the matter in ques-
tion were the euphonic alteration or elision of $ and the other let-

ters treated of, a final would be designated in virtue of the princi-

ple quoted : but here it is a simple case of application of the term

pragraha, not of an affected nor an affecting letter : hence contin-

ued implication has no force."

lid II

4. It is followed by iti.

This is the interpretation of the commentator, who declares that

the " also
"

(api) brings in by implication, from the first rule of the

preceding chapter, the specification vibhdge,
' in case of separation,'

or in the pada or other artificially divided texts. As example,
he cites ubhe iti (i.4.22 et al. : G. M. add devate iti, ii.1.9 3 et al.).

If such be its real meaning, the rule is a very anomalous one, as

giving a single direct prescription respecting the mode of con-

struction of the secondary texts. These are elsewhere only refer-

red to or implied, in a more indirect manner. I should therefore

prefer to translate ' even when followed by iti
' that is .to say,

a word here defined as pragraha in the ordinary text has that

character also in the other texts before iti, not being combined
with the latter.

5. A long u is pragraha.

nanu siddham evdi ''tat: etatsutrapeshabhuta* uttarasutre
3

'pi$a-

bdend 'nvddepo 'ntyasya (i.58) eva Mryanirvdhdt*. ne '&"

brumah: anekavarnasamuddye hy antyatvam* upapannam:
ayam punar ekavarnanirdepah: ukdrah (iv.5) ity ddivarnasya

ydu vikdralopdu toyor
6

anvddepo 'ntyasya (i.58) ity anend

"ntyah : pragraha ity uktam 1

pragrahasamjndmdtram*: na tu
9

nimittam nimitti vd: tasmdd anvddepo na prasarati.
1 G. M. grahanam.

2 B. 0. -peshe ; G. M. -bhut. 3
G-. M. ottarasya su-. 4

Gr. M.

vdhakah. 5 B. 0. anta-. 6
G-. M. ins. eva. W G. M. 'ntyapratyaya uktah. 8 G.

M. -ha iti sam-. 9 B. 0. om.

4. apipabdah sinhdvalokanend ">thd "ddv uttare vibhdge

(iii.l) ity atra vibhdgapadam
1

anvddipati: so 'yam pragraho

vibhdga itiparo bfiavati. yathd:
2 ubhe iti. iti$abdah paro

yasmdd asdv itiparah.
1 G. M. -gam.

2 G. M. ins. devate iti.
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The commentator adds the limitation that,
"
if long in^ac^a-

the final $ is universally pragraha referring, in justification, to

the cases treated of above, in rule iiiJ4, of an u irregularly

lengthened in samhitd. His examples are hanrt vd ete yajtla-

sya (vi.2.11
3

: W. B. O. omit the last word), vdsantikdv rttt

$ukra$ ca (iv.4.11
1

: W. B. O. omit after r$), and harinasya
bdhrt upastutam janima tat te arvan (iv.2.8

1
: G. M. omit the

last four words; the others, the first word).

6. Also an o which is not the product of euphonic combina-

tion, if followed by a or a consonant.

Of words exhibiting in pada-text, as well as in samhitd, a

final o, there are (apart from the theme go, which occurs only
as first member of a compound, and therefore, by rule 2 of this

chapter, does not require to be regarded in the determination of

pragrahas) two classes, the one composed of vocatives from
themes in u, the other of words whose final a or d is combined
with the particle u. The present rule deals, in general, with

the former class; the one next following, with the latter class.

The right of the vocatives in o to be treated as pragrahas is a

very dubious one, and is not unequivocally supported by the

Prati9akhya ;
for to say that such words are pragraha before a

or a consonant is not to distinguish them perceptibly from the

euphonic o which comes from a final as; since this also is not

capable of combination with a consonant, and does not necessa-

rily absorb a following initial a. The only instances in which
a vocative in o exhibits a pragraha character are the three which
are cited under the next rule (i.4.27: v.7.2 4

: vi.5.8 3
) ;

the cases

in which it is regularly changed to av before other vowels than

a are much more numerous: namely, before d, at i.4.39: ii.2.12 4
;

6.11 1
: vi.4.3 3

;
before i, at ii.2.12 8

;
before u, at i.2.13 2 twice;

6.12 3
: iii.2.10 1

;
before e, at ii.4.12 3

. I have noted but two cases

in the text where such an o stands before initial a without absorb-

ing it; they are found at i.3.8 1

,14
7

. And there are the same

5. ttkdrah paddntah sarvatra pragraho bhavati: padasamaye
vartamdnah. yathd: hanti ____ : vds- ____ har- ____ . padasa-

maye vartamdna iti kim : srttdnrtmithflmakshtt'u 1

(iii. 14) ity

ddi.

1
G-. M. omit after mithu.

6. asdmhita okdro 'kdraparo vd 1

vyanjanaparo vd pragrahah

sydt. yathd: vad- ____ ; vish- _____ asdmhita iti kim: so ____ .*

z

pra _____ evampara iti Mm?: vish- _____ saiiihitdnimittah

sdmhitah: na sdmhito 'sdmhitah: akdra$ ca vyanjanam cd

^kdravyanjane : te pare yasmdt sa tatho '

1 a. M. om. <
2
> W. B. 0. om.
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number of cases namely, at ii.5.12 5 and vi.4.3 4 in which it

causes the elision of a following a.

The commentator's citations in illustration of the rule are vad-

md hi suno asi (i.3.14
7
),
and vishno havyan rakshasva (i.1.3). To

show the necessity of the limitation asdmhitah, he cites so 'bravtt

(ii.1.2
l et al.), and pra so agne (iii.2.

II 1
: omitted, however, by W.

B. O.), where so is the samhitd reading for sah" and, to show
that the prescribed quality belongs to the vowel only before a
or a consonant (the lacuna of W. B. O. extends through this

explanation), he gives us vishnav e ''hi ''dam (ii.4.12
3
).

For the teachings of the other Prati9akhyas respecting this

class of asserted pragrahas, see the note to Ath. Pr. i.81.

7. As also, when preceded by s, m, h, d, th, &ndpit.

The anuvrtti of this rule is even more blind and equivocal
than usual. Instead of bringing down either the subject or predi-
cate of the one preceding, we are to bring down both, only with
the exclusion of one of the modifications included in the former.

The meaning is, that an original o, preceded as here specified,
is pragraha even when followed by other vowels than a. The
commentator is in error in saying that ca implies okdrah from
above

;
he should have said okdro 'sdihhitah.

As above remarked, this rule chiefly concerns the class of pra-

grahas composed of words whose final vowel, a or $, is combined
with the particle u. Of these, atho is vastly the most numer-

ous, occurring about two hundred and fifty times in the Sanhi-

ta. Before a it is met with twenty times, always without occa-

sioning elision; before other vowels, twenty-nine times, always
uncombined. Along with it, tatho is had in view by the rule,
as presenting a final o after th : it is found but once, in the pas-

sage cited by the commentator (see below). 'The only word

showing o after s is so, found only in two passages, as noted
below. After m, we have o both in mo (in two passages, once
before sA, at i.8.3

;
the other is cited by the commentator) and

in imo, which latter is found only before a (iv.3.13
6
), and so

does not necessarily come within the purview of the rule. The
other words of the class occur before consonants alone, and are,

therefore, here made no account of: they are o (once, i.4.33), to

7. pttrvoktaparanimittdbhdve 'pi kdryavidhdndrtham okdrarh

vipinashti: cakdra okdram anvddicati. sa: ma: ha: da: tha:

pit: evamptfrvo 'sdmhita okdro
f

kdravyaiijandbhydm anyaparo
f

pi pragraho bhavati. yathd : so : m d : up a- ; indo
: tatho : sa . evampttrva iti kim: 1

pat- .

asdmhita iti kim 1

: pra
o> B. om.
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(i.2.5
2 and vi.1.8 5

)
and uto (five times), upo (four times), and pro

(i.7.13
5
).

Of the remaining specifications of the rule, the h is made for but
a single case of the exclamation ho, which the commentator quotes :

upahutam ho ity aha (ii.6.7
3
); the d is for the vocative indo,

which occurs twice : indo indriydvatah (i.4.27), and indo ity dha

(vi.5.8
3
): the commentator quotes the latter passage; the pit is

for the vocative pito, only found once, as cited: sa no mayobhuh
pito d vi$asva (v.7.2

4 ' 5
: W. B. O. omit the first three words).

These three, as was noted under the preceding rule, are the only
instances which the Sanhita affords of vocatives in o showing an
uncombinable quality.
The commentator's explanation of the rule is

" the o is here spe-

cially distinguished in order to the prescription of its quality even
in the case of absence of the sequent determining circumstances

before stated." As examples of words whose ending is combined
with u, after the consonants specified, he gives so evdi "*shdi ^tasya

(ii.2.9
7

;
5.5 5

),
md bher mdro mo eshdm (iv.5.10

1

), and tatho evo

'ttare nir vapet (iii.4.9
7

: W. B. O. omit after uttare). His coun-

ter-examples are $atakratav ud vanpam iva (i.6.12
3

: G. M. omit

iva), and pra so agne (iii.2.11
1

)
: but G. M., which have given the

latter passage under the preceding rule, here substitute for it md
so asmdn avahdya (v.7.9

1

) ;
their separate application is manifest.

The treatment by the Prati9akhya of words ending in o is awk-

ward and bungling to a degree quite rare or wholly unknown else-

where in its rules. We should be justified in inferring from its

statements that o, to, uto, upo and pro were not regarded as pra-

grahas at all, nor the vocatives in o except under the conditions

and in the places specified, and that (if the commentator's expla-
nation of rule 4 is accepted) they are not written with iti in the

pada text : while, doubtless, in every pada-text of the Black Ya-

jus, as in those of the other Vedas, each word is treated uniformly,
whether it happen to exhibit its uncombinable quality in sainhita

or not. Through the rest of the chapter, it will be noticed, the

words mentioned are defined as pragrahas, without regard to the

circumstances in which they may stand in the text.

II T: n

8. Now follow cases of e and i.

This is a heading for the remainder of the chapter, excluding all

other vowels than final e and i from the action of its rules. The
words exhibiting such finals are, of course, mainly duals, and are

by the other treatises simply defined as such, with immense saving
of trouble.

8. athe ^ty ayam adhikdrah : ekdrekdrdu 1

pragrahatvena vidhi-

yete* ity etad
3 adhikrtam veditavyam.

1 G. M. ekdra ikdrah. 2 W. 0. -yate; B. -yayate; G. M. vi^ishyata.
3

G-. M. om.
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II VII

9. Asme is pragraha.

The example cited by the commentator is, according to W. B.

O., asme te bandhuh (i.2.7); according to G. M., sampatte gor
asme candrdni (also i.2.7). Neither exhibits in samhitd the pra-
graha quality of the word, as is done at i.7.13 5 and elsewhere:
asme is not uncommon in the Sanhita, occurring twenty-nine times.

.' II ^0 II

10. Also tve, when not the final member of a separable com-

pound.

The office of the word iti in this rule is differently explained by
the two versions of the commentary : W. B. O. say that it indi-

cates the quality of a separable cited word (they mean, doubtless,
of an inseparable) ;

G. M., that it indicates pragraha quality.
Each interpretation is as good, and as worthless, as the other.

The commentary is not infrequently at much pains to put some

special, even wonderful, significance into iti when found in a rule
;

and generally with as little acceptable result as here.

The pronoun tve occurs seven times in the Sanhita (at i.3.142 :

4.46 : iii.1.11 7
;
5.10 !

: iv.2.7 3
;
6.5 4

: vi.1.8 5
), exhibiting its pragra-

Aa-quality in samhitd only once (at iv.2.7 3
).

The commenta-
tor's instance is tve kratum api (iii.5.10

1
: G. M. omit api); and

his counter-instance, to show the necessity of the restriction im-

posed in the rule, is andgdstve adititve turdsah (ii.1.11
6

: G. M.
omit turdsah), where the pada-text reads andgdh-tve : aditi-tve.

l^qm^
9. asme ity asmin 1

grahane 'ntyasvarah pragraho bhavati.

yathd: asme .....

1 G. M. etasmin.

10. iti$abda ingyagrahanatvam
1

dyotayati: aningydntas tve

ity esha pabdah pragraho bhavati. yathd: tve _____ aningydnta
iti kim: and- ----- ingyasyd 'nta ingydntah: ne 'ngydnto

'ningydntah.
1

G-. M. pragrahatvam. T. W. B. 0. write ingy- throughout.

VOL. IX. 14
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Rj>i

11. Also devate, u~bhe, bhdgadhe, urdhve, vigdkhe, crnge, ene,

medhye, trnne, trdye, kamnike, pareve, give, co 'ttame, evo 'ttare,

gipre, rathamtare, valsarasya rupe, virupe, vishurupe, sadohavir-

dhdne, adhishavane, ahordtre, dhrtavrate, stutagastre, rksdme, akte,

arpite, rdivate, ptirte, pratte, vidhrte, anrte, achidre, bahule,

purvaje, krnudhvan sadane.

For the pragrahas catalogued in this rule all of them dual

cases of feminines and neuters the commentator quotes illustra-

tive passages as follows. For devate, devate samrddhydi mdi-
tram (ii.1.9

3
: the last word in G. M. only). For ubhe, G. M.

have achidre bahuleubhe: vyacasvati samvasdthdm (iv.1.3
2
); but

W. B. O., blunderingly, ime eva rasend ^ncikti (vi.3.11
3

: B. O.

have ubhe for ime) : the word occurs also in other passages. For

bhdgadhe, bhdgadhe bhdgadhd asmdi (ii.5.6
6
)

: also in the preceding
division of the same anuvdka, and at v.5.92 . As counter-example,
to show that dhe (itself a pada, bhdga-dhe) would not have an-

swered the purpose alone, we have agna udadhe (v.5.9
1

: pada-
text, uda-dhe). For tirdhve, ttrdhve samidhdv d dadhdti (ii.6.6

3

and vi.2.1 6
).

For vipdkhe, vipdkhe nakshatram (iv.4.10
2
)

: and as

counter-example, to show the necessity of including the m (of vi-

-pdkhe], we have tasmint sahasrapdkhe, stated to be found " in the

text of another school." About a score of such alleged citations

from " another text," assumed to have been had in view by the

authors of the Prati9akhya in constructing their rules, are given
in various parts of the commentary (five of them in the comment

upon this rule) : they will be put together, and their bearing dis-

cussed, in an additional note at the end of the work. For prnge,
antard $rnge tarn devatdh (vi.2.8

4
: only G. M. have devatdh] :

the word also occurs at i.2.14 7
. The next two words, ene and me-

dhye, occur in the same passage, medhye evdi ^ne karoti (vi.2.9
1

),

which the comment quotes, in W. O. giving medhye last, after the

rest, by way of justifying the order in which the two words stand

in the rule : but B. G. M. read the whole passage as it stands in the

text, and G. M. make the rule read correspondingly medhye ene (T.

has, like the others, ene medhye). Ene is also found in one or

11..... _ _ etdni paddni pragrahasamjndni
1

syulf. yathd : dev-

____ : achid- ____ : bhdg- ____ : bhdge
3

^ti kim: agna ____ : ttr-

____ ; vip- ____ ; vfti kim: tas- ____ iti $dkhdntare*: ant- ____ :

ev- ____ : me- ____ : asam- ____ : sam- ____ : yad---- : par- ---- :

pit- ____ : vik- ____ : ce *ti kim: sam- ____ : tatho ---- ; eve 'ti

kim: ndi ____ : pit- ____ : yad____ : samv- ____ : sam- ---- :

vish- ____ : vatsarasyavivishv
6
iti kim: aril- ____ : ''rtipapabdasya
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two other passages (iv.6.2
4

: vi.2.9 1

again; 3.9 6
).

For trnne, asam-
trnne hi liantt atho khalu (vi.2.11

3
: only G. M. have the last two

words). For trdye, samtrdye dhrtydi (vi.2.11
3
).

For kamnike,
yad atirdtrdu kaninike agnishtomdu yat (vii.2.9

1
: W. B. O. begin

at kan-
)

: the same word occurs twice more in the next division.

For pdrpve, pdrpve parahsatndnah (vii.3.10
3
)

: it is found a sec-

ond time in the same division. For pive, pitarah somydsah five
no dydvdprthivi (iv.6.6

4
: W. B. O. begin atpttte). For co'ttame,

vikarnim co 'ttame upa dadhdti (v.3.7
3

: only G. M. have the last

two words) : and, to show the necessity of the c#, samvatsaran

sampddyo ''ttame mdsi (vii.5.3
1

).
For evo 'ttare, tatho evo "*ttare

nirvapet (iii.4.9
7
): and, to show why eva had to be included in

the rule, ndi "*ti shodapy uttare tena (vii.1.4
3

: only G. M. have

tena}. For pipre, pitvd pipre avepayah (i.4.30: W. B. O. begin
with pipre). For rathamtare, yad brhadrathamtare anvarjeyuh
(vii.5.3

2
: only G. M. have yad)\ the same compound occurs in

several places elsewhere. For vatsarasya rrtpe, samvatsarasya
rape dpnuvanti (vii.5.1

4
).

For mrftpe, samanasd mrttpe dhdpa-
yete (iv. 1,10

4
;6.5

2
;7.12

3
).

For vishurtipe, vishurttpe ahani dydur
ivd 'si (iv.1.11

3
: W. B. O. stop with ahani,). The necessity of

including in the rule, besides the pada rtipe, the words vatsarasya,
visJiu (of vishu-rdpe), and vi (of vi-rilpe) is proved by the citation

of arrtkshitam drpa d rtipe annam (iv.3.13
2
),
where rtipe is loca-

tive : and the commentary adds the remark (wanting, however, in

the South-Indian MSS.), "the separate specification of the word

rtipa is to be looked upon as for the sake of distinct enunciation."

For sadohavirdhdne, sadohavirdhdne eva sam minoti (ii.5.5
5

) : the

compound occurs twice more, at vi.2.6 2
;
5.1 5

. To justify the in-

clusion of sadah, the commentator quotes uparavd havirdhdne

khdyante (vi.2.11
1

) ;
but the case appears to him one not to be so

easily disposed of, and he enters into an elaborate discussion of it,

which I defer to the end of this note, in order not to interrupt the

connection. For adhishavane, hanil adhishavanejihvd (vi.2.11
4
)

:

it is also found in the preceding division of the same section, and
at iv.7.8 1

. The adhi is justified by reference to savanesavane 'bhi

grhndti (vi.4.11
4

;
6.11 3

).
For ahordtre, ahordtre prd 'vipan

(i.5.9
7
) : the word occurs not infrequently elsewhere. The passage

atirdtre papukdmasya (vi.6.1 1 4
)
is given to account for the inclusion

of ahah; this implies, of course, that the Taittiriya pada-text treats

the word as a separable compound, ahah-rdtre. For dhrtavrate,

dydvdprthivi dhrtavrate dvinnd devi (i.8.12
2

: G. M. omit the last

prativipeshanam uccdranavispashtdrtham
6

drashtavyam'': sad-

: sada iti kim: up- . nanu padagrahaneshu pa-
dam gamy eta (i.50) iti sdmarthydd *dhavirdhdne ity ekapada-

sydi 'va kdryasiddhih : sadahpadam vyartham. mdi 'vam : pa-

dagrahane sthaldntare
10

bhinnarttpasya
11

sambhdvandydm* vi-

peshanam sdrthakam bhavati: bhinnarilpatvdbhdve tu codyam
etad bhavet

13
. nanu tarhi devate iti padagrahanasya sthaldntare

1 *
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word) ; and, to account for the inclusion of dhrta, yasya vrate

pushtipatih (iii.1.11
3
).

For stutapastre, stuta$astre evdi 'tena duhe

(v.6.8
6

: G. M. omit the last word) : it occurs again at vii.3.13.

This time, resort is had to " another text "
(pdkhdntaram) for a

passage to explain why the rule does not say simply pastre : it is

tirdhve pastre pratishthite. For rksdme, rksdme vdi devebhyah
(vi.1.3

1

): the word is found twice in this division, and also at

vi.5.9 2
;
6.V 4 . Here, again, a passage in "another text," brahma

sdme pratishthite (G. M. omit the last word, and B. O. omit the
sd of sdme), is appealed to in justification of the rk. For akte, pu-
rrtravd ghrtend ''kte vrshanam dadhdthdm (i^.Y

1 and [except pu-
rttravdh\ vi.3.5 3

: W. B. 6. omit the first word, B. also the last).
For arpite, dydvdprthivi bhuvaneshv arpite (iv.7.13

2
: only G. M.

have the first word). For rdivate, pdkvarardivate sdmani (i.8.13
2

and iv.4.2 3
): the same compound is found again at iv.3.2 3

. For

p&rte, the different recensions give different examples : W. B. O.
have ishtdpttrte san srjethdm (iv.Y.13

5
) ;

G. M., ishtdprtrte krnutdt

(v.7.7
2
): I have noted no other cases: for the treatment of the

word in the pada-text see the note to iii.6. For pratte, pratte
kdmam annddyam duhdte (v.4.9

3
: G. M. omit the last word).

For vidhrte, again, W. B. O. have vidhrte sarvatah (vi.4.10
3
),
and

G. M. tasmdn ndsikayd cakshushi vidhrte samdni (ii.3.8
2

),
and

the vi is justified by an alleged citation from " another text," agni-
dhrte (G. M., however, omitting the agni, thus leaving it to be un-

derstood that the simple word dhrte is found elsewhere not pragra-
ha). For anrte, satydnrte avapa$yan (v.6.1

1

).
For achidre, achi-

dre bahule ubhe (iv.1.3
2

: only G. M. have ubhe), which answers
also for bahule: it is the only passage containing either word.
For ptirvaye, ptirvaje pitardnavyasibhili (iv.1.11

4
: W. B. O. omit

the last word) : another passage beginning with the same word is

the subject of rule 23 of this chapter. Once more a word, pratha-
maje, is cited from " another text," in order to explain why the

rule does not say simply je (since the pada-text writes pttrva-je).
For krnudhvan sadane, finally, we have the sole passage in which
it occurs, girbhih krnudhvan sadane rtasya (iv.1.11

4
: G. M. omit

rtasya), with the counter-example apdm tvd sadane sddaydmi
(iv.3.1 : G. M. omit the last word), to show the necessity of krnu-
dhvam.
To return, now, to the long word sadohavirdhdne. The objec-

tion is raised, that its part sadah is unnecessary, and that it would

soma iti bhinnarttpatvdd vipeshanena bhavitavyam: tac ca

nd 'sti. ucyate : devate ity akhandapadasyai *va kdryavidhdndd
atra vipeshanam na yujyate: akhandavidhdnam iti katham

pratiyate: te ity asya te md pdtam (iv.42) ity ddind prthakka-
randd iti brttmah: ndi 'vam havirdhdne ity asyd ^khanda-

tvadyotakam
20 kimeid apy^ asti yena sadahpadavdiyarthyam

dlambate. hantf, : adhi 'ti Mm : sav- : a ho- : ahar

iti kim: ati- ; dydv- : dhrte ^ti kirn: yasya : stu-
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have been sufficient to say havirdhdne simply; for rule i.50 teach-

es us that, in citations of padas, the cited pada alone is to be un-

derstood, not any collocation of words or letters phonetically
equivalent with it : and havirdhdne is here a single pada (the com-

pound being divided sadah-havirdhdne, while its latter member,
occurring by itself as a uon-pragraha, is written havih-dhdne, and
so is a congeries of two padas). It is replied: not so; a distinct-

ive addition is properly made to a cited pada, in case of its occur-

rence in a different form in another passage ; though the objection
would hold good, were it not for such occurrence in a different form.

But this explanation is not suffered to pass without challenge.
In that case, retorts the objector, a distinction ought to be added
to devate, because it occurs elsewhere in a different form (made
up of two independent words), as in soma deva te matividah

(iii.2.5
2 ' 3

) ;
and no such addition is made. The answer is, that no

distinction need here be applied to devate, because its treatment is

defined as of an undivided word : and, if you ask how its indivisi-

bility is established, we reply that rule 42, below, treats of te as a

separate pada in the various situations in which it is pragraha
[whence the inference is clear that it is here an inseparable part of

the word devate] ;
while there is nothing whatever to show in like

manner the indivisibility of havirdhdne, and so to prove the addi-

tion of sadah superfluous. The implication is, that if the pada
dhdne happened to be described elsewhere as pragraha after cer-

tain other padas, of which havih was not one, then we could be
sure that havirdhdne here meant a single undivided pada, and its

mention by itself would be enough ; while, as things are, one can-

not be certain that its part havih is not, like the vi and vishu of

vir&pe and vishur&pe, a distinctive addition.

n

; stute 'ti Mm: tirdh- ____ iti pdkhdntare: rks- ____ : rg iti

: brah- ____ iti pdkhdntare: pur- ____ : dydv- ____ : pdkv-
____ : isht- ____ : prat- ____ : vidh- ____ : m^ti kirn: agn- iti fd-

khdntare: saty- ____ : ach- ____ : pttrv- ____ : pdrve "ti Mm:
prath- iti pdkhdntare: gir- ____ : krnudhvam iti Mm: apdm

1
Q. pragrhyas-.

2 G. M. bhavanti. 3
G-. M. bhdgadhe.

4
G-. M. vfydJche.

5 G.

M. -ram. 6 W. 0. vatsaraviv-. <7> G-. M. ora. 8 B. -nam vi- ; W. 0. -tha. <9> G.
M. om. 10 MSS. siMlr. W. -patvam.

12 B. G. M. om. 13 G. M. om. 14 B.

sthdl-. 15 W. B. 0. abh-. 16 B. 0. -nditavi-. 17 W. B. 0. mdi. 18 W. B. 0. sadoh-.
19 W. asd; B. d; 0. om. 20 W. B. 0. ins. na. 21 W. B. 0. Whd. 22 B. -mbyate;
0. -mbhyate; G. M. dpadyate. <23) B. om.
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12. Also arm, caJcshushi, Icdrshni, devatd phalguni, mushti,

dhi, ndbhi, vapdgrapam, aham, janmani, sumnim, sdmani,
vdishnavi, dikshavi, darvi, dydvdprthiw.

The illustrative passages cited under this rule are as follows.

For arm, according to W. B. O., ami vd idarn abhuvan (iii.3.7
1

) ;

but according to G. M., ami tvd jahati (iii.2.11
3
): I have noted

elsewhere only vi.1.5 4
. For cakshushi, cakshushi vd ete yajnasya

(ii.6.2
1 et al. : G. M. omit yajnasya): the word occurs about a

dozen times. For kdrshni, kdrshni updnahdv upa muncate

(v.4.4
4

;
6.6 1

: G. M. omit the last two words). For phalguni,
pitaro devatd phalguni nakshatram (iv.4.10

1

)
: again in the next

division of the same section. To show the necessity of
, including

devatd in the rule, is given yad dvitiyan sd phalguni (ii.1.2
2

).

For mushti, mushti karoti vdcam (v.2.1
7 and vi.1.4 3

: G. M. omit

vdcam). *For dhi. pradhi tdv ukthyd m,adhye (vii.4.11
2

: G. M.
omit madhye). For ndbhi, rajatandbhi vdicvadevdu (v.5.24).
For vapdprapani, vapdprapanipra harati (vi.3.9

6
)

: it occurs also

in the fourth division of the same section. As counter-example,
to explain the presence of vopd in the rule, is given, "from anoth-

er text," the compound papuprapartf, (or, as G. M. read, bhasma-

prapani) : our Sanhita has papuprapanam at iii.1.3 2 . For ahani,
ahani dydur ivd ''si (iv.1.11

3
).

For janmani, ublie ni pdsi jan-
mam (i.4.22). For sumnim, sumndya sumnini (i.1.13

3
).

For

sdmani, sdmani pratishthitydi (iv.4.2
3
): also at i.8.13 2 . For

vdishnavi, valagahandu vdishnavi brhann asi (i.3.2
2

: only G. M.
have the last two words). For dikshavi, dikshavi tira$ci (vi.2.1

5

twice). For darvi* darvi prinisha dsani (ii.2.12
7 and iv.4.4 6

).
For

dydvdprthim,dydvdprtliim eva svena (ii.1.4
7
): the word is fre-

quently found elsewhere. The commentator gives us here also a

counter-example, mahi dyduh prthivl ca nah (iii.3.10
2 et al. : G.

M. omit ca nah), as if the inclusion of dydvd required justifica-
tion : but, in ordinary Vedic usage (I have omitted to inform my-
self in season respecting that of the Taittiriya pada-te&), dydvd-
prthim is inseparable, and therefore itself a single pada.

q^^T n V$ ii

13. As also, the preceding word.

That is to say (by the application of rule i.58), the word prece-

ding the last one mentioned in the rule next above, or dydvdprthi-

12.
*

etdni paddni pragrahasaritjndni syulf. yathd*:

ami : caksh- : kdrsh- : pit- : devate ^ti kim:

yad .* mush- : pra- .* raj- : vap- : vape "*ti

kim: pap- iti pdkhdntare: ah- : ubhe : sum-. :

sdm- : val- : diksh- : dar- ; dydv- : dydve
^ti kim : mahi

1 G. M. ins. iti.
2 G. M. 0. bhavanti. 3 W. B. 0. om.
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vi. The examples given are ydvati dydvdprthivi mahitvd

(iii.2.6
1

), and dvinne dydvdprthivi (i.8.12
2

: G. M. invert the order

of the two citations) : I have noted only two other cases of the

application of the rule, at ii.2.12 6
;
6.7 5

.

14. But not rundhe, in any case.

The case intended to be excluded is quoted by the commentator :

pa$un evd *va rundhe dydvdprthivi gacha svdhd (vi.4.1
3

: W. B.
O. omit the first three words and the last). The specfication ni-

tyam,
'

constantly, in all cases,' is intended to exclude also the ope-
ration of any other rule under which rundhe might chance to fall :

for example, in rundhe yadd sahasram (ii.1.5
2
), where, as prece-

ding yadd, it would otherwise be pragraha by rule 38 of this

chapter. I have noted no other case.

I1 1
1
! II

15. Also hari, sahuri, sahuti, kalpayanti, d prshati, and dhuti

are pragraha.

The cited examples are as follows. For hari, hari te yunjd
prshati abhutdm (iv.6.9

4
: G. M. omit the last two words) : it

occurs in toward a dozen other passages. For sahuri, sahuri sapa-
rydt (iv.2.1 1 *) ;

and the counter-example, to show the necessity of

the sa, tarn dhuri hvayante (but O. reads tdm, B. hvayate, and
G. M. ahuri vdcayati), claimed to be found "in another text."

This would imply, of course, that the pada-text reads sa-huri as

is in fact the case. For sahutt, sahttti vanatam girah (ii.3.14
1

);

and, as counter-example, for the same purpose as the last, huti

punarjuhoti (but G. M. read manur for punar), also from "anoth-
er text." For kalpayanti, adhvaram kalpayanti urdhvam yaj-
nam (i.2.13

2
: G. M. omit the first word, and W. B. O. the last) :

another case is found at vi.2.9 3
. For d prshati, the passage already

quoted for hari, yunjd prshati abhutdm (iv.6.9
4
); and, to justify

the d, the counter-example prshati sthulaprshati (v.6.12).
For

dhuti, puroddpam ete dhutijuhoti (i.5.2
3 "4

: G. M. omit the first two
words, W. B. O. the last) : nearly the same phrase occurs again at

13. cakdrend ''nvddishtadydvdprthivi ity asmdt 1

purvo 'pi

"kdra ekdro* vd paddntah pragraho bhavati. yathd: ydv- ____ ;

dv- .....

1
G-. M. etasmdt. 2 G. M. put before iMrah.

14. rundhe ity antyasvaro
1

dydvdprthivi ity etasmdt purvo 'pi

na pragraho bhavati: pa?un _____ nityapabdah prdptyantara-
nishedhdrthah : rundhe ____ ; viddd? (iv.38) prdptih.

1 W. antasv- ; B. 0. antah sv-.
2 viddvdrdv iti.
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i.5.4 4 . To account for the d in this word, G. M. simply cites huti

as found in " another text :" but W. B. O. give the phrase huti

tasmdd evdh (but W. O. read huti, and B. ddhati: W. also has

vivd iti instead of evd iti).

II Hi!

16. As also, the preceding word.

Namely ete, occurring before dhuti in the passage already

quoted: puroddpam ete dhuti (i.5.2
3

: W. B. O. here omit the first

word).

\ n

17. Also vdsasi, tapasi, and rodasi.

The examples are: vdsasi iva vivasdndu (i.5.10
1

;
the word is

also found at i. 8.18) ;
sdkshddeva dikshdtapasi ava rundhe (vi.1.1

2
:

the compound 'occurs again in the same division : only G. M. have
the first two words) ;

and ime vdi rodasi tayoh (v.1.5
4

: G. M.
have dropped out vdi) : the word is not rarely met with elsewhere.

n ^ n

18. As also, the following word.

The passage contemplated by the rule is, as cited in the com-

ment, anv indran rodasi vdvapdne (i.7.13
1

)
: there is, I believe, no

other falling under it.

15.
1

eteshv antyasvarah* pragrahah sydt*: hari :

s a h- : se ^ti Mm : tarn iti $dkhdntare : sah- : se 'ti

Mm: htiti iti $dkhdntare: adhv- : yunjd : *e "'ti*

Mm : prsh- : puro- : e 'ti Mm : huti iti pdkhdntare.
1 G. M. ins. toy.

2 B. 0. antyah sv-.
3

G-. M. bhavati. <4) G. M. dMrena.

16. cakdrdnvddepdd
1

dhuti ity etasmdt pdrva *ikdra ekdro vd

paddntab? pragraho bhav ati. yathd : pur-
1 G. M. -anvddishta. <2> G. M. om.

17.
*

ity etdni pragrahasamjndni bhavanti 1

. yathd:
vds- : sdk- : ime
W G. M. eshv antyasvarah pragraho bhavati.

18. cakdrdnvddishtarodasi
1

ity etasmdt para *ikdra ekdro vd

paddntah* pragraho bhav ati. yathd : anv-
1 G. M. -tdd ro-. <

2
> G. M. om.
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19. Also vyacasvati, bharishyanti, and nah prthivt

The examples are: vyacasvati sam vasdthdm (iv.1.3
2
); agnim

antar bharishyanti jyotishmantam (iv.1.3
2

: G. alone has the last

word); and dydvd nah prthivi iman sidhram (iv.1.11
4

).
The

needed counter-example for the last is supplied by rejate agne
prthivi makhebhyah (iv.1.11

4
).

^
lltPOII

20. Also in the verses beginning ye aprathetdm, urvi, te asya,

yam krandasi, chandasvati, te dcaranti, and an tard.

The commentator cites only the beginning of each verse, as a

word with pragraha final occurs at or near the beginning in every
case. Thus: ye aprathetdm amitebhih (iv.7.15

6
: there are three

other cases of pragrahas in the verse) : with the counter-example
ye te panthdnah (vii.5.24), to show that ye alone would not have
defined the verse; urvi rodasi varivah (iv.7.15

6
: G. M. omit the

last word : three cases, besides rodasi, already disposed of by rule

17) ;
te asya yoshane (iv.1.8

2
: one more case: the te is therefore

made no account of in rule 42, below) : with the counter-example
te 'vardhanta svatavaso mahitvand (iv.1.11

3
),
to show the necessity

of asya; yam krandasi avasd (iv.1.8
5

: contains two other cases) :

and, as counter-example, for a like purpose, yam agne prtsu mar-

tyam (i.3.13
2
) ;

chandasvati ushasd (iv.3.11
1

: it contains seven

cases) ;
te dcaranti (iv.6.6

2
: also seven cases) : with te no arvanto

havanaprutah (i.7.8
2

)
as counter-example, to prove that te alone

would not be enough ; and, finally, antard mitrdvarund caranti

(v.1.11
2

: with four cases).

n n

21. But not upasthe.

19. ------ *eteshv
l

antyasvarah* paddntah* pragraho bhavati.

yathd: vyac- ____ : agn- ____ : dydvd ____
4
: na iti kim: rej- .....

1
G-. eshv. 2 B. -tyah sv-. 3

G-. om. (
4> M. om.

20....... etdsv rkshv ikdra ekdro
1 vd paddntah pragraho bha-

vati. yathd: ye ____ ; aprathetdm iti kim : yete ____ : urvt ____ :

te..i.: asye "*ti kim: te
c

v- ____ .* yam ____ : krandasi iti kim:

yam ---- : chand- ____ . te d- ____ .* dcaranti iti kim: te no ____ :

ant- .....

1 G. M. put before ikdro.

VOL. IX. 15
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That is to say, upasthe is exempted from the action of the pre-

ceding rule : it occurs but once in the verses forming the subject
of that rule, namely in mate "*va putram bibhrtdm upasthe (in the

verse beginning te dcaranti, iv.6.6 2
: W. B. O. give only the last

two words). To show that sthe would not have sufficiently denned
the exception (upa-sthe), the commentator quotes ye pratishthe

(prati-sthe) abhavatdm (from the verse beginning with urm,
iv.7.15 6

).

22. Also in the passage beginning with irdvati and ending
with dddhdra.

The passage in question is found at i.2.13 2
,
and contains six

pragrahas, whereof one, rodasi, needs no further provision than
was made in rule 17, above; it also contains a word in e, manave,
which is not pragraha, being excepted by rule 54. The commen-
tator quotes its beginning, irdvati dhenumati hi bhutam.

II S$ II

23. And in the passage beginning with purvaje and ending
with ayam.

Of this passage, found at ii.6.7 5
,
the commentator quotes the

first four words. In order to the better understanding of the fol-

lowing discussion, I set it down here in full, along with the word
that precedes it : hvayate purvaje rtdvari ity aha ptirvaje hy ete

rtdvari dem devaputre ity aha devi hy ete devaputre upahuto 'yam.
It contains ten pragraha endings, of which, however, two (purva-

je) fall under rule 11, above. The word a,
' as far as,' in the rule,

is declared here to exclude the two limiting words mentioned (com-

21. etdsv rkshu 'pasthe ity antyasvarah
1

paddntah? pragraho
na bhavati. yathd : mdt- . upe ^ti kim : ye .

1 B. 0. antah sv-.
2

G-. M. om.

22. irdvatiprabhrti 'rdvati iti
1

$abdam drabhyd
" dddhdra dd-

dhdra$abdaparyantam? ikdra ekdro vd paddntah pragraho bha-

vati. yathd: ird-

1
G-. M. om. 8 W. B. 0. paryantam.

23. purvajeprabhrtyayamparyantam
1

ikdra ekdro vd paddntah

pragraho bhavati. yathff: purv- dnpadam
3

marydddydm
vartate. nanu purv- ity drabhyd ''yam ity etatpa-

ryantam sthalam* etatsutravishayah? kim na sydt. ucyate : bha-

vatpaksha upabandhdntahpdtitvdt
6 krnudhvan sadane (iv.ll)

iti grahanasyd
1

vdiyarthyam *sydt: tan* md bhud iti: tasmdd
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pare Panini ii.1.13) an arbitrary restriction, directly opposed by
the analogy of the preceding rule

; intended, doubtless, to relieve

the treatise of the reproach of declaring the word pdrvaje a pra-
graha by two separate rules

;
but this is a small gain, since the

same word occurs a second time in the passage, and cannot there

be reached by any such device.

A protracted, not to say tedious, discussion now arises, respect-

ing the sufficiency and propriety of the rule as stated. The first

objection is : how do we know that the passage had in view by the
rule is not that which begins with ptirvaje pitard (iv.1.11

4
)
and

ends with ayam purobhuvah (iv.3.2
1

: B. O. omit bhuvah). Be-

cause, it is answered, the special citation (in rule 11) of krnu-
dhvan sadane (iv.1.11

4
),
which occurs within the limits mentioned,

would in that case be rendered superfluous. Objection second:
the word pttrvaje, at any rate, is useless, it having been already
m&fa pragraha by rule 11

;
the rule should read "beginning with

vari n
(the concluding pada of the separable compound rta-vari).

This, too, is repelled: the rule reads as it stands because van
occurs twice in the passage, and the question would arise where
the defined limit should be understood to be : moreover, as we are

taught (125) in case of doubt to take the nearest, we should have
to assume as intended the latter of the two, as being nearer to the
other specified limit : in which case we should arrive at the unto-
ward result that the pragraha character of the first vari would
not be established at all. But now the objector triumphantly re-

torts, that there are also two instances ofpurvaje, and a like doubt
as in the supposition last made would arise as to the identity of

the one cited, and a like untoward result as was pointed out in

connection therewith. Not so, is the defense : pdrvaje is not desig-

etat
9 sthalam etatstttravishayo na bhavati. nanv atra pttrvajegra-

hanam anarthakam: ptirvajekrnudhvansadane (iv.ll) iti

tatrdi 'vo ''ktatvdt:
10Mm tu

10

variprabkrty
11

etdvatdi "*vd ''lam.

ne ''ti brttmah: varigrahanadvayasambhavdt : kutra vd 'vadhi-

niyamatvena
1 ^

svikdra 13
iti samdehah sydt: him ca: dsannan

samdehe (i.25) iti vacandd uttardvadhisamnikrshto 1 *

dvitiyavar
ricabda eva svikartavyah : tathd sati pttrvavaricabdasya

15

pra-

grahatvam na sydt: tac cd 'nishtam. nanu bhavanmate
c

pi

pttrvajedvayasambhavdt kutra vd grahanam iti samdehah samd-

nah: kim ca: yuktyuktam anishtath ca17 samdnam 18
. mdi

'vam : ptirvaje iti padam atra kdryabhdktvena
19 no ''cyate yena

pdunaruktyam. bhavet: Mm tu purvap cd ''sdu jecabdac ca

prtrvaje: etatprabhrti 'y
21

upalakshakatveno 'cyate
20

. nanu tar-

hy upahUta iti padam atikramyd ''yam ity avadhitvena kimar-

tham ucyate: ^upahuta iti paddndm bdhulye
26

'py dsannan
samdehe (i.25) iti vacandt prdthamikasydi ''vagrahanasiddhih.
mdi 'vm25

: upahtita iti padagrahane tatra gduravadoshah :
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nated by the rule as a word possessing the defined quality which
would indeed be a superfluous repetition (in view of rule 11); but
it means ' the former je of the two,' and is given merely as a con-

venient limit to count forward from ! Again : why, at the end of

the passage, is ayam pitched upon as limit, to the neglect of upa-
Mtah; for, though this word is found several times in the imme-
diate sequel, yet, in virtue of the principle already appealed to,
"in case of doubt, take the nearest" (i-25), its first occurrence
would be distinctly enough the one intended. This also is disal-

lowed : to quote the whole compound word upahtttah (jpat?a-text,

upa-htitah) would be to incur the charge of excess
;
and as for upa

by itself, the first member of the compound, though it be a pada, its

pada quality is of secondary rank, while that of ayam is primary
[the latter being a complete word, but the former only a some-
what artificially separated portion of such] ; hence, on the princi-

ple '"where there is a primary, a secondary is not in place," it was

proper to cite ayam. The answer, however, suggests the further

objection that, on the same principle, the first limit is unsuitable

[je being also a fragment of a word
;
and its predecessor hvayate

should have been taken instead]. That cannot be made good, is

the reply ;
for there a want of suitableness in the primary word

suggested : if you take the primary hvayate, then, on the supposi-
tion that the definition of limits is to be understood inclusively \d

being susceptible of both an inclusive and an exclusive interpreta-

tion], this word [as it ends in e] will appear to be cited as a pra-
graha: which is wrong. And if you urge that rule 54 of the

chapter annuls this false inference, we reply that, on the principle
" not to touch filth is far better than to wash it off," it is better not

upe 'ty etdvanmdtrasyd "dibhdtasyd
30

'ncasya
31

padatvam gdu-
nam: ayam ity asya tu mukhyam: mukhye sambhavati na gau-
nam iti nydydd ayam iti yuktam grahanam. nanv etendi 'va

nydyend "dydvadher anupapannatd. nd ''yam pakshah: mu-

khyasambhavdbhdvdt
3
*: tathd hi: hvayata iti mukhye svikrte

'bhividhinydyena tasyd 'pi grahanam
36

sydt: tac cd 'nishtam:

ate samdnapade (iv.54) iti vacandd etad
36 anishtam na31

bha-

vati 'ta'
38

cet: praksUdlandd dhi pankasya durdd asparcanam
varam iti nydydd dhvayata ity uccdrya tasya nishedhakathandd

api tadanuccdranam eva ramamyam
3
*. iti mukhyasambhavd-

bhdvo 'vastha* eva : tasmdd asmint sutre 'nupapattileco nd 'sti.

1 W. 0. -ti a ayam- ; B. -ti ayam-.
2 B. 0. G. M. om. 3 G. M. ins. idam. 4 B. 0. om.

5 B. 0. siitr-; G-. M. -yam.
6 W. ins. purvaje.

7 W. pragraJiasya. (
8> W. B. 0.

om. 9 GL M. om. <10) B. om. W. B. rtdvari-. 12 W. vidhi-; G-. M. -dhitoena.
13 &. M. svikriyata.

14
G-. M. uktdv-. 15

'

G. M. ins. ca. 16 W. 0. yuktiyuktam;
G-. M. yad ukt>im. 17

G-. M. om. 18 B. 0. tulyam.
19 B. 0. -tve. <20) B. om.

21 a. M. om. 22
G-. M. -kshanat-. 23 G. M. om. 24 G. M. kirn. <25> B. om. 26 G.

M. ins. iti.
27 G. M. -dheh. 28 G. M. om. pada.

29 G. M. sutra. W. G. M. om.
31 W. 'nfobdasya; G. M. ingydh?-.

32 G. M. om. ^ B. 0. -dyapadasya.
w 0. G.

M. -khye s-.
35 G. M. pragrafiatvam.

36 G. M. tad. 37 G. M. om. ^ G. M. om.
iti.

39 W. svar- ; B. 0. varam. G. M. tadav-.
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to quote hvayate at all than to quote it and then make it the sub-

ject of an exception. The case, then, is one where no suitable pri-

mary word is to be found
;
and not the slightest charge of impro-

priety can be maintained against the rule as given.
Both parties to this controversy are about equally open to the

charge of hair-splitting absurdity ;
but the objector must be ac-

knowledged to have the right of it so far as this that the rule is

really ambiguous, considering the presence of the two words ptir-

vaje. That ptirvaje, as used in it, means
' the former jej I do not

at all believe.

24. Also ime, when followed by garbham, upa, and eva rasena.

The passages referred to are: yad ime garbham adadhdidm

(iii.4.3
2

: G. M. omit the last word), ime updvartsyatah (vi.1.3
1

),

and ime eva rasend ^ndkti (vi.3.11
3

).
Two counter-examples are

given: one to show the necessity of rasena after eva, ima evd
'smdi lokdh (ii.4.10

3
),
and one to show in general the need of spe-

cifying the situations in which ime is pragraha, adhvartavyd vd
ime devdh (iii.2.2

3
).

25. As also, in the sections beginning with kruram, dpah,

sajuh, and brahmaja.

That is to say, ime in the sections specified is always pragraha,
even when otherwise followed than by the words mentioned in the

preceding rule. The commentator quotes the beginning words of
each section, and a single example from each : thus, from the sec-

tion krttram iva vdi (v.1.5 : only G. M. have the last two words),
rodasyor ity dhe ''me vdi rodasi (v.1.5

4
: the only case in the sec-

24. ime ity antyasvaro garbhah : upa : eva rasena : evamparah
paddntah

1

pragrahah sydt. yathd: yad____ : ime ____ : ime
_____ rasene 'ti Mm : ima ____ : evampara iti him : adh v- ____ .

1
G-. M. om.

25. imeiticapabdo
lc
nvddipati: krtiram: dpah: sajtth: brahma

ja :
2
eteshv anuvdkeshv ime ity antyasvarah prtrvoktaparanimit-

tdbhdve
3 c

pi pragraho bhavati. krti- ____ ity atra yathd*: rod-

..... dpo ____ ity atre 'me _____
2

saj- ____ ity atra yathd*:

etapa _____ brah- ____ ity atra yathd: na ____ : je ''ti kim:
brah- ---- ity atra tray a ____ ity asya

6

pragrahaivam mdbhttd
iti.

1 G. M. put before ime. <2> W. jndneshu.
3 a. M. om. pwra.

4 B. 0. om. 5 B
0. G. M. om. 6 B. om.

;
G. M. atra.
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tion : B. O. begin the citation at ime) ;
from the section dpo varu-

nasya patnayah (v.5.4: G. M. omit the last
word), ime evo^pa

dhatte (v.5.4
1

: there are two more cases in the following divisions) ;

from the section sajdr abdah (v.6.4 : G. M. omit the last word),
eta$a ime apvind samvatsarah (v.6.4

1
: the only case: only G. M.

have the first word) ;
from the section brahma jajndnam (v.2.7),

nd hi ''me yajushd "ptum arhati (v.2.7
4

: the only case : B. O. omit
the last word). The last calls for a counter-example, to show the
need of including in the rule the syllable after brahma: there is

another section beginning brahmavddino vadanty adbhih (ii.6.5 :

B. O. omit adbhih) ,
which contains an ime not pragraha: traya

ime lokdh (ii.6.5
3

: only G. M. have trayah).

26. As also purne.

The ca,
'

and,' in this rule merely brings down the heading of

the last anuvdka named in the one preceding. In that anuvdka,
ptirne ispragraha: to wit, inptirne upa dadhdti pilrne evdi 'nam

(v.2.7
4
) ;

but not elsewhere, as for example in yo vdi ptirna dsm-
cati (vii.5.6

1

).

^ II yo II

27. Also drdhe is pragraha.

The restrictions imposed in previous rules no longer hold good :

drdhe is pragraha wherever met with. The example given is yena
dydur ugrd prthivi ca drdhe (iv.1.8

5
).

There is another case at

iii.2.4 3
.

n ^T: n

28. Also ghm and caJcre, when followed by p.

26. eapabdo brahmajajndnam ity anvddipati : purne ity antya-
svaro brahmajajndnam ity anuvdke pragraho bhavati. yathd

1

:

prtrne _____ *asminn anuvdka* iti Mm : yo _____

1 B. 0. G. M. om. <2> B. 0. Iralimaja.

27. drdhe ity asminn
1

antyasvarah sarvatra* pragraho bhavati.

yathd*: yena _____

1 B. 0. om. 2 B. 0. om. 3 B. 0. G. M. om.
*

28. ghm: cakre: ity
1

ete pade papare pragrahe* bhavatah.

vdr- ____ : cakre _____ papare iti Mm: yad____ : sam- ---- .*

ghmcaJcre iti Mm: $ak- ____ : ye- _____ pakdrah
3

paro ydbhydm
te papare.

1 G. M. om. 2
G-. M. -grhye.

3 W. pah.
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The examples are: vdrtraghni pttrnamdse (ii.5.2
5
); cakre prsh-

thdni (vi.6.8
1

)
: I have noted no other cases. We have then two

pairs of counter-examples, to show that these words are pragraha
before p only, and only these words before p : the first pair are

yad virtipayd vdrtraghm sydt (vi.1.6
7
)
and samidhdna cakre nicd

tarn (i.2.142
. oniv w. hag tam} ;

the second, cakd bhdumi pdn-
trah (v.5.18) and yeshdm ice pacupatih (iii.1.4

1 ' 2
).

29. Also nvati.

Two examples are cited: omanvati te 'smin (ii.6.9
5

: G. M. omit
the last two words), and vrdhanvati amdvdsydydm (ii.5.2

5
)

: also

a counter-example, proving that vati alone would not have been
sufficient: karnakdvaty etayd (v.4.7

3
).

R
1

II ^OM

30. But not when followed by p.

The case here excepted the only one, so far as I have noticed

is milrdhanvati puronuvdkyd bhavati (ii.6.2
2

: G. M. omit the last

word).

31. Samici is pragraha.

For this word, G. M. cite samici retah sincatah (v.5.4
2
) ;

B. O.
cite paccdt samici tdbhih (v.2.3

5
) ;

W. gives both passages. The
word is met with a dozen times or more in the Sanhita.

R" li^ll

29. nvati ity antyasvaraft pragraho bhavati. yaiha?: om- :

vrdh- . nakdrenakim: karn-
1 B. antah s-; 0. antas-.

'
2 B. 0. G. M. om.

30. sdmnidhydn nvati iti
1

*labhyate : paparo nvati itop antya-
svarah* pragraho na bhavati. yathd*: mttr-

1 0. om. (
2
) B. om. 3 B. antah s-; 0. antas-. 4 B. 0. G. M. om.

31. samici ity antyasvarah
1

pragraho bhavati. yathd
1
: sam-

.-.: pac-
1 B. antas- ; 0. antyah s-.

2 B. 0. G-. M. om.

32. sdmnidhydt samici iti labhyate : na khalu samici ity antya-
svaro nakdraparah

1

pragraho bhavati. yathd*: s am-
1 G. M. om. 2 W. G. M. om.
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32. But not when followed by n.

The case excepted is samici ndmd 'si (v.5.10
1

).
I have noted

no other.

33. Gi is pragraha, when followed by yat or pra.

The passages had in view by this rule are : dikshavi tiracci yad
dcvavdlah (vi.2.1

5
: W. O. omit the first word, G. M. B. the last;

and B. has the citation out of place, after the next but one), and

prdci pretam adhvaram (i.2.13
2 and vi.2.9 3

); besides two other

cases before pra at vi.2.1 5
;
3.9 6

. The commentator gives in addi-

tion a number of counter-examples : to show that ci is not always
pragraha, prdci dicdm (iv.3.3

1 et al. : but W. B. O. read instead

yd prdci dik, which is not to be found in the Sanhita : prdci dik,
without yd, occurs at several places, e. g. iv.3.6 2

); to prove the

necessity of the t of yat and the r of pra, gdur ghrtdci yajiio de-

vdn jigdti (ii.5.7
4

: only G. M. have the last two words) and tas-

mdt paccdt prdci patny anv dste (v.3.7
3

: only G. M. have the first

two words) ;
to indicate that other endings than ci are not pra-

graha in the situations specified, yad agnir vajra ekddacini yad
agndu (v.5.7

1
: only G. M. have the first three words) and praja-

nane prajananan hi vdi (i.5.9
1

: only G. M. have the last two

words).

34. Also an main.

The passage is mahdn mahi astabhdyat (ii.3.14
6
). Elsewhere,

mahi is not pragraha: e. g. in mahi dyduh prthwi ca nah

(iii.3.10
2 et al. : G. M. omit the last two words); and even after n

preceded by any other vowel than d : e. g. in vayundvid eka in

mahi devasya (i.2.13
1 and iv.1.1 1 '2

: G. M. omit the last word).

33. ci ity antyasvaro yatparah praparo vd pragrahah sydt
1

.

yathd*: diksh- : p r d" . evampara iti kim : prd- : ta-

kdrarephdbhydm kim : gdur : ta s- : ci'ti kim : yad :

praj-
1 G. M. bhavati. 2 G. M. om.

34. an ity etadvicishte mahigrahane 'ntyasvarah pragrahah

sydt
1

. yathd : mah- . dn iti kim : mahi ; dkdrena kim :

vay-
1 G. M. bhaoati.
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35. Also the combination of sounds pati.

The commentator explains : wherever there is pruti, i. e.
* hear-

ing,' of pati, there we are to understand a case of pragraha-quali-

ty. Hitherto we have been dealing only with padas, or complete
individual words

;
but the i of pati is uncombinable, even when

that audible combination is only a part of a pada. The selected

examples are, first, dvdu pati vindate (vi.6.4
3

)
and pttbhas pati

idam aham (iii.2.10
2

: only G. M. have the last word), where patl
is a pada; then yam dpird dampati vdmam apnutah (iii.2.8

4
:

only G. M. have the first two words) and priyam indrdbrhaspati

(iii.3.11 *), where it is part of & pada: there are a few other cases.

It is remarked at the end of the comment, that, from this rule

on, parts of words are also subjects of prescription of pragraha-
quality.

nt n

36. Also gn%,

I have noted a number of cases of gni as dual of agni and its

compounds. The commentator gives two : antardgni paptindm (i.

6.7 1

),
and vipvdmitrajamadagni vasishthena (iii.1.7

3 and v.4.11 3
).

37. But not when followed by hi.

The case excepted is that of gni occurring as nominative singu-
lar feminine of dindrdgna: dindragni hi bdrhaspatyd (v.5.6

2
).

The commentator pleads the occurrence of indragni havdmahe
" in another text," as justification of the rule, in saying

"
by hi"

instead of "by A." But we may question whether the justifica-
tion is not officious and uncalled for.

35. pati ity asya yatra yatra prutih
1

pravanam asti tatra tatra

pragrahatvam vijfieyam. yathd: dvdu ____ : pubh- ..... prutir

iti kirn: yam ____ : priy- _____ ity dddv api* paddikade$e pra-

grahatvdya*.
1 G. M. om. 2 G. M. om. 3

G-. M. -tvam.

36. gni iti pragraho bhavati
1

. yathd*: ant- ____ : vipv- .....

1 G. M. om. 2 G. M. om.

37. gni iti sdmnidhydl labhyate: na khalu gni iti
1

paddnto hi-

parah pragraho bhavati'. yathd: dindr- _____ evampara iti

kim: indr- ---- iti pdkhdntare.
1 G. M. ins. opt.

2 G. M. om.

VOL. IX. 16
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38. Also an/?, or e followed by vid, dvdrdu, krshnah, cardvah,
and yadd.

The quoted passages under this rule have each its counter-exam-

ple. The first is dhishane vidu sati vidayethdm (i.4.1
2
), a double

case
; and, to show that m alone would not have been enough,

dpac ca me virudhac ca me (iv.7.5
1

). Next, devi dvdrdu md md
(iii.2.4

4
),

with dvddaca sam padyante dvddoca (i.5.7
3
), to prove

the need of the rdu of dvdrdu. Again, yajndyd "tishthamdne
krshno rupam krtvd (vi.1.3

1
: only G. M. have the first word;

they also omit the last two words, while B. O. omit krtvd) ;
and

cdtvdle krshnavishdndm prd ^syati (vi.1.3
8

: G. M. omit the last

two words) justifies the h of krshnah. Again, vivasdndu ye card-

vah (i.5.10
x

),
with rdye ca nah svapatydya deva (v.5.4

4
: G. M. omit

deva) to show that ca alone would not have been enough: to prove
that more than car or card is needed, the commentator does not

attempt. Finally, we have ajanan nannamdne : yade ''dam tdh

(iv.6.2
4

: only G. M. have ajanan). To this is raised the question
whether yatante, as coming before yad d- in crenico yatante yad
dkshishur divyam (iv.6.7

4
: only G. M. have the first word), is not

also pragraha f The answer is an appeal to rule i.50,
" in cita-

tions of padas, &pada only is to be understood :" but how we are

to know that an integral pada is meant to be signified by yadd,

any more than by vid, the commentator does not inform us.

39. But not jne and ahne, under any circumstances.

The passages quoted in illustration of the rule are varundya
rdjne krshnah (v.5.11), and vanaspatindm enyahne krshnah

(v.5.15: only G. M. have the first word) : these are both excep-
tions to the preceding rule, and are the immediate occasion of the

38. ______
l

ity evampara
1 ikdra ekdro vd 2

pragraho bhavati*.

yathd*: dhish- ____ : daMrena* kim: dpa$ ____ : devi ---- : rdv

iti kim: dvdd- ____ : yaj- ____ : visargena kim: cdt- ____ .* viv-

____ : rdva iti kim: rdye ____ : aj- _____ nanu* ere- ---- ity

atra pragrahatvam kim na sydt. padagrahaneshu padam

gamyeta (i.50) iti
1 vacandn na bhavati* ^ti brtimah.

1 G. M. eshu pareshu.
2 G. M. ins. paddntah.

3 G. M. om. 4 W. G. M. om.
5 G. M. vid iti.

6 G. M. om. 7 G. M. atra. 8 W; pravartate; G. M. om.

39. jne: ahne: ity
1

etayor antyasvaro nityam pragraho na

sydt. yathd: var- ____ : van- ____ : vidddi (iv.38) prdptir ana-

yoh. nityacabdah prdptyantarapratibandhakah*. yathd
3
: yaj-

____ ; gamayatobhavatah (iv.52) ity ddind prdptih: sva-

____ : somdyasva (iv.48) iti prdptih.
1 G. M. om. 2 B. 0. -pratishedh- ; G. M. prdptydnishedhaprayojandkah.

3 G
M. om.
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introduction here of this one. But the addition of nityam,
' con-

stantly, in all cases,' excepts the same words from the action of

any other rule : for example, of rules 52 and 48, which would oth-

erwise apply in the passages yajne
(

pi kartor iti tdv abrutdm

(ii.6.7
1

)
and svardjne 'novdhdu (v.6.21).

?t

40. Te and the, however, are pragraha in a word of more than
two syllables, if preceded by d or e.

The class of words here aimed at, of course, is composed of sec-

ond and third persons plural of present and perfect tenses middle
of verbs. The commentator quotes several instances : etasmin vd
etdu mrjdte yo vidvishdnayoh (ii.2.6

1
"2

: only G. M. have the first

three words, and they omit the last word) ; pukrd manthindu
grhyete (vi.4.10

1

) ; pra prthivyd riricdthe divac ca (iv.2.11
l

: only
G. M. have the first and the last two words) ;

and drnhand yam
nudethe (iv.7.15

2
). Then, to justify the requirement of a prece-

ding d or e, we have given us d vrpcyate vd etad yajamdnah
(iii.3.8

1
: G. M. omit the last word); of a polysyllabic word, tat

pravdte vi shajanti (vi.4.7
2

: see under i.48) and yad ete grhyante
(iii.3.6

1

) ;
the restriction to the endings te and the, anttcyamdna d

sddayati (ii.2.5
7
,ll >).

As to the special significance of tu,
'

however,' in this rule, two
of our commentator's three chief authorities, Vararuci and Mahi-

sheya, are reported by him as at variance. The former maintains
that it indicates the cessation of regard had to the words specified
in rule 38 as occasions of pragraha-qu&litj ;

the latter, that it pre-
scribes the annulment of continued implication of the exceptions
mentioned in rule 39, and of what was there signified by the word
nityam. Vararuci's view is declared the better one, and with good
reason unless, indeed, we prefer to ascribe to the word a general
change of subject, from mention of individual words to the de-

scription of a class.

40. bahusvarasya padasya sambandhi 1

te iti the iti vd 2
"kdra-

prtrva ekdraprtrvo vd pragraho bhavati. yathd: et- ____ : $uk-
---- : pra ____ : drnh- _____ evampiirva iti Mm: d vrc- ____ ;

trini ____ : bahusvarasye Hi kim : tat ____ : yad____ ; tethe iti

kirn .'antic- _____ vi dctdi (iv. 3 8 ) nimittasdpekshatdnivartakas tu-

pabda iti vararueipakshah : mdhisheyapakshas tu vakshyate*:

prtrvastttroktanishedhanityapabdajMpitdnuvrttim'' nivdrayatf
Hi*: tatrd1 vararucimatam ruciram. bahavah svard yasmin tad

bahusvaram: tasya. atra svaracabdopdddndc* ca9

bahupabdena

vyaktibhedo vijneyah.
1 "W. -dhiya.

2 G. M. ins. fabdah.
3

G-. M. ucyate.
4

G-. M. -dhaiii nit-.
5 G.

M. vdr-. 6
G- M. om. 7 G. M. atra. 8 W. bahiisvara?abdopdddnatd ; B. 0. bahu-

svararupafdbdena updddnatd.
9 "W. B. 0. om.
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The commentator's final remark as to bahusvarasya is obscure
to me.

\\8\\\

41. But not qdrydte.

Namely, in the passage pdrydte apibah sutasya (i.4.18: G, M.
omit the last word). An exception to the preceding rule, by ex-

press mention of the excepted word.

r r .

II o n

42. Te is pragraha when followed by md pdtam, namah,
enam abhi, vdyuh, garbham, upa, ahas, and in.

The passages, as quoted by the commentator, are : vdm d rabhe
te md pdtam d ''sya (i.2.2

1
'2

: only G. M. have the first three words),
with te md ^smin ytijne (iii.2.4

1

),
to show the necessity of inclu-

ding pdtam in the rule
; punas te : namo 'gnaye

(

pratividdhdya
(i.5.10

1
: only G. M. have the last word), with te na vy ojayanta

(v.4.1
1

),
to prove that na alone would not have been enough; te

enam abhi sam anahyetdm (ii.5.6
5
), with ta enam bhishajyanti

brahmanah (ii.3.11
4

: W. omits the last word), to justify the inclu-

sion of abhi; te vdyur vy avdt (iii.4.3
1

),
with te vdcan striyam

(vi.1.6
5
),

to show why the yuh of vdyuh was needed
;

te garbham
adadhdtdm (iii.4.3

1

),
without any counter-example to prove that

ga would not have answered the purpose ;
te upd ''mantrayanta

(vi.1.3
1

); te ahordtrayoh (vi.1.3
1
); te tv dva no^tsrjye ity dhuh

(vii.5.7
1

: G. M. omit the last two words), with te te dhdmdny up-
masi (i.3.6

1

),
to show that t not followed by u is not enough to

determine the >ra<7mA-quality. Then, as further counter-exam-

ples, we have te devdh (i.4.10
1 et al.) in proof that te is not pra-

graha before other words than those here mentioned
;
and brhad

ukshe namah (i.4.26), amushmin loka upa pere (v.3.7
2
),
and yanti

41. pdrydta ity antyasvarah
1

pragraho no* bhavati. yathd:

$dr- _____ pttrvasutraprdptdu* satydm kanthoktanishedho*
e

nena &

vidhiyate.
1 B. -yah s-.

2 0. om. 3 G. M. -trena pr-; B. -tre pr-.
4 G. M. -ktyd n-.

5 G.

M. om.

42.
1 ______ evamparas te iti pabdah pragrahah sydt. yathd"

1

:

vdm ____ .' pdtam iti kim: te ____ : punas ____ : ma iti kirn,: te

____ ; te e- ____ : abhi *ti kim: ta ____ : te v- ____ : yur iti kim:

te v- ____ : te ga- ____ : te u- ____ : te ah- ____ : te tv ---- : ukd-

renakim: te te _____ evampara iti kim: te d- ____ : te iti kim:

brh- ____ : am- ____ : yanti ---- .

1 W. B. 0. ins. te.
2 G. M. om.
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vd ete savanddye 'hah (vii.5.6
3
), showing that only te is pragraha

in the situations defined.

These are not all the instances found in the Sanhita of te as pra-

graha; one was disposed of by rule 20 above, and at least one or

two others come under the action of other rules of this chapter.

*IH<lrTl ^T JHrMH II ^ II

43. But not when unaccented, under any circumstances.

That is to say, even in such a situation as would bring it other-

wise under the preceding rule. The example quoted is bdhu-

bhydm uta te namah (iv.5.1
1

)
: if the text contains others, I have

failed to notice them. The specification nityam has its usual

force, as suspending the application of all rules to the contrary,
wherever found : for example, that of rule 52, below, in the pas-

sage namas te astv dyudhdya (iv.5.1
4
).

II 33 ll

44. Ete is pragraha when followed by tanuvdu, vdi sam, eva,

hi, yajna, pad, and ishtak.

The passages, as quoted by the commentator, are: tasydi 'te

tanuvdu (v.7.3
3
) ;

ete vdi samvatsarasya cakshushi (ii.5.6
1

: G. M.
omit the last word), with ete vd iddydi standh (i.Y.l

2
: G. M. omit

the last word) as counter-example, showing that before vdi not
followed by sam the word is not pragraha; sa ete eva nama-
syann upd "*dhavat (ii.5.6

5
: only G. M. have the first word, and

they omit the last two); ete hi devdndm (ii.5.6
6

: another case at

vii.o.Y 1

); cakshushi vd ete yajnasya (ii.6.2
1 et al. : compare also

the nearly identical passage vi.2.11 3
) ; yajnasya hy ete pade atho

(v.1.6
3 '4

: W. omits the first word) ;
and yad ete ishtake upada-

dhdti (v.3.5
2

). Counter-examples would have been in place to

show that, in citing the last three fragments of words, the rule had
taken no more than just, what was sufficient for its purpose; but

43. md pdtam ityddiparo
c

pi te ity antyasvaro
1 f

nuddtto nityam

pragraho na bhavati. yathd*: bdh- ____ . nityam iti kim: la-

kshandntaraprdptasyd ''pi pratishedho
3

yathd sydt : na- ____ ; ga-

mayatobhavatah (iv.52) ity ddind* prdptih.
1 0. -yah sv-.

* G. M. om. 3 G. M. nisk-. 4 0. G. M. om.
;
B. antya.

44.
'

...... ity evampara ete ity antyasvaraJi* paddntah
5

pra-

graho bhavati. yathd : tas- ____ : ete ____ : sam iti kim : ete ____ :

sa ____ : ete ____ ; cak- ____ ; yaj- ____ : yad____ . *evampara iti

kim: atha ____ : ete iti kim: man- ____ ; push- ____ : agre ____ :

sapt- .....
*

1 B. 0. ins. ete.
2 0. -yah s-.

3 G. M. om. <4) W. B. 0. om.
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they are not furnished. The general counter-examples under this

rule, like those under the last but one, proving that only ete is

pragraha before the words specified, and ete itself before them only,
are given by G. M., but omitted in the other manuscripts : they
are atha katama ete devd iti (ii.6.9

3
),

manuta eudi 'nam etdni

(v.5.6
1

), pushkaraparne hy enam upapritam (v.1.4
4

: MSS. -pru-

tam), agre yajilapatini dhatta (i.1.5
1

),
and saptame pade juhoti

(vij.8
1

).

45. As also, the letter following the two last mentioned.

The "two" of the rule axe pad and ishtak ; and the commenta-
tor makes the further obvious specification that the letter follow-

ing them is pragraha only when they themselves follow ete, as

prescribed in the preceding rule. He quotes the passages referred

to: yajnasya hy ete pade, atho (v.1.6
3 " 4

: W. omits to pade, B. O.

to ete), and yad ete ishtake upadadhdti (v.3.5
2
) ; adding, to show

the necessity of the limitation made by him, the counter-examples

saptame pade juhoti (vi.1.8
1

),
and tasyds te devi 'shtake (iv.2.9

2
).

46. Also one followed by sthah.

There is a natural reason for this rule, sthah being a dual verb,
and so, apt to be preceded by a dual noun. I have noted near a

dozen cases in the text
;
the one cited in illustration by the com-

mentator is vishnoh pnyaptre sthah (i.2.13
3
).

To show that stha

instead of sthah would not answer, is given etasmin loke stha yu-
shmdils te

(nu (iii.2.5
6

: only G. M. have the first two words, and

they omit the last three).

47. As also, one following them both.

Following, namely, a sthah and a preceding pragraha word :

for example, pilpe sthas te vam d rabhe (i.2.2
1

: but this citation is

wanting in G. M.), and drdhe sthah pithire samici (iii.2.4
3
).

A
counter-example, of a word' foliowing sthah only, is vrshandu stha

urvaci (i.3.7
1
).

45. nimittina upari vartamdnayoh padishtakpabdayoh
1

para*

*tkdra ekdro vd3

pragraho bhavati. yathd : yaj-..--' yad---- :

nimittina upari vartamdnayor iti kini : sap t- ---- : t a s- -----

1 B. 0. dvayoh padishtak ity etayof cakdrdnvddishtayoh ; G. M. pat ishtaka ity

etayoh cakdrdnvddishtayoh dvayoh.
2 B. 0. parata. & G.' M. om.

46. stha ity evampara ikdra ekdro vd paddntah pragraho bha-

vati. yathd : vish- _____ visargena kim : et -----
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The commentator then proceeds to point out that the difference

in phraseology between this rule and the last but one dvayoh,
'

two,' being used in the one, and ubhayoh,
'

both,' in the other-
indicates a difference of meaning. Above, the two affecting causes

(nimitta) specified in the preceding rule, each along with the word
affected by it (nimittin), were intended; here, on the other hand,
the two aimed at are an affecting and an affected word.

II c n

48. Also in the section beginning somdya sva.

The section in question is v.6.21: it was necessary to add sva,
in order to distinguish it from that beginning somdya pitrmate
(i.8.5). It contains thirteen pragrahas, of which the commentator
cites several together: am dve dhenu bhdumi (v.6.21

1
: G. M.

omit bhdumi) : three of these, however, would be disposed of by
the three rules next following.

% n 3^ it

49. Also dve.

This word, which occurs about forty times in the Taittiriya
text, is, of course, always pragraha. The commentator cites two
instances: dvedve sam bharati (i.6.8

2
), and yad dve nacyetdm

n Mo M

47. cakdrdnvddishtayoh purvasutroktanimittanimittinor
1

ubha-

yoh para ikdra ekdro vd paddntah pragraho bhavati. yathd:
cil- ____ : drdhe ____ . ubhayor iti Mm: vrsh- ____ . para$ ca

dvayor (iv.45) iti
2

vdcya ubhayor iti pabddntaram? arthdntara-

jfidpakam*: nimittisahitayoh* 2^^asi1.troktayor nimittayoh parah
pragraho bhavati: parap ca dvayor (iv.45) iti stttrdrthah:

atra tu
6
stttre nimittanimittinor' ubhayoh parah pragrahah sydd

iti viceshdd* bhedo vijrieyah*.
1
G-. M. purvokta-.

2 B. ins. Teirii ca ; 0. ins. ca.
- G. M. -taraprayogah.

4
G-.

M. -kah. 5
G-. M. -ttas-. 6

G-. M. om. 7 G. M. -ttinimittayoh.
8 B. -shana; 0.

-shena; G-. M. vishaya.
9 G. M. drashtavyah.

48. somdya svardjne (v.6.21) ity asminn anuvdka ikdra

ekdro vd paddntah pragraho bhavati. yathd: avi ____ ity ddi.

sve ''ti kim: somdya pitrmate (i.8.5) ity atra md bhud iti.

49. dve ity antyasvarah paddntah
1

sarvatra pragraho bhavati*.

yathd
3
: dve- ____ : yad_____

1 G. M om.
'2 G. M. om. 3 G. M. 0. om.
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50. As also, the following word.

The comment instances but one case, a double one : dve pukle
dve krshne mttrdhanvatih (v.3.1

4
: G. M. omit the last word). Of

such the text contains more than a dozen, but they are not worth

referring to in detail.

51. Likewise the next but one.

The api,
'

likewise,' in this rule is explained as bringing forward
dve from the last rule but one

;
another application of the "

princi-

ple of the frog's leap." The cited examples are dve Tiy ete devate

(ii.1.9
3

: but G. M. omit this citation), and dve vdva devasatre

(vii.4.5
1

). By rule i.48, devasatre, though a divisible compound
(pada-text, devasatre iti deva-satre), is reckoned as but a single

pada for the purposes of this precept : another like case, dve sa-

vane pukravati (vi.1.6
4
), was expressly quoted as an illustration

under the former rule. At vi.6.4 3
(dve jdye vindate) is a case

where the action of the rule is suspended by a later one, iv.54.

l^lr^^

FTfy ^Irl ItFTT^FRJttl fq l^Mfrl f^rltrl \[\

52. Before, and within six words of, gamayatah, bhavatah

(except when it follows u), tanu yat, akarot, kurydt (in ishii

passages), abrutdm, pra varta, dstdm, stabhmtdm, vdcayati,
bibhrtas ta, agnim gdyatram, tdbhydm eva, ubhdbhydm, and
avdntaram.

Of the words here specified, some are duals, and so would natu-

rally have other duals, with pragraha endings, in their vicinity ;

in other cases, the collocation is purely accidental.

The d in the rule is declared to be intended this time " inclu-

sively
"

(tena saha,
'

along with the specified limit :' compare the

scholiast to Panini ii.1.13); and the necessity of the specification

50. cakdro dve ity anvddi$ati: dve ity etasmdt
1

para iMra
ekdro vd paddntah pragraho bhavati1

. yat/id*: dve _____

1 0. asmdt. 2 B. 0. sydt; G. M. om. 3 G. M. om.

51. ekavyaveto
1

'pi dve ity etasmdt para tkdra ekdro vd padd-
ntah pragraho bhavati*. yathd*: dve ____ : dve ____ . ekena pa-
dena* vyaveta* ekavyavetah. apipabdo dve ity anvddipati man-

drtkaplutinydyena.
1 B. 0. -vahito. 2 G. M. om. 3 G. M. om. 4 G. M. om. 5 W. vyavahita.
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"within six words" is explained as arising from rule i.30, which
would limit the meaning of " before " to ' the word standing next

before.' This involves a misinterpretation of the rule referred to,

which was made for quite another purpose (see the note upon it).

No such special and technical ground is needed to justify the terms

of the present rule, which are of obvious and incontestable pro-

priety.
The commentator's example for gamayatah is te evdi 'nam pra-

tishthdih gamayatah (ii.1.4
7
)

: I have noted no other case. For

bhavatah, he gives uttardvati bhavatah (v.4.8
5
); with the counter-

example dikshante 'ntandmdndv rtd bhavatah (vii.4.8
1
),

to show
the necessity of the restriction imposed by the rule in the case of

this word. There are quite a number of other passages where
bhavatah assures the pragraha-quzlitj to words in its neighbor-
hood: I have noted ii.2.2 3

,ll
4 " 5

;
3.2 9

,3
5
,4

3
>*,8

2
: iu.l.7 2 ,9

3
;
5.4 4

:

v.4.6 3
;
5. 1 2 : vii.1.4 3

;
2.1 3 twice. With regard to the limitation

anukdrdt, the commentator remarks that although simple absence

is the primary significance of its negative prefix, yet another mean-

ing is here assumed, in accordance with the requirements of the

case : that is to say,
" after a not-$ "

is to be understood as ' after

any letter but $.' For tanu yat, we have ete vdi mahdyojnasyd
^ntye tanu yat (ii^.Y

5
: I have found no other case) ; and, as coun-

ter-example, to justify the inclusion of yat, paripataye tvd grhnd-
mi tanunaptre tvd (i.2.10

2
: only W. has the last word). For dkar

rot, budhnavatl agravatt ydjydnuvdkye akarot (ii.3.4
3

: another

case at ii. 2. 8 5
).

For kurydt, mdnavi rcdu dhdyye kurydt (ii.
2. 1 2

:

another case at ii.3.3 5
); with the counter-example agnaye ddtre

puroddpam ashtdkapdlam kurydt (ii.5.5
2

), to explain the re-

striction to ^A^'-passages. The ishtis are defined as being
" the

three pra$nas beginning with the tenth, but excepting their final

anuvdkas "
(which have before received the designation ydjyd) :

that is to say, ii.2.1-11; 3.1-13; 4.1-13. There are other passages
besides the one quoted proving the necessity of the restriction in

question: thus v.4.7 7
: vii.5.5 1

. For abratdm is cited te abrtttdm

varam vrndvahdi (ii.5.2
5
,6

5
: another case at v.2.3 3

).
For pra

varta, havirdhdne prdci pravartayeyvh (ifa.1.3
1
); with the counter-

52. gamayatah: bhavato
l

nttkdrdt: ttkdravyatiriktavarndt pa-
ram bhavata iti

l

: yady apy abhdvo mukhydrthas tathd "*pi tad-

anydrthatd? svikrtd? lakshydnmdrdt : tanti, yat: akarot: kurydd
ishtishu : ishtayo

4

da$amddayas trayah pra$nd uttamdnuvdka-

varjitdh?: abrutdm : ity evampara d shashthdt paddt pttrvo

vartamdna ikdra ekdro vd paddntah pragraho bhavati*. abhivi-

dhdv ayam dkdrah: tena sahe ''ty abhividhih. yathd: te .-

utt- : anukdrdt param iti kirn: diksh- : ete / yad iti

kirn: pari : budh- ; mdn- ; ishtishv iti /dm: agn-
: te : hav- : varte ''ti kim: te : ime : vdi$-
: utt- : te ; te

1

''ti kim: manm- . ete : gdya-
VOL. ix. 17
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example te
l

ditydn sam adhriyanta tvayd pra jdndme 'ti (vi.l.5
!

:

G. M. end at pra), to show why varta was added to pra. For

dstdm, ime vdi sahd "stdm (iii.4.3
l

: another case at iv.3.102 ). For

stabhnitdm, vdipvadevdgnimdrute ukthe avyathayanti stabhnitdm

(iv.4.2
3

).
For vdcayati, uttame dudumbari vdcayati (v.1.10

2 ' 3
).

For bibhrtas ta, te eva yajamdnasya reto bibhrtas ^tasmdt (v.6.8
4
) ;

with the counter-example manmahe ydv dtmanvad bibhrto ydu
(iv.Y.15

3
),

to show that bibhrtah alone would not have answered
the purpose of the rule. Doubtless the single case is provided for

in this rule rather than in 42, above, because there are cases of ta

eva in the Sanhita which it would have made trouble to distin-

guish properly from this one. For agnim gdyatram, ete dadhdte

ye agnim gdyatram, (vi.3.5
3
) ;

with the counter-example sadhasthe
*

gnim purishyam (iv.1.3
1

),
to show that the addition of gdyatram

was needful. For tdbhydm eva, ete vdi yajnasyd ^iijasdyani sruti

tdbhydm eva (vii.2.1
2

;
3.5 3

,7
3
,9

3
;
4.1 3

,2
4
,4

3
).

With reference to

this passage, the commentator raises the difficulty that ete, one of

the words intended to be determined as pragraha, is not within six

words of eva, one of the two words specified in the rule as condi-

tioning its , jora^mAa-character within that distance
;
but he de-

clares it of no account, since what is within reach of any part of

the assigned cause (nimitta) is within reach of that cause in its

entirety. For, he says, in common life also, a quality belonging
to a part is ascribed to the whole which contains that part : for

example, people say
" Devadatta has an ear-ring," when it is really

his ear that has the ring. Truly a most lucid and convincing illus-

tration ! The necessity of the eva is proved by the counter-exam-

ple apa hansy agne tdbhydm patema (iv.7.13
1

: G. M. omit the

last word). For ubhdbhydm, ye dve ahordtre eva te ubhdbhydm

!vii.4.4

4
). Finally, for avdnlaram, utsrjye ity dhur ye avdntaram

vii.5.7 1

) ;
with the counter-example sam te

(

va te hedah (ii.5.12
1

),

to prove that ava would not have been enough alone.

T ETp

53. But not grdmi, varcasi, mithuni, mdse, loke, dhatte.

tram iti Mm : sa dh- ____ : ete _____ atra padadvayam ekam* ni-

mittam ity
9

etepadam
10

uddipyd "sliaslithaniyamabliangaprasanga
iti cet:

llnd ''yam bhangaprasangah
11
: nimittdikadepasya shash-

thatvopapatteh saJcalasyd "*pi nimittasya shashthatvam upapa-

dyate: loke 'py avayavadharmend 'vayavino 'pi
13

vipeshasiddheh :

tathd hi : kartie Jcundalam dhdrayantam kundali devadatta iti va-

danti. eve ^ti Jcim : ap a ____ : ye ____ : ut- ____ : antaram iti Jcim :

sam ____ ; d shashthdd iti Jcim: para ity uttarah (i.30) iti

paribhdshayd ''nantarasydi 'vaparatvam sydt: tan md bhtid iti.

1
G-. M. ins. padam nano. 2 G. M. -tdm. 3

Gr. M. -karya.
4 G. M. ins. ndma.

5 G. M. -karahitdh. 6 G. M. om. 7 W. B. 0. ate.
8 G. M. etan. 9 0. eve

J

ty.
10 0. etat p-. <

n)B. 0. mdi 'vam pras-; G. M. om. Wianga.
12 W. 0. -syd |p.

13 B. 0. G. M. om.
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These are words which, occurring within six of those mentioned
in the last rule, would be pragraha if not thus specially excepted.
The commentator quotes the passages in which they occur, as fol-

lows: grdmy eva bhavati ganavati ydjydnuvdkye bhavatah

(ii.3.3
5

: another nearly identical case is found at ii.2.11 4
) ;

brah-

mavarcasy eva bhavaty ubhayato rukmdu bhavatah (ii.3.2
3
); atha

mithuni bhavatah (vi.5.8
6
) ; prtrnamdse prd ^yachat tdv abrrttdm

(ii.5.2
3
); loke pratitishthanto yanti dvdu shadahdu bhavatah

(vii.4.11
3
); and dhatte jyotishmantdv asmd imdu lokdu bhavatah

(ii.6.2
4

).

Wt FFTFFT lf^H ^1 ^T II II

54 Nor ate, in a single word, nor ave, under any circum-
stances.

After paraphrasing the rule, in a way which shows that he re-

gards the specifications
" in a single word " and " under any cir-

cumstances" as both alike referring to each of the "parts of words"
mentioned, the commentator proceeds to cite illustrative passages,
as follows: ava rundhate 'tirdtrdv abhito bhavatah (vii.2.6

3
;
4.1 3

,

2 6
,3

6
: another nearly identical case is found atvii.4.5 4

); abhyd-
hvayate vajram enam abhi pra vartayati (iii.2.9

1 ' 7
) ;

and andtatd-

ya dhrshnave: ubhdbhydm uta te namah (iv.5.1
4

: B. O. omit the
last word, and G. M. the last two). To show the necessity of spe-

cifying that ate should form part of a single word, he quotes eva
te ubhdbhydm (vii.4.4

3
).

The limitation nityam,
t under any cir-

cumstances,' is explained in the usual manner, as intended to ex-

clude the operation of other rules besides the one (iv.52) here espe-

cially aimed at : for the appropriate examples we are referred to

the comment upon rule i.59, where they are given in connection
with the illustration of another point.

53. ______ eteshv
1

antyasvaro gamayato bhavata ityddiparo
f

pi

pragraho na bhavati. yatha?: grd- ____ .* brah- ____ ; atha ___ .:

ptf,r- ____ : loke ____ : dhatte .....

1 G. M. eshv. 2 G. M. om.

54. nishedham cakdro *nvddi$ati. ate: ave: ity anayoh paddi-
kadepayor antyasvarah samdnapade vartamdno gamayato bha-

vata ityddiparo
l

pi nityam pragraho na bhavati. yathd
1

: ava
____ : abhy ____ : and- ____ . samdnapada iti kim: eva _____ atra

nityapabdah prdptyantaraparihdrdrtJiah. uddharanam* up aban-
dhas tu decdya (i.59) iti store* prasangdd uktam. samdnam
ca tatpadam ca samdnapadam: tasmint samdnapade*.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane
caturtho 'dhydyah.

1 0. om. 2 G. M. iti soda-. s W. sutrena. 4 G. M. om.
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This finishes the rehearsal of the words with pragraha-endings
contained in the Sanhita. As to the economy of the method of
their rehearsal whether it would have been possible to state the
facts in fewer or briefer rules I cannot speak with confidence : it

would be, certainly, a thankless task to endeavor to recast them in

an improved form. Nor can I, without a jt?ac?a-manuscript, or a
much more thorough and detailed study of the text, with the aid

of a commentary, than it has been in my power to make, judge
absolutely the success of the method followed. It appears, how-
ever (with exception of the equivocal treatment of the words in o,

pointed out under rule 7), to be complete: my excerption of the
text has shown me no pragraha-endiugs in I and e which are not

duly taken account of, nor any case of final i or e not pragraha as

involved in the general rules of the chapter without being duly
excepted by special precept. One or two words whose endings
are treated as uncombinable without being pragraha are disposed
of in another chapter (x.18).

CHAPTER V.

CONTENTS: 1-2, introductory, relation of pada and samhitd texts; 3, order of

application of rules; 4-8, anomalous insertions of a sibilant and d; 9-10,

anomalous conversions of r and h; 11-19, anomalous omissions of v, s, A, m,

and yd; 20-24, treatment of final n and t before palatal letters; 25-26, before I;

27-31, of final m before a consonant; 32-33, of final n, t, n before sibilants;

34-37, of initial f after consonants; 38-41, of initial h after consonants.

itMTr n 1 n

1. The following rules apply in combined text (samhitd),
within the compass of a single breath.

This is an introductory heading to the main part of the Prati9a-

khya the rules for the construction of the euphonically combined
text (samhitd) from its presupposed material, the pada-text, where

1. athe "*ty ayam adliikdrah: samhitdydm ekaprdnabhdva ity

etad adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah. sam-

hite ''ti ko 'rthah: ndndpadasamdhdnasamyogah
1

(xxiv.3)

iti ^stltreno 'AtfaA
2 samhitdrthah3

: parah samnikarshah samhite 'ta*

vdiydkarandh* pathanti
6
. ekasamutthah prdna ekaprdnah : tasya

bhdvas tadbhdvah
6
: tasmin : ity dtreyamatam. anyathd "*pi samd-

sah samgachate: ekaprdnena bhdvyate janyata uccdryata ity

ekaprdnabhdvah : ekeno ^chvdsena ydvdn uccdryate vedabhd-

gas tdvdn ekapdndbhdva ity arthah : ata evd 'vasdne padavi-
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each word stands separate, as if occurring independently. It is a

rule of far-reaching force, applying through many chapters (for an

attempt to define precisely how far, see the comment to xxiv.2).
The matters treated in the first two chapters the mode of utter-

ance of elementary sounds, definitions, general explanatory pre-

cepts, and the like were with propriety first disposed of; the

separate rehearsal of the pragraha endings, made in chapter iv., is

more questionable, but defensible on the ground that those end-

ings exhibit their pragraha character also in the pada-text, before

iti: but the exclusion of the vowels irregularly protracted in

samhitd, as rehearsed in the third chapter, is quite anomalous (see
note to iii.l).

The commentator defines samhitd by quoting a later rule

(xxiv.3), which declares it to be "the union of separate words in

euphonic combination ;" referring at the same time to the rule of

Panini (i.4.109), as the account of it given by "the grammarians."
For ekaprdnabhdve he first gives us Atreya's simple paraphrase ;

but then goes on to%explain it more fully, as 'that which is

brought about, generated, uttered, with a single breath
;
such

portion of the Veda, namely, as is uttered by the help of one expi-
ration' the condition of pada, or separated and euphonically

independent words, recurring with the pause that follows the

expiration. That is to say, if the repeater of the text has to pause
to take breath where there is no regular avasdna, or pause of inter-

punction (such as separates the pddas of a verse : its length is

taught in rule xxii.13), his last word is thrown out of sandhi with
the next, and the end of the one and the beginning of the other
must assume their pada form.

Now is interposed an objection: of what use are the two speci-
fications

" in combined text
" and " within the compass of a single

breath ?" the former is enough by itself. To this it is replied : if

the latter specification were not made, then no pause after a pada
would be authorized in the continuous samhitd arrangement : and
if the other were not made, then that respecting the single breath
would apply also to the padas; hence doubt would arise as to

where any direction to be given would have force: there is, there-

fore, good reason for the double specification.

dhih. nanu samhitdydm ity .etdvatdi ''vd'
1

''lam: ekaprdnabhdva
iti vd ubhaydrambhanena* kim. ucyate*: ekaprdnabhdva ity and-

rdbhyautdne pramttasya samhitdvidheh paddvasdnatvam ne 'sA-

yate: samhitdydm ity andrabhyamdne tu padeshv apy ekaprdna-
bhdva upapadyctta iti

10

vakshyamdnam
11

kdryam kva bhavati

'ti samdehah sydt: tasmdd13 asminn 14

ubhaydrambhane
1 *

prayo-

janam asti.

1 B. 0. -nayoga. V G. M. suirokta. 3 G. M. samhite 'ty ar-. 4 W. B. G.

vdiyyd-.
5 G. M. bhananti. 6 W. om. 7 B. 0. om. era. 8 B. 0. -thcna; G. M.

-bhane. 9 G. M. om.
'

10 G. M. om. B. G. M. -na. 12 B. 0. G. M. 'kutra vd.
13 G/M. tadd. 14 G. M. tas-.

15 0. G. M. -bhe; W. B. -bhena.
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: HT

2. Separation from the text as combined that is the funda-
mental text.

I cannot but believe the intent of this precept to be the same
with that of the rule which begins the second chapter of the Rik

Pr., samhitd paduprakrtih,
' the pada-text is the foundation of the

samhitd :' but such intent is not readily and distinctly deducible
either from the rule itself or from its commentary. The latter ex-

plains that hereby is taught the prakrti, or proper form, of samhi-

td, the reason being that a later rule (xxiv.5) prescribes as neces-

sary to be understood, among other things, "prakrti,vikrama, kra-

ma" An arrangement which does not deviate from the pada-
text as constituted, taken as supreme, that is to be regarded as the
fundamental text. By way of illustration is then quoted the whole
series of passages falling under the action of rule x. 1 3, below

; pas-

sages in which the fundamental or pada form of certain words is

maintained, against the ordinary rules of euphonic combination :

they are svadhd asy urvi cd 'si (i.1.9
3
), dhanvann iva prapd asi

(ii.5.12
4
), sahasrasya pramd asi (iv.4.11

3
: G. M. put this citation

before the preceding one), pro, budhniyd irate (iv.3.13
6
), jyd iyan

samane (iv.6.6
2
),

d p-dshd etu (ii.4.5
1

: W. B. O. omit this), and
aminanta evdih (iii.1.11

5
).

No explanation is attempted of the

bearing of these examples upon the principle which is laid down
in the rule now in hand : we may suppose it to be that, the appli-
cation of the rules of sandJii being denied in the case of these par-
ticular words, they remain in samhitd in their regular or natural

shape as shown in pada-text -prakrtyd, as it is elsewhere termed.

And in this office of the precept is to be seen the real ground of

its statement, rather than in a provision against the requirements
of xxiv.5.

The grand difficulty in this exposition lies in its quiet postula-
tion of avicalitah, 'unremoved, not deviating,' as connective be-

tween vidhih and yathdyuktdt. I would sooner recur to the ety-

mologic meaning of vidhi,
l

dis-posal, putting apart,' and empha-

2. prakrtih samhitdsvar'upam aneno '

cyate: prakrtir vikra-

mah kramah (xxiv.5) iti vijneyatvavidhdndt
1

. yathdyuktdd ya-

thdsthitdt" padapdthdt kutasthdd avicalito* yo vidhih sa prakrti-

samhitd* vijneyd: vidhir vidhdnam prakrtir ity arthah. yathd*:

8-v a- .* dhan- : sah- : pra : jyd : d pu- :

ami- atra sutre paddndm paraspardnvayo mahdbhdshyava-
candc

6 ca 1

vijneyah: tac ca vacanam td varnaprakrtayah
(ii.7) ity atra pathanti*: evam atrd9

"*pi svaritayor madhye
yatra nicam (xix.l) ity dddu mantavyam.

1 W. rijneyatvavidhdt ; B. -tvena vi- ; G. M. jneyaivena vi-.
2 G. M. -thdvas-.

3 G. M. -cdline.
4 W. B. 0. -tih s-.

5 G. M. om. 6 G. M. -canena. 7 G. M. om.
8 0. G. M. patMarh.

9 G. M. anyatrd.
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size its prefix vi sufficiently to make it take an ablative adjunct,

meaning
'

separation from [the state] as combined
;'

and I have so

translated above, though far from being confident that I have
found the true solution of the difficulty. Neither vidhi nor its

synonym vidhdna occurs elsewhere in the text, although both are

frequent in the commentary (see Index), usually with the meaning
'

rule, prescription ;'
not infrequently also '

arrangement, disposal.'
The commentator concerns himself finally with the gender of sd,

which, he says, comes under the rule already once quoted from the

Mahfibhashya in explanation of a like case (under ii. 7); and he

points out further that the same principle applies elsewhere for

example, in xix.l.

3. And here, that which comes first is first taken.

That is to say, in the construction of the samhitd text, both the

words to be treated and the rules to be applied must be taken up
in their order, as they stand in the text and in the Prati9akhya re-

spectively. A variety of instances are given to illustrate the work-

ing of the principle. First, in bhaksha: d: ihi (iii.2.5
1

), the first

two words are first combined, according to x.2, and then their re-

sult, bhakshd, is combined with ihi, by x.4, making bhakshe "
'A,

the true reading; whereas, if the second combination had been
first made, forming e 'A?*, this would have coalesced with bhaksha
into bhakshdi 'hi which (though in itself, as may well be claim-

ed, the preferable reading) is unauthorized and incorrect. This

exemplifies the application of the rule to the order in which words
are to be treated

;
for its application to the use of rules there are

three examples. The first concerns the production of the sarnhi-

^-reading shanna^atydi (vii.2.15) from the pada-readmg shat-

-navatydi: it is accomplished by the successive application of vii.2,

which prescribes the conversion of n to n after shot, and of viii.2,

3. tatra samhitdvidhdne ptirvamptirvam padam stitram capra-
thamam kartavyam. yathd: bhaksha : d : ihi : ity atra dir-

ghan samdndkshare (x.2) iti dirghah:
' bhakshd : ihi : iti

sthita ivarnapara ekdram (x.4) ity eMre krte bhakshe "
'hi

'tibhavati: anyathdi 'hi'ti krtvd bhakshapabde
2

samdhiyamdne
bhakshdi 'hi 'ti sydt: tac cd 'nishtam: pttrvapadakartavyatva
etad uddharanam. pttrvastttrakartavyatve

c

pi
3 vaddmah : yathd*:

shattrigrdmanishpttrvah (vii.2) iti nakdrasya natve krta ut-

tamapara uttaman savargiyam (viii.2) ity anena
6

takdrasya
natve krte

6

shannavatyd iti bhavati: anyatho 'ttamapara
uttamam (viii.2) iti sutre prathamatri

1

pravrtte sati* shannava-

tyd iti sydt: tac cd 'nishtam. tatlid?: vatth 10

svayamabhi-
gtirtdye 'ty atra tanakdraptirvac ca takdrah (v.33):
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which changes t before n to n : if, on the contrary, the latter rule

had been applied first, changing shat to shan, the former would no

longer have had force at all, and the reading would have stood

shannavatydi. The next case is that in which the words vat and

svayamabhigtirtdya come together (iii.2.8
1 seven times: G. M.

read vashat for vat, doubtless by a clerical error). Here, v.33 re-

quires the insertion of a t between the t and s, and this inserted t

is then, by xiv.12, made th; so that we are finally to read vatth

svay-: if the latter conversion were first made, the reading would
turn out instead vatth svay- (since v.33 would not then apply at

all, but to the combination thsv would be prefixed a t of duplica-

tion, by xiv.1,5: the manuscripts, as usual in such cases, do not

give these complicated readings altogether correctly : and W. B.

even make the blunder of substituting at last vat svdhd, appar-

ently having in mind -vat svdhd, in the same division). Once

more, in the passage imam: vi: sydmi (i.1.10
2 and iii.5.6 1

), we
are first to convert the s of sydmi to sh by vi.4, and then to dupli-
cate the sh by xiv.l, making vi sJishydmi: if the duplication were
first performed, making vi ssydmi, then, by rule vi.4, we should

have to read vi shsydmi. Of the three examples thus given, only
the first has to do with the form of the text as given in the manu-

scripts, since these very sensibly ignore the rules for duplication
which make up the bulk of the fourteenth chapter of our treatise.

So far as regards the taking up of words for combination in

their natural order, the Rik Pr. (ii.2) and Ath. Pr. (iii.38) have
rules of like force with the present one.

ii 3 M

4. After trapu and mithu is inserted a g before c.

prathama rtshmaparo dvitiyam (xiv.12) iti stitradvayam

prasaktam: tatra, piirvatvdt tanakdrapttrvap ca takdra"

ity etad eva prathamam kartavyam
1

"*: anyathd
l *
vatth svayam iti

sydt : tac cd ''nishtam . athavd : imam vi shshydmi ^ty atro ^p a-

sarganishpttrvo 'nuddtte pade (vi.4): svarapurvam vy-

anjanam ^dvivarnam vyaftjanaparam
1*

(xiv.l) iti stitra-

dvayam
1 *

prdptam : tatra dvitvastttre prathamekdrye sati
16 17 vi

shsydmi
18

''ti sydt: tan md bhUd iti shatvam eva prathamam
kartavi/am.

ptirvampttrvam iti
19

vipsd sarvathdi ''vam artham samartha-

yati
l

\

1 G. M. ins. tena.
'
2 W. -dena na. 3 a. M. om. 4 W. B. 0. om. 5 G. M. om.

6 B. 0. sati.
1 W. 0. -ma. 8 G. M. om. 9 W. B. 0. om. 10 G. M. vashatth; B.

vata; 0. vatt.
" G. M. om. 12 0. M. put before prathamam. <

13
) W. B vat avdhe

'ti; 0. vat svayam iti; G. M. vashathth svayam iti. (
14

> G. M. om. 15 G. M. -tram.

< 16> G. M.. prathamam krle. ll G. M. ins. imam. 17 B. G. M. shydmi. (
19

) G. M.

vipsayd sarvatrdi 'tad aha 'yam iti samarthaniyam ;
B. vipsd sarvatrdi 'vam artha-

yati.
20 0. sarvatrdi.
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The passages are sisam ca me trapuc ca me (iv.7.5
1

), and mi-
thuc carantam upaydti (iv.7.15

2
): the existing pada-text reads

trapu and mithu, as this rule would lead us to expect. But the

right of trapus to be recognized as an independent word by the

side of trapu is assured by the derivative adjective trdpusha, and
the close analogy of manu, manus, mdnusha.
The commentator adds a couple of counter-examples : one, vi-

bhu ca me prabhu ca me (iv.7.4
1

'2
),

to show that not every u has
a $ added before c; the other, asind mithu kah (iv.6.9

4
), to show

that the insertion is only made before s, after the words specified.

\\\\\

5. As also after su, before candra.

The example quoted by the commentator is succandra dasma
vicpate (iv.4.4

6
): the word occurs once more, at ii.2.12 7

. The
pada-text reads su-candra. Counter-examples are: pra candra-
mds ttrati dlrgham dyuh (ii.4.14

1
: G. M. omit the last two words),

and d md sucarite bhaja (i.1.12) : their application is obvious.

9. After sam is inserted s before kuru.

The commentator's example is yajamdnah sanskurute (v.6.6
4

and vi.5.5 2
).

The pada-text reads sam : kurute. Counter-exam-

ples are puroddpdn alam kurv iti (vi.3.1
2

: G. M. have a lacuna

involving this passage), and samkrtya chdvdkasdmam lhavati

(v.4.12
3

). The text has farther sanskrtya and sanskrta, but (as is

also implied in rule xvi.26) they are read in the pada-text as in

samhitd, without division, or ejection of the intruded s.

4. trapu: mithu: evampurvah cakdra dgamo bhavati capa-
rah\ yathd : sis- ____ .* mith- ..... evampurva iti kim : vi- ____ :

evampara iti kim : as- _____

1 G. M. caJcdrap-.

5. cakdrah cakdram anvddicati : supurvah cakdra dgamo bha-

vati candraparah. yathd
1

: sue- ____ . evampurva iti kim: pra
____ : evampara iti kim: d md _____ sv ity esha cabdah ptirvo

yasmdd asdu supurvah.
1 a. M. om.

6. sam ity evampurvah sakdra dgamo bhavati kuruparah. ya-
thd

1

: yaj- _____ evampdrva iti kim: *pur- ____ : evampara iti

kim*: sam- ----- kurucabdah paro yasmdd asdu kuruparah.
1 G. M. om. <

2
> G. M. om.

VOL. IX. 18
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7. And before akurva, after the augment
The passage is, as quoted by the commentator, ta isJiun sam

askurvata (vi.2.3
1

); the pada-text reading sam : akurvata. The
counter-example is agnihotram vratam akurvata (iii.2.2

2
). As

pratyaya occurs nowhere else in the treatise, we cannot tell wheth-
er it signifies distinctively

'

augment,' or, as in other of the Prati-

9akhyas,
'
affix

'
in general. The commentator gives a scholastic

explanation of the term, as indicating
" that whereby the conso-

nants are added unto, are made distinct."

8. After rticd is inserted d before uccd.

The passage is madhydn nicdd uccd (ii.3.14
6
); and the pada-

text actually reads nicd : uccd. This is a proceeding to which it

would be hard to find a parallel in the pada-texts of the other

Vedas. To write madhyena for madhydt just before would be in

itself quite as defensible. As counter-examples, we receive lokaih

yanty uccdvacd ''hni (vii.4.3
6
),
and nicd tarn dhakshi (i.2.14

2
).

At the end of the comment is made the remark " the above are

cases of insertion
"
(dgama,

' accession ').
The matter of irregu-

lar conversions is next taken up.

II n

9. After asara, r becomes ar.

The passage in which this anomalous change is made is grhd-
ndm asamartydi (iii.3.8

2
),
where the pada-text has, as the rule im-

plies, asam-rtydi. Here, again, we cannot praise the work of the

pada text-maker. Nor is the rule of unexceptionable form, for the

commentator is obliged to specify that the asam intended is one
not made up of the parts of two words (not -a sam) ;

else such

passages as kalydm rupasamrddhd (vii.1.6
6
),

and vahi hy esha

7. cakdrah sampurvatvam
1

dgamam* cd
3

'nvddicati. akurva
4
ce 'ti* grahane pratyaydt parah sakdra dgamo bhavati sampur-
vah. yathd: ta ___ -. pratyayo ndrnd^kdra ucyate: pratiyanta*

abhivyajyante vyanjandny anene ''ti pratyayah. sampurva iti

kirn: agn- .....

1 G. M. -rvam. 2 G. M. sakdrdg-.
3 G. M. om. <4) W. ca; 0. G. M. iti.

6 B. 0.

pratydyante; G. M. pratyayante.

8. mcdpurvo dakdra dgamo bhavaty uccdparah. yathd
1

:

madJi- _____ evampurva iti him: lok- ____ : evampara iti kim:

nicd .....

dgamd ete.

1 G. M. 0. om.
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samrddhydi (ii.
2.2 ') would be included. As counter-example, to

show that r, not a syllable containing r, is liable to the specified

conversion, is quoted asamtrnne hi hand (vi.2.11
3

: G. M. omit

hanil).

II \o ii

10. Of dgihj dhuh, and suvah, when first members of a com-

pound, the visarjaniya becomes r, and a following 5 becomes
sh.

The word avagraha in this rule is the locative avagrahe, says
the commentator, and applies to each of the specified words, taken

separately. He supplies visarjaniya^ the omission of which, or of

some other word answering the same purpose, is rather a serious

defect in the rule. The illustrative passages quoted are ity dplr-

padaya red (vi.2.9* ;
the pada-text reads d&h-padayd), dhrtrshd-

hdv anaprrt (i.2.8
2

; p. dhtih-sdhdu} ,
and dadhishe suvarshdm ji-

hvdm ague (iv.4.4
l

; p. suvah-sdm : W. B. O. omit the first word of
the citation, G. M. the last). The necessity of the specification" when first members of a compound

"
is shown by the counter-

example ye devCi devasuva stha te (i.8.10f : p. deva-suvah: G. M.
omit the first two words and the last). A$ih shows the same irreg-
ular combination also in andpirkena and sdpirkena (i.6.10

4
), but

these words are not treated as divisible by the pada-text. The com-
mentator goes on to point out the rules to which exceptions are es-

tablished by this one: viii.23 would require dpishpadayd, and ix.2

9. asam ity evampurva rkdro 'ram vikdram dpadyate. yathd:

grh- _____ tatra
1 nimittam ekapadastham* vijneyam: anyathd

kaly- ____ : vahi ____ : ity dddv api bhavet* rkdra itI kim:
asam- _____

1 G. M. 0. atra. 2 B. -dasamstham.

10. avagraha iti saptamyantam padam dpihprabhrtibhih pra-

tyekam abhisambadhyate. dpih: dhtth: suvah: ity
1

eteshv ava-

graheshu visarjamyo repham dpadyate: ebJiyaJf paro yadi sa-

kdro 3
vartate tarhi shakdram* dpadyate. yathd

5
: ity ____ : dhilr-

____ .* dadh- _____ avagraha iti kim: ye _____ kakha^)akdra-
parah

6

(viii.23) ity anena' "
$ishpadaye 'ti prdptam: *aghosha-

paras tasya sasthdnam rtshmdnam9

(ix.2) iti dhrtssdhdu

suvassdm 11
iti caprdptam

6
: tadubhayabhangdyd ''yam drambhah.

iti$abda esJidm evdi ^sha vicesho nd ''nyeshdm iti prakdravdct.
1 G. M. om. 2 G. M. tebh-. 3 G. M. put before yadi.

4 G. M. so 'pi shatvam.
5 G. M. om. 6 G. M. om. parah.

7 G. M. om. <
8> W. om. 9 B. 0. om. 10 B. 0.

dhuhs-. n B. 0. suvahs:
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dhttssdhdu and suvassdm (or, as it is customary to write them,
dhtthsdhdu and suvahsdm: only G. M. are conscientious about

giving the double sibilant, as demanded by the Prati9akhya). The

iti, he remarks finally, signifies that only the words mentioned, and
110 others, are intended that is to say, it has no particular mean-

ing at all. It would be well if he always as frankly acknowledged
the insignificance of this word where it occurs in the rules.

\\\\\\

11. Now for cases of omission.

An introductory rule or heading, having force as far as rule 19,

below, inclusive.

12. A mis dropped, when preceded by im.

The passage aimed at is im ''andrd suprayasah (iv.1.8
2

: p. im:

mandrd) : it is the only one of its kind in the text. The Vajasa-

neyi-Sanhita reads in the corresponding passage (xxvii.15) im man-
drd. To treat the loss of a m here as suffered by the second word
instead of the first is most arbitrary and unreasonable. The par-
ticle im is reduced to t in quite a number of Rik passages, and be-

fore other letters than m : they are duly noted in the Prati9akhya
(Rik Pr. iv.36). A series of counter-examples is added by our
commentator: imam me varuna (ii.1.11

6
)
shows that m is not

dropped after another m in general; agnim mitram varunam

(ii.1.11
J

), that m after short i does not exercise the specified effect
;

imkdrdya svdhe "tnkrtdya (vii.1.19
1

),
that im elides no other con-

sonant than m. The yet farther restriction is applied, that im here

is a padagrahana, 'the citation of a complete padaf for other-

wise there would be an elision of a m in such cases as prthivim
md hinslJi (iv.2.9

1

)
: G. M. add the further example uta $ravasd

prthivim mitrasya, which I am unable to find in the Sanhita.

11. athe 'fy ayam adhikdrah: lopa ity etad adhikrtam vedita-

vyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah. ayam adhikdras tish-

thanty ekayd (v.19) itisrttraparyanto veditavyah.

12. makdra im ity evampilrvo lupyate. yathd
1

: im _____ evam-

prtrva iti Mm : imam ____ : dirghena kirn : agn- _____ im itI pa-

dagrahanam?: itarathd
3

prtli- ____ ity dddu makdro lupyeta*.

makdra 1'

iti kint : im- ____ .

1 G. M. ora. * W. -hacarnah. 3 G. M anyathd.
4 G. M. -yate; and add tac cd

'nishtd. 5 W. -rapara.
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13. A v is dropped when preceded by tu or nu, in case these

are accented.

It is when the particle vdi, or vdva, follows tu and nu that

this anomalous mutilation is made. The commentator quotes sa

tv \ii yajeta (ii.6.6
3 and vii.1.3 1

: p. sah : tu : vdi), and in nv *d

upastirnam ichanti (i.6.7
3

: p. it : nu : vdi). The same sandhi of

tu and vdi is not infrequent elsewhere (the passages are i.7.1 4
,6

2
:

ii.2.4 8
;
5.4 : iii.2.9

2
;
3.9 2

;
5.1 3

: v.5.9 4
: vi.4.3 J

: vii.2.10 3
) ;

that ofnu
and vdi is comparatively rare (only at i.5.9 6

twice) ;
that of tu and

vdva I have found only once, at vii.5.6 5
. Here, again, it would

seem better to regard the final u as suffering elision, instead of the

initial v. The specification
"
if accented "

is explained as intended

to exclude such passages as anu vrtrahatye (i.6.12
1

;
7.13 1

),
where

anu would fall under this rule by i.52 (even if the nu here, like the

fan in the preceding rule, were regarded as a padagrahanam).
Other counter-examples, of obvious intent, are idam vdm dsye
havih (iii.3.11

1

),
and pra tu janayati *ti (i.7.2

4
) and vidusho nu

yojriam (i.3.13
1

'2
).

r - .

II \o\\

14. A s is dropped after ut, when a consonant follows.

The commentator's example is praty uttabdhydi sayatvdya
(vi.6.4

G
: p. ut-stabdhydi). This is, so far as I have discovered, the

only case in the Sanhita from the root stabh : similar forms from
sthd occur variously (anutthdya, iii.4.10 3

; upotthdya, vii.1.6 8
;

5.15 1>2
; utthdsyant, vii.1.19 3

; utthita, vii.1.19 3
;
2.9 3

;
and utthdna,

vii.2.1 4
thrice). As counter-examples are given jagatsthd devdh

(ii.1.11
4
), utkransyate svdhd (vii.1.19

3
),

and utsddena jihvdm
(v.7.11).
This familiar sandhi is also the subject of Ath. Pr. iLl8, and

Vaj. Pr. iv.95.

^T ll VI n

15. Also eshah, sah, and syah.

13. tu: nu 1

: ity evampurvo vakdro lupyate tayos tunvor uddt-

tayoh sator iti vibhajya viyogo* vijneyah. yathd: sa tv ____ : in

nv _____ uddttayor iti kiin: anu ____ : apy akdrddi (i.52) iti

prdptih: evampurva iti kiin;
3idam ____ : vakdra iti him3

: pra
____ : vid- _____ tup ca nup ca tuntf,*: tdu purvdu yasmdt sa ta-

thoktah.

1 B. 0. nu, as also B. in the rule itself.
8 G. M. iriniy-.

&> B. om. 4 G. M. tunu.

1 4. vyanjanaparah sakdra utpurvo lupyate. yathd : praty .....

vyanjanam asmdt param ity vyanjanaparah. evamprtrva iti kim :

jag- ____ .* sakdra iti kim: ut- ____ : evampara iti kim: ut- .....
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Here the m,
'

also,' is declared to continue the implication of
" when a consonant follows

" from the preceding rule. The iti is

added for the sake of clearness
;

it shows the final visarjaniya of

syah, and attributes it by analogy to each of the other words also.

What indicates that this final visarjaniya is the letter which is to

suffer elision is not so evident. The illustrative examples are esha

te gdyatrah (iii.1.2
1

),
sa te jdndti (i.2.14

2 " 3
: but G. M. substitute

sa tapo 'tapyata, iii.1.1 1

),
and esha sya vdji (i.7.8

3
).

The counter-

example, showing that the omission occurs only before a conso-

nant, is dama evd 'sydi ">sha upa tishthate (i.5.7
4
), where, if the h

of eshah were lost by this rule, x.5 would require the reading esho

'pa.
The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii.4,

Vaj. Pr. iii.15,16, Ath. Pr. ii.57.

II n

16. But not asah.

Namely, in the passage hrtsvaso mayobhtin (iv.2.11
3

; p. hrtsu-

-asali), which would otherwise fall under the preceding rule for sah,

by i.*52.

:qn[!
FT n \v n

17. And sah, when followed by id u, id agne, imam nah,

end, oshadMh.

These are the cases in the Sanhita where, after the regular loss

of the final of sah, its vowel is irregularly combined with the one

that follows, against rule x.25. Such cases in the other Vedic

texts are treated at Rik Pr. ii.33,34, and Vaj. Pr. iii.14. The com-

mentator quotes the passages affected, as follows : se'du hotd so

adhvardn (i.1.14
4

: B. O. omit the last word; G. M. the last two),
se 'd agne astu (i.2.14

3
),

se 'mam no havyaddtim (iv.6.6
6
),

sdi 'nd

'nikena (iv.3.13
2 and 6. 1 5

),
and sdu 'shadliir anu rudhyase (iv.2.3

3
,

II 3
).

The first two need counter-examples, to show that it not

followed by u or agne does not coalesce with sa : they are sa ij

15. vyaktivishaya
1

iti$abdah pratyekam esha ity ddin* visarja-

mydntdn* dyotayati: cakdro vyanjanaparatdm anvddipati.

eshah: sah: syah: eshit
4

visarjaniyo vyafijanaparo lupyate.

yathd?: esha : sa : esha evampara iti kim : dama

1 G. M. -ticishta; 0. -tivifishta.
2 G. M. ~ndm. 3 G. M. -ydntatdn.

4 G. M. ins.

padeshu.
5 G. M. om.

16. asa ity asmin 1

grahane visarjaniyo vyafijanaparo na lup-

yate. hrt- apy akdrddi (i.52) iti prdpter* nishedhah*.

1 G. M. etas-.
2 G. M. -tih.

3 G. M. om.
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janena (ii.3.14
3
)
and sa id deveshu gachati (iv.1.11

1

).
The third

also wants a counter-example, to prove the need of nah after imdm :

it is found in sa imdm abhy anirpat (v.5.2
4
). Finally, to show

that only sah undergoes the prescribed eifect before the words spe-
cified in the rule, we have paro diva para end (iv.6.2

2
).

H \t M

18. Also ity ekam, when ekam is the former member of a

compound.
The passage aimed at is pdptydnt sydd ity ekdikam tasya juhu-

ydt (v.1.1
2

: but as given by W. O., without the first two words, it

is also found again at v.4.5 5
: G. M. omiijuhuydt] ;

and the pada-
text actually reads ekam-ekarn. The case is akin with that which
forms the subject of the next rule. Two counter-examples are

given, to justify the terms of the rule : they are ardhukan sydd
ity ekam agre

c

tha (vi.2.3
5

: only G. M. have the first two words),
and yad ekamekan sambharet (i.6.8

2
).

n U n

19. Also tishthanty ekayd, along with the preceding letter.

The commentator quotes the passage : tishthanty ekdikayd stu-

tayd (vii.5.8
4
) ;

the pada-reading is ekayd-ekayd. As counter-ex-

ample, where the same word remains unmutilated, is given samd-
ndndm karoty ekaydikayo 'tsargam (vi.1.9

4
: only G. M. have the

first word).
In this rule and the foregoing are noted, but at the same time

ignored, the first occurrences of the compound ekdika, which (see
the St. Petersburg Lexicon) is not very rare in the Qatapatha Brah-
mana and later.

17 __
*

evamparah sahkdra? ity atra visarjaniyo lupyate.

yathd: se W : se ^d . v* agna ity dbhydm* kim: sa

: sa : se : na iti kim: *sa : sdi : sdu : sa

iti kim: paro
1 G. M. ins. iti.

2 W. B. 0. sakdra; G. M. sa. 3 W. B. id; G. M. 0. .
4 B. 0.

etdbhydm.
5 A lacuna in B., to near the end of the comment on rule 18.

18. iti$abdavi$ishta ekam ity asminn avagrahe makdro lup-

yate. yathd
1

: p dp- avagraha iti kim : ardh- : iticabda-

vicishta iti kim :
2

y a d .

1 G. M. om. 2 End of the lacuna in B.

19. tishthanticabdavicishta ekaye 'ty asmin grahane 'ntyo
1

var~

nah sapurvah purvasahito lupyate. yathd*: tish- tishthanti

'tikim: sam- purvena saha vartata iti sapurvah.
1 G. M. -yasvaro.

2 0. om.
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The terms in which the rule is expressed show that, from rule 15

on, the implication has been of a " final
"

letter as liable to the
effect prescribed. We have reason to be surprised that it was not

distinctly stated when first made.

: n^o n

20. A n, when followed by c, becomes g.

The commentator's illustrative examples are ahmc ca sarvdn

jambhayan (iv.5.1
2

), rttinc ca tasya nakshatriydm ca (vii.1.3
2

: G.
M. omit c), and karndnc cd ''karndnc ca (i.8.9

3
).

The counter-

examples, to show that only n is so changed, and n itself only be-

fore c, not before other palatal mutes, are cam ca me (iv.7.3
1

), and
tan chandobhir anu (i.5.9

7
: G. M. omit anu).

The nature of the conversion taught in this rule, and of the kin-

dred ones forming the subject of rules vi.14 and ix.20, as being a

historical, not a euphonic process, has been sufficiently explained
and illustrated in the note to Ath. Pr. ii.26. At the same place
will be found noted the usage of the other Vedic texts as regards
the sandhi ncc: the Atharvan and the Vajasaneyi-Sanhita make it

uniformly, the Rik only occasionally. In the Taittiriya-Sanhita it

is prevailingly usual: I have noted thirty-nine examples of it,

against the eight exceptions mentioned in the next rule.

The definition of the sandhi^ of course, is not complete without
the aid of rules xv.1-3, which teach that, where n has been con-

verted into a sibilant, the preceding vowel is nasalized, or has

anusvdra added to it. A better course, according to our under-

standing of the history of the phenomenon, would be to teach the

insertion of a s (or msarjaniyd) and the change of n to anusvdra
before it : but the makers of the Prati9akhyas concern themselves

much less about the theoretical accuracy than the mechanical apti-
tude of their rules.

n^ n

21. But not the n of dyan, dirayan, drdhnuvan, anadvdn,

ghrnwdn, vdrundn, and evd smin.

The passages are: lokam dyan catasrah (v.2.3
4
), yarn dirayan

20. caMraparo
1 nakdrah cakdram dpadyate. yathd?: ah- ---- :

rt- ____ : kar- _____ nakdra iti kim: cam ____ : capara iti him:

tan ..... calf paro yasmdd asdu caparah.
1 G. M. caparo.

2 0. ora. 3 G. M. 0. cakdrah.

21....... eteshu
1

grahaneshu naJcdrah cakdram nd "padyate

caparo
c

pi. yathd*: lo- ____ : yam ____ : loka ____ : anad- ---- .*

ghrn- ____; vdr- ____ : evd _____ ^eve^ti kim: 3 asm- .....

1 G. M. eshu. 2 G. M. 0. om. <3> B. om.
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candramasi (i.1.9
3
),
loka drdhnuvan carund 'smin (v.5.1

5
: only

G. M. have the first word), anadvdn ca me dhenuc ca me (iv.7.10
2
),

ghrnivdn cetati tmand (iii5.ll
1

),
vdrundn catushkapdldn nir va-

pet (ii.3.12
1

: only W. has the last two words), and evd 'smin cak-

shur dhattah (ii.2.9
3 '4

;
3.82

).
Evd 'smin is found once more, in a

slightly different connection, at ii.3.8 1
: the others occur only in

the passages cited. A counter-example, asminc cd 'mushminc ca

(vii.S.i
1^ 2

),
is given to prove the need of specifying eva before

asmin.

By rule 24, below, the n in all these cases is assimilated to the

c, and should be so written in the text. My own manuscript of the

Sanhita, in fact, follows the authority of the Praticakhya, and rep-
resents the assimilated nasal in the same manner as an assimilated

m, except in a single case (drdhnuvan car-). The Calcutta edition,

however, in the part hitherto published, gives n c only once (il.9
3
),

and everywhere else n c.

22. A
t,
when followed by , c, or cA, becomes c.

The form assumed by initial c after this assimilation is taught
in rules 34-37, below.
The commentator's examples are: tac chamyoh (ii.6.10

2 ' 2 ' 3
),

tac cd ''daduh (vii.1.5
3
),
and tac chandasdrh chandastvam (v.6.6

1
).

He proceeds to point out that the p, c, and cA, all mentioned in the
rule as upon the same footing, are to be understood as original

(not the products of previous euphonic processes), that being their

chief or primary value : otherwise the mention of c at all would
be superfluous; since, the c being (by v.34) ordered changed to ch
after a mute, it would be enough for this rule to say

" when fol-

lowed by c or cA." Moreover, if the latter rule were applied, then,
after it, the application of the earlier rule would not be suitable

(svarasa,
'

having its own proper flavor
;'

the word is not used else-

where), as it would constitute an offense against the third rule of

this chapter.

22. cacachaparas takdrac cakdram dpadyate. yathd: tac .*

tac : tac atra cacachapara iti sdmdnyoktdndm
1

ni-

mittdndm* prakrtitvam* vijneyam : mukhyatvdt : tatra* prdkrta-

vdikrtayoh prdkrtam* mukhyam : anyathd cakdragrahanavdiyar-

thydt*: kuto vdiyarthyam: sparcapttrvah cakdrac chakd-
ram (v.34) iti cakdrasya chatve krte takdrac cakdram cachapard

1

ity etdvatdi ^va siddher
6
iti brttmah. kim ca : parasrttre pravrtte

sati paccdt ptirvasrttraprasaranam na svarasam9
: tatra ptir-

v a nipttrvam prathamam (
v. 3

)
iti niyamabhangaprasangdt.

1 a. M. B. 0. -nyeno '&-. 2 W. 0. prani-.
3 G. M. prakrtatv-.

4 G. M. om.
5 G. M. -tatvam. 6 G. M. -ydc ca. 7 G. M. B. facacha-.

8 G. M. sidhir. 9 G. M.
lliavati. 10 G. M. nydyabh-.

VOL. IX. 19
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II n

23. When followed by j, it becomes j.

The cited example is taj jaydndm jayatvam (iii.4.4) : rather su-

perfluously, a counter-example is also given: tat pravdte (vi.4.7
2
).

24. A n, before the same letters, becomes n.

As eteshu is plural, we are obliged, having recourse to that which
lies nearest, to regard as implied the letters pointed out in the last

two rules as requiring certain changes in those that precede them :

that is to say, p, c, cA, j. These are, in fact, the whole class of

palatals, since n never occurs at the beginning of a word, nor, in-

deed, in any independent position, and since jh is found nowhere
in any Vedic text. The dental n, then, never maintains itself be-

fore a palatal, but is assimilated to it. The other treatises teach

virtually the same doctrine : see note to Ath. Pr. ii.ll.

The commentator's illustrative example for n before p (where, to

complete the combination, rule 34 below has also to be applied) is

tendi ^vdi ^ndn chamayati (iii.4.8
4

).
As for n before c, he points

out that the rule applies only to the cases where the n does not

become p by v.20, as excepted by v.21, and quotes again one of the

examples given under the latter rule, lokam ayah catasrah (v.2.3
4

).

Before cA, he gives the phrase already quoted as counter-example
under v.20, tan chandobhir anu (i.5.9

7
); and before j, apartipam

dtman jdyate (iii.5.7
3
).

As general counter-example, finally, he

gives tdnt subdhdn (ii.4.1
1

), where n, coming before s, is treated

in a quite different manner.
The occurrence of n before cA, which does not once happen in

the Atharvan, is found not less than nine times in the Taittiriya-
Sanhita. My own MS. reads every time nch, combining the den-

tal nasal with the palatal aspirate. The Calcutta edition, at the

only place which it contains as yet, reads nek.

23. sdrhnidhydt takdra iti labhyate : japaras takdro jaJcdram

dpadyate. yathd
1

: taj ..... evampara iti kim : tat _____

1 a. M. om.

24. eteshv iti bahuvacananirdepdt
1

pralydsannam evd ^nape-

kshya? stttradvayastheshu paranimitteshu sampratyayah*: tasmdd

eteshv iti: pacachajeshu* parata
5

ity arthah: nakdro nakdram

dpadyate. yathd
6
: te- ____ : patvdpattdu nishiddho? yo nakdrah

so *tra caparatvena vishayikriyate. Iok- ____ : tdn ____ : ap a- ____ .

evampara iti kim : tdnt ____ .

1 W. -rdif-.
2

G-. M. 'novek-. 3
G-. M. praty-.

4 W. 0. -chabhujeshu.
5 W.

para ; G-. M. pareshv.
6 G. M. om. 7 G. M. B. 0. put after yo.
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The combination of final n with initial p, producing, according
to all the phonetic text-books (with trifling exceptions : see note

to Ath. Pr. 11.17), nch, is decidedly of more common occurrence.

But here, too, my own MS. reads, with but a single exception

among the cases which I have noted, nch: the Calcutta text is in-

consistent with itself, now giving n (as at ii.2.12 3
),
now n (as at

i.3.9 1

).

Final n is found yet more frequently before initial j, or some
scores of times in all. As regards its method of writing the

combination, my manuscript is about equally divided between nj
and mj. The Calcutta text is equally wavering ;

and there is no

approach to consistency between the two authorities, or to recog-
nizable principle in either: in both alike, the variation seems

wholly accidental and arbitrary.
Such being the case, I think it clear that a careful editor of the

Taittiriya-Sanhita ought to disregard, as of no authority or conse-

quence, the variations, or the unanimity, of his manuscripts upon
all these points, and to adopt uniformly the reading prescribed by
the Prati9akhya (either n or ra), wherever a final n comes to stand
before a palatal mute.

25. Both t and ?i, when followed by /,
become L

The dual lapardu indicates that the t and n^ already treated of,

are the letters aimed at in this rule, says the commentator. He
cites as examples yal lohitam pardpatat (ii.1.7

2
: G. M. omit the

last word), and trm lokdn ud ajayat (i.7.11
1

: only G. M. have ud

ajayat). The combination of n and I is finished by the next rule,
and will be further remarked upon in the note thereto.

26. The n becomes nasalized I.

As the nasal quality of n itself is already established by rule

ii.30, explains the commentator, it could not properly be defined

here again as nasal. Hence the anundsikam of the present pre-

cept must be understood as qualifying the I of like position into

which the n is converted : this I is to be a nasal I. No additional

example is given, the combination having been illustrated under
the preceding rule.

There are in the Taittiriya-Sanhita over a hundred cases of the

meeting of final n with initial
,
and in fully two-thirds of theih

25. dvivacanasdmarthydd
1

grhitdu prakrtdu* takdranakdrdu

lakdram dpadyete* lapardu. yathd*: yal____ : trin ..... lah'

paro ydbhydm tdu lapardu.
1 G. M. -thya.

2 G. M. om. 3 MSS. -yate.
4 G. M. om. 5 G. M. lakdrah.
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my MS. reads nl simply, without attempting any accommodation
of the two sounds to one another. In the remaining cases, it treats

the n in the same way as it would treat a m, substituting for it the

ordinary anusvdra-dot over the preceding akshara. The Calcutta

text varies between nl and nil. Here, as in the cases treated above,
there seems to be every reason why an editor should follow one
consistent method, as the irregularities of the manuscripts have no

ground but accident and, not less certainly, the method prescri-
bed by the Prati9akhya is the one better entitled to be followed.

As to the way in which the nasal I shall be represented, there may
be some question. As I have already mentioned (note to ii.30), I

cannot think that the designation of the Calcutta edition is at all

to be commended, since it properly implies the insertion of an
anusvdra between the preceding vowel and a doubled

/,
and thus

quite distorts the character of the combination except as this is

viewed by Atreya, as noted in a later rule (v.31). The method
followed in my MS., on the other hand, is theoretically unobjec-
tionable, since there is no phonetic difference recognized, or to be

recognized, by phonetic theory between the combination of n and
I and that of m and I : it has only the practical inconvenience of

not distinguishing to the eye these two combinations and this is

of very small account, since there can be few if any cases where
the least ambiguity would result. If the nasal I is to be written

separately, it should properly have the virdma beneath and the

sign of nasality over it. That is to say, one ought always to print

either ^lf FT or ?FT FTT, not

In romanized text, as the assimilated m is represented by m, so,

by an analogous method and for the sake of convenient distinction,
the assimilated n may be very suitably represented by n' and this

is the sign with which I have chosen to write it, both before I and
before the palatals.

All the Prati9akhyas (see note to Ath. Pr. ii.35) agree in con-

verting both n and m before I into a nasal /.

II ys II

27. A m, when followed by a mute, becomes a nasal of like

position with it.

The commentator's examples are yam kdmayeta (i.6.10
4 et al.),

$am ca me (iv.7.3
1

),
tarn te dupcakshdh (iii.2.10

2
), and tarn prat-

26. anusvdrottamd 1 anundsikdh (ii.30) iti nakdrasyd ^nu-

ndsikatve siddhe
2

punar atrd ^pi tatkathanam anupapannam:
tasmdd atra lakshanayd nakdro ndma tatsthdno lakdra

3

ity ar-

thah: asdv 4 anundsikam bhajate*. pttrvoktam evo ^ddharanam.

1 "W. nanu anundsvd-. 2
G-. M. ins. 'pi.

3 G. M. nak-. 4
G-. M. ins. lakdro.

5 a. M. bhajeta.
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nathd (i.4.9). Of m before a lingual he is able to give no exam-

ple, as such a concurrence is not to be found in the Sanhita.

28. Followed by a semivowel, it becomes a nasal of like

quality with it.

From the class of semi-vowels is excepted r, by the next rule.

Examples are given for the others, as follows : samyattd dsan

(i.5.1
1 et al.), suvargam lokam (i.5.4

4 et al.), samvatsarah (i.5.1
3

et al. : the pada-text, like that of the Atharvan, reads sam-vat-

sarah, while that of the Rik leaves the word undivided). No
attempt is made in the manuscripts or the printed text of the

Sanhita to give a special representation to these nasal semi-

vowels standing for an assimilated m : it is left to be understood
that the sign of nasality over the preceding akshara stands for

a nasal letter of like quality with the following consonant in the

case of the semi-vowels, just as in that of the mutes, provided for

by the preceding rule. Nor are the manuscripts of the Prati9a-

khya and its commentary any more particular saving that G.
M. usually write, instead of wy, the combination yy, without any
sign of the nasality of the first y.

Only the Ath. Pr. disagrees with our treatise in its treatment
of in before the semi-vowels, acknowledging no nasal y or v, but
a I alone (see note to Ath. Pr. ii.35).
The commentator explains the word anundsika,

c

nasal,' in the

rule, by anundsikadharmavipishta,
'

distinguished by nasal qual-

ity,' but afterward raises a difficulty over it, in terms which

imply that he regards it as a noun, *a nasal;' asking, how we
are to understand it here as equivalent to sdnundsika, 'combi-
ned with nasality.' As it is, in fact, originally and properly an

adjective, signifying
'

possessed of nasal quality,' and is constant-

27. sparpaparo makdras tasya sparpasya sasthdnam anundsi-

kam 1

bhajate. yathd*: yam ____ : pam ____ : tarn ____ : tarn .....

samdnam sthdnam yasyd ^sdu sasthdnah : tarr$*.
spjjjpah paro

yasmdd asdu sparpaparah.

'W. om. 2 G. M. om. 3 B. G. M. om.

28. cakdro makdram anvddipati : antasthdparo makdras tasyd

antasthdydh savarnam sadrpam anundsikam 1 anundsikadharma-

vipishtam bhajate. yathd: sarh- ____ : suv- ____ : sam- .....

nanv anundsikam ity anena sdnundsikam *katham Idbhyate
1

.

ucyate :
3nitardm parihdrah

3
: yato dharmavdcakah pabdo dhar-

minam* api* kathayati:
6

puklah pato nilam utpalam ity ddivat\

1 B. 0. om. <
2
> "W. om.

;
0. ity anena sdnundsikam katham upalambhdmahe ; G.

M. sakalam updlambhdmahe yathd. <
3> 0. om. 4 "W. dharmena. 5 W. avika; 0.

avi. 6 G. M. ins. yathd.
7 G. M. ddi.
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ly so used and applied in the Prati9akhya, the difficulty is worse
than hair-splitting; it is a downright perversion. The answer

by which it is met is a quibble worthy of being matched with

it: "because a word expressing a quality also designates the

object possessing that quality ; as, for example, when we say
' a

white cloth,' 'a blue lotus.'" As if the words "white" and
"blue" strictly applied to the color alone, and did not just as

properly mean
' of white color,'

' of blue color !'

29. But not when followed by r.

JR being also a semi-vowel, m would be converted into a cor-

responding nasal before it by the previous rule, but for this spe-
cial exception. The instances given of the treatment of m be-

fore r are pra samrajam prathamam adhvardndm (i.6.12
3

: G.

M. have only the first two words), and sdmrdjydya sukratuh

(i.8.16
1
). They are particularly ill-selected, as neither case comes

under the action of the preceding rule; they fall, rather, under

xiii.4, and are, in fact, the two passages there given as exam-

ples of the peculiar treatment of sam before raj. We ought to

have, instead, such passages as pratyushtan rakshah (i.1.2
1

), vi

vayan ruhema (i.1.2
2

) which, of course, are of exceedingly fre-

quent occurrence in the Saiihita.

The omission of m before r, and the nasalization of the prece-

ding vowel, or the insertion of anusvdra after the latter, are

taught below, in rules xiii.2, xv.l 3. The written and printed texts

are consistent in their recognition of the mode of combination thus

prescribed, always setting the proper anusvdra sign before r, while

before y, /, v they write the assimilated m just as before the mutes.

II o ||

30. Nor, according to some teachers, when followed by y or v.

The authorities referred to, of course, would leave the m to be

treated before these letters as before r, and would acknowledge no

29. antasthdtvdd rephaparasyd
1

**pi makdrasya tatsavarndnu-

ndsikaprdptir* anena nishidhyate: na khalu rephaparo* makd-

rah pttrvoktam bhajate. yathd*: pra ____ : sdm- _____ rephah

paro yasmdd asdu rephaparah.
1 G. M. rephasya tatp-.

2
G-. M. -kdpattih prdptd.

3 G. M. -pakdro.
4

G-. M.

om.

30. cakdro nishedhdnvadeptikah
1

: prakrto? makdra ekeshdm

dcdrydndm pakshe yakdraparo vd* vakdraparo* vd na savarnam

anundsikam bhajate. yat/id*: sam- : sam-.

1 G. M. -dkarshakah. 2 W. B. prdk-.
3 B. 0. om. 4 B. om. 5 G. M. om.
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nasal semi-vowel save I. Their opinion is again quoted in connec-

tion with the rule respecting the actual treatment of m before r

(xiii.3), and the commentator there calls attention to the fact that

the " some teachers "
spoken of are the same with those here no-

ticed: who they are, he does not attempt to tell us. The view
held by them is the same with that taken by the Atharva Pratiya-

khya, as pointed out above (see Ath. Pr. ii.35, and the note upon
it) ; but, until we know much more than we do at present of the

history and mutual relations of these phonetic treatises, it would
be highly venturesome to conclude that the authors of this Prati-

yakhya had here in mind the other one and its authors.

I find it difficult to discover any good phonetic reason why the
assimilation of m should not yield a like result before 'all the semi-

vowels, and why, if we are to admit an anusvdra at all, it would
not find a particularly appropriate place as representing the sound
into which m might naturally pass before y, r, ,

and v.

As examples, are repeated samvatsarah and samyattdh (see un-

der rule 28, above).

31. Atreya holds that, when a nasal mute becomes
?,

the

previous vowel is nasalized.

As has been pointed out above, Atreya's view of the combina-
tion is the one represented accurately by the mode of writing
adopted in the Calcutta edition. It is not elsewhere supported in

the Prati9akhyas. Its quotation here seems a little unprepared, or

the expression of it given in the rule imperfect, as we have been
directed to convert m and n, not into /,

but into a nasal I. One
might think, too, that it would be in better place at the beginning
of chapter xv., where certain other differences of opinion on kin-

dred points are rehearsed.

The commentator gives Atreya the title of muni,
'

sage,' instead

of dcdri/a, 'teacher.'

To illustrate the sage's style of making the combination, he
cites trinl lokdn (i.7.11

1

)
and suvarganl lokam (i.5.4

4 et al.) ;
but

not one of the manuscripts of the commentary takes the pains to

write the extracts as they should be written, to serve their purpose
as illustrations. Finally, he adds the caution that " this rule and
the preceding are not approved."

31. uttamasya nakdrasya makdrasya
1 vd labhdvdl lakdrdpatteh

pttrvasvaro 'nundsiko bhavati 9

ty dtreyo ndma munir manyate.

yathd*: trin ____ : suv- ..... uttamayor labhdva uttamalabhd-

vah 3
: tasmdt.

stttradvayam etad anishtam.
1 G. M. put before ncth-.

2 G. M. om. 3 G. M. om.
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32. After n is inserted a k before s and sh.

The commentator's examples are pratyank somo atidrutah

(i.8.21 : but G. M. have instead sadrnk samdndih, ii.2.8 6
), and pra-

tyank shadaho bhavati (vii.4.2
5

: O. G. M. omit bhavati). As
counter-examples, showing that the insertion is made only under
the circumstances specified, he gives pratyan hotdram (vi.3.1

5
),

and tat savituh (i.5.6
4 et al.)

and tat shodapi (vi.6.11
l

).

The combinations here treated of are not otherwise than rare in

any Vedic text. In the Taittiriya-Sanhita I have found no other

instance of the meeting of n and sh than the one quoted ;
of n be-

fore s, besides the two here given, occur two others, at vi.3.1 6 and
iv.4.4 7 ' 8

; but, in the latter passage, the division of the section into

half-centuries falls between the two letters, as the text is at pre-
sent written, and prevents the exhibition of the sandhi. Neither
the Calcutta edition (so far as yet printed) nor my manuscript
makes in any of these passages the insertion required by the Pra-

ticakhya : and it may properly enough be considered a question
whether the latter's authority ought to be followed in a matter of

this character, any more than in regard to the duplications which
form the subject of chapter xiv. Nevertheless, considering the

phonetic reasonableness of this particular insertion, and its close

analogy with that of t between n and s (see the next rule), I should

myself decidedly incline to write nk s and nk sh. The manu-

scripts of the commentary, it should be remarked, try to follow

the directions of the rule, W. B. O. reading nks, and W . O. nksh

(with the k and sh united in the usual sign for ksh) ;
while G. M.

even yield to the requirement of xiv. 12, and give us nkks and
nkhsh. This last is a refinement which no one, probably, would
care to see introduced into our printed texts.

As is shown in detail in the note to Ath. Pr. ii.9, the teachings
of the Ath. Pr. and Vaj. Pr. are virtually in agreement with those

of our own treatise as regards the insertions prescribed in this rule

and the next, while the Rik Pr. merely mentions them as enjoined

by some authorities.

n M

33. After t or n is inserted a t.

The examples given for these combinations are vashatt svdhd

(vii.3.12
nine times), and vidvdnt somena yajate (iii.2.2

3
); and, in

order not to be without an illustration for the collision of t with sh,

one is dragged in from 'the jfo&J-tert : antiydjdu shatt shad anti-

ydjdv antiydjdu shot (vi.6.3
3
)

: to which G. M. even add, from the

32. sakdraparah
1

shakdraparo vd kakdra dgamo bhavati no-

pdrvah. yathd: praty- ____ : praty- _____ evampara iti kim:

praty- ____ .* evampttrva iti kim : tat ____ ; tat .....

1 G. M. ins. vd.
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same source, tdnt subdhdnt subd/idns tans tdnt subdhdn (ii.4.1
1
).

Counter-examples are shad vd rtavah (iii.4.8
6
),

and tdn rudrd
abruvan (v.5.2

6
).

The final lingual t occurs before s, according to my notes upon
the text, in ten other passages (iii.2.8

1

eight times: iv.4.8 1

;
6.1 4

:

v.4.3S4
2
;5.2

6 :vi.2.3 4
;6.3

3
: vii.1.5 '

;
4.102

) ;
and my MS. does not

once employ the intermediate t. The manuscripts of our commen-

tary, however, all introduce it
;
and this time B. abets G. M. in con-

verting it into th, by rule xiv. 12. The combination is without doubt
a very troublesome one, in the demand it makes upon the tip of the

tongue : but whether the transition is helped by the intrusion of a
t is a much more serious question and one to exercise and gratify
the subtlety of a Hindu phonetist. The Ath. Pr. also requires Us

(ii.8), but the Rik Pr. (iv.6) only notices the mode of sandhi as

enjoined by certain teachers.

It is indeed true that the strict letter of the rule requires a t to

be inserted between a t and sh, as illustrated by the commentator
from ihejatd-text. But it would be wholly preposterous to sup-

pose that the authors of the Pratiyakhya intended to teach any
such insertion which would convert the consonant combination
from one wholly natural and easy to one in a high degree harsh
and difficult, if not absolutely impossible. They evidently relied

on the non-occurrence of sh after t anywhere in the Sanhita for the

annulling of that part of the rule's prescription either having no

regard to ajo&f-text, or overlooking the fact that in it the two let-

ters would come in contact.

Twice in the Taittiriya text we have a final t before an initial sh,

(at v.5.2 6
: vii.5.6 3

). Although their collision might seem to call

for mediation in somewhat the same manner as that of t and s, the

Prati9akhya makes no special provision for it, and the manuscript
text simply combines the two letters.

The meeting of final n with initial s, the other case contempla-
ted by the rule, is very frequent (there are sixty instances in the
first two kdndas: I have not collected them through the whole

text). Neither the printed text nor my manuscript is absolutely
faithful in inserting the prescribed t; yet I have found but six

cases in the whole Sanhita in which the latter omits it
;
and out of

the seven passages in kdndas i. and ii. where the former leaves it

out, my manuscript confirms the omission in only one. As the re-

quirement of the Prati9akhya receives so much support from the

usage of the scribes, and also accords with the prescriptions of the
Ath. Pr. (ii.9) and Yaj. Pr. (iv.14), there can be no question that it

ought to be followed by an editor of the Taittiriya Veda.

33. cakdrah sashakdrdv anvddipati: takarapttrvo vd 1 nakdra-

pttrvo vd takdra dgamo bhavati sashakdraparah. vash- :

vid- : an'Ctr : tdnt evampara iti kim: shad ;

tan..
1 B. om.

VOL. ix. 20
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II 1% II

34. A preceded by a mute becomes ch.

The commentator gives only an example of a $ converted into

ch after t,
the t at the same time becoming c by rule 22, above :

carac chrdutri (iv.3.2
2
).

He adds a counter-example, dcuh picd-
nah (iv.6.4

1

).
The occurrence of any other final mute than t and

n (for which an example is given above, under rule 24) before ini-

tial $ is very rare (excepting m, for which see the following rule) ;

and it is properly only after a dental, or after a dental or lingual,
that the conversion here prescribed has good phonetic ground
namely, in the coalescence of a -sound and a sA-sound into the

compound sound of our ch in church (see note to Ath. Pr. ii.17).

There is one case of a preceding t (i.3.14
6
),
where my MS. reads,

as the Prati9akhya directs, t ch, while the Calcutta text has t c.

A single case of preceding p is treated of below, in rule 36.

n H

35. But not when preceded by m.

By this rule, says the commentator, is annulled the conversion

of c to ch after m, which would otherwise be in order (according
to the preceding rule), since m is a mute. He instances sancitam
me (iv.1.10

3 and v.1.10 2
)
and sancravd ha (i.7.2

1

). Being thus

specially exempted from the operation of the foregoing rule, this

combination, of course, falls under xiii.2 and xv.1-3, and the m, as

before other spirants, becomes anusvdra. An objection is raised

against the pertinence of the present precept, on the ground that

xiii.2 directs the omission of m before a spirant, and that hence

there could arise no occasion for any such conversion of c into ch

as is here contemplated and guarded against. The reply, however,
is a very easy one; that, by rule 3 of this chapter, the require-
ment of the conversion into ch, as it is stated earlier, would have
to be applied first, and that the result of so doing would be to pro-

34. cakdrac chakdram dpadyate sparcaptirvah
1

. yathd*: ca-

rac _____ evampdrva iti kim: dcuh _____ sparcah purvo yas-

mdd asdu sparcapurvah.
1 G. M. puts first.

2 W. G. M. om.

35. makdrapHrvali cakdrac chakdram nd "padyate. yathd:
san- ____ .* san- ____ . sparcatvdn makdrasya *tatpdrve* cakdre

3

prdptom chatvam* anena nishidhyate. nanv 'etad anupapannam :

*atha makdralopah
5

(xiii.l): rephoshmaparah (xiii.2) iti

makdrasya lopavidhdndn na6

cakdrasya chatvdpattinimittam''

asti ^ti. mdi 'vam: *chatvdpddakam malopdpddakdt pttrvam:
1 ** tatra pttrvampdrvam prathamam* (v.3) ity nyd-
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duce, in the passage already quoted, the reading samchitam me
brahma; which is wrong.

36. Nor, according to Valmiki, when preceded by p.

There is but a single case in the Sanhita of p before p, namely
the one here quoted by the commentator, anushtup chdradi

(iv.3.2
2

)
: so my manuscript reads, according to the requirement of

rule 34, above. Valmiki thinks it would be better to read arntr

shtup pdradi and I presume we shall have little hesitation in

approving his opinion.

37. Nor, according to Paushkarasacli, when followed by a
consonant

;
and a preceding n, in that case, does not become

n.

This translation is made in accordance with the commentator's

exposition. One might be tempted to understand the last part of

the rule otherwise, not regarding the continuance of the negative
as implied from the other part ; translating

' and a preceding n be-

comes n? but, besides the authority of the comment against it,

this would be a mere repetitious enactment of the rule already
given above (v.24). The inquiry is raised, how we know that ptir-

vah,
' the preceding letter,' means here ' a preceding n? The reply

is, because only n is liable to conversion into n, and annulment is

only made of that which would, without direction to the contrary,
be liable to take place.
The examples given to illustrate this peculiar view of Paushka-

rasadi are dditydn pmaprubhih (v.7.12), and pdpiydn preyase

(i.o.7
4
).

The edition has pdpiydn chreyase in the latter passage,
in accordance with the approved rules of the Prati9akhya ;

but my
MS. seems to have been written by a sectary of Paushkarasadi at

this point (namely, in the margin: a line or two of the context
was omitted just here by the original scribe). In the former, I

yena chatvam eva pttrvam
10

kartavyam sydt: tathd sati makdra

sparpas
11

^tatpare
13

pakdre chatvam dpanne sam- ____ iti sydt:
tan md bhtid ity etat stitram upapannam eva.

(
]
) B. om., excepting lokavidhdndn na. 2

G-. M. -vasya.
3 G. M. -rasya.

4
G-.

M. put before prdptam. (
5
) G. M. 0. om. 6 G. M. put before asti. "' G. M.

-ttatvdn. (8) G. M. chatvdpddakasya sutrasya malopasya co, chalvdpadakasydz 'va

sapurvatvdt.
9 W. B. 0. om. 10 G. M. om. B. -fa.

(
12

) G. M. tasye 'ti makdre
nakarani. 13 B. pare.

36. cakdrah pratishedhdrthakah
1

: vdlmiker mate pakdrapttr-
va-Ji? pakdrap chakdram* nd "padyate. yathd: an- ____ .

1 B. G. M. dhdkarshakah. 2 G. M. pvpu-.
3 G. M. chatvam.
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find the reading dditydn chmacrubkih, which would satisfy neither

side. There is one other case of the collision of n with $r (at
v.6.7 3

),
where I find read n chr. So also, at v.7.1 3 my MS. has n

chv / and at vii.3.14, n chy. These are the only instances, I be-

lieve, which the text affords of the combinations contemplated by
the rule.

The commentator, at the end, declares this rule and the prece-

ding not approved, and with reason: the evident intent of the

treatise is that the conversion of initial c to ch shall take place in

all the cases falling under rule 34.

II^ II

38. According to Plakshi, Kaundinya, Gautama, and Paush-

karasadi, a h preceded by a first mute becomes a fourth mute

corresponding with the latter.

The examples of this, the approved and customary combination

of an initial h with a final surd mute, are, as given by the com-

mentator, arvdg ghy enam (vi.3.3
1

),
sarad dhavd apvasya (v.3.12

2
:

G. M. omit acvasya), and tad dhiranyam (v.4.2
3 and vi.l.7 l

).
In

giving the first two quotations, W. 6. G. M. (following a vicious

and indefensible mode of combination, which occasionally appears
even in carefully written Vedic manuscripts, and has incautiously
been admitted into some edited texts) write ghgh and dhdh in-

stead of ggh and ddh; and in the latter of them my MS. of the

Sanhita does the same (see the note to xiv.5). As counter-exam-

ples, establishing the restrictions imposed by the rule, we have

pratyan hotdram (vi.3.1
5
), vdk ta d pydyatdm (i.3.9

1

), vashat te

(ii.2.12
4

) ; and, in W., d 'tishthipat te (iv.6.9
4
),
but in all the other

MSS. tatte (i.3.9
1 et al.).

This is one of several instances in which the Prati9akhya, in-

stead of stating first, categorically, its own doctrine, and then men-

tioning others at variance with this, puts forward the conflicting
views of different authorities, without appearing itself to decide in

favor of any one against the rest. The commentator here points
out (at the end of the chapter) that the present rule presents the

accepted doctrine of the treatise, the three that follow being dis-

37. pdushJcarasdder mate vyanjanaparah pakara sparpaptirvo

'pi chat vam nd "padyate: pakdraptir.vo naMrac ca naMram nd

"padyate. yathd
1

: dd- ____ : pap- _____ purva ity ukte nakdra

itikatham labhyate. nakdrdpattir asydi *ve *ti brttmah: prasak-

tasydi *va* M* pratishedhdt* vyanjanam asm at param iti vy-

anjanaparah.
ndi ''tat stitradvayam ishtam.

1 W. om. 2 G. M. om. eva. 3 B. 0. om. 4 G. M. -dhah.
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approved ;
but this does not satisfy us. We might, to be sure,

regard ourselves as justified in assuming that the doctrine of the

authors of the work is first stated, with due and
respectful

men-
tion of the authorities upon whom they especially rely in maintain-

ing it : but such an assumption does not in all cases help us out of

the difficulty.

39. According to some authorities, it remains unchanged.

That is to say, the authorities here referred to would read, for

example, in one of the passages already quoted (vi.3.3
1

),
arvdk hy

enam.
As the euphonic treatment of A as a sonant instead of a surd

letter is one of the most perplexing anomalies of the Sanskrit pho-
netic system, such indications as this of the fluctuating and antag
onistic views of the old Hindu phonetists repecting it, and the wil-

lingness of some of them to give it the value of a surd in making
combinations, are worth a great deal to us.

II 50 ||

40. According to Qaityayana and others, a fourth mute is

interposed.

These respectable authorities would, if their views are not mis-

represented, approve the very strange-looking and hardly defensi-

ble reading arvdkgh hy enam (so writes W., with the utmost pos-
sible explicitness ;

B. reads arvdk hya, hy ; O. gives arvdgh hy ;
G. M. have arvdghy). The commentator tells us (one would like

to know on what authority) that the " others "
are Kauhaliputra,

Bharadvaja, Old Kaundinya, and Paushkarasudi. All are men-
tioned elsewhere (see Index) in the text it/self.

38. pldkshiprabhrtmdm mate prathamaptirvo hakdras tasya

prathamasya sasthdnam caturtham bhajate. yathd
1

: arv- :

sarad : tad evampttrva iti kim : prat- : hakdra iti

kim : vdk : v a- : d ^ti- prathamah ptirvo yasmdd
asdu prathamapttrvah.

1 G. M. om.

39. ekeshdm mate prathamapttrvo hakdro
e

vikrto bhavati. ya-
thd: arv- .

40. pditydyanddindm mate hakdraprathamayor antare madhye
prathamasasthdna$ caturt/tdgamo bhavati. yathd: arv- :

ddipabderia kduhalipiitrabharadvdjasthavirakaundinyapdwhka-

rasddayo
1

grhyante.
1 G. M. -ndinydndm, and then a lacuna to pujdriham under the next rule.
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41. As also, according to the Mimansakas.

The especial mention, in a separate rule, of the agreement of

this school with the view of Qaityayana an(j njs abettors, is made,
says the commentary, with an honorific intent.

He adds, as was above remarked, that rules 39 to 41 are disap-

proved.

CHAPTER VI.

CONTENTS: 1-5, conversion of s and h into sh; 6-13, exceptions and counter-

exceptions ;
1 4, insertion of s between final n and initial t.

1. Now for the conversions of s and visarjamya into sh.

An introductory heading to the rules of this chapter except-

ing the last rule.

2. A s is converted into sh when preceded by svdndso divi,

dpo hi, ayam u, kam u, u, mo, pro, tri, mahi, dyavi, padi, or a

former member of a compound.

The illustrative passages, as given by the commentator, are as

follows: uta svdndso dim shantv agneh (i.2.14
7

: only O. has

agneh; B. omits both that and the preceding word) : with the

41. caJcdrah prtrvoktavidhim anvddi$ati: mimdnsakdndm cd

"'ntardgamamatam sammatam. ptirvoktam evo 'ddharanam.

mimdnsakdndm 1

prtjdrtham prthakstttrdrambhah.

ndi ''tat srttratrayam ishtam.

iti tribhdshyoratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

pancamo 'dhydyah.
1

Gr. M. omit to here.

1. athe 'ty ayam adhiJcdrah: sakdramsarjaniydu shakdram

dpadyete ity etad adhiJcrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vak-

shydmah.
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counter-example trttyasydm ito dim somo dsit (iii.5.7
1

),
to show

the powerlessness of dim to effect the change except after svdnd-

sah. Then dpo hi shthd mayobhuvah (iv.1.5
1

: v.6.1 4
: vii.4.19 4 :

only G. M. have the last word) : the necessity of dpo is shown by
the counter-example na hi svah svan hinasti (v.1.7 *).

Next ayam
u shya pra devoyuh (iii.5.11

1

),
and kam u shvid asya senyd

(ii.6.11
2
): with the counter-example tad u sorna dha (iv.2.8

1

),
to

prove that u changes s only after ayam and kam. For $, the ex-

ample is ilrd/iva tt shu na tttaye (iv.1.4
2

: only G. M. have the first

word) : the other passages in which it exerts a like influence upon
an initial s are i.5.11 5

: iii.5.10 1
: iv.6.5 6

: v.1.5 3
: vii.1.182

;
4.172 . For

mo, the only passage is the one quoted, mo shtt na indra (i.8.3).

For pro, only pro shv asmdi puroratham (i.7.13
5
).

For tri, only
trt shadhastlid (ii.4.11

2 and iii.2.11 1

).
For the three remaining

words, also, the text affords only the single examples given by the

commentator: mahi shad dyuman namah (iii.2.8
2
), ya upa dyavi

shtfia (ii.4.14
5
),
and padi shitdm amuncatd yajatrdh (iv.7.15

7
: G.

M. omit the last word). To the prescription conveyed in the last

item of the rule, which seems to demand that every s beginning in

pada-text the latter member of a compound should be changed to

sh, rule 7, below, makes the very important general exception
" not after a consonant, or an a-vowel ;" it means, then, that s is so

changed after the i, u, and r-vowels and the diphthongs. The
commentator illustrates only one or two of the cases in which the

conversion would be required: hansah pucishad vasu/i (iv.2.1
5

; p.

$uci-sat : only G. M. have the first word), ayd vishthd janayan
(i.7.12

2
; p. vi-sthdh : only G. M. have ayd), and goshtomam dviti-

yam (vii.4.11
1

).

I have collected from the Sanhita all the words coming under
the operation of this part of the rule, concerning the initial s of

the latter member of a compound (just about a hundred in num-

ber, and some of them of quite frequent occurrence), but I do not
think the list worth the trouble of giving here. So far as regards
the Prati9iikhya and its relation to them, the important point is to

determine whether its rules and exceptions precisely cover them
and I have to say that I have not succceeded in discovering any
want of exact adaptedness to them. There is a single participle,

anusthita, whose unaltered s is unnoticed and unprovided for in

the chapter, but it occurs only as final member of a compound,
vishnvanusthitah (ii.4.12

3 ' 4 ' 5
; p. msJinu-anusthitaK), and so, not

being itself separated into its constituents, is exempted from the

action of the present rule.

2. ity evampttrvo 'vagrahaptirvap ca sakdrah shakdram

dpadyate. yathd : uta : svdndsa 1

iti kim : trt- .* dp o

: dpa iti kim: na....-: ayam .* kam : ayamkam
iti kim: tad ; UrdJi- : mo : pro : trt :

mahi : ya : padi : hans- : ayd : go- .

avagrahah pttrvo yasmdd asdv avagrahapttrvah.
1 W. B. svdna.
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n II

3. Also asaddma and asincan.

The " also
"

(ca) in this rule implies, the commentator says, that

the words mentioned are preceded by an avagraha, according to

the final specification of the preceding rule : else such passages as

ajdydm g/iannam prd
'
sin-can (v.4.3

3
)
would fall under the pre-

scribed action. The examples are yena kdmena nyashaddme "*ti

(vii.5.2
1

; p. ni-asaddnta), and mitrdvarundv abhyashincan (i.8.11 ;

p. abhi-asincan). The rule is given, we are told, for the purpose
of ordaining that, in the case of these two words, the conversion

into sh after an avayraha takes place even notwithstanding the

interposition of an a. Why not, then, puts in an objector, say
" even when a interposes," without specification of the words con-

cerned ? Because, is the reply, the rule would then apply to such

cases as hrtsvaso mayobhun (iv.2.11'
3

; p. hrtsu-asah}.

lib II

4. Also in an unaccented pada, when a preposition or nis

precedes.

This rule can apply only to unaccented verbal forms, since they
alone can be technically anudatta throughout, having the anuddt-

ta sign written under every syllable. In any compound beginning
with a preposition like pdri, for instance, having an acute on
the first syllable and an enclitic svarita on the second, the sylla-

bles of the other member of the compound would not have the

anudatta accent, but the pracaya : such would fall under rule 2 of

this chapter. The word pada in the rule, we are told, is intended

to specify the text :

" a word which is anudatta throughout in the

pada-text
"

is what the Prati9ukhya means it being, in fact, im-

possible that any word should be so accented in samhitd-tex.t.

The commentator's examples are, for prepositions, acmann ur-

jam iti pari shincati (v.4.4
1

),
imam vi shydmi (i.1.10

2 and iii.5.6 1

),

sdmrdjyeud ^bhi shincdmi (i.7.10
3

twice, and v.6.3 3
: but B. O.

read shincati, I presume by a copyist's blunder, as I find no such

phrase in the text), yajamdne prati shthdpayanti (vi.1.4
2

),
and ni

shasdda dhrtavrato varunah (i.8.16
1

: only B. O. have varunah) \

3. asaddma: asincan: ity etayoh sakdrah shakdram 1

dpadyate.

yathd : yena : mitr- cakdro 'vagrahapttrvatvdnvddeca-

kali*. anvddecend 'nena* kim: aj- avagrahapurvatve
c

py
l

akdrena vyaveta ity ayam drambhah. nanu Idghavdd akdravya-
veto

(

pi "*ty
etdvatdi 'vd ''lam: kanthoktyd kim. ucyate: hrt-

ity dddu md bhud iti.

1 G. M. shatvam.
'
2 W. B. and 0. p.m. om. purva.

3 B. 0. G. M. om. 4 G. M.

sati.
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for nis, ni shtanihi duritd (iv.6.6
7

: all the manuscripts of the com-

ment, along with my manuscript of the Sanhita, read thus, as re-

quired by ix.l: compare the similar cases noted under rule 13,

below). A number of counter-examples are given, showing the

effect of absence of any one of the conditions contained in the

rule: they are sadane sida samudre (iv.3.1), brhatah parmani
sydm (iv.1.5

1

),
vi simatah surucah (iv.2.8

2
: G. M. omit this ex-

ample), and abhi savand pdhi (i.
4. 10,11).

The cases coming under this rule are not so numerous but that

it may be worth while to report them. Of verbal forms after adhi
I have found none

;
after abhi, I have noted abhi shydma (i.4.46

3
),

and forms of abhi shincdmi (i.7.10
3 et al.) and abhi shunomi

(iii.1.8
2
); after prati, forms of prati shthdpaydmi (i.7.5

2 et al.),

and prati shtobhanti (ii.2.12
3
); after pari, forms of pari shicye

(iii.3.11
1 et al.), and pari shthdt (i.7.13

3
); after vi (besides that

quoted under rule 13, below), vi shajanti (vi.4.7
2
),
and forms of vi

shyami (iii.4.11
6
) ;

after ni (besides the one under rule 13), ni sha-

sdda (i.8.16
1 et al.), and forms of ni sMddmi (iii.5.11* et al.).

Such cases as ni-shdddyati (v.3.7
2

),
where the preposition, losing

its accent before the accented verbal form, is combined with the

latter in the pada-text, belong under rule 2, above. The same is

the case with vydtishajet (vi.6.4
2 et al.), where the verb has two

prepositional prefixes, and is therefore written in combination with
them (vi-dtishajet], and with altered sibilant. But for this circum-

stance, we should require a separate and special treatment of the

word
;
for ati is by this Prati9akhya (i.15) excluded from the list of

upasarga,
'

prepositions,' and so could not by the present rule cause

the alteration of an initial s of a root. Anu is also thus excluded,
whence the passage anu sthana (v.6.1

3
)
does not fall under the

rule, and the retention of its dental sibilant needs no specific au-

thorization. It is the only case, so far as I have discovered, in

which the restriction of the class of prepositions to half its usual

number has any bearing upon the objects of this rule.

n H n

5. Also the visarjamya, when followed by t,
of agnih pre-

ceded by rdsah or sapte, and of nih, viduh, midhuh, pdyubhih,

4. sarvdnuddtte pade vartamanah sakdra upasargaprtrvo nish-

pilrvo vd shatvam dpadyate. yathd: a$m- ____ : imam ____ ;

s dm- ____ : y aj- ____ : ni ____ : etdny^ upasargaprtrvdni*. nishptir-

vamapi: ni sh- _____ evampdrva iti Mm: sad- ____ ; brh- ____ :

sarvdnuddtta iti Tcim: vi ____ : abhi ____ ; pada iti Mm: Jcdldr-

tham : padakdle* 'nuddtta ity arthah.

1 G. M. ete.
>2 G. M. -rgd.

3 W. -M a.

VOL. IX. 21
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veh, sumatih, mdJcih, vyuh, dyuh, dbhih, sadhih, and nakih, under
all circumstances.

This is, the commentator remarks, a rule establishing exceptions
in advance to rule 2 of the ninth chapter, which would require in

every case s instead of sh. The examples are : for agnih, avidush-
tardsah: agnish tad vipvam (i.1.14

4
)
and medhyap ca sapte:

agnish tvd (v.1.11
1

); with a counter-example, varshishthe adhi
ndke

(

gnis te tanuvam (i.1.8 : only G. M. have the first two words),
to show that agnih becomes agnis after other

wwords than the two

specified in the rule. For nis, nish tapdml goshtham (il.10
1

).

For viduh, vidushtaran sapema (ii.5.12
5

; p. viduh-taram), and

also, in virtue of rule i.52, auidushtardsah (i.1.14
4

; p. aviduh-tard-

sah) : vidushtarah occurs atii.6.11 1
. For midhuh, midhushtama

$ivatama (iv.5.10
4

; p. midhuh-tamd). For pdyubhih, pdyub/tish
tvan civebhih (i.4.24) : with the counter-example tasmdd apvas
tribhis tishthans tishthati (v.4.12

1
: only G. M. have the first two

words), to show that the quotation of bhih (of pdyu-bhih) alone as

nimitta would not have answered the purpose. For veh, poce vesh

tvan hi yajvd (iv.3.13
5
).

For sumatih, sumatish te astu bddliasva

(i.4.45
1

: only G. M. have the last word): and, to justify the text

in quoting sumatih (p. su-matih] in full, instead of matih simply,
we receive an asserted quotation from " another text," pramatis te

devdndm. For mdkis, mdkish te vyathir d dadharshit (i.2.14
2

).

For tyuh, lyush te ye purvatardm apapyan (i.4.33). For dyuh,
dyush ta dyurdd agne (ii.5.12

1
: only G. M. have agne): we have

dyush te again at i.3.14 4 . For dbhih, dbhish te adya girbhih

(iv.4.4
7

: G. M. omit the last word). For sadhih, apsv agne sa-

5. rdsah: sapte:
l

ity etdbhydm vipishte
(

gnir ity asmin3

gra-

hane : nih lf2 nakih : ity eteshu visarjaniyas takdraparah
shakdram* dpadyate

1
. yatfid: avid- : medh- : etd-

bhydm vi$ishta iti kim: varsh- ; nish : vid- : apy
akdrddi (i.52) iti vacandd avidushtardsa ity apy uddhara-

nam: mi- : pdy- : pdyv* iti kim : tasm- : coce .;

sum- : sv iti kim: pram- iti cdkhdntare: mdk- :

iyush : dyush : dbhish : apsv ; nakish

nityacabdah kimarthah: rkdrarephavati (vi.8); avagrahah
(v.9) iti nishedham6

vakshyati: avidur1

ity atra visarjaniyasyd

'vagrahasthatvdt shatvam na sydt: tan md bhud iti: kanthoktir
8 vidur ity asydi ^va

9 na tv avidur ity asye 'ti ddurbalydt : tat-

samrakshandrtho nitya$abdah prayujyate.

aghoshaparas tasya sasthdnam (ix.2) ity asya puras-
tdd apavddo 'yam.

0) (2) W. transposes, breaking midhuh in the middle. 3
Gr. M. etasminn. 4

Gr.

M. shatvam. 5 W. 0. -yur; G. M. -yubhir; B. corrupt.
ti

Gr. M.
7

G-. M. vid-. 8
G-. M. ins. api.

9
G-. M. ins. shatvam.
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dhish tava (iv.2.3
2
,ll

3
).

And for nakih, nakish tarn ghnanti
(iil.ll*): nakish tarn is found also at i.8.22*.

The final specification of the rule, nityam,
' under all circum-

stances,' is explained as intended to assure the inclusion in the rule

of the word avidushtardsah (i.1.14
4
), already quoted, which would

otherwise be liable to exclusion by the operation of rules 8 and 9,

below. The word viduh itself, we are told, is all right, because of

its specific mention in the text, but a little additional force is need-

ed to bring in aviduh as its hanger-on. The explanation is by no
means of the most satisfactory character, but I have nothing to

suggest in its place. We have already once (see note to iii.8) had
a case arising under i.52 treated as demanding a special handling.

6. Now for exceptions.

An introductory heading, of force in the rules that follow

(through rule 13).

: II II

7. Excepted is a s preceded by an a-vowel, a consonant,

cakuni, patm, rtu, mrtyu, malimlu, or brhaspati.

The bearing of the first two items of this rule on those which

precede it has been noticed under rule 2. The commentator's ex-

amples are, for a preceding a-vowel, antarikshasad dhotd (i.8.15
2

et al. : only G. M. have the second word) and d sincasva (i.4.19:
but G. M. omit the passage), of which one falls as an exception
under rule 2, the other under rule 4; and, for a preceding consonant,
rksdme vdi (vi.1.3 *). Then, for the words specified, we have $aku-
nisddena (v.7.14), patmsamydjdndm (ii.6.10

4
: G. M. read -ydjah,

which is found twice in the same division of the same section, but
not elsewhere), rtusthds tasya (v.7.6

6
: the same compound is found

at v.5.8 1

), nirtyusamyvta ivct (i.5.9
4

: only G. M. have iva), ndi

6. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah : ne **ty etad
1 adhikrtaw veditavyam

ita uttaram yad vakshydmah*.
1

Gr. M. om. 2 "W. vadaydmah.

7. avarnaptirvo vyanjanaptirva? ca $akuni brhaspati:

it>f evamptirvap ca? sakdrah shakdrarh 3 nd "padyate. yathd :

ant- : avagrahaptirvatvdt
*

prdptih :
5d sin- : upasarga-

ptlrvafadt prdptih*: rk- : cab- : pain- .* rtu- :

m r t- : ndi : b r h- :
6avagrahaptirvat vdd eshdm prdp-

tih\

1 0. om. - G. M. om. 3 G. M. shatvam. 4 G. M. ins. eshdm. <
5
) G. M. om.

<6> G. M. om.
;
W. adds sa viarasyah: avagrahapurvatvdt prdptih.
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'nam malimlusend vindati (vi.3.2
6

: only G. M. have the first two
and the last words), and hrhaspatisutasya te (i.4.27 and vi.5.8 3

) ;

all of which, as the commentator points out, are cases falling under
the last specification of rule 2, respecting the conversion of initial

s of the latter member of a compound.

T imi

8. Also in a word containing r or r.

The commentator gives one example of each case, the former

constituting an exception under rule 4, the latter under the last

specification of rule 2: vi srjate pdntydi (i.7.6
7
),
and tasmdt sa

visrasyah (vi.2.9
4
,10

7
: only G. M. have tasmdt).

Of other words falling under this rule, I have noted parisrutam
(i.8.21), visarjanam (i.1.5

2
), bahusttvari (iii.1.11

4
), and gosatram

(vii.5.1
1

). Compare the nearly corresponding rules of the other

treatises, Rik Pr. v.ll, Vaj. Pr. iii.81, Ath. Pr. ii.102,106.

: n n

9. Also in the former member of a compound.
We should expect the word avagraha in this rule to be put in

the locative case, so as to accord in construction with the prece-

ding rule
;
and I have translated it as a locative. Its being a nomi-

native makes the commentator some trouble : he declares avagra-
ha here equivalent to avagrahcistha,

'

standing in avagrahaj arid

quotes as corresponding and customary expressions "the stages

cry out," "the fat one knows," where " those occupying the stages,"
" the soul inhabiting a fat body," are really meant.
The occasion for such a precept as this arises out of rule 4, above,

which provides for the conversion into sh of the initial s of a word

wholly amiddtta, after a preposition. It was aimed, as is there

pointed out, at unaccented verbal forms. But the former mem-
bers of compounds which are accented on the latter member

8. rkdrap ca rephap ca rkdrarephdu: tdv asmint sta ity rkdra-

rephavat : tasmin pade vartamdnah sakdrah shakdram 1 nd "pad-

yate. yathff: vi : *upasargapiirvatvdt prtiptilf: tasm- :

*avagrahaptirvatvdt prdptih*.
1 G. M. sfiatvam. 2 G. M. om. <

3
) W. B. 0. om. <4) W. om.

9. avagrahasthah sakdrah shakdrarii
1

nd"padyate: upasarga-

purvap* ca*: avagraha ity avagrahastho* lakshyate
1

: mancdh kro-

$anti ^ty atra
6 mancasthdh :

7
sthrtlo jdndti 'ti

8
sthilladkhasthah.

uddharandni: tasy- : mukh- .

1
G-. M. shatvam. 2 "W. -va ; G-. M. visarfaniyaf.

3 "W. sat. 4 G. M. change
place with avagraha.

5 B. 0. labhy-.
6 G. M. ins. yathd.

7 G. M. ins. yathd.
8 B. 0. om. iti.
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would also come under the rule, as being anuddtta throughout,
and also entitled to the designation pada,

'

word,' equally with

completely independent vocables : hence the necessity of providing
for their exclusion from its action. The commentator illustrates

with a couple of examples: tdsydtn, devd' ddhi sainvdsant/i

(iii.5.1
1

),
and mtikhaih yajfld'ndm abhi sainviddne (v.1.11

2
: only

G. M. have the first word). W. B. O. introduce a third, between
the other two, namely abhi sdm agachante 'ta* (ii.5.3

7
) ; but, as is

shown by the accentuation and division, it does not fall under
either the fourth rule or this, and has evidently come in by
somebody's blunder.

It is very possible that the Sanhita contains other cases requir-

ing the application of this rule
;
but if so, they have escaped my

notice.

Ho n

10. Also in sava and sihdnam.

The cited passages are agnisavac cityah (v.6.1
5
), anusavanam

purodd$dn (vi.5.11
4 and vii.5.6 4 ), savanesavane

e

bhi grhndti
(vi.4.11

4
;
6.11 3

), prasavdya sdvitra/i (vi.6.5
2

: G. M. omit the last

word; and the whole example is a blunder, since there is no-

where a rule requiring the lingualization of the sibilant in prasa-
vdi/a), and gacha gosthdnam (i.l.9

1>2
).

The word sthdnam being cited with its special case-ending, the
rule would not apply to such forms as sthdnah, sthdm, which in

fact occur in the compound pratishtJidna (e. g. i.7.6 6
: ii.4.4 1

), with
their sibilant converted to sh. Suva, however, having no case-

ending, falls under rule i.22, and is employed as "
part of a Avord,

in order to the inclusion of a variety of cases," as the comment
duly points out, and as his selected examples illustrate.

11. But not when dhi precedes.

The examples are adhishavanam asi (i.1.5
2

: W. omits this ex-

ample), adhishavane jihvd (vi.2.11
4
),

and adhishthdnam drani-

10. sava: sthdnam: ity* etayoh sakdrah shakuram* nd "pad-

yate. save 'ti paddikadeco baMpdddndrthah*. agn- : anus-

: sav- : pras- : gacha
1

Gr. M. om. - G. M. shatvarii. 3 B. bahundrii paddndm a/rthah.

11. sava: sthdnam: ity ayoh
1

sakdre? dhiptirve
3 nishedho na

prasarati. yathd: adh- : adh- : adh- dhi ^ty

ayam varnah* prtrvo yasmdd asdu dhipttrvah: tasmin.

1 B. G. M. etayoh.
- G. M. sakdrasya purva.

3 G. M. put first.
4 "W. oir.
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bhanam (iv.6.2
4
).

There are no other words illustrating the rule,

although adhishavana occurs in one or two other passages.

Considering that an appended specification constituting a rule

otten applies only to the last word given in the preceding rule (e. g.

iv.13,16), it might well enough have seemed advisable to the au-

thors of the Prati9akhya to read here dhiptirvayoh, in the dual,
instead of dhipttrve.

HFR

12. Also in samtdnebhyah, saptdbhih, sammitdm, standm,

sitam, spacah, sak, sani, sanih, samh, sabheyah, sattvd, and

sasydydi.

The examples, as quoted by the commentator, are as follows.

For samtdnebhyah, parisamtdnebhyah svdhd (vii.4.21). For sap-

tdbhih, trisaptdbhih papukdmasya (v.2.6
2

: G. M. have only the

first word). For sammitdm, vedisammitdm minoti (v.6.8
2
).

For

standm, dvistandm karoti (v.1.6
4

). For sitam, anusltam vapati

(v.2.5
5
).

For spacah, tanrtpdnah pratispacah (v.Y.3
1

).
Sak is

declared a part of a word, implying a variety of forms
;
for exam-

ple, pafcat prcnisaktho bhavuti (ii.1.3
3
), prcnisakthds trayo hdi-

mantikdh (v.6.23 : G. M. omit the last word), prcnisaktham d la-

bheta grantakdmah (ii.1.3
2

: G. M. O. omit the last word), and

prcnisakthdya svdftd (vii.3.18) : I have noted no other cases, and
should regard saktha as (by i.22) the preferable form for the gra-
hana in the rule. For sani, tasrndd etad gosani (vii.5.2

2
) ;

for sa-

nih, asi stanayitnusanir asi (iv.4.6
2

: G. M. omit the first word) ;

for samh, vrshtisamr itpa dudhdti (v.S.l
3,^ 1

)
: gosanih is found

also at iii.2.5 7
,
and vrshtisanih at iv.4.6 2

. As it would satisfy all

these cases to cite san alone, in the character of part of a word

(like sak, above), the commentator inquires why that was not done,
and the citation of whole words avoided

;
and he brings up in re-

ply mrdhd vd esho 'bhishantro yasmdt S'tmdneshv anyah creydn
uta (ii.4.2

3
: all but W. stop at -shanno), and nishanndya svdhd

12. ______ eteshu
1 sakdrah shakdram' nd "padyate. yathd :

pari- ____ : tri- ____ .' vedi- ____ : dvi- ____ : anu- ____ ; tan- ____ :

sag iti paddikadeco bahupdddndrthah : yathd: pace- ____ : prc-
____ : prc- ____ : prc- ____ .* tas- ____ : asi ____ : vrsh- ____ :

3sann

ity* etdvatdi 'y
4
siddhe kim akhilapadapdthena:': mrdhd ____ :

nish- ____ : ity dddu md bhttd iti: sus- ____ : abhis- ____ : sus-

..... *sattvdsamtdnebhya ity etayor iipasargaptirvatvdt prdptih :
6

'sarveshdm* anyeshdm avagrahapurvatvdt prdptih\
1 a. M. eshu. 2

G-. M. shato'irii. & W. B. 0. san ity; G. M. sani 'ty.
4 G. M.

om. eva. 5 G. M. om. pada. (6> W. satvdsasydyd ity ayor upasargdvagrahapurv- ;

B. 0. samtdnebhyah svdhd: ity etayor up-.
<
7
) W. om. 8 G. M. om.
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(vii.1.19
1

),
as examples of the alteration of san. Sani would not

cover all the cases
;
and the treatise makes no provision for the

citation of a theme ending in i, or any other vowel than a, as rep-
resentative of all the forms derived from that theme. For sa-

bheyah is quoted susabheyo ya evam (vii.1.8
1

: G. M. omit evam).
For sattvd, abhisattvd sahojdh (iv.6.4

2
: all the MSS. read every-,

where, in text, commentary, and Sanhita, satvd). And for sasyd-

ydi, susasydydi supippaldbfiyah (i.2.2
3
).

All these are exceptions under rule 2, being cases of compounds
whose second member begins with s, after a vowel other than an
a-vowel. The commentary tries (with much discordance between
the different manuscripts : see the various readings below) to claim
two of them as exceptions under rule 4

;
but there is no ground

for so doing.

| r-

n \ n

13. But not in svara, spardhdh, starima, sdhasra, sdrathih,

sphuranti, stubh, and in sto when preceded by jyotih, dyuh, or
catuh.

Of these words, the first six constitute counter-exceptions under
rule 8, which excepted words containing r or r from the conver-
sion of their initial s into sh. The examples, as quoted by the

commentator, are as follows: amba ni shvara (i.4.1
2 and vi.4.4 3

);
vi shpardhdc chandah (iv.3.12

3
)

these two, it is noted, are cases
under rule 4, of unaccented verbal forms after a preposition su-

shtarimd jushdnd (v.1.11
2
); dmshdliasram cinvita (v.6.8

2
: G. M.

omit cinvita), and trishdhasro vd asdu lokah (v.6.8
3

: G. M. omit
after vdi) both forms are, we are made to observe, included in

the citation of sdhasra by its theme-ending , according to rule

i.22 : other forms do not occur in the Sanhita, nor these elsewhere
than in the two divisions quoted from kdmayate sushdrathih

(iv.6.6
2
); and vishphuranti andtrdn (iv.6.6

2
).

The next case is a very anomalous one, being the conversion of
s into sh after or, contrary to the first specification of rule 7. The
phrase is sashtup chandah (iv.3.12

2
; p. sa-stitp). Compare simi-

lar cases as noted in Ath. Pr. ii.95.

The combination of sto with the three words mentioned, although

13....... stup: ity eteshu sakdrah: jyotih: dyuh: catuh:

evamptirvap ca
1

sto ity atra sakdra rkdrarephavati (vi.8):

avarnavyanjana (iv.7) ^iti co 'ktam* nishedham nd "padyate:
kim tu shatvam pratigadyate : iti pratiprasavdrtho 'yarn nakd-

rah. yathd: amba ____ : vi sh- ____ ; upasargctpttrvatvdd anayoh
prdptih: susht- ____ : grahanasya ca3

(i.22) iti vacandd akd-

ragrhUam *sdhasragrahanam anekdrtham : yathd*: dvish- ____ :
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not quite regular, has nothing strange in it. The final visarjamya
of the first member of the compound is lost by ix.l, and the sibi-

lant is treated as it would be had no h been present. The examples
&Yejyotishtoinamprathamam (vii.4.10

1

,].].
J

), dyushtomam trttyam
(vii.4.11

1

), and catushtomo abhavat (iv.3.11
2

)
: jyotishtoma and

catushtoma occur in a number of other passages, which it is not
worth while here to rehearse. The exception this time is to the
second specification of rule 7, according to which the consonant h
at the end of the former member of the compound would prevent
the lingualization of the sibilant. Of course, according to the

theory of the Prati9akhya (by v.3), the lingualization is first per-

formed, giving jyotihshtoma etc., and then, by ix.l, the visarja-

mya disappears, making jyotishtoma, as all the manuscripts, of

comment and Sanhita, constantly read.

The commentator remarks the fact that, from starima on, the

cases are such as fall under the last specification of the second rule

of this chapter. He then adds, as counter-examples under sto, yad
akshtiaydstomiydh (v.3.3

1

), catustandnt karoti (v.1.6
4

),
and jyotis

tv "*d asya (ii.2.4
8

: but G. M. omit this example).
There are a few other words which we might expect to see in-

cluded among those forming the subject of this rule. Such is bar-

hishad (iv.6.1
4 et al.), i. e. barhifi-sad: but the Rik and Atharvan

pada-texts adopt the omission of the final h as part of their own
reading, and the Taittiriya (p. barhi-sad) does the same, so that

the irregularity of the word lies outside the Prati9akhya. Such,

again, are dushtara (iv.4.12
2
)
and dushtaritu

(i
v.4.12 J

), provided
that, as seems to me probable (compare note to Ath. Pr. ii.85), they
are regarded as compounds of dith with stara and staritu. But
these words are written by the pada-tcxts of the other Vedas du-

stara and dmtaritu, and the pada-text of the Taittiriya-Sanhita
reads dushtara and dushtaritu, so that there is no reason for their

peculiar phonetic form being noticed by the Prati9akhya. Once

more, trishshamrddhatvdya (ii.4.11
5
)
would call for inclusion here,

but that the addition of the suifix tva at its end annuls the separa-
tion which would otherwise be made of the first element of the

compound, trih, and the word stands in pada-text trishshamrddha-

-tvdya, and so does not require alteration in samhitd.

rJM *p\^ U^ ^ H I

trish- ____ : Jcdm- ____ : vish- ____ : sash- ____ : jyot- ____ : dy-
____ ; cat- ____ : starimddmdm eshdm avagrahapurvatvdt prdptih:

jyotirddiptirvatvena him : yad____ ; sto iti kim : cat- ____ ; jy o t-

1 G. M. om. (
2
> G-. M. ity ddi. 3 W. B. om. <4) W. B. 0. om.
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14. In tarhdn, tasmin, lokdn, vidvdn, tan, trm, yushmdn,
urdhvdn, ambakdn, rtun, a^man, krnvan, pitrn, andn, kapdldn,
tishthan when accented on the first syllable, nemir devdn, and
savane pagun, an original n, followed by a

,
becomes 5, when

the t is a constant one.

There seems to be no particular reason why this rule is intro-

duced here, instead of anywhere else in the work, as it has no re-

lation with the rest of the contents of the chapter. It is a com-

plete rehearsal of the cases in which the old s, with which most
Sanskrit words in n originally ended, is retained under the protec-
tion of a following initial t. The combination, of course, is histori-

cally identical with that of n c into n$c, treated of in the preceding
chapter (v.20 : see the note upon that rule). The " conversion " of

n into s, as the treatise chooses to state the case, involves, by
xv. 1-3, the prefixion of anusvdra to the sibilant.

The examples quoted by the commentator are as follows. For

tarhdn, patatarhdns trnhanti (i.5.7
6 and v.4.7 4

).
For tasmin, tas-

mins tvd dadhdmi (i.6.5
1

;
Y.5 1

).
For lokdn, imdn eva lokdns tir-

tvd (iii.5.4
3
)

: there is another case of lokdns at ii.3.6 1
. For vid-

vdn, ya evam vidvdns traidhdtaviyena yajate (ii.4.11
4

: G. M.

stop with -yena: the Taittiriya-Sanhita has papukdmo before ya-
jate, which W. B. O. have doubtless dropped out by an oversight).
For tan, kaksheshv aghdyavas tdns te dadhdmi jambhayoh
(iv.1.10

3
: only G. M. have the first two words, and they omit the

last one) : tdns is also found at ii.4.11 4
: iii.1.9 5

: iv.1.102 twice: vi.3.

I 4
twice; 4.10 3 ' 4

. For trm, trim trcdn anu
(ii.5.10

l

).
YOY yush-

mdn, yushmdns te
(nu (iii.2.5

6
)

: we find yushmdns again at vii.1.5 2 .

For Urdhvdn, ydn urdhvdns tdn upabdimatah (iii.1.9
1

: only G.

M. have the first word). For ambakdn, tryainbakdris trtiyasava-
nam akurvata (iii.2.2

3
: G. M. omit the last word). For rttin,

Mns tanvate kavayah prajdnatih (iv.3.11
3

: G. M. omit after

tanvate). For apman, afmans te kshut (iv.6.1* andv.4.4 1

).
For

krnvan, punah krnvans tvd pitaram yuvdnam (iv.7.13
5

: only W.
has the last word). For pitrn, oja iti pitrns tantur iti (v.3.6

1
:

14. ______ ddyuddtte tishthangrahane ______ eshu
1

grahaneshu

prdkrto nakdrah padasamaye* vartamdnas takdraparah sakdram

dpadyate. yathd: $at- ____ : tasm- ____ ; imdn ____ ; ya ____ .*

kaksh- ____ : trins ____ : yush- ____ : ydn ____ .* tryam- ____ ; rt-

____ : apm- ____ : punah ____ : oja ____ : prdn- ____ : api vikr-

tam (i.51) iti vacandd etad bhavati: dvdd- ____ : tribh- ____ :

ddyuddtta iti kim: na ____ ; apy akdrddi (i.52) iti prdptih:
nem- ____ : nemir iti kim : jdt- ____ : mddh- ____ : savana iti kim :

VOL. ix. 22
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only G. M. have the first two words). For andn, prdndns tasyd
''ntar yanti (vii.1.3

*
; p. pra-andri) : here rule i.51 is invoked to show

that the lingualized n does not render the citation inoperative.
For kapdldn, dvdda$akapdldns trtiyasavane (vii.5.6

4
). For tish-

tlian, tribhis tishthans tishthati (v.4.12
1

): as counter-example,

proving the necessity of the requirement as to accent, we have na

praty atishthan td vasuko 'si (v.3.6
3

: G. M. omit na\ which
would fall under the operation of the present rule by i.52. For
nemir devdn, nemir devdns tvam paribhttr asi (ii.5.9

3
: G. M. omit

ftsi) ;
with the counter-example jdtavedo vapayd gacha devdn tvan

hi (iii.1.4
4

: G. M. omit the first word), to show that devdn is so

treated only after nemih. For savane papttn, mddhyandine sa-

vane pa$ttns trtiyasavane (iii.2.9
2

: G. M. omit the first word) ;

with the counter-example prajdtn papttn tend 'vardhata (vii.4.3
2

),

to prove the need of savane in the rule. Then, as general counter-

example, to bring out the fact that n is thus converted into s only
before

,
we have tasmin projdpatir vdyuh (vii.1.5

x

)
: G. M. add also

lokdn draviiuivatah (v.3.11
2

).
And finally, the commentator pro-

ceeds to explain and illustrate the limitations "an original (prdkrta)
n " and " a constant (nityd) ," given in the rule. An original n is

one which is not the product of euphonic processes, but is read in

the pada-text : in tdm Una pamayati (v.7.3
3
), then, where the m

represents a n, produced by the assimilation of m to the following
t (by v.27), the rule has no force. A constant

,
in like manner, is

one which is found in all forms of the text, and not in samhitd
alone: hence, in viddnt somena yajate (iii.2.2

3
),

the t which is in-

troduced (by v.33) between n and s does not cause the conversion

of the n into s. The t in this case, to be sure, is (by xiv.12) to be

turned into th (and is so written in the citation by W. G. M.) ;

but, as the rules of the treatise (by v.3) have to be applied in their

order, the danger of misapprehension upon the point in question

requires to be guarded against : for a t inserted by authority of

the fifth chapter might assibilate a nasal according to the sixth,

before it was itself turned into an innocuous th by the fourteenth.

The cases in which the insertion of s between n and t is made in

the Taittiriya-Sanhita are thus seen to number only thirty-one. On
the other hand, the cases of the collision of n and t without inter-

position of s are very numerous : I have noted about two hundred

praj- : takdropara iti
3kim: tasmin : lokdn : prd-

krta iti kirn: tdm : vdikrto* 'yam nakdro 5 makdra spar-

pap arah (v.27) iti prdptatvdt: nitye takdra6
iti kimz

: vidv-

: anityo 'yam nakdro yatah padasamaye nd 'sti.

takdrah paro yasrndd asdu tathoktah
1

.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdti$dkhyavivarane
shashtho 'dhydyah.

1 B. 0. eteshu. 2 G. M. nitye pade. <3) B. om. 4 G. M. aprdkrto.
5 G. M. ins.

yatah padasamaye nd 'sti.
6 G. M. om. 7 G. M. takdraparah.
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and eighty, and presume that I may have overlooked here and
there others, so that there would be in all ten times as many in-

stances of the omission as of the insertion. In the Atharva-Veda

(see second marginal note to Ath. Pr. ii.26) the condition of things
is quite different : while the whole number of collisions is much less

(only ninety-five), the sibilant is introduced in considerably more
than two-thirds of them (in sixty-seven cases, against twenty-
eight). The comparison is of some interest in its bearing upon
the question of the relative age of the two texts.

CHAPTER VII.

CONTENTS : 1-12, cases of the conversion of n into n; 13-14, of t and th into t and

th; 15-16, exceptions to the conversion of n into n.

1. Now for conversion of n into n.

An introductory heading, stating the subject of the chapter
(with the exception of rules 13 and 14). We have treated here all

the cases with which the Prati9akhya has properly to deal, as aris-

ing in the process of conversion ofpada-text into samhitd: chapter
thirteen (rule 6 seq.) takes up the occurrence of n in a different

way, determining every instance in which that letter is found in

the whole Sanhita.

2. N becomes n when preceded by s/m, shu, krdhi suvah, sam
indra, aslhuri, uru, vdh, shat, tri, grdma, or nih.

The commentator's illustrative examples are as follows. For

shu, urdhva u shu nah (iv.1.4
2 and v.1.5 3

: O. omits the first

word) ; and, as counter-example, grheshu nah (ii.4.5
1

), where shu,
not being a complete word, does not (by i.50) lingualize the nasal:

but G. M. omit this passage and the accompanying explanation.
For shu, mo shu na indra (i.8.3). The commentator points out

1. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah: nakdro nakdram dpadyata ity

etad adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah.

2. ------ evampurvo nakdro nakdram dpadyate. yathd
1

:

urdh- ____ : *grh- ____ ity atra natvam na bhavati padagra-
haneshv (i.50) iti vacandt? mo ____ ; susu 3

ity etayor yadd
shatvam nd ^sti tadd natvanishedhdrthaih vdikrtagrahanam: ya-
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that shu and shu are cited in the' rule in their altered form (not as

su simply, which, by i.51, would include them both) in order to

indicate that where their consonant is not lingualized they do not

lingualize the following nasal
;
and he quotes in illustration su na

utaye (iv.1.4
2
)
and su na indra (i.8.3). Both these passages are

the same which have been already quoted to illustrate the conver-

sion, and G. M. O. very properly put them into the form of another

text (apparently a krama), reading su nah : na utaye, and su nah :

na indra. Shu converts n to n also at iv.6.5 6
. For krdhi suvah,

the passage is brahmand krdhi suvar na $ukram (ii.2.12
6

: O.

omits the first word : the Calcutta edition has the false reading

na) ;
and the necessity of krdhi is sho,wn by the counter-example

svdhd suvar nd 'rkah svdhd (v.7.5
2

: O. omits the first word). For
sam indra, sam indra no manasd (i.4.44

1

); and vartaye 'ndra

nardabuda (iii.3.10
1

) shows that indra when not preceded by sam
does not exercise the prescribed influence. For asthuri, asthuri

no gdrhapatydni santu (v.7.2
1

: only O. has santu). For urn, uru

nas krdhi (ii.6.11
3 and vi.3.2 2

)
: there is another like case at iv.Y.

14 2
. For vdh, tasmdd vdr ndma vo hitam (v.6.1

3
: G. M. omit

the last two words). For shat, shannavatydi svdhd (vii.2.15).

For tri, trinava stomo vasundm (iv.3.9
1

: G. M. O. omit the last

word) : the word trinava is found in a considerable number of

other passages. For grama, W. B. give grdmani rcijanyah (ii.5.

4 4
),
but G. M. O. have instead grdmamyam prd "pnuvanti (vii. 4.

5 2
)

: the word is found once more, at iv.4.3 J
. For nih, nir nenijati

tato
f

dhi (vii.2.10
2

: G. M. omit the last two words); and ni no

rayim (ii.2.12
8
)

is added, to show that ni, without visarjaniya,
has no alterant force. Nir nenikte (vii.2.10

4
)
and nirnij (iv.6.8

1

)

are the only other cases I have noted for nih.

3. Also in hanydt and upyamdnam.
That is to say, after nih, the last of the words given in the pre-

ceding rule. The passages are: yoner garbham nir hanydt (v.6.9
l

:

thd: su : su : brah- : krdhi ^ti kim: svdhd :

sam : sam iti kim: Dart- : asth- : uru : tas-

mdd : shan- : tri- : grdm- : nir : visargena
kim: ni .

1 G. M. om. <
2
> G-. M. om. 3 0. shushu.

3. cakdro nishpiirvatvam anvddipati : nihpabdottarayor
1 han-

ydd upyamdnam ity etayor grahanayor* nakdro nakdram3

dpad-

yate. yathd*: yon- : nir- anvddepah kimarthah : n a

1
G-. M. -bdasyo 'tt- ; 0. nishpurvayor.

-
Gr. M. om. 3 W. nakdtvam ; B. natvam.

4 G. M. om.
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O. omits the first word), and nirupyamdnam abhi mantrap/eta

(i.6.8
3

: O. omits the last word). A counter-example, showing
hanydt without altered n, is na ni hanydn na lohitai'n kuryut

(ii.6.10
2

).

4. Also after pdri, pari, pari, and pra.

The illustrative citations of the commentator are pdrmahyasye
"pe (vi.2.1

1
), pari no rudrasya (iv.5.10

4
), viravantam parina-

sam (ii.2.12
6
), and pra no dem sarasvati (i.8.22

1
: O. omits the

last word). For pdrl (p. pdri-nahyasya : compare iii.7) there

is no other case
;
nor for pari (p. pari-nasam: compare iii.7) ;

for

pari, I find only pari nayati (ii.3.4
3 et al.) But for pra the exam-

ples are quite numerous: we have pra nah at i.5.11 4
;
6.4 3

;
7.10-

twice: ii.5.12 : iii.1.1 1
2

;
3.11* : iv.2.6 5

: v.5.7 5
: vii.4.1 9 4

; pra ndmd-
ni at iv.3.13 6

;
forms of pra naydmi at i.6.8 1 et al., of pra nude

at ii.1.3 5 et al.
; pranindya at i.3.5

; pramyamdnah at iv.4.9 1

;

pra nenekti at vi.2.9 1

; prani at ii.5.9 2
, pramti at i.4.18 and su-

praniti (but p. su-pramti) at i.5.11 5 et al., pranetar at iii.5.11 3
,

and pramma at iii.2.9 6
. Pardnutti occurs only in composition

(vi.2.3
2

; p. bhrdtrvya-pardnuttydi).

5. And that, even when an a-vowel intervenes.

The word " even "
(api) here brings down by implication, ac-

cording to the commentator, the words in the preceding rule from

pari on that is to say, virtually, pari and pra, for there is no
case of pari exercising such an effect. The examples for pari are

agrampary anayat (ii.3.4
3

: all but O. omit agram: I find besides

only pary anayan, at vi.5.7 2
), and parydniyd "havamyasya (vii.

1.6 6
).

For pra, we have prdndyasvdhd( vii. 1.19 *

; p. pra-andya),
and anu prd^nydt prathamdm (v.5.5

2
; p. pre ''ti: anyat: only O.

has anu). The occurrence of prana is very frequent: of other

cases, I have noted only prd ''nudaia at vi.2.3 2
,
and prd 'nudanta

at vi.4.10 3 "4
where, however, the lingualization of the n is sus-

pended in our text, as at present constituted, by the intervention

4. evamptirvo nakdro nakdram upadyate. yathd
1

: pdr-
: pari : vir- : pra .

1 G. M. 0. om.

5. apipdbdah paryddy
1

anvddipat?: paryddipttrvo
3 nakdro

avarnavyaveto 'pi natvam bhojate*. yathd
5
: agram pary-

: prd n- ami avarnavyaveta iti Mm : pari :

pra
1 B. par-.

*
Gr. M. 0. -dde?akah.

3 B. par-.
4 G. M. dpadyate.

5 G. M. 0. om.
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between the preposition and the verb of the pause which separates
the third and fourth divisions of the section.

A couple of counter-examples are given, to show us tlrat the in-

tervention of a letter of any other complexion than a prevents
the change of nasal: they are pari minuydt sapta (v.2.6

3
: G. M.

omit the last word), and pramindma vratdni (i.1.14
4

).

6. Also in vdhanah, uhyamdnah, ydnam, ayan, yavena, and
van.

According to W. B. O., the n becomes n in these words " when

they are preceded as implied by the word ' also
'

(ca)," the com-

mentary failing to tell us what this implication is. G. M., how-

ever, confess that pra only is brought forward (from rule 4) : which
is a marked departure from the ordinary usage of the treatise,
since in the intermediate rule pra and pari were both distinctly
understood. The commentator omits, not to say avoids, noticing
the irregularity. Perhaps he would be justified in claiming that

pari and part are never found preceding the words specified in the

rule, and that therefore it makes no difference whether they be re-

garded as implied or not : still, even that consideration would not

wholly excuse the want of accuracy and consistency. The exam-

ples are : for vdhanah, pravdhano vahnih (i.3.3 ; p. pra-vdhanah) ;

to this, W. adds a counter-example, to show that, after any other

word than pra, vtihanah remains unchanged namely havyavdha-
nah pvdtro 'si (i.3.3) : B. tries to do the same, but only succeeds in

repeating one of the counter-examples of the last rule, pari minu-

ydt (v.2.6
3
),
which is not at all in place here. For uhyamdnah,

prohyamdno
'

dhipatih (iv.4.9; p. pra-ukyamdnah). For ydnam,
praydnam anv anya id yayuh (iv.1.1

2
; p. pra-ydnam: O. omits

the last three words, G. M. the last two). Ayan is declared a part
of a word, including a number of cases, of which G. M. give only
three, tasmdd ddityah prdyamyah (vi.1.5

1

; p. pro-ayantyah : O.

omits tasmdi), prdyamyam kdryam (vi.1.5
3 ' 5

),
and prdyanam pra-

tishthdm (i.6.1
1

l

; p. pra-ayanam) ;
while W. B. O. add two others,

prdyatuyasya puronuvdkydh (vi.1.5
5
),
and prdyaniye 'han (vii.2.

8 1

).
There are a number of other passages for prdyaniya; and

prayana occurs again at i.6.1 1 2 and vii. 1.1 3, besides its compounds,

6. ______ eteshu
1

grahaneshu cakdrdJcrshtapttrveshy? nalc&ro

natvam bhajate. yathd: prav- ____ : *pre ^ti him: havy- ____ :
3

proh- ____ : pray- ____ : ayann iti paddikadepo bahtipdddndr-

thah: tasm- ____ : pray- ____ : pray- ____ : "pray- ____ : prdy-
____ :

4

pray- ____ : *vann iti paddikadepo bahupdddndrthalf:

*yadi ____ :
6 dhav- ____ ; anvddepena Mm : asi ____ ; uday- ____ .

1
G-. M. eshu. 2

G-. M. -sJitaprapurvo. (
3
) G. M. om.

;
0. om. the example.

<4> G. M. ity ddi. ^ G. M. 0. B. om. (
6
) 0. om.
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suprdyana (v.l.ll
2

; p. su-prdyandh) and agnishtomaprdyana
(vii. 2. 9

!

; p. agnishtotna-prdyandh). For yavena, prayavena pail-

ca(iv.3.11
2

; p. pra-yavena). Van, again, is (by W. alone) de-

clared a part of a word, intended to include many cases: only
two are given, yadi vd tdvat pravanam (ii.

4.12 *), and dhavani-

ydt pravatian sydt (vi.2.6
4

), nor have I found any other, except
the compound purastdtpravanali (v.3.1

5
; ^.purastdt-pravanah).

Finally, we have a couple of counter-examples, showing the ne-

cessity of the implication from the preceding rule : they are asi

havyavdhanah (i.3.3), and udayanam veda (i.6.11
2

).

% II O II

7. As also, when preceded by prd.

The " also" (ca) of this rule brings forward from the preceding
rule only the word last mentioned there, namely van. The exam-

ple \sprdvanebhih sajoshasah (iv.2.4
3

; p. pra-vanebhih : compare
iii.5).

I have noted no other case.

-. r .-x

n n
A O
8. Also enam and kena, when preceded respectively by in-

drah and ayajuh.

There is nothing in the rule meaning
'

respectively,' and if enam
were found anywhere in the text preceded by ayajuh, or Tcena by
indrah, their w's would doubtless require lingualization : yet the

evident intent of the precept is as translated. The passages are

indra enam prathamah (iv.6.7
1

),
and yad ayajushkena kriyate

(v.1.2
1

; p. ayajuh-kena: G. M. O. omit yat). I find no other

cases falling under the rule : there are, however, one or two other

forms analogous with the latter of those here contemplated, which
we might expect to find treated in the same way, namely andpir-
kena and sdplrkena (i.6.10

4
) ;

but they are written by the pada-text
without division of dpirkena, or restoration in it of the dental n

(thus : andpirkena, and sa-d$irkena\

Counter-examples are added : to show that enam and kena, when
otherwise preceded, retain their dental nasals, rudra enam bhiitvd

(iii.4.10
3
),
and brahmavddinah kena tadajdmi 'ti (vii.4.10

2
: G. M.

O. end with kena] ;
to show that indrah does not exercise a lin-

7. cakdrdkrshte
1 vann iti grahane nakdrah pre "*ty evampttrvo

natvam bhdjate. yathd?: prdv- _____

1 W. B. -shta; 0. cakdro 'nvddishto. 2 G. M. om.

8. indrah : ayajuh : ptirvayor
1 enam : kena : ity etayor nakdro

natvam bhajate. yathd?: indra ____ : yad_____ evampurva iti

kim : rudra ____ : brah- ____ :
3enamkene* ^ti kim : indro _____

3

1 G. M. 0. ity evampurva.
2 G. M. 0. om. <3) W. om. 4 B. kene.
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gualizing effect upon other words, indro neshad ati (v.7.2
3

: B.
omits ati; W. omits the whole example).

9. Also jrumdh, when preceded by nr or qn.

The examples are nrmand ajasram (i.3.14
5 and iv.2.2 1

: W.
reads yantri instead of ajasram, but doubtless by a copyist's blun-

der, for nrmand yantri is not found in the Sanhita), and primandh
$atapaydh (iv.6.3

2
); with the counter-example sumand updgahi

(iii.3.11
5
).

Of primandh I find no other example; nrmandh oc-

curs also at iv.2.2 1

(a second time) and vii. 1.1 2.

MMM *\ II \o n

10. Also angdndm, one, gdni, gdndm, gydni, and ydmena.

These words in sanihitd, says the commentator : that is to say,
in the only cases in which they occur as padas, they take n in the

combined text. The passages are : yat tryangdndn samavadyati
(vi.3.10

6
; p. tri-angdndm: only G. M. O. have yat, and O. omits

the last word), dyushi duroye (i.2.14
3

; p. dull-one: the pada-texts
of the Rik and Atharvan do not separate this word), ati durgdni
vipvd (i.1.14

4
; p. duh-gdni, like the other Vedas), purogdndm ca-

kshushe (iii.2.4
4

; p. purah-gdndm), suvargydny dsan (v.3.5
3

; p.

suvah-gydni), and antarydmend ''ntar adhatta (vi.4.6
1

; p. anta/i-

-ydmena : O. omits the last word). I have found no second exam-

ple for any of these words, although there may be occurrences of

durone which I have overlooked.

n n n

11. Also havani, ahne, han, when preceded by r or shah.

The cited examples are: agnihotrahavam ca (i.6.8
3

; p. agniho-

tra-havani) ; $arady apardhne (ii.1.2
5

; p. apara-ahne: the Athar-

van has apara-ahnaJi) ;
and further, for han, which is declared to

be a part of a word, involving several cases, rakshohanam

(i.2.14
6 et al.

; p. rakshah-hanam : O. omits this example), vdish-

9. nr : $ri: ity
1

evamprtrvo mand ity atra nakdro natvam bha-

jate. yatha*: nrm- : $rim- evampttrva iti kim: sum-

1 G. M. om. 2 G. M. om.

10. eteshu
1

naTcdrah samhitdydm natvam bhajate. ya-

thd?: yat : ay- : ati ; puro- .: suv- : an-

tary-
1 G. M. 0. eshu. 2 W. G. M. 0. om.
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navl raJcshohandu (i.3.2
2

: G. M. omit the first word), and vrtra-

hanam puramdjaram (iii.5.11
4 and iv.1.3 3

; p. vrtra-hanam: G.

M. omit the last word). For han, besides the compounds here

quoted, which are found repeatedly in other passages, the Sanhita

affords us also avirafiandu (i.2.8
2

; p. avira-handu) ;
for the other

two words I know of no additional examples. Counter-examples
are given, namely sdhna evd 'smdi (vi.6.11

4
; p. sa-ahne), and va-

lagahanah (i.3.2
1 et al.).

There is good ground for questioning the correctness of the com-
mentator's interpretation of ra in the rule as signifying the letter

r (repha], and not the syllable ra. In none of the examples given
are the words specified directly preceded by r, and it is not at all

in accordance with the usage of the treatise to describe as " hav-

ing r before it
" a word preceded by another word containing r.

All the versions of the comment, however, unite in this interpreta-

tion, and it is farther assured by the quotation of the rule above,
under i.19, as a case in which r is called ra, instead of repha. It

looks as if G. M. had made a blundering attempt to remedy the

difiiculty by reading the third word ahan instead of han, and also

by understanding shah to mean ' the letter sh '

(see the various

readings, below), thus parallelizing the two specifications. The

attempt, however, is an abortive one, only issuing, if carried out,
in a host of new difficulties. I have made the translation of the

rule conform to the requirements of the comment, but with much

misgiving, having hardly a doubt that the meaning properly is
' when preceded by ra or shah?

12. Also maydni and ani, when preceded by ru.

The passages are ddrumaydni pdtrdni (vi.4.7
3

; p. ddrvrmayd-
ni: O. omits pdtrdni j G. M. omit the whole example), and tve

vasitni purvanika hotah (i.3.14
2 ' 3

; p. puru-anika: O. omits the

first two words, G. M. the last) : purvamha is found also at

11. havani 1

: ahne: hari*: eshu* grahaneshu nakdro rephapttr-

vah *sha ity* evampdrvo* vd natvam bhajate. yathd: agnih-
____ : par- ____ .* hann6

iti paddikadepo bahttpdddndrthah : ra-

Jcsh- ____ : vdish- ____ : vrtr- _____ evamprtrva iti Mm: sdhna
____ : val-.

1 W. 0. Uavani. 2 G. M. ahan. 3 W. evam. <4) G. M. shakdra. 5 W. B.

ekamp- ; G. M. purvo.
6 G. M. ahann.

12. maydni: am 1

: ity atra ruprtrvo ncikdrc? natvam

yathd
3
: *ddrum- ____ :

4
tve _____ evampttrva iti Mm: ydni ____ :

agnaye ---- : rephagrahanena Mm : sva n-.

1 W. 0. auii, as also (with T.) in rule
;
G. M. anika, as also in rule. 2 G. M. 0.

put after atra. 3 W. G. M. om. <
4
) G. M. om.

VOL. ix. 23
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iv.4.4 5
. As counter-examples are given ydni mrnmaydni sd-

kshdt tdni (vi.4.7
3

: B. omits the last word, G. M. O.' the last two),
agnaye 'mkavate (i.8.4

1 et al.), and svamkasamdrk (iv.3.13
1

).

II II

13. After vdglid and sh, t is changed to t.

The passage for vdghd is given by O. as ddrvdghdtas te (v.5.15 *) ;

all the other MSS. have only the first word, in its complete pada-
form, ddrvdghdta iti ddru-dghdtah. The same word forms the sub-

ject of Vaj. Pr. iii.47. As counter-example, showing that ta does
not become ta after ghd except when the latter follows vd, we
have praghdta dditydndm (vi.1.1

3 "4
).

For the conversion of t to

t after sh is quoted dyush ta dyurdd ague (ii.5.12
1

: G. M. omit
the last word, O. the last two), whose sh depends on rule vi.5,
above. O. adds a counter-example for this second part of the rule

also, namely agnis te tejah (i.1.10
3 and vii.5.17).

14. Also th to th.

The cited example is goshtham md nirmrksham (i.1.10
1

: W. B.

omit the last word) ;
to which O. alone adds prati shthdpayanti

(vi.1.4
2
).

As counter-example is given gacha gosthdnam (i.1.9
1 '2

).

15. But not when t follows.

The commentator explains the connection of this rule by point-

ing out that the two preceding do not come under the introduc-

tory heading of the chapter that is to say, that they deal with a

subject unconnected with the rest of its contents and that hence

they are regarded as dropped out, and the present exception does
not apply to them, but to the foregoing rules, for conversion of n
into n. This is well enough, though not a little awkward, as con-

cerns the status of rule 15
;
but we should like to hear what he

had to say in defense of the intrusion of rules 13 and 14 thus into

13. vdghd: ity evamptirvah shakdrapurvap
1

ca takdrash takd-

ram bhajate*. yathd*: ddrv- ____ : dyush _____ ve* *ti 1dm:

pragh- ____ : shaptirva iti Mm : ag nis _____
5

1 G. M. om.
;
0. om. kdra. 2 0. dpadyate.

3 W. G. M. om. 4 "W. vdghd ; B.

vdghdta. <5) Only in 0.

14. cakdrah shaptirvatvdkarshakah
1

: thakdrah shakdraptir-

vasti* thakdram bhajate. yathd: gosh- ____ : *prati _____
3

evarn-

pttrva* iti kirn : gacha .....

1 G. M. shakdrap-; 0. -tvdde?akah.
2 0. om. Jcdra. (

3
) Only in 0. 4 0. sfiap-.
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a chapter where they do not belong, and where they sorely dis-

turb the natural and desirable connection. Considering their near

relation to the rules of the preceding chapter, they might better

have been added there as an appendix ;
or else put at the head of

chapter vii, before its general adhikdra.

Only a single illustrative example is quoted, namely pary anta-

rikshdt (iii.1.10
2
), where rules 4 and 5 of this chapter combined

would require an at the beginning of the second word, but for the

exception here made.
This precept is an anticipation of one of the items of xiii.15,

below, and might properly enough be looked upon as open to the

charge of punarufcti, or unnecessary repetition, which the treatise

so carefully shuns, and the commentator not seldom labors hard to

remove, it is characteristic of the method of the Taittiriya-Pra-

ti9ukhya that it does not attempt to state the real nimitta or occa-

sion of the lingual n in the words rehearsed here, although it does

so, fully and distinctly, in rule xiii.6, where the subject of the oc-

currence of n in the interior of a word is taken up.

M 1-MrlSI IrlSJ I1 1 \ II

16. Nor in nahyati, nwiam, nrtyanti, anyah, anydbhih, anydni;
nor when final.

The ca in this rule indicates the continuance of the exception.
These words, and a' final n, are not subject to the rules given in

the chapter for the substitution of lingual n. The commentator

quotes as follows. For nahyati, vdsasd parydnahyati (vi.1.11
2

;

p. pari-dnahyati : O. omits the first word) : he notes that the case

constitutes an exception to rule 5. For ndnam, pra ndnam pttr-
navandlmrah (i.8.5

1
: O. omits the last word). For nrtyanti,

pari nrtyanii (vii.5.10). For the three cases of anya, prd ''nyah

pansati (vii.5.9
3
), prd ''nydbhir yachaty anv anydi mantrayate

(v.1.6
4

: O. omits pra in all these three examples, and in this, along
with G. M., the last three words; B. omits the last word), and

prd Anydni pdtrdni (vi.5.11
1 '2

)
: the commentator remarks that all

these (since nahyati] are cases of exceptions under rule 4. He
then proceeds to raise the question why the three complete words

15. vdghdshddividhir
1 anadhikrtatvdd utpannapradhvansi :

tasmdd atra? nd ''yam nishedhah*: *kim tu* praJcrto* natvavidhir

anena vishayikriyate. taMraparo nakdro natvam nd "padyate.

yath-d: pary : pdripariparipraprtrvah (vii.4): avar-

navyaveto
c

pi (vii. 5) ity etdbhydm* prdptih.
1 W. 0. vdgMdi-.

2 G. M. tatra. 3 B. vi$eshah. <
4
) 0. om. 5 W. 0. prdh-.

6 W. B. ddibhydm.

16. nishedhdkarshaka$ cakdrah 1

: eshu* grahaneshu na-

kdrah paddntap ca
3 natvam na bhajate

4
: yathd

b
: vds- : avar-

navyaveto pi (vii.5) iti prdptih: pra : pari : prd
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are quoted in the rule, instead of the syllable cm, which would in-

clude them all; and makes the very obvious answer, that it is on
account of the passage anu prd'nydt prcithamdm (v.5.5

2
), already

quoted under vii. 5. Finally, as example of final n exempt from

conversion, he cites vrtrahan chrtra vidvdn (i.4.42), remarking
that it is a case otherwise falling under rule 11.

The exception of a final n from becoming n is also one of
those made below, in rule xiii.15, for the class of cases to which
that chapter relates.

I have not discovered in the Sanhita any case of a lingual
nasal arising in the conversion of pada-text into samhitd which
is not duly provided for in this chapter.

CHAPTER VIII.

CONTENTS: 1-4, conversion of a final surd mute to sonant or nasal; 5-7, of h to

r; 8-15, conversions of ft to r after a and a; ]6-22, treatment of h before r;

23-35, conversion of h to s or sh before k, %&, or p.

n n

1. Now for changes of first mutes.

That is to say, of surds unaspirated, or &, c (only c nowhere
occurs as a final), , ,

and p. The force of this heading only
reaches, as the commentary points out, through rule 4 hardly far

enough, one would think, to make a separate introductory rule

necessary.

____ ; prd ____ : prd ____ : pdripariparipraptirvah* (vii.4)

ity eshdm
7

prdptih. ann ity etdvatd* siddhe 'nyonydbhiranydni '&"

kim pratipadapdthena*: anu ____ ity atrd 'nena 10 nishedho 11 na

prasarati
1

*. ^paddnto nakdra natvam na bhajate: yathd
1

*:

vrtra- ____ : rashahpttrvah (vii.ll) iti prdptih.

iti triblidshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

saptamo 'dhydyah.
1 B. G. M. 0. put first.

2 B. 0. eteshu. 3 G. M. om.
;
0. adds nalcdro. 4 G. M.

dpadyate.
5 G. M. 0. om. 6 W. B. om. prapurvah.

7 G. M. eteshdm. 8 G. M. 0.

-vatdi 'va.
9 0. puts before kim. 10 0. ndi 'sha.

n G. M. prafish-.
12 G. M. 0.

om. 13 G. M. -to iti. <
14

> B. 0. om.
;
G. M. paddntag ca.

1. athe 'ty
l

ayam adhikdrah 1

: prathama *ity etacF adhikrtam

veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah :
i!

visarjaniya

(viii.5) paryanto* 'yam adhikdrah.

C
1
) W. adhikdrdrthah. C2) G. M. om. 3 0. ins. atha. 4 0. itisutrapa-.
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II ^ II

2. A first mute, followed by a last mute, becomes a last mute
of its own series.

The examples selected by the commentator to illustrate this

mode of combination are vein ma dsan (v.5.9
2
), shannavatydi

svdhd (vii.2.15), and tan mahendrasya (vi.5.5
3
).

For the conver-

sion of p into m he is able to offer no instance, as none occurs
in the Sanhita. As counter-examples, showing that only a nasal

causes the conversion, and causes it only in a "first" mute, he

brings up vdk ta d pydyatdm (i.3.9
l

: only G. M. have the last

word), and imdm no vdcam (vi.4.7
3
).

All the Prati9akhyas join in treating this conversion as neces-

sary, not as alternative with conversion into a sonant (see note
to Ath. Pr. ii.5).

3. Followed by a vowel or a sonant consonant, it becomes a

third mute.

The examples are rdhag aydd rdhag uta (i.4.44
2
),
and yod vdi

hotd (iii.2.9
1

).

J li 3 II

4. Also in kakut, when m follows.

Namely, in the passage kakudmdn pratiirtir vdjasdtamah
(i.Y.Y

2
; p. kakut-mdn ; G. M. O. omit the last word). As coun-

ter-examples are given ya unmddyet (iii.4.8
4

: G. M. O. omit
yfiJi),

and, according to W. B., kakut trayastrinpah (vii.2.5
3
); for which

G. M. O. substitute kakue chandah (iv.3.12
2

).
The commentator

2. uttamaparah prathamah
1

savargiyam uttamam dpadyate.

yathd
1

: vdn ____ : shan- ____ : tan _____ evampara iti kim : vdk
---- : prathama iti kim: imdm _____ uttamah paro yasmdd
asdv uttamaparah.

1
G-. M. 0. ins. dtmanah. 2 G. M. om.

3. svaraghoshavatparah
1

prathamah savargiyam trtiyam dpad-

yate. yathd*: rdhag ____ : yad____ ; ity ddi. svardp ca gho-

shavantap ca svaraghoshavantah : te pare yasmdd asdu* sa ta-

thoktah.

1 B. om.
;

G-. M. 0. svaraparo ghoshavatparap ca.
2

G-. M. 0. om. 3 G. M. om.

4. kakud ity asmin grahane
e

ntyo varno 1

makdraparap* cakd-

rdkrshtam savargiyam* trtiyam dpadyate*. yathd*: kakud- .....
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notices, finally, that the present rule establishes an exception to
rule 2 of this chapter.

llH.ll

5. Now for changes of visarjaniya.

Departing a little from his stereotyped mode of explanation
of atlia, the commentary declares it in this rule to cause visar-

janiya to be understood, in the character of that respecting
which something is to be enjoined (lakshya], in the precepts 'that

follow; and he adds that this understanding is to remain in force

as far as rule 10 of the next chapter.

n II

6. Visarjaniya becomes r before the classes of sounds last

mentioned.

The examples are tad agnir aha (iv.2.8
1

),
and dpir ma Hrjam

(iii.2.8
5

: O. omits itrjam) ;
with the counter-example agnic ca ma

indrap ca me (iv.7.6
1

).
The commentator points out that it is the

plural form of the pronoun (eteshu, literally
' before those

')
in this

rale that shows the implication of the vowels and sonant conso-

nants, in the character of following causes (paranimitta), since

those are the only things which have been mentioned above (name-

ly, in rule 3). That is doubtless so
; still, the reference must be

regarded as an unusually blind one, involving a "
frog-leap

"
(man-

d&kapluti) over two intervening obstacles, of which one is a gene-
ral heading, that changes entirely the subject under treatment.

kakuditikim: ya ____ : evampara itI kim: kakut _____ makd-

rah paro yasmdd asda makdraparah. uttamapara ut tarn an

savargiyam (viii 2) ity ast/d 'pavddo 'yam.
1 G. M. t-'Jedro.

2 W. makdrah. 3 G. M. 0. put after trtiyam.
4 W. prdpyate.

5
G-. M. om.

5. athapabdo visarjamyam lakshyatvend 'dhikwott ''ta uttaram

yad itcyate
1

. atha svaraparo yakdram (ix.10) ity avadhi-

bhtito 'yam adhikdrah.

1 G. M. vakshydmah.

6.
* svareshu ghoshavatsu ca* parato

9

visarjamyo repham dpad-

yate. yathd*: tad____ : dp$r _____ eteshv
5
iti bahuvacandntasi/a

sarvandmno
6

nirdepdt svarac/hoshavatdm paranimittdndm 'npd-

ddnam\' teshdm eva prakrtatvdt. eteshv iti kim : agnip _____

1 G. M. ins. eteshu.
2 G. M. om. 3 0. pareshu.

4 G. M. 0. om. 5 W. B. svare-

shv. 6 W. 0. sai vdndma ; B. -ndmino. 7 G. M. -ndt.
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7. But not before r.

72, though a sonant consonant, and therefore included in the

preceding rule, requires a different treatment in the final visarja-

niya before it. What this different treatment is, is pointed out

farther on in the chapter (rule 16 seq.). The examples here given
are suvo rohdva (i.7.9

1

),
and ahordtre (i.5.9

7 et al. : W. O. add

pdrpve, but there is no such collocation of words in the Sanhita,
and I suspect the word to be a corrupted reading for prdvi$an,
which follows next at the place referred to).

^

8. Visarjantya becomes r in hvdh, abhdh, vdh, hdh, abi-

bhah, ajigah, akah, anantah, vivah, suvah, punah, aliar-

ahah, prdtah, vastah, qamitah, savitah, sanutah, stanutah,

stotahj hotah, pitah, mdtah, yashtah, eshtah, neshtah, and
tvashtah.

With this rule begins the detail of the cases of an original r

after a and a, which is protected and brought to light by a follow-

ing sonant letter, being treated in quite a different manner from an

original 5, although both r and s are represented, as finals, by the

indifferent visarjamya. The commentator points out at the end
the rules to which these cases constitute exceptions, namely
ix.7,9,10. His illustrative examples are as follows. For hvdh,

I

7. rephaparo visarjaniyo repham nd "padyate. yathd
1

: suvo
____ : ahor- ____ : ghoshavattvdd rephasya purvavidhiprdptih.

rephah paro yasmdd asdu rephaparah.
1 G. M. om.

8.
l

______ eteshu
1

visarjaniyo repham dpadyate svaraghoshavat-

paralf. yathd*: md ____ : yondv ____ : vdr ____ : md me ____ :

ab- ____ .* osh- ____ : dev- ____ : *kardvar anuddtte pade* (viii.9)

iti* vakshyati: tendi 'vdi* ''tad
1

api sidhyaty* apy akdrddi (i.52)

iti vacandt: iticet: mdi ^vam: anuddtte kahpabde tad bhavati:

idam tv anyasvardrtham iti
9
: yathd: arvd ____ :

ll

ddyuddttas
tv idam 11

. yajna- ____ .* antar anddyuddtte (viii.10) iti vak-

shyati: tasmdd ankdrddi ca 12

(i.53) iti vacandt sidhyati: iti

cet : mdi 'vam 1

*: anddyuddtte tad bhavati: ddyuddttdrtham
1 *

I5idam grahanam
1

*. ca ____ : suvar ____ : punar ____ : ahar-
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aecording to W. B., md hvdr mitrasya (i.1.4
1
) ; but, according to

G. M. O., md hvdr vastindm (i.1.3) : I have found the word only in

these two sections. For abhdh, yondv abhdr ukhd (iv.2.5
2

).
For

vdh, vdr ndma vo hitam (v.6.1
3

).
For hdh, md me pra hdr asti

vd idam (ii.4.12
3 ' 4

: vi.5.1 1<2
: only G. M. have the last two words) :

the word is found also at ii.4.12 5
;
5.2 3 ' 5

. For dbibhah, as the only
passage where it occurs (ii.5.1

2
)
does not exhibit in samhitd the

final r, we have the jatd-tex.t quoted, namely abibhas tarn tarn

abibhar abibhas tarn. Ajigah, for the same reason, is treated in the
same way in W. B. O., namely oshadlur ajigar ajigar oshadhir
oshadhir ajigah: ajigar ity ajigah (iv.6.7

3
) ;

but G. M. read simply
oshadlur ojigah. For akah, devatrd 'kar ojakshirena (v.1.7

4
: G.

M. omit the last word) : it is found also at i.3.142 twice; 5.2 3
: ii.4.

9 2
;
5.7 '

: iii.1.10 3
;
4.10* : iv.1.2 4

: v.2.1 4
,8

7
: vi.4.8 . As for this akah,

the commentator supposes the objection raised that rule 9, which
teaches that kah and dvah change h to r in an unaccented word,
combined with rule i.52, which would extend the force of that rule

to kah with a prefixed, is sufficient to cover the cases of its occur-

rence, without separate mention in the present rule
;
but lie denies

the pertinence of the objection, on the ground that the specifica-
tion here made includes all instances of akah, without regard to

their accentuation for example, dkah at iv.1.2 4
,
which is accent-

ed on the first syllable, but exhibits r in its Ja^-reading, drvd
">kar dkar drvd'

J
rvd' ''kah. For anantah, yajnaparusho 'nantari-

tydi (v.2.5
6
).

A precisely similar objection is suggested to this

word also, on the ground of rules viii.10 and i.53 combined; and
it is similarly repelled, by reference to the difference of accent :

dnantar has the acute on the first syllable, which rule 10 forbids.

For vivah is given, again inja^d-text, ca vivar vivap ca ca vivah:
vivar iti vivah (iv.2.8

2
; only O. has the final repetition of vivah:

the Atharvan reads vi vah, as two separate words, in the corres-

; ahdra/iar16

(viii. 13) ity aningydnto nishidhyate
1

': evam-

rtipasya
l

*nd ''yam niyamah*
8
. prdtar : doshd- :

' 9

p r t a n

;
19 deva : drdc : stanutar iti pdkhdntare: etan

; hotar .' marut- : prthivi ; agne : a$iy*
; neshtah : pivas svaraghoshavatpara iti kim :

ab- : punas : avarnaprtrvas tu lupyate (ix.9) iti

kvacil lopaprdptih:
* latha svaraparo yakdram (ix.10) iti kva-

cid yatvaprdptih : okdram ah sarvo
c

kdraparah (ix.7) iti

kvacid otvaprdptih*
1

: td etdh prdptih pratisheddhum hvdrabhdr-

ddydrambhah.
( !

) eshu ; Gr. M. hvdr abhdr vdr hdr ity ddi. 2 G. M. om. svara. 3 G.

M. om. 4 W. om. (
5> G. M. kar anuddttatvena. 6 0. om. eva. 7 W. tad. s 0.

puts after vacandt. 9 G. M. om.
;
0. api.

10 G. M. 0. om. (") W. ddyuddttasva-

rdrthah; G. M. 0. ayam for idam. 12 0. om. (13> G. M. na; 0. om. 14 B. -dttam;
G. M. 0. -atlas. <

15
) G. M. tv aya>n ; 0. tv ayam iti gr-.

16 G. M. add suvar.
17 W. -dhyeta; G. M. -shedhita ity.

(18> G. M. ayam nishedhah. <
19) B. om.

20 G. M. san-. (
21

) 0. om. 22 W. G. M. 0. ptih.
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ponding passage, iv.1.1). For suvah, suvar asi suvar me yacfia

(v.7.6
2

: O. omits the last word) : the numerous passages in which
this word occurs it would be quite useless to rehearse. For punah,
pimar dsadt/a sadauam (iv.2.3

3
: O. omits the last word): this,

too, is of too frequent occurrence to be worth detailed reference.

For aharahah, aharaltar havird/idnindm (ii.5.6
3
): the same repe-

tition of ahah is found further at i.5.9 6
twice,

7
: ii.5.6 6

. In con-

nection herewith is made the remark that ahah when not at the

end of a separable compound is the subject of rule 13, below; but
that that rule does not apply to a case like the one here in hand.
For prdtah, prdtar upasadah (vi.2.3

3
): prdtah is found also at

L4.7:ii.l.2'5 ;5.6
3 :iii.l.7 1

;3.8*;4.10
1

: vi.4.2 1
. For vdstah, doshd-

vastar dhiyd vayam (i.5.6
2

; p. doshd-vastah) : also at i.2.14 4 .

For pamitah, prtan havi'sh pamitar iti trishatydh (vi.3.10
1

: only
G. M. have 'the first word, only O. the last). For savitah, deva
savitar etat te (iii.2.7

1

)
: the word is found also in about a dozen

other passages. For sanutah, drdc cid dveshah sanutar yuyotu
(i.7.13

5
).

For stanutah we are simply referred to " another text "

(pdkhdntara) : but G. M. read sanutar, and omit stanutar in the

rule itself. For stotah, etan stotar etena (vii.4.20). For hotafi, hotar

yavishtha sukrato (i.2.14
5

: O. omits the last word) : also at i.3.14 3
;

6.2 2
: iv.3.13 L>

: v.1.4 5
: vi.3.8 2

;
4.3 3

. For pitah, resort is had to the

Jtf^-reading, since the only passage (iii.3.9
1

)
in which the word

occurs does not bring to view the r : thus, marutdm pitah pitar
marutdm marutdm pitah. For mdtah, prthivi mdtar md md hin-

sih (iii.3.2
2

: O. omits the last word). For yashtah, agne yashtar
idam namah (i.1.12). For eshtah, again a Jtf^-reading, apiy* esh-

tar eshtar apiyd 'pw/ eshtah (i.2.11
1

): its treatment before the

word which follows it in samhitd is the subject of rules 18-22 of

this chapter; that of the preceding word, of x.14. For neshtah,
once more the jatd is drawn upon, neshtah patnimpatmm neshtar

neshtah patmm (vi.5.8
6
).

For tvashtah, finally, pivas tvashtar

ihd "
gahi (iii.1.11

2
: O. omits the last word): also at i.S.Y^lO

1
:

iii.l.li 1
: vi.3.6 2

,ll
2

.

The commentary adds a couple of counter-examples, illustrative

of the fact that these words show their r only before a vowel or

sonant consonant: they are abibhas tarn bhrttdni (ii.5.1
2
),

nas te mdi ''shdm (iv.7.14
3
).

n n

9. Also in Jcah and dvah, in an unaccented word.

The cited examples are: mithuyd Jcar bhdgadheyam (i.3.7
2

),
and

9. Jcah: dvah: ity etayor visarjaniyah padakdle 'nuddtte
1

pade
vartamdnah svaraghoshavatparo repham dpadyate. yathd*:

mitJi- ____ : suruco _____ anuddtta iti Mm : ho ---- ; *dvo ---- :
3

evampara iti kim : a dh i _____

1 G. M. -tta.
2

G-. M. om. (
3
) 0. om.

VOL. ix. 24
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suruco vena dvah: dvar ity dvoh (iv.2.8
2

: G. M. O. omit suru-

cah). For dvah I find no other example ;
kali occurs further at

i.4.45 J
: ii.2.12 1

. As counter-examples, kd *sye "pvardh (ii.G.Y
1

),

and d'vo vd'jeshu yarn jund'h (i.3.13
2

: G. M. omit the last two
words; O. omits the whole passage) show the necessity of the spe-
cification respecting accent

;
while adhipdm akah samashtydi

(vi.l.Y
6
)
shows that the r appears only before a sonant letter.

This last example, it may be remarked, is brought under the ac-

tion of the rule by i.52 : it would be an example also under the

preceding rule; compare what is there said in connection with the
cited word akah.

10. Also in antah, except when accented on the first syllable.

The cited examples are: antdr agne rued' tvdm (iv.1.9
3

;
2. 1 5

),

agnim antdr bharishydnti (iv.1.3
2

: O. omits the first word), and

antarydme maghavan (vi.4.6
3

: but O. omits the example rea-

sonably enough, since it is given again later in this very comment,
in illustration of a special point). It were to no good end to re-

hearse the other cases of occurrence of so common a word. To
show the necessity of the restriction respecting accent, the com-
mentator quotes esho

c

nto 'ntam manushydh (vii.2.7
2
),
where we

have the noun dnta, which the rule was especially constructed to

avoid including. To prove, again, the continued implication of
"followed by a sonant letter," is given antds te dadhdmi (i.4.3 and
vi.4.6 1

"2
).

Then the comment proceeds to justify the form in

which the restriction respecting accent is made in the rule : it

might have been said,
" when accented on the last syllable ;" but

then the rule would have applied only under those circum-
stances

;
whereas now is included the case when the word is not

accented at all, as in antarvedi mithund'u (vii.5.9
4

; p. antah-vedi)
and antarydm'e maghavan (vi.4.6

3
,
as above: but G. M.'omit).

The mode of statement selected, however, it may be remarked,
has this inconvenience that it renders necessary the separate
specification, in rule 8, of anantah, because that combination,
where it occurs, happens to be " accented on the first syllable

"

(see note to rule 8). It would appear to admit of question, in-

10. antar ity
lasmin pade

1

'nddyuddtte visarjamyah svaragho-

shavatparo repham dpadyate*. yathd*: antar ; agnim ;

antar- anddyuddtta iti kim : esho : evampara iti kim :

ant as G
antoddtta iti vaktavye* bahusvaratvam bahttpddd-

ndrtJiam*: anyathd tv"
1

antoddttasydi ">va sydt:* antarv- : an-

tar y- dddv uddtto yasya tad ddyuddttam: nd "dyuddttam
anddyuddttam : tasmin.

0) G-. M. etasmin. *
G-. M. dpnoti.

3 G. M. om. 4 G. M. om. 5 W. 0. -thah.
<
6
) B. om. 7 G. M. hy.
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deed, whether dnantah was not fairly included in the present
rule, since the antah part of it, at any rate, is not "accented
on the first ;" but the treatise chooses to avoid so nice a question
of interpretation, and to take the safe side.

: \\\\\\

11. Also a visarjaniya followed by dvrt.

The quoted examples are jinvar dvrt svdhd and ugnar dvrt

svdlid (both ii.4.7 1
: B. has bhimar for ugnar; O. reads in each

case dvrth) according to the requirements of rule xiv.12). Other
instances in the same and following divisions of the same section

are bhimar dvrt, tveshar dvrt, prutar dvrt, and bhiltar dvrt. The
anomalous combination does not occur elsewhere.

12. And likewise when iti follows.

The word 'api in this rule, we are told, brings forward the im-

plication of " a visarjaniya followed by dvrt" According to the

commentator's exposition, further, the rule is intended to apply to

the jottd repetition of prutah with its predecessor iti : as, iti $ru-
tah prtttar iti *ti prutah (ii.4.7

2
).

Nor do I see of what other in-

terpretation it is capable, although it seems strange that the irreg-
ular conversion of h into r should be retained in the JotfcZ-reading
of this word only, and not of the others, where repeated with
their respective predecessors. It is clearly implied that we are to

read, for example, in the first case falling under the preceding rule,

varshahjinvojinvo varshan varshanjinvah.
As counter-example, showing the necessity of the implication

signified by api, we receive rtubhir havanaprutah (ii.4.14
5

: G. M.
O. omit the first word

;
G. M. add havam, but no such word follows

in the Sanhita, and the addition is doubtless a copyist's error

possibly growing out of the attempt to repeat the compound, in

its pada orjatd form). Here both the pada-text (as the word is a

compound) and the jatd (as it stands before a pause) would read

havanapruta iti havana-prutah, the ordinary sandhi being made
of $rutah and iti.

11. dvrd ity evamparo visarjamyo repham dpnoti. jinv- :

ugn-

12. apipabda dvrtparam
1

visarjamyam anvddipati: asdu vi-

sarjamya itiparo repham dpnoti. iti pr- anvddepah Jcim-

arthah : rtu- itih* paro yasmdd asdv itiparah.
1 W. 0. -paro; G. M. -para.

2 W. B. iti; 0. iti?abdah.
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13. Also in ahdh) ahah, and suvah, except at the end of a

separable word.

There is a well-established difference of reading in the text it-

self of this rule. T. and W. read the last word aningydntdh, as

plural, to agree with the three words mentioned, or else with the

three cases of visarjaniya which they present ;
and at the begin-

ning of the comment, both in W. and in O., is seen an attempt to

explain the word as a plural not, however, consistently carried

out in either. As both readings are equally acceptable, I have

adopted the one which is best supported.
The examples given in illustration of the rule are aJidr jdtave-

dd vicarshanih (iii.2.5
4

: O. omits the last word), ahar mdnsena

(v.7.20: but G. M. substitute aharbhdjo vdi, vii.4.5 1

),
and suvar

devdn aganma (i.7.9
2

: O. omits the last word): and, as counter-

examples, first, to show that the h in the words specified, when

they stand as final members of compounds, is treated in the usual

manner, abhipurvam tryaha bhavanti (vii.3.9
2 et al.

; p. tri-ahdh:

O. omits the first word), pratyari tryaJio bhavati (vii.3.5
3 et al.

;

p. tri-ahah : but B. has dropped out the whole example, and G. M.
O. substitute, O. with omission of the first word, pratyan shad-

aho bhavati, vii.4.2 5
),
and devasuva stha te (i.8.10

2
: but W. B. 6.

give simply the pada-readmg of devasuvah, namely devasuva iti

deva-suvah, since thus alone is the word put into circumstances

which show its h not to be convertible into r) ;
and second, to show

that the conversion takes place only before sonant letters, prCuja-

myam ahas tasmdt (vii.2.8
1

: O. omits the first word), and sptvap
ca murdhd ca (i.7.9

1 and iv.7.11 2
).

The commentator then proceeds to give an explanation, so far as

ahdh is concerned, respecting the virtual intent of the rule, which,
he says, is meant to establish an exception for that word when the

final member of a compound ;
since the inclusion of hdh among

the words cited in rule 8 would, under the operation of the often-

quoted rule i.52, be authority sufficient for turning ahdh into ahdr
before a sonant letter. Upon this he next imagines the objection
to be raised, that the reading in this rule also, as well as the other,
should have been hdh, ahdh being then included along with it ac-

cording to the principle referred to
;
and thus the liability to re-

proach for overdoing the explicitness of the rule would be avoid-

13. ahdh: ahah: suvah: eteshif visarjamyo* 'ningydntah* sva-

raghoshavatparo repham dpnoti*. yathCf: ahdr : ahar :

suvar. : aningydnta iti kim : abhip- .* pra ty- : dev-

. evampara iti Mm : prdy- : suvap- hvdrabhdr

(viii. 8)
6

ddisutre hdr ity anena grahanend ''hdhpabdasyd 'py

akdrddi (i.52) iti vacandd rephasiddhdu satydm atra punarva-
canam ingydntasyd ''hdhpabdasya pratishedhdrtham. nanv atrdi

'va
7 hdr iti vaktavyam : apy akdrddi (i.52) iti vacanena kdr-

yasiddheh: na tu tadgduravdpatteh*: iti cet: mdi 'vam: aning-
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ed. But he replies, reasonably enough, that, as the rule says
" when not the final member of a separable word," it is to be in-

ferred that the words specified do occur as such members : and
with hah that is not the case

;
wherefore the distinction would be

meaningless with reference to hah. And it would be a poor
enough side to take, and altogether unworthy of approval, to give
a direction which did not apply to a word itself, but only to that

word with a prefixed. Hence the quotation is made in proper
form.

Just as long a discussion might have been raised with equal rea-

son over ahah and suvah, both of which are also included in the

former rule. So far as ahah is concerned, indeed, it is easy to see

that this is the general rule, applying to the cases of occurrence of

that word in the main, with a specific restriction
;
and that ahar-

ahah in rule 8 is a sort of exception in advance, made for a single
case which would otherwise fall under this restriction (since, in

ahah-ahah, the second ahah is in fact the final member of a com-

pound). But I am unable to discover any justification of the way
in which suvah is treated: it is made the subject of two general
rules, to the one of which a needed restriction is attached, to the

other, not. For ahah and suvah, the present rule should, it seems,
have taken distinctly the form of an exception merely : nd ^hdh-

suvar ingydntdUy 'not, however, ahah and suvah, when final

members of compounds;' and ahah should have been separately
treated, or else included with them and a further counter-exception
added.

14. Not, however, when followed by bhih or bhydm.

There is violation of the ordinary usage of the Prati9akhya in

this rule also. The only one of the words mentioned in the pre-

ceding rule which is found with the case-endings bhih and bhydm
following it is ahah' and hence, to it alone the present precept
applies. We should expect it, therefore, in accordance with the

principle of which i.58 is an expression, to have been placed last

in the trio of which it forms a member. The commentator does
not remark upon the irregularity, but simply points out that the

ydnta ity ukter
9

ingydntatvam
10

iti
11 sambhdvamyam : tac ca hdr

ity evaihrupe
12

grahane nd 'sti 'y
13

atre 'daih vipeshanam anar-

thakam sydt: tathd 'joy
14

evamrupe ma bhud iti
15

:
I6kim tv

16 akd-

rdditvebhavati''tijaghanyahpakshah: na tusaralah: iti sutre
11

f

hdr 16
iti grahanam upayujyate.

1 0. eshu padeshu.
2 W. -yd.

3 W. aningydntdh; 0. -id.
4 0. dpnuvanti.

5 G.
M. 0. om. 6 G. M. ins. ity.

7
G-. M. 'vd. s 0. tatra gduravadoshdp- ; G-. M. tatra

gdugavadeshop-.
9 W. ukten; G-. M. 0. ukte. 10

G-. M. -dntam. G-. M. 0. api.
12

G-. M. 0. -pa.
13 W. om. iti.

14 G. M. 0. sati: a better reading.
15 0. om.

<16) G. M. om.
;
0. kirn tv apy. G. M. 0. sutardm. 1S MSS. ahdr.
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circumstances of the case restrict the application of the rule to

ahah, and gives as examples uttardir ahobhip caranti (vii.5.1
4

: G.
M. O. omit the last word), and pam ahobhydm iti ni nayati
(vi.3.9

1

).

15. Also not in anhah, as all agree.

Some authorities, namely, the commentator informs us, accept
this word as containing an anusvdra, others not

;
but all alike re-

gard it as an exception under rule 13 (and therefore not liable to
have its final visarjamya converted into r under any circum-

stances). Those who accept the anusvdra still regard the word
as falling under the action of rule 13, in virtue of the principle

" a

nose-sound occurring in the interior of a word is no bar to the ap-

plication of a rule
;
hence it performs the offices of letters while

itself only a quality
"

(if this be, in fact, the meaning of the sec-

ond line of the verse, of which I am by no means confident
;
the

readings of the manuscripts are here somewhat discordant, with-

out being mutually explanatory). The first words of this verse

were quoted in the comment on rule i.l, in connection with the dis-

cussion as to whether anusvdra was a concrete thing or a quality
(see p. 8), and were credited to the Qiksha which, however, in

the form in which we now possess it, neither contains such a pas-

sage, nor seems to furnish a connection in which it should natu-

rally be introduced. I should question the sober verity of the con-

siderations whereby the commentator tries to justify the rule. It

is hardly credible that dnhah and ahah should be fairly identified

by any authorities. And anusvdra is not a ndsikya, but an anu-

ndsika, in the view of this treatise everywhere. It might be bet-

14. sdmnidhyena
1

labdha/f purvasutrokto visarjamyo
3
bhir-

bhydm,
4

eoamparo
6 na repham dpnoti. arthdd ahar ity atra vi-

sarjaruyah parigrhyate : itaratrasthitasydi ^vamparatvdbhdvdt.

yathd: utt- ____ : paw _____

1 G. M. 0. -dhydl.
2 W. labhyah.

3 W. ins. na. 4 0. ins. ity.
5 G. M. paro.

15. caJcdro
lnishedham dkarshati 1

: anha ity asmiri* grahane vi-

sarjaniyo na repham dpnoti: ahdrahar (viii. 13) iti prdptih.

atra? grahane kecid anusvdram ichanti *kecin ne ^chanti: sarve-

shdm* teshdm esha
5 nishedho bhavati : anusvdram ichadbhir api

prdptir evam pratipddyate*:

vidher madhyasthandsikyo na virodho 1 sbhavet smrtah*:

tasmdt karot? kdrydni varndndm 10dharma eva 10
tv

iti. yathd
11

: anha ____ : an ho- ____ .

0) G-. M. 0. -dhdkarsMkali. -
G-. M. etasmin. 3 0. asmin. <

4
) G. M. om. 5 G.

M. eva. 6 G. M. -pady-.

'

7 B. -dhi. B. bhavet : satah ; G. M. bhaved yatah.
9 B. G. M. kurvanti. (10> W. dharmanas. " G. M. om.
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ter to regard the specific exception of anhah as simply a sort of

supererogatory effort at extreme explicitness, intended to guard

against the confusion with ahah, even by a blunderer, of another

word which was, indeed, definitely different from it, but different

by only so inconspicuous an element as the nasalization of a vowel.

The illustrative examples are anha indram evd ''nhomucam

(ii.2.7
4

: but O. writes ____ eva: anhomucam, as if the latter word
were a separate citation : it is found in other passages), and anho-

muce pra bharema (i.6.12
3

: but O. substitutes anhomuce purodd-
pam, ii.2.7 4 ).

16. But, when not preceded by an a-vowel, visarjaniya fol-

lowed by r is omitted.

The commentator's example in illustration of the action of this

rule is revaffi ramadhvam (i.3.7
1 et al.

; p. revatih) ;
and he adds as

counter-examples, first, to show the necessity of the restriction

"not preceded by an a-vowel," yo rudro agndu (v.5.9
3
),

and

again, to show that the omission takes place only before a r, reva-

tlr nah sadhamddah (ii.2.12
8

;
4.14 4

).
This exhausts the evident

intent of the rule : the tu,
i

but,' which the latter contains, merely
indicates the transition to a new and diverse subject ;

it intimates

no distinction between the classes of cases in which the visarjaniya
represents a s on the one hand and an original r on the other

;

and all the cases of final ah and dh are left to be treated alike,
as prescribed by the rules given hereafter (ix.7-10) ah being-

changed to o, and dh to d. This truly represents the usage of the

Sanhita: the latter does not contain (if the special case which
forms the subject of rules 18-22, below, be excepted) a single in-

stance of ah converted into d before r : the occurrence before r of

ah standing for original ar is very rare, and the product is always
o: besides the cases of ahordtre (pada-text, ahcih-rdtre),\ have

16. avarndd anyasvarapttrvo rephaparo visarjanlyo lupyate.

yathd
1

: rev- _____ evamp&rva iti kim: yo ____ : evampara iti

kim: rev- _____ tupabddrambhdd avarnaprtrvo
(

pi hvdrabhdr

(viii. 8) ddindth visargo lupyate pttrvasvara$ ca dirgham dpad-

yate. yatha*: rukrno _____ tarhi suvo ____ ity atra lopadir-

ghdu kim na sydtdm. dviruktatvdd iti brttmah. tat katham.
hvdrabhdr (viii.8) ddisutre

3
: ahdrahahsuvar (viii.13) ity

atra ca. nanv ahordtre ity atra katham otvam. anydrthena

grahanasdmarthyene ^ti brrtmah. tat* katham. ahordtre dhr-
tavrate* (iv.ll) ity evamrdpasdmydd* ahordtrdbhydm
ahordtrayor"

1

ity ddi mjmyam*.
9evam ced adhishavane

(iv.ll) iti grahanasdmarthyendi 'va
9 10

shatve siddhe
11 12 na dhi-

prtrve (vi.ll) iti nishedhanishedhena virodhah 13
. satyam: sa-
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only found four instances of suvah before forms of ruh namely
suvo ruhdndh (iv.1.2

4
;
7.13 1

),
suvo rohdva (i.7.9

1

),
and suvo ro-

kshi/dmi (i.V.9
1

).
The other Prutiyakhyas (Rik. Pr. iv.9, r. 28,29 ;

Vaj. Pr. iv.34; Ath. Pr. ii.19, iii.20) convert ah to d in like circum-

stances
;
and at least the Rik and Atharvan afford several instances

of the sandhi.

So much for the rule and its meaning. The commentator, un-

fortunately, has found occasion to give it a forced and false inter-

pretation ;
it leads him into a nest of difficulties, through which he

flounders as best he can, coming out at the end with much dis-

credit. There happens to be a single passage (or, if there be

another., I have not noticed it) where a word with original final r

follows in the Sanhita a word beginning with r namely rukmo
antah (iv.1.10

4 " 5
;
6.o 2

;
7.12 3

) and, of course, in the inversions of

the Ja^-text, comes to stand before its predecessor. The accepted

Ja^-reading, it appears (as given in full by the commentator), is

rukmo antar antd rukmo rukmo antah, the analogy of the Rik and
Atharvan usage being followed in the treatment of antah. In or-

der, now, to find authority for this reading, the commentator de-

clares that tu,
c

but,' in the rule signifies that, even when preceded

by an -vowel, the words specified in rule 8 and its successors lose

their visarjaniya and lengthen the preceding vowel. This is an

attribution of portentous pregnancy of meaning to the particle such

as is not very infrequently made, rarely with more evident falsity

than here. The objection is immediately suggested why, in that

case, does not suvah in suvo rohdva (i.7.9
1

)
lose its h and length-

en its af Because, is the acute reply, it has been mentioned

twice, once in rule 8, and once in rule 1 3. What possible connec-

tion is to be discovered between this repetition and the use to

which he would fain put it, he does not give himself the trouble to

inform us : he takes care to raise only such difficulties as he con-

ceives himself able to remove. The next which it pleases him to

evoke is how is the o of ahordtre to be explained? We rather

va$abdasyd ''dhishavane iti grahanasdmarthyena shatvarii si-

dhyatu: sthdnapabdasya katham sidhyet: grahanddisdmarthyd-
bhdvdt

1

*: tasmdt tadartham tdvat
16 sutram sdrthakam iti

ll
tadar-

tham ca drashtavyam": tadartham ce
ls

''ti gudajihvikdnydyah
19
:

tathd hi: grahanasdmarthydd iti" gamanikdmdtram
1

'1
: kan-

thoktis tu vipeshah : tatah savapabddrtharii sutram iti bhdvah"*.

avarndd anyo 'navornah: asdu purvo yasmdt sa tathoktah.

rephah paro yasmdd asdu rephaparah.
1 B. G. M. 0. om. 2 W. B. G-. M. om. 3 W. B. ins. ah'irahar iti.

4 W. B. 0. om.
5 0. adhishavane. 6

G-. M. pragrahe evamrupasdmarthyad.
~'

GT. M. -tre.
8 B.

jneyam. ^ 0. nanu anyarthena grahanendi 'va. (10) G. M. om. n 0. siddhih.

H B. ins. nishiddhe. (
13

> 0. i-hatvanishedhtmishedho na vidheyah; B. nishedho na

iti virodliah.
u B. -ndsdm-. 15 B. artham; G. M. tadavstham. 16 G. M. vd tat.

(") G. M. 0. samtoshtavyam.
1S G. M. ve. 19 G. M. gubt-.

20 0. -thyam.
21 0.

om.; G. M. i.
M G/M. kam-. 23 G. M. savasthdnacab- ; 0. adds api.

-4 G. M.

gdvah.
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expect to hear him reply because ahah also is twice mentioned,
in the same two rules with suvah. But no

;
we do injustice to the

tenderness of his exegetical conscience, in supposing him capable
of such gross arbitrariness of interpretation, when in rule 8, in-

stead of ahah, aharahah is read. He alleges instead the compe-
tency of a form cited for another purpose (compare Rik Pr. i.13, r.

liv,55) : we have read in rule iv.ll ahordtre, where the pragrahas
are under treatment, and this suffices, by analogy of form, to deter-

mine the reading also of ahordtrdbhydm and ahordtrayoh. If this

be so, it is next retorted, then, as the sh of adhishavane, which is

cited in the same rule, is assured by the citation itself, rule vi.ll,

prescribing the sh, in the way of an exception to an exception, is

out of order. That is true, the commentator confesses : but, grant-

ing that the sh of sava is established by the previous mention of

adhishavane, how is that of sthdna, the other word specified in

the same rule, established ? the rule is therefore to be deemed of

force so far as relates to that word, and to be regarded as intend-

ed for it. Of what follows, not all is clear to me : it appears that

the rule is, after all, defended as it stands, on " the principle of

sugar-candy and little tongue
"

(i.
e. as merely giving more than is

absolutely required of what one cannot receive too much of, as the

palate of candy ?) : for to establish the reading on the authority
of a previous citation is only doing just what will answer (? ga-
manikd occurs in only one other passage, the comment on i.18, and
I find nowhere anything that explains its use), while specific men-
tion is a distinction

;
hence the rule has a meaning as applied to

sava also : such is the understanding.
'

The commentator might much better, surely, have acknowledged
that his text-book had omitted to provide for the special case of

J^-reading which has caused all this trouble, than have forced it

within the contemplation of the rules at such cost.

n \v n

17. And the preceding vowel is made long.

The " and "
(ca) in the rule is declared to signify that the lengthr

ening of the vowel takes place only when visarjaniya has been
omitted. The cited examples are rurti rdudrah (v.5.19), tittiri ro-

hit (v.5.16), and vishnd rtipam krtvd (vi.2.4
2
': only G. M. have

the last word). As was noticed in the comment upon the prece-

ding rule, there is no such case of ah changed to d before r, ex-

cept the one forming the special subject of the following rules.

17. tasmdd rephaparavisarjaniydl luptdt ptirvo 'pi
1

yah svaro

hrasvah sa ca dlrgham dpadyate. yathd*: ruril : titti- :

vishnti yadd
3

visarjaniyasya lopas taddi'va dlrghatvam

yathd sydd ity evamarthap capabdah.
1 0. om. 2

G-. M. om. 3 G. M. 0. ins. tasya.

VOL. ix. 25
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18. As also, in eshtah.

This word has been already mentioned, in rule 8, as one of those

whose final h is liable to become r. It is here made the further

subject of a special rule, because it is the only case in the Sanhita
of ah changed to d before r (see the note to rule 16). The passage
in which it occurs is eshtd rdyah (i.2.11

1 and vi.2.2 6
).

We have seen, however, that the commentator has felt obliged
to give a false interpretation to rule 16, and one which renders su-

perfluous the present rule, as applying to a case already included
under that one. He is well aware of the objection to his interpre-
tation thence arising, and himself points out that eshtd rdyo rdya
eshtar eshtd rdyah (only W. gives this) is a case analogous with
rukmo antar antd rukmo rukmo antah (W. B. omit the last two

words), and that the loss of h and lengthening of a in eshtah is an
effect of the tu in rule 16

;
but he does what he can toward remov-

ing the objection by alleging that the detail of discordant opinions
which is to follow (in the next four rules) renders it more desirable

to cite the case specially, in order that it may be understood to

what those opinions apply. This is a tolerably ingenious subter-

fuge but, after all, only a subterfuge.

II U II

19. Not so, according to some authorities.

The commentator gives two alternative explanations of this

rule both, however, as he notices, leading to the same reading of

the phrase under question. Yararuci, namely, holds that, in the

view of some, the rule denies the conversion of h to r in eshtah,
and therefore also the prolongation of the a; whence, by the gen-
eral rule ix.8, the word would become eshto (in analogy with all

the other cases in the text of ah before r). Mahisheya, however,
understands that some are said to deny that the h of eshtah is lia-

ble to conversion into r before another r that is to say, he makes
the rule establish so far an exception under rule 8 rather than rule

18. eshtar ity asmin grahane visarjaniyo rephaparo
1 c

varna-

purvo 'pi* lupyate
3

. yathd*: eshtd *ca$abdo lopadir-

ghayor dkarshakah* . nanv etad anupapannam: hvdrabhdr

(viii. 8) ddyantahpdtitvdd eshtar ity asya:
*eshtd :

6 rukmo
iti vat

1
: anavarn apurvas tu (viii. 1 6) ity atra tupabdena*

lopadirghasiddhdu* .

10mdi 'vam 10
: vakshyamdnamatabheddpra-

yatvajndpandya grhitam etad upapannataram : iti parihdrah.
1 W. B. rephah.

2 0. om. 3 G. M. ins. purvap ca dirghah.
4 G. M. om. <

5
) G.

M. -ghdv dkarshati, and put at the beginning. <
6) B. G. M. 0. om. 7 "W. iti; G.

M.' itipadam.
8 G. M. fdbde.

9 B. -yha?ruteh; G. M. 0. -ddhe. (10) W. B. 0. om.
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1 8. There can be litfrle question that Vararuci's explanation is the

true one.

In rule 21, below, we have yet another mode taught of arriving
at the same result as regards the reading.

II ^0||

20. According to Uttamottariya, two become r.

Here, again, there are two interpretations, Vararuci giving
one, Mahisheya the other. The former says that, in the opinion
of the specified authority ($dkhin,

' holder of a $dkhd or recen-

sion of the sacred text'), the visarjamya of eshtah and the follow-

ing r both become r that is, as I should think it ought to mean,
both fuse together into a single r : thus, eshtardyah but none of

the manuscripts give this reading in illustrating the case : see the
various readings below. Mahisheya, on the other hand, regards
the individual referred to as owning the portentous name Dvavut-

tamottariya, and as holding that the h of eshtah becomes r before

r, making eshtar rdyah.
Vararuci here maintains, in my opinion, his usual superiority

over Mahisheya, as regards both the plausibility of the name as-

sumed and the admissibility of the reading taught; and I have

accordingly made my translation conform with his interpretation.
It is interesting to note the uncertainty of the tradition within

reach of the commentators as to the personality of the authorities

quoted by the Prati9akhya.

II ^ II

21. According to Saihkrtya, the visarjamya becomes u.

And this u, by x.5, unites with the preceding a to form o, so

that the reading of the passage is eshto rdyah) as it is according

19. ekeshdm mata eshtar iti visarjaniyo rephaparo na lupyate:
ata eva pttrvasvaradirghdbhdva$ ca: kim tu ghoshavatpara$
ca (ix.8)

l

ity otvam 1

. yathd: eshto rdyah. vararuciviraeitam

etatf: mdhisheyabhdshitam tv
3 evam: eshtar iti visarjaniyo re-

phaparo ^repham nd5

"padyata iti*. siddharttpam ubhayoh sa-

mdnam.
< ] ) W. om. 2

G-. M. om. 3 G. M. ca. <
4
) G-. M. na repham dpnoti.

5 0. om. na.

20. uttamottartyasya pdkhino
1 mata eshtar iti visarjamyas*

tatparo repha$ ca dvdv etdu repham dpadyete. yathd: eshtar*

rdyah. ayam artho vdrarucoktah*: mdhisheyoktas tu dvdvut-

tamottariya iti kasya tin ndma : tanmata eshtar* iti visarjaniyo

rephaparo repham dpadyate:
6 eshtar1

rdya iti
6
.

0) 0. -nor. * G. M. -yaf ca. 3 B. G. M. -td; 0. -tdr. 4 W. B. 0. var-. 5 W. B.
eshtd rdya.

6 0. ins. yathd.
7 B. G. M. -td.

8 G. M. 0. om.
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to the " some authorities
"
quoted in rule 19, above. This is point-

ed out by the commentator
; who, however, declares that the refer-

ence to Samkrtya in a separate place shows that he is not one of
the people there spoken of. B. specifies (probably by a copyist's

blunder) that the exposition given of the meaning of the rule is to

be credited to Mahisheya.

22. And, according to Ukhya, along with the preceding
letter.

That is, eshtar becomes eshtu, the h and its predecessor a coales-

cing into u. This is the only exposition given by W. and O. But
G. M. and B., strangely agreeing for once to differ from the rest,
ascribe this understanding of the meaning of the rule to Mahi-

sheya, and report Vararuci as holding it to signify that the h of

eshtah, with its predecessor, becomes r. This last version of the

sandhi seems little better than nonsense, and neither of the MSS.

gives a reading to correspond.
The commentator declares, finally, that, in this net-work of alter-

native views, the first rule only (viii. 18) is approved. In accord-

ance herewith is the reading of the edited text and of my manu-

script, eshtd rayah.
The most interesting circumstance connected with this waste of

half a dozen rules over the reading of a single word, is the indi-

cation afforded of the anomalousness of the combination as a phe-
nomenon belonging to the Tfiittiriya-Sanhita, while it is in other

Yedic texts a natural and usual thing.

21. sdmkrtyasya mata eshtar iti visarjaniyo rephapara ukd-

ram dpadyate
1

. tata* uvarnapara okdram (x.5) ity otvam.

yathd*: eshto ray ah. asya ca ndi 'keshdm (viii. 18) ity asya
4

depabheddd bhedah : siddhoddharanam 5 samdnam.
1 B. adds iti mdhisheyoktam.

2 G. M. om. 3 W. B. G. M. om. 4 G. M. 0. ins.

cd. 5 G. M. 0. ins. tu.

22. ukhyasya mate rephapara
1 eshtar iti visarjamyah prtrva-

varnena saho ^kdram dpadyate: *iti mdhisheyoktam*. yathd*:

eshtu* ray ah. ^vdrarucoktam* tv eshtar iti visarjaniyo repha-

parah pttrvena saha repham dpadyata iti\ yathd*:
9eshtd10

rayaJf**. pttrvena saha vartata iti sapttrvah.

asmin vikalpajdle
11

prathamam eshtap ca (viii.18) iti sdtram

eve 'shtam.

1 G. M. om.
;
0. puts after iti. <

2
> W. om.

;
0. iti.

3 G. M. om. 4 B. -to; G. M.
-to. <5> W. 0. om. 6 B. war-. 7 G. M. om. 8 G. M. om. <9> M. om. 10 B. -trd.

'

W. -jdte.
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23. At the end of the former member of a compound, before

k, kh, or p, visarjauiya becomes sh or 5,
if'preceded by a.

The commentator notes the fact that, as a different following
occasion is here introduced, the implication

" followed by a vowel
or a sonant consonant," which has so long been in force (namely,
since rule 3 of this chapter), comes to an end. His illustrative

examples are: atho havishkrtdndm eva (vi.4.3
3

: O. omits eva),

grasitam nishkhidati (vi.1.9
1

: O. omits the first word), bahishpa-
vamdna upasadyah (vi.4.9

2
: O. omits the last word), namasM-

rdir evdi 'nam (v.5.7
4

: O. omits enam), and pathaspathah pari-

patim (i.1.14
2

: O. omits the last word). As counter-example,
to show that the h must end the first member of a compound,
not an independent word, we have pmhpdvatih prasuvatih

(iv.2.6 !), and namah pitrbhyo abhi (iii.2.8
3

: only G. M. have abhi).
This is a general rule, applying to almost all the compounds in

the Sanhita which show a final h before an initial &, M, or p of

the second member. A few exceptions are mentioned farther on

(rules 32,33).

Pi

24. Also in dvih, nih, idah, gagvatah, apasah, deva rishah,

anhasah, ati divah, vicvatah, aqmanah, and tamasah.

This rule, the commentator remarks, relates to words which are

not first members of compounds. His examples are: for dvih,
dvish krnushva (i.2.14

2
).

For nih, ghrtam nish pibati (ii.3.11
5
)

:

23. atra paranimittavi$eshandd
l

etatparyantd* svaraghoshavat-

pardnuvrttir* mantavyd. avagrahdntavartl? visarjamyah kakdra-

khakdrapakdraparah shakdram dpadyate : akdrapttrva? cet sakd-

ram. yathff: atho ____ : gras- ____ : bahish- ____ : namas- ____ ;

pathas- _____ avagraha iti kim : push- ____ : namah _____ ka-

kdra$ ca khakdrap ca pakdrap ca kokhapakdrdh : te
6

pare
7

yas-

mdd asdu%
tathoktah. akdrah pttrvo yasmdd asdv akdraptirvah.

1
G-. M. -shad. 2 W. etdvatp-.

3 G. M. -paratvdn-.
4 W. -havatara; B. -ha; G.

M. -havarti. 5 G. M. om. 6 0. ete.
7 G. M. pard.

8 G. M. 0. sa.

24.
1

______ eshu
1

visarjaniyoh kakhapakdraparo
a

yathdvihi-
tam? bhajate. yathd*: dvish ____ : ghrtam ____ ; Idas ____ :

$a$v- ____ .* apasas ____ : uror ____ : deve ''ti kim: sa ____ ; an-

hasas ____ : ati ____ : atftikim: divah ____ ; vipv- ____ : tvam
...-: ud.....

anavagrahdrtho 'yam drambhah.

M G. M. dvirddishu vidyamdno.
2 G. M. ins. hi shakdram akdrapurvap cet sa-

kdram iti.
8 G. -thdsamh-. 4 G. M. 0. om.
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of nish before p, I find besides only nish padyeran (vii.3.10
2
) ;

before M, nish khidati (ii.2.10
5
) ;

before &, the cases are more
numerous, with forms of kri

(e. g. v.5.7 2 ),
and kram (vi.4.10

2 ' 3
:

doubtless
;
the separation of the divisions prevents the exhibition

of the sandhi) ;
cases of nih with accented forms of verbs in k are

yet more frequent, but come under the preceding rule, not this one.

For idah, idas pade sam idhyase (ii.6.11
4 and iv.4.4 4 : O. omits

the last two words) : on the other hand, we have iddydh pade at

vi.1.82 . For papvatah, papvatas kar haste (ii.2.12
1

).
For apa-

sah, apasas pare asya (iii.2.11
2

: O. omits asya). For deva ri-

shah, uror d no deva rishas pdhi (i.4.45
2

: O. omits to deva) ;
with

sa rishah pdtu naktam (i.2.14
7

;
5.11 x *2

)
as counter-example, to show

that the prescribed effect takes place only after deva. For anha-

sah, anhasas pdtu vdyuh (iii.2.4
3

: only O. has vdyuh): another
case is found in the same division, anhasas pdtam. For ati divah,
ati divas pdhi samdvavrtran (i.8.14

2
: G. M. O. omit after pdhi) ;

with divah prshthan suvar gatvd miprdh (iv.6.5
1

: only B. has the

last word; O. omits the last three) as counter-example, to show
that the prescribed effect takes place only after ati. For vipva-

tah, vipvatas pari havdmahe (i.6.12
1

: G. M. omit the last word) :

other cases occur at i.5.3 3
: ii.1.1 1

;
3.14 l

: iii.1.11* : iv.2.1 3
,3* ;

3.13 8

(in the various repetitions of only two phrases, always before pari) ;

and, as first member of a compound, hence falling" under the pre-

ceding rule, at iv.6.2 4 : an exception is noted in a later rule

(viii. 32). For apmanah, tvam apmanas pari (iv.1.2
5
).

For tama-

sah, ud vayam tamasas pari papyantah (iv,1.7
4 and v.1.8 6

: only
O. has the last word, and it omits the first two).

n ^ H

25. Also before krdhi, pinva, and pathe.

The examples are : uru nas krdhi (ii.6.11
3
),apas pinva (iv.3.4

3
),

and saprathd namas pathe (iv.7.13
2

: G. M. omit the first word).
For pinva and pathe I find no further examples ;

but s before krdhi
occurs also at i.4.2 (where the edition has the false reading A), 3 :

iv.2.9 4
;
5.10 2

: v.7.6 3 '4
: vi.3.22

;
4.5*.

II ^||
26. But not when 5, kr, or gh follows.

25. ______ evamparo visarjamyo yathdvidhim
1

bhajate. ya~
thd*: uru ____ : apas ____ : sapr- .....

1 0. -viUtarh. 2 G. M. 0. om.

26. sakraghe
1

''ty evampare sati krdhydddu* visarjantyo yathdr
vihitam* nd "padyate. yathd*: tan ____ : p am ____ : rephena kim :

uta ____ ; uru- ____ .

1 W. adds kdre salt.
2 0. -ddi. 3 G. M. -vidhim. 4 W. B. G. M. om.
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By its terms, the rule means that the prescription of the prece-

ding rule becomes void when either of the words there mentioned
is followed as here specified ;

but the cases of its application, so

far as I am aware, all concern krdhi. The commentator's illustra-

tions are: tan ma dmanasah krdhi svdhd (ii.3.9
1

: only W. has
the first two words, and it omits the last one), cam ca nah krdhi :

kratve dakshdya (iii.3.11
4

: O. omits the last word), and uru ksha-

ydya nah krdhi: ghrtam ghrtayone (i.3.4
1

: G. M. O. omit the

last word) ;
and to the second of these there is a counter-example,

uta no mayas krdhi kshayadvirdya (iv.5.10
2
),

to show that only
kr, not k alone, gives occasion for retention of the h. The words
dmanasah krdhi svdhd occur again at ii.3.9 2 : I find no other cases

to be specified in addition to those quoted by the commentator.

27. Also before patm ve, pati, pate, pataye, patih, and

patim.

The examples are: first, brahmanas patm vedim (iii.5.6
1

), with
a counter-example, to show that the word patm must be followed

by ve, retodhdh patm va ity dha (vi.5.8
4

: but O. reads indriyd-
vatah patmvantam, i.4.27); further, cubhas pati idam aham
(iii.2.10

2
: only O. has aham), vdstosh pate prati (iii.4.10

1

), pra
cyavasva bhuvas pate (i.2.9 and vi.1.11 4

),
vdcas pataye pavasva

(i.4.2), vdcas patir vdcam (i.7.7
1

), and vdcas patim vicvakarmd-
nam tttaye (iv.6.2

5
: G. M. O. omit the last word). The inquiry is

now raised, why it was necessary to give all these words in detail,
instead of comprehending them all in pat, and in reply is quoted
the passage divam gacha suvah pata (iv.1.10

5 and v.1.10 5
).

The cases of retention of s before the cases of pati are so nu-

merous, that it would be highly convenient to be able to dispose of
them at once by quoting in the rule the theme pati; but such a

proceeding is permitted (by i.22) only with themes ending in a.

I add the other combinations of this class which I have noted from
the Sanhita: manasas pati (i.1.13

3
;
4.44 3

), pathas pati (i.1.14
2

),

brahmanas pati (i.5.6
4

: ii.1.5 7
), jyotishas pati (i.5.11

1
: iv.4.4 6

),

cavasaspati (u.2.I2
7
),jagatas pati (ii.4.5

1

), sadasas pati (ii.6.8
2

:

iii.2.44
), catinas pati (ii.6.11

1
: iv.4.4 1

),
nabhasas pati (iii.3.8

3>6
),

and yas patih (iv.7.14
3
).

We have the genitive patch in brhas-

pateh (i.7.8
4
), but, as the pada-text reads brhah-pateh, the word

does not fall under this rule: tapaspati (i.2.10
2

; p. iapah-patih)

27. _ evamparo visarjaniyo yathdvihitam
1

bhajate. ya-
thd*: brah- : va iti kim: reto- : cubh- ; vdst- ;

pra ; vdc- : vac- ; vac- . pad ity etdvatdi 'va

siddhe *pratipadapdthena him*: divam ityddinishedhdr-
thah\

1 B. G. M. -vidhim. 2 G. M. 0. om. <S> G. M. -thah kimarthah ; 0. -tho. 4 0.

dddu n-.
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belongs in the same category. Of the words quoted by the com-

mentator, bhuyas pati occurs again at i.7.10 2
,
and vdcas pati at ii.

6.8 ] >2
.

28. Also in divah and sahasah, before pari and put.

The cited examples are divas pari prathamam (i.3.14
5 and

iv.2.2 1

),
divas putrdya surydya (i.2.9: O. omits the last word),

and sahasas putro adbhutah (iv.1.9
2

).
We have sahasas putram

also at iv.4.4 3
,
and divas pari at iii.3.3 3 and iv.2.10 4

;
one case of

divah pari is excepted by rule 34, below. As counter-examples,
are given divah prthivydh pary antarikshdt (iii.1.10

2 et al. : W.
B. O. omit divah, which is better, as this is used just below to

illustrate another point), parushahparushah pari (iv.2.9
2
),

and

punsah putrdn uta vipvdyushan rayim (iv.6.9
4

: G. M. O. have

only the first two words), to show that only the words specified
show s before pari and put and divah prthivydh pari (iii.1.10

2

et al. : G. M. omit pari, which is better this time), to show that

those words show it only in the circumstances stated.

Put is declared a part of a word, involving more than one case.

n ^r n

29. Also in rdyah, before po.

The commentator's examples are: papavo vdi rdyas poshah
(v.4.6

2
),
sam ahan rdyas poshena (i.7.9

2
), pamtanutvdya rdyas

poshdya (iii.2.5
1

: G. M. omit the first word and add brhate, which
makes the reference belong to iv.1.102 ),

and rdyas poshasya dadi-

tdrah sydma (iii.2.3
1

: only O. has the last word). As counter-

examples, he gives vibhuh posha uta tmand (iii.1.11
2
), to show

that the rule applies to no other word than rdyah before po, and
eshtd rdyah pre ''she bhagdya (i.2.11

l
: G. M. omit the first word),

28. divah: sahasah: ity ayor
1

visarjamyah pariputparo* ya-

thdvidhim
8

bhajate. divas : divas pu- : s a h- ana-

yor iti Mm: divah : par- : pun- : evampara iti

Mm : divah anekdrthatv at* pud iti paddikadepah.
1 B. anayoh; G. M. etayoh.

2 G. M. pari: put: ity evamparo ; 0. do. except

ity.
3 G. M. 0. -vihitam. 4 B. G M. 0. -rthah.

29. rdya ity atra visarjamyah po ity evamparo yathdvihitom
1

bhajate. yathd*: papavo po iti paddikadepo bah&pddd-
ndrthah: sam : $am- ; rdyas rdya iti Mm: vi-

bhuh :
3

po ity okdrena Mm?: *eshtd

1 G. M. -vidMm. 2 G. M. 0. om. <
3
) G. M. okdrah kimarthah. 4 B. om. to ya-

thd in comment to next rule.
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to show that only po, not p when otherwise followed, calls out the

prescribed effect in rdyah.
I have not attempted to note the numerous instances of the oc-

currence of rdyas posha in the Sanhitu. In the derivative rdyas-
poshavani (i.2.12

3
;
3.1 2 ), where the division is before vani, the

pada-text, according to its custom, leaves the s of rdyas unchanged
(reading rdyasposha-vani).

30. Also in namah, before Jcaro.

The examples illustrating the action of the rule are samvatsare-
na namas karomi (v.5.7

3
),
and ubhayibhyo nam.as karoti (ii.6.9

8
:

O. reads karomi)', counter-examples, showing the uselessness of
either specification of the rule without the other, are namah ka-

pardine ca (iv.5.5
l

,9
l

: W. omits ca; O. omits the example)^ and

ekahdyandd enah karoti (vi.6.3
1

).

Other instances of namas karoti are found at v.S.S 1

,?
2

: vi.3.8 4
;

and of -vatsarena namas karomi at v.5.7 3
twice, 7 4 twice.

The printed text has preyasas karat and vo,syasas karat (but, by
a strange inconsistency, immediately after, papumatah karat) at

i.8.62
; but, as these combinations are unauthorized by the Prati9a-

khya, and not supported by my manuscript, I do not doubt that

the readings are erroneous.

31. Also in vasuh, before k.

The passage is sa idhdno vasush kavih (iv.4.4
5
), and I have

found no other. Counter-examples, of obvious application, are

given : viprah pucih kavih (i.3.14
8

;
5.5 3

), mayi vasuh puro vasuh

(iii.2.10
2

),
and vipvdvasuh pary amushndt (vi.l.6

5
,ll

5
: B., which

is quite defective just along here, omits the first word).

30. nama ity atra
1

visarjamyah karo ity evamparo yathdvihi-
tam? bhajate. yathd*: samv- ____ : ubhay- ____ . *karo iti kim :

namah ____ :*
*nama iti kim : ekah- ____ .

5

1
G-. M. O. om. 2 G. M. vidUm. 3 G. M. 0. ora.

;
B. omits to here. <4) 0. om.

<6> G-. M. put before ubhay-; B. puts after ubhay ____ , and om. karo iti.

31.
lvasur ity atra visarjamyah kakdraparo yathdvihitam*

dpadyate*. yathd**
1

: sa _____ vasur iti kim : viprah ____ : evam-

paraitikim: mayi ____ : vipvd- ____ .

O B. om. 2 G. M. -vidhim. 3 G. M. 0. Uiajate.
4 G. M. 0. om.

VOL. ix. 26
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32. Not in adhvaram viqvatah, antah, jdtah, viviguh paruh,
and punah.

These words constitute exceptions under the foregoing rules.

The commentator specifies in each case under which rule the ex-

ception falls. The first example is yajnam adhvaram vipvatah

paribhur asi (iv.1.11
1

: O. omits the first word, W. B. the last) :

an exception under viii.24, which would require vipvatas; W. B.

O. remark that the distinctive addition of adhvaram effects the

exception, and W. O. add the counter-example indram vo vipvatas

pari (i.6.12
1

).
For antah, the example is mahddevam antahpdr-

pvena (i.4.36 : O. omits the first word) : an exception under rule

23, antah being first member of a compound. Forjdtah, bhutasya
jdtah patir eka dsit (iv.2.8

2
: O. omits the first word, and alone

adds dsit' G. M. omit ekah also) : an exception under viii. 2 7. For

vivipuh paruh, yd dvivipuh paruhparuh (iv.2.6
4
); with the counter-

example parushparur anughushyd vipasta (iv.6.9
3

: only G. M.
have the last word). For punah, finally, punahpunar hy asmdt

(vi.5.1
3 "4

: only G. M. have asmdt). Both these last are excep-
tions under viii. 2 3.

The versions of the comment to this rule are more than usually

discordant, all being defective except W. and O., and even these

having suffered considerable disarrangement. For the details, see

the various readings below.

II^ II

33. Nor before,a word containing dh or sh.

"
By vicinage," says the commentator, is understood a negative,

in this and the next following rule. The meaning of the rule is

that, when a word containing either of the letters dh or sh follows

the visarjantya, the latter is not liable to conversion into s or sh,
as required by the foregoing precepts. The examples given are

32. ^ _ . eteshdm 1

visarjaniyo yathdvihitam* na bhajate
3
. ya-

thd*: yajnam : dvirnir6

(viii.24) iti prdptih:
6
adhvaravi-

peshandn nivfttih*: ''adhvaram iti Mm: indr- :
7 mahd-

: *kakhapakdra (viii.23) iti prdptih: bhttt~ : patni-

vepatf (viii.27) iti
10

prdptih
6
:

ll

yd ": vivipur
1 *

iti kim: pa-
rush- : punah- : kakhapakdraparah

1 *

(viii.23) ity

anayoh prdptih.
1 G. M. ity eteshu. 2 G. M. -mdhim. 3 G. M. 0. dpadyate.

4 G. M. 0. om.
5 G. M. add idah. (

6> G. M. om. <
7) B. G. M. om.

;
W. 0. put next before mirifttr

iti kim. <8) B. 'om. 9 0. om. pati; G. M. patishpatim.
10 0. ity ddind. <"> W.

B. 0. put after mahd- w G. M. -fuhparur.
13 G. M. 0. om. pwrah.

33. sdmnidhydd atra
1

paratra ca 2 nanartho labhyate. dhaf
ca shap* ca dhashdu : tdv asmint sta iti dhashavat : tasmin dha-

shavati* pade parabhute sati "purvo visarjaniyo
6

yathdvihitam'
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bahihparidhi skanddt (ii.6.6
2 and vi.2.8 5

: the same divisions con-

tain each a second example of the compound), purushahpurusho
nidhanam (vi.6.3

2
: the same division contains a second example

of the compound), and ubhayatahkshnrtr bhavati (v.1.1
4

). I

have noted besides only parushahparushah pari (iv.2.9
2
).

That
the word containing dh or sh must follow the visarjamya, not be
the one that itself ends in that letter, is shown by the counter-

examples adhaspadam krnute (iv.7.13
3
), and rtasya jyotishas

patim (i.5.11
1

).

34. Not before pari vd or pra.

The examples are rocand divah pari vdjeshu (iv.2.11
*

: only G.
M. have the first word) with the counter-example divas pari pra-
thamam (i.3.14

5 and iv.2.2 1

),
to show the need of citing vd after

pari and tasmdd itahpraddnam devdh (iii.2.9
7

: O. omits devdh).
Of these, the first is an exception under viii.28; the other, under
viii. 2 3. There is yet another passage, bahihprdno vdi manushyah
(vi.1.1

4
), which needs to be brought under the rule; and the com-

mentator accordingly declares that the quotation of pra in this

rule with short a is intended to connote pra also -just as, in a rule

of the next chapter (ix.24), athd connotes atha also, by a converse

principle. This, however, suggests a difficulty : why then is not
rule vii.7, prescribing for pra an effect which had already been

nd "padyate. yathd*: bahih- ____ : puru- ____ : ubhay- ____ :

kakhapakdra* (viii. 2 3) iti prdptih. parabhtita iti kim: adhas-
____ : rtasya _____

10

1 G. M. ins. ca. 2 G. M. 0. ins. sutre. 3 G. M. 0. dhakdra?.
4 G. M. 0. shaJcd-

rag.
5 B. G. M. 0. om. <6) 0. om. : G. M. purvav-.

' G. M. -vidhim. 8 B. G. M.
0. om. 9 B. -rapara.

10 W. adds tasminn iti nidishte purvasya. parwdpravarah.

34. pari vd: pra:
1

evamparo visarjaniyo yathdvihitarh? nd

"padyate. rocand ____ : ve 'ti kim: divas ____ : tasmdd.....

pre 'ti hrasvagrahanam dirghasyd ^py upalakshanam :
3

yatho

'dathdparap ca (ix.24) iti dirghagrahanam hrasvasyo 'pala-

kshandrtham*. tarhi prdpflrvac ca (vii.7) iti srttram vyar-
tham : pracabdasyd

6

''numttasydi *va dirghopalakshakatvdd*: iti

cet : ucyate : pratyakshagrhUasydi *vo 'palakshakatvam' nd *nu-

krshtasye ^ti vijneyam: *tathdhi: vdhanauhyamdnah (vii.6)

ity atra* cakdrena pracabdas tatrd ''nukrshtah: atra tu* parivd-
prapara

9

ity
10

upalakshakatvam
11

bhavati. tathd sati ''dam

apy uddharanam : bahih- .....

1 G. M. ins. ity.
* G. M. -vidhim. 3 B. ins. @> here, as well as below, in its

place.
4 G. M. 0. -nam; B. hrasvop-.

5 G. M. ins. eva. 6
G-. M. -kshanatvdd ; 0.

dirgkagrahanasyop-.
7 G. M. -tvdt. 8 G. M. om. 9 G. M. vd-.

10 G. M. ins. pro-
para itipraiydkshagrdhitatvdd; 0. ins. pratyakshagrhitatvdd.

" G. M. -kshanam.
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prescribed for pra, a superfluity ? Because, is the reply, such con-

notation is only proper in the case of a word directly cited, not of

one that is brought forward by implication merely : and in rule

vii.6 the pro, was thus brought forward [from rule 4], in virtue of

the ca,
'

and,' contained in the rule : whereas here the pra is ex-

pressly mentioned. This seems a case of rather questionable

interpretation.

^r f^nrr

35. Not so with nih.

That is, as the commentator explains it, the exception establish-

ed by the preceding rule does not hold good in the case of nih,
which is treated as prescribed in rule 24, even before pra. The
cases instanced in illustration of the rule are both of a doubtful

character : the one is a Ja^a-reading, prdncdu nir nish prdii$du
prdilcdu nih (vi.4.10

2
),
the other an extract from the ending of the

same anuvdka (vi.4.10), dtmand para nish pra pukra$ocishd, these

words being those which end respectively the first four divisions of

the anuvdka. We shall find other quotations of the endings later
;

and their appearance is at least decisive of the recognition by the

commentatator of the breaking up of the anuvdkas into divisions of

fifty words each, whatever we may have to believe respecting its

recognition by the Prati9akhya. We are not, however, to take for

granted that even the commentator accepted the division as now
made in our manuscripts, involving a suspension of continuity of

the samhitd-text after each fiftieth word : there was probably at

first a mere enumeration made, with an expression of its results at

the end of the anuvdka. The endings, as may be seen in the Cal-

cutta edition, are carefully accented, and written according to the

rules of combination as laid down by the Prati9akhya. The same
rules are followed in the jatd-text; and hence, as (by rule vii.2,

above) nih converts the following initial n into n in samhitd, so

does it also in the repetitions of the jatd (nir nish). As a yet
farther consequence, it has the same effect in the rules of the Pra-

ti9akhya, and I have therefore accepted the reading na instead of

na in the repetition of the present rule, although it is supported
only by T. and W.

35. nir ity atra msarjamyasya
1

praparatve*
(

pi shatvanishedho

na bhavati: shatvam eva bhavati ^ty arthah. prdn- : dtm-

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane
9

ashtamo 'dhydyah.
1 0. -niyah.

2 0. prapare.
3 0. ins. prathamaprapne.
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CHAPTER IX.

CONTENTS: 1-6, treatment of final h before initial surd letters; 7-10, treatment

of final ah and ah; 11-15, of final diphthongs before initial vowels; 16-17, of

the particle u; 18-19, duplication of final wandw; 20-24, conversion of final

dn, ?w, un, to ah, inr, uhr.

1. Visarjaniya, when followed by a spirant which has a surd
letter after it, is dropped, according to Kandamayana.
The commentator, after a brief paraphrase of the rule, gives a

couple of examples to illustrate its working : namely, catustandm
karoti (v.1.6

4
; p. catuh-standm) ,

and vdyava stho ''pdyava stha

(i.1.1). The mention of Kandamayana is declared to be made on
account of a difference of views : others, namely, hold that h is

dropped before a spirant that is followed by a sonant letter as well,
as adbhya svdhd (i.8.13

3
), ye pukld syus tarn (ii.3.1

3
: W. B. omit

tarn), yo hatamand svayampdpah (ii.2.8
3

: O. omits yo ; G. M.
omit pdpah), and ddnakdmd me prajd syuh (ii.2.8

3
;
3.4 J

: O. omits
the first word

;
G. M., the first two). I am not sure that I under-

stand the consideration further alleged, in view of which it is de-

cided that " the rule is all right ;" it appears to be that, reference

having thus been made to a discordance of views, those words will

be hereafter specified in which there is omission made under any
other prescription but what this refers to, I am unable to see.

Every MS. that I have reads
(

ghoshaparo as second word in the
rule : but the comment so plainly implies the reading -pare, and
the sense so obviously requires it, that I have ventured its

adoption.

Although the prescription here given is put upon the authority
of an individual, it is pretty evidently to be regarded as definitely

1. ushmaparo visarjamyah kdndamdyanasya mate lupyate
tasminn ushmany aghoshavatpare

1

sati. yathd : catu- ____ : v d y-

_____ kdndamdyanagrahanam? vikalpdrtham : anyeshdm mate

ghoshavatpare 'py ushmani visarjaniyo lupyate: yathd: adbhya
____ : ye ____ : yo ____ : ddna- _____ evam ca vikalpd$rayane*
sati lakshandntaragatam* yeshu padeshu lupyate tdni paddni
vakshydma* iti vacanam saralam bhavati.

ushmd paro yasmdd
6
asdv ushmaparah

6
: na ghoshavdn agho-

shah: asdu 1

paro yasmdt
s
sa tathoktah*: tasminn aghoshapare.

1
G-. M. 0. om. vat. 2 G. M. -yanasya gr-.

3 "W. -?ravane; 0. -frayagrahane ;

G-. M. -Ipdntare.
4 W. O. -ndtara-. 5

G-. M. 0. prav-. <6)'Gr. M. sa tatho 'kiaft.
1 G. M. om. <> Gr. M. om.
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adopted and taught by the Prati9akhya, and is usually (not with-
out occasional exceptions) conformed to by the edition of the San-

hita, and by my manuscripts both of that and of the Pratiyakhya
and its commentary. I have, therefore, treated it as peremptory,
and have everywhere governed by it the readings I have accept-
ed. The same omission is prescribed by the Rik and Vajasaneyi
Prati9akhyas, but not by the Atharvan (see Ath. Pr. ii.40, note).

tlt^M^MIUI*^ II ^ II

2. Followed by a surd letter, it becomes the spirant of like

position with that letter.

The commentator's examples are: yax kdmayeta (ii.1.2
3 et al. ;

O. reads -yate) ; agnip ca me (iv.7.6
1

: O. omits this and the next

example), ul&kap papah (v.5.18), agnis te tejah (i.1.10
3 and vii.5.17 :

O. leaves out te), and yay pdpmand grhttah (ii.l.3
5
,4

6
: W. leaves

off the first word
;
G. M. O. omit the last).

The requirements of this rule are by no means complied with by
the manuscripts, nor have I followed them in the present work.
In the first place, no manuscript that I possess, or have ever seen,

attempts to represent any such sounds as thejihvdmdliya and upa-
dhmdmya (see i.9), or % and qo/^for these, visarjamya is universal-

ly substituted, as if the sect of Agnive9ya and Yalmiki (see rule 4,

below) had supplanted all its rivals
; and, in the second place, the

agreement to leave visarjamya unchanged before a sibilant (accord-

ing to the view of the authorities referred to below, in rule 5) is

nearly as general. In my MS. of the Sanhita, I have noted about

thirty cases of conversion to a sibilant, in place of unchanged reten-

tion, and they are nearly all in a single limited neighborhood
(in iv.5), where a different scribe has developed his originality a

little. As is hinted above, in the introduction, however, G. and

M. make with great regularity the assimilation of h to the follow-

ing sibilant
;
O. does it not infrequently ;

the others, almost never.

I have put together, in the note to Ath. Pr. ii.40, a statement of

the variously conflicting views respecting the treatment of h be-

fore the different classes of surd letters held by the different Pra-

ti9akhyas, or referred to in their rules
;
and it is unnecessary to

repeat it here. The sole point upon which all authorities agree is

the conversion into $ and s before palatal and dental mutes re-

spectively and this is also the only point left unquestioned by the

rules which follow here in our treatise.

2. aghoshaparo visarjamyas tasyd ''ghoshasya sasthdnam tish-

mdnam bhajate. yax
'

*agni$ : ultt- .-

1

agnis :

yaq>
<J> 0. om.
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3. But not when followed by Jcsh.

That is to say, visarjamya remains unchanged before ksh, the

preceding rule for its conversion to jihvdmuliya being annulled.

There is nothing corresponding to the usage here prescribed in

either of the other treatises. The commentator quotes a number
of examples: manah ksheme (v.2.1

7
), ubhayatahkshnur bhavati

(v.1.1
4

: W. B. omit bhavati: the visarjamya was exempted from
conversion into s before the k by viii.33), ghandghanah kshobha-
nah (iv.6.4

1

), pttrvo 'rshtuh kshiyate (iii.1.7
1

),
and dyduh kshdmd

rerihat (iv.2.1
2

: O. omits the last word).

4. Nor, according to Agnive9ya and Yalmiki, when followed

by a guttural or a labial mute.

The two authorities here specified (the commentator calls them
" holders of a cdkhd, teachers "), it appears, reject altogether the

jihvdmuliya and upadhmdmya, since they prescribe the retention

of visarjantya in the only situations where those problematical
sounds are liable to arise. The commentator quotes a couple of

illustrative passages: yah kdmayeta (ill. 2
s et al.), and agnih

pa^ur dsit (v.7.26: O. has dropped out what follows agnih).
Then, to show that on other points these heterodox persons accept
our rule 2, he cites madhuc ca mddhavac ca (i.4.14 and iv.4.11 1

),

manas tatvdya (iv.1.1
1

: but B. substitutes namas talpydya,
iv.5.9 1

), dcuc cicdnah (iv.6.4
1

), yas somam vamiti (ii.3.2
6
).

ll^ll

5. According to some authorities, not when followed by a

spirant, and only then.

I believe there can be no real doubt as to the meaning of this

rule, although it is not very explicitly interpreted by the commen-

3. kshaparo visarjamyah ptirvavidhim na bhajate. yathd
1

:

man- : ubhay- : ghand- : ptirv- : dyduh.....

kshakdrasyd 'ghoshavattvdt prdptih.
1 G. M. 0. om.

4.
lcakdro nishedham dkarshati. dgnivecyavdlmikyoh

1

cdkhi-

nor dcdryayor* mate *kavargaparah pavargaparo vds

pttrvavi-
dhim *nd "padyate*. yah : agnih* kakdrac ca pakd-
rac ca kapdu : tayor vargdu

6

kapavargdu : tdu pardu yasmdt sa

tathoktah. evampara iti kim : madhuc : manas : dcuc
: yas

<! > G-. M. om.
;
0. cafdbdo nandkarshakah : dgn-.

2 0. om. (^ 0. kapavargaparo
visarjaniyah. <4) 0. na bhajate. <5> 0. kavarga? ca pavargaf ca.
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tator, and although G. M. O. omit the negative in the interpreta-
tion (I presume, by^a copyist's blunder only). Some authorities,
who do not, like Agnive9ya and Valmiki, refuse to accept the ji-

hvdmtiUya and upadhmdniya, nevertheless deny the doctrine of

rule 2 to this extent that they prescribe the retention of visarja-

niya, not its assimilation, before a sibilant. Thus, they would
write dpuh $i$dnah (iv.6.4

1

).
G. M., as is their constant custom,

write here pwpy and so does O., as is its common, though far from

invariable, usage : but this means nothing ;
for we have no good

reason to expect the manuscripts of the commentary to conform
themselves in any such case to a reading which will truly illus-

trate the matter in hand; they simply make the sandhi in the

manner usual with them : for example, under rule 2, no MS. at-

tempts to indicate the % and <p, and W. B. give the h instead of

the sibilant before the sibilant.

If we reject this interpretation, our sole alternative is, so far as

I can see, to hold that some authorities would accept rule 2 only
so far as it relates to h before a sibilant, but would retain h every-
where else, even reading agnih te tejah, agnih ca me. This seems

altogether inadmissible. Yet we must acknowledge that it is to

some extent favored by the commentator's selection of counter-

examples, namely manas tatvdya (iv.1.1
1

: but B. substitutes

again namas talpydya, iv.5.9 1

),
and yah kdmayeta (ii.1.2

3 et al.).

According to our preferred interpretation, there would be no par-
ticular reason for quoting the former of these, since the combina-

tion it illustrates has been made a question by no one : according
to the other, it would be required (in the form manah tatvdya), to

show what these dissidents held should be done in such a case.

6. Not according to Plakshi and Plakshayana.

The natural interpretation of this rule would seem to be, that

Plakshi and Plakshayana are not of the number of those who hold

the objectionable doctrine of the last rule, or of the last two rules.

If, however, I rightly apprehend the commentator, he declares it

5. ekeshdm dcdrydndm mata ttshmapara eva visarjamyah ptir-

vavidhimna 1

bhajate. yatha*: dpuh ..... evakdrena kim : ma-

nas ____ .* *yax -----
3

1
G-. M. 0. om. 2 G. M. 0. om. 0> G-. M. om.

6. kapavargapara
1

dshmaparap ca visarjamyah pldkshipld-

kshdyanayoh pdkhinoh* pakshe na khalu prtrvavidhim bhajate.

yah ____ : yo.h ____ : dpuc _____ evamparaitikim: manas .....

*kapavargddi stitratrayam anishtam.
3

** 0. Jcavargaparah pavargaparaf ca.
2

GT. M. om. <3) G-. M. prefix evam, and

put the whole at the end of the comment on the preceding rule
; they also omit

rule 6.
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to mean " in the opinion of these two authorities, it does not that

is, h does not follow the prescription of rule 2 either before a gut-
tural or palatal mute or before a spirant." This is equivalent to

a ratification of rule 4, and a ratification or rejection of rule 5, ac-

cording as we adopt the one or the other of the two interpretations

proposed for the latter
;
and it is, in my view, quite unsuited to the

connection. The discordant explanations of some of the other

views of designated authorities given in the rules of the treatise

show us that the commentators had not in all cases, at least, any
certain knowledge by tradition of the matters referred to, but

simply interpreted as well as they were able the notices of their

text-book and we have the same right as they in this respect.
If the particular point here under discussion were of more practical

consequence, I should be inclined to go into a fuller discussion of

it
;
as the case stands, it has perhaps cost us already more words

than it is worth.
The commentator illustrates by repeating several of the quota-

tions already given namely yah kdmayeta (ii.1.2
3 et al.), yah

pdpmand (ii.l.3
5 "et al.), dpuh pipdnah (iv.6.4

1

): these as direct

examples ;
as counter-example, according to W. O., manas tatvdya

Jiv.1.1

1

),
for which B. once more substitutes naruas talpydya

iv.5.9 1

),
while G. M. read agnip ca me (iv.7.6

1
)

the readings of

which, as regards the visarjamya, each manuscript gives in its

usual fashion (except that W. has this time dpulip pipdnah, by a

blundering divergence in the wrong direction), so that we are de-

prived of any farther aid from that quarter to the understanding
of the rule.

Finally, rules 4-6 are declared not approved.

7. Ah, the whole of it, when followed by a, becomes o.

The commentator's cited examples are preddho ague (iv.6.5
4 and

v.4.7 3
),

samiddho anjan (v.1.11
1

),
and so 'bravit (ii.1.2

1 et al.).

He then enters into a long exposition intended to prove the neces-

sity of the specification sarvah, 'the whole of it,' in the rule.

Without it, we are told, the reading samiddho anjan (in the sec-

ond example given) would not be established: for, by i.56, altera-

tion and omission concern only a single letter
; hence, if sarvah

were omitted, only the final visarjaniya would be converted to oy
this, with the preceding ,

would become du by x.7
;
the du would

7. ahsarvo visarjaniya
1 otvam* bhajate 'kdraparah

3
: ahsarva

ity aharena sahe*
"*ty

arthah. pre- ____ : sam- ____ : so _____ ah-

sarva itikim: samiddho anjann iti na sidhyet*: kim tu var-

nasya vikdralopdv (i.56) iti visarjamyamdtrasya sydd
otvam: tata okdrdukdraparah (x.7) ity dukdre krta dukdra
dvam (ix.15) ity dvddepah: tathd sati

6 samiddhdv anjann iti

sydt. ''yad vd1

:
8

svaraparo yakdram (ix.10) iti yatvam
g

VOL. ix. 27
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be converted into dv by ix.15, and the final reading would be sam-
iddhdv anjan. Or, again [supposing the present rule not to be

given], the visarjaniya would become y by ix.10, the y would be

dropped by x.19, the preceding a would be exempted from further
combination by x.25, and the samhitd-readmg would turn out
samiddha anjan.
The Ath. Pr. (ii.53) avoids the same difficulty by prescribing the

conversion of the h into u, which then combines with the preced-
ing a into o. The other treatises (Rik Pr. ii.12; Vaj. Pr. iv.42)
treat the combination in the same manner as our own. What be-

comes of the following a is taught in the eleventh and twelfth

chapters.

8. Also when followed by a sonant consonant.

Only one example of this combination is cited, namely md no
mitro varunah (iv.6.8

1
: G. M. O. omit the last word).

The commentator raises against this rule the objection that, as

prescribing the same thing with the one preceding, it should not
have been made a separate rule at all

; and, in reply, he promises
that the exposition of the meaning of tu in the next rule shall

explain the reason of the proceeding.

r r

9. But visarjaniya, when preceded by an a-vowel, is omitted.

In these rules, from 7 to 10 inclusive, the anuvrtti, or continu-

ance of implication, is intricate and irregular in an unusual degree,
and even beyond the measure of what ought to be tolerated. The

implication of visarjaniya being made all the way from viii.5 to

bhavati: tasminp ca lupyete tv avarnapttrvdu yavakdrdv
(x.19) itiyakdre lupteparap ca para$ ca (x.25) iti

"
kdrydnta-

rdprasiddheh
1 '* samiddha 1 *

anjonn ity sydt: tan md bhrtd ity
1 *

lbevam art/iafi
16
: ahsarva 16

ity uktam.
1 G. M. om., and ins. apy.

2
G-. M. okdram. 3

G-. M. put at the beginning.
4 G. M. sahito visarjaniya.

5 0. sidhyati.
6 B. G. M. om. <7> G. M. kirn ca ; 0.

Mm tu. s G. M. 0. ins. atha. 9 G. M. 0. ins. vd. 10 G. M. 0. om. " 0. ins.

sutrena. 12 G. M. -prasakte; 0. -prasaktih tathd sati.
13 W. -ddko; B. -ddhdu.

14 G. M. om. <
15> G. M. 0. om.

;
B. om. evam. 16 B. om. ah.

8. caJcdra
1 okdram ahsarvam cd 'nvddipati. ah* sarvo ghosha-

vatpara* otvam bhajate. yathd*: md nanu vidhdu samdne

prthakkarandm? anarthakam iti cet : iittarasrttre tupabdavydkhyd-
nenae

sphutikarishyata"
1

iti parihdrah.
1 G. M. put next before anvddifati.

2 0. om. 3 G. M. 0. -rap ca. 4 G. M. 0.

om. 5 G. M. -ksutrak-. 6 G. M. -khydne.
7 W. 0. -shya.
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ix.10 (as pointed out in the comment to viii.5), rule 7 of this

chapter ought to teach that "
visarjaniya, when preceded by a,

becomes o along with the latter, when a follows:" instead of

which a new subject, "the whole syllable ah" is introduced

there; and visarjamya, being thus replaced by something else

in rules 7 and 8, ought to drop out of view altogether, or, if

needed further, to be distinctly specified over again. But we
find it implied without specification in the present rule; and,

farther, the being followed by a sonant consonant is brought
down "by vicinage" from rule 8, while the tu, 'but,' the com-
mentator says, merely annuls the being followed by a, as spe-
cified in rule 7. This is little less than absurd : if the sequence
of a was to be annulled at all, it should have been so in rule 8

or, rather, it was annulled by rule 8, and needs to be made no
further account o The tu is here, as often elsewhere, a simple

sign of a change of subject, and the commentator's attempt to give
it a precise significance is also, as often elsewhere a failure.

Our rule means, by its terms, that ah, dh, and ash lose their h be-

fore a sonant consonant
; only, as ah was already specially pro-

vided for by rule 8, it virtually applies only to ah and ash. The
statement is thus made more general than is needed for the case in

hand, because the whole implication of "
preceded by an a-vow-

el
"

is needed for rule 10, which is to teach that ah, ah, and ash
before a vowel here, again, with the exception of ah before a,

already provided for convert their h into y, preliminary to drop-

ping it altogether, by x.19. But rule 10 presents a more anoma-
lous combination of two heterogeneous mattters into one precept
than is easily to be paralleled elsewhere in the Prati9akhya. It is

really made up of two independent parts : one, atha svaraparah,
* Now then, when followed by a vowel,' which is an introductory
heading having force through this chapter and the next

;
the other,

visarjaniyo yakdram,
l h becomes yf and their combination is

made in order that the implication of visarjaniya and also of avar-

naprtrva may be made from what precedes, and may not require
to be distinctly stated.

The commentator's examples of the application of the rule are
devd gdtuvidah (i.1.13

3
;
4.44 3

: vi. 6.2 3
),

and vidtyah somds na
vicitt/ds iti (vi.i.9

;

;
somds for somdsh, by protraction from somah:

G. M. omit the last two words, O. the last three). He adds, as

his exposition of the connection of the rule, that the express spe-

9. avarnapdrvo ahoshavatparas tu
l

visarjaniyo lupyate : hras-

vaptirvasydu **kdra? eva dirghapiirvasya? plutaptirvasya ca lopah.

yathd: devd ; vip- okdram ah sarvo *fadraparah
(ix. 7) ity akdraparatvam pratyaksham tupabdena nivartyd "nu-

mdnikam ghoshavatparatvam parigrhyate sdmnidhydt: asyd
'nuvartanam evd ^bhishtam atre 'ti pttrvastttradvayasya* prthak-
karanarn.

1 W. ins. sah. * B. G-. M. vikdra. 3 B. -rva; 0. -gha.
4

G-. M. -trasya.
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cification of sequence by a, made in rule 7, is annulled by the word
tu, and that an inferential sequence by a sonant consonant is as-

sumed by vicinage [from rule 8] ;
and that the implication here of

the latter only is the reason why rules 7 and 8 are given independ-
ently of one another. That is to say, such is the easiest way of

arriving at the result desired, that the h of ah and ash is not di-

rectly dropped before a, but passes through the intermediate step
of conversion into y, as before the other vowels.

II ^o n

10. When followed by a vowel, it becomes y.

That is to say, visarjaniya does so, if preceded by an a-vowel

(rule 9) except in the case of ah followed by a (rule 7). And, as

is intimated by the prefixion of atha, the specification
" followed

by a vowel "
is of force also in the following rules (through chap-

ter x.). I have remarked in the preceding note upon the" anoma-
lousness of this rule, as striving to fuse into one the winding-up of
one subject and the introduction of another. It has not seemed

possible to render the atha excepting by a longer and more tedi-

ous paraphrase than I was willing to introduce; accordingly, I

have left it out in translating the precept.
The commentator's examples are dpa undantujivase (i.2.1

1
: G.

M. O. omit jtvase), td abruvan (ii.3.5
2

;
5.1 5

), and anvdrabhydz iti

(vi.3.8
1

; anvdrabhyds for anvdrabhydsh, by protraction from anv-

drabhyah) ;
and he gives further, as counter-examples, dpo varu-

nasya (v.5.4
1

: a not unexceptionably selected example, since

dpah even before a vowel might not follow the present rule), and

agnir ekdksharena (i.7.11
1

: a case under viii.6, as the preceding
under ix.8).

This conversion of visarjaniya into y is only the preliminary
step to its complete loss, by rule x.19. The same course of con-

version is followed by the Atharvan and Vajasaneyi Pratiyakhyas
(Ath. Pr. ii.41

; Vaj. Pr. iv.36), but not by that of the Rik (ii.9,10).

11. jEJ before a vowel, becomes ay.

10.
1

athapabdo
l

dhikdrdrthah l

: svarah paro yastndd asdi?

svaraparah. ita uttaram yad ucyate* svarapara ity evam tatra

nimittatvend 'dhikrtam veditavyam*. sdmnidhydd avarnaptirva*
iti labhyate: svaraparo visarjaniyo 'varnapdrvo

6

yakdram"
1

apad-

yate. yathd*: dp a : td : anvd- . svarapara iti him :

dpo : avarnapdrva iti kim : agnir .

(
]
) GT. M. athe Hy ayam adhikdrah 0. -Mrah. 2 0. so 'yam.

3 G. M. vakshyd-
mah. 4

Gr. M. 0. jiidtavyam.
5 6. om. purva.

6
(r. M. put before svaraparo.

7 0.' yatvam.
8 0. om.
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Of which, then, the y is lost by x.19, leaving only a; and this, by
x.25, is not liable to further combination. The commentator's ex-

amples are ima evd "*smdi (ii.4.10
3
),

and ta enam bhishajyanti

(ii.3.11
4
).

12. becomes av.

The example is vishnav e ''hi ''dam (ii.4.12
3
). For the further

treatment of the v thus produced, see x.19 and the following rules.

13. But not, in either case, when followed by a.

The dual number of the attribute in this rule, we are told, suffi-

ciently shows that the two letters e and o, last mentioned, are its

subject. There are two different rules in the treatise applying to

the case of a final e or o coming to stand before initial a namely
rule 11, above [or rule 12], and rule xi.l, which directs that the

latter shall be elided and, since the rules of this chapter are of

paramount force, as preceding the other, the present precept is re-

quired in order to annul them.
The commentator's examples are md te asydm (i.6.12

5
),
samid-

dho ailjan (v.1.11
1

), and te 'bruvan (ii.5.1
3 et al.).

14. Ai becomes dy.

11. ^visrshto visarjaniyah
1

. idam* iddnim ucyate: svaraparah

paddnta* ekaro 'yam iti vikdram dpadyate. ima ____ : ta _____

(
J) G. M. visargo nivrttah; 0. visargo vinirgatah.

2 G. M. om. 3 W. -tah; B.

-te.

12. svaraparah
1

paddnta okdro
cvam iti

2 vikdram dpadyate.

yathd*: vish- _____

1 G. M. svarah. 2 B. G. M. 0. om. 3 W. B. G. M. om.

13. dvivacanasdmarthyagrhttdv
1 ekdrdukdrdv akdrapardu*

ptirvavidhim
3 na prdpnutah. yathd": md ____ .* sam- ____ : te

____ : ity dddv ekdro 'yam (ix.ll)
6

lupyate tv akdra ekd-

rdukdropiirvah (xi.l) iti
6

sUtradvayam prasaktam: tatrd ''pi

ptirvatvdt prabalam
7

yatvavidhim nisheddJium ayam drambhah.

akdrah paro ydbhydm tdv akdrapardu.
1 B. G. M. 0. -thyat gr- ; and G. M. 0. add sinnihitdv. 2 G. M. 0. om. 3 G.

M. om. purva.
4 G. M. om. 6 G. M. ins. iti to, ; 0. ins. iti.

6 G. M. 0. ins. ca.
7 0. ins. ekdrasya.
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The example is dsdmahd eve 'mdu dvddapdu mdsdu (vii.5.2
1

:

B. omits the last word, G. M. O. the last two).
To complete the sandhi, also, which is the subject of this rule

and its successor, rule x.19 is needed.

15. Au becomes dv.

The example is ahdv anadatd hate (v.6.1
2
).

16. An u, nncombined with a consonant, remains unchanged,
and v is inserted between it and the following vowel.

The definition of aprkta was given above, at i.54, and such a

word was directed to be treated both as initial and as final (i.55).

This rule makes an exception for the particle u, which becomes uv
before a vowel which, moreover, never occurs after an a-vowel

except as combined with it, forming part of the class oipragrahaB
in o which were treated above, in rules iv.6,Y. The examples given
are set uv ekavinpavartanih (iv.3.3

2
),
and adanty uv evd ''sya ma-

nushydh (ii.3.7
4
): I have noted further only iv. 6.9 4

,
but am not

sure that I have been careful to mark all the cases. As counter-

examples, svapatydya deva (v.5.4* ; p. su-apatydyd) shows that

the u must be aprkta, and bhakshe "
''hi (Hi. 2.5 *), that no other

aprkta vowel than u is thus treated.

17. But not in scm/wfcz-text, after tat and tasmdi

The passages are tad v dhur utsrjyam (vii.5.7
1

: O. omits after

dhuli), and tasmdd v d$yam (vi.l.li
6

).
So far as I have observed,

these are the only instances which the text affords of u following

14. svaraparah paddnta
1 dikdra ayam vikdram dpadyate.

yathd
2
: d s d m- ____ .

1 B. G. M. -nte.
2

G-. M. 0. om.

15. *dukdrah paddntah
1

svarapara* dvam vikdram dpadyate.

yathd*: ahdv _____

1 B. -nte. ^ GT. M. invert the order. 3 G. M. 0. om.

16. aprktasamjnaka
1 \ikdrah svaraparah^ prakrtyd ''vatish-

thate: avikrto* bhavati^ty art/iah: ukdrasvarayor antare *vakd-

ra$ cd "gamo* bhavatl. yathd": sa ____ : adanty _____ aprkta

iti kim : sva- ____ : ukdra iti kirn : bhak- _____

1 G. M. -jna.
& G. M. ukdrasvah. 3 G. M. kdro. & 0. vakdrdg-.

5 W. B.

G. M. om.
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a consonant and preceding a vowel. Compare the similar rules in

the other treatises (Rik Pr. ii.28; Vaj. Pr. iv.SY; Ath. Pr. iii.36).

The preceding precept being thus annulled with reference to these

two cases, they fall under the general rule x.15, and the u, like any
final, is converted into v. To show the bearing of the specifica-
tion sduihitah,

' in combined text,' the commentator gives us the

two passages in pada and krama form : thus tat : u : dhuh : tad
u : uv dhuh : dhur utsrjyam (but G. M. O. give simply the first

two krama-pada'
>

$}, and tasmdt : u: dpyam: tasmdd u: uv dp-

yam (here only W. has the statement in padti). It thus appears
that the combination with the preceding consonant is indispensa-
ble to the treatment of the u as here prescribed ; failing that, it

falls under the preceding rule, and becomes uv.

18. A n, when preceded by a short vowel, is doubled.

That is to say, when another vowel follows the heading atha

svaraparah (ix.10) still continuing in force. The commentator
adds also " when occurring at the end of a pada" as he has done
in his paraphase of the preceding rules: this is a matter of

course, as we are dealing only with the conversion of pada-tex.t
into samhitd. His illustrative examples are nyann agnih (v.5.3

2
),

and tarn u tvd dadhyann rshih (iv.1.3
2 and v.1.4 4

: only G. M.
have the first two words). That the preceding vowel must be

short, he shows by pardn d vartate (iii.2.9
7 and vi.3.8 3

); that a
vowel must follow, by sadrnk samdndih sydt (ii.2.8

6
: only O. has

the last word
; only B. G. M. have the inserted &, required by

v.32, and G. M. convert it to kh, by xiv.12), and pratyank shad-
ahah (vii.4.2

5
: here all have the &, but only G. M. make it kh).

17. tat tasmdd iti/

1

etdbhydm sdmhita ukdro 'prktah purvavi-
dhim nd "pnoti

2
: prakrtydvasthdnam vakdra<? ca na bhavati ''ty

arthah. tad : tasmdd ivarnokdrdu yavakdrdv
(x.15) iti dapame* 'sya* vidhir vakshyate

6
. tat tasmdt sdnhita iti

kim: tat : tasm- .

1 G. M. ora. 2
G-. M. "padyate; 0. prdpn-.

3 G. M. 0. -rdgamaf.
4 0. -ma.

5 B. tasya.
6 0. ins. tasya purastddapavddo 'yam,.

18.
1

svaraparo nakdrah paddntavarti hrasvapttrvo
1 dvivarnam

2

bhajate. yathd*: nyann : tarn hrasvapttrva iti kim :

par- ; svarapara iti kim: sad- : praty- hrasvah

prtrvo yasmdd^asdu hrasvaptirvah : dvayor varnayoh samdhdro

dvivarnam.

(J) G-. M. arrange hr- sv- pad- nak-. 2 G. M. 0. ins. dvitvam. 3 G. M. om.
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19. As does also a n.

The a in this rule brings down, we are told, the preceding
cause of duplication and the duplication itself. The cited exam-

ples are nir avapann indrdya (ii.4.2
2
),

and abruvann rdhnavat

(i.5.1
2

).
The counter-examples, given for the same purposes as

those under the preceding rule, are niravapan ydny eva puras-
tdt (ii.4.1

2
: O. omits the last two words), omanvati te 'srnin

(ii.6.9
5

: O. omits the last word), ydn agnayo 'nvatapyanta
(iii.2.8

3
: O. omits the last word; G. M. omit the whole example),

and vidvdn etam agnim cinute (v.6.5
3
).

The commentator does
not give himself the trouble this time to inquire why two rules

are furnished to prescribe a single process : the reason is, evidently,
because continued implication of n only is desired in the rules

that follow.

20. In graha, ukhya, ydjyd, prshthya, and hiranyavarniya

passages, a n preceded by i or ft, becomes r, preceded by d be-

comes y, except before iti.

The remainder of the chapter is occupied with rules respect-

ing these conversions of a final n after
, 2, and u before an

initial vowel conversions of which the original ground is the

same with that which causes the combinations npc, nst to result

from the collision of n with c and t (vi.20, vi.14), namely the par-
tial retention of an original s which followed the n as part of

the declensional termination of the word. See note to Ath. Pr.

ii.27 for a full statement of the teachings of the other Prati9a-

khyas respecting them. The conversion of n to y is equivalent
to its omission, since the y is dropped by x.19. Rules xv.1-3

are also needed to complete the combinations intended, by the

nasalization of the preceding vowel, or the insertion of anusvdra
after it.

19. caJcdrah prtrvanimittam
1 dvitvam cd "nvddipati. hrasva-

2y&rvo nakdro dvivarnam2

bhajate* svaraparah. nir : abr-

evampara iti Mm: nir- : oman- : evamptirva iti

Mm: ydn : vid-

1 G. M. purvoktan-.
2 Gk M. 0. dvitvam. 3 G. M. dpadyate.

20. grahokhyddishu
1

vishayeshv ikdrapttrva ttkdraptirvo vd ca-

kdrdkrshto nakdro 'nitipara* itivyatiriktasvaraparo* repham dpad-

yate: dkdraptirva$ ced yakdram. graho ndma caturo
c

nuvd-
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As in other similar cases, the commentator, after his prelimi-

nary paraphrase of the rule, proceeds first to define the passages
of the Sanhita designated by the titles it contains. By graha
is meant the fourth chapter of the first book, excepting its last

four sections or i. 4. 1-42. By ukhya, the first two chapters of

the "Agni" book (see iii.9), excepting their final sections (which
are ydjyd) or iv. 1.1-10; 2.1-10. The yujyds have been already
defined (iii.9, note), as the concluding sections of all the chapters
to book fourth, chapter third, together with iL6.ll. By prshthya
are intended nine sections, pointed out by the citation of the first

words of each: they are iv.4.12; 6.6-9; 7.15: v.1.11; 2.11; 2.12. Hi-

ranyavarnlya designates only a single section, v.6.1. Examples
are then given from each set of passages. From graha passages,
we have jahi patrttnr apa mrdho nudasva (i.4.42), and ruarutvdn
indra vrshabhah (i.4.19: G. M. O. omit the last word) : there are

four other cases, at i.4.20 twice, 21,41. From ukhya passages, ye
vd vanaspatinr anu (iv.2.8

3
),

and madhumdn astu stiryah
(iv.2.9

3
)

: there are ten others, at iv.1.3 3
twice, 92 ' 3

,10
2 ' 4

;
2.4 2 ,5

1

,

9 5 twice. From ydjyd passages, rttinr rtupate yoje 'ha (iv.3.13
4

:

only O. has the last two words), to which W. B. O. add amavdn
ibhena (i.2.14

1
); but for this G. M. substitute madhumdn indri-

ydvdn (iii.1.10
2
),
which is not in a ydjyd passage at all, but falls

under the next rule : I have noted more than thirty other cases,

namely at i.1.14 4
;
2.142

;
3.14 8

;
4.46 2

;
5. II 2

;
6.12*

;
7.13 4 ' 5

: ii.1.11 5

thrice; 2.12 3 ' 8
;
3.14 2 ' 6

;
6.11 1 thrice 4

twice, 12 1 ' 3
: iii.1.11 1

thrice,
7
;2.11

3
twice; 4.11 3

;
5.11 2

: iv.2.11 3
;
3.13 2 > 3 ' 4 twice. The same

passages contain five exceptions, which are duly provided for in

rules 23 and 24, below. From prshthya passages, the examples
are patrdnr anapavyayantah (iv.6.6

3
) andjaghandn upajighnate

(iv.6.6
5
): other cases at iv. 6*. 7 5

,
9* twice; 7.15 7

: v.1.11 4
. Finally,

kdn* varjayitvd "dade grdvd* (i.4.1
1

)
iti prapnah: agnikdnda-

syd "dyam prapnadvayam uttamdnuvdkavarjam ukhyam
6

dkhyd-

yate: uktd ydjydh: samid dipdm (iv.4.12
1

) jimtttasya

(iv.6.6
1

) yad akrandah (iv.6.7
1

)
md no mitrah (iv.6.8

1

) ye

vdjinam (iv.6.9
1

) agner manve (iv.7.15
1

)
samiddho anjan

(v.1.11
1

) gdyatri (v.2.11
1
)
has tvd (v.2.12

1

) ity anuvdkanava-

kani 1

prshthyam iti pathyate*: hiranyavarndh (v.6.1
1

) ity

anuvdko hiranyavarmyah. *grahe yathd :
9

ja h i .' mar-

ukhye: ye : madh- . ydjydsu: rtrtnr : ama- .

prshthye: $atr- : jagh- . hiranyavarniye : agninr .*

sarv- . anitipara iti kim: abhy- ; id a- . grahddi-
shvitikim: trin : pa$iln ; tan

itihparo yasmdd asdv itiparah: ne ''tiparo 'nitiparah.
1

G-. M. read grh- throughout.
2 B. om. 3

G-. M. 0. ity etasmdd anyasvar- ; B.

iti 'ty etad asmdd
'

anyus-.
4

G-. M. 0. 'ntydnuv-.
5

G-. M. -vd 'si.
6 G. M. 0. ins.

ity.
7 G. M. anuvdkdh. 8 W. 0. pachyate; G-. M. pathyante. (

9
) G. M. om.

VOL. ix. 28
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from the hiranyavarmya section, agninr apsushadah (v.6.1
2
),
and

sarvdn agnin (v.6.1
2

),
which are the only cases. Counter-exam-

ples, of n not converted as here prescribed, because occurring out-

side the passages specified, are trin iwdn lokdn iti (vii.3.2
1

), pa-
$un evd *va rundhe (v.1.1

* et al.), and tan indro 'ntarydmend ''ntar

adhatta (vi.4.6
1

: G. M. O. omit the last two words). And the

bearing of the specification
"
except before iti

"
is illustrated by

examples from the krama and pada texts, namely abhyavartanta
dasyttn: dasyun iti dasyun (i.6.12

6
; dasytin is thus repeated, as

being the closing word of the anuvdka: but W. O. omit this repe-

tition, which exhibits the very point requiring illustration, and B.

adds only iti dasydn to the first dasyuri), and iddvdn iti 'dd-vdn

(in. 1.1 1 1

; saihhitd-residing, iddvdn eshah).

Any general examination of the aspect of this mode of combi-

nation in the Taittiriya text I defer to the end of the chapter.

MrMM^MM *J
ri I

21. Also in the words martydn, ud aydn, amrtdn, durydn
not preceded by soma, so asmdn, avimdn, gomdn, madhumdn,
havishmdn, hutamdn before any vowel belonging to the text,

cikitvdn, iddvdn, kakshwdn, bdnavdn, hi payasvdn, vaqdn,

vidatrdn, amitrdn, ardn, poshdn, and mahdn.

The ca in this rule, says the commentator, brings down from the

preceding rule the specification "except before iti;" but we might
fairly claim that it involves all the specifications there made ex-

cepting the restriction to certain passages : this exception the com-

ment duly notes :

" this and the rules that follow have a general

application, without regard to special portions of the text."

The illustrative examples are : for martydn, martydn dvivepa

(v.Y.9
1
).

For ud ayan, ud ayan ajasram (iv.6.3
3
): with a coun-

ter-example, vayobhir evd ^ydn ana rundhe (v.2.10
7
),

to show that

21. ____
:
____ eteshu* grahaneshu nakdro 'nitiparo *yakdram

dpadyate*. anitiparatvdkarshako 'yam* cakdrah. vishaydn* and-

drtya sarvdrtho
6

'yarn italf param drambhah. yathd: mart-

____ : ltd ay- ____ : ud iti Mm: vayo- ____ : ud---- : bhad- ---- :

na somapurvah : durydn ity atra nakdrah somapurvo yatvam* nd

"padyate: pra ____ : so ____ .* so iti kim: indro ____ : avi- ____ .'

gom- ____ : ma dh- ____ : avigomadhv
9

iti kim : papu- ____ : hav-

____ : hutamdn drshe
10
: htttamdn ity atra nakdra lldrshe svare
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the ut before aydn needed to be quoted along with it. For amr-

tdn, ud asthdm amrtdn anu (i.2.8
1

).
For durydn, bhadrdn dur-

ydn abhye^hi mdm anuvratd uy u (i.6.3
l

: G. M. O. omit mdm etc.) :

there are two other cases, at i.2.13 1
: vi.2.9 1

;
and a single excep-

tion, pro, card soma durydn, aditydh (i.2.10
1

), quoted by the com-
mentator in justification of the restriction " not preceded by soma"
For asmdn, so asmdn adhipatm karotu (i.6.6

4 and iii.2.7 2
)

: anoth-

er example is at v.7.9 1
;
and asmdn becomes asmdn also at i.6.12 4

,

but in virtue of the preceding rule. The counter-example, show-

ing the necessity of prefixing so in the rule, is indro asmdn asmin

dvittye (iii.1.9
2

: W. B. omit the last word). For avimdn, am-
mdn acvi (i.6.6

4
;
7.6 7

: iii.1.11 1
: but the last case falls under the

preceding rule also). For gomdn, gomdn ague (i.6.6
4

;
7.6 7

:

iii.1.11 1 that is to say, in the same phrase with avimdn}. For

madhumdn, madhumdn indriydvdn (iii.1.10
2
). Next follows a

counter-example, intended to show why man would not have been

enough of itself to include the last three words, without the pre-
fixed parts avi, go, and madhu: it is papumdn eva bhavati

(vi.2.6
2 et al.). Then, for havishmdn, havishmdn d vivdsati

(i.3.12): the word occurs a second time in the same section, and
also at vi.4.2 4

. For hdtamdn, devahutamdn ity ukhdydm juhoti

(v.5.3
l

: W. B. omit the last word) : it is found again, in like form,
in the succeeding division of the section. The specification

" be-

fore any vowel belonging to the text (drshe, 'coming from the

rs/tis')" is declared to be meant as an annulment of the restric-

tion, "except before iti" made in the preceding rule. And, to

show that the n remains unchanged before a vowel not forming
part of the fundamental text, is given the joac?a-reading devahttta-

mdn iti deva-htitamdn. There is added further a remark which
looks like a gloss that has worked its way into the text :

" the spe-
cification ' before what comes from the rshis

' has force in both di-

rections, after the fashion of the crow's eye [Molesworth says, the
crow is regarded as having a single eye, which shifts from one eye-

pare
li

yatvam dpadyate: dev- ; drsha iti kim: dev-. _.:
13

drshagrahanasdmarthydd itiparatve
11 f

pi
16

yatvam bhavati : dr-

sha iti kdkdkshivad ubhayatra sambadhyate grahokhyddima-

hdnparyantam
1

'
1

: drshasvayampdtha
1 *

ity arthah. cikit- ;

iddv- : kak- : vie- : iddkakshibdiw ^ti kim: ras-

: s am : hVti kim : tirj- : drsha itiparatvdd dev-

itivad yatvaprdptir higrahanena nishidhyate. stuto : su-

vid-:...: amit- : ardn : posh- ; agne^
1 For awmapurvah, G. M. read ity esha nakdras somapurvo 'nusvdran nd "pad-

yate; B. 0. na sam~, 'as do T. G. M. in the rule itself.
2 G. M. 0. e*hu. <3) G. M.

yatvam bhajute.
4 G. M. om. ayam.

5 G. M. vidhdn. 6 W. sarvo 'rtho. 7 "W. B.

iti.
8 G. M. dvitvan. 9 W. 0. avimddhv. 10 W. adds cikitvdn. <) G. M. 0.

drshasvamparo.
12 W. ndjadyate; B. bhavati; G. M. 0. bhajate.

13 G. M. ins. ity.
14 G. M . -pare.

15 G. M. ins. Mtamdii ity ukhdydm ity atra. 16 W. 0. kdksh- ; G.

M. -kshinydyena.
" "W. B. om. mahdn. l8 B. drshah sv-; G. M. drshabhdvdn.

19 G. M. idddivi$eshena.
20 G. M. 0. p>atish-.
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ball to the other, as it is needed] namely, from the beginning of

the preceding rule to the end of the present one." This appears
to mean that an iti belonging to the sacred text itself would ad-

mit the conversion of the n before it, in any case falling under
these two rules. The opinion is doubtless a sound one; but, to

prove its expression pertinent here, we require an example show-

ing that there is a passage in the text requiring its application :

and none such is furnished us : on the contrary, the addition of

drsJie to htitamdn alone implies that none is to be found. The ex-

ample for cikitvdn is cikitvdn anu manyatdm (iii.1.4
1

: O. omits
the last word). For iddvdn, iddvdn eshah (i.6.6

4
;
also at iii.1.11 >,

but this is a case falling under the preceding rule). For kakshi-

vdn, kakshwdn ducijah (v.6.5
3
).

For bdnavdn, vicalyo bdnavdn
uta (iv.5.1

4
: O. omits the first word). Next we have again a

counter-example, rasavdn eva b/iavati (ii.2.4
5
), showing that, of

words ending in vdn, only those preceded as here specified under-

go the prescribed effect. For hi payasvdn, sam, asrkshmahi : pa-
yasvdn agna d ^gamani (i.4.45

3
,46

2
: only O. has sam / and G. M.

O. omit the last two words) : the necessity of the prefixed hi is

shown by the counter-example ttrjasvdn payasvdn ity dha (i.7.3
4
).

Here, however, is a case of payasvdn before an iti which comes
from the rshis, and therefore might seem to require the reading pa-
yasvdn, like htttamdn in the passage devahrttamdn ity ukhaydm
(v.5.3

J

) according to the extension made above of the natural and
obvious meaning of drsJie; but the commentator declares that

the mention in the rule of /*/ as necessary preceding word prevents
the conversion of n to y in the passage : it is, to be sure, a case of

payasvdn before iti, but not of hi payasvdn. For vacdn, the ex-

ample is stuto ydsi vacdn anu (i.8.5
1

).
For vidatrdn, W. O. give

suvidatrdn apt ^ta (i.8.5
2

),
while G. M. have instead suvidatrdn

avitsi (ii.6.12
3
) : B. is defective here, dropping out the last part of

this quotation, and the first part of the next (reading suvidatrdn

apabddhamdnah}', G. M. are in the wrong this time, for the pas-

sage they quote falls under the preceding rule. For aniitrdn, ami-

trdn apabddhamdnoh (iv.6.4
2
)

: an exception is provided for in the

final rule of the chapter. For ardn, ardn ivd ^gne, nentih (ii.5.9
3

:

O. omits the last word). For poshdn, poshdn apusliyat (vii.1.9).

For mahdn^ agne mahdn asi (ii.5.9
1

)
: another case at i.4.20.

22. Also 'a n followed by indro me, akah, udhvam, ihd, apy
elu, aganma, idenydn, dyajishthah, d ca, rtu, akurvata, aduhat,

aditih, agre, adhardnt sapatndn, and alam.

22. ______ ity evamparo nakdra
l

dkdrapttrvo yatvam* dpadyate.

cakdra 1

dkdrapilrvatvdkarshakah. yathd : sap- ____ : ma iti kim :

yush- ____ : nigr- ____ : ytty- ____ .' agne ____ ; dirghena kim:
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The implication here, the commentator tells us, is of a n pre-
ceded by d only : he does not explain why, but would have a right
to appeal to the mention of an last in rule 20, and the exclusion of

any other cases than those of a final an in rule 21. His examples
are as follows. For indro me, sapatndn indro me (i.1.13

1

;
6.4 2 :

iv.6.3 4
); with a counter-example, yushmdn indro 'vrtnta (i.1.5

1

),

to illustrate the need of specifying me. For akah, nigrdbhend
'dhardn akah (i.1.13

1

;
6.42 : iv.6.3 4

: that is to say, in the same

passage as the preceding : O. omits the first word). For udhvam,
yrtyam devdn udhvam (i.3.8

2
: O. omits the first word). For ihd,

agne devdn ihd " vaha (i.3.14
8

;
5.5 3

: iv.6.1 3
); with a counter-ex-

ample, yajniydn iha ydn havdmahe (i.5.10
3

: only W. has the last

word), to show that the nimitta in this case is ihd, not iha. For

apy etu, gharmo devdn a,py etu (i.5.10
4

: B. omits gharmah: again
at i.6.3 2

) ;
with the counter-example, vidvdn apijanyeshu (vil.6

6
),

to show that api without etu does not cause the conversion. For

aganma, suvar devdn aganma (i.7.9
2

). For idenydn, iddmahdi
devdn tdenydn (ii.5.9

6
).

For dyajishthah, devdn dyajishthah sva-

sti (iv.3.13
1

;
6. 1 5

: O. omits the last word). For d ca, devdn d ca
vakshat (iv.6.3

4
twice, and v.4.6 6

twice) ;
but this example is omit-

ted by G. M., and they also omit the item d ca in the rule itself.

A counter-example, ydn d vaha ucatah (i.4.44
2

: G. M. omit the

last word), is given by all but O. : in G. M., it should show that d
causes dn only when followed by yajishthah; in W., only by
yajishthah and ca; but W. states the occasion for it in the same
manner as G. M., and B. alone sets it in its proper relation to both
the foregoing examples. For rtu, the example is, in W. B., vdjo
devdn rtiibhih (iv.7.12

2
), but G. M. O. give instead yebhir devdn

rtubhih (i.1.14
4
): I have found no other case. For akurvata,

vittvd kdmdn akurvata (i.5.9
3
). For aduhat, yajiio 'surdn aduhat

(i.7.1
1

).
For aditih, vivasvdn aditih (i.5.3

3
j.

For agre, agnis
tan ogre (iii.1.4

2
)

: we have also vdyus tdn agre in the same di-

vision. For adhardn, anyan adhardnt sapatndn (iii.2.8
5
) ;

with a

counter-example, bhrdtrvydn, adhardn pddaydmi (iii.5.3
1

).
For

alam, puroddcdn alam kurv iti (vi.3.1
2
). Finally, to show that

the rule applies only to dn, paridhin akurvata (vi.2.1
5 " 6

).

The comment closes with an exposition which I must confess

that I do not fully understand. It is evidently intended to deter-

mine the readings which the words treated in these rules shall have

injatd-text ;
and it furnishes abundant illustrations, in reference to

the form of which, however, there is not a little difference between
the different recensions : G. M. O. generally citing the passage first

yajn- : ghar- : etv iti kim: vidvdn : suvar :

idd- : devdn :
^devdn :

3

*yajishthac ce ^ti kim : y d n
:
4

vdjo : vit- .* yajno : vivas- : agnis /

anydn : sapatndn iti kim : bhrd- : puro- . anvdde-

cah kimarthah: pari- : tattatpadagrahane kartavye parapa-

dagrahanam *andrshe
e

pi
b samhitdvidhdu* agrahanasya"

1 ca8

ya-
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in its samhttd-foim, and adding only a single sandhi from ihejatd-
text, while W. B. give the complete jatd-readings, and only those.

The former quote first amartyo martydn dvivepa (v.7.9
1

),
and add

martydn amartyah; W. gives amartyo martydn martydn amar-

tyo
c

martyo martydn, and martydn dvivepa "vivepa martydn mar-

tydn dvivepa; B. only the latter (and, blunderingly, treats it as

amartt/dn dvivepa, throughout) ; next, G. M. O. have ud asthdm
amrtdn anu: amrtdn asthdm (i.2.8

1

): W. B., amrtdn anv anv
amrtdn amrtdn anu. Then, in illustration of a second point, we
receive two more examples : G. M. O. read agne 'vimdn apvi :

avimdn agne (i.6.6
4 et al.), for which W. B. substitute agne 'vimdn

avimdn agne 'gne 'vimdn ; and G. M. O., again, ud ayan ajasram
(iv.6.3

3
),

O. this time adding the full Jatfa-readmg ud ayan ayan
ud ud ayan, which G. M. also seem to mean to give (they actually
have only ayan ud ayan) ;

while W. B. set down thejatd-form of

the other pair of words : ayan ajasram ajasram ayan ayan ajas-
ram. Yet once more, two examples fpr a third point close the

tale: in G. M. O. agnis tdn agre: tan agnih (iii.1.4
2
),

in W. B.

tan agre
'

gre tans tdn agre / and, this time in all alike, anydn ad-

hardn adhardn anydn anydn adhardn (but G. M. have, doubtless

by a copyist's blunder, anydn the second time, before anydn). It

will be seen that the two versions are in part inconsistent with one
another as regards the special points of combination to which

they direct attention
;
and I am not able to make out what are the

three classes of cases meant to be distinguished. The three points
which one would most naturally think of as needing to be noticed

are, perhaps, first, the occurrence of a word like amrtdn before

itself thus, amrtdn amrtdn in the jatd repetition; second, its

occurrence before a preceding word (not its defined or natural

nimitta) when that word begins with a vowel thus, amrtdn

asthdm; and third, its occurrence in jatd before the word which
causes its alteration in samhitd thus, amrtdn anu if, indeed,
this last can be regarded as requiring any special prescription.

Or, the second and third cases might be expected to concern

the treatment respectively of a word, on the one hand, like mar-

tydn, which is itself quoted in the rule as suffering the prescribed

change (which is at the same time grahana and n&imittika,
or ndimittikam grahanam), and might therefore naturally be

inferred to be liable to the change under all circumstances before

a vowel
;
and one, on the other hand, like anydn., which is pointed

tvam sydd iti ndimittikasya ca nimittdpekshatvdt. grahanasya

yathd: amartyo : ud evam ndimittikagrahanasya :

agne : ud evam gratianandimittikasya*: agnis ;

anydn evam sarvatra nakdrasya yakdrotpattir drashta-

vyd.
(
]
) B. om. 2 G. M. yakdram. <

3
> G. M. om. <

4
) 0. om.

;
W. G. M. read ya-

jishtha iti kim etc. <5> G. M. a.
6 0. -dhdne; B. -dhdnasye.

7 B. om. 8 G. M. 0.

om.' 9 G. M. 0. -nosya ndi-. 10 G. M. nakd-.
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out by means of the quotation of the following word adhardn

(which is itself, therefore, ndimittika, while adhardn is grahana ;
or which is grahanandimittika, 'undergoing a prescribed effect

under the influence of a quoted word'), and which one might
suppose changeable only before that word. It is in accordance

with this latter explanation that the last two pairs of examples
are taken, the one from under rule 2 1

,
the other from under rule

22. At any rate, the general conclusion appears to be pretty
well assured, that a word which shows a final n in sai'nhitd

shows it also in jatd before a following vowel of whatever kind.

This is markedly different from its treatment in pada, where,

by the initial specification of rule 20, its power of conversion to

n is lost altogether: and even in jatd (as was shown in the

note to iii.l),
an altered letter usually exhibits its samhitd form

only under the specific circumstances which condition that form in

saihhitd-text.

23. The n of ragmm, grapaydn, yamdn, patangdn, samdndn,
arcdn, yajiydn remains unchanged.

All these are words occurring in the passages respecting which
the comprehensive prescription of rule 20 was made: needing,
therefore, to be specifically exempted from its action. The com-
mentator quotes the phrases in which they occur, as follows : pu-
rutrd ca rapmin anu (iv.1.2

3
),

aditih prapaydn iti (iv.1.5
4
), suya-

mdn rttaye (iv.7.15
4 ' 5

), patangdn asamditah (i.2.14
1

),
samand

samdndn upann ague (iv.3.13
3

: only G. M. have the first word),
arcdn indra grdvdnah (i.6.12

6
: G. M. have dropped out all but

area), and yajiydn upasthe mdtuh (i.3.14
1

: O. omits the last word).
The first two are from ukhya passages, the third from a prshthya,
the rest from ydjyd as is noted also by the commentator (but G.
M. omit these notices, save the first). Under the second, he
further suggests the objection that, as the word following prapa-
ydn is iti, the case might seem not to fall under the rule (since this

expressly says
"
except before iti") ;

but he urges in reply that the

word drshe in rule 21 (that is to say, of course, according to his

23.
1

______ eteshu
1

grahaneshu nakdrah svaraparo 'pi na kha-

lu repham yakdram* vd bhajate. yathd
3
: puru- ____ ; adi- ____ :

ukhyatvdd onayoh prdptih*. nanv adi- ____ asye* 'tiparatvdd
eva nishedhe sati grahanam anartham*: iticet: drshaitiparatvdt''

punah prdptih : tan md bhtfd iti brttmah. suy- ____ : *prshthyatvdt

prdptih:
6

pat an- ____ : *ydjydtvdt
10

prdptih:
9 sama- ____ : ar-

cdn ____ : yaji- ____ :
1 leshdm api sdi 'va prdptih.

1 J

(
!
) G. M. rapmin ity ddishu; 0. eshu for eteshu. 2

G-. M. vd yatvam.
3 B. tathd;

the rest om. 4 G. M. -ptinishedhah.
5 G. M. atra. 6 G. M. 0. -tftakam. 7 0. om.

iti. (8) G. M. om. <9) G. M. om.
'

10 0. ins. asya. <") G. M. om.
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" crow's eye
"
interpretation) gives the former precept authority

over it, which requires to be annulled.

24. Nor a n followed by ut or

The phrases to which this rule relates are, as quoted by the com-

mentator, amitrdn un naydmi (iv.1.10
3
), and vidvdn athd bhava

(iii.2.11
2 ' 3

;
our samhitd-text has atha, because the word stands

vibhdge, at the end of a division of the section: see rule iii.10 and

note): I have noted no other cases. The commentator gives a

counter-example to the former, showing why ut could not have
been extended to uta, but needed to stop at the consonant (hal) :

it is trinr uta dydn (ii.1.11
5
).

Such a counter-example is quite out

of the usual course, and very superfluous ;
the example itself would

be counter-example enough : the substitution of uta for ut would
have excluded the very passage aimed at. Of the two phrases,
the one comes from an w&Aya-passage, the other from a ytijyd:
the commentator might better have spent his spare energy in

telling us this.

What remains of the comment to this rule is not altogether free

from difficulties. First the statement is made that the word athd
in it implies also atha, with short a ; in illustration, W. repeats,
without change, vidvdn athd bhava; B. gives the same twice

over; only O. has, in Ar#m-text, vidvdn atha: athd bhava
which is doubtless correct, and shows the Aramo-reading (along,
we may suppose, with the jatd) to be the matter aimed at. That
the now accepted samhitd-re&ding vidvdn atha: %: bhava is

contemplated, is not at all to be assumed. Both the statement

and its illustration are wanting in G. M. : and this, although
those manuscripts contain, under viii.34, the reference to it in

advance there made. In regard to what follows, also, the recen-

sions are considerably at variance. The jatd-text is again under

24. ut: athd 1

: ity evamparo nakdro yathdvihitam *repham

yakdram vd? nd "padyate.
3

yathd*: amit- : halmdtrendb

kim: trinr. ...: vidv- ;
6

dirgho 'tra hrasvopalakshanam

api: yathd: vidv- .

6 7

yathdsamhitdstham*
9eva nimittam 10

svakdryam karoti*
ll

nishedhartipam
12

yathd: amit- vidhir

apy evam yathdsamhitdsthanimitta evarii sarvatra bhavaty
11

ato
1 * 'vocdma

1

*:
16 so : asm- : evamddi veditavyam.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdhhyavivarane
navamo 'dhydyah.

(
!
) W. B. 0. atha. <

2
) G-. M. 0. put after dpadyate; GT. M. repham va yatvam vd.

3
G-. M. ins. cakdro nishedhdkarshah. 4 G. M. 0. om. 5 G. M. 0. ud iti. & G. M.

om.
;

B. om. yathd; 0. om. api : yathd.
7

Gr. M. ins. ity atra; 0. ins. atra.

8
Gr. M. 0. -stha. W G-. M. nimittdir eva sambhavati; 0. nimittdir eva sarvatra

bhavati. 10 W. B. -tie. <"> G. M. om. 12 0. ins. vidhirupam vd. 13 W. iti. <14> 0.

only yathd.
15 W. atho. 16 G. M. ins. yathd.
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treatment
;
and it appears to be laid down that any word has in that

text the same form as under analogous circumstances in samhitd,
whether it fall under an exception or under a rule. Then, as ex-

ample of an exceptional word, is given, as established by the pres-
ent

precept,
amitrdn ud ud amitrdn amitrdn ut (iv.1.10

3
), amitrdn

retaining its n throughout ;
and again, as examples falling under

the more general rule, so asmdn asmdnt sa so asmdn: asmdn
avahdyd 'vahdyd 'stndn asmdn avahdya (v.7.9

1
: under rule 21).

So far, now, as I have been able to discover, the teachings of

the Prati9akhya in rules 20-24 of this chapter precisely corres-

pond with the conditions of the known Taittiriya text : I have not
found in the latter a single case of final dn, inr, ttnr which they do
not duly notice, nor an exception to the more general rules which
is not provided for. Of course, my observation is more to be
trusted upon the former point than upon the latter.

The sandhi here treated of is comparatively unusual in our San-
'

hita, as it is in those of the other Vedas. According to my count,
there are (including repetitions) 115 cases of dn (including also one
at iv.6.6 7

,
omitted above), 5 of mr, and 4 of timr in all, 124;

while, of final dn remaining unchanged before a vowel, I have
noted down over 450 instances (and probably not without overlook-

ing a score or two), of $/i, about 150, of m, 16, and of m, 4 in

all, about 620, or not less than five times as many. The numerical
relation in the Atharva-Veda is probably nearly the same. See
the end of the note to Ath. Pr. ii.27.

CHAPTER X.

CONTENTS : 1-9, combination of final and initial similar vowels, and of final a or

d with initial vowels and diphthongs; 10-12, resulting accentuation and nasal-

ization; 13, special cases of uncombinable final d; 14, of elision of final a, d

before initial e and o; 15-17, combination of final i and u vowels, and resulting

accentuation; 18, special cases of uncombinable final i; 19-23, elision of final

y and v; 24-25, uucombinable final vowels.

II \ II

1. Now for the coalescence of two vowels into one.

An introductory heading to the whole chapter. The commentator

paraphrases :
" both syllables become one form, of the same kind."

1. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah : ubhe akshare ekam rttpam sajd-

ttyam
1

dpadyete* ity etad adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad
vakshydmah.

1 0. puts before ruparh.
2 MSS. -yata.

VOL. ix. 29
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2. In the case of a simple vowel, followed by a similar vowel,
the product is long.

For the terms samdndkshara and savarna, see rules i.2,3, where

they are defined. The grammatical construction of the rule is not

simple, or easily made homogeneous with that of its predecessor.
The commentator brings it out thus :

" there being a simple vowel,
followed by one that is of like nature with itself, these two, being
put in the relation of predecessor and successor, become a single

long vowel." His examples are tvacam grhnishvd 'ntaritan rak-

shah (i.1.8 : only O. has the first word
; only G. M. the last), rdsnd

''si ^ndrdnydi (i.1.2
2

),
and srtpasthd devo vanaspatih (i.2.2

3
: only

G. M. have the last word).

3. Now for cases in which an a-vowel stands first.

A new sub-heading, having force as far as rule 9, inclusive. The
word avarnapttrve is explained by the commentator after the man-
ner of a karmadhdraya compound, as meaning

' that which is both
an a-vowel and first,' but I do not see how such a construction

can be defended: we have, rather, to understand dkshare, and
make the meaning analogous with that of rule 2 :

" when there is

a syllable that has an a-vowel before it."

UN^
4. When an i-vowel follows, the product is e.

The commentator explains ivarnapare in the same manner as

avarnaptirve in rule 3. The interpretations might hold good, if

prtrva and para were taken substantively ;
but they are not so used

anywhere in the treatise. His chosen example is ne 'shtir bhava-

2. samdndkshara dtmanah savarnapare sati pdrvdparibhtite
1

3
ete ub/ie

3

dirgham ekam* dpnutah*. yathd*: tvac- : r d s~ :

s tip- savarnamparam yasmdt tat
7

savarnaparam : tasmin*.

1 a. M. purvah parah te.
'2 W. 0. ins. saty.

3 G. M. ins. aMwre. 4 "W. om.
;

G-. M. adhikam.
*

5 B. dpnoti.
6 G. M. 0. om. 7 W. om.

;
0. tatrat. 8 W. B. 0. om.

3.
l

athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah :
l

avarnapdrve* sati 'ft/
3
etad adhi-

krtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah. *idam adhikd-

rdntaram* upasargapdrva dram (x.9) iti paryantam. avarnap
cd 'sdu pdrvap cd 'varnapdrvah : tasmin*.

<!> 0. om. 2 0. -vatve. 3 "W. om. ity.
(
4
) G. M. ayam adhikdra. 5 0. adds avar-

napurve.
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ti (ii.5.5
3

: W. reads neshtu); and O. alone adds mahendrdya
(v.5.21; p. mahd-indrdya).

II M, II

5. When an u-vowel follows, the product is o.

The commentator's single illustrative example is ishe tvo "rje
tvd (i.1.1).

II \ II

6. When e or di follows, the product is di.

The examples are sam brahmand prcyasvdi ^katdya svdhd

(i.1.8: O. omits the last word), and somdindrd babhrulaldmdh

(v.6.15; p. soma-dindrdh).
The commentator again very elaborately explains ekdrdikdra-

pare as a karmadhdraya compound, formed upon ekdrdikdra as a

dvandva; and remarks that the same explanation applies also in

the following rule.

7. When o or du follows, the product is du.

The examples are brahmdudanam pacati (not found in the Tait-

4. avarnapdrva ivarnapare ca sati
1

te* ubhe akshare ekdram

dpnutah. ne 'sh- ____ : mah-. ivarnac cd'sdu 3

parap ce'varna-

parah
3
: tasmin.

1
G-. M. ins. w&Ae akshare. 2 0. om. (^ B. purvap ca avarnapuroah.

5. avarnapdrva uvarnapare ca sati te
l ubhe akshare* okdram

dpnutah. ishe _____

1 Gk M. 0. om. 2 0. om.

6. avarnapurva ekdrdikdrapare ca sati te
l ubhe akshare* pur-

vdparibhute* dikdram dpnutah. sam ____ : som* ..... ekdrac

cdi "kdrac cdi 'kdrdikdrdu : tayoh samdhdra ekdrdikdram : *sam-

dhdre dvandvah :
4
tac ca tatparam cdi ^kdrdikdraparam karma-

dhdrayah : tasminn ekdrdikdrapare
6
. evam 6

uparitane 'pi sutre
6

samdsah.
1 G. M. om. 2 0. om. 3 G. M. purvdpare, and put before akshare. <4> G. M.

om. 5 0. om. (fi) 0. -tanasutre 'pi.

7. avarnaptirva okdrdukdrapare ca sati te* ubhe akshare* dukd-

ram dpnutah. brah- ____ .* ddm- _____
3

1 G. M. 0. om. 2 G. M. 0. om. 3 G. M. add uktas samdsah.
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tiriya Sanhita, although it is read at Taittirlya Brahmana i.1.9 3
:

we have brahmdudanam pacet at v.7.3 4
,
and brahmdudanam apctr

cat at vi.5.6 1
: O. omits pacati, leaving the citation such as might

have come from either passage), and ddmnd 'pdu "mbhan (il4.13).

8. When r follows, the product is ar.

The examples are ardharca ekdm (i.6.10
5
),

and dgneyya red

"gnidhram (iii.1.6
1

; p. dgneyyd: red}.
I have not noticed a single example in the Taittirlya Sanhita of

that retention of r unchanged after a and d, only with correption
of the latter, which is the rule in the Rik and Vajasaneyi Sanhitas,
and which appears also in the Atharva-Veda, though against the

authority of its Prati9akhya (see Ath. Pr. iii.46 note).

n $ n

9. If a preposition precedes, the product is dr.

The commentator points out that, as the implication
" when an

a-vowel stands first
"

is still in force from rule 3, this virtually
means "

if a preposition ending in a or d precedes ;" r, of course,
is inferred from the preceding rule. According to the list of prep-
ositions given at i. 1 5, then, d, pra, ava, and upa would be the only
words authorized to form with initial r the vrddhi vowel instead
of the guna, para and apa being excluded. The commentator

brings up but one example from the text, namely upd rchati

(i.5.9
6

: G. M. read upd rchaty askanddya, which I do not find

anywhere: we have askanddya after other words at i.5.8 5
: ii.5.8 6 :

vi.3.8 1 ' 3
,
the last time following upd 'syati; possibly this text was

in the mind of the scribe who added askanddya in the comment
on the present rule) ;

he gives another from the jatd-tesA, rtavyd
upo 'pd rtavyd rtavyd upa (v.3.1

1
;
4.2 ), and, further, as counter-

example, showing that only a preposition ending in a or d pro-
duces the prescribed effect, vyrddham vd etat (v.1.2

1 et al. : O.
omits the last word). Additional cases of the same combination,
with d and ava, are quoted under rule 10 (at the end) ;

if the text
affords yet others, I have failed to note them. Nor have I observed

any cases of the different treatment of pard and upa before r so
that here also I do not discover any reason for the strange restriction

of the class of prepositions made at i.15.

8. avarnapurva rkdrapare ca sati te
l ubhe akshare* aram iti

vikdram dpnutah. ardh- ____ : dg n- .....

1 0. om. 2 G. M. 0. om.

9. avarnapurva ity anuvartate 1
: tasmdd upasargapurva ity

avipeshavarndntoktdv* avarndnto
c

yam
3

upasargas tasydi ''va gra-
hanam : rkdrah sdmnidhydl labhyate. upasargapurva rkdrapare
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10. When an acute enters into the combination, the result is

acute.

That is to say, as the commentator points out, when the first

constituent, or the second constituent, or both constituents, have
the uddtta accent, their combination is uddtta. He gives a long
list of examples in illustration of the working of the rule, prom-
ising that they shall exhibit the whole series of vowel-combinations

just prescribed, from the second rule to the ninth, with all possible
conditions of accentual combination. Thus, savitd prd' ''rpayatu

(i.1.1 ; p. prd: arp-: W. reads -yati), brdhma yachd' "*pd
'

(i.1.7
1

; p. yacha : dpa\ ydjyd'i
"

'vd'i 'nam (ii.3.5
3

; p. ydjyd : d:
evd : enam : thejpaSa-manuscripts have 'e 'ti for d'; and so with the

other prepositions), ptishd'
"
''dhatta (i.5.1

2
; p. pttshd': d': adhatta:

W. B. read -tte), dim' 'va cdkshuh (i.3.6
2 and iv.2.9 4

; p. dim : iva :

for this accent, which is opposed to the teachings of all the other

Prati9akhyas, see under rule 17 of the present chapter), adyd vdsu
vasati' 'ti' 'ndro Jii devd'ndm (ii.5.3

7
; p. vasati: %ti: mdrah: O.

reads at the end ^ndram eva, which I do not find anywhere in the

Sanhita), mditrdvarum' 'ty aha (ii.6.7
4

; p. -ni' : tii). The ques-
tion is then raised, whether the word stinniyam (vi.2.4

1

)
does not

fall under this rule, since it exhibits a coalescence into one sylla-
ble of two vowels, whereof one is acute

;
but the reply is made,

that a special rule in a later part of the chapter (r.17) prescribes
for it the circumflex. The examples are continued : r'eto dadhdtil'

't sakthydh (vii.4.19
1

; p. dadhdtu:
tit), vdnaspdtayd 'ntt'

'
tish-

thanti td'n (vii.4.8
3

; p. dnu: tit: only G. M. have tdri), and td'

dikshti' ''pd
">dadhata (v.5.5

4
; p. dikshti: tipa: G. M. omit td}.

So many are examples of the combination of two similar simple
vowels into a long vowel : the rest illustrate the cases of coales-

cence in which a or d precedes. They are se 'md'm no havyddd-

ca sati te* ubhe akshare* dram iti vikdram dpnutah. upd- :

r t- avarndntopasargavi$eshanena* kirn : vyr- upasar-

gap cd 'sdu pdrvap co 'pasargapurvah : tasminri1

upasargaptirve*.
1

Gr. M. 0. om. anu. 2 W. vigeshdvar- ; B. vi?eshoktd yathd; G. M. avi?eshokto

'pi; 0. avipeshdktdv api.
3 0. om. ayam.

4 G. M. om. 5 B. G. M. 0. om. 6 G.

M. 0. upas- ; G. M. B. -shena. 7 B. om. 8 G. M. om.

10. uddttadharmavipishte varne prtrvatah parata ubhayato vd

sthite sati te ubhe apy ehdde$am dpanne
1 uddttadharmaJcam* dp-

nutah. uddtto 'syd 'sti
"*ty uddttavdn: tasminn uddttavati. sa-

mdndksharam drdbhya sarvasmdd* ekibhdve *yathdkramam uddt-

tdnuddttasvaritaptirva ubhayor uddtte vo* ''ddharandni darpayi-

shydmah*. sav- : brah- : ydj- : ptish- : div-

: adya : mdit- . nanu srtnniyam ity atro ^ddtte-

ndi ^kddepe sati kith na sydd ayam vidhih : uddttaptirvddhikdre
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tim (iv.6.6
6

; p. sdh: imd'm : compare rule v.17), tdm gh'e ^d agnir
vrdhd' (ii.6.11

3
; p. ghd: it: only G. M. have the last word), sava-

namukhesavanamukhe kdrye "*ti (vii.5.5
1

; p. kdryd: iti: B. omits
the first savanamukhe), se ">du h6td (i.1.14

4
; p. sdh: it: compare

rule v.l 7 : W. B. omit the last word) : so many are examples under
rule 4. Now follow those under rule 5 : prokshitam gopdyata
(vii.1.12; p. prd-ukshitam : G. M. omit this example), ti'rja sth6

"rjam vo bhakshiya (i.5.6
1

; p. stha: rt'rjam: O. omits the last

word), svdytish6
9d 6shadhindm (i.2.8

1
; p. su-dytishd: tit: G. M.

omit this example also), and im'e ev6 ^pa dhatte (v.2.7
3

;
5.3 3

; p.
evd: tipd). The examples under rule 6 are nd'i 'nam pratydshati
(i.5.9

7
; p. nd: enani), eka evd yajetd'i ''kah (vii.2.10

3
; p. yajeta:

ekah), dthd'i ^kam utthd'nam (vii.2.1
4

; p. dtha: ekam), ydn nd'i
''kdn racand'm (vi.6.4

3
; p. nd : ekdm], indriydm evd'i "ndrena

(vi.6.5
2

; p. evd: dindrena\m hi tdd avd'iryate ''ti (vii.1.5* ; p.

ava-d'iryata], and finally, from the jatd-text, devebhya d'indhdi
'ndha dev'ebhyo devebhya d'indha (ii.5.9

1
: but G. M. give only

the saw/^a-reading, develhya dindha). To illustrate rule 7, we
have kshatrdsya cd'u ''jase juhomi (iii.3.1

1 "2
; p. ca: ojase: B. O.

omit the last word), svd'hd'u ''shadhibhyah (i.8.13
3

; p. svd'hd:

osh-), sd'u 'shadhir dnu rudhyase (iv.2.3
3
,ll

3
; p. sdh: 6shadhih:

another case under rule v.17: G. M. omit the last word), prd'u
"kshih Icend ''pd iti (ii.6.5

1

; p. prd: dukshih: G. M. omit the last

word), and arun6 ha smd "hd'u "pavepih (vi.1.9
2

; p. aha: d'upa-

-vepih). Under rule 8, again, fall dgneyyd red' "gnidhram (iii.1.6
l

;

p. dgneyyd': red'), sd'i 'vd' ''syd rddhih (vi.6.10
2

; p. asya: r'd-

dhih], d'indhd rshishtutah (ii.5.9
1

; p. d'indha: r'shi-stutah) ,
and

evd rshir asvadayat (v.1.10
1

; p. evd: r'shih). Under rule 9,

finally, we have d'rtim d' \chati (i.5.2
5 et al.

; p. d': rchati}, and

avd'rchaty evdm dvdram (ii.6.3
4

; p. ava-r'chati).

11. When a nasal, the result is nasal.

The commentator quotes rule xv.6, which declares it to be the

saty
&dbhdve ca (x.17) iti

6 sdtrena svaritasya viceshavidhdndd''

iti brrtmah. reto ____ : van- ____ : td _____ evam sam dndkshara-

samhitdydm ekibhdvo* 'nyatrd* ''pi drashtavyah
10

. evam avarna-

p&rvatve
11 c

pi vakshyate
1

"1

: se ____ : tarn ____ : sav- ____ : se W____ :

pro- ____ : ttrja ____ : svd ____ : ime ____ : ndi ____ : eka ____ .*

athdi ____ : yan ____ : indr- ____ : vi ____ : deve- ____ : ksha- ____ .*

svd- ____ : sdu ____ : prdu ____ : aru- ____ : dgn- ____ : sdi ____ :

dindha ____ : eva ____ : art- ____ : avd _____ evamddi 13
.

1 W. prdp-.
'2 B. G-. M. -rmim. 3 0. -sminn; G-. M. upasargdntam. <

4
) G. M.

uddttdnuddtta-svaritdndm parvatve ca paratve ca uddttayor uddttatve ca yathdkra-
mam. 5 0. prad-. <6) G-. M. ubhdv eva sati. 7 G. M. -vidhind. 8 "W. B. -ve.

9 G.

M. 'frd.
10 W. -vydh. G. M. vorn-. 12 G. M. -ti.

13 G. M. -dayah.
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opinion of some authorities that final simple vowels, not pragrahas,
are nasal

;
and he states that the present precept has reference to

them : if such a nasal vowel, being acute, enters into a combina-

tion of the kind above described, the resulting single syllable is

nasal. Examples, he says, are those already given. And he adds
that the rule is not approved.

I cannot at all believe this to be the true interpretation. The
rule seems, on the other hand, to belong to and represent the same
view of the nature of a syllable ordinarily regarded as containing
anusvdra, which appears so unequivocally at xv.l

;
and to mean

that when such a syllable, being looked upon as one containing a
nasal vowel, instead of a vowel with succeeding anusvdra, enters

into combination with another vowel (of course, a preceding one),
the result is also nasal. Thus, for example, yah with auburn
would make yo

c

npum svdhd and ansdbhydm (vii.3.16
1 *2

), svdhd

Ansdbhydm.

12. When circumflex and grave are combined, the result is

circumflex.

The examples of this accentual result of combination, as given
by the commentator, are as follows: kanyb *va tunnd' (iiij.ll

8
;

and dtha kvd ">syd havani'ya iti (v.7.4
2

; p. kvd : asydh: O. omits
the last two words). He then goes on to point out that the word
svarita,

'

circumflex,' being used in the rule without any distinct-

ive sign, we are to understand the "constant" (mtya) or "independ-
ent" circumflex (see rule xx.2) to be intended. For this alone

arises at the time of production of letters and syllables, elements
of words

;
but the other kinds of circumflex arise after the time of

origin of words, in connection with the euphonic combination of

11. apragrahdh samdndkshardny anundsikdny
1

eke-

shdm* (xv.6) ity ekeshdm
3 matam: tan uddi$yd ''yam vidhih. tas-

minn* uddttavaty anundsike prtrvatah parata ubhayato vd sthite

saty
5
ubhe 6

akshare anundsikadharmam ekam dpnutah. uktdny
evo 'ddharandni.

7
etad anishtam. 7

1 0. om. >2 B. G-. M. 0. om. 3
G-. M. 0. yeshdm; B. eshtdm. 4 W. tasmdd.

6
Gr. M. 0. ins. te.

6 B. 0. ins. apy. <7) G-. M. om.
;
0. ne J

darri sutram ishtam.

12. svaritdnuddttayoh samnipdta ekdde$e saty ubhdv api tdu

svaritam dpadyete*. yathff: kan- : chav- : ydj- :

atha iha svaritasyd* 'vipeshena* grahane nityasvarita eva*

grhyate : tasya svaritasya* vyanyandndm akshardndm co* padd-
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syllables and words, by the requirement of such rules as xiv.29
and xii.9

;
and therefore primary quality belongs only to the " con-

stant
" circumflex : whence, by the rule " when a general state-

ment is made, that which is primary should be regarded as intend-

ed," it is proper that the constant circumflex should be here under-
stood. In such cases, then, as dthd 'bravU (iii.2.11

3
), where the

long d resulting from the combination of the final a of dtha, which
has the enclitic circumflex (by xiv.29), with the initial a of abramt,
which is grave, has itself the enclitic circumflex, this is not in vir-

tue of the present rule, but falls under the same general rule

(xiv.29) that prescribes the enclitic circumflex.

To this effect the commentator : and, whatever we may think of

the argument by which he attempts to prove that svarita in the

rule means only nitya svarita, we shall not question the sound-
ness of his conclusions.

II II

13. Exceptions are dhd, md, and pd, when followed by asi;
also budhniyd, jyd, d pushd, and aminanta before a vowel

belonging to the text.

That is to say, these words constitute exceptions, not to the last

rules respecting accentuation, but to those which prescribe the

combination of a final a or a with the following initial vowel.

The commentator cites the passages in which the first three occur

before asi, as follows: svadhd asy urvi (i.1.9
3
), sahasrasya pra-

md asi (iv.4.11
3

: O. omits the first word), and dhanvann iva pra-
pd asi (ii.5.12

4
: O. omits the first two words). I have also noted,

for dhd, varcodhd asi (i.2.1
1

),
dhd asi svadhd asi (ii.6.4

4
),

and
dbhidhd asi (vii.1.11

1

) ;
for md,pratimd asi, vimd asi, and unmd

asi, all in the same section and division (iv.4.11
3
)
with pramd, as

quoted: and, for pd, vratapd asi (i.1.14
4

;
2.3 1

: vi.1.4 6
)
and cak-

shashpd asi (i.2.1
2
).

To explain the added specification "when fol-

lowed by asi" the pada-readings are quoted for us, namely svadhe

vayavdndm utpattikdla eva sambhavdt: anyeshdm tu
s

padotpat-

tikdldd? ttrdhvam akshardndm paddndm ca 10

samhitdydm uddt-

tdt paro 'nuddttah (xiv.29) iti vidhdndt tasminn anuddt-

te pttrva
lluddttah svaritam 11

(xii.9) ity ddi ca: tasmdn

nityasydi 'va muhhyatvam: sdmdnyoJctdu ca 13

satydm muJchye

sampratyaya iti tasydi 'va svikdro yuktah: athd ____ ity dddv

ekddecasyo 'ddttdnantarabhdvitvdd uddttdt paro 'nuddttah

svaritam (xiv.29) ity anendi 'va svaritatvam vijneyam.

1 G. M. eJcam dpnutah.
2

G-. M. om. 3 W. 0. -sya.
4 B. -shana; G. M. -sha-

nam eva. 5 0. om. 6 B. -ta; G-. M. sa; 0. sarva. 7 TV. om. 8
Gr. M. ca. 9

Gr.

M. paro- ; 0. aparo-.
10 W. om.

;
G. M. 0. vd. <

n
> G. M. uddttam. 12 0. om.

13 W. om. 14 G. M. 0. -ndnt-.
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'ti sva-dhd (only W. has sva-dhd in the repetition), prame 'ti pra-

-md, prape 'ti pra-pd (O. omits the readings of pramd and prapd).
Further, to explain the final specification drshe,

' before a vowel

belonging to the text,' W. gives next the J/^-readings of svadhd
asi and prapd asi, namely svadhd asy asi svadhd svadhd asi, and

prapd asy asi prapd prapd asi; O. has only the former, and sub-

stitutes for the latter dhruvd 'si dharund (iv.2.9
1

;
3.7 2

), which
would be in place as a counter-example showing that other words
than those specified in the rule are not treated as it prescribes
before asi, but is not introduced as such, and does not make its

appearance at all in the other versions
;
B. also has only the for-

mer (reading at the end svadhd 'si), and adds evam ddi,
' and so

on.' G. M. give no Jc^-readings at all here, but pass directly
from the joacfo-readings to the quotations illustrating the remain-

ing words of the rule, namely: pra budhniyd irate (iv.3.13
6

: G.

M. omitjpra); dhanvan jyd iyam (iv.6.6
1

'2
: only G. M. have the

first word); d pushd etv d vasu (ii.4.5
1
),

with a counter-example,
tarn pushd 'dhatta (i.5.1

2
),

to show that pushd after any other

word than d is not uncombinable
;
and d te suparnd aminanta

evdih (iii.1.11
5

: G. M. omit the first two words, O. the first three).
Now the question is asked again,

"
why is it said,

' when a vowel
from the text follows?'

" and W. B. O., having settled the point

already so far as dhd, md, and pd were concerned, reply by quoting
the Ja^-readings of the other four words, each with its successor,
thus : budhniyd irata irate budhniyd budhniyd irate (but B. reads

budhniye "rate, and O. budhnye "rate, the last time), jyd iyam
iyamjydjyd iyam (B. O. again have jye 'yam at the end), pushd
etv etu pushd pushd etu (B. O. again pushdi 'tu in the third repe-

tition), and aminanta, evdir evdir aminantd 'minanta eodih (B. O.

once more aminantdi'vdih to close with). G. M., however, who
have the application of drshe in the first part of the rule still to

illustrate, give us here a most liberal series of extracts from the

jatd-text : first, for asi svadhd (i.1.9
3 or ii.6.4 4 ), namely asi svadhd

svadhd asy asi svadhd; then for svadhd asi, as set down above

(with svadhd 'si at the end, like B.
;
but it seems a merely acciden-

tal coincidence, for in all the other cases the third pair of words
reads like the first, with the hiatus) ;

for iva prapd, iva prapd
prape 've 'va prapd ; for prapd asi, as above reported from W.

;

for pra budhniyd; for budhniyd irate, as in W.
;
for dhanvanjyd ;

for jyd iyam, as in W.
;
for d pushd, d pushd pushd

" "
pushd /

for pushd etu, as in W.
;
for suparnd aminanta, suparnd ami-

nantd 'minanta, suparnds suparnd aminantaj and for aminanta

evdih, as in W. From all this illustration, we seem authorized to

draw the inference that the words mentioned in the rule as having

13. dhd: md: pd:
J

eteshv* antyasvara drshe
3

pdthe* 'siparah:

budhniyd: jyd: d pushd : aminanta: etes/iv
b

antyasvara drshe
6

svaraparah purvavidhim na prdpnoti. yathd': sva- : sah-

; dhan- ; asipara iti Mm: sva- : *pra- : pra-
VOL. ix. 30
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endings exceptionally uncombinable in samhitd nevertheless com-
bine with iti in pada-text, and also exhibit their uncombinable

quality injatd only before the words whose sequence calls out that

quality in samhitd ptishd, for example, uniting with its predeces-
sor d into pttshd, and aminanta with itself into aminantd 'mi-

nanta (only, if we may trust the example given, svadhd being
held apart from its predecessor asi, because this happens to be the
same word with its successor : and it is by no means impossible
that the manuscripts are in the wrong upon this point). But this

would be quite sufficiently intimated by the single restriction

drshe, without adding asi also
;
and that the latter is specifically

intended to apply to the jpae?o-readings, and the former to ihejatd,
is not easily to be believed. The asi would have best reason to be
introduced because the words mentioned occur also before other

vowels, with which they enter into combination only, to be sure,
I have not noted any cases in which they do so.

FpTR" II \& ll

14 When followed by eshtah, etana, eman, odman, oshtha, or

evah, an a-vowel is elided.

That the elision mentioned in the rule is of an -vowel is a con-

sequence of the continued implication of the introductory rulex.3,
above although, as the commentator fails to point out, that im-

plication was interrupted by rules 10-12, and was expressly stated

at the outset to remain in force through rule 9. The passages con-

templated are quoted by the commentator, as follows : a$iy* eshtd

rdyah (i.2.11
1

), pamitdra upetana (iii.l.4
3
,5

2
), apdm tv" emant

sddaydmi (iv.3.1), apdm tv" odmant sddaydmi (iv.3.1 : G. M. O.

omit sddaydmi in both these citations), svdh" oshthdbhydm
(vii.3.16

1

), upaydmam adharen* oshthena (v.7.12: O. omits the

first word), and nir amimatf evap chandah (v.3.5
4

: O. omits the

last word). These are, so far as I have discovered, all the cases of

application of the rule that the text contains. The commentator
notes that rule i.22, which allows a theme ending in

, quoted in a

rule, to stand for its various derivative forms, is the warrant for

regarding oshthdbhydm and oshthena as involved in oshtha. The

:
8 *drshaitikim: sva- :

9 10

pra :
10 dhan- : d pu-

: ^dkdrah kimarthah: 11 tarn : d te : drshasvarapa-
ra^itikim: 13budh- : jyd : pd- : am- 13

.

1 0. ins. iiy.
2 B. G. M. eshv. 3 B. G. M. -sha. 4 B. pdthakdle.

5 B. G. M. 0.

eshv. 6 G. M. -shapdthe.
7 B. G. M. 0. om. <8) 0. om.

'

(
9
) G. M. om. <10) B.

evam ddi; 0. dhru- ; G. M. om. <") G. M. dkdrena kirn. 12 0. om. para.
<13> See the note, above.

14. ity evamparo 'varno
1

lupyate : athd 'vftrnaptirve

(x. 3) ity anuvartandd* avarna 3
iti Idbhyate. a$i- : p am i- .*

!m : apdm : svdh- : oshtha$abdasya sarvdvastha-
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same two cases were given by him in illustration of the previous
rule (see note to i.22). As general counter-examples, to prove the

implication of "an a-vowel," we have pityoshthah pitibhruh

(v.6.14), and pityoshthdya svdhd (vii.3.17).

ii vi ii

15. An i-vowel and u become respectively y and v.

Here, the commentator tells us, the implication
"
preceded by an

a-vowel "
ceases, but the implication

" followed by a vowel " has
force which implication comes all the way from rule 10 of the

preceding chapter. The rule says ukdra, 'short w,' instead of

uvarna,
' an w-vowel,' becaufee long $ has already (by iv.5) been

declared pragraha, and protracted $3 is made uncombinable be-

low (by x.24). The examples are abhy asthdt (iv.2.8
1
), ttty apyd-

ma (i.3.14
3
),
and d ptishd etv d vasu (ii.4.5

1

).

l \\\\

16. And, when they are acute, a following grave becomes
circumflex,

The word " and "
(ca\ we are told, brings down from the pre-

ceding rule the " ^-vowel and u" there described as suffering a cer-

tain effect. The examples given of the production of this kind of

circumflex accent, later (xx.l) described as the kshdipra, are vy
bvd'i 'nena pdri dhatte (v.3.11

3
: only G. M. have the last two

words), and apsv ague (iv.2.11
3
).

As counter-examples, we have
first nicd' tarn dhakshy atasdm (i.2.14

2
) and mddhv o.gnd'u juh6ti

(ii.3.2
9
), to show that unless the converted vowels are acute, no

circumflex appears ;
and then, to prove that the following vowel

must also be grave, tdd ydd rcy ddhy akshdrdni (ii.4.11
1

: G. M.
omit the first word), sd tv

9
d'i yajeta (ii.6,6

3 et al. : G. M. omit
this whole example), and in nv '$' tipastirnam ichdnti (i.6.V

3
)

:

syagrahanam bhavati grahanasya ca (i.22) iti vacandt: upay-
____ : nir ____ . *avarno lupyata* iti kim: pity- ____ : pity- .....

1 G. M. -napurvo.
2 W. -tamdnindd; G-. M. -tamdnah. 3 G. M. avarnapurva.

(4) B. -napurvo Z- ; 0. -nalopa; G. M. -napurva.

15. avarnaprtrvddhikdro nivrttah: svaraparddhikdras tu var-

tate: atha svaraparo yakdram (ix.10) iti ptirvddhydye pra-
krdntah. ivarnokdrdu paddntdu

1

svarapardu yathdsamkhyena?

yavakdrdv dpadyete. abhy ____ ; tity ____ : d ptt- ..... dirgha-

sya pragrahavidhdndt plutasya samdhinishedhdd ukdrasya kdrot-

taratvam3 krtam : ivarnokdrdu yavakdrdv iti.

1 W. puts after the next word. 2 G. M. -Jchyam.
3 G. M. vakdr-.
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compare, for the peculiar sandhi in these last two examples, rule

v.l 3.

^r n \v n

17. Also when $ is the product of the combination.

The " also
"

(ca) of this rule is interpreted as implying that, as

in the case of the combination last considered, the first element

going to form the $ must be acute, and the second grave. As ex-

amples of the combination and its accentual result are given #fln-

niyam iva (vi.2.4
1

; p. sfa-unniyam], stidgdtd (vii.1.8
1

; p. sti^ud-

gdtd), and mdsti ^ttishthan (vii.5.2
2

; p. mdsti: ut-) ;
to which G.

M. add dikshti ^padddhdti (v.5.5
4

; p. aikshti,: upa-dd-}. The only
other case of the kind which I have noted in the Sanhita is su'pa-
sadanah (vii.5.20 ; p. sti-upasadanah). The commentator adds a

couple of counter-examples: the first, srtpasthd' devdh (i.2.2
3

; p.

surupasthd'h), shows that the former u must be acute; the other,
td' dikshtt' 'pd 'dadhata (v.5.5

4
),

that the latter u must be grave.
A later rule (xx.5) gives this particular variety of the circum-

flex accent the name praclishta.
None of the other Vedic texts has an accentual usage corres-

ponding with this. Indeed, there is not in the Atharvan a single
case of a combination of two w's such as is here contemplated, nor

has any from the other Vedas come to my notice
;

if such there be,

they are left to follow the general analogy of combinations of

acute and grave into one homogeneous vowel (as illustrated under

rule 10, above), the acute element raising the other to its own

pitch and making the result acute. On the other hand, an excep-
tion to this general analogy is made in the other Sanhitas (and

duly explained in their Pratiyakhyas : see Rik Pr. in. 7, Vaj. Pr.

iv.132, Ath. Pr. iii.56), in favor of the coalescence of two short Vs

into a long Cy if the former be acute and the latter grave, they

produce together a circumflex. Of such a combination, I have

1 6. cakdrahpdrvasdtroktanimittindv
1

^ivarnokdrdv anvddicati :

uddttayor* ivarnokdrayoh paro 'nuddtta? ca9 svaritam dpadyate.

vy ; apsv uddttayor iti kim : nipd : madhv :

paro 'nuddtta iti Mm : tad : sa : in .

1 G. M. -ttino 'pi.
(
2
> G. M. om. 3 0. om.

17. cakdrah pdrvoddttatvdnvdkarshakah
1

: *parasyd ^nuddtta-

tvam anvddicati ca2
. pttrveno ^ddttena parasyd ^nuddttasyo

"bhdve kriyamdne
3 svaritam jdntydt. yathd: stin- : sttd-

: md- : *dik- :
4

pdrveno 'ddttena kim: sttp- .*

parasyd 'nuddttasye 'ti kim : td

1 B. 0. purvasyo
}
d- ; 0. -tvdnuk- ; G. M. purvoddttam paratvdnuddttarh cd "kar-

shati. <2> G. M. om.
;
0. om. ca. 3 G. M. om. <4) W. B. 0. om.
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noted about thirty cases in the Taittiriya text (examples, one in

each book, are i.3.6 2 : ii.1.3 1
: iii.5.5

2
: iv.1.6 2 : v.1.7 2 : vi.1.1 6

: vii.5.

V 4
) ;

the accentuation is throughout acute, as we should expect.

R" Wft pppfr n IT; ii

18. Exceptions are gyeti and mithum.

That is to say, these words are exceptions to rule 15 and, being
thus exempt from the conversion there prescribed, and there being
no other rule requiring their alteration, they remain unchanged, as

if they were pragrahas. Their examples are pyditena yyetl akuru-

ta (v.5.8
1

: O. omits the first word; $yeti occurs also in the next
division of the same section, though not before a vowel), and na
mithwii abhavan (v.3.6

2
: B. omits na). The latter word is found

in two other places atiii.4.9 1 and vi.5.8 6
exhibiting the same

uncombinable quality ;
and in the latter place it has been made

(at iv.53) the subject of special exception as not apragraha. The

pada-text, in fact, writes both words as if no peculiar character

belonged to them.

II ^V II

19. But y and v are elided, when preceded by an a-voweL

The word " but " (tu) in this rule, the commentator says, annuls
the application of the rule to any other y and v than such as are

the products of prescribed euphonic processes, and makes these

alone the subjects of its action. As a y or v can never occur as

final except by euphonic conversion, the particle has no very use-

ful office to fill, according to the interpretation. Evidently enough,
it is used here, as elsewhere in the treatise where a specific force is

sought for it by the comment, simply as indicative of a sudden

change of subject.

Vastly the largest class of cases falling under the rule is that in

which, by ix.10, a visarjamya has been converted into y after a, d,
as before another vowel than a. In illustration of this class, the
commentator quotes dpa undantu (i.2.1

1
), dhruvd asmin gopatdu

(i.1.1: G. M. O. omit the last word), and na vicityds iti (vi.1.9
1

).

The next class consists of cases of final e and di, converted into

ay and dy by ix.11,14 : the examples are ima evd 'smdi (ii.4.10
3
),

and dsdmahd eve 'man (vii.5.2
1

).
Yet another class embraces the

endings in dn of which the n was turned to y (with nasalization

of the a, or with anusvdra added, by xv.1-3) according to the
rules at the end of the last chapter (ix. 20-24) : the selected exam-

ple is martydn dvivepa (v.7.9
1

).
But the rule teaches also the

18. $yeti: mithuni: ity etayor antyasvaro yathdvihitam
1

ya-
'

tvam nd "padyate. yathd?: $ydi- ____ : n a .....

1 0. om. 2 W. G. M. 0. om.
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elision of final v / and O. boldly gives examples for this, as well :

namely, vdyav ishtaye (ii.2.12
8

: W. adds durone), and a/idv ana-
data (v.6.1

2
), although the text, by a usage which the comment

ratifies under the next rule but one (x.21), retains the v in such

cases, and it is retained by O. in these very phrases given to illus-

trate its omission. W. has only the former of the two, foolishly

prefixing to it avarnaptirva iti Mm, '

why is it said,
" when an a-

vowel precedes?"' The other manuscripts pass the point with-

out notice here, leaving it to be settled under rule 21. The true

counter-examples for this precept, showing that the elision takes

place only after an a-vowel, are given by all alike : they are abhy
asthdt (iv.2.8

1

),
and hrtsvasah (iv.2.11

3
).

20. Not so, according to Ukhya.

Ukhya denies that y and v are omitted in any case
;
and would

therefore read dpay undantu, imay eva, martydny d, and so on.

21. Not v, according to Saihkrtya.

The connection of this rule is somewhat anomalous, but its

meaning is sufficiently evident. Samkrtya dissents from the prin-

ciple laid down in rule 19, like Ukhya; "but" (tu) his dissent

does not go the whole length of the latter's
; according to him,

only v is
" not "

elided. As the commentator has it, the fact that

this rule teaches an exception is inferred,
"
by vicinage," from its

predecessor : its tu is intended as an annulment of the opinion of

former teachers. And he declares that it alone is approved, while

the two that precede (the former of them, of course, only so far as

it is inconsistent with this) and the two that follow (B. O. omit this)
are rejected. The examples are those already given by a part of

the MSS. under rule 19, namely vdyav ishtaye durone (ii.2.12
8

:

19. avarnaptirvdu svarapardu yakdravakdrdu
1

lupyete. ya-

thd: dpa ____ .* dhrur ____ : na ____ : ima ____ : dsd- ____ :
2

vdy-
____ ; *ahdv-.--: 3 mart- ..... evampurvdv* iti Mm: abhy
____ ; hrt- ..... tupabda itardu yavakdrdu nivartayann ddepa-

prdptayor evd ^

nayor lopavishayatvam dyotayati. avarnah ptirvo

ydbhydm tdv avarnaptirvdu.
1

Gr. M. yavak-.
2 W. ins. avarnapurva iti kim. <3> Only in 0. 4 G. M. avar-

20. ukhyasya
l

g,akhinah pakshe* 'varnapdrvdu
3

yavakdrdu na*

lupyete. uktdny evo ^ddharandni.

1 G. M. ins. mate. 2
G-. M. mate. 3 0. 'purvdu.

4 B. om. G. M. have mixed

together to some extent this and the following comment.
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W. B. omit this example ;
O. puts it after the other one, and leaves

off durone), and ahdv anadatd hate (v.6.1
2

: O. omits hate).
This is rather the most striking example afforded us of the over-

riding by the commentary of the obvious intent of the Pratiga-

khya itself. The usage of the existing Taittiriya text is on the side

of the comment : we have a similar resolution of the final a of vo-

catives into av, with retention of the v
9
at i.2.13 2 twice; 4.39;

6.12 3 :ii.2.12 4 ' 8
;4.12

3
;6.11

1 :iii.2.10 : vi.4.3 3
. Of dv as result of

final du before a vowel, I have failed to collect the examples ;
but

had there been any cases of the omission of the
,
I think I should

not have omitted to observe and note them.

FpTR"
22. According to Macakiya, both are omitted when followed

by u or o.

Instead of Macakiya, the southern manuscripts have, both in the

rule and in the commentary, Mayikaya.
All the manuscripts of the commentary declare that "

respect-

ively
"
(yathdsamkhyam] is to be understood in the rule that is

to say, that it directs us to drop y before u
9
and v before oy but

their examples do not support this interpretation, and it is palpa-

bly a false one. It is difficult to believe that the rule itself is not

corrupted, and that it ought not to read ukdrdukdraparo lupyate,
' v is dropped before u or o '

(it
does not occur in the text before

u) ; for, while we can discover no phonetic reason for the omission
of y before a labial vowel, there is a very obvious difficulty in the
utterance of v (w) before u (no real Sanskrit word begins with vu,
nor can I recall it in the interior of a word except as the rare re-

sult oisandhi) ; and, as thus amended, Macaktya's view would ac-

cord with the accepted doctrine of the Rik Prat, (ii.9-1 1), and with
one mentioned, though not adopted, by the Vaj. Pr. (iv.125).
The illustrative examples given are in part those which have

appeared already, even more than once, under the preceding rules :

21. sdthnidhydn nishedho labhyate. sdmkrtyasya mate \iarna-

purvo vakdro na lupyate: yakdras tu lupyata eve 'ty arthah.
l

vdy- ____ .' ahdv ____ . purvdcdryamatanivartakas tupdbdah.
sutram idam eve ''shtam : na tu purvadvayam? paradvayarh* ca.

<
!
) W. B. om.

;
0. puts after the other example.

2 0. purvasutrad-.
3 B. 0. om.

22. yakdravakdrdv avarnaptirvdv ukdrdukdrapardu lupyete

yathasamkhyarrf mdcdMyasyd* "cdryasya mate3
, dp a ____ : yd

..... evampardv iti kim: ta ____ : vdy- ____ . lupyete iti 'ha

punardrambhah pttrvasrttradvayasthitananah* sambandhapankd-
nirdkarandrthah*.

1 0. om.
;
G. M. after mate. 2

G-. M. mdyiMyasyd, as in the rule itself. 3 B. G.
M. matena. 4 W. -tajanana; B. -tajana; 0. -tananabha. 5 0. om. fankd; "W. -tham.
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dpa undantu (i.2.1
1
),

and yd oshadhayah (iv.2.6
4 " 5

: so W. B.
;

but G. M. O. give instead yd jdtd oshadhayah, iv.2.6 1

) ;
to which

O. adds an example for v, namely patakratav ut (i.6.12
3

: it ought,
in illustration of the rule, to read patakrata ut), putting it be-
tween the other two. Counter-examples are ta enam bhishajyanti
(ii.3.11

4
: we are to understand, apparently, that Macakiya would

read tay enam}, and vdyav ishtaye (ii.2.12
8
).

The commentator remarks in conclusion that the repetition of

lupyete in the present rule
(it was read above, in rule 19) is in-

tended to remove all suspicion of the continued implication of the

negative which forms a part of the two preceding rules.

Qllrtwr|M! II II

23. According to Yatsapra, they are imperceptibly uttered.

It might admit of question whether the "
they

" here spoken of

are final y and v in general, or only y and v followed by u and o,
as specified in the last rule. As things stand, the use of the de-

monstrative etayoh rather favors, though not unequivocally, the
latter interpretation, and it is the one adopted by the commenta-
tor. But if the preceding rule be restored to what we have sug-

gested above as its more probable original form, then the etayoh
will be very well in place here as referring to y and v in general ;

and this interpretation is supported by the fact that the Ath. Pr.

(ii.24) and Panini (viii.3.18) ascribe a like opinion to another gram-
marian, Qakatayana, whose peculiar views upon the subject are

likewise hinted at by the Vaj. Pr. (iv.126). As the meaning of

lepa is defined to be luptavad uccdranam, 'utterance as if omit-

ted,' there is not much for the two opposing parties to contend
about.

24. Exceptions are protracted and pragraha vowels.

Such, namely, are exempt from the rules of combination and
not merely those given in this chapter, but also such as are found
elsewhere: for example, at ix.11,12. There is nothing about the

23.
l

vdtsaprasya mata etayor* yakdravakdrayor* avarnapur-

vayor lepah sydt
1

. le$o ndma luptavad* uccdranam. etayor ity

ukdrdukdrapardu nirdipati. uktdny evo ^ddharandni.

0) B. om., along with the rule. 2
Only in W. 3

G-. M. 0. yavak-.
4 B. -tarn.

24.
lna khalu plutah pragrahap ca 1 samdhividhim bhajete*.

yathd : astu ____ : t e ____ . ityddiuidhdii nishiddhe 'nyasminp cd

'ndrabhyamdne* prahrtivad* bhavati.

(
J
) G-. M. plutaf c<i pragraha? ca etdu no. Jchalu. 2 W. B. 0. -jate.

3
G-. M. "ra&/i-.

4 0. -tyd.
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rule pointing out that it has a bearing so extensive. Only one

example is given for each class: astu hfo ity abrtitdm (vii.1.6
1

),

and te enam abhi (ii.5.6
5
).

The commentator points out, as he did not take the trouble to

do under rule 18 of this chapter, that, the rules of combination

being thus suspended with reference to these two classes, and no
other rule being given about them, they remain in their natural

condition.

All the Pniticakhyas have rules equivalent to this (Rik Pr. ii.27
;

Vaj. Pr. iv.84
;
Ath. Pr. iii.33 : in the note to Ath. Pr. i.73 1 over-

looked the present precept of the Taittiriya-Prati9akhya) ;
none

assumes that the pronouncing a vowel to be pragraha exempts it,

eo ipso, from phonetic combination.

25. Also the remaining vowel.

That is to say, the vowel remaining after the omission of the
final y or v is, like those mentioned in the preceding rule, exempt
from farther combination. According to the commentator, the
" also

"
(ca) of the rule brings forward "

y and v," the fact of their

constituting an exception is inferred from the neighborhood of the

preceding rule, and parah means '

another,' and qualifies samdhih
understood :

" no further combination takes place." This seems to

me inadmissible, as there has been no suggestion of any such word
as samdhi. Perhaps para may be better understood of the vowel
"
following

" the y and v of which the chapter has been treating.
It needs, at any rate, some violence to bring in the rule with the

meaning which it is evidently intended to bear: no one would
have any right to guess, from its form and position alone, at wThat
it is aimed.
The commentator's examples are dpa undantu (i.2.1

l

)
and agra

imam (i.1.5
1

).
In reply to the objection that it would be enough

to state the implication of the rule as "where an omission has
taken place

" instead of " an omission of y or v," he brings up se

'd u hotd (i.1.14
4
),

sdi '/i ''nikena (iv.3.13
2 et al.), and sdu 'sha-

dhih (iv.2.3
3
),

as examples of an elision of a final which does not

prevent the further combination of its predecessor and its succes-

sor under the rules of this chapter.

25. cakdrdkrshtayor yavakdrayor lope sati parah
lsamdhir na

bhavati.
1

yathd*: dpa ____ : agra _____ sdmnidhydn nishedho

labhyate. nanu lope sati 'ft/
3
etdvatdi 'vd Ham : yavakdrayor iti

kim. se 'd____ : *sdi ____ :
4 sdu ____ : ity ddi.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane*

da$amo 'dhydyah.
W G. M. sandhividUn na bhajate.

2
G-. M. om. 3 W. om. iti. <

4
> 0. om. 5 0.

adds prathamaprapne.

VOL. IX. 31
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CHAPTER XI.

CONTENTS: 1, initial a elided after e or o; 2-18, exceptions, cases of retention of

initial a after e or o; 19, dissident view as to the nature of the elision.

: ii 1 n

1. But a is elided when preceded by e or o.

The subject of the omission or retention of initial a after final e

or o, and of the accent thence arising, occupies the whole of this

chapter and of the* one next following, the cases of retention being
mostly rehearsed in this. No attempt is made, here any more
than in the treatment of other similar matters in the work, to eflfect

a real classification much less, an explanation of the facts dealt

with. Nor have I, on the other hand, drawn up such a classifica-

tion, as I did for the Atharva-Veda (see Atharva-Prati9akhya,
under rule iii.54). Doubtless, if drawn up, it would show nearly
the same state of things to prevail in the Taittiriya as in the

Atharvan text : namely, that the elision is the greatly prevailing,
almost exclusive, usage in the prose passages ; while, in the metri-

cal passages, the a is more usually retained where the metre

requires its retention, and omitted where the metre requires its

omission although with numerous exceptions, of which the most

regular is that the a is dropped in writing at the beginning of a

pdda, where, of course, it was always retained in metrical utter-

ance. The general subject of the relation of the written and

spoken texts to one another in regard to this special point is well

worth an elaborate investigation, founded on all the Vedic texts.

For the word " but "
(tu) in the rule is given an alternative

explanation. Some, the commentator says, regard it as suspending
the force of the exceptional rule x.24 ; others, as marking the dis-

continuance of the general direction " followed by a vowel," which
has been in action since ix.10. As in other like cases heretofore,
we have no good reason for applying it to any particular rule or

phrase ;
it merely marks an abrupt transition to a new subject,

somewhat exceptional in its relations to the principles already laid

down. The subject was, however, anticipated and provided for in

rule ix.13.

1. ekdrapurva okdrapilrvo vd ''kdro
1

lupyate. yatJid*: te ____ .'

8
s o _____

3

tupabdo na plutapragrahdv (x. 24) iti nishedhasam-

bandhavidhim* nwartayati 'ti kecit: svaraparddhikdram nivdra-

yatf ">ty apare samgirante.
6

ekdra$ cdu 'kdrap cdi ^kdrdukdrdu :
6

ekdrdukdrdu pdrvdu
7

yasmdt* sa tathoktah.

1 all the MSS. aMro. 2 G. M. om. <3) B. om. 4
G-. M. -bandhi; 0. -bandham.

6
Gr. M. niva/rtayati. <& in "W. only.

7 B. om. 8
G-. M. yasya.
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To illustrate the rule, only two phrases, both of frequent occur-

rence, are quoted: namely te 'bruvan (ii.5.1
3 et al.) and so 'bravit

(ii.1.2
1 et al.).

In the other Prati9iikhyas, the apparent loss of initial a after e

or o is treated as an absorption of it into its predecessor, or a uni-

fication of the two. See Ath. Pr. iii.53 and note, and rule 19 of

this chapter, where a somewhat similar view seems suggested.
All the MSS. excepting B. read in the rule ekdraokdrapdrvah ;

and, where the rule is quoted (i.61 and ix.13), we have six cases of

this reading against three of ekdrduk-. But the former is simply
an instance of the usage, so common in the commentary (see above,

p. 4), of separating, for the sake of clearness, the elements of com-

pound words, or otherwise disregarding the rules of sandhi.

2. Now follow cases of non-elision.

The rest of this chapter is occupied with an enumeration of the

cases in which initial a is retained. First, in rule 3, a number of

passages are specified in which non-elision is the rule, and elision

(as determined by the rules of the next chapter) is exceptional ;

then, in the following rules, more isolated cases are disposed of.

^
li $ H

3. The a is not elided in the following sections : those begin-

ning with dh.dtd rdtih and upa ; those styled vdjapeya ; those

beginning wiihjush'a and qyendya ; those styled ukhya; those

beginning with dhruvakMtih, iyam eva sd yd, and agnir murd/id ;

the first and the next to the last of the rudra chapter ;
and those

styled vikarsha, vihavya, hiranyavarmya, ydjyd, and mahdpr-
shlhya.

Here are pointed out not less than seventy-three sections or anu-

vdkas, in which a is not elided (except in the cases specified in the
rules of the next chapter). Those designated by the annotation
of their first words are i.4.44; 5.5: iii. 1.10; 2.8: iv.3.4,11 ;

4.4. The
vdjapeya sections are six, namely i. 7. 7-1 2. The ukhya sections

(as pointed out above, under ix.20) are twenty, namely iv.l.J-10;
2.1-10. The rudra chapter is iv.5, containing eleven sections;

2.
l

athe 'fa/ ayam adhikdrah: 1

alopa ucyata ity etad adhikrtam

veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydma.h. *na lopo 'lopah? lopd-
bhava ity arthah.

") a. M. om, & all MSS. no, lopah alopah,
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those here referred to, then, are iv.5.1,10. The name vikarsha

belongs to five sections, namely iv.6.1-5. Three sections, iv.7.12-

14, are styled vihavya. The hiranyavarniya section (as shown
under ix.20) is v.6.1. The ydjyds have been repeatedly the subjects
of prescription in earlier chapters (iii.9,11 ; ix.30); they are twenty-
three sections, namely i. 1.14; 2.14; 3.14; 4.46; 5.11; 6.12; 7.13; 8.22:

ii.1.11
;
2.12

; 3.14; 4.14; 5.12; 6.11, 12 :iii.l. 11; 2.11; 3.11; 4.11; 5.11:

iv.1.11; 2.11
;
3.13. The mahdprshthya sections, finally, are the

first six of those which (as seen under ix.20) bear the name
prshthya they are iv.4.12; 6.6-9; Y.I 5.

Section i.4.44 is quoted by its two first words, instead of by
dhdtd only, according to the commentator, because of the occur-

rence in another pdkhd of a section beginning dhdtd devebhyo
c

surcm (G. M. omit asurdri). Again, iv.3.4 is quoted by dhruva-

kshitih, instead of by dhruva (the first pada of dhruva-kshitfy,
i.48), because dhruva (by i.22) would include dhruvah, and there

is another section beginning with this word, and containing cases

of elision, dhruvo
c

si dhruvo
(han sajdteshu bhuydsam (ii.3.9

1
:

only G. M. have the last two words), which would otherwise be
violations of the rule. Yet again, to quote iv.3.11 by iyam simply
would not answer, because i.2.4 begins with iyam te $ukra tanttr,
and contains a case of elision, sagarbhyo

l

nu sakhd sayuthyah
(i.2.4

2
: only O. has the last word; G. M. omit the example). But

why quote by so long a phrase as iyam eva sd yd, of which the

last two words are unnecessary ? To this objection there is an
alternative answer : some say that it is for the benefit of the dull-

minded; others, that it is intended to include a verse which,

though occurring in another place (at i.4.33), is a remainder to

this, and which contains the case of non-elision o te yanti ye
aparishu pa$ydn (i.4.33: G. M. O. omit papydn}. Now it is true

that the single verse constituting i.4.33 is of kindred subject with

iv.3.11, and in the Rig-Veda forms part of the same hymn (i.113)
with parts of the latter

;
and it is also true that the combination

ye aparishu is not otherwise authorized by the Pratiyakhya ;
but

it is, of course, little less than absurd to assert that an excessive

3.
l

dhdtdrdtir ity
1

ddishv anuvdkeshv ekdrapurva okdrapttrvo
vd 'kdro na lupyate.

*dhdtd rdtir (i.4.44) ity atra yathd?
nidh- : rdtir itikim: dhdtd devebhyo'surdn iti pdkhdntare.

*upaprayanto adhvaram (i.5.5) ity atra yathd
z
: are .

deva savitah pra suva (i.7.7) ity *ddi shadanuvdkdndm*

vdjapeyasariynd: *atrayathd: te no ; te agre jus h to

vdca (iii.1.10) "ity atra yathd*: yas :
7

yo
7

pyendya
*patvane (iii.2.8) ity atra yatha?: namah : vipve

ukhye yathd
9
: prnv- .' namo dhruvakshitir (iv.3.4)

1 Q

ity atra yathd
10
: vipve : urmir :

1 lkshitir iti kim :

dhruve ^ty ^akdrdntasya yadi grahanam sydt
11
: dhruvo

ity atra bhaved 1 *

iti.
1 *

iyam eva sd yd (iv.3.11) ity atra
15
:
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quotation of the beginning of the one anuvdka has any right, or

can have been intended, to include the other. The right of i.4.33,

it may be remarked, to stand in the text to which our Pra^itkhya
applies, is assured by the contemplation of others of its phonetic

phenomena by rules found elsewhere (most unequivocally by vi.5) ;

its case of non-elision would seem to have been overlooked by the

makers of the treatise, but discovered by the commentators, some
of whom have tried to force it violently within the ken of their

rules. It is necessary to quote iv.4.4 by two words, because i.6.3

also begins with agnih, and in it we find yo me c

nti dure
(

rdttyati

(i.6.3
1

: the example is wanting in G. M.). Finally, instead of

prshthya passages, the mahdprshthya are specified, because of

such cases as prthivi te 'ntarikshena (v.2.12
2

: the anuvdka is

prshthya, but not mahdprshthya).
The commentator cites one or more examples from each of the

sections or sets of sections which the rule specifies, as follows.

From the section beginning dhdtd rdtih is taken nidhipatir no

agnih (i.4.44
1

); it contains three more cases, and one exception.
From that beginning with upa comes are asme ca (i.5.5

1

) ;
it con-

tains six other, cases, and one exception. From the vdjapeya sec-

tions, te no arvantah (i.7.8
2

)
and te agreapvam a ^yunjan (i.7.7

2
) ;

they contain eleven examples, and eleven exceptions. The section

beginning with jushta yields yas te anpuh (iii.1.10
1

),
and O. alone

adds yo drapso anpuh (iii.1.10
1

) ;
there are two other cases, and

no exception. From the pyendya section, namah pitrbhyo dbhi

(iii.2.8
3
)
and vipve arapd edhate (iii.2.8

4
); there are four other

cases, and two exceptions. From the ukhya sections, $rnvanti
vipve amrtasya putrdh (iv.1.1

2
: only W. has putrdh) and namo

astu sarpebhyah (iv.2.8
3
) ; they yield seventy-five cases, and forty-

five exceptions. From the section dhruvakshitih are cited the

only two examples, vipve abhi grnantu (iv.3.4
2

) and urmir drapso
apdm asi (iv.3.4

3
: only G. M. have asi); there are no exceptions.

From the section beginning iyam etc. are taken ketum krnvdne

ajare (iv.3.11
1

: G. M. omit ketum) and trayo gharmdso anu

(iv.3.11
1

); there are three other cases, and one exception. The

ketum : trayo : iyam ity etdvatdi 'vd 'lam: iyam
te pukra tanur (i.2.4) ity^atra sag- ity atra md bhud iti:

sd ye "*ti padadvayam
11

mandadhiydm pratipattyartham iti kecit:

anye tv anyathd kathayanti: asyd 'nuvdkasya peshabhutd ya
rg

ie

anyatra sthitd sd "*pi svlkartavye 'ti
19

: o te agnir
murdhd diva (iv.4.4) ity atra yathd: sa : end :

n ?urdhe '
ti kim : agn i r m d dur i s h t d d

(i.
6 . 3

) ity atra **yo me
21

rudraprapnasya prathamopottamdnuvdkayor yathd:
namo : dr dp e : uta : uttamasya prtrvatah samni-

krshta upottamah. apmann urjam (iv.6.1) ity atrd ''nuvdka-

pancasya vikarsJtasamjnd: tatrd ''nyam : pdvako
vdjo nah sapta pradipa (iv.7.12) ity atrd" "dyanuvdkatra-
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first example here is not well chosen, since the e of krnvdne is pra-
graha, and pragrahas are not contemplated in the general rules for

elision: see xii.8 and note. From the agnir mtirdhd section, sa

yojate arushah (iv.4.4
4

)
and end vo agnim namasd (iv.4.4

4
: O.

omits namasd) ;
there are three other cases, and one exception.

From the specified sections of the rudra chapter are taken namo
astu nilagrivdya (iv.5.1

3
), drape andhasas pate (iv.5.10

1

), and uta
md no arbhakam (iv.5.10

2
); they afford fourteen cases, and five

exceptions. From the vikarsha sections, anyam te asmat tapantu
(iv.6. 1

3 ' 5
: only W. has tapantu) and pdvako asmabhyam (iv.6.1

1

etc.); there are thirty-three cases, and ten exceptions. From the

vihavya sections, vipve adya marutah (iv.7. 1 2 J
: (). omits marutah}

and vipve devdso adhi vocatd me (iv.7.14
2

: only O. has vipve) ;

ten cases and five exceptions. The hiranyavarmya section affords

three cases only, of which one is cited, eko devo apy atishthat

(v.6.1
3
).

The ydjyd sections afford a hundred and twenty-nine
cases, with thirty-eight exceptions ;

the selected examples are

supathd rdye asmdn (i.1.14
3

; repeated at i.4.43 1

)
and kdmena

krto abhy dnat (i.1.14
2

: W. B. O. end with ctbhi). From the

mahdprshthyas, finally, come vivasvad vdte abhi nah (iv.4.12
4

)

and somo adhi bravitu (iv.6.6
4

: O. adds no dim, doubtless for no

'ditih, which follows in the text) ; they contain thirty-eight cases

and nine exceptions.
This rule, accordingly, disposes at one stroke of three hundred

and fifty-one cases of the retention of a/ but it is at the cost of

creating a formidable body of exceptions, a hundred and thirty-one
in number, which have to be provided for by the counter-rules of

the next chapter while, once more, a considerable number of the

cases falling under the rule have to be individually specified,

partly in that chapter and partly in the two following rules of

this, as exceptions under the counter rules. It is a complicated

process, but it successfully attains at last its purpose.

yasya vihavyasamjnd : tatra vi$ve ; vipve hiran-

yavarmye yathd: eko ydjydsu yathd*
1

: sup athd :

kdmena samid dipdm (iv.4.12) jimutasya (iv.6.6)

yad akrando (iv.6.7) md no mitro (iv.6.8) ye vdjinam

(iv.6. 9) agner manve (iv.7.15) iti?* shanndm eshdm33 anuvd-

kdndm mahdprshthyasamjnd : tatra
34 vivasvad : somo

: mahe ^ti kim: prthivi
(
]
) W. B. -rdti %. <

2
) G. M. krameno 'ddharandni. ^ Gr. M. upa only.

(4> G. M.

ddindm shanndm an-. <5) G. M. tatra. <6> G. M. om. <
7
) in 0. only.

<8) G. M. om.
;

W. omityaihd.
9 G. M. om. <10) G. M. om. <") G.'M. ksMtigrahana.m ; 0. adds

tadd after sydt.
<
12> 0. etdvanmdtrasya.

n G. M. md bhud; 0. a/pi bhavet. u 0.

om. <15> G. M. om.; 0. adds yathd. <
16

) G. M. ukte; B. adds kim anydih; 0. etd-

vatd 'lam kim ebhi. (
17

> G. M. atrd 'pi 'ty adhikopdddnum. ^ W. 0. yd rg; G. M.

yd rk; B. yarn rg.
<
19

) W. B. svikaroti; 0. adds yathd. <
20

> G. M. om. <'
21

) G. M.

md'bhud Hi.
'2

'

2 G. M. om. 23 W. purvah. C24) G. M. iti pra^nasya dditah pancdnu-
vdkdndm ; 0. ddi for atra. 25 0. tatra yathd.

26 G. M. om. 27 G. M. 0. om. atra.

28 G. M. om.
;
0. yafhd.

29 G. M. -rndh. 30 G. M. om, 31 G. M, om, 32 B. om.
33 G. M. put before shanndm, M 0. ins. yathd,
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Pi rft^r^Fn^T^^I Pi ^T II 3 II

4. Also in ankasahj anhatih, anishtrtah, avantv asmdn, ava-

dydl, and ahani.

The cases of non-elision referred to are as follows : for anhasah,

pramuncanto no anhasah (iv.3.13
5
); for anhatih, part dveshaso

anhatih (ii.6.11
2
); for anishtrtah, vardhatdm te anishtrtah (iv.l.

7 2 ); for avantv asmdn, te avantv asmdn (ii.6.12
3
),
with a counter-

example, te no 'vantu pitaro haveshu (ii.6.12
4

: only G. M. have

haveshu), to prove the necessity of giving asmdn along with
avantu in the rule; for avadydt, mitrama/io avadydt (i.2.14

6
);

and for ahani, puci/i $itkre ahany ojasind (iv.4. 1 2 !
: G. M. O. stop

at ahani). All of them occur in passages which are the subject of

the preceding rule, and the commentator points out that the "
also

"

(ca) of the rule brings forward the implication of those passages,
and that to any of the words specified, if occurring elsewhere in the

text, the rule does not apply ; citing as example sa evdi 'nampdp-
mano 'nhaso muncati (ii.2.7

4
: all but G. M. stop at anhasah). At

first sight, then, the rule appears to be a superfluous repetition of

part of the cases involved in the preceding one
;
in fact, however,

its value is that of a rehearsal of exceptions under rule xii.4, which
teaches that even in the sections above specified, an a before a y,

v, n, or h, if those letters be followed by a vowel, is elided. The

only thing calling for explanation about the matter is the connec-

tion in which the counter-exceptions are given, which is, to say the

least, quite peculiar.

r - ~xr ~x r

5. Also in anUj when preceded by gharmdsah, dpah, martah,

rathah, tvah, datte, and vdtah.

This rule belongs, in part, in the same category with the pre-

ceding, as pointing out cases in which the a of anu is retained

according to rule 3 of this chapter, notwithstanding the prohibi-
tion of rule xii.4

;
but in part it is of a more general character,

since the last two cases lie outside the sections specified in rule 3.

4.
1 cakdro dhdtdrdtir (xi.3) ityddivishaydnvadepakah*:

anhasah ______ ity eteshu grahaneshu dhdtdrdtirityddisthaleshv*

ekdrapurvo vdu* ''kdrapurvo vd* 'kdro na lupyate. yathd
6
:

pram- ____ : pari ____ . vardh- ____ .* te ____ : asmdn iti kim:
te no ____ : mitr- ____ : pucih _____ yavanahaparatvdd

1

(xii.4) eshu prdpyamdnalopeshv
8

alopo 'yam
9
vihitah. anvddepah

kimarthah : sa _____

1 GL M. ins. eteshu grahaneshu.
2 G. M. -disthalavish-. 3 B. adds antarvartishu ;

G. M. -Idpattishu ; 0. -lavartishu satsu. 4 G. M. 0. om. vd. 5 0. om. 6 G. M. 0.

om. 7 "W. -ratv ; G. M. -hasvarapw-.
8 G. M. ins. satsu. 9 "W. om.

;
B. na.
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The commentator explains the phraseology used as signifying that

the words rehearsed, having their final visarga [with the preceding

a] converted to o [of course, excepting dqtte\ have the office of

preceding causes that is, of producing an effect upon the word
that follows them

;
but he gives no hint of the partial suspension

of the implication made in the preceding rule
; intimating rather,

that the cases rehearsed are all of them exceptions under rule xii.4.

He quotes the passages, as follows : trayo gharmdso anu (iv.3.11
J

),

tasmdd dpo anu sthana (v.6.1
3
), yadd te marto anu (iv.6.7

3
),
anu

tvd ratho anu (iv.6.7
3
), piyati tvo anu tvah (iv.2.3

4
: only G. M.

have the last word), pukram d datte anuhdya jdrydi (iii.2.2
2

: G.

M. O. omit jdrydi), and dJianus tad vdto anu vdtu te (v.5.7
3>4

: O.

ends with anu). To show that other words than anu are not

relieved from the action of xii.4, he gives us amushmin loJce vdto
c

bhi pavate (v.4.9
4

: all but G. M. begin at vdto) ;
and further, to

show that anu retains its a only after these words, anu gdvo *nu

bhagah kanindm (iv.6.7
3

: only G. M. O. have the last word).
I have noted ten cases in which the a of anu is elided under the

operation of rule xii.4.

6. Also (after vdtaJi) in abhi vdtu and apah.

The co,
'

also,' here brings down as pdrvanimitta simply vdtah,
the word last specified in the preceding rule. The cases have

nothing to do with xi.3 : they are mayobhur vdto abfii vdtu 'srdh

(vii.4.17
*

: G. M. omit the first word, and they alone have the last),

and yad vdto apo agamat (vii.4.20: O. omits agamat)', and, as

counter-examples, the commentator quotes vdto 'bhi (v.4.9
4
)
to

show the necessity of giving vdtu after abhi in the rule, and ava
rundhe

(

po
c

gre 'bhivydharati (vi.4.3
2

: G. M. omit the last two

words) to attest the implication conveyed by the ca.

II & II

5. atra visargdntdndm otvam dpanndndm purvanimittatvam
1

iti
2

vijneyam: gharmdsah ______ ity evampurva anv ity atra

''kdro na lupyate. yathd: trayo? ____ ; tasmdd____ : yadd ---- :

anu ____ : piyati ____ : cukram ____ : dhanus* _____ anv iti

kim : amushmin ____ : evampurva iti Mm : anu _____ yavana-

haparatvanishedhdrtho* 'yarn drambhah.
1 W. Gr. M. -mittam. 2 0. om. (

3
) a lacuna in B. 4

G-. M. yavanahasvarapa- ; 0.

6. cakdro vdta ity anvddi$ati: abhi vdtu: apah: ity etayor

akdro vdtahpttrvo na l

lupyate. mayo- vdtv iti kim: vdto

*yad
2 anvddecena kim : ava

1
Gr. M. ins. Jchalu. (

2
> G. M. put before vdtv etc.
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7. Also (after apah) in anu and agamat

Here, again, the ca,
'

also,' brings forward only the last word in

the preceding rule, namely apah and what is more, gives that

word a new character, changing it from nimittin to nimitta or

affecting cause. Of this the commentator takes no notice, and we
are doubtless to regard it as quite in order, and as merely adding
another to the formidable list of uncertainties involved in the

curious system of anuvrtti or continued implication. The passages
had in view are apo anv acdrisham, (i.4.45

3
,46

2
: B. reads dpo

adyd '-raw, which is the version of the Rig-Veda, i.23.23) and apo
agamad indrasija (vii.4.20) ;

as counter-example, is given papavo
lnu W dyan (ii.1.5

1

),
to prove the implication of apah.

II T: n

8. Also in adbhih, apdm napdt, and asmdn, when preceded by
apah.

The passages are sam dpo adbhir agmata (i.1.8), devir dpo
apdm napdt (i.2.3

3
: vi.1.4 9

;
4.3 3

),
and dpo asmdn mdtarah $un-

dhantu (i.2.1
*

: O. omits $undhantu}. The necessity of specifying

napdt after apdm is shown by vdrunir dpo
(

pdm ca (ii.1.9
2
),
and

the restriction to preceding apah by so 'snidn pdtu (v.5.5
1

).

II V II

9. In asmdn, also, if followed by ,
when rdye, sah, and indrah

precede.

The c,
'

also,' again brings down the word last mentioned in

the preceding rule. The passages for sah and indrah are ma so

asmdn avahdya (v.7.9
1
)
and indro asmdn asmin dvitiye (iii.1.9

2
:

O. omits dvitiye} : and other cases of asmdn after sah are to be
found at i.6.6 4 and iii.2.7

2
. As counter-examples, are given so

fsmdn pdtu (v.5.5
1

), to show that the asmdn must be followed by
a; and sino 'srndn amutra (vi.6.1

4
: all the MSS. of the commen-

tary have the false reading so 'smdn; such a phrase would be

precisely out of place here as illustration), to show that it is only

7. apa'iti cakdro 'nvddipati: anu: agamat: ity etayor akdro
lna khalv 1

apahptirvo lupyate. apo anv : apo ag-

evampurva iti kim : papavo
(
!
) G. M. 0. om. khalu, and put na next before lupyate.

8. adbhih eteshv
1 akdra apahpurvo na lupyate. sam

: devir : napdd iti kim: vdrunir...-: dpo .

evamprtrva iti kim : so
1 G. M. eshv; 0. eshu grdhaneshv.

VOL. ix. 32
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after the words specified that asmdn, even before a, remains
unmutilated.
The other case, that of preceding rdye, makes more difficulty,

since the sarhhitd contains no passage in which asmdn, when itself

followed by a, has rdye before it. The commentator first declares

the passage had in view to belong to another text (pdkhd) ;
but

adds, as an alternative explanation, that the precept relates to the

jatd-text, where we read rdye asmdn asmdn rdye rdye asmdn (i.l.

14 3
;
4.43 1

).
He proceeds further to say that, in case any one objects

that in the sam/iitd form of the passage the example does not hold

good, since asmdn is not there followed by a (it reads rdye asmdn
vicvdni), he shall reply that the case is one falling under i.61. It

is there taught, namely, that a passage of three words or more, if

repeated in the text, reads as it read on its first occurrence : now
the one in question first appears in i.1.14, which is a ydjyd section,
and hence the a of asmdn is retained by xi.3

;
at i.4.43, then, its

retention is assured. But then there ought to be no necessity for

specially establishing its retention in jatd, any more than in any
other case where an a is retained in samhitd. This difficulty the

commentator evidently perceives, although he does not state it
;

for otherwise the jatd explanation would have satisfied him, and
he would never have thought of suggesting another pdkhd. The

difficulty really remains unsolved, and a serious one : either there

was a blunder on the part of the makers of the treatise, or a pas-

sage not contained in the present Sanhita was contemplated by
them : I incline to think the former more likely.

n ^o n

10. Also in adya, andhah, anguh, and agne, when te precedes.

The commentator quotes the passages, as follows : pa$um pa$u-
pate te adya (iii.1.4

1
: W. O. omit pacum), upo te andhah (i.4.4

and iii.4.2 l

), anpund te ancuh (i.2.6 : B. omits the example), and yat
te agne tejas tena (iii.5.3

2
: only B. has tena). Counter-examples

are, first, to show that only these words keep their a after te, te

'gnaye pravate (ii.4.1
2

: B. has a corrupted reading, te enam, and
W. a lacuna to the end of the comment, putting in place of it an

example from under the next rule, tena tvd " dadhe 'gne angirali),

9. cakdrdkrshte 'smdngrahane 'kdrapare sati
1 vartamdno* 'kdro

rdye sa indra ity* evampurvo na lupyate. rdyepurvasyo 'ddhara-

nam cdkhdntare : *atha vd* jatdyditt, bhavati: rdye yathd-

samhitdydm
5 no 'ddharaaam akdraparatvdbhdvdt* tarhi

1 katham

alopa
6
iti kecif: tripadaprabhrtipunaruktatvdd iti brtimah. ma

: indro akdrapara iti kini : so evamptirva iti

kim : smo akdrah paro yasm at
10tad akdraparam

10
: tasntin.

1 in W. only.
'
2

G-. M. put before 'kdrapare.
3 G. M. 0. om. (

4
) 0. om. 5 G. M.

0. ins. tu.
6 W. 0. -patvdbh-; Gr. M. -pardbh-.

7 0. tathd; G. M. add tadd. 8 G.

M. lopa.
9 G. M. 0. cet. <10) W. tad akdm; G. M. akdraparah.
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and second, to show that these words do so only after te, prat/tamo
(

npu skand<(ti (iii. .8 3
: only B. has skandati).

Of agne after te, the text presents eighteen other cases : namely
i.2.11 2 twice; 4.43 2

; 5.2*,3V 3
;
6.6 2

;
7.6 4

: iii.4.10 5
;
5.3 2

(a second

case): v.4.7 5
;
7.4 ^G

3
,
8 ! three times: vi.2.2 7

;
6. 1 2 .

"

\\\\\\

11. In agne, also, when preceded by me.

Only agne, the last word of rule 10, is brought down into this.

The commentator quotes yan me agne asya (i.6.^,10*:' W. B.

omit asya) and imd me agna ishtakdh (iv.4.11
3 ' 4 and v.4.2 4

) ;
and

there is another case in iv.4.11 4
. He adds, as usual, a number of

counter-examples, of obvious intent : they are tena tvd " dadhe
c

gne angirah (i.2.12
1

: O. omits angirah), prdnap ca me (

pdnah
(iv.7.1 *), and tad a$akam tan me 'rddhi (i.6.6

3
j.

^ II ^11

12. As also, in asya, acvind, and apard.

That is to say, when these words follow me. The passages are

viyantu devd havisho me asya (i.5.10
3

: O. begins at devd),ptmar
me apvind yuvam cakshnh (iii.2.5

4
: W. B. omit the last word, O.

the last two), and yad vd me apardgatam (vi.6.7
2

).

n
*

n

13. Also in asat, agnih, agha, antamah, abhi, asmin, and adya
pathi, when preceded by nah.

The examples are supdrd no asad vape (i.2.3
1 and vi.1.4 4 ), ayam

no agnir varivah (i.3.4
1 and i.4.46 3

;
there is another case of no

agnih at v.7.9 1

), rakshd m.dkir no aghapansa ipata (i.4.24 and

10. adya etesJiv
1 okdras ta ity evampttrvo na lupyate.

yathd*: papum .; upo :
3

anpund :
3

yat eteshv

iti kim : *te : teptirva iti kim : prathamo .

4

1 O. eshu.
'2 in W. only.

<3) B. om. (
4
) W. om., and ins tena tvd etc.

11.
lcakdro

f

gna ity dnvddi$ati: mepttrvo
c

gna ity atrd 'fcdro
1

na lupyate. yathd*: yan : imd meptirva iti kim :

tena : anvddepena
2 kim :

4

prdnap :
4 tad

(1 ) B. cakdrdkrshte saty agna ity asminn akdro ma ity evampurvo; Gr. M. the same,
omitting sati; 6. the same, omitting sati and the second iti.

2 in W. only.
3 0.

-fa iti. (
4
) 0. om.

12. meptirva iti cakdro 'nvddiyati: asya
1

eteshv
2 akdro

meprtrvo na lupyate. vi- : punar : yad
1 G. M. ins. iti.

2 0. eshv.
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iv.6.6 4
: G. M. O. omit icata), ague tvam no antamah (i.5.6

3 and
iv.4.4 8

),
svishtiih no abhi vastyah (iii.1.9

2
: G. M. O. omit vaslyah),

pikshd no asmin (vii.5.7
4
), and tebhir no adya pathibldh sugebJii

rakshd ca nah (vii.5.24: all but W. end with pathibhih). The
necessity of including pathi in the rule is shown by no 'dya vasu
vasati ti (ii.5.3

6 ' 7
).

Other counter-examples, of obvious intent,
are tasmdd acvdd gardabho 'sattarah (v.1.2

1
: G. M. omit the first

two words), so 'gnir jdtah (v.1.4
1

), utturato
'

ghdyur abhiddsati

(v.7.3
1

: B. O. omit the last word), te'sitdnn dichanta (vii.2.10
1

),

namo f

gnaye 'pratividdlidya (i.5.10
1

: the example is found only in

G. M.), and te nah pdntu te no 'vantu (i.2.3
1

;
8.7 x

: iv.3.3 2
).

n \ n

14. Also in ogre, agvebhyah, and agriydya, when preceded by
namah.

The passages are namo agrevadhdya ca (iv.5.8
1
), namo acvebhyo

'

pvapatibhyah (iv.5.3
2

: B. omits the last word
;
the whole example

is wanting in W.), and namo agriydya ca (iv.5.5
2

).
Counter-

examples are apo
c

gre 'bhivydharati (vi.4.3
2
)
and namo f

gnaye
'pratividdhdya (i.5.10

1

).

: M VI H

15. Also when dvinnah or somah precedes and agni follows.

It may be made a question whether the rule should not read

niparah (without sign of omission), and mean '

also an a preceded
y dvinnah or somah and followed by gni? But the authority of

the comment (see below) is decidedly, though not unequivocally,
in favor of what I have given, and the construction, though a

peculiar one, has its analogies elsewhere in the treatise (compare
x.4 etc.). The further difficulty remains, however, that the only

passages in the text to which the rule can apply read agnih, in the

nominative singular, after the two words specified, so that there

appears to be no reason why we should not have simply
f

gnih, in-

stead oi'gniparah. This the commentator does not fail to perceive,

13. asat eteshv akdro na ity evamptirvo na lupyate.

yathd
1

: supdrd ; ayam : rakshd : ague : svi-

shtim : cikshd : tebhir pathi 'ti kim: no

nahptirvaitikim: tasmdd : so ; uttarato : te .

eteshv iti kim : *namo :
2

te

1 in W. only. O2) in G. M. only.

1 4.
l

agre
l

eteshv akdro namahpurvo na lupyate. namo
; *namo acv- :

2 namo agri- namahptirva iti

kim: apo : eteshv iti kim: namo c

gn-
O) 0. om. <

2
) W. ora.
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and accordingly resorting, as we cannot well help saying, to one

of bis usual subterfuges he declares agni (or, according to W. B.

O., gni)
" a part of a word, intended to include a number of cases

occurring in another Qdkhdf* not going so far, however, as to

quote any of these cases. I suspect 'gniparah to be either a cor-

ruption of '(/nih, or originally intended as equivalent with it.

The passages are dvinno agnir grhapatih (i.8.12
2

) and somo

agnir upa devdh (iii.2.4
1

); and the commentator adds counter-

examples, so 'gnirjdtah (v.1.4
1

)
and dvinno 'yarn asdu (i.8.12

2
).

M

spfj

\\\\\\

16. Also a is retained when preceded by dhirdsah, adabdhdsah,

ekddagdsah, rshmdm putrah, cdrydte, ashddhah, pitdrah, prthivi

yajne, dsate ye, grhndmy agre, van eshah, jajne, sansphdnah, yu-

vayor yah, prshthe, patir vah, go, gushmah, puvah, samiddhah,

rshalhahj pdihah, vacah, varshishthe, jushdno, yo rudrah, or

vrshnah.

The passages had in view are quoted as follows : tdm dhirdso

anudrpya yajante (i.1.9
3

: G. M. O. omit the last word); adab-
dhdso addbhyain (i.1.10

2 and iii.5.6 1

); ekdda$dso apsushadah
(i.4.11); rshmdm putro adhirdja eshah (i.3.7

2
: G. M. O. omit the

last word), with a counter-example, yasya putro 'jdtah (i.5.8
5

;
V.6 5

),

to show the need of including rs/iindm in the nimitta yathd
pdrydte aplbah (i.4.18: G. M. omit yathd) \

ashddho agnih (i.5.

10 1 '2
); tvatpitdro agne devdh (i.5.10

2
: G. M. O. omit devdh)',

prthivi yajne asmin (i.6.5
1

), with a counter-example, te md ^sndn

yajne (iii.2.4
1

), where, as only W. B. point out, the jatd-text
shows the mutilation of asmin after yajne not preceded by prthivi
(thus, asmin yajne yajne 'sminn asmin yajne) ; adhydsote ye anta-

rikshe (iii.5.4
3
),
with ye prthivydm ye 'ntarikshe (iv.5.11

2
: only O.

has the first ye) as counter-example; mayi grhndmy agre agnim
(v.7.9

1 '2
),
with ashtdu krtvo '(/re 'bhi shunoti(\\A.5

l
\ O. omits

shunoti) as counter-example; iddvdn esho asura (i.6.6
4 and iii.l.

II 1

),
with $ukra esho 'nto 'ntam manushyah (vii.2.Y

2
: O. stops at

15. dvinnah: somah: J

evampttrvo
vkdro 'gniparo* na lupyate:

agnf 'ti paddikadepah pdkhdntare bahupuddndrthah. dvinno
____ : somo _____ evampilrva iti kirn : so- ____ : evampara iti

kim : dvinno _____

1 G. M. ins. ity.
<
2
) Gr. M. agni ity evamparah akdro; B. akdrah agniparo.

3 W.
B. 0. am.
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r

ntam) to show the need of van" itah prathamam jajne agnih (ii.2.
4 8

: only G. M. have itah; without
lib,

also i.3.14 5
) : see what is said

of this passage, and of the rule as fixing its reading, under i.61
;

sansphdno abhi rakshatu (iii.3.8
2
),

as counter-example to which,
to show that sphdnah in the rule would not have been enough, is

given guyasphdno 'grtishu "from another pdkhd" but the genu-
ineness of the reason is open to doubt; yuvayor yo asti (iii.5.4

1

)

with yo
f

psu bhasma pravepayati (v.2.2
5

: only O. has the last

word) to prove the need of yuvat/oh; ndkasya prshthe adhi rocane
dinaJi (iii.5.5

3
: G. M. O. omit divahj another nearly identical case

at iii.5.4 1

); yajfiapatir vo atra (v.7.7
1

),
with na vo 'bhdgdni

havyant (v.1.1
l

: O. omits havyam) as counter-example; go"argham
eva somam karoti (vi.1.10

1
: O. omits -ma tit karoti goargha

occurs twice more in this section, and at v.2.9 4 we have goapva
twice), to which, by rule i.52, agoargham (vi.1.10

1 three times) is

to be added as further example; uchushmo agne yajamdndyai
^dhi (i.6.2

2
: only G. M. have edhi, and O. omits also the preceding

word; there is a second case, of nicushmah, in the same division) ;

agrepuvo agregnvah (i.1.5
1

); samiddlio ailjan (v.1.11
1

: and we
have samiddho agne at i.(i.6

2
;
7.G 4

: ii.5.8 6 ), without any counter-

example to show that iddhah would not have been enough to answer
the needs of the rule

; dydni rshabho antariksham (i.2.8
1

: O omits

dydm, and G. M. have, like the Calcutta edition, the false reading

yam] ; priyam pdtho apt 'A* (iii.3.3
3 three times); itgram vaco

apd 'vad/nm (i.2.11
2

: another nearly identical case in the same

division) ;
varshishthe adhindke (i.1.8 and i.4.43 2

) ; jushdno aptur

djyasya vetu (i.3.4
' and vi.3.2 2 : G. M. omit vetu) ; yo rudro agndu

yah (v.5.9
3

: G. M. O. omit the last word), and, as counter-example,

yddupatrnhydd rudro
f

sya (vi.3.9
3

: but O. reads apmydd for upa-

trnhydd, which makes the reference to i.6.7 4
) ; and, finally, vrshno

apvasya samddnam asi (ii.4.7
2
,9

4
: O. stops at a$vasya, which

would make the reference include also vii.4.18 2 twice; and there

are ftr.ther cases of retention after vrshnah at i.4.2 and vi.4.5 3
).

16. dhlrdsah evamptirvo na 1 khalv* akdro lupyate.

yathd*: tdih : adab- ; ekdd- : rshindm .: rsTii-

ndm iti Jcim : yasya : yathd : ash- .: tvat- :

prthivi : prthiv i ''ti kim : te *ity atra jatdydaS: adh y-

; dsata iti kim : ye : mayi ; grhndmi 'ti kim : ash t-

: iddvdn : van iti kim: $ukra : itah : sans-

; samitikim: gayasphdno'gnishv iti pdkhdntare: yuvayor
: yuvayor iti kim: yo : ndkasya : yajna- :

patir iti kim : na : go- : apy akdrddi
(i. 52) vacandd?

agoargham
6
iti co ''ddharanam

6
: uchushmo : agrepuvo

: samiddho : dydm : priyam : ugram :

varsh- : jushdno : yo : ya iti kim: yad :

vrshno
1 0. puts next before lupyate.

* 0. om. 8 G. M. 0. om. <
4
> G. M. 0. om. 5 O.

iti prdptih. ^ 0. om.
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17. Also in aratim, asya yajnasya, atidrutah, atiyanti, anrnah,

avishyan, anamwah, anneshu, arcih, ajitdn, ajydnim, ahniydh,
ambdli. arvantam, astu, akrnot, angirah, apsu yah, askabhdyat,

acyutah, agvasanih, asthabhih, agicret, ange, and aghniya.

The passages had in view are quoted by the commentator as

follows, with such counter-examples as are needed to justify the
inclusion of more than one pada in any case : murdhtfnam divo
aratim prthivydh (i.4.13 and vi.5.2 1

: O. begins at divah, and it

alone has prthivydh); yan me agne asya yajnasya (i6.2
1

,10
2
),

with the counter-example ete 'syd ''mushmin (vi.1.10
5
) ; pratyank

somo atidrutah (i.8.21 : all the MSS. here insert, the k before somo,
as required by v.32, and G. M. even convert it to kh, according to

xiv.12) ; pa$yanto ati yanti (iii.2.2
1

), and, as counter-example to

both these last examples, nai ^nan somo
c

ti pavate (vi.5.11
4

: O.

begins at somo) ;
tad agne anrno bhavdmi (iii.3.8

2
: O. omits bha-

vdmi); na yavase avishyan (iv.4.3
3
); svdvepo anamwo bhavd

nah (iii.4.10
1

: B. O. omit bhavd nah}\ ye anneshu vividhyanti
(iv.5.11

1
: O. omits the last word); jdtavedo yo arcih (v.7.8

1

);

parado ajUdn (v.7.2
3
) ;

teshdm yo ojydnim (v.7.2
3
); tiroahniyd

md suhutdh (vii.3.13: O. omits suhutdh); ambe ambdli (vii.4.
19 1>2

twice,
3
twice); yo arvantam jic/hdnsati (vii.4. 15: O. omits

the last word); bahis te astu bdl iti (iii.3.10
2

: O. stops at astu ;
the text furnishes eleven other cases of astu with a retained, at i.2.

3 3
;
4.45

;
8.14 2

: iii. l.l 4
;
2.5 7

,8
2

: v.5.9 3 twice; 7.2*,4
3 '4

); itaindro

17. aratim ______
1

eteshv akdro zna khalv"
1

ekdraprtrva okdra-

ptirvo vd lupyate. yathd*: murdh- ____ : yan ____ : yajnasye 'ti

kim : ete ____ : pratyan ____ : pa$y- ____ : drutoyanti ">ty dbhydm*
kim: ndi ____ : tad____ : na ____ : svdv- ____ : ye ____ : jdta-
vedo ____ : parado ____ : teskdih ____ ; tiro- ____ : ambe ____ :

yo ____ : bahis ____ : ita ____ : agne ____ : yo ____ : ya iti kim:

apvo ____ : yo ____ : maddya ____ : yo ____ ; sanir iti kim:

apvebhyo ____ : indro ____ : bhir* iti kim: *pam ____ ity atra"
1

jatdydm*: asthabhyo ____ : varuno ____ : ange- ____ .* aghniye

'ty akdragrhltah paddikadeco bahfyidddndrthah : etdni ____ :

yad____ : payo _____

1
Gr. M. om. the enumeration, and ins. iti. (2) G-. M. om. Wialu, and put no, next

before lupyate.
3 G. M. 0. om. 4 B. tdbhydm; Gr. M. etdbhydm.

5 B. G. M. astha-

bhir. (
6
) 0. om. 7 B. om.
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akrnot (i.1.12); agne angiro yo'sydm (i.2.12
1

: there is another
case in the same division, and one atvi.2.7 3

); yo apsu ya osha-
dhishu (v.5.9

3
), with the counter-example apvo 'psujo vetasah (v.3.

12 2
: but O. gives instead yo

l

psu bhasma, v.2.2 5
) ; yo askabhdyad

uttaram (i.2.13
3

: G. M. O. omit uttaram)\ maddya raso acyutah
(i.2.6); yo bhaksho apvasanih (iii.2.5

7
), and, as counter-example,

apvebhyo
'

pvapatibhya$ ca (iv.5.3
2

: only O. has ca) ;
indro dadhico

asthabhir iti (v.6.6
3

: O. omits iti), and a counter-example from
the jatd-text of the passage pam ast/iabhyo majjabhyah (v.2.12

2
:

O. omits), namely asthabhyo majjabhyo majjabhyo 'sthabhyo
c

stha-

bhyo majjabhyah (G. M. give simply majjabhyo 'sthabhyah) ;

varu.no apipret (i.8.10
2
); ange-ange ni dedhyat (i.3.10

1 and vi.3.

II 2
: it would have been better to include in the example the pre-

ceding word prdno, to show that the first ange, as well as the

second, furnishes an example under the rule
;
there is another like

pair of cases, after apdno, in i.3.10 1

) ;
and finally, it is explained

that the quotation of aghniya with final a makes it (by i.22) a part
of a word, intended to include a variety of cases, and three such
cases (being all that the text contains) are quoted : namely etdni

te oghniye ndmdni (vii.1.6
8
), yad dpo ayhniyd varune ''ti papd-

mahe (i.3.11: B. omits the last word; G. M. O. the last three),
and payo agfiniydsu hrtsu (i.2.8

1
: O. omits hrtsu, which would

make the citation include also vi.1.11 3
).

This exposition seems to

prove that the proper reading at the end of the rule is aghniya,
and I have ventured to adopt it, though all the MSS. (except T.,

which is ambiguous, running rules 17 and 18 together in sandhi]

give aghniya. Aghniya would answer as including aghniydsu,
but it would not include also aghniye.

n <JT; n

18. Also in adhvara, when a vowel follows [the r\.

The examples given in illustration of the rule are satyadhar-
mdno adhvare (i.2.1

2
),
havishmdn devo adhvarah (i.3.12), and

upaprayanto adhvaram ity aha (i.5.7
1

).
In regard to the last of

them, it is remarked that rule i.61 is not of force for it, since the

conditions imposed by that rule do not arise in it. The rule,

namely, directs that a passage of three wrords or more, being

repeated in the text, is to be read as where it first occurred
;
now

upaprayanto adhvaram was found at i.5.5 1
,
where the retention

of the a comes under rule 3 of this chapter ;
but here only two

18. adhvara ity asmin 1

grahane svarapare
2 vartamdno 'kdro

3na khalv 3

eMrduMrapdrvo* lupyote. satya- ____ : havishmdn
____ : upa- ____ : atra' tripadaprabhrti (i.61) nydye na pra-

sarati
6
: tallakshandsambhavdt. svaropara iti kim: pug ----- :

andho _____

1
G-. M. etasmin. 2 0. ins. saii. ^ G-. M. om. 4

Gr. M. 0. ekdrapurva okdrapurvo

vd; Gr. M. adds na; B. adds vd. 5 M. tatra,
6 B. sarati.
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words, instead of three, are cited in the repetition. As counter-

examples, showing the value of the restriction "when a vowel

follows," are given $ug vd agnih so 'dhvaryum (v.6.2
4

) and andho
c

dhvaryuh sydt (v.1.3
1 and vi.1.8 3

: O. alone has sydt, and, without

that addition, the phrase is found also at v.1.3 2
).

This proves
that what is to be "followed by a vowel" is the r of adhvara;
but how that meaning is conveyed by the terms of the rule is not

easy to discover. The MSS. are at variance as to the reading of

the first word of the rule, T. W. B. O. giving adhvara, and G. M.

adhvare, between which I am at a loss to decide confidently,
because neither of them appears to be what is wanted. But I

prefer adhvara, both because it is better supported, and because

it is not the usage of the treatise to put in a case-form the words
or themes which it cites from the text.

An additional case falling under the rule is ttrdhvo adhvarah

(i.1.12); and yet others (as i.5.5 1

twice, and, doubtless, i.4.46 2 " 3
),

to which it would else apply, are disposed of under the general
rule xi.3.

n \\MI

19. In the opinion of some, it becomes half-similar with its

predecessor.

This is a very blind precept, and we are permitted to doubt
whether its purport is interpreted aright by the commentary ;

in

which, moreover, there are peculiar and unintelligent variations of

reading. What letter is the subject of the rule the elided a, or

the non-elided? The comment says the latter (although the

majority of MSS. blunderingly say the "non-protracted" instead),
and states that it acquires a quantity similar to half a mora, or

becomes one and a half moras long. It is added, that no special

examples are given, because such would not bring to light any
difference

( ? only O. has the reading that means this : W. B. omit
the " not ;" G. M. are unintelligible). This appears to me quite

unsatisfactory. The distinct demonstrative sa in the rule ought to

point back to something distinctly stated above, and that is the

1 9. yo 'yam akdro 'luptah
1 sa ptirvasydi "kdrasydu 'kdrasya*

vd \dhamdtrasadrpam'
3'

kdlain bhajata* ity ekeshdm rsMndm*
matam 6

:

'
'

adhyardhamdtrah sydd
1

ity arthah. uktdny evo ''ddha-

randni vipeshddarpandt*. ardhena sadrpo 'rdhasadrpah*: tarn

ardhasadrpam
10

.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarana
"

ekddapo *dhydyah.
12

1 W. B. 0. aplutah. O2) GT. M. ekdraokdrapurvasya.
3 W. -tram sad-; Gr. M.

-trdsad-. 4
G-. M. labhata. 5 0. dearydndm.

6 0. om. <7) W. 0. -trasydm; B. G-.

M. -tra sydd.
8 W. B. -shadar-; G. M.' darpandt.

9 G. M. yah.
10 0. om. 0.

ins. prathamaprapne.
12

Gr. M. add frikrshnd\

VOL. ix. 33
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akdra which in rule 1 is said to be dropped after certain "
prede-

cessors." We have had no akdra alupta spoken of, but only cases

of alopa of akdra. And it seems to be taught here, in accordance

with the doctrines of all the other Prati9akhyas (see note to Ath.

Pr. iii.53), that some regard the a as (not elided, but) so absorbed
into the preceding diphthong as to become assimilated to, or iden-

tified with, the latter half of that diphthong. We may with plausi-

bility conjecture the rule to be a later addition to the original sub-

stance of the chapter.

CHAPTER XII.

CONTENTS: 1-8, elision and non-elision of initial a after final e or o in exceptional

and special cases; 9-11, resulting accent.

n i ii

1. Now for cases of elision.

This is a general heading to the chapter (that is to say, to its

first eight rules) ; which, as the commentator points out, has for

its sphere of action the passages specified in rule 3 of the preceding

chapter. This is a matter of course : the general rule (by xi. 1
)

being elision, there can be need of an additional authority for

elision only where that rule is contravened by another of opposing
character, and of wider application than to specific cases only.

lit II

2. The a of asi is elided.

The examples given are suparno 'si garutmdn (iv.1.10
5

;
6.5 3

:

v.1.10 5
: O. omits the last word) and pratho

c

si prthivy asi (iv.2.

9 1
: O. stops at

f

si). The elision is not infrequent in this word,

usually occurring in the little prose phrases which are inserted

among the verses in the sections concerned
;
I have noted eighteen

other cases : but they are hardly worth detailed reference.

1. athe 'ty ayam adhikdrah: akdrasya lopa ucyata ity etad

adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah. dhdtdrd-

tir (xi.3) ityddivishayo "yam adhydydrambhah
1

.

1 G. M. etadadh-.

2. asi 'ty asminn akdro lupyata ekdrdukdrapttrvah
1

. yathd*:

suparno : pratho
1 G. M. -rvo vd.

'2 in B. only.
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3. But not when garbhah, samnaddhah, yamah, or bhadrah

precedes.

The examples quoted by the commentator are garbho asy osha-

dhindm (iv.2.3
3
),
samnaddho asi mdayasva (iv.6.6

5
),

asi yamo
asy ddityah (iv.6.7

1
: G. M. O. omit the last word), and tvam

bhadro asi kratuh (iv.3.13
1

).
There is another case of asi after

garbhah at iv.1.4 2
,
which is then repeated at v.l.o 3

,
the a standing

this time unelided by rule i.61.

As usual, the commentator thinks it necessary to account for the

inclusion of the double pada sam-naddhah, instead of simply
naddhah, in the rule. Some, he says, quote as counter-example
upanaddho

f

surah (iv.4.9) ;
but its propriety is questionable, since

the passage does not fall under xi.3, and moreover, there is no asi

in it (O. has the good sense to pass without notice this most absurd

suggestion); and the valid counter-example is to be sought in

another pdkhd. We have here an unusually clear example of the

arbitrary way in which the plea pdkhdntare is resorted to, in order

to avoid the attribution of a slight inconsistency to the treatise-

makers.

n 3 n

4. A is elided before y, v, w, and A, when these are followed

by a vowel.

The examples given are hiranyaprngo
c

yo asya pdddh (iv.6.7
4

:

O. omits pdddh), vanaspate
(

va srjd rardnah (iv.1.8
3

: O. omits

rardnah), varenyo 'nu praydnam (iv.1.10
4

), &ndjambhayanto 'him
vrkam (i.7.8

2
: O. omits vrkam). These are but specimens selected

from among a considerable number of cases : namely, before y, two ;

before v, nineteen
;
before o, fourteen (all but three of them, cases

of anu, the counter-exceptions to which form in part the subject of

xi.5) ;
before h (which, as the counter-exceptions noted in xi.4 show,

includes also nh), five; in all, forty. To show the necessity of the

restriction " when these are followed by a vowel," are cited

pukram te anyat (iv.1.11
2
)
and agre ahndn hitah (iv.1.3

4
: O. omits

hitah).
There is a well-established difference of reading here in the rule

itself: T. B. G. M. have yavanaha svarapareshu, only W. and O.

adding para (which I have amended to paralf) after ha. So also,

3. garbhah ______
1

evampttrvah sdmnidhydl labdhe VZ
2

'*/ as-

min grahane
3 (

kdro 4 na 5

lupyate. garbho ____ : samnaddho
____ :

6sam iti kim: up an- ____ iti kecid uddharanti : tac cint-

yam: dhdtdrdtir (xi.3) ityddyantahpdtitvdbhdvdd asipabdd-

darpandc
7ca : mukhyatii tu

1

pdkhdntare vijneyam pratyuddhara-
nam*. asi ____ : tvam _____

1
G-. M. ins. ity.

2 "W. tasminn asi. 3 B. 0. om. 4
G-. M. ins. ekdrapurva okdra-

purvo vd. 5 B. om. <6) 0. simply uddharanam fdkhdntare. <
7
) W. cd 'mukhyam kimtu.
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where the rule is quoted under i.21, W. alone (there is no O. for

that part of the work) introduces para; under xi.4 and 5, W. and
B. alike have yavanahaparatva etc., but the testimony as to the

rule is equivocal, since para might well have been added there by
way of exposition instead of quotation. I have, as usual, followed

W., although not without suspicion that the para is a gloss, intro-

duced to help the otherwise blind and inaccurate phraseology of

the rule which latter, however, is not altogether discordant with
the usage of the treatise elsewhere.

The exceptions under this rule, instead of being rehearsed after

it, as is the general habit of the Prati9akhya, are given in rules 4

and 5 of the preceding chapter, and, in the latter rule, mingled
with instances of a wholly diiferent character. Here, then, a par-
ticular specification of cases already included under a general rule

is regarded as insuring against inclusion in a more general state-

ment of exceptions under that rule. I believe that the treatise

offers no other example of this canon of interpretation.

5. Before j and gn, a is elided if acute.

The examples are ojo 'jdyathdh (i.6.12
4
)
and pucih pdvaka

vandyo
f

gne (i.3.14
5
) ;

and the counter-examples, of a unaccented

remaining unelided, are nd tatrshdn6 ajdrah (iv.6.1
2

)
and nidhi-

pdtir no agmh (i.4.44
1

).
There is, as the examples show, a real

reason in the accent : djdyathah and dgne are both words that are

accented only at the beginning of a pdda, where (as remarked
under xi.l) the elision of a is an almost universal rule. All the

other cases of elision before gn (nine in number) are of the same

kind; not, however, those before/ (only two).

II ^11

6. Before gn, also when preceded by mah, vacah, dadhdnah,
and sthe.

The ca,
'

also,' of this rule, brings down simply gn from its pre-

decessor, the intent being to point out the cases where the a of

agni is elided even when unaccented. Mah, it is stated, is a part

4.
l

yakdravakdranakdrahakdraparo
cMro2

lupyate teshu yakd-
rddishu svarapareshu satsu. hiran- : van as-- : varenyo

: jambh- svarapareshv* iti kim: $ukram : agre
4

1 G. M. ins. ekdraokdrapurva akdrah. 2 G. M. om. 3 0. -para.
4 G. M. add

evam ddi.

5. jakdraparo
1

gnaparap cd ''kdra
i

uddtto lupyate. ojo.

pucih uddtta iti kim : na .* nidhi- .

1 G. M. jakdrap ca.
2 0. puts after uddtto.
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of a word, so given for the sake of conciseness, and including the

two cases angirasvad ache 'mo 'gnim and angirasvad bharishydmo
'gnim (both iv.1.2 2 : O. omits angirasvad in each). The other

passages had in view by the rule are vaco "gnaye bharatd brhat

(iii.2.11
1

: O. omits the last two words), dadhdno 'gnir hotd (iv.l.

3 4
),
and sadhasthe 'gnim puruhyam (iv.l. 3

*
: O. omits purishyam).

To prove the implication of gn only, is given sadhasthe adhy
uttarasmin (iv.6.5

3
;
7.13 4

: v.7.7 2
: O. omits).

By xi.16, vacah does not as a general thing elide the following

a; but there is no clashing between the two rules, as they have
reference to different parts of the text.

T^

lib ii

7. The a is elided irt abhydvartw , apupam, api dadhdmi, adyd
'rm, aditih qarma, agner jihvdm, agnayah paprayah, asmdkam,
as'ffie dhatta, acmd, aqvd wherever found, acydma, amd, aryaman,
asmatpdqdn, asmin yajne, astd, avyaihamdnd, abhidroham, adhdyi,

adah, atho, adugdhdh, arishtah, arathdh, arcanti, antar asydm,
atra siha, anndya, angirasvat, and dkaram.

The commentator gives an example for each specification of the

rule, with counter-examples for every case in which more than one

pada is taken, as follows: agne "bhydvartin (iv.2.1
2

), and, as

counter-example, kdmena krto abhy dnad arkam (i.1.14
2

: G. M.
omit the last word, O. the last two) ; bhadrapoce "prtpam deva

(iv.2.2
3

: only W. has deva) ; agne 'pi dadhdmy dsye (iv.1.10
2

),

and, as counter-example, baddho apikaksha dsani (i.7.8
3

: O. omits
the last word); anu no 'dyd ^numatih (iii.3.11

3
: iv.4.12 5

;
7.15 5

),

and, as counter-example, pra tat te adya $ipivishta ndma (ii.2.

12 5
: O. ends with adya, and G. M. substitute another passage,

6. gnapara iti cakdro jndpayafi : mah ______ ity evamptirvo

gnaparo
l

'nuddtto 'py
l z

akdralopo bhavati? yathd*: angi- ____ :

ma ity *atra paddikadepagrahanam* samkshepdrtham : angir-
---- : vaco ____ : dadhdno ____ : sadhasthe _____

5

anvdde$ah
kimarthah :

6
s a dh- _____ gnaparasyd 'kdrasyd

6
^nuddttdrtho *yam

drambhah.

(
!
) in W. only.

<2) G-. M. 0. akdro lupyate.
3 in W. only. (4) G. M. apadagrar

hanam. ^ G-. M. anvdde^ena kim; 0. om., along with the following example.
6 in W. only.
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namely vicve adya marutah, iv.7.12 1

); adhi bravitu no "ditih

carma yachatu (iv.6.6
4

: G. M. O. omit the first two words), and,
as counter-example, yathd no aditih karati (iii.4.11

2
: only O. has

karati [reading it karat] ;
G. M. substitute a jatd reading, aditir

no no aditir aditir nah, without anything to show whether it is

put forward as the jatd-text of this passage, or of another, occur-

ring at iv.6.9 4
,
where the samhitd likewise reads no aditih} ;

ad/ivaram no 'gner jihvdm abhi grnttam (iv.1.8
2

: B. omits the

last word, O. the last two, G. M. the last and first), and, as counter-

example, vratd dadante agneh (iv.1.8
2
) ;

te no 'gnayah paprayah
(i.7.7

2
), and, as counter-example, purishydso agnaynh prdvanebhih

(iv.2.4
3

: G. M. omit the last word) ;
naro 'smdkam indra (iv.6.6

7
;

there are two other cases, at iii.2.8
6 and iv.6.4 3

) ;
vicve

csme dhatta

(i.4.44
2
),
with the counter-example dravinam vdjo asme : vdjasya

md (iv.7.12
1

: only B. has md, and G. J\l. O. end at asme); pari
vrndhi no fcmd bhavatu nas tanuh (iv.6.6

4
: G. M. end with *cmd,

and only O. has the last two words) ;
for the phonetic complex

acvd* however followed, vrshapdnayo 'cvd rathebhih (iv.6.6
3

: O.

omits after
c

cvd),pracetaso 'cvdn (iv.6.6
5

),
and bharanto 'pvdye *va

(iv.1.10
1

: O. omits this example), with two counter-examples,
cashdlam ye acvaytipdya takshati (iv.6.8

2
: O. alone has the last

word, and it omits the first) and kshatram no acvo vanatdm (iv.

6.9 4 : O. omits vanatdm), to show
that^

acva would not have
answered the purpose instead of apvd; vdjayanto ^ydma dyum-
nam (i.3.14

3
: G. M. omit dyumnam); punas te 'mdi ^shdm (iv.7.

14 3
); ye te "ryaman (ii.3.14

4
); te

c

sniatpd$dn (iv.3.13
4

),
with the

counter-example anyam te asmat tapantu (iv.6.
1
3)5

: v.4.4 5
: only

O. has tapantu) ; yah pita te 'smin yajne (ii.6.12
6
), with the counter-

example te asmihjavam d ^dadhuh (i.7.7
2

) ; prasitim drilndno 'std

7. abhydvartin eteshv akdro lupyate ekdrdukdrapurvah
1

.

yathd*: agne : dvartinn
3

iti kim: kdm en a : bhadra-

poce ; agne : dadhdrm ''ti kim: baddho : anu :

anv iti kim : pra : adhi : parme ^ti kim : yathd :

adhv- : jihvdm iti kim : vratd : te : papraya iti

kim: purish- : naro : vi$ve : dhatte^tikim: drav-

: pari :
4

a$ve ''ty asya* yatrayatra prutis* tatratatra

lopah: vrsha- : prutir iti kim: pr ace- : bhar- : dir-

ghagrahanena ''kirn,: cashdlam : kshatram : vdjay-
: punas : ye : te : pdcdn iti kim: anyam ;

yah : yajnaitikim: te : prasitim ; md : jane
: droham iti kim: brhas- : upa .' ye : ma-

hyam : crtra .* pdrve : ye ; gdya- .* abhi

: asydm iti kim: rukmo : ye : sthe "*ti kim: tva-

shtd : rdyas : prthivydh : aham
1

Gr. M. put before lupyate, and add vd. 2
Gr. M. 0. om. 3 W. abhydv-.

4 0. ins.

crutih. 5
Gr. M. 0. om. 6

Gr. M. fruyate.
1

Gr. M. ins. iti.
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'^'(i.2.14
1

: O. omits prasitim) ;
md suparno 'vyathamdnd (iv.2.

9 '

) ; jane 'bhidroham manushydh (iii.4. II
6

: O. omits manushydh),
with a counter-example, brhaspate abhi$aster amuncah (iv.1.7

4
:

only W. has amuncah} ; upa prd ''gat sumanme 'dhdyi manma
(iv.6.8

3
: all but O. begin at sum-, and G. M. end with dhdyi) ; ye

(do rocane divah (iv.2.8
3

: O. omits divah) ; mahyam agne
c

tho sida

(iv.1.9
3

;
2.1 5

); ctira nonumo l

dugdhdh (ii.4.14
2

) ; purve 'rishtdh

sydma (iv.7.14
2

: all the MSS. read -sh'td) ; ye pavayo 'rathdh (i.6.

12 6
: only G. M. have ye]\ gdyatrino

(

rcanty arkam (i.6.12
2 ' 3

:

only G. M. have arkam) ;
abhi pupuco 'ntar asydm (iv.l .9 3

;
another

case at iv.2.3 3
),
with the counter-example rukmo antar m bhdti

(iv.1.10
4 - 5 et al.); ye

l

tra stha purdndh (iv.2.4
1

),
with the counter-

example tvashtd no atra varivah (i.4.44
1

) ; rdyas posho 'nndya tvd

(i.7.9
2

: O. omits tvd)\ prthivydh sadhasthe 'ngirasvat (iv.l.6
1>2

four times
;
other cases at iv.l. I 3 ' 4 three times) ;

and aham tebhyo
'karam namah (iv.5.1

3
).

:

8. An a is elided when preceded by gdhamdnah, jdyamdnah,
hetayah, manyamdnah, vanaspatibhyah, pate, sridhah, tapasah,

svadhdvah, bhdmitah, agnayah, dyo, adhvaryo, and krato.

The quoted passages are gdhamdno 'ddyah (iv.6.4
2

) ; jdyamdno
'hndm ketuh (ii.4.14

1

); heiayo 'nyam asmat (iv.5.10
5
); manya-

mdno 'martyam (i.4.46
1

) ; vanaspatibhyo
(

dhi sambhrtdm (iv.6.1
l

:

O. omits the last word), with the counter-example namah pitrbhyo
abhi (iii.2.8

3
); annapate 'nnasya (iv.2.3

1 and [by i.61] v.2.2 1

);
niho ati sridho 'ty acittim (iv.1.7

3
: O. omits the first two words) ;

tapaso 'did jdtah (iv.2.10
4
) ;

deva svadhdvo 'mrtasya dhdrna
(iii.

1.1 1
6

: O. omits the first word and the last), with the counter-

example anyd vo anydm avatu (iv.2.6
3

: O. omits the last word) ;

bhdmito'mitrasyd ^bhiddsatah (i.6.12
5

: O. omits the last word) ;

ydn agnayo 'nvatapyanta (iii.2.8
3

: O. omits ydn) ; agne
cdabdhd-

yo 'pUatano (i.1.13
3

: O. omits agne)', adhvaryo 'ver apds/i (vi.4.
3 4

: O. ends at
f

veh) ;
and patakrato

lnu te ddyi (ii.5.12
5
).

A special explanation is required for the passage in which agna-
yah occurs, since the following pada is anu, which might seem to

8. gdhamdnah ity evampurvo* 'kdro lupyate. yatho?:

gdh- : jdy- : hetayo : many- : vanas- :

vanaspati^tikim: namah : anna- : niho : tapaso
: deva : svadhe ''ti kim: anyd : bhdmito :

ydn : ukdrasya vakdravikriydydm vyanjanaparo nakdra* iti

yavanaha (xii. 4) nishedhdbhdvdd alope prdpte tadapavddo
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fall under xii. 4. Its inclusion here is necessary, because in sam-
hitd the word becomes anv, so that its n is no longer

" followed

by a vowel," as required by that rule. The question might arise,
whether rule i.51 would not, at any rate, cause anv to be implied
along with ami; but the commentator does not raise it, and the
course taken by the treatise is evidently the more reasonable and
safer one.

The last three cases which the rule deals with are of a peculiar
character, and quite different from all the rest falling under this

chapter, being those in which a final pragraha or uncombinable
vowel elides an initial

,
either in the passages specified in xi.3

(like the last of the three) or elsewhere (like the other two). This
the commentator points out, and declares that in every other

instance the a remains after a pragraha. I have already noticed

(under iv.6,7) what the usage of the text is after pragrahas in o:

that, against the two cases here mentioned of a elided after a

vocative in o, there are but two in which the a remains
;
but that

after a final o containing the particle u we have twenty-one cases

of a retained, and no case of its elision. The passages where a is

retained after an e that is pragraha, I have omitted to note : but
there is a considerable number of them, including many (e. g. i.4.

30 : ii.5.6 5
: vi.3.5 3

: vii.5.3 2 : the commentator cites a single one, ime

apvind samvatsarah, v.6.4 1

)
where the retention is not otherwise

authorized: so that inability to cause elision is unquestionably
involved in the very character of a pragraha vowel, according to

the view of the treatise, and needs not to be expressly stated. At
this we have a right to be surprised, especially for two reasons :

first, that it is thought necessary to teach (see x.24) that pragrahas
are not liable in general to combination with the initial vowels
that follow them; and secondly, that according to this treatise

there is no combination of the initial a with the preceding e or o,

but an actual loss of it, leaving the e or o unaffected (except some-

times as to accent). But the essential character of the pragraha
vowels, the reason of their peculiar treatment, and the proper sig-

nificance of the term by which they are called, are obscure points
as yet in Hindu phonetics and nomenclature.

It remains to inquire how complete and accurate is the enumera-

tion by the Prati9akhya of the cases of elision or non-elision of a

occurring in the Taittiriya Sanhita. I have, in looking through
the Sanhita, carefully considered every case with reference to the

rules of the treatise, and the result is that, apart from ye

'yam. agne : adhvaryo : patakrato : atra yava-
naha (xii. 4) ityddindi *va lope siddhe punar asya grahanam

niyamdrtham : dyo 'dhvdryo* krato ity etatpadatrayaprtrvasydi

'v
5

''kdrasya
6

lopo na tv itarapragrahapiirvasye"
1

^ti: yathd:
ime

1 G. M. -vas tv.
2 G. M. 0. om. 3 B. -rapara.

4 0. ddh-, 5 B. om. 6 0. Mra,
7 B. itaratra pr-.
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(i.4.33) already treated of under xi.3 (p. 244), I have found only
two cases of a retained which are not accounted for: namely
ttrdhvo asthdt (v.2.1

5
;
R-V. x.1.1) and so agnih (v.2.3

3
;
R-V. vii.

1.16) ;
and both these I suspect to fall under i.61, I having failed

to note the previous occurrence of the passages. Of cases explained

by i.61 there is a considerable number; only, as was remarked
under that rule (see p. 47), there are three among them to which,
if the commentator's forced interpretation of its terms be admitted,
it cannot be made to apply. Of cases of elision of a unaccounted

for, I have found none. Of course, my examination of the Sanhita,

having been made by the help of a single samhitd manuscript, is

not to be credited as absolutely accurate : yet I have a good deal

of faith in the trustworthiness of its result.

9. When the elided a is grave, the preceding diphthong, if

acute, becomes circumflex.

All the Prati9akhyas, and the usage of the known Yedie texts,
are in accord upon this point (see note to Ath. Pr. iii.55). To the

particular circumflex hence resulting, the treatise gives later (xx.4)
the name abhinihata; the others call it abhinihita. The exam-

ples given are te 'bruvan (ii.5.1
3 et al.) and sd 'bravit (ii.1.2

1 et al.).

The representation of the tone of the elided a in the resulting
accent of the eliding diphthong, of course, favors the view that

regards it as absorbed into the latter, rather than elided.

n ^o n

10. When it is acute, the preceding diphthong, if grave,
becomes acute.

This, also, is a universal usage. The commentator quotes two

examples: dva rundhate 'satrarh vd'i (vii.3.8
1

: O. omits ava) and

dnnapat'e 'nnasya (iv.2.3
1 and v.2.2 1

).

11. As also, in every case, if circumflex.

The commentator explains ca,
'

also,' as bringing down uddtte,

9. yam
1

adhikrtyd 'yam prabandha uktas tasminri* akdre cnu-

ddtte lupte sati pttrva ekdra okdro vo ''ddttaJf svaritam dpadyate.

yathd\- te ____ : sd _____

1
Gr. M. ayam.

2
Gr. M. asm-. 3

Gr. M. put next after purva.
4 in B. only.

10. tasminn 1 evd "*kdra uddtte* lupte sati* pttrva ekdra okdro vd
'nuddtta uddttam dpadyate. yathd*: ava ____ : anna- _____

1 0. asm-. 2 0. puts next after eva. 3 0. om. 4
in 0. only.

VOL. ix. 34
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' when the elided a is acute,' from the preceding rule, and sarvatra,
i in every case,' as signifying

' whether the circumflex be independ-
ent or enclitic.' His examples are bheshajdm gdve'pvdya (i.8.6

1
)

and qjo 'jdyat/idh (i.6.12
4
),
where the final syllables of gdve and

6jah have the enclitic circumflex by xiv.29, and dtho *kthy6 'thd

'tirdtrdh (vii.1.5
4

: G. M. O. omit the first word), where the final

syllable of ukthydh has the independent circumflex before the

elision.

We might perhaps also fairly conclude that sarvatra implies an
inclusion of the case treated of in rule 9, and virtually teaches that

a final circumflex, eliding an initial grave, is still circumflex.

With this chapter ends the first prapna, or section, of the treat-

ise. The division into prapnas is a purely external and formal one,
and (as I gave notice would be the case, in the Introductory Note
to the Atharva Pruti9akhya) is made no account of in this edition.

References made to the succeeding chapters by section and chapter
will easily be found by adding twelve to the number of the chapter
as given.

CHAPTER XIII.

CONTENTS: 1-3, loss of ra, before semivowels and spirants; 4, its retention before

rajan etc.
; 5-15, details of the occurrence of w, otherwise than as the result of

sandhi; 16, interchange of d and I.

P ii ^ ii

1. Now for the omission of m.

11. uddtta iti capdbdo jndpayati: tasminn 1 akdra uddtte
2
sati

sarva3 ekdra okdro vd svarita uddttam dpadyate. bheshajam
____ ; ojo _____ sarvatre ^ti vacandn nityasvarito* 'pi tathdi 'va

tad vidhdnam sydt : atho _____

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

dvddapo 'dhydyah.
5
iti prathamah prapnah*

1 0. asm-.
'2

Gr. M. ins. lupte; 0. ins. ca lupte.
3 0. sarvatra; G. M. sarvatra-

sthita. 4 0. -ritasyd. <5) 0. om.
;

Gr. M. prathamaprafnas samdptah. harihom: fu-

bham astu om; W. adds 1 liari hi om, and, as prelude to the next section, friga-

ne?dya namah. harih om; B. adds harih om.

1. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah : makdralopa
1

ucyata ity etad adhi-

krtam veditavyam *ita uttaram yad vakshydmah*. makdrasya

lopo makdralopah\

1 0. -rasya Z-. <2) W. B. om. 3 B. om.
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A general heading, of which, however, the force extends but a

very little way (through rule 4). The subject is a supplement to

that treated at v. 2 7-31, where we are told what is done with m
before a mute, or before any other semivowel than r.

2. A m is omitted, when followed by r or a spirant.

This omission of m is accompanied, according to xv.1-3, by the

nasalization of the preceding vowel, or else the insertion of anw-
svdra after it. Respecting the relation of these alternative views
to one another, see the note to ii.30. The definition of the m as

lost or omitted accords best with the former view : it is sufficiently

logical and consistent to say that the consonant is lost and the

vowel nasalized
; if, however, an anusvdra, as a separate vocal

element, is to take the place of m after the vowel, the only accepta-
ble form of statement must be that the m is directly converted into

anusvdra. This form of statement is in fact adopted by the Rik

(iv.5) and Vaj. (iv.l) Prati9akhyas, which acknowledge an anu-
svdra

',
while the other is rightly preferred by the Ath. Prat, (ii.32,

i.67), which holds the theory of the nasalized vowel: our own
treatise, as was pointed out above (p. 68), trims between the two
views.

The commentator's examples are pratyushtan rakshah (i.1.2
1 et

, sanpitam me brahma (iv.1.10
3

: v.1.102 ), tan shad ahdni (v.5.
san-sam id yuvase vrshan (ii.6.11

4
': iv.4.4 4 : only G. M. have

vrshan), arid tvan ha yad yavishthya (ii.6. II
1

). Counter-examples
are given : to show that m before other letters is not dropped,
idam vdm dsye (iii.3.11

1
) ;

to show that the dropped m must be a

final, tasmdt tdmrd dpah (vi.4.2*). The commentator, namely, has

quietly introduced the limitation paddntah,
l when final,' into his

explanation of the rule, without pointing out whence he derives it :

it comes, in fact, only from the general scope of the treatise, which
thus far, having the relation of pada and samhitd texts under

treatment, has dealt almost exclusively with final and initial letters.

aM,
2 6

),

3. As also, according to some teachers, when followed by y
or v.

2. rephaparap
1

co* "shmaparap ca paddnto* makdro lupyate.

yathd*: praty- : san- : tan : san- : tvan
6
6vampara iti kim : idam ; paddnta iti kim : tasmdt &

rephap GO "shmdnap
6

ca ''rephoshmdnah : te pare
1

yasmdt sa

tathoktah.

1 W. rephaf.
2 0. om. ca. 3 B. -nte.

4 G. M. om. (
5
) 0. om. 6 G. M. 0. -md.

(
7
) B. G. M. 0. rephoshmdndu tdu pardu.
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The authorities here quoted are, as the commentator does not
fail to point out, the same with those referred to above, in v.:30,
where we were taught that some teachers hold m not to be assimi-

lated to a following y or u, any more than to r. The accepted
teaching of the treatise, however, is (v.28-9) that m before y, /,

and
v becomes a nasal counterpart to those letters respectively : whence
the present rule is pronounced unapproved. For the bearings of

the discordant doctrine, see note to v.30.

The examples are toan yajneshv idyah (i.1.14
4

;
2.3 1 "2

: O. omits

idyah) and tan vd etan yajamdnah (v.6.9
3

: O. omits the last

word) : the ordinary and approved reading would be tvam, tam^
and etarh as all the MSS. in fact read, neglecting the illustration

of the opinion set forth in the rule. A counter-example is given,

yam kdmayeta (i.6.10
4 et al.).

4. But not the m of sam and sam, when followed by rd.

This is a precept applying only to the two words samrdj and

sdmrdjya, and in the other Prati9akhyas (see note to Ath. Pr. ii.36)

these words or the root rdj are particularly specified ; since, how-

ever, the syllable rd does not chance to occur in the Taittiriya
Sanhita except in these words after sam or sdm, there is no inac-

curacy in the more general statement as here made. The examples
of the occurrence of the words in question selected by the commen-
tator as illustrations are pra samrdjam (i.6.12

3
)
and sdmrdjydya

sukratuh (i.8.16
1

: O. omits sukratuh). As counter-examples, we
have fan rdjann oshadhibhyah (iii.2.3

l

)
to show that no other words

3. yakdraparo
*

vakdraparo vd makdro lupyata ity ekeshdm 2

matam: ya evd ''sya paiicamddhydye* savarndpattim* pratishedha-

yanti* teshdm evdi ">sha lopavidhir iti tan anvddipati cakdrah

sinhdvalokanena*. yathd: tvam ____ : tarn ____ : evampara iti

kim: yam _____ yakdrac ca vakdrap ca yavakdrdu: tdu pardu

yasmdt sa tathoktah.

''etat stttram anishtam.'
1

1
Gr. M. ins. vd. 2

G-. M. 0. ins. dcdrydndm.
3 B. G. M. -mdnuvdke. 4 B. savar-

nam agre vartinah ; Gr. M. -napratip-.
5 W. B. -dhanti. 6 0. -kaihnydyena. (7> Gr.

M. 0. ndi Hat sutram ishtam.

4. *re 'tfy

1

evamparah *samsdm ity etayor grahanayor
1 makdro

na lupyate. yathd
3
: pra ____ : sdmr- _____ sam sdm iti kim:

fan ____ : rdpara iti kim: sanrardnah. paddntap ca vy-

anjanaparah prdkrta (xiv.28) iti* vakshyamdnam* dmtva-

nishedham iticabdo* nivdrayati : tasmdd atra dvitvasiddhih.
7

(J) the MSS., as usual in such a case, rd ity.
<
2
> Gr. M. put at beginning; 0. om.

grahanayor.
3 in G-. M. only.

4 0. om. 5 G. M. -na. ti
Gr. M. tup.

7 G. M. add

itifobdas sam sdm ity anayor eve 'ti samarthayati.
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retain an unchanged m before rd, and sanrardnah (i.4.44
1

)
to show

that only rd, not ra, effects the retention.

According to W. B. O., the particle iti in the rule is intended to

deny the application to the word here had in view of rule xiv.28,

respecting duplication, and to assure the duplication of the m
before the r. But G. M. insert tu, 'but,' in the rule after iti,

ascribing to it the effect just defined, and making the iti simply

signify that the words mentioned, and no others, are the subjects
of the rule. And G. (not M.) writes the examples accordingly,

sammrdjam and sdmmrdjydya. That this bit of constructive

interpretation is a pure figment of the commentators does not need
to be pointed out

; respecting its occasion and bearing, see the note

to xiv.28. I have adopted the reading of W. etc., which is pre-

sumably the older and more genuine: in the comment on xiv.28,
even G. M. agree with the others in making iti the bond of con-

nection between the two rules.

II H, II

5. Now of individual sounds.

According to the comment on rule xxiv.2 (see the note to that

rule), we have here one of the main division lines of the treatise.

Thus far, from the beginning of the fifth chapter, we have had to

do chiefly with the combination of separate words or padas into

connected text
;
now we turn to the determination of individual

letters, which are read alike in both forms of text. That the inten-

tion of the treatise-makers recognized so grand a transition here

may be doubted
;
but that the change is one of some importance

is not questionable.

H*l(l n II

6. Within the same word, a n preceded by r, f, r, or sh,

becomes n.

5. athe ^ty ayam adhikdrah : varndndm samhitd vakshyata* ity

etad ddhikrtam veditavyam : *atha vd :
2

athapabdah* padasamhi-
tdnishedhakah.

*

1 0. ucyata. (
2
) G. M. om. 3 B. ?abdah.

4 B. -tdydm nish-.

6. samdnapada ekapada rkdrarkdrarephashakdraptirvo
1 nakdro

nakdram* dpadyate*. tribhir ____ : tvan ___ ._: esha ____ : kr-

shno ----- 'evampdrva iti kim : devdndm ____ :
4

samdnapada
itikim: ebhir _____ samdnam ca tat padam ca samdnapadam :

tasmin.

0. has a lacuna, beginning with -napade at the end of the rule, and ending with
tribhir r- in the first example.

J G. M. rfJcdrareph-.
2

G-. M. natvam. 3 B. Gr. M.
dpnoti. <

4
) 0. om.
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Already, in a previous chapter (vii.1-12,15,16), we have had
detailed all the cases in which a n is changed to n in the course of

the combination of words into phrases, in the conversion of pada
into samhitdj now, the treatise sets out to account for every single
n occurring in the whole text. And the present is the leading

general rule, involving, with the extensions and restrictions imposed
later, by far the greater number of cases.

The commentator's examples are tribhir rnavd jdyate (vi.3.10
5

:

O. has a lacuna, involving the beginning of this citation), tvan
hotrndm (iv.3.13

4
), esha vd rco varnah (vi.1.3

1
: but W. has instead

esha vd ahno varnah, vi.1.3 1
' 2

),
and krshno 'si (i.1.11

1

); his

counter-examples are devdndm vd antamjagmushdm (vii.5.8
l

: but
G. M. have only devdndm, which of course is found in various

places ;
and O. omits altogether), where none of the lingual letters

specified comes before a n, and ebhir no arkdih (iv.4.4
7

: O. omits

arkdih), where the r is in another word than the n. All these are

cases in which the alterant letter immediately precedes the altered.

II 11

7. Even though other sounds are interposed.

Rule 15, below, puts a restriction upon this, pointing out what
letters may not intervene between the affecting and the affected

letter. The examples are aparapuvrknam dahati (v.1.10
1

: W. B.

omit dahati O. inserts ha between the other two words), dtmann
evd "ramanam kurute (vi.5.11

4
: only O. has the first two words,

and it omits the last), adhishavanam (i.1.5
2

: but G. M. O. have

adhishavane, iv.7.8 or vi.2.11 4
), and krshamdnah pratishthdkdmah

(iii.4.3
3
).

*T imi

8. Also in hiranmayam.

The only passage in which the word occurs is quoted by the

commentator: hiranmayam ddma dakshind (ii.4.13 : O. omits

dakshind). The intent of the rule is to establish in advance a

counter-exception to the exception
" not when followed by a mute,"

made in rule 15, below.

7. uktanimittapurvo nakdro 'nyena
*

*vyaveto 'pi* *vyavahito
f

pi
3 natvam dpnoti. yathd*: ap- : dtmann : adh i- :

krsh-
1 G. M. ins. varnena. (

2
) W. 0. om. <3) G. M. om. 4 in 0. only.

8. hiranmayam ity asmin grahane nakdro lnatvam dpnoti.

yathd*: hiran- . spar$apara (xiii. 1 5
)

iti* vakshyamdna-

pratishedhasya* pratiprasavdrtham idam sutram.

<
J
> G. M. nakdram dpadyate.

2 in B. only.
3 0. om. 4 0. -nasyapr-.
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II V II

9. Also, in the inflectional and derivative forms ofpdni, gana,

punya, kanva, kdna, gana, bdna, venu, guna, and mani, the first

nasal is n.

The word pravdda is not found elsewhere in our treatise or its

commentary. From the latter's explanation and use of it we derive

for it a meaning somewhat different from that which, according to

Regnier (note to Rik Pr. ii.39), it bears in the Rik Prati9akhya.
The latter makes it mean ' theme

;'
in our comment, on the other

hand, it evidently signifies a derived form of a theme, in any gender
or case, in composition, or in extension by secondary suffix

;
and I

have translated it accordingly. So far as I can see, however, the

same signification belongs to it in most of the passages of the Rik
Pr. also, and Regnier's exposition of its use calls for revision.

There is an abrupt change of implication here, without any inti-

mation of it in the terms of the precept itself; it is only at the end
of rule 14, below, that we find the word prdkrtdh, which we must
understand as applying to rules 9-14 a kind of footing instead of

heading (adhikdra): see another like case in the third chapter,
rules 2-7 (note on iii.2). In this connected paragraph of rules we
have an enumeration of the words in which a n is

"
original," and

hence found equally in all the forms of the text.

The examples are supdnih svangurih (iii.1.11
4

: iv.1.6 3
: O., in

this and the two following examples, has only the first word),
vrshapdnayo *$vdh (iv.6.6

3
),
and hiranyapdnim utaye (i.4.25: ii.2.

12 2
): the text contains half a dozen other examples of the pravd-

das of pdni ; gandndm tvd ganapatin havdmahe (ii.3.14
3

: O.
omits the last word), gand me md vi trshan (iii.1.8

2
), ganena

ganam (v.4.7
7
),

and dureamitrap ca ganah (iv.6.5
6
): the cases,

9. pdm^tyddipabddndm
1

pravddeshupurvah prathamo nakdrah

prakrtydi ''va veditavyah. prakarshena vddah* pravddah*: linga-

vibhaktibhedasamdsataddhitddibhir* nirdepa* ity arthah. yathd*:

sup- : vrshap- ; hiran- : gandndm : gand
; ganena : dure- : punyo ; sd : kanvd
: tasydi : akarnayd : gdnap- .* vipalyo :

venur : venund : yad : yathd : manind
7nanu ganapabdapravddatvdd gdnagrahanam ayuktam: *mdi

'vaw: 8

ganapravddatve sati tad bhavet: kirntu ganapatipabda-

pravddo 'yarn, purva iti kim: gan- ; ven- : man- :
7

ityddishu ''ttarasya* natvam md bhud iti.

1
Gr. M. -ddindih grahandndm.

2 W. -ddh. 3 W. -vaddh ; Gr. M. om. 4 W. om.
bheda. 5 "W. nirdishtd. *

Gr. M. om. <
7
) Gr." M. om. W W. ivam. 9

G-. M. 0. -ra-

nakdrasya.
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compounds, and derivatives of gana are found by dozens in the
Sanhita

; punyo bhavati vasantam (i.6.11
4

: O. omits the last

word) and sd md sarvdn punydn (vii.1.7
1

)
: punya occurs in five

other passages, once (iii.3.8
5
)

in composition; kanvd abhi pra
gdyata (iv.3.13

7
: O. ends with abhi) : there are two other cases of

declensional forms
; tasydi kdno yd datah (ii.5.1

7
: O. alone has

the last word, and it omits the first
;
G. M. end with kdnah) and

akarnayd 'kdnayd ^lonayd (vi.1.6
7

: only W. has the last word) :

there is no other case; gdnapatydn mayobhtir e ''hi (iv.1.2
2

:

O. has only the first word
; only G. M. have the last two) : I have

noted but one other case
; vipalyo bdnavdn uta (iv.5.1

4
: O. omits

the first word) : we have a declensional case of bdna at iv.6.4 5
;

venur vdinavi bhavati (v.1.1
4

: O. omits the last word), veaund vi

mirmte (v.2.5
2
),

and yad venoh sushiram (v.1.1
4
)

: there are a

couple more of cases
; yathd gune gunam (vii.2.4

2
) : we have else-

where only dviguna^ at v.2.5 2 ' 3
;

and nianind rrtpdni (vii.3.14) :

elsewhere only manivdla, at v.6.13. To explain the limitation

pttrvah, 'the first nasal,' in the rule, the commentator quotes

parts of passages already given namely gandndm tvd, venund vi,

and manind rdpdni (but O. omits the second example, and the

second word of the third) in which the pravddas exhibit a second

nasal which is dental. He raises the objection, moreover, that the

mention of gana in the rule is unnecessary, since the word is a

pravdda of gana / but replies that the word (gdnapatya] aimed at

is a pravdda of ganapati, not of gana. It is true, now, that gdna-
patydt stands one degree farther removed from gana than does, for

instance, ganapatibhyah, or than would gdnikah if it occurred in

the text
; yet we should hardly have expected it on that account

to receive a different treatment.

i^ I
j M ^o n

10. Also in pani, panim, viyamdnah, and unyoh.

The passages are agne deva panibhir viyamdnah (i.1.13
2

: only
G. M. have the last word), panim goshu stardntahe (ii.6.11

2
: O.

omits the last word), viyamdnah : tarn ta etam (i.1.13
2

: O. has

only the first word
;
G. M. read -nas tarn etc., neglecting the pause

of division between the two words), and Unyoh havikratum (i.2.

6 1

).
These words are said to be made a separate rule of because

there is no longer any inclusion ofpravddas or derived forms.

n n

11. Also before a lingual mute.

10.
x

pani ''tyddigrahaneshv? nakdrah prakrtydi ''va veditavyah.

apravdddrtho
c

yam drambhah. agne ____ : panim ---- : v i y- ---- :

tinyoh _____

1 0. prefixes the whole series of words. 2 0. -ddishu; G. M. -ddishu gr-.
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The examples are pitikanthdya ca (iv.5.5
*

: but G. M. have
instead pitikartthdya svdhd, which I do not find in the text, not
even at vii.3.17, where a number of similar expressions are read)
and kanduyeta pdmanambhdvukdh (vi.1.3

8
: O. has the first word

only). The combinations nt and ndh do not occur in the Sanhita.

II ^ ||

12. Also in cankuna, phanat, sthundu, hinuydl, hinoti, kdu-

neyah, anishthdh, ulbanam, ugand wherever found, cupunikd,

bdnijdya, anavac ca, dfndrah, sthdnum, tunave, vindydm, aclo-

nayd, paneta, vdnih, kalydm, kunapam, vdnah cata, cond wher-
ever found, dhdnikd, and m eni.

The passages aimed at are quoted by the commentator as follows :

avabhrtha nicankuna niceruh (i.4.45
2

: all but O. omit niceruh,
which would allow the passage to be found also at vi.6.3 4

;
6.

omits avabhrthd): nicankuna occurs a second time in i.4.45 2
;

anvdpaniphanat (i.7.8
3
); aydsthrtndv uditdu (i.8.12

3
); bhrd-

trvydya pra hinuydt (ii.2.6
5

: O. begins with pro] ;
evd ^smdi pra

hinoti (ii.2.6
5
); rayano vdi kduneyah (ii.3.8

1

); ye
f

nishthds tan

(ii.5.5
2
) ; yajna ulbanam kriyote (iii.4.3

7
),
and also, by i.53, anulba-

nam (at iii.4.3 6
) ; dvyddhinir ugand uta (iv.1.10

2
: the example is

wanting in W.) and ugandbhyas trnhatibhyah (iv.5.4
1

: O. omits
the last word); varshayantl cupunikd ndmd ^si (iv.4.5

1
: only

W. has the first word, and it omits the last) ;
mantrine bdnijdya

kakshdndm pataye (iv.5.2
2

: B. G. M. omit the first word, G.

1 1.
l

tavarge pare
1 nakdrah? prakrtydi ^va veditavyah. $iti-

____ : kand- ___ . . tavargah paro yasmdt sa tathoktah.

W B. G. M. -rgaparah ; 0. -rgaparo vd. 2 G. M. put after '-ya.

12. cankuna ______ eshu nakdrah prakrtydi 'va veditavyah.
avabh- ____ : anv- ____ : ay a- ____ : bhrdt- ____ : evd ____ : ra-

jan o ____ : ye ____ : yajna ____ : yatrayatra prutir ugandgraha-

nasya
1

tatratatra natvarh karamyam :
z

dvyd- ____ ;
a

ugan- ____ .*

varsh- ____ : mantrine ____ : priy- ____ : ce ^ti kim: anavas
---- : etam ____ ; ya ____ : yd ____ ; a$lonayd ____ : pane- ____ :

indram ____ : kalydni ____ ; purushak- ____ : vdnah ____ : pate
'ti kim :

3rtdv- ____ :
3

fond ____ : *$rutir iti kim : $ondya ____ :
4

ni ____ ; vanas- ____ : makdrena kim, : ubhay- _____

1 G. M. 0. put before yatra-. W W. om. <
3
; 0. om. <4) 0. om.

VOL. ix. 35
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M. the last, W. O. the last two) ; priyamgavap ca me 'navac ca

me (iv.7.4
2

: G. M. omit the first word, O. the first three), with a

counter-example, anavas te ratham (i.6.12
6

), to prove the need of

ca in the citation; etam vdi para dinarah (v.6.5
3
); ya sthdnun

hanti (vii.3.1
l

)
: we have yajnasthdnu twice at vi.1.2 4 y yd Mnave

yd vindydm (vi.1.4
1

); aplonayd ^saptafaphayd krindti (vi.1.6
7

:

only 6. has krindti) ; panetd 'goargham (vi.1.10
1

); indram vdmr
anushata (i.6.12

2
) ; kalydm rupasamrddhd sd sydt (vii.1.6

6
: only

O. has the last two words) : kalydm occurs in one or two other

passages ; purushakunapam apvakunapam gduh (vii.2.10
2

: only
O. has gduh] : we have kunapam as independent word at vii.2.

102
;
vdnah patatantur bhavati (vii.5.9

2
),
with a counter-example,

to show the necessity of adding $ata in the rule, rtdvdna$ caya-
mdnd rndni (ii.1.11

5
: only G. M. have rndni; O. omits the

example : vdnah is a pada in the word as divided, rta-vdnah) ;

pond dhrshnu nrvdhasd (vii.4.20: W. B. end with dhrshnu) and

pondya svdhd (vii.3.1 8: O. omits the example, along wTith the

specification of the point it illustrates), the only examples of $ona
that the text contains; ni jalguliti dhdnikd (vii.4.19

3
); and va-

naspatmdm em (v. 5. 15: O. reads eyya}, with a counter-example,
to show that the word only occurs after a m, ubhayata em sydt
tad dhuh (vii.1.6

5
: G. M. O. end with sydt).

13. As final of the former member of a compound, n is found

in vrshan, firshan, brahman, akshan, carman, and carshan.

The term avagraha, we are told, is here taken in the sense of

avagrahastha. The same interpretation has been given before

(under vi.9) ;
and the whole use of avagraha in the treatise verges

toward an equivalence with its derivative. Only T. O. change the

$ of clrshan to ch after n y but, as this is in accordance with the

teaching of the Pf&tip&knya (v.34), I have adopted it.

The examples quoted by the commentator are vdto apdm vrshan-

vdn (ii.1.11
1

: O. omits vdto), $irshanvdn medhyo bhavati (vii.5.

25 !), brahmanvanto devd dsan (vi.4.10
!

: W. B. omit dsan], akshan-

vate svdhd (vii.5.12
1

), and carmanvate svdhd (vii.5.12
2
): we have

vrshan- also at ii.5.8 4 : iv.1.2 1
: vii.5.5 '

; pirshan- at vii.5.12 1
;
and

brahman- at v.7.8 3 and vi.4.10 1

(a second time). As counter-

examples, to show that the n occurs in these words only before a

13. vrshann ityddigrahaneshv
l avagraho nakdrah prakrtydi 'va

veditavyah. vdto ____ : $lrsh- ____ : brahm- ____ : aksh- ---- :

*carm- _____
2

^carshangrahanasya* pdkhdntare
b

vijneyam uddha-

ranam*: mitrasya _____ iti kecid uddharanti6
'
3
: tan na sddhu:

anto 'lopdd (xiii. 15) iti vakshyamdnapratishedhapratiprasavdr-
tham uktatvdd eshdm grahandndm carshamdhrta ity atrd1 nakd-

rasya paddntatvdbhdvdt. athavd: rkdrarkdrarashd* (xiii.6)
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pause of division, he gives (the whole subject is omitted in O.)
vrshann agne vicvdny arya d (iv.4.4

4
),
tasmdt saptactrshan (v.l.

7 1

),
brahman vicam vi (ii.8.3

5
: G. M. omit m'), akshann amima-

danta (i.8.5
2

),
and papdndm carman (vi.1.9

2
).

This disposes of all the avagrahas cited in the rule save carshan.

No such pada as carshan is to be found in the Taittiriya-Sanhita,

nor, so far as has yet come to light, in any other Vedic text
;
nor

does the word seem like one that could anywhere occur. One can-

not help surmising that its presence in the rule may be by a blunder

merely, it being, perhaps, an unintelligent repetition of carman.

But, by whatever hap or mishap it found its way in, it is now an

accepted part of the text, and has to be dealt with. And the com-
mentator first creeps out of the difficulty through the hole to which
he usually betakes himself in a like case, asserting that the passage
aimed at is read in another text (cdkhd). He then proceeds to state

that " some quote as here referred to the passage mitrasya carsham-
dhrtah cravah (iii.4.11

5 and iv.1.6 3
: O. omits cravah) : this is not

good, since the words are quoted in the rule by way of antecedent

exception to an exception [to rule 6] which is to be made farther on,

by the words ' nor when final, nor by the omission of a '

(rule 15) ;

and in carshamdhrtah the n is not final. Or : others are of opinion
that the words in question are specified for the sake of removing
any doubt which might arise as to whether the n in them were a

product of alteration under rule 6 of this chapter; and, in this

aspect, the citation of mitrasya carshamdhrtah is to be approved."
The logic of this final conclusion I entirely fail to see: for no

question can possibly arise as to whether the n of carshamdhrtah
falls under rule 6

;
that it does so is palpable and undeniable.

As we should expect, considering the way in which the Prati-

gakhya treats the cases, these words are read with n in the pada-
text also : namely vrshan-vdn, brahman-vantah, and so on. The
same is the case in the pada-tQxts of the Rik and the Atharvan

(see Ath. Pr. iv.99).

%frT ^T^rTT' II \8 II

14. Also in run, shann, shn, inn, and rdvn these are original.

The application of the term prdkrtdh,
'

original,' in this rule is, as

was pointed out above (under rule 9), to all the cases rehearsed in

rules 9-14.

"
diprdpter atra nakdro vdikrta iti cankdnirdkarandrtham etdni

grahandm ''ty anye* manyante : tathd sati mitrasya carshamdhrta

ity uddharanam ramamyam.
lo

avagraha
11

iti Mm: vrshann
.* tasmdt : brahman : akshann : pacttndm
. avagrahastho 'vagraha iti lakshyate.

1 W. -ne; G-. M. -dishu gr-. (*) 0. om. (
3
) B. om. 4 W. -shanh-. (

5) G-. M. om.
6 W. -haranam.

"
Gr. M. om. 8

Gr. M. rkdrd. 9 B. anena. < 10) 0. om. n W. -ha-

sthd. u
Gr. M. put next before lakshyate.
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The commentary, after pronouncing the citations of the rule
"
parts of words, intended to include a number of cases," quotes

examples, as follows: svayamdtrnndm upa (v.2.8
1

;
3.2 ^f

4
;
5.4 3

:

O. omits upa\ asamtrnne hi hand (vi.2.11
3

: O. omits hanti), and

svayamdtrnnd jyotih (v.7.6
2
): I have noted run elsewhere only

in andchrnnam (v.1.7
4
) ;

abhishanno yasmdt (ii.4.2
3
), nishanndya

svdhd (vii.1.19
1

: only G. M. have this example), and dapamdsd
nishannd dsan (vii.5.1

1

,2
1

: O. omits the first word); ptishno
ranhydi (i.3.10

2
), pushnd sayujd saha (iv.1.2

2 and v.1.2 4 : only G.

M. have saha}, and pushne prapathydya svdhd (vii.3.15: G. M.
O. omit svdhd} : I have noted further only pdushna (i.8.9

2 et al.) ;

aryamne carum nir vapet (ii.3.4
l

twice,
2

: G. M. O. stop at carum} :

I find besides sutrdmne (i.8.9
2 et al.) and nrmna (i.7.13

2
),
which

last, however, the rule was not specially intended for; finally,
dadhikrdvno akdrisham (i.5.11

4 and vii.4.19 4 : O. omits akdri-

shairi} and d grdvnah (vi.3.2
3

: O. omits this example): further

cases of dadfiikrdvan and grdvan are met with in the text showing
the combination vn I have noted no other words in which it

occurs. Counter-examples, showing that vn follows rd only, would
have been easy to furnish: thus, rdyasposhaddvne, at i.2.10 1

.

Cases of quite various and discordant nature are here thrown

together. Most unequivocally calling for treatment in the Prati-

9akhya, in order to determine their reading, are the three passages
in which sanna is altered to shanna after abhi and ni, since (as

quoted by the commentator below) the pada-text restores the

original form of the word, reading abhishatina ity abhi-sannah

etc. Its s is converted to sh according to vi.2, but there is no

authority excepting here for the change of nn to nn ; chapter vii.

does not deal with this, because it takes up only those cases in

which the alterant cause and the altered nasal are found in differ-

ent padaSy and rule 6 of the present chapter does not apply to it

because its first n is protected (according to xiii. 15) by being
"followed by a mute," and its second n by "having a lingual mute

interposed." The case of trnna is akin with this, only with the

important difference that the alteration of its nasals lies beyond
the ken of the Prati9akhya, the nn being read in every text. The

remaining three all fall under rule 6 of this chapter, but they
require specification because they are also covered by one of the

exceptions in rule 16; for they exhibit, as compared with their

14. atra
1

stitre paddikadepd ete* bahrtpdddndrtham uktdh: rnnd-

dishv eshu* ca* nakdrdh prdkrtd eva vijneydh. svay- : asam-
: svay- : abhish- :

bnish- :
6 dafa- : pu-

shno : ptishnd : pristine : aryamne : dadhi-

....: d

prdkrtapabdo 'yam pdnyddishv eva carshanparyanteshu mu-

khyah: catasrshu samhitdsu natvasadbhdvdt 6
: rnne 1

''ty
ddishu

tu
s na mukhyah : kimtu prdptyabhdve

c

pi
g

natvaprdpandrthah.
tathd hi: rnndddii pttrvanakdrasya sparpaparatvdn nishedhah:
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themes (aryaman, -krdvan, grdvari), a "loss of a" (alopa):

compare what is said of this alopa below.
As regards the application of the term prdkrta,

'

original,' their

discordance is more essential, and, indeed, irreconcilable. In

trnna, to be sure, the cerebral n's are as original as in the words

specified by rule 13, since, in all alike, the alteration is an accom-

plished fact in all the forms of text, although ultimately referable

to the cause laid down in rule 6. But the last three cases, although
also read alike in all texts, are introduced here as counter-exceptions
to rule 15, and their n is no more original than is that of any other
of the words falling under rule 6. And finally, there is no sense
whatever in which the lingual nasals of -shanna are "

original."
To call them all original, then, seems even more than a looseness
or inaccuracy in the use of that term : it is a blunder.
The commentator perceives the difficulty, and attempts to remove

it by a lengthy passage of special pleading. The term prdkrta, he

says, is mukhya,
' of primary value '

or ' of full force,' as applied to

the words beginning with pdni (rule 9) and ending with cars/ian

(rule 13), since in them the lingualized nasal is found in all the
four samhitds; but in run and the rest it is not mukhya, but is

simply intended to authorize the nasalization even in the absence
of a rule prescribing it. Thus, namely : in rnn etc.

(i.
e. in rnn

and shann), the first nasal constitutes an exception (under rule 6)
as being followed by a mute (rule 15) ;

the other nasal, as having
a 2-mute between it and the altering cause (rule 15). In shn and

mn, again [why not in rdvn?], the nasal falls under the exception
touching the loss of a (rule 15). And if it be objected that the

lingualization is assured by the competency of the citation still

[it is answered], the implication is avoided that the occasion of the
citation is the originality of the n

[?]. Moreover, the word ca,
'

also,' in the rule, being used in the sense of subsidiary adjunction
(anvdcaya), shows the liugualization to be not of primary value

;

if it were primary, it would be found in all the four kinds of text
;

but it is not so found
;
for we read in pada-text abhishanna ity

abhi-sannah and nishcmndye ''ti ni-sanndya. And since, from the
words pttshan and aryaman, which end in /i, such forms as pushno
ranhydi and aryamne carum are read in the varna-text, therefore
the conversion into n (all but O. say

" non-conversion into n ") in

ll

itarasyo 'ttamasya
11

tavargfyavyavahitatvdt: shnamnagraha-
nayos tv alopdd iti nishedhah. grahanasdmarthydd eva13 natvam

sidhyati 'ti cet : evath svabhdvatvam eva grahanasyd ''pi

1 * mttlam

iti parihdrah. kim ca: anvdcaye vartamdnap cakdro f

py eteshu

natvam amukhyam
16

iti dyotayati: mukhyarii" cet: catasrshu

samhitdsu vidyeta
1

*: nacd^tra vidyate: tathdhi: abhishanna
ity abhi-sannah: nishanndye ">ti ni-sanndya: ity atra

padasamhitdydm : ptishann aryamann iti nakdrdnta$abda-

yoh: ptishno ranhydi: aryamne carum: ity ddi siddharu-

patvdd atra varnasamhitdydm etatsdhacarydd ekastitrasthayor*
1
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is to be inferred also for rnn and shann (O. says rdvn)
in virtue of association with the others, they being found in the
same rule with them; for all who understand the rules of affairs

hold that the determination of equivocal classes is made by mention
in connection with words unequivocal. Therefore the meaning of

prdkrta (all but O. say prakrti] as defined by us is alone acceptable.

By comparison with the explanations given above, it may readily
be seen how much of reason there is in all this talk. The commen-
tator raises an obscuring dust about the difficulty, but does not at

all remove it. The mukhyatvam of the term prdkrta as here

applied is more easily disproved than its mttrkhatvam.

^rf

15. But not in shumna, agni, and yushmdnita nor when final
;

nor after the omission of an a ; nor when followed by a mute
;

nor when f, s, or a palatal, lingual, or labial mute intervenes.

It would be rather more in accordance with the ordinary usage
of the treatise to make five distinct rules of the five independent
and unconnected specifications which are here crowded together
into a single precept : in fact, we should be guilty of no great vio-

lence if we were to divide it into five, affixing to each its own
(independently constructed, as if for an independent rule) portion
of the comment. But in that case, at any rate, the first rule should
read na shumno'gniyushmdmtah (not

f

gnir). It is not unob-

jectionable as it stands, since we should expect the first and third

complete padas to be quoted as they stand in the text, and the

second, which is only a fragment of a pada, to be distinguished as

such from a possible agnih. As to the first, moreover, there is a

difference of reading among the JVISS. of the text : only T. W. have
shumno / B. O. have sumno ; G. M. have sushumno and, as is

seen below, even W. has sumnah in the reiteration of the rule by
the comment. G. M., it may be added, read vyavdyishu for -yeshu
in the last specification.

apy rnnashannayor varnasamhitdydm natvabhdvo manta-

vyah : prasiddhapadasamabhivydhdrend ^prasiddhapaddrtha-
samarthanam arthapdstravidah" sarve khalu svikurvate. tasmdd

asmadukta eva yuktah prdkrtapabddrthah.
1 G. M. om.

;
0. asmin. 2 0. om. 3 B. eteshu. 4 0. om. (

5
) in G. M. only.

6
G-.

M. -sambhavdt. 7 0. rnn i,
8

Gr. M. put after na. 9
Gr. M. 0. om. 10 0. -vana-

kdra. (") G-. M. 0. uttdrasya.
n W. B. savarg-; Gr. M. tavarg- (?).

13 0. evd.
14 W. om. api.

15
Gr. M. ahra yo.

16 B. G. M. muKh-; 0. anumu-. 17 G. M. -yap.
18 B. G. M. vidyate.

19 0. om.
'20 0. om. rupa.

21 W. -yo ;
B. -trayor ; G. M.

-trasthitayor.
22 W. om. 23 0. rnenardvunanayor.

'24 W. B. G. M. -tvdbh- ; 0. eva

natvasadbhd-. 25 W. G. M. -%a, but W. inserts a sign of omission before the follow-

ing pr-.
26 B. -ddrtham; G. M. -ddrthan na bhavati. 27 B. sarvapd-; G. M. niya-

mam $d-.
28 W. B. G. M. prakrtip-.
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Under the first part of the rule, the passages aimed at are quoted
as follows: sushumnah sttryarapmih (iii.4.7

1

), indrdgnibhydrh tvd

sayujd (iv.4.5
1

: G. M. omit sayujd; the pada-reading is doubtless

indrdgni-bhydm, so that the r and n are samdnapade, as required
by rule 6), and yushmdnito abhayam jyotih (ii.1.11

6
: only O. has

jyotih; from its inclusion here, the word must remain undivided in

pada-text, though in that of the Rig-Veda [ii.27.11] it is read

yushmd-nitah) .

Examples of final n not lingualized are pitrn havishe attave
(ii.

6.12 1

)
and pro, mrnihi patrttn (i.2.14

2
).

The precept touching the omission of an a has reference, so far

as I can discover, only to the oblique cases of vrtrahan, of which
two (and I have failed to note any others) are cited, namely vrtra-

ghna indrdya tvd (i.4.1
1

: O. omits the example) and vrtraghna
stomdh (iv.7.15

1
)

for the derivative adjective vdrtraghna (ii.5.2
5

et al.) can hardly be aimed at; and yet, the authority of this rule
is needed to establish the dental n in this word also, which would
otherwise fall under rule xiii. 6. The mode of definition of the cases
here intended is in very remarkable contrast with the usage else-

where of the treatise, which, as has been repeatedly pointed out,
differs from the other

Prati^akhyas especially in avoiding all refer-

ence to grammatical categories, forms, and derivations, and defining
the words to which its rules relate simply by external circumstances
of position and surroundings in the text. And this departure from
its custom is a quite unfortunate and ill-judged one : for, in the
first place, it renders necessary a part of the specifications of the

preceding rule (namely shn, mn, and rdvn), which really lie outside
the province of the treatise, and have no good reason to be men-
tioned

; and, in the second place, as the commentator points out,
it involves an inconsistency with the general subject of the chapter,
which has to do with conversions arising samdnapade,

' within the
limits of the same padaj while in mtra-ghnah etc. the affecting
cause is in one pada and the nasal to be affected in another. The
commentator explains that the intent is, by a far-reaching glance
backward (literally,

' a lion's look'), to lay down a further example
to a rule in the seventh chapter, where the restriction samdnapade
is not in force : ghnah etc., namely, are altered forms of han,, whose

15. shumnah 1

: agnitf: yushmdmtah: eteshu
3 nakdro natvam

nd"padyate: sush- : indrd- : yushm- antah* pa-
ddnto nakdro natvam nd "padyate : pitrn .* pra alopdd

akdralopdf paro
l

pi nakdro natvam nd "padyate:
6vrtra- ;"

vrtra- nanv atra nimittanimittinor bhinnapadasthatvdd
vishamo drshtdntah: satyam: sinhdvalokananydyena'

1

pratha-

maprapne
8

saptam.ddhydye* peshoddharanariipena ghatate: ta-

tra ca samdnapadaniyamo" nd 'sti: ghna ity asya hanpabdavi-
krtatvddl ~ 13

rashahpilrvo havani (vii.ll) 'ti prdptih.
14

spar-

$aparo nakdrap ca
15 natvam nd "pnoti

1

*: samkr- : ava :
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nasal, by vii.ll, is liable to lingualization. But han, by the usage
of the treatise, signifies

' the syllable or audible complex of sounds

hanj not ' the theme han and its derivatives
;' and, as the text

contains no example of the combination ghn, it would have been

easy to exempt n from lingualization ghakdrdt,
' after gh?

The cited examples of n remaining unchanged when followed by
a mute are samkrandano 'nimishah (iv.6.4

1
: O. has the first word

only), ava rundhe tdrpyam (ii.4.11
6

: O. omits the last word), and
nakhanirbhinnam (i.

8. 9 1

).

The commentator then proceeds to enter into a long discussion

of more than usual subtilty and obscurity, of which I am by no
means confident that I apprehend the meaning. The point aimed

at, indeed, seems quite clear : by xiv.4, the n of such a word as

ptirna is to be doubled, making ptfLr-nna ; here, then, is a case

where the first n is "followed by a mute" (sparpaparah], and so

would seem to have its lingual character forbidden by the present
rule. The reasonable reply to so hair-splitting and impertinent an

objection would appear to be that, a duplication being ordered by
the treatise, the product can be nothing but nn, since nn would be
no duplication at all. The commentator, however, prefers to get
around the difficulty by limiting the word sparpa,

'

mute,' as here

used, to one which is not the product of express prescription (?).

For in ptirnd papcdt (iii.5.1
l et al.) there is duplication, making

pdrnnd (not one of the MSS. writes the duplication), the one n
being prescribed by xiv.4, the other being its occasion or root

(mtila). With this, O. prudently ends; the other MSS. go on to

explain "express" (? prasiddha) by referring to the word nakha-

nirbhinnam, already quoted above, as, with its like, also exhibiting
an instance of occasion of prescription. This word, namely, falls

under rules xiv.4,5 (becoming thereby nak/ianirbbhinna) ;
and in

rule 5 the term "succeeded by a consonant" (vyanjanottard) is used
in a different sense from " followed by a consonant "

(vyanjana-

para) ;
the meaning of which will be there explained at full length

(as we shall find to our cost, in one of the obscurest discussions of

the entire treatise). The appositeness of the whole reference I do
not understand.

Finally, examples are quoted of the suspension of nasalization by

nakha- sparpo 'trd
1 7

''prasiddhalakshariavishayo vivaksh-

yate: anyathd purnd papcdd ity dddu natvam na sydt : re-

phdt parani ca (xiv.4) iti hi prasiddhain*
1 lakshanam tanmrt-

lam ca
22

pttrnne ''ty
atra dvitvam. prasiddhapadena kim 24

;

nakhanirbhinnam ity dddv api katham c^7
25 lakshanamil-

latvaih sambhavati. kim tal lakshanam iti cet : dvitiyacatur-

thayor (xiv.5) ity atrasutroktavyanjanottarayor (xiv.5) iti

vdco yuktyantaram iti brtitnah : tasya lakshanam tatrdi 'va sphu-

tikarishyate*'
1 mahatd prabandhena . sparpah paro yasmdd

asdu sparpaparah.
29

pasacatatavargtyeshu
30

vyavadhdyikeshu^
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an intervening p or s, or a palatal, lingual, or dental mute : namely
rapandm d datte (vi.3.6

3
), ague rasena tejasd (i.4.46

2
: only G. M.

have tejasa), rorante rocand dim (vii.4.20: O. omits rocante),
soman rdjdnam (i.7.10

1 et al.), prakrldinah payodhdh (iv.3.13
7
),

prtand jaydmi (iii.5.3
1 '2

),
and janaprathandya svdhd (iii.2.8

1
:

only O. has svdhd; G. M. have the false reading -pradha-, and O.

has dropped out a part of the word, giving janan-dya).
In the note to Ath. Pr. iii.94, I have pointed out the physical

reason why these sounds, by their interposition, prevent the

linffualization of the nasal : they are, all of them, such as call into

action for their utterance the tip of the tongue, throwing it out of

adjustment for the lingual contact. The tendency which the

history of Aryan language in India exhibits toward the conversion
of dentals into linguals shows itself most actively in the case of

the nasal : the tongue, being rolled back into the position of lingual
articulation by the utterance of r, f, r, or sA, hangs suspended
there, as it were, and makes the next nasal contact lingual, unless

the tendency is satisfied by the intermediate production of such a

contact, or frustrated by the transfer elsewhither of the articulat-

ing organ.
The Prati9akhya's enumeration of the cases of occurrence of the

lingual nasal is, so far as I have been able to determine, complete.
No one of the other treatises undertakes such an enumeration.

FTT T cGTTT Tf^htl \\\\\\

16. In the opinion of Paushkarasadi, I after a mixed vowel
becomes d.

The mention of Paushkarasadi (O. has everywhere Pauskarasadi),
the commentator says, is out of respect, and not because the rule

is not a peremptory one. " Mixed vowel "
is a term which is not

elsewhere employed by the treatise, nor does the latter contain

anything that should intimate an explanation of its meaning. The
comment glosses it by 'the sound r:' it appears, then, that r is

thus styled, from having its vocalic quality
' mixed " with conso-

nantal, namely, with the r-sound. The other Pratiyakhyas (see

satsu nakdro natvam nd ^padyate: yathd: ra$andm ____ :

agne ____ ; rocante ____ : soman ____ : prakri- ____ : prtand
____ : jana- ____ . rkdrarkdr^ (xiii.5) "diprtfpteh" pratishedho

'yam vihitah.

1 "W. B. 0. sumnah; G. M. sushumnah. 2 W. 0. agni.
3 0. eshu; G-. M. eshu

grahaneshu.
4 W. B'. tatah. 5 W. B. 0. 6m. <6> 0. ora. 7 G. M. -kanena. 8 0. om.

9 G. M. -ydya.
10 W. 0". vifesh-.

n G. M. 0. -datvani-. 12 G. M. -bdddhikr-.
<13> G. M. drshtah purvo bhavati. 14 G. M. ins. sparfaparah.

35 G. M. om. 16 G.
M. "padyate.

" B. G. M. tra. 1S B. -vifeshayor.
19 0. viks'hyate; G. M. pi vd yuj-

yate.
20 W. B. yafhd; G. M. athd 'pi.

21 0. -ddha; W. pratwddha.
- W. ce ';

0. om. : 23> 0. om. >24 W. B. 0. ins. ca. K W. 0. etal. 26 B. sutravy-; G. M. su-

tre vy-.
27 G. M. spashtik-.

28 W. purvo.
29 G. M. ins. vyavdyishu.

30 B. ins. vy-

avdyeshu.
31 G. M. 0. om. 32 in W. only.

33 G. M. -tih. W. 0. pratinish-.

VOL. ix. 36
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note to Ath. Pr. i.37) directly define it as so composed. The I

liable to the change into d is called in the comment duhplishta,
'ill joined;' i. e., I presume, 'of difficult articulation' (G. M., to be

sure, seem to apply this title the first time to the d instead of /,

and only O. attaches it the second time clearly to the
/,
the others'

readings being corrupt ; yet there can hardly arise a doubt as to

its true connection) ;
it is, of course, the lingual I which forms an

acknowledged part of the alphabet of the Rig-Veda (Rik Pr. i.11-2,
r. 52 etc.). But no such articulation belongs to the alphabet ac-

cepted by this treatise although, on the strength of the present
rule alone, it is crowded into that alphabet by the commentator
under rule i.l. Nor does the edition of the Sanhita, nor do the

MSS., so far as known to me, make any use of a lingual /. As for

the MSS. of the Praticakhya and its comment on this rule, B. O.

write the ordinary / throughout ;
W. alternates irregularly between

the two
;
G. M. and T. have the lingual letter only. As regards the

binding force of the rule, the commentator is right so far as this

that a d, not
,
is read of necessity in the words to which it relates

;

but that this is, to the makers of the Prati9akhya, the result of

alteration of an original I there is no reason to believe; the

euphonic exchange of the two letters is not less strange to the

Taittiriya text than to the Vajasaneyi (of the Mudhyandina $dkhd :

see Vaj. Pr. iv.143, viii.45) and Atharvan
;
and the rule is really

pti/jdrtliam only, and an intrusion into our treatise of something
foreign to its system.
The commentator first gives his own explanation and illustration

of the precept. As example of the operation of the rule, he cites

mrddti "drpe (i.1.14
3
) ; and, as counter-example, to show that the

change is made only after a " mixed vowel," he has nothing better

to offer than an alleged passage "from another text," nalam

plavam. For, in such words as iditah (i.1.11
1

), pravodhum (i.l.

14 3
), iddydh (i.2.5

1

), aydd (i.4.45
2
), hedah (i.5.11

3
), prdushad (i.6.

II 1

), where the Rig-Veda reads regularly the lingual I and its

aspirate, the Taittiriya-Sanhita maintains the d, not less firmly
than after r. This, the commentator goes on to say, is an interpre-
tation (but the term he uses is pdtha, properly

'

reading
' or ' ver-

16. prktasvardd rkdrdt 1

paro* lakdro duhplishtasamjniko* dakd-

ram dpadyate : pdushkarasdder* mate5
, mrddti prktasva-

rdd iti kim: nalam plavam
6

iti
1

$dkhdntare. pdushkarasdder*

grahanam piydrtham *na tu vikalpdrtham\ mtirdhasthdnatayd

duh^lishtaladakdrayoh
10

sddrpyam
11

asti ">ti vydkarandnusdri
1 *

srttrapdtho 'yarn: katham anusdritvam iti cet:
13
tathd hi

13
:

sthdne 'ntaratamah: sthdne prdpyamdndndm
14 antaratama

ddepo bhavati ^ti.

stttrasya
16

pdthdntaram api
17

vydkhydyate : prktasvardt paro
lo dam 18

pdushkarasddeh
19
: atra samdnapada ity asyd ''nuvarta-

nam vijTieyam : pdushkarasddeh pdkliinah
21

samdnapade prkta-
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sion ')
of the rule founded on the authority of the grammarians,

who assert a homogeneousness of the duhplishta I and of the d, as

being both produced in the lingual position : and if the question is

raised as to how it is so founded, reference is made to a rule of
Panirii (i.1.50), which prescribes that, in case of substitution, the
most nearly related letter is to be taken. I do not see that this

exposition and reference have any pertinence whatever.

Then, the commentator adds yet another interpretation, which,
he remarks, is also highly esteemed. It differs from the one

already given only in implying (apparently, from xiii. 6) samdna-
pade,

' within the limits of a single padaf taking, then, a different

example, te no mrdayantu (iv.4.3
2 et al.), with the counter-example

ildmdam bhavati (vii.5.9
1

) which, in view of the frequent occur-
rence in the Sanhita of idd, iddvant, and their like, is not much to
the point and finally, as further counter-example, to justify, the
restriction samdnapade, the phrase pitrlokan somena (ii.6.2

1
; p.

pitr-lokam], where the I does not become d after r. But in this

last case is involved an additional difficulty ; namely, that in the

compound pitrlokakdmasya (vi.6.4
1

; p. pitrloka-kdmasya) the r
and I do meet samdnapade, and yet the I maintains itself: over

this, the commentator hobbles as best he may, with the plea that,

prohibition having been made in the case ofpitrloka, it is extended

by association to the further compound.
The groundlessness and unintelligence of all this special pleading,

resorted to for the purpose of forcing in as an integral part of the

Pmti9ukhya a precept altogether foreign to it, is palpable enough ;

and one grudges the time and words spent in its exposure.

svardd rkdrdt paro lakdro dakdram dpadyate. yathd: te

prktasvardd iti kim: Ham- : samdnapada iti kim: pitrl-
sahacdritvdd ekasya nishiddha itarasyd 'pi pitrloka-

kdmasye*
1

'ty asya 'pi samdnapadatve suty api nishedho bha-

vati. idarm api pdthdntaram bahuddrtam.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

trayodapo 'dhydyah.
1 W. B. om. 2 B. om.

;
G. M lo dam. 3 all but B. <lufi-; B. -jnako; 0. -jno ; G.

M. -jnaka-m.
4 0. everywhere pauska-.

5 W. -tena; H. -tarn. 6 B -vad. 7 B. iti

Hi. 8 G. M. 0. -di. (
9
) W. om. 10 all but B. du?l-; W. B. -slitadalak- ; 0. -lakdra-

dak-; G. M. -tadakdr-. n 0. sadr^yasamjno dakdram. n W. -sdrdt; G. M. -sdra.
<
13

) G. M. ucyate.
14 G. M. ins. varndndm. 15 G. M. 0. -mas sadr^-atama.

16 "W.

asya; 0. sutra. 17 B. iti.
18 B. ins.'^'. 19 0. -sdda ity ; G. M. %'only.

'20 G. M.
-dasya, and om. ity asya.

- 1 G. M. ins. pakshe.
2

'

2 W. om.
'2S 0. om.

*

24 "W. B. 0.
-caritatv-. 25 0. -smin. >26 B. nishedha. 27 W. B. -kasye; G. M. -tokamasye.

28 G.
M. 0. om. api.

29 G. M. 0. dvitiye prapne prathamo.
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CHAPTER XIV.

CONTENTS: 1-7, duplication of one of the members of a group of consonants; 8,

duplication of ch, kh, and bh, in certain cases; 9-11, insertion between a surd

spirant and mute; 12-13, aspiration of a surd mute before a spirant; 14-28,

exceptions to the rules for duplication, and discordant views of certain authori-

ties respecting them; 29-33, occurrence of the enclitic circumflex.

ferur

1. A consonant preceded by a vowel is doubled, if followed

by a consonant.

The intricate and obscure subject of duplication in consonant-

groups is treated at more length in this than in the other Prati-

9akhyas (compare R. Pr. vi.1-3; V. Pr. iv.97-114; A. Pr. iii.26-

32
;
also Panini viii.4. 46-52), but chiefly on account of the liberal

citation here made of the discordant views of various teachers

respecting it. The doctrines of the treatise itself are mainly in

accordance with those of the rest. This first and leading principle,
that the first consonant of a group is doubled, is stated in equiva-
lent terms by all. The principal restrictions to its application are,
as stated below, that r, A, #, cp (rule 15), and a letter doubled, or a

mute followed by another of the same series (rule 23), are exempted
from duplication. For the details, see the following rules.

Of course, in applying the rules for duplication, we have to

assume the form of the consonant-groups as determined by the
other precepts of the Prati9akhya treating visarjamya, for exam-

ple, as is prescribed in the ninth chapter, and making the insertions

pointed out in the fifth (v.32,33 etc.). And further, to finish the

matter, the rules for yama, ndsikya, and svarabhakti (xxi.12-16)
must be duly taken into account.

In an additional note to the Atharva Prati9akhya, I gave a

complete list of the consonant-groups of the Atharva-Sanhita, with
the forms which they come finally to assume under the laws of

combination. It has been necessary to prepare a similar one for

the Tfiittirlya-Sanhita, in testing the reach and bearing of the rules

of the present treatise : but the scheme is hardly worth giving in

full.

1. svarapurvam vyanjanam
1

vyafijanap&ram* dvivarnam dpad-

yate. yatha?: uru _____ evampurva iti kirn : tat _____ evampara
iti kim : uru- _____ vyanjanam iti kim : p r a- _____ svarah purvo

yasmdt
*
tat

5

svarapurvam : vyanjanam asmdt param iti vyanja-

naparam : dvayor varnayoh samdhdro dvivarnam. 6

1
G-. M. put next before dvivornam. 2 0. param.

3 G. M. om. 4 "W. ins. asdu.
5 B. om. 6 0. adds svarapurvam iti Mm : prajananam: padbhydm ____ : vy-

anjanaparam iti kim : ugand uta: vyanjana iti kirn, : praugam.
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The commentator offers a single example, uru prathasva, i. e.

uru pprathassva (i.1.8 et al. : the MSS. of the comment only very
rarely and irregularly write the groups in their duplicated form,
so as to illustrate the rules of the chapter), and adds counter-

examples : first, to show that the consonant is liable to duplication
only after a vowel, tat pravdte (vi.4.7

2
: hardly a well-chosen

example, since, though the p of pra is this time unchanged, the t

before it must be doubled, tatt pr- ; a pra after a pause would have
answered better) ; second, that the duplication takes place only be-

fore a consonant, urukrd uru nah (ii.6.11
3
) ; third, that only a con-

sonant, not a vowel, in the defined position, is duplicated, praugam
ukthant (iv.4.2

l

). O. appends a new set of counter-examples, as if a

part of a new exposition ; namely prajananam (\.5.<d
l

},padbhydm
dve savane (vi.1.6

4
: an ill-chosen example, containing cases of

duplication as well as of its omission), and ugand uta (iv.1.10
2
).

c r ysv -s

FTSRT Mbtll II n

2. Likewise, according to Paushkarasadi, a mute preceded by
I or v.

The commentator declares that the ca,
'

likewise,' in this rule

brings down from the one preceding the being preceded by a vowel,
and duplication. The former part of the defined implication is at
least otiose, since I and v never occur in the Sanhita before a mute,
except as themselves preceded by a vowel : v, indeed, is found in
combination only with the nasal mutes, n and n; I,

in the groups
Ik, Ig, Ip, Ib, Ibh, Im, and Ipy. The examples quoted are kalpdn
juhoti (v.4.8

5
) and vibhuddvne (iiiS.S

1^2
: all save B. actually

read this time -ddvnne, with doubled n). According to the inter-

pretation given to the next rule, the worthy Paushkarasadi does
not regard the duplication of the mute after the semivowel as sus-

pending the duplication of its predecessor also, by rule 1
;
and he

would accordingly read kallppdn and -ddvvnne ; and this part of
his doctrine is, as we shall see, declared unapproved.

Counter-examples are given: kalydni rtipasamrddhd (vii.1.6
6

:

to be pronounced kallydm, or, by rule 21, kalydni) and vdyavyam
(i.8.7

1 et al. : to be made vdyavvyain], to show that no other letter
than a mute is thus doubled; and Mcmdn chakabhih (v.7.23) and
tasmdd etat (vi.3.11

6
), instancing other consonants than I and v,

with the following mute not doubled : in these words, the sibilant

2. pdushkarasdder
1 mate lakarapttrvo

2

vakdrapurvo vd sparpo
3dvivarnam dpadyate*. kalpdn. ..: vibh- _____ svaraprtrva-
tvam dvitvam cd 'nvddipati caMrah*. ^sparpa

6
iti kim: kaly-

---- : v dy- _____ evamptirva iti kirn: krt$- ____ : tasm- _____
5
lakd-

ra$ ca vakdrap ca lavakdrdif: tdu ptirvdu yasmdt sa tathoktaJi.

1 0. pauskar-, as also in the rule. 2 B. Gr. M. ins. vd. <3> 0. dvitvam dpnoti.
4 G. M. put at beginning of clause. <5> 0. om. 6 G. M. spar^apara.

7 W. 0.
lakd>-avak-.
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is itself doubled (except by Harita, rule 18), a first mute of the
same series with the nasal is inserted before the latter (rule 9), and
between the two mutes a yama (xxi.12); so that we have as final

result the formidable combinations $$ppm and ssppm.
The Rik Pr. (vi.2) also requires a double mute after

,
and the

Vaj. Pr. (iv.99) after any semivowel which last is equivalent with
our rule, since y is never followed by a mute.
We have a right to be surprised at the introduction of this and

the rule next following before rule 4, since the duplication they
teach is analogous to that after r, and of secondary importance
to it.

r S=^~N r

FT5T ^^HMI^IMIUlFT II $ II

3. According to some teachers, the mute only.

That is to say, in the combinations just treated of, the mute is

duplicated, but not the preceding semivowel also
;
and we are to

read kalppdn and vibhtiddvnne.

According to the commentator, this rule represents the approved
usage in the pdkhd. It seems very strange to find such approved
usage laid down in the Pratiyakhya merely as the dictum of cer-

tain authorities. But a rule (xiv. 7) is given below, without any
restriction, which plainly implies the validity of the present one.

^ II 8 II

4. Also a consonant that follows r.

The r itself being, by rule 15, not liable to duplication. This is

the rule second in importance in the whole system, and is found in

all the Prati9akhyas and in Panini. The Ath. Prat, (iii.3 1
),
the Vaj.

Prat, (iv.98), and Panini (viii.4.46) ascribe the same effect to h as

to r : and it is strange that our treatise, which is so liberal in its

citation of discordant opinions, makes no reference to one so well

supported as this. After h we find in the Sanhita only the three

nasals specified in rule xxi.14 as requiring the insertion of a ndsi-

kya, and the three semivowels
v/, r, v r, on the other hand, forms

numerous groups as first member : I have noted twenty-four of two

consonants, forty-three of three consonants, and five of four conso-

nants; a few of them are exempted from duplication by rules 16,
20-23. The cited examples are arcanty arkam arkinah (i.6.

1 2 3
:

3. ekeshdm l mate lavakdraptirva* sparca* eva dvivarnam*

dpnoti
5
:

*emend 'vadhdranena stttrdntardrambhanena ca pdush-
karasddimate lavakdrayop ca dvitvam asti *ti garni/ate

6
.

idam eva stitram ishtam na tu ptlrvam\ prtrvoktdny* evo ''dd-

harandni.
1 G. M. 0. ins. dcdrydndm.

2 B. -rvap ca; G-. M. put after eva. 3 G. M. -fapara,
as also in the rule. 4 0. dvitvam. 5 G. M. 0. dpadyate. <6) 0. om. 7 0. sutram.
6 0. ukt-.
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i. e. arccanty arkkam arkkinah), arkyena vdi (vii.5.9
1

: i. e. orkk-

yena: wanting in O.), and ttrg vd udumbarah (v.1.10
1 et al. : i. e.

ttrgg vdi).
The ca,

'

also,' of the rule, according to the commentator, implies

duplication, and precedence of the r by a vowel (bringing down
svaraptfrva from rule 1). The question is raised by an objector
whether sequence of the consonant following the r by another con-

sonant (in virtue of vyaiijanaparam in rule 1
)
is not also implied :

but such sequence is declared not obligatory ;
arid it is pointed

out that later rules (15,16), exempting a consonant in pausd, and
a spirant before a vowel, from duplication after r, prove that the

present rule prescribes duplication also where no consonant follows,
and where a vowel follows

;
since there would be no propriety in

denying by a special rule what had not been already enjoined by
a general rule. In support of his assertion that the r must be pre-
ceded by a vowel, the commentator cites the word tryambakam
(i.8.6

2
),

in which he says that the y must not be doubled : arid he
fortifies his claim by appealing to Panini's rule (viii.4.46), which

expressly restricts duplication alter r and A to cases in which these

letters follow a vowel (G. M. add the remark that in Panini also

no implication of vyatljanaparam,
' followed by a consonant,' is

found). The Vaj. Pr. (iv.102) makes an equivalent restriction

explicitly. The groups are not numerous in the Taittiriya-Sanhita
in which a r that does not stand first is followed by a consonant,
and the only consonant so following is y : the combinations are

jry, try, ntry, ttry, ntry, stry, and tstry.
This finishes the proper exposition and illustration of the rule

;

but the commentator suffers himself to be enticed into a lengthy
and tedious refutation of a trivial suggestion which some one has
been impertinent enough to make. There are those, he says, who

4. rephdt param
1

vyanjanam ^dvivarnam dpadyate*:
8

yathd*:
arc- : *arky- :

5

Urg ^svaraptirvadvitvayor dkar-

shaka$ cakdrah. nanu* vyatljanaparatvdkarshakah kim na sydt :

ne "*ti brumah: niyamdbhdvdt : tathd hi: avasdne 1

(xiv.15)

tishmd svarapara (xiv. 1 6) ity etannishedhadvayena rephdt pa-

rasya* vyanjanasya? vyanjanaparatvdbhdve svaraptirvatve
11

'pi

dvitvam asti *ti nipciyate: aprasaktapratishedhdnupapatteh
1

*.

svaraprtrvatvdnvddepena
1 * kim: tryambakam ity dddu md

bhtiditi: kim ca: aco rahdbhydm dve iti pdnintyastitrend

''pi svaraptirvatve saty eva 10 dvitvam vidMyate:
17

tasyd
1 *

''yam

arthah : aca uttardu ydu rephahakdrdu tdbhydm uttarasya yaro
dve bhavata 19

iti.
20

kecid evam ticuh^: svarapttrvddipabdavad rephaptirvam iti

vdcye vdco yuktyantaram arthdntaram samarthayati: ah or

ity dddu vdikrtarephdd uttarasya, ^na sydd dvitvam^ iti.

tad etadadhyayanaviruddhapaddhatim adhydste: vayam tu va-
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maintain that the analogy of svarapttrvam in rule 1 would require

rephapdrvam,
'

preceded by rj to be employed here (instead of

rephdt param, 'following r'), and that the difference of phraseology
intimates a difference of meaning namely, that a consonant coming
after a r which is the" product of euphonic alteration, as in ohar
devdndm dsU (i.5.9

2
: only W. B. have dsit), is not doubled. But

this, he replies, enters upon a path which is at variance with the

reading of this pdkhd; and he proposes himself to set forth the true

ground of the different term employed. If rephap&rva, namely,
were used, the rule would be liable to the suspicion of meaning the

direct opposite of its real intent, since rephaptirvam admits of

being understood as rephdt prtrvam,
'

preceding r' And if it be
retorted that this false implication is of no account, since the case

it would involve is already provided for in the first rule of the

chapter, and the present rule would be a mere useless repetition,
and that the avoidance of such repetition is of itself enough to refute

the implication then the farther reply is made, that that is not
sound doctrine, in view of the principle stated in the verse "non-
contact with mud is far preferable to the washing of it off;" and
the teacher uttered the rule in its form as given, with the intent

that not even a particle of suspicion of wrong meaning should find

occasion from it.

There is no good reason to suppose that the author of the treatise,
in saying rephdt param, intended to do anything more than use a

lawful discretion in the selection ofhis phraseology. The ambiguity
which the commentator ascribes to the other reading is suffered to

pass in numberless other cases. The more desirable cleanliness of

him who has incurred no need of ablution has been referred to once
before (under iv.23), in a case somewhat similar.

ddmo vdco yuktyantaraprayojan<im : rephapurvam ity ukte vi-

ruddhavigrahena siltram samdigdham sydt : rephdt ptirvam re-

phapttrvam
30

iti: bhavatv* 1 esha vigraha iti cet: adhydyddisu-
trendi 'tad gatam iti

33

pdunaruktyam asya stttrasyd "padyate:
nanu pdunaruktyabhaydd eva viruddhavigrahaih nivdrayamah?*:

ne 'yam sarald vrttih : prakshdlandd dhi ^pankasya dtirdd aspar-

$anam varam iti nydydd?* atra viruddhapanhdlepo 'pi nd 'vaM-

parh labhatdm iti vdco yuktyantarena srttram dcdryah provdca.
1 G. M. ins. ca. ^ 0. dvitvam dpnoti.

3 G. M. ins. xvarapurvatvadvitvayor akar-

shaka? cakdrah na tu vyanjanap^ratvakarshakah.
4 in Gr. M. only. (

5
> 0. om.

(
6) Gr. M. cakdro only.

7 G. M. atha na (xiv. 14) ity uttaranishedliddhikdre ava-

sdnavisarjaniyajihvdmuliyopadhmdniydh (xiv.15).
8 W. 0. para? ca.

9 W. B. om. 10 W. B. -vena; 0. -bhdne; Gr. M. om.' n
G-. M. -raparatve; 0. om.

12 0. gamyate ; G. M. niccaye katham. 13 G. M. -ktasya pra-.
u 0. -rvdnv-. (

15
> G-.

M. om. 16 "W. 0. evam. 17 G. M. ins. tat katham : aco rahdbhydn dve. 18 G. M.

asy-.
19 G. M. sta.

'M G. M. add tatrd 'pi vyanjanaparatvaprasaktir na dreyate.
21 0. nhuh. 22 B. om. 23 W. om.; G. M. rephdt param iti vdco. 24 G. M. -yati 'ti

arthdntarasyd 'ddharanam ucyate.
25 G. M. atra. 26 W. om. vdikrta. <

27) G. M.

vyanjanasya dvitvan na sydd.
28 0. -dsita. 29 W. viruddhdv iti grahanena ; G. M.

0. -hane. 30 W. B. purvam; 0. corrupt.
31 W. B. bhavaty.

32 G. M. eshu. 83 G.

M. tatah. u 0. -ma iti cet. <
35

) G. panke ''ti;
B. om. varam. 36 G. M. -yend.
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II H II

5. In place, however, of second and fourth mutes, when fol-

lowed by consonants, is put the preceding mute.

That is to say, when an aspirate occurs between a preceding
vowel (as the commentator specifies in his paraphrase of the rule)
and a following consonant, or in such circumstances that by rule 1

it would be doubled, it receives instead an increment (dgama) of

the mute next preceding it in its own series, or of its corresponding
non-aspirate. Examples are vikhydya (i.

e. vikkhydya) cakshushd
tvam (iv.1.2

3
: only G. M. have the last two words) and meghyd

(i.
e. megghyd) vidyuto vdcah (v.2.11

1
: only G. M. have vdcah) ;

to

which W. B. add tat savituh (i.5.6
4 et al.

;
the t is converted to th

by xiv. 12, and to the th is then prefixed , making tatth savituh)
and sddhyd (i.

e. sdddhyd) vdi devdh (vi.3.4
8 et al.). To show

that only the aspirates are thus treated, is quoted ddyam (i.
e. dd-

dyam) asyd ''nnam (ii.2.5
6

: O. omits annam) ;
to show that a vowel

must precede, vashat svdhd (vii.3.12 ; by v.33, t is inserted between
t and

,
and the inserted letter is made th by xiv. 12

; then, by this

rule, no farther change of the th occurs, and we read vashattth, not

vshatttth; W. goes so far on this road as to read vashath svdhd)
smd padbhydm (i.

e. paddbhydm, not paddbbhydm) dve savane (vi.

1.6 4
)

but G. M. O. substitute for the former another similar case,
vat svayamabhigtirtdya (iii.2.8

1 seven times: i. e. vattth sv-j O.

writes vatth sv-) ;
to show that a consonant must follow, ukhdydi

sadane sve (iv.1.9
3 et al. : W. B. omit sve) and meghdyate svdhd

(vii.5.11
1

).
The word tu, 'however,' in the rule, the commentator

(with more than his usual success in dealing with this particle)

explains as intimating the denial of duplication, enjoined by rule 1.

He adds that some give the particle a different interpretation, as

5. dvitiyacaturthayoh svaraptirvayor vyafijanottarayoh pttrvd-

gamo bhavati : yathdkramena dvitiyasya prathama$ caturthasya

trtlyah. yathd*: vi- : me- : *tat : sd-
3

dviti-

yacaturthayor iti kirn: ddyam evampttrva* iti kim: va-

shat : pad- : evamparayor* iti kim: ukh- : megh-
prathamasiltrena prasaktam dvitvaih nivartayati tupabdah.

anye to anyathd manyante: prtrvdgamasya dvitvam nivartayati
^ti. ndi "*tat sdram: savarnasavargiyapara (xiv.23) ity

uttaranishedhdd* eva tasya tannivrttih
1

.

atra kecid dhuh : vyanjanaparayor iti vdcye* vdco yuktyanta-
ram arthdntaram s&cayati

9
: sdmhitdsdmhitasddhdranam para-

nimittam 11 uktam 1

*: tata ihd ''nyatarastha
1 *

dgamanimittatve

prdpte
'

sdmhitapaddndm nityatvdt tadgrahanam
1 * eva 16

nydyyam
iti krtvd vdikrtavyanjanaparatve sati ndi 'tadvidhdnam bhavati":

yathd: abhy asthdd ity ddi. nd ^yam pakshah : adhyayona-
VOL. ix. 37
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signifying that the increment-consonant is not itself to be doubled
;

but justly pronounces this to be inappropriate, as such duplication
is forbidden by rule 23 of this chapter.

In this and the three following rules is contained, for all the cases

which come within the purview of the Prati9akhya, the explicit

prohibition of a double aspirate. Such double aspirates are, how-

ever, sometimes written by the Hindu scribes, both in situations

where the authority of the phonetic treatises directly forbids them,
and elsewhere. Thus, my manuscript of the Taittiriya-Sanhita has,
three times, dh dh instead of d dh as the result of combination of t

and h (at ii.6.12'5 : iii.4.1 4 : v.3.12 2
),
and the Calcutta edition, so far

as printed, gives, unadvisedly, the same. Both authorities agree
in reading dididhdhi at iii.1.11*. The edition, absurdly enough,

f'.ves

adhaththdh at i.1.13 2
,
where my manuscript has adhatttidh.

nd I find a few cases of khkh and cAcA, which will be noted under
rule 8, below.
As under the preceding rule, the commentator here also enters

into a tedious and useless discussion of a verbal question ; namely,
why

' followed by consonants '
is represented by vyanjanottarayoh

instead of vyanjanaparayoh. Some, he says, have maintained
that a difference of meaning is intended by the difference of phra-

seology ;
that it is desired, namely, to except cases like abhy asthdt

(iv.2.8
1

), where the following consonant is the product of euphonic
alteration. The ground alleged for this claim is not entirely clear

to me : it seems to be that a specified following cause (one that

produces an effect in something that precedes it)
is common to the

samhitd-text and that which is not samhitd; hence, a cause of

increment occurring in either kind of text being in question, a

citation of words from outside the samhitd is alone suitable, on
account of their constancy that is, abhi : asthdt not being citable

as an example under the rule in its podo-fonn, it must not be so

treated in its sanihitd-form, as well. But the claim is disallowed,
as being opposed to the actual reading, and also to the fundamental

virodhdn mtilasutravirodhdc
1 * ca: tathd hi: mtilastttre svarapttr-

vatve vyanjanaparatve ca sati vihitam dvitvam atra nishpdd-

yate*
1

: na tu^ tatra vyaiijanam viceshitam: tadapavddakatvdd
atrd ">pi tadvicesho vaktum ayuktah. cikshddiparlkshandd

adhyayandnurodhdc ca vdco yuktyantardbhiprdyo
c

smdbhir abhi-

dhiyate. apavddydpavddakayor^ anayor niyamo nd ^sti: kim

iti :
28

svaraptirvatve sati vyanjanaparam eva vyanjanam dvi-

tvam bhajate:
31

dvitiyacaturthdu ca vyanjanapardv eva pttr-

vdgamam
31

bhajata iti: kim tu prdcurydbhiprdyene ''dam srttra-

dvayam pravrttam. katham niyamdbhdvah: anyathd
35

kutracit

kdryadvayadarcandt.
36 a tt d : a tin ap at a itydddu dvitvam :

pro- : addhi itydddu purvdgamatf
1

: tan hasta ity

atra faf
8

prdptdu satydm api ne ''dam kdryam drcyata iti ca
39

niyamdbhdvah. cikshd cdi ''vam vakshyati:
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rule. For, the intent is to cast out or deny a duplication established

by the fundamental rule (xiv.l), where the being preceded by a

vowel and followed by a consonant was implied; and there no
limitation was laid down for the following consonant

; hence, it is

improper to lay one down here, where an exception is prescribed.
The commentator then goes on to say that he will set forth the

real intent of the difference of phraseology, with due regard to the

Qiksha, and in accordance with the accepted reading of the text.

But I am compelled to confess myself incapable of extracting a

satisfactory meaning from his exposition and argument. The

point of it is an asserted absence of niyama in the two rules (1
and 5), as of one suffering and the other prescribing exception.

Niyama, 'obligatory force,' appears to signify here joint applica-

tion, and so a mutual or reciprocal influence. When a vowel pre-

cedes, he continues, a consonant is doubled only when followed by
a consonant

;
and second and fourth mutes take increment of the

mute that stands before them in the alphabet only when followed

by a consonant. But the pair of rules in question is constructed

with the intent of multiplicity (' diversity
' or '

independence ?'

prdcurya is not found elsewhere). How does an absence of niyama
appear ? Why, from the fact that otherwise a twofold effect would
in some cases come to light. In attd havmshi (ii.6.12

2
) and in

annapate (iv.2.3
1 et al.), and so on, there is duplication; in prac-

chac chandah (iv.3.12
3

: G. M. have instead acchdvdkah, the refer-

ence for which I have failed to note) and addhi tvam deva prayatd
(ii.6.12

5
: G. M. O. omit prayatd}, and so on, there is increment of

a preceding mute; but in tan haste (vi.1.3
7

: W. has tans te [iv.l.
10 3

],
but doubtless by accidental omission of Aa), even though it

falls under the rule, the same effect is not seen : hence, there is

svardt* ptirvasya*
1

vartiasya kvacid dvitvam ca kathyate:
na ca vargadvitiyasya na caturthe kadd cana.

vydkhydtam ca vacanam etadvidvadbhih:

kutracit svarayor madhye dvitvam lakshydnusdratah :

ptirvdgamas tathd tatra jileyo varnavicakshandih.
44

evamrttpam aniyamam sucayitum vya,njanottarayor*
b

ity anta-

rasvikdrali*
6
.

vyanjanam uttaram ydbhydih tdu47

vyanjanottardu: tayoh.
1

G-. M. 0. put next before purv-, 0. adding tu.
2 in 0. only <3> G. M. 0. om.

4 G. M. 0. svarapurvayor.
5 G. M. vyanjanottarayor.

6 B. utaratrani- / G. M.
uttarasutrani-. 7 G. M. 0. -tteh-; 0. om. tan. 8 B. om. 9 G. M. 0. -ti Hi; G. M.
add tatra. 10 G. M. samhitdsamh-. u G. M. paramani-; 0. uktani-. 12 0. om.
13 0. tatra. u G. M. -rasya.

15 W. 0. om. tad; B. gunam.
16 W. 0. evam; M.

exchanges the places of eva and Hi. 17 0. -ti Hi.
18 0. om. sutra. 19 0. -namd-

trapar-.
20 G. M. -ta; 0. puts after dvitvam, and adds ity.

21 G. M. nishidhyate;
0. vifishyate.

22 W. B. 0. nu. 23 W. B. tatr-.
24 G. M. yuJctah.

25 "W. -dipavdca-
Jcsh- ; G. M. -na. 26 0. abhikshi-. 27 W. B. apavdddp-. <

28
> G.' M. nd '* virodha

iti.
29 0. paramam. 30 W. om. 31 0. ins. svarapurvo.

32 B. tu; 0. om. ^ 0.

pardv.
34 W. -me; G. M. -mdu. 35 B. G. M. ins. |pa.

36 G. M. ins. katham. 37 W.
B. -mam. 38 0. om. 39 W. om. 40 0. -ra. 41 "W. sarvasya.

42 G. M. vakshyate.
43 G. M. katham. " 0. ins. ity.

45 0. -janayor.
46 G. M. 0. uttarasv-. 47 G. M.

tad. 48 G. M. -ram,
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absence of niyama. The examples here furnished, which ought to

give us the clue to the commentator's meaning, seem to leave us

wholly in the dark, since not one of them falls under either of the
rules in question: the first, second, and fourth are by rule 23,

below, exempt from duplication ;
the third is a case under rule 8

;

and the combination nh is (see under rule 15) treated as a simple
h. Next, the Qiksha is quoted, to the effect that "in some cases,

also, duplication of the first consonant of a group after a vowel is

prescribed ; not, however, of a second mute, nor of a fourth, under

any circumstances ;" and, by those versed in the subject, the state-

ment is explained [in conformity with what follows] :

" in some

cases, there is duplication of a consonant between two vowels, in

accordance with rule
;
so there also is to be understood prefixion

of the preceding mute, by those skilled in alphabetic sounds "
(in

the known Qiksha, it may be remarked, no such verses as these are

to be found). And the final conclusion is, that the different term
in vyanjanottarayoh is intended to signify an absence of niyama
of this sort. That is to say, perhaps, the real independence of the

two rules is intimated by the choice of a different term in express-

ing the common factor which they contain.

6. As also, in all cases, when they follow r.

This, it is pointed out, has the value of an exception under rule

4. The dual number of rephapurvayoh shows th#t the pair,
" second and fourth mutes," spoken of just above, is intended.

"Also "
(ca) implies the increment by pretixion of the next preced-

ing mute. And the meaning is, that second and fourth mutes,
with the limitations prescribed, as preceded by r, take always their

respective predecessors as increment. Thus, ttrdhvo
(i.

e. tirddhvo)
bhava (i.2.14

2
),

and ardhyavdn (i.
e. arddhy-) prdnah (vi.5.2

2
:

only G. M. have/>nmaA). Nvtyam^ 'in all cases,' implies that the

increment is made after r when the mute to be increased is followed

by a vowel also (not alone when it is wyanjanottara, as specified in

rule 5). Thus, in artheta
(i.

e. artth-} sthd ^pdm (i.8.11: only B.

has apdm], mttrkhdm
(i.

e. mtirkkkdm) tajjaghanydm (vii.1.6
4
),

and goargham (i.
e. goarggham) eva (vi.1.10

1

).

6. rephdt param ca (xiv.4) ity asyd 'pavddakam etat
1

: dvi-

vacanena dvitiyacaturthdu grhyete: saviceshanayo* rephaptir-

vayor anayor* nityam purvdgamo bkavati4
: dgamdnvddecakac

cakdrah. yathd*: ttrdh- ____ : ardhy- _____ nityam iti kim:

svaraparatve'pi bhavatv
6 etad iti: arthe ____ : murkhdm ____ :

go- -----

1 W. avadat. 2 W. B. navi- ; G. M. 0. -shandu. 3 0. tayor.
4 0. sydt.

5 in G.

M. only.
6 G. M. -ty.
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7. And when I precedes.

The ca,
'

and,' here brings down from rule 5 only the fourth
mute [the last of the two there mentioned] and the increment.
The second mute is not also included, because (see note to rule 2)
no second mute occurs after I in the Sanhita. The examples are

pragalbho (i.
e. -galbbho) *sya jdyate (ii.5.5

3
: only G. M. have

jdyate) and namo madhyamdya cd ''pagalbhdya (i.
e. -galbbh-) ca

(iv.5.6
1

) but, in place of the latter, G. M. give apagalbho jdyate
(ii.5.5

3
: O. reads agagalya simply, which doubtless means the first'

word of this).

As was remarked above (under rule 3), the laying down of the

present precept without any limitation appears to confirm the
commentator's interpretation of rules 2 and 3, as teaching the

accepted doctrine of the cdkhd. It would, to be sure, be not

impossible to understand Ibbh for Ibh as required here, without any
reference to the other groups Ik, Ig etc. in which the duplication
after I depends upon the earlier rules

;
but that seems quite unlikely.

^T imi

8. Also the preceding mute is inserted before ch, Mi, and

bhuja, when these follow either a preposition, pdtha eshah, ati,

dti, dhdma, parama, or bhute.

The examples after a preposition (in which situation alone the
increment of khi and bhuja is made) are first given by the com-
mentator: they are d cchrnatti (v.1.7

4
: the preceding word,

andcchrnnam, might well have been included, as an additional
instance

; my MS. has simple ch in both cases) ;
nama dkkhidate

ca prakkhidate ca (iv.5.9
2

: G. M. omit the first word, G. M. O. the
last two); ayakshmayd paribbhujd (iv.5.1

4
),

with vibhu ca me
prabhu ca me (iv. 7.4

J ' 2
: O. stops at the first me) as counter-example,

to show the necessity of saying bhuja, instead of bhu simply, in the

rule; and yd ca vicchanddh (v.2.11
1

).
Then follow counter-

examples : first, to show that kh is increased only when followed

by i, nikhdtam manushydndm (vi.3.4
6
)
and datsv adhi khddati

(vi.2.11
4

: only G. M. have datsv) ; next, to show that the increment
takes place only after a preposition, sachandd yd (v.2.11

1

). The
examples after the remaining words, as particularly specified in the

rule, are priyam apy etu pdthah : esha cchdgah (iv.6.8
1

: only O.
has priyam), with rtubhir vd esha chandobhih (vii.5.15

2
),

to prove
the need of quoting pdthah along with esha in the rule

;
aticchan-

7. cakdrac catiirthdgamayor
1 dkarshakah: caturthasparce* la-

kdrapttrve sati prtrvdgamo bhavati. prag- ____ : namo _____ la-

kdrah prtrvo yasmdd asdu 3

lakdraptirvah : tasmin.
1 G. M. -gam.

2 G. M. -the sp-.
3 G. M. 0. sa.
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dasam upa dadhdti (v.3.8
3
),

savitra dticchandasdya (vii.5.14),
dhdmacchad iva khalu vdi (ii.4.10

2
: B. O. omit vdi), paramac-

chado vare (iv.6.2
1

),
and yad bJiutecchaddn sdmdni (vii.5.9

4
).

Further examples of the increment of cA, falling under this rule,
are dcchad and pracchad (at iv.3.12 2 ' 3

)
and dcchettd (i.1.2

1

): if

there are others, I have omitted to note them. The usage in the

manuscripts, of our commentary and of the Sanhita, is quite irregu-

lar, varying between ch simply, ccA, and cAcA, without much

regard to whether the case is one to which this rule applies or not.

I have collected the cases in which my manuscript of the Sanhita

has chch: they are dhdmachchad (ii.4.10
2

;
but dhdmachad in

the same division), prachchach chandah (iv.3.12
3
),
and dyacJichad-

bhyah (iv.5.3
2
); and, in the combination of separate words (besides

the case just quoted), dcchach chandah (iv.3.12
2
), kakuch chandah

(iii.1.6
3
),

and yach chreshthah (iii.4.8
1

).
In every one of these

instances, the Calcutta edition, so far as it yet reaches, reads

correctly cch.

I have found no other cases of the increment of khi under the

rule
;
but my manuscript has (without authority) udakhkhidat (ii.

1.1V 1

),
sam akhkhidat (vi.6.11

1
), and akhkhidrah (iii.5.8), while

(along with the MSS. of the comment) it reads khkh instead of kkh
in the example (iv.5.9

2
)
cited above. The edition reads kkh at ii.

1.1 4
,5

!

, remarking at the latter place that its manuscript authori-

ties have khkh. Of course, the doubled aspirate is to be rejected,
here as elsewhere, in obedience to sound phonetic theory as well as

to the concordant authority of the Prati9akhyas.

fPFT tit^M! n ^ n

9. After a surd spirant followed by a mute is inserted a first

mute of the same position with the latter, as. abhinidhdna.

The surd spirants are (see i.9,12,1 3) five, namely x (jihvdmtitiy(i),

p, sh, ,
and go (upadhmdniya}. The rule is to be paralleled with

those in the Vaj. Pr. (iv.99,100), which direct that a mute be
doubled after a spirant, and after jihvdmuttya and upadhmdniya
(which in that treatise are not reckoned as spirants) ;

also with

8. upasargapttrveshu patha ______ evamptirveshu ca l

satsu cha

khi bhuje ''ty eteshu pttrvdgamo bhavati"
2

. cakdra dgamdnvddepa-
kah. yatha?: d ____ : nama ____ : ayak- ____ : je "*ti kim: vibhu
____ ; yd ____ : *khl 'ti kim : nikh- ____ .* datsv ____ : upasarga*
iti kim: sa- ____ :

4

etdny upasargaprtrvdni. anyany
6

ucyante:

priyam ____ : pdtha iti kim: rtubhir ____ : ati- ____ : savitra
____ : dhdma- ____ : paramo- ____ : yad_____

1 G. M. om. 2 0. sydt.
3 G. M. 0. om. <4) 0. om. 5 G. M. -rgapurva.

6 G. M.
0. ins. apy.
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that in the Rik Pr. (vi.2) which allows, but does not require,

duplication of a mute after the spirants (namely p, sh, s, A, *, <p,

n). The Ath. Pr. (unless such a precept is lost by the lacuna

occurring in the treatment of this subject : see note to Ath. Pr. iii.

28) and Panini have nothing similar. Our rule, however, is quite
alone so far as the treatment of a nasal after a spirant is concerned,

making an insertion of a surd non-aspirate, instead of a nasal : and,
as will be seen, the next rule quotes an opinion which would bring
the Taittiriya usage more nearly into accordance with that of the

Rik and Yajasaneyi Sanhitas
;
but the commentator pronounces

that opinion unapproved.
The examples quoted are as follows : yah kdmayeta (i.

e. yax
kkdm-: ii.1.2 3 et al.) ; apmann (i.

e. a$pman, or, after all rules are

applied, apfppmari) rtrjam (iv.6.1
1

: O. omits the example and

puts here, instead of below, that for
cp) ; grishme (i. e. grishpme or

grishshppme) madhyandine (ii.1.2
5
); ayasmayam (i.

e. ayaspma-
yam or ayassppmayam) m crtd bandham (iv.2.5

3
: only W. has

bandham); yah pdpmand (i.
e. yaw ppd- : ii.3.13 2 ): O. adds to this

last tasmin (vii. 1.5 1 et al. : to be treated like ayasmayam, above),

and, after madhyandine, prd "*pndti (prdppiindti : I have overlooked
this citation in searching out the references). As counter-examples,
we have first parady apardhne (ii.1.2

5
: but O. substitutes brah-

mavddino vadanti, i.7.1 4 et al.), to show that the sonant spirant,

A, does not require a like insertion (the case is one of ndsikya, xxi.

14) ;
then rukmam upa dadhdti (v.2.7

1>2
;
the case is one for yam a,

xxi. 12), to show that a mute receives the increment only after a

spirant; and lastly ishvd ca vajrena ca (v.7.3
1

),
to show that a

mute only is increased after a spirant. For the second of these

counter-examples, O. substitutes two of the same character, namely
yam apnavdnah (i.5.5

1

)
and sa pratnavat (ii.2.12

1 et al.); for the

last, it gives (in a passage which has strayed out of place, and got
inserted near the end of the comment to rule 10) agnaye svdhd

(i.2.2
1 et al.).

In all tliese combinations, / and cp are exempt from duplication

by xiv. 15, but the sibilants are doubled, except as some authorities

(xiv. 17, 18) would leave them unchanged.

9. sparpapardd aghoshdd iishmanah parah
1

prathama? dgamas*

tasya sparpasya sasthdnah* samdnasthdno lbhinidhdno bhavati.

abhinidluyata^ ity abhinidhdnuh : dropaniya ity arthah :
6
veddn-

tare tasyd* ''bhdvdd atrd "ropamyatvam. yathd
1

: yah :

s

apm- :
8

grish- : ay asm- : yah aghoshdd iti

kim : par a dy ushmana iti kim :
grukmam 9

sparpa-

pardd iti kim : ishvd

stitrarn, idam eve ''shtam : na tatparadvayam.
1 GL M. om. - B. 0. pratham.

3
Gr. M. -mo bhavati. 4 B. om. 5 "W. 0. -dhd-

yata; B. -niyata.
(^ G. M. veddntarasyd ; 0. -rena tad a. 7

Gr. M. 0. om. <9) 0.

om. <9) 0. yam apnavdnah: sa pratnavat, and om. all that follows (but
see various readings to next rule).

10
Gr. M. tu par-.
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The commentator illustrates with groups of two consonants only
(of which the Sanhita presents twenty-three that would come under
the action of the rule) ;

the question arises, then, whether in groups
of three or more consonants (of which there are over fifty) where
the mute is followed by another consonant (as /H, pm/, shky, stm,

stry, <ppr), or where the spirant stands second (as rpm, kshn, rshny,
tsk, tsphy], or where each is the case (as tstr, tstry, ntstr), or where
there are two spirants followed by mutes in the same group (as

xkshn) the rule is to be relentlessly applied. It can admit of little

doubt that the sequence of another consonant would not affect the

case
;
whether a preceding consonant would do so is more doubtful.

Such resultant groups as nt/isttr, tthspphy, kkhshtlny, and %kkh-

shttn, have a tolerably frightful appearance; but 'whether they
would stagger the heroic soul of a Hindu pdkhin, is another matter.

To the inserted mute is applied the name abhinidhdna, which the

commentator explains by abhinidhiyate,
'
it is set down against ;'

giving as its synonym dropaniya, (I presume, simply) 'to be
inserted

;'
and adding the remark,

"
owing to the absence of this

in any other Veda, there is here insertibility
"

(?). He takes no
notice of the doctrine of abhinidhdna as a peculiar and imperfect
utterance of certain letters in certain situations, which plays so

formidable a part in the phonetic systems of the Rik and Ath. Pra-

ti9akhyas (see especially the note to Ath. Pr. i.43) : we, however,
bearing that doctrine in mind, may conjecture with plausibility
that the word here not merely signifies an insertion, but designates
also a peculiar quality of the inserted letter.

10. According to Plakshi, when the following mute is surd.

That is to say, not when it is a nasal : Plakshi would ratify %kk,

%kkh, shtt, shtth, and so on, but would make no insertion in pm,
shn, and their like. This, as was remarked under the .last rule,

would correspond more nearly with the teachings of the Rik and

Vaj. Prati9akhyas. The commentator illustrates with nishkeva-

lyam (iv.4.2
2
), yah kdmayeta (ii.1.2

3 et al.), papcdt prdcim (v.3.

7 8
: B. reads prdci, which is found in the same division; W. has

prdncam, which does not occur in the Sanhita after papcdt), nish

tapdmi (i.1.10
1
),

doshdvastah (i.2.14
4 et al.), yah pdpmand (ii.3.

10.
l

aghosha eva sparpe
2

pare *saty ayhoshdd tishmanah 4

pra-

thamdgamo
3 bhavati : ^pldkslieh pakshah

5
. yathd*: nish- ____ :

*yali ____ : papc- ____ : nish ____ :
7aksh- ____ :

7 dosh- ____ : yah
____ ; dsp- _____

8

aghosha eve ''ti kim: krtpmdn _____
9

1 0. ins. pldkshe? faMiino mate. 2 "W. B. GT. M. -fa; 0. -?e 'pi.
& 0. prathamo

'bhinidhdno. 4 G. M. ins. parah. (
5
> 0. om. 6

G-. IvJ, 0. om.
;
"W. puts out of place,

before aksh-. W G. M. om. (
8
> 0. substitutes sufcandra____ : spareapardd iti

kim: agn- _____ sutram idam eve ^shtarh na tu, paradvayaiii. 95. aghosha eva spar-

fapare prathamd yap chandasdm: na$ cid ati: sydtram: brhaspatisu-
rapate.

8 0. adds abhinidhdnaniyamo nd 'sti.
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13 2
),
and dspdtram juhrtr devdndm (ii.5.9

3
: G. M. have only the

first word). All these are examples quite needless to be given, as

they are read by PKikshi precisely as prescribed by the preceding
rule. Counter-examples, exhibiting his discordant view, are

krtpmdn chakabhih (v.7.23 : W. G. M. have ktipmdn only, and B.

reads kushmdnddn, which I have not found in the Sanhita,

although kdpmdnda occurs in the Taitt. Aranyaka, at ii.7,8) and

akshnayd vydghdrayati (v.2.7
5 et al. : given only by W. B., and

introduced out of place, between nish tapdmi and doshdvastah,

above).
O. follows an independent course in the interpretation and illus-

tration of this rule. It calls the insertion an abhinidhdna (though

adding at the end "there is no obligation of abhinidhdna") and,
for the examples yah kdmayeta to dspdtram, it substitutes supcan-
dra dasma vippate havyavdt (iv.4.4

6
: the MS. omits dasma), yap

chandasdm (the thing nearest to this that I have found in the text

is prajdpatip chandasdm, iii.3.7 1

), nap cid ati (this I have over-

looked in searching out the references), sydtram (doubtless meant
for dspdtram), and brhaspatisrtrapate (probably brhaspatisutasya

te, ii'4.27).

The present precept was pronounced unapproved in the comment
to rule 9.

\\\\\\

11. But according to PlaksMyana, on the contrary, when the

following mute is a nasal.

This can only mean to teach the precise opposite of the preced-

ing rule
; or, that there is no insertion when a surd mute follows*

the spirant, but only when a nasal follows. And it is first so

explained by the commentator, wTho gives as examples akshnayd
vydghdrayati (v.2.7

5 et al.), apndti (i.6.7
3 et al.), and tirthe sndti

11.
l

pldkshdyanasya tu paksha uttamapardd aghoshdd rtshma-

nah parah
1

prathamdgamo bhavati. yathd*: akshn- ____ : ap-

ndti: tirthe ____ . uttamapardd iti kirn : nish- ____ :
3

yah k-

____ :
3

*ya h p- ____ :
4

p ap c d t. tupabdah pldksheh paksham pra-

kshipati*.

kecid evam ilcuh : aghoshatvam tishmanas tupabdo nivartayatf,

Hi
6

, tatrd 'yam stttrdrthah : uttamapardt tu
7

ghoshavata* ttshma-

nah parah prathamdgamo bhavati. ahndm ____ ; parady ____ :

brahm- _____ ghoshavata* iti kim: apmd ____ : grish- ____ .*

ay as- ____ .

0) G. M. om. 2
G-. M. om. (3) B. om. (

4
) G. M. om. 5 W. apakshiyati ; B. -kshi-

yati.
6 G. M. om. iti.

7 in W. only.
8 G. M. ghoshdd.

9 G. M. agh-.
0. substitutes for the whole comment aghoshaprakrtam turdbde nirayati: pld-

kshdyanaaya ydkhino mate aghoshdd ushmanah uttamasparfapardt : sasthdnapratha-
mahgamo bhavali : aksh- ____ : gri- ____ : gnati: ay as- .....

VOL. ix. 38
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(vi.1.1
2

) ; and, as counter-examples, nishkevalyam (iv.4.2
2
), yah

kdmayeta (ii.1.2
3 et al. : B. omits), yah pdpmand (ii.3.13

2
: G. M.

omit), and paccdt (v.2.9
4 et al.). Plakshayana would read the

first class as rule 9 requires, but would leave the mute without
increment in the second class.

Then a second and wholly different interpretation is set forth as

taught by certain authorities: namely, that tu, 'but,' in the rule,
instead of negativing Plakshi's opinion, reverses the quality of the

spirant as prescribed in rule 9, changing it from surd to sonant

that is to say, admitting the increment only after h. The examples
given are ahndm ketuh (ii.4. 14

1

), parady apardhne (ii.1.2
5

: only
W. has parady], and bmhmavddino vadanti (i.7.1

4 et al. : W. B.

omit vadanti} ;
the counter-examples, illustrating omission of the

increment after a surd spirant, are a$md ca me (iv.7.5
1

), yrlshmo
hetnantah (v.7.2

4
),
and ayasmayam vi crta (iv.2.5

3
: W. B. omit

crta). This, which is in itself forced and inadmissible, would also

be equivalent to limiting the insertion to the little class of cases in

which a later rule (xxi.14) requires the interposition of a ndsikya.
In the exposition of this rule, O. goes its own peculiar way, and

takes no notice of the second interpretation which the other manu-

scripts report. It furnishes no counter-examples, and its examples
agree only in part with those already given : they are (corrected)

akshnayd vydghdrayati, grishme madhyandine (ii.1.2
5
),

acndti

(or sndti), and ayasmayam vi crta.

The rule was pronounced unapproved by the commentator under
rule 9.

12. A first mute followed by a spirant is changed into its

corresponding aspirate.

Literally, becomes a second mute of course, of its own series.

The examples given are as follows: visrpo virapcinn (i.
e. viraph-

cin; or, by xiv. 1, virapphcin) uddddya (i.1.9
3

: only O. has the

first word, and it omits the last; W. reads vdratrivaddya, which
is evidently merely a corruption) ;

tat shodacy (i.
e. -ttli s/i-) abha-

vat (vi.6.11
1

: only G. M. have abhavat}-, pratyan somah (i.8.21 :

i. e. pratyank s- by v.32
;
then pratyankh s-) ;

and tat
(i.

e. tatth)

12. rtshmaparah prathama sparcah
1

savargiyam dvitiyam

dpadyate. vis- : tat : praty- : tat ^prathama
iti kim : *tdh

2

tishmapara iti kirn*: vdk *arvdg

ity atra prathamaptirvo hakdra$ caturtham tasya sa-

sth anam (v.38) iti hakdrasya caturthdpattir viceshavihitatvdt :

tatas trtiyan svaraghoshavatparas (viii.3) trtiyatvam.

idam eva stttram ishtam
4

.

rtshmd paro yasmdd asdv* ttshmaparah.
1 0. atmana. <'

2
) O. om. (

8) W. B. om. <4> in 0. only.
5 G. M. sa.
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savituh (i.5.6
4 et al.). As counter-examples, we have tdh

(i. e. tds,

ix.2) s'anrohah (v.3.6
3

: omitted by O.
; dropped out in W. B.) and

vdk ta d pydyatdm (i.3.9
1

: only O. has the last two words), in

which no aspiration takes place.
A possible difficulty in the application of this rule is noticed and

removed by O. alone. Such a case as arvdk : hi : enam : pardih
(vi.3.3 *) might seem to fall under its action, the spirant h following
a surd mute. But it is pointed out that, in virtue of v.38, h be-

comes a fourth mute by special prescription ;
and hence that rule

viii.3 alone applies to the preceding surd, changing it to a sonant.

The place of introduction of this precept and the following

coming in, as they do, right in the midst of the rules respecting

duplication, with which they stand in no relation is quite surpris-

ing and objectionable. The commentator, however, passes the

matter without notice.

I have not noted any case in which my manuscript of the Sanhita

attempts the aspiration of a mute before a sibilant, as here required.
The manuscripts of the commentary, however, which almost never
heed the rules for duplication, even in illustrating those rules them-

selves, often (as we have repeatedly had occasion to notice) observe

this one in their citations, although they yet more often neglect it

(thus, in the examples here given, G. M. O. aspirate the mutes, and
W. B. leave them unchanged). Being taught in company with
the duplication, as part of the varna-krama, it has no claim to be
taken account of in the construction of an ordinary Taittiriya text.

Respecting the teachings of the other Prati9akhyas upon the

subject, see the note to Ath. Pr. ii.6.

13. According to Badabhikara, when the following spirant is

not of the same position with it.

Rule ii.44 teaches the accordance of the several (surd) spirants,
in their order, with the series of mutes, in point of position more

literally, of place of production.
T. calls the individual here referred to Badavikara, and W. O.

have in the rule vddabhikdra, but in the comment bddabh-; the

rest have uniformly b as initial letter, which I have therefore

adopted, as being decidedly better supported than v. Weber gives
the two forms vddabh- (V. Pr. p. 2nO) and vdtabh- (ib., p. 78).

13. bddabhikdrasya
' mata dtmano* 'sasthdnoshmaparah pra-

thamah savargiyam* dvitiyam dpadyate. *samdnam sthdnam

yasyd^sdu sasthdnah: net sasthdno 'sasthdnah: sa paro yasmdt
sa tatho ''ktah. yatliff: vis-. ..: tat

4 asasthdna iti kim:

tat
6

ne ''dam siltram ishtam.

1 0. ins. rdkhino. 2 G. M. 0. om. (and begin the next word as-).
3 0. om. <

4
) 0.

om. 5 B. om. 6 0. ins. idardtysthdno yam sakdrah.
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The commentary (except in O.) is at the pains to repeat a couple
of the examples of aspiration already given, namely visrpo virap-
cin

(i.
1.9 3

: W. omits visrpo) and tat shodaci (vi.6.11
1

): and it

adds, in illustration of the peculiar view of the quoted authority,
tat savituh (i.5.6

4 et al.), where the dental mute, being followed

by the dental sibilant, remains unchanged.
This rule is pronounced unapproved.

^TET *T n \8 n

14. Now for exceptions.

A heading, introducing the detail of exceptions to the rules as

already given, and continuing in force through rule 28.

15. A consonant before a pause is not doubled
;
nor r, visar-

janiya, jihvdmutiya, or upadhmdniya.

As example of a consonant before a pause, is given urk (iv.7.4
1

et al. : W. has instead so 'rkah [v.4.3
3
],
but it is not an illustration

of the rule, and is evidently here only a corrupted reading of ttrk),
of which the k would otherwise be doubled by xiv. 4. Of course,
it is only a final after r that would fall under the rules of duplica-
tion before a pause. The text aifords, I believe, no instance of a

consonant occurring in this position in samhitd, but such words as

Urk and amdrt (vii.1.1
2 et al.) need to have their reading in the

other forms of text determined by a rule like this. The commen-
tator quotes urk ca

(i. e. urkk ca) me sunrtd ca me (iv.7.4
1

: B.

omits the last two words, G. M. O. the last three), as showing that

the k is doubled when in sandhi with a following letter. To illus-

trate the exemption from duplication of the other letters specified,
are given nd "rtim d rchati (ii.2.4

7
),
manah ksheme (v.2.1

7
), yah

(i. e. yax) kdmayeta (ii.1.2
3 et al.), and yah (i.

e. yay) pdpmand
(ii.3.13

2
). According to the approved usage of this pdkhd (see ix.

2,3), visarjaniya comes within the ken of this rule only when it

14. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah: 1

uktasya dvitvavidher* yathd-
sambhavam nishedho

c

dhikriyata* ity *etad adhikrtam* vedita-

vyam ita
5
'attaram yad vakshydmah?.

1 G. M. ins. atha. 2 W. G. M. -dhe; 0. vidh-. 3 W. -Jcrta. <
4
) B. G. M. om.

<5) B. no varnah.

15. paddvasdne
1 vartamdno varno *repho visarjaniyo jihvdmu-

liya upadhmdniya^ ce* ^ty ete varnd dvitvam nd "padyante*.
Urk: rephdt param ca (xiv.4) iti prdptih. avasdna,vacan<nh*

virdmdbhiprdyam : tasmdn na samdhdne nishedhah: yathd*:

Urk ca _____ nd ____ : man- ____ : yah ____ : yah _____

pilrvam (xiv.l) ity anendi ''shdm prdptih.
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precedes ksh, since elsewhere it can stand only in pausd. Jihvd-

muliya occurs (by the conversion of final h according to ix.2) in the

groups xk, xkl, xkr, xksJi, xkshn, %kshv, and xkh; upadhmdniya,
in like manner, in <pp, vpy, <f>pr, ypl, and cpph : the combinations of

r have been enumerated above (under rule 4).

The other Pratig&khyaa have rules equivalent with this, into the

variety of expression of which we do not need to enter.

It is to be accounted as a reprehensible omission on the part of

our treatise, that it gives no direction as to the treatment of a

group beginning with anusvara. The Vaj. Prat, (iv.107) expressly

exempts anusvara from duplication; and, in the Rik Prat., in the

fundamental rule (vi.l), anusvara is ruled out of account in the

estimation of consonant groups, it being taught that a consonant
is doubled after it in the same manner as after a vowel. There is

no good reason to doubt that the same is to be understood as the

doctrine of the present work, and that it would have anusvdra, so

far as duplication is concerned, deemed and taken as merely an
affection of the vowel to which it is attached. That this is not

explicitly stated, stands in connection with the equivocal position
of the Taitt. Prat, in reference to the nature of anusvara (see p. 68) :

according to the view taken at the beginning of the next chapter

(xv.l), rules respecting it are no more required than in the Ath.

Prat., where they are equally wanting.
The commentator notices that some would read the rule now

under discussion as two, cutting off avasdne from the rest
;
and for

the reason that otherwise, as the rule stands, it seems natural to

understand that "
r, A, /, and % when standing before a pause,"

are not doubled; as a similar construction was made in rule 10 of

the fifth chapter. But he denies the validity of the objection, since

duplication of r and the rest before a pause is not in the remotest

^avasdna iti :
scaturndm varndndm* prthag eva sutram *kecid

ncuh:'
1

ekikarane* doshadarpandt : asdu 10 doshah: avasdne var-

tamdnd rephavisarjamyddaya
11

ity anvayasampddanam: ava-

graha dpir dhuh suvar (v.10) itivad iti cet
13
: ndi 'sha do-

shah : ravisarjamyddindnt^ paddvasdne
15

dvitvaprdptir
16

ddrot-

sdrite
11

'ti ne 'yam atra pankd 'sti
ls

: avasdneprtJiakkarane
1 *

saty

avasdne kith vd bhavati ^ti sdkdnkshatayd*
1 vacanam anartha-

kam sydt : ekikarane tu ravisarjamyetivaruasdhacarydd** ava-

sdne vartamdno varna iti labhyate: tasmdd ekikaranam eva

ramaniyam.
1 W. B. yad-. <*> W. B. combine, as in rule. 3 0. om. ca. 4 G. M. -dyeran.

5 G.
M. -ana iti v-. 6 0. om. <7) G. M. kecid idarh sutram prthag evo "cuh : avasdna iti

ca : rairisarjaniyajihvdmuliyopadhmdniyd iti ca : kotham prthakkaranam. :8) W.
caturvarndh ; B. om. varndndm. <9) "W. corrupt.

10 G. M. 0. ko 'sdu. n G. M. 0.
ram- ; B. -niyd.

l
'

2 G. M. avayavasambhdvanam ; 0. asya dvitvarii samp-.
13 0.

om. 14
avasdnevyatiriktasthale vis-. <

15
) B. om. 16 W. rephaprdptih.

n "W.

tatud-; 0. duratot-. 18 G. M. kirn cit; 0. Mm ca. 19 G. M. 0. prth-.
20 W. sti; G.

M. ndsti. 21 G. M. -kshd tathd; 0. -kshayd.
'

B. arth-. 23
W.'savis-; B. vis-; 0.

om. varna. 24 0. om.
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manner suggested by the rules (literally,
c
is expelled to a dis-

tance'), and consequently cannot be suspected of being taught
here. If, on the other hand, avasdne,

' before a pause,' were set

by itself, the inquiry would be " what under the sun is it that

happens before a pause ?" and the expression would appear mean-

ingless. When, however, it is combined with the names of letters

that follow, we naturally infer from the association that ' a letter

in pausd
'
is intended. Hence, the inclusion of the two precepts

in one rule is alone to be approved.
This defense of the unity of the rule is evidently of the most

trifling and futile character, and the objectors are in the right

not, indeed, as the separation into two rules is absolutely necessary,
but as it is decidedly preferable, and more in accordance with the

general usage of the treatise elsewhere.

II ^ \ II

16. Nor a spirant, when followed by a vowel.

It is only, of course, after r (xiv. 4) that a spirant can be liable to

duplication before a vowel, so that the combinations to which the

rule applies are rp, rsh, rs, and rh. All the other treatises except-

ing the Vaj. Prat, have the same rule (R. Pr. vi.2; A. Pr. iii.32
;

Pan. viii.4.49).

The commentator's examples are dar$apuniamdsdu (ii.2.5
4 et

al.), varshdbhi/ah (vii.4.13: I presume; my MS. of the Sanhita has

varshydbhyah twice instead of varshydbhyah and varshdbhyah :

O. gives instead suvarshdfn, iv.4.4 1

),
barsam nahyati (ii.5.7

1
"2

),

and barhishd (i.7.4
1 et al. : G. M. have instead barhisho ham, also

i.7.4 1
).

To illustrate the limitation to a spirant, he gives ebkir no
arkdih

(i.
e. arkkdih / iv.4.4 7

: O. omits); to show that a vowel
must follow, pdrpve (i.

e. pdrppue; vii.3.10 3
), varshydbhyah svdhd

(i. e. varshsJiy- vii.4.13: G. M. omit svdhd), barsvebhih
(i. e.

barssv- ; v.7.11), and agnir hy asya (i.
e. hhy ; v.1.5 5

)
but O.

has a different series, namely ddr$i/arh yajnam (iii.2.2
3
), varshye-

bhih (the MS. has varshebhih I have not succeeded in finding
either word in the Sanhita), and agner hy etat purlsham (vi.2. 8

6
).

The combinations in which the spirant after r is doubled, being
followed by another consonant, are rpm, rpy, r$v, rsht, rshn, rshm,

rshy, rsv, and rhy. To complete the sandhi, either with or without

duplication, the rules for insertion of svarabhakti (xxi.15,16) have
to be further applied.

16. svarapara Ushmd dvitvath nd "padyate. svarah paro yas-

mdd asdu svaraparah. yathd
1

: da rp- ; varsh- : b a r-

sam : barh- *rephdt param ca (xiv.4) iti prdptih.

tishme ^ti kim : ebhir 2
svarapara iti kim : *pdrpve:

varsh- : barsvebhih: agnir
3

1
Gr. M. 0. om. <'

2
> 0. om. ^) 0. dd- ; varshebhih: agner
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J4l7r1IMU|M|! II >ll

17. Or, according to Plakshi and Plakshayana, when followed

by a first mute.

That is to say, these two cdkhindu would leave a spirant free

from duplication before an unaspirated surd mute, contrary to the

first rule of the chapter. The groups which would be thus aifected

are pc and ccy, pp, shk and shky and shkr, sht and its further com-

binations (shty, shtr, shtv}, shp, sk, st and its further combinations

(sttn, sty, 0ft* and stry, stv), and sp. One hardly sees why combi-

nations with a second mute (namely pcA and cchy, shkh, shth and

shthy, sth and sthn, sph and sphy) should not be subject to the

same rule but then, one must not expect to see the reason of

anything whatever, general rule or particular exception, in this

doctrine of duplications. It may be made a question whether the

single case, rsht, falling under rule 4 is not also here aimed at
;

if

the pair of kinsmen did not overlook it, it is doubtless included

with the rest.

The examples (which are lost in W.) are succandra dasma (iv.

4.4 6
: O. omits dasma} and ashtdu krtvah (vi.4.5

1

); a counter-

example, with a last mute after the spirant, is tasmdd evdih vidu-

shd (vi.4.9
2

: O. omits vidmhd) ;
but O. has, with B., omitted to

point out that this is a counter-example, and gives further, as such,
ishvd ca vajrena (v.7.3

1

).

The commentator then goes on to say that although the word

ca,
'

or,' in the rule brings down by implication a spirant pure and

simple (without exclusion of any sound belonging to that class),

yet the real application is only to
, sh, s, and h, since otherwise

the mention of / and cp in rule 15 would be without meaning, their

exception being assured by the present precept. The interpreta-
tion is doubtless true, but the reason given for it is only acceptable
on the supposition that what is here put forward as the view of

two individual authorities is in fact the accepted doctrine of the

Prati9akhya ;
in any other case, there is no inconsistency or inter-

ference between rules 15 and 17, and the commentator should

rather have said that, as the pair of dissidents doubtless accepted

17. pldkshipldkshdyanayoh pakshe
1

*prathamapara iishmd dvi-

tvam nd "padyate. cakdra UsTimdnatn anvddicati. supc- :

ashtau *prathawapara iti kim :
3 tasmdd 2

pratha-
mah paro yasmdd asdu prathamaparah.

4

cakdro 'tra
1

yady apy
6 ttshmamdtrdkarshakas'

1 tathd 'pi
8

$a-

shasaheshv eva sampratyayah : anyathtf 'vasdne ravisarja-

niya (xiv. 15) iti
19

stitre jihvdmuliyopadhmdmyayor grahanam
vyartham: anendi ll

*va nishedhasiddheh .

1 0. mate. W W. om. 3 B. 0. om. 4 0. ins. prathamopara itikirh : ishvd ..

5 G. M. 0. om. W. om. G. M. ushmak-. " W. 0. hi.
9 G. M. om. 10 W. 0.

om. 0. ins. shdi. 12 W. 0. -shedhe s-.
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rule 15, it was not necessary to regard the present statement of
their views as having any reference to x and (p. That the rule is

accepted in the pdkhd represented by the commentator may be
inferred also from the fact that (under rule 22) he pronounces the

five that follow un approved, but says nothing of this.

18. According to Harita, a surd spirant is not doubled.

There is unusual variety and inaccuracy of reading among the

different manuscripts of the commentary of this rule^ and O. goes
off upon a course of its own : yet the aim of all is the same, and
not difficult to discover. The word ushmd (which was present or

implied in the two preceding rules, and therefore might naturally

enough come down into this by continued implication) is here

expressly repeated, for the purpose of breaking connection with
what goes before. If aghosha,

'

surd,' only were specified, and

rtshrnd, 'spirant,' implied, the latter would have to be implied
along with the attributes attached to it above, namely

" followed

by a vowel," or "followed by a first mute," and to such a spirant
the further qualification of " surd " would be given ;

while the

meaning intended is that Harita would forbid the duplication of a

surd spirant altogether, in any situation.

O. alone gives as first example ddrpynm yajnam (iii.2.2
3
); all

have vdipyo manushydndm (vii.1.1
5
); to which W. B. add push-

yati prajayd papubhih (ii.4.6
2

)
and vdi$vdnarasya r&pam (v.2.

3 2 et al.), which O. omits, while G. M. substitute the single passage
asyd 'partipam (iii.5.7

3
).

As counter-example, showing the limi-

tation to a surd spirant, W. B. give tiroahniyd md (vii.3.13: B.

omits md); but G. M. give instead mahyam imdn (iii.1.9
6
),
and

O. saptajihvdh sapta (i.5.3
2
).

1 8.
l

hdritasya
2 mate 3<

ghosha ttshmd dvitvam nd3

"padyate.
4

ddrp- ____ :
4

vdipyo ____ : ^pusliy- ____ : vdipv- _____
5

aghosha
iti kim: G

tiro- ____ . tishmagrahanam
1

ptirvasrttrdnapekshdr-

tham s
: atra yady apy rtshmagrahanam na kriyata tishme ''ty etat

svaraparatvena
9 sambaddham 10

: tasmdd ilia ">pi tatsambandha-

sydi ''vd
11

'ghoshavattvavipeshaTi
13

sydt : atas tatimvrttyartham

ttshmagrahanam
1 *

atra krtam : atah sarvdvastha rtshmd 'tra

dvitvanishedhabhdk. 6

1 0. begins ushmagrahanam purvdsutrdnapeksJidtham : purvasutre svaraparalvena

prathamaparatvena ca sambandha iti aghoshagrahanam tasydi 'va vifeshanam sydt:
atas tannivrtayeshu punar uslimagraJianark hdri- etc.

- 0. ins. pdkhino. ^ 0. sar-

vdvastha eva ushmd 'ghosho nyo na dvivarnam d. (
4
> in 0. only. (

5
) 0. om.

;
G. M.

asyd _____ <6) 0. simply sapta ..... 7 W. fushmaydg-; G. M. -vdg-.
8 W. B.

purvatrdn-.
9 G. M. ins. ca. 10 W. -bandham; B. -bandhah. " W. B. va. 12 W.

-vatve vi- ; B. -vatve'ti vi- ; G. M. 'ghoshatvavifeshanarm.
13 W. B. ins. na. u G.

M. ushme 'ti gr-.
15 W. n'shedhdydt; B. nifhedhaya, and adds, out of place, the

first part of the comment to the next rule (to rephaparo, excl.).
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Rules 18-22 are pronounced unapproved under rule 22.

19. Nor hj when followed by r.

The word ca in the rule is declared to continue the implication
of "

according to Harita." This individual having in the former
rule limited his denial of duplication to a surd spirant, and so

left the sonant spirant h (? the MSS. say
" a surd spirant ") liable

to be always doubled, it is now taught that h with the distinctive

mark of a following r remains single. The example given, alike

in all MSS., is duduhre ahrayah (i.5.5
1
); counter-examples are

juhve (i. e. juhhve] hy agnis tvd "hvayati (i.1.12 : G. M. end with

agnih; W. B. omit altogether, along with the introductory expla-
nation to the next citation), to show that h would be doubled by
Harita before any other letter than r ; and pukrani (i.

e. pukkram]
te anyat (iv.1.11

2
: O. omits), to show that any other letter than h

would be doubled before r.

O., though using two of the citations given by the other MSS.,
has a wholly independent exposition of this rule._ r _r

H o n

20. Nor a lingual mute, when followed by a dental.

That is to say, in the opinion of Harita. Thus, in vashat te

vishno (ii.2.12
4

: O. has vishat te vikshane, but it is doubtless only
a corrupt reading) and vid dravinam (i.8.13

1 et al.), Harita would
leave the groups tt and ddr untouched, while the rules of the

treatise would require ttt and dddr. The other groups in which he
would teach the simpler combination are ttr, dd, ddhr, and rtt ;
and ts, tsv and rts would fall indirectly under the same exception,
since, by v.33, t (converted to th by xiv.12) must be inserted

between t and s: ts, then, would in Harita's hands become tths ;
in those of the regular adherents of this school, ttths. Counter-

examples, of obvious application, are vdk te
(i.

e. vdkk te' i.3.9 1
:

wanting in B. O.), tat te (i.3.9
1 et al. : found in W. only, and of no

19.
l

pttrvam ttshmd 'ghosha ity ukte
1

^ghoshoshmano nityam
dvitve prdpte *vi$ishta iddnim? rephaparo hakdra<? cakdrdkrshta-

hdrUamate dvitvam nd"padyate. yathd*: dud- _____ rephapara
iti kim: b

juhve _____ hakdra iti kim*: pukram _____ rephah

paro yasmdd asdu rephaparah.
(1) Gr. M. a. (

2
) "W". vi$eshtddindm ; B. vif-islitdfivadanam; G. M. vi<;inashti id-,

3 W. -re. 4
G-. M. ora. <5) W. B. om.

0. substitutes ca^abdo hdritasyd ^nvdde^akah : Mritasya cdkliino male, rephaparo
hakdro dvivarnam dpadyate. dud- _____ rephapara iti kim : juhve _____

20. cakdro 1

hdrUdnvadepakaff:
3

tavargas tavargaparo na dvi-

tvam dpadyate. yathd*:
*vashat ____ :

5
v id_____ 'tavargah paro

VOL. ix. 39
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account, since exempt from duplication by xiv. 23), shatkcipdlam
nih

(i.
e. shattk- ; i.8.5 '

: wanting in O.), and vid vdi marutah

(i.e. viddvdi; vi.6.5 3
).

II ^ II

21. Nor I nor a dental mute, when followed by y or v.

Harita is this time implied
"
by vicinage

"
merely, there being

no word in the rule to which his memory can be directly fastened.

Examples of I before y and v are kalydm (vii.1.6
6
)
and bdilvo

yrtpo bhavati (ii.1.8
1

: G. M. omit bhavati)' of a dental mute in

like situation, kanye *va tunnd (iii.1.11
8

)
and ishe tvd (i.1.1 et al.).

The accepted usage of the school requires lly, llv, nny, ttv, while
Harita would leave the groups as in the ordinary text.

Combinations of a dental mute with a following y or v are quite
numerous (I have noted about twenty in the Sanhita).

22. Nor the following.

This rule completely puzzles the native comment, which has

nothing of any value to say about it. Two explanations are sug-

fested,
evidently on the barest conjecture only, and it would be

ard to say which of them is the more senseless. In the first place,
it is said tnatjoaroA, being singular, implies the sound v (as being
the one last mentioned in the preceding rule) ; it, namely, of the

two affecting causes (y and v) specified in rule 21, does not suffer

duplication: examples are vibMddvne (iii.5.8 et al.) and d grd-
vnah (vi.3.2

3
: W. B. omit d) ;

and a counter-example, showing
the limitation to u, is kalpdn juhoti (v.4.8

5
).

And the intent of

the rule is to remove a restriction imposed in rule 3 of this chap-
ter that is to say, to allow the duplication of I before a mute,
which is there forbidden. In the second place, parah is said to be

equivalent to dvitiya,
'

second,' and to signify that, when the

yasmdd asdu tavargaparah. tavargot
1

iti kim: svdk ____ :
g
tat

_____
9

evampara* iti kim 8
: shat- ____ :

10 v id_____

1 0. capabdo.
2 0. -tasyd 'nv-.

3 0. ins. hdritasya pdkhino mate. 4 G. M. 0. om.
<5> Gc. M. om. <6> 0. tavargapara.

7 W. -gapara. (8> B. om. <9) G-. M. om. (
10> 0.

om.

21. hdrUahsdmnidhydllabhyate: tanmate latavargdu nakhalu

yavakdrapardu dvitvam dpnutah.
l

yathd: lakdrah :
l

kalydni:
bdilvo ____ : *tavarge 'pi? kanye ____ ; ishe _____ yavakdrdv?

pardu ydbhydm tdu tathoktdu*.

(
J
) G. M. om. (-) G. M. om. 3 W. B. -ra. 4 G. M. yavakdrapardu.
My collation of 0. gives nothing whatever upon rules 21 and 22 and their com-

ment, and I do not know whether there is a lacuna in the MS., or whether the

collator has overlooked the passage.
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duplication has been once performed, it is not done over again, as

otherwise the process would go on ad infinitum. And if it be

objected that rule 23 sufficiently forbids this repeated duplication,
and that this one would therefore be an unnecessary repetition, the
answer is made that that is no fault, since the matter in hand is a
division of opinions that is to say, doubtless, that here Harita's
view only is concerned, and so there is no necessary connection
between the two rules.

Fortunately, the commentator is able to add that the present
precept, along with its four predecessors, is to be ruled out of
account as unapproved, so that what it means is of very little

consequence.

23. A letter followed by one homogeneous with itself, or one
of the same mute-series, is not duplicated.

By savarna,
' of like color or sound,' we are told, is signified

identity of form, not merely correspondence as regards place and
organ of production. The difference is, that the latter description
would apply to the spirants, in their relation to the series of mutes

(ii.44,45), and it is not the usage of this school to exempt the spi-
rants (except x and <JP,

rule 15) from duplication, even before a mute
with which they are akin. The Athf Pr. (iii.30) does so exempt
them. The epithet savarna, then, applies only to an identical
letter and to the nasal semivowels into which (by v.26,28) n and
m are converted before y, /, and v.

The cited examples of the application of the rule to homogeneous
sounds are atvakkdya (vii.5.12

2
.),

attd havmshi (u.G.12
2
),pippakd

te paravydydi (v.5.19: only O. has the last word), samyattdh

22. cakdro hdrttdkarshakah 1

: para ity ekavacanena* vakdro3

grhyate : ptirvastttrasthanimittayoh
4
so

l

pi
5 na dvitvam dpad-

yate. yathd: vi- : d vakdra iti kirn: kalpdn
spar^a

6 evdi ''keshdm dc dry andm (xiv. 3) ity'atrd 'vadhd-

rananirdkarandyd ''yam' drambhah. athavd*: taddvitve9
krte pa-

ro dvitiyaparydyo "dvitvavidhir nd 'sti
11
: anavasthaprasangdt.

nanu savarnasavargiyapara (xiv.23) iti parastitrend "*pi

punardvitvanishedhah :
i:

^pdunaruktyam md bhiid iti
1

*: mata-
bheddn ndi 'sha

lb dosha iti brtimah.

hdrUamatdd tishmd 'ghosha (xiv. 18) ityddisrttrapanca-
kam 1

'
1

anishtam.
1

G-. M. -tamatdk-. 2 W. eva v-.
3 W. sav-, and puts after grhyate.

4
G-. M. ins.

parah.
5

Gr. M. ins. hdritamate. 6
G-. M. -?apara. (7> Gr. M. evandhd- . . . -ndydyd

^yam.
s W. B. yathd.

9
G-. M. om. tad. 10 G. M. -dyena. (") G. M. -dhin naprdp-

noti. 12 W. om. para.
13 G. M. ins. tasmdt. <

14
) W. -ktyo md bhavati; G. M.

-Myam dvahati. 15 W. va. 16 G. M. -mate. 17 G. M. ityddi paraf ce 'tymtam
su-. 0. wanting (see above).
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(i.5.1
l et al. : wanting in W. B.), yal lohitam (ii.1.7

2
),
and tvam vd-

tdir arundih (i.3.14
1

: only O. has arundih). Those which illus-

trate absence of duplication of a mute before another of the same
series are ankdu nyankdu (i.7.7

2
), prdncam upa (v.2.7

3
: O. omits

upa), kdnddt-kdnddt (iv.2.9
2 et al.), tarn te duccakshdh (iii.2.10

2
),

and ambha stha (i.5.6
l et al.). Then the commentator quotes from

some unnamed authority a verse prescribing that " when a nasal

precedes, a k or g is inserted before t or dh respectively," and
claims that, in virtue of it, there fall under the rule also such cases

as pdnkto yajnah pdrJctdh (i.5.2
1 et al. : G. M. O. omit the last

word) and tan brtiydd yungdhvam iti (iii.4.8
2

: O. omits the first

two words). From this we should draw the inference that, in

forms like those here quoted, the omission of the non-nasal mute

(specially prescribed by the Ath. Pr., at ii.20) is the regular and

proper reading of the cdkhd, its presence, when found, being
regarded as an irregular insertion, or a process forming part of

the varnakrama which is just the opposite of the etymologically
correct view. I have not collected all the passages illustrating the

point, but the omission is certainly the prevailing, though not

exclusive, reading in my manuscript of the Sanhita, as also in the

Calcutta edition. That the verse quoted is from some treatise

dealing specifically with the Taittiriya text may be inferred (not
too confidently) from its making no mention of th as requiring the

insertion of k it being the fact that no example of th in such a

situation is to be found in the Sanhita.

Finally, as counter-examples, where the two mutes are of differ-

ent classes, we receive (except in O.) vdn ma dsan (v.5.9
2

: G. M.
end with me), shan mdsah (vi.5.3

4
),
vidathdni manmahe (iv.7.15

3
),

and ddmnd 'pdu "mbhan (ii.4.13 : W. B. have ddmnd only) : here

the combinations are to be made mim, nnm, nnm, and mmn.
The illustrations are quite one-sided, both for and against the rule,

being only groups containing a nasal.

This rule furnishes the most important of all the prescribed

23. savarnaparah savargiyaparac ca dvitvarh nd "padyate:
savarnatvam ndma sdrupyam

1

ucyate : na tulyasthdnakaranatd-
mdtram: savarglyah samdnavargasambandhi. yathd: atvak-

kdya: attd : pipp- ; samyattdh*: yal : tvam

savarnapardny evamddmi: savargiyapardiiy* api* vadd-

mah: ankdu ; prdncam ; kdnddt- : tarn :

ambha
anundsikapurvas* tu kakdro madhya

6

dgamah :

gakdrac ca takdre
1 ca *dhakdra ca* yathdkramam.

itivacandd idam apy uddharanam: pdnkto : tan .

*evampara iti kim : van : shan : vida- .* ddmnd
9

1 B. -pyatvam.
'-' W. B. om. 8 W. savarnap-.

4 "W. eva. 5 W. anusvdrap-.
W. -dhyamd.

'* 0. -rap.
^
8
) W. om.

;
G. M. yak-. () 0. om.
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\

restrictions to the sphere of duplication, as there are somewhat
over a hundred consonant groups to which it applies.

24. Unless, indeed, it be a non-nasal followed by a nasal.

This is a precept of counter-exception, contravening in part the

exceptions established by the foregoing rule. Examples are ydcnd
(i.5.7

4
: the only example of this combination which the text

affords), yajne-yayne (iii.l.ll
a

: but O. has yajnena^ vi.5.3 1 et al.),

dtndrah (v.6.5
3

: also the sole instance), sa pratnavat (ii.
2.12 1 et

at: in O. only), and pdpmdnam (i.4.41 et al.) : a counter-example
is tarn md devdh (iii.3.2

2
: wanting in O.).

The cases here denied exemption from duplication are those in

which, according to xxi.12, yama is introduced between the two
mutes. According to the Vaj. Prat, (iv.lll), yama suspends du-

plication.

s-x r

I t>M II

25. Now for the views of certain teachers.

A simple heading for the rules that follow, in force as far as rule

28 inclusive or, according to the commentator's interpretation of

rule 28, through 27 only.

26. A Us not doubled when followed by A, ,
or v.

The commentator's examples are malhd d ''labhanta (ii.1.2
4

: but
B. O. have -bheta, which is found in the same division, and G. M.
read -Mate, which is doubtless a corruption of the same), catavalpo
vi roha (i.3.5 and vi.3.3 3

: O. omits vi roha), and tato bilvah
(ii.l.

82 : O. substitutes bdilvo yupah, ii.1.8 1

); his counter-examples
(omitted in O.) are kalmdshi (v.1.1

4
)
and kalydm (vii.1.6

6
).

This rule, we are told, determines the usage of the school so far

as the combinations Ih and Ip are concerned, but not in the case of

24. nakdro 'yarn pratiprasavdrthah
1

: ^uttamaparo'nuttamo dvi-

tvam dpadyate. yathd*: ydcnd: yaj- ____ : dtndrah: *sa ____ :
4

pdpmdnam.
banuttama uttamapara iti kim: tam _____

6
utta-

mah paro yasmdd asdv* uttamaparah. savarnasavargtya-
para

6

(xiv.23) iti pratishedhaprdptdv ayam drambhah.
1 0. pravdrtha. (

2
) Gr. M. om. 3 0. om. (

4
> in 0. only.

<
5
) 0. om.

;
B. om. anut-

tama ; W. om. uttama. 6 G. M. om. para.

25. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah : ekeshdm l mate* kriyata* ity etad

adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah.
1

Gr. M. ins. dearyandm.
'2

Gr. M. matam; 0. mafdtam.
3

Gr. M. 0. adhikri-.
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Iv. But O. has an inserted passage, so corrupted as to be hardly
intelligible, which quotes a verse (easily made such by a little

emendation) from some authority unspecified, making a distinction

between Iv as occurring in a circumflexed syllable or otherwise
that is to say, between bilvdh and bdUvdh.

All the groups here treated of are quite rare, If occurring, I

believe, only in valpa (vii.3.19) and its compounds, and Ih only in

malha; Iv is sometimes found also as the result of sandhi (as at

i.5.9 6 :ii.5.1 6
).

The commentator adds, finally, that the next rule also is not

approved.

^ n ^n
27. Nor a mute that is followed by a mute.

This is a view of certain authorities merely, and unapproved.
The examples are vdg dev$ (i.7.10

2
), apdm ojmdnam (iv.6.6

6
),

dtndrah (v.6.5
3
), sa pratnavat (ii.2.12

1 et al.), and yam apnavd-
nah (i.5.5

1

)
: O. has only the first two of them.

I

STT^JrT
II ^ II

28. Nor an original final that is followed by a consonant.

The natural meaning of this rule would appear to be simply that,
in the opinion of some authorities, a final mute which is not the

product of euphonic alteration is exempted from duplication before

any initial consonant whatever (not before a mute only, as in the

preceding rule). The commentator, however, manages to extract

from it a very different value : namely, that n final is not liable to

duplication before a semivowel or spirant (i.
e. h) ;

and he regards

26.
' ekeshdm 2 mate hapavakdraparo lakdro* dvitvam nd

"padyate. malhd ____ : pat a- ____ : tato ____ . ^evampara iti

Mm: kalmdshi: ^kalydni*. hakdrap ca pakdrap ca vakdrap
ca hapavakdrdh : te* pare yasmdt sa tathoktah.

atra1

hapapare kdryam ishtam* na tu vakdrapare :
s nd ''pi pa-

rasiltram
9
ishtam.

1
G-. M. ins. sa. 2

G-. M. 0. ins. dearydndm.
3
G-. M. lavaMro. (

4
) 0. om. <5) W.

om. 6 0. ete.
7

G-. M. 0. om. 8 0. ins. lakdrasya ha^avakdrapara iti sutre sthitah

kim kdranam nanu vakdra iti prayojanam asti : lakdravakdrasya samyoga svarito

yadi : tadd samyukta evct sydd asamyuktas tadanyctthd : iti vacandm asti tasmdt kd-

randt : yadd lakdravak&rapara iti : tato bilvah. 9 0. sutram.

2V. ekeshdm l mate sparpapara sparpc?
*dvitvam nd "padyate*.

vdg ____ ; apdm ____ : ^dtndrah: sa^ ___ ; yam ____ .

4

sparpah

paro yasmdd asdu sparpaparah.
1 0. ins. dcdrydqdm.

2 0. puts next after mate. <
3
) 0. na dvitvam dpnoti.

<
4
) 0.

om,
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this as the accepted doctrine of the school, and as determining the

reading in this cdkhd. How this strange result is arrived at, we
have to follow through his lengthy exposition closely enough to

discover.

In the first place, vyafijanapara,
' followed by a consonant,' is

declared to mean ' followed by any other consonant than a mute,'
because otherwise, as we have read * followed by a mute '

in the

preceding rule, the treatise would be guilty of a needless repetition
so far as sequence by a mute is concerned. To this the natural

answer would be that the two rules do not come into collision,
since they do not occupy the same ground : the former relates to

any mute in any situation, the latter only to an unaltered mute at

the end of a word
;
and if the one is declared to have a single pro-

nunciation before a mute only, the other before any consonant

whatever, what objection can possibly be taken ? Moreover, we
are stating here the views of certain authorities, of whom one set

might hold rule 27, and the other rule 28 : and even if they partly
covered one another, there would be nothing wrong about it.

Once more, sparpapara is claimed to be implied here merely for the

purpose of denying it, the commentator's conclusion being that

there is duplication of n before a mute, though not before a semi-

vowel
;
and that is certainly a very remarkable kind of anuvrtti

which should work thus by contraries. Of the last two considera-

tions, the commentator takes no notice (although he has once

appealed to the former of them in a somewhat similar case above,
under rule 22) : the first he states and replies to. It may be

objected, he says, that there is a difference of affecting cause laid

down in consequence of the difference of the affected letter
;
the

latter is here qualified as final and as original ;
and the former as

being any consonant whatever. Nevertheless, he claims, there

would be meaninglessness of the qualification of the affecting cause,

28. vyafijanapara iti sparpavyatiriktavyanjanapara ity arthah:

anyathd sparpdndm api grahane purvastttre 'pi sparpa
1

ity ukta-

tvdt pdunaruktyam sydt. nanu nimittimpeshdn* nimittavipesho*

'sti : paddntatvam prdkrtatvam ca nimittino* viceshd* nimittasya
tu sarvavyanjandtmakatvam

6
: iti cet: tathd 'pi sparpabhdge

1

ni-

mittavi$eshasya* vdiyarthyam*: spar$apara ity
10
atra sdmdnyend

'pi
10

nimittavipeshasya
11

vigatatudt: tasmdd13

antasthddaya evd

'ra vyanjanapabdeno 'cyante.
l

*cakdro yady api sparpamdtrd-
karshakas tathd ''pi pdriceshydn ^nakdrasyd 'nukarshanam:
tathd hi: antasthddivyanjanaparatve 'nyasparpdndm avikrtd-

ndm paddnte sthitir nd 'sti: samrdd ity atrd "*sti 'ti cet: mdi
^vam: na san sdm iti

1?

rdpara (xiii.4) ity atra vdiyarthydt
1

*:

itipabdo makdrasya dvitvasadbhdvam bodhayatt 'ft/
19

adhyayand-
nurodhdd upapdditam : tasmdn ndi 'sha nishedhavishayah. nd

''pi brahmanvantah: nyan ityddivishayah :
20 kutah: iha
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so far as mutes were concerned : the reason he gives is of course a
mere quibble, and the point of it is so fine that I am not confident

of seeing it rightly : it seems to be, that there is an absence of such

qualification in the implied term sparcapara. At any rate, the

comfortable conclusion is, that only the semivowels etc. are intended

by the term " consonant "
as employed in the rule. The next step

is, to declare that ca,
'

nor,' although it strictly brings forward ' a

mute,' without qualification, yet really amounts, on the principle
of exclusion, to an implication of n only. Namely, thus : no other

consonant remains unchanged at the end of a word before a semi-

vowel or spirant. It may be objected that m also does so before r

(by xiii.4) in such words as samrdj : but this is of no account
; for,

if admitted as a reproach to the interpretation now under treat-

ment, it would convict of superfluousness a part of rule xiii.4 :

namely, the iti, which was shown, in accordance with the received

reading of the cdkhd, to teach the duplication of the m. We see

now why that atrociously forced and groundless construction of

the meaning of rule xiii.4 was made; it was needed to bolster up
in advance the forced and groundless construction to be put upon
the present precept. As the m, then, constitutes no ground of

exception, so neither do the nasals n and n in such cases as brah-

manvantah (vi.4.10
1

)
and nyan racmibhih (ii.4.10

2
).

For why?
the qualification prakrta^

'

original,' in the rule involves [as belong-

ing to the letter to which it is applied] the quality of being altera-

ble, since it would otherwise be meaningless ;
and there is no case

to be found where either n or n is altered bfore a semivowel or

spirant. If, then, the term prakrta is to be allowed its proper
force, the implication of any other mute than n must be excluded.

Here is another most arbitrary act of construction as if prakrta
meant necessarily

'

(an alterable mute) when it retains its original

form,' instead of simply
'

(a mute) that retains its original form.'

prakrta iti viceshanam vikriasadbhavatn*
1

kalpayati:
M
anyathd

svasya vdiyarthydt: tac ca mkrtatvam nakdrasya nakdrasya
vd 'ntasthddiparatve sati kvacid api paddnte na dreyate: tasmdt

prakrta iti prayogasdphalydya?'
1

nakdrasydi 'vd ''nukarshanam

yuktam iti pdriceshyam.
kim ca: mdhisheye

c

pi nakdrasydi "*vd ''nukarshanam siddha-

vatkrtyo ^ktam : tatre ''yam sutrayojand: ekeshdm 30 mate pa-

ddntah prdkrto nakdro 'ntasthddivyanjanaparo*
1 na dvitvam

dpadyate. yathd : mitro : o m- : e t d n paddnta iti

kim: anyd : anv . antasthddipara iti kim: tdn :

imdn prdkrta iti kim: tdn : vdish- 32 nanu

katham atra vikrtatvam :

rephdd rvarndt
3 *

pttrvac ca tavargdc ca parac ca nah:

tavargasthdna^ ity dhur atatsthdno
c

nya ucyate.

iti vacandd asti sthdnabhede krtam11 vikrtatvam
42

iti brttmah.
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The authority of Mahisheya (see note to the introductory verses,

p. 7) is further appealed to as making the same restriction of impli-
cation. His explanation is that, in the view of some teachers, a
final unaltered n followed by a semivowel or spirant is not doubled.

Examples are rttitrojandn ydttiyati (iii.4.11
5

: only G. M. have rrtir

tro], omanvati te (ii.6.9
5

; p. oman-vati), and etdn homdn (i.5.4
4
) ;

in all which we are to understand that the n remains single. On
the other hand, there is duplication in anyd (i.

e. annyd) yanti (ii.

5.12 2
)
and anv

(i.
e. annv) aha mdsdh (i.7.13

1

), where the n is not

final; in tan
(i.

e. tdnn) kalpayati (v.3.1
2

)
and imdn

(i.
e. imdnn)

bhadrdn (i.6.3
1

),
where the n is followed by a mute; and also in

tdn rakshadhvam (i.2.Y) and vdishtiavdn rakshohanah (i.3.2
2

),

where, it is asserted, the n does not maintain its original form.

Since, however, there is no rule in the Prati9akhya for altering a

n in this last pair of cases, the commentator quotes (from the same

authority, we may conjecture, which has been recently twice

appealed to, under rules 23 and 26) a prescription to the effect that

n when preceding a r or an r-vowel, or when following a lingual
(the MSS. say, a dental) mute, is uttered in the lingual position :

thus, he says, in virtue of its change of position, the n is phoneti-

cally altered. Finally, he makes an alleged citation from the

Qiksha (not found in the version known to us), which teaches that
a final n preceding r exhibits a peculiarity, and is liable to dupli-
cation. Such a modification of the utterance of n forms no part of

the phonetic system of any of the Pratigakhyas.
Thus is brought to an end the tedious subject of duplication, the

physical foundation of which is of the obscurest, although the pains
with which the Hindu pdkhinah have elaborated it, and the earnest-

ness with which they assert their discordant views respecting it,

prove that it had for them a real, or what seemed like a real,
value.

pikshd cdi 'vam vakshyati :

* 3

rephdt pttrvo nakdro yah paddnte** yatra^ drpyate:

vipesham tatrajdntydd dvitvam ity abhidhiyate.
47

vyaiijanam asmdt * s

param iti
ts

vyanjanaparah : prakrtih
49

svabhdvah : tatsambandhi prdkrtah.
1 0. -fapara.

'2
G-. M. -ttava^dn; 0. -ttanimittav-. 3 G. M. -mcishto 'py artho ;

0. ndimittikavipesko 'py a. 4 G. M. -tto.
5 G. M. 0. -sJiah. 6 G. M. -Team. 7 G. M.

-favibh-.
s G. M. -fishte 'sya.

9 0. -rthye.
<10) 0. avyanjtmasdmdnye / G. M. om.

opt.
" G. M. -sya; 0.' -sha. n G. M 'pi g- ; O.pag-.

13 0. om. (
14

> W. B. cakdra

sparfdksharapdri- ; G. M. cakdrasthdnisparfdkarshakah paripeshyan. (15> B. takdrd-

karshanam. 16 G. M. 0. saty any-.
n G. M. ins. tu. 18 G. M. om. 19 W. om. Hi.

(
>2 )W. om. 21 W. -dve. 2 '2 G. M. om. 23 B. svarasya. ^W.E.nak-. 25 W. dak-;
B. om. 26 0. -divyanjanap-.

27 W. -sdkal-. 28 0. -ddhev-. c29) 0. om.; B. G. M.
tatrdi 'vam s- ; G. M. -tre yo-.

* 0. ins. dcdrydndm.
31 W. -sthdvy-.

<32> 0. om.
33 W. a. M W. 0. av-; B. v-; G. M. rav-. 35 aU the MSS. tav-. 36 G. M. no,
37 W. B. 0. tav-. 88 W. 0. ata sth-; G. M. asthdne. 39 G. M. om. 4 0. -da; G.
M. -ddt. 41 G. M. om. 42 0. ins. asti. (43> all but 0. rephap-.

M W. G. -to.
45 G.

M. yadi.
46 B. om. 47 0. ins. cakdro kanasyar?akarshakah. (4S) "W. paro.

49 G.
M. 0. -tir iti.

VOL. IX. 40
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F^ffFR ll ^ n

29. A grave following an acute becomes circumflex.

The following rule shows that the substantive here to be under-
stood is svarah,

' vowel.' All the other Prati9akhyas, in their cor-

responding rules (R. Pr. iii.9, V. Pr. iv.134, A. Pr. iii.67), state the

principle as applying to an aksharam,
'

syllable.' In his explana-
tion and illustration, however, the commentator is not careful to

bear this in mind. He states the sphere of the rule to be all the

three kinds of enclitic circumflex, the prdti/iata (xx.3), pddavrtta
(xx.6), and tdirovyafljana (xx.7), although these in part include

cases to which only the next rule attributes the circumflexed quality.
And his examples are sd idhdndh (iv.4.4

5
),

dthd 'bravtt (iii.2.11
3
),

vdsvy asi (i.2.5
1 et al.), prdilgam (iv.4.2

1

),
and tdyd devdtayd (iv.

2.9 2 et al.); of which only the first and fourth show the circumflex

vowel following the acute without an intervening consonant (rule

30). Nor are all the examples unexceptionable in other respects :

for though the i of idhdndh and the a of asi are really anuddtta,
'

grave,' in the j0adc*-text, and so show an actual conversion into

circumflex, the other exhibited cases of enclitic circumflex are cir-

cumflexed in the pad<t~text as well, and undergo no alteration in

consequence of their change to samhitd. It is at this that the

commentator aims, when he adds that,
" there being grave quality

in the condition of separation of letters, then, when these are com-
bined together, circumflex quality appears in accordance with the

present precept." That is to say, it is the natural unaccented

quality of the syllable that is here implied in anuddtta, not its

being technically grave, and marked as such. This understanding
is also needed in order to make good rule 31, where we are not

taught that the enclitic-ally circumflexed final of dtha, for example,
becomes grave before an acute or circumflex (as in dtha tvdm,
dtha kvd), but that the unaccented final a, which was made cir-

cumflex by rules 29 and 30 after a, is exempted from the change
when so followed, and remains unaccented.

The enclitic circumflex is written in the recorded Taittiriya text

in the same manner as in the Rik and Atharvan
; namely, by the

perpendicular stroke above the syllable, the same that is used

for the independent circumflex. The method is so familiar to all

students of the Veda that it does not need to be illustrated here.

Certain specialties of Taittiriya usage will come up for notice under
later rules (xix.3, xxi.10,11).

29. prdtihatapddavrttatdirovyafijanavishayam' etat: uddttdt

paro 'nuddttah svaritam apadyate. yathd: sa : athd :

vasvy . : pra- : tayd . varnavibhdgdvasthdydm anu-

ddttatve saty
zeva punas tatsamhitdydm? eva* tallakshanasvarita-

tvam* praugam itydddu vijneyam.
1 0. om. pddavrtta, and ins. prd,vrtta before -wish-. ( -> W. evd 'dhastdt sain-.

3 G. M. 0. om. 4
G-. M. 0. etallakshandt sv-.
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For an exposition of the place and value of the enclitic circum-

flex in the Hindu accentual system, see the note to Ath. Pr. iii.65.

It may doubtless admit of question whether the Hindu phonetists,
in noting the syllable naturally grave as being otherwise than

grave when immediately preceded by an acute, would not have

apprehended it better, and described it more truly, as a middle
tone between acute and grave, rather than a combination (i.40) of

acute and grave. Arguments drawn from the analogies of the

Greek and Latin accentual systems (see F. Misteli, in Kuhn's Zeit-

schrift, vol. xvii., 1868
;
also Prof. J. Hadley, in the Proceedings

of the Am. Oriental Society for Oct. 1869 [Journal, vol. ix., pp.

Ixii.-lxiii.]) may press upon us this latter view as the more plausi-
ble. But that any one having access to the sources of knowledge
upon the subject should dispute the substantial identity in physi-
cal character of the Greek circumflex and the Sanskrit independent
svarita, and should set down the latter as a "middle tone," in the
face of all authority and of all sound phonetic theory, savors of
inexcusable carelessness or prejudice.

li o n

30. Even when consonants intervene.

For the necessity of this explicit statement, see the note on the

preceding rule. The commentator, having already given under the
latter several cases in which the affected and the affecting vowel
were separated by one or more consonants, has nothing that is new
to offer; but he quotes, nevertheless, tad agne anrno bhavdmi

(iii.

3.82 : B. O. omit bhavdmi) and yds tvd hrdd' (i.4.46
1

)
: in the first

case, ag- and bha- are circumflexed
;
in the second, tod.

': n *$\\\

31. Not, however, when an acute or circumflex follows.

That is to say, the syllable naturally unaccented or grave but

which, coming next after an acute, would usually take, by rule 29,
the tone of transition from higher to lower pitch retains its low
or grave tone if immediately followed by an acute, or by a (nitya
or independent, of course) circumflex, of which the first element is

acute : the pitch of voice is governed by the following tone in

preference to the preceding, and sinks at once, without perceptible
movement of transfer, to the level of anuddtta, as a vantage-
ground from which to rise to the immediately succeeding high
point.

In this rule, as well as that to which it constitutes an exception,

30. vyanjandntarhito* 'py uddttdt paro 'nuddttah svctritam*

dpadyate. yathd*: tad : yas *ity ddi*. antarhito vya-
vahita ity arthah.

1 0. ant-. 2 B. -tatvam. 3
G-. M. om. <

4
> 0. om,
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all authorities are agreed (see note to Ath. Pr. iii.70); although we
should not less naturally expect the double attraction, of a high
tone on either hand, to exercise at least as much assimilating effect

upon the pitch of an intermediate syllable as a preceding high tone
alone exerts.

The commentate. 's examples are sd imam lokdm (i.5.9
4

: but G.
M. add ajayan, which doubtless means td imam lokdm ajayan,
vii.1.5 3

), tdsmdt td ddyd' annadhd'ndt (vii.1.1
5

: only O. has the
first word and the last), kirmd mdnyamdnah (i.4.46

1

),
and tdsydi

vy'rddham dnddm ajdyata (vi.5.6
1

: only G. M. have the last two

words) : the vowels between acute and acute, or between acute
and circumflex, in these examples, are anuddtta, and written, as

such, with the horizontal stroke beneath.
The three rules here given only apply, in strictness, to a single

unaccented syllable following an acute
;
where there is more than

one such, the rules for pracaya (xxi. 10,11) come into force.

n n

32. Not so, according to Agnivegyayana.

The significance of this rule (which is declared unapproved, in

the comment to its successor) is more clearly stated by O., in an

independent exposition, than by the other four versions of the

comment. It is meant to exhibit an opinion contravening the

doctrine laid down by its predecessor, and allowing the circumflex

accent to stand, even when the following syllable has, or begins
with, the high tone. No examples are given, except by O., which
has v6dhave (i.6.2

1 et al.) and tdsya kvd suvargdh (ii.6.5
5
).

G. M. read, in rule and comment, Agnivai9yayana.

33. Some say not, in all cases.

31. uddttasvaritapara
1

uddttdt paro 'nuddtto nd* svaritam

dpadyate
3
. yathd*: sa ____ : tas- ____ : kir- ____ : tasydi _____

uddttap ca svaritap co 'ddttasvaritdu: tdu pardu yasmdt sa tatho

'ktah.

1 W. -paro nan; B. svaritaparo vd; G. M. uddttapara svaritaparo vd; 0. do.,

except vd.
2

Gr. M. 0. put after svaritam. 3 B. dpnoti; 0. prdpnoti.
4 G. M. om.

32. prtrvasdtrapratiprasavdrtho
1

'yam nakdrah: uddttdt paro
'nuddttah svaritam* dgnive$ydyanasya? mata uddttaparo* vdb

svaritaparo vd 6 nd "padyata iti na\ purvoktdny evo 'ddhara-

ndni.

1 B. -trasya prati-.
2 G. M. om. 3 G. M. -yana.

4 \V. B. G. M. -ttdt pa-.
5 B.

'nuddtta; G. M. om. 6 B. G. M. ins. svaritam. 7 B. om.

0. substitutes dgnive^ydyanasya pdkhmo mate uddttarapara svaritaparo vd uddt-

tdt paro 'nuddtta svaritam dpadyate na pratishedhah. yathd: vo- ____ : tas- ___ ..
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According to the majority of MSS. of the comment, the denial
of these skeptical people is not limited to the enclitic svarita, but
extends to the whole accent, in all its seven forms (xx.1-8). Thus,
namely ;

in the brdhmana of the Vajasaneyins (that is to say, the

Qatapatha-Brahmana) there are only two accents, the acute and
the grave. But O. has once more a version of its own, stating that
the authorities here referred to would not, like Agnive9yayana,
annul rule 31 simply, but would also deny the rules in general for

the enclitic circumflex, as in sd idhdndh (iv.4.4
5
)
and prapd'

(? MS. prathd) asi (ii.5.12
4
).

We cannot 'well hesitate to prefer
the latter interpretation ;

there has been no question here of the

independent circumflex, and a denial of its existence would be
altogether out of place and impertinent. Nor is the reference to
the Qatapatha-Brahmana one at all likely to have been intended

by the Prati9akhya. And it is not true, except so far as the mode
of designating the accents is concerned, that that treatise has no
circumflex accent : it writes, to be sure, only the anuddtta sign, so

that, if the value of this were the same as in the other usual

systems of designation, all its syllables would be either grave or
acute : and on this foundation, later Hindu systematists have
declared them such, and painfully elaborated an exposition of
them (see Weber's Ind. Studien, x. 397 ff.).

Rules 32 and 33 are, naturally enough, declared unapproved;
but to us it is both interesting and important to find that there
were Hindu phonetists in the ancient time who did not admit such
an element of utterance as the enclitic circumflex.

CHAPTER XV.

CONTENTS: 1-3. nasalization of vowels, or insertion of anusvdra, in cases of the

loss or alteration of n or m; 4-5, the same, in the cases detailed in the next

chapter ; 6-8, the same, in the case of certain finals
; 9, utterance in monotone.

33. na kevalam uddttat parah : Mm tu sarva eva saptavidha-
svarito nd 'sti "*ty eke pdkhino manyante, tathd hi : vdjasaneyi-
brdhmane 1 dvdv eva svardu: uddttap cd ^nuddttap ca.

ne ''dam siltradvayam* ishtam.

0. substitutes eke pdkhino manyante na kevaldnuddttah uddttassaritaparah : prati-

shidhyati kith tarhi uddttakapurvakaf ca : sa : prathd ne'darh etc.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

caturdapo
3

'dhydyah.
1 W. vdjanepibrd- ; B. -nehibr-; G-. M. -neyabr-.

2 W. -tram. 3 G. M. 0. dvitiye
pra?ne dvitiyo.
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n i n

1. In case of the conversion of n into r, a spirant, or y also

when the y is omitted or in case of the omission of m, the pre-

ceding vowel becomes nasal.

That this Prati9akhya takes no distinct and consistent ground
upon the question whether the so-called anusvdra consists in a

nasalization of the vowel or in a nasal consonantal element follow-

ing the vowel, has been already pointed out (note to ii.30) ;
as also,

that the present rule is the one where the former view is most

unequivocally taken. As the school to which the commentator

belongs has adopted the other view, he declares (under rule 2) that

the doctrine here laid down is unapproved.
The " conversion of n into r or a spirant" is, of course, the reten-

tion of a historical final s after n unchanged before t (vi.14), or

changed to p before c (v.20), or to r before a vowel (ix.20 etc.) ;
its

" conversion into y," with the (invariably) consequent
"
loss of the

2/" (ix.20 etc., x.19), goes back to the same cause. The commen-
tator's illustrative examples are ayninr apsusliadah (v.6.1

2
), sa

trmr ekddacdn iha (iii.2.11
3

: found in O. only), karndnp cd "*kar-

ndnc ca (i.8.9
3
),

trins trcdn (ii.5.10
1

),
and mahdn indrah (i.4.20 et

al.) ;
of which the last is by part of the MSS., rather needlessly,

quoted twice, once for the conversion of the n into y (for which it

should be written mahdny indrali), and again for the loss of the y.

For the loss of m (by xiii.2), the examples are pratyushtan rakshah

(i.1.2
1 et al.) and sancitam me (iv.1.10

3 et al.).

The commentator explains anundsika by sdnundsika, as if the

word were properly a noun, and needed reduction to adjective
form : in this treatise, however, it is always and only an adjective,

meaning
; nasal

'

(see note to ii.30).

FT II \ II

2. Some deny this.

1. ^nakdrasya rephabhdvdd rtshmabhdvdd yakdrabhdvdc cakd-

rdkrshtayakdre lupte ca? sati *makdralopdc ca* prtrvasvaro
cnund-

siko
1 bhavati : sdnundsiko bhavati ^ty arthah. *yathd : rephabhd-

v dtf: agn- :
5
s a 6 6atho "shmabhdvat: 6 karn- :

trins ''yakdrabhdvdd yathd
1

: mahdn *yakdre lupte

yathd
9
: mahdn 8 atha makdralopdt :

10

praty- : san-

:
ll

ity ddi
11

. makdrasya lopo makdralopah
1

*: tasmdt.

(!) wanting in B. 2 0. om. <3> W. om. <4) 0. om. (5> in 0. only. <
6
) 0. om.

;
G-.

M. om. atha. O 0. om.
;

G-. M. om. yathd. <
8> W. 0. om. 9 a. M. om. <10) 0.

om.
;

G-. M. om. atha. <"> 0. om. 12 B. mala-.
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This is a mere introduction to the next rule, which informs us

what the doctrine is which these dissidents hold instead. The
commentator pronounces it the approved doctrine for this fdkhd.

3. And claim that, on the contrary, anusvdra is inserted after

the vowel.

The anusvdra here prescribed is called by the commentator an

dgama,
' increment.' Its insertion is the alternative view to the

nasalization of the vowel, and, as is pointed out, is held where that

nasalization is denied of which denial, the tu,
' on the contrary,'

is the sign in the rule. There is one example given : sa trmr ekd-

dapdn iha (iii.2.11
3

: W. B. omit sa).
The approval of this rule is, of course, involved in that of its

predecessor; and the usage of the recorded Taittiriya text cor-

responds.

4. Anusvdra is also inserted in the case of sra etc., in a single

word, before a spirant.
" Also "

(ca) in the rule, we are told, brings down the implica-
tion of the above specified increment. The srddayas,

' sra etc.,'

are the whole detail, given in the next chapter, of the occurrence
of anusvdra in the Taittiriya-Sanhita otherwise than as the result

of the rules of combination, implied in rules 1-3 of this chapter.
The precept, then, is introductory to the detail referred to, and
also lays down some general limitations affecting it. The com-
mentator quotes a single case, $onsd moda ive 'fa* (iii.2.9

5
: it falls

under xvi.2) ;
and then gives counter-examples, establishing the

restrictions made : tdsdm trini ca (ii.5.8
3
)
shows that the insertion

is made only under the circumstances defined in chapter xvi.
;
tarn

md son srja varcasd (i.4.45
3 et al. : only G. M. have varcasd) and

prastaram a hi sida (ii.6.12
6

: found in O. only) show that it is to

2. ekeshdm mate purvasutrokteshu
*

sdnundsiJcyam* na
s
bhavati.

uktdny evo "*ddharandni.

idam *eve 'steam* na tu purvam.
1 0. ins. sthdneshu. 2 G. M. nd Vw-. 3 W. G-. M. 0. om. <

4
) 0. eva sutram ish-.

3. tata iti sarvandmnd pardmrshtdt
1

svardtf paro 'nusvdra3

dgamo bhavati. yathd*: sa pardmrshtasvarasyd* 'nundsi-

kam* gunam tupabdo nivartayati
1

'fa'
8
: tasmdd anundsikaprati-

shedhapahsha? evd ''yam anusvdragamah sydt.
1 G. M. -shta. 2 G. M. -ra. 3 B. G. M. -svdr. 4 G. M. om. 5 0. -shtdt ward.
G. M. -ka.

'

7 0. -vdray-.
8 G. M. 0. om. iti.

9 W. B. -dhdtp-; G. M. -dhah vak-
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be made only in a single word that is to say, if I understand the

meaning, that if md sdm and hi sida were single words, they
would fall respectively under rules 8 and 13 of the next chapter,
and have the increment

;
and mdyd mdyindm (iii.1.11

7
) shows

that a spirant must follow (mdyindm otherwise falling under

xvi.8). To the specification ekapade,
' in a single word,' the com-

mentator adds in his paraphrase the explanation akhandapade,
4 in an undivided word

;'
and then, in his illustration, he treats this

as a restriction or limitation, and establishes it by an example,
trishdhasro vdi (v.6.8

3
; p. tri-sdhasrah) ;

rule xvi.25 would other-
wise require the increment after tri.

II H ii

5. Not before an altered final.

The illustrative example is bahis te astu Ml iti (iii.3.10
2

: G. M.
omit the last two words) : we have in it a s following hi in a single
undivided word

;
and hence, by xvi.13, should have to read bahins,

but for this restriction. The alteration is from h to s, according
to ix.2. As counter-example is given md hinsir dvipddam (iv.2.
10 J

: G. M. O. omit the last word), a case falling under the rule

already referred to.

6. According to some authorities, the simple vowels, except
the pragrahas, are nasalized.

This and the remaining rules of the chapter have the aspect of
an intrusion, as they interrupt the natural connection of what pre-
cedes and what follows, and merely give the view of certain

authorities on points which the Prati9akhyas in general leave

untouched. They are brought in here as having to do with nasal-

ized vowels, which are the subject of this chapter and its successor.

With the nasalization thus taught is to be compared that noticed
in the Rik Prat, (at i.16, r. 63, Ixiv), which teaches that the first

4. *dgamdnvdde$akapcakdrah: srddishv ekapade 'khanddpadd*

rtshmaparo^nusvardgamobhavati. yathd*: $onsd _____ srddishv

itikim: tdsdm _____ ekapada iti kim: tarn ____ : *prast- ____ .

4

akhandavipeshanena* kim: trish- _____ ttshmapara iti kim:

mdyd _____

t
1
) wanting in B. 2 0. pada.

3
G-. M. 0. om. ;4) in 0. only.

5 0. -shena.

5. na khalu paddntavikdrdt
1

pttrvasminn anusvdrdgamo bha-

vati. yathd?: bahis ____ : hipujigd (xvi.13) iti prdptih. anta-

vikdrdd iti kim : md ..... antasya vikdro 'ntavikdrah: tasmdd

antavikdrdt.
9

1 W. ife-.
2 G. M. 0. om. 3 G. M. om.
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eight vowels (namely , a, i, i, u, rt, r, f) are by [some ?] teachers

declared nasal when they are not pragrhya, and stand as finals

before a pause. This is different, first, in including r and f (which
are not samdndkshardni according to our treatise : compare i.2

;

but the difference amounts to nothing, as the vowels in question
never occur avasdne, but only avagrahe) ;

and secondly, in limit-

ing the nasalization to finals, before a pause. But it is perfectly
evident that our rule also applies to finals only, and, as we shall

see, the commentator resorts to great violence to bring in the

implication of "
final

"
in rule 8, below. Again, the specification

" in samhitd also," in rule 8, and the interpretation of padam in

rule 7 as signifying padakdle,
' in pada-textj sufficiently prove that

the present precept does not apply in samhitd that is, that ava-

sdne,
' in pausdj is implied here. And the absence of statement or

anuvrtti of these two essential implications is strong additional

evidence that the rules are interpolated.

By most of the MSS., only one example is given, namely kuld-

yim vasumatl (iv.3.4
1

), which, if our understanding, as above

explained, is correct, is to be read, in pada-text, kuldyimn : vasu-

matin. O. adds aminanta evdili (iii.1.11
5
), one of the cases of sus-

pended combination falling under x.13, and (by R. Pr. ii.31,32) in

the Rig-Veda requiring nasalization of the uncombined final: its

citation seems to indicate that O. would not limit the operation of

the rule to the pada-text. To show that the nasalization does not
take place in uuconibinable vowels, or pragrahas, are quoted, in

pada-foi-m, ami iti (iii.3.7
1 et al.) and ta^ti iti (ii.2.7

5
: omitted in

O.). To illustrate the limitation to simple vowels, we find in most
MSS. so evdi'shdi ^tasya (ii.2.9

7
) ;

but O. gives instead agnaye
'nikavate (i.8.4

1 et al.), vishnav e 'hi 'dam (ii.4.12
3
),
and vdyav

ishtai/e (ii.2.12
8
).

The commentator, as he has done repeatedly before (under i.49,

ii.7, v.2), notices the apposition in the rule of apragrahdh and sa-

mdndkshardni, two words of different gender. He signifies, fur-

ther, under the next rule, that both that and this are unapproved.

H sn

7. As is also, according to Qankhayana and Kandamayana, a

protracted pada.

By pada is here signified, according to the commentator, a word

6.
1

ydni samdndkshardny apragrahasamjndni tdny ^ekeshdm

mate bhavanty* anundsikdni* .

4
Jcul- _____ apragrahd iti kim :

ami iti: ^tantt itC samdndkshardni ^ti kim: 6so _____ pra-

grahdksharapabdayor niyatalingatayd'
1

paraspardnvayo ghatate.

na pragrahd apragrahdh
6
.

1 0. ins. ekeshdm dcdrydndm mate. <2) 0. om. 3 0. -kagundni patashante.
4 0.

ins. am- _____ (
5
) 0. om. ^) 0. agn- ____ : vish- ____ : vdy- ..... 7 "W. niyamul-.

VOL. IX. 41
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in the pada-text ;
and the interpretation, as was remarked above,

is fully supported by the specification of samhitd in the next rule.

As examples of nasalized protracted vowels, are given tvis ity
cibramt (ii.4.12

6
)
and astu /us ity abrtitdm (vii.1.6

1
),

both in

samhitd-form, although it is again expressly pointed out that the

nasalization is not made in samhitd: the two worthies referred to

would read ttuns : and hins. It is added that ca,
'

also,' in this

rule effects its connection with what is prescribed in the preceding
one or, as O., in more customary phrase, expresses it, brings
forward by implication the preceding rule.

Some, we are further informed, restrict the application of the

precept to words which contain a single vowel protracted, and
would not regard it as authorizing nasalization in na chinattis iti

(i.7.2
1 '4

)
or na vicityds iti (vi. 1.9 1

: G. M. omit iti).

The rule is declared to be of no binding force.

8. An a, however, is nasalized in samhitd also.

The commentator's explanation is that nasality and protraction
are here implied (from the preceding rule) by vicinage ;

and that

tu,
'

however,' is intended to annul the implication that only the

opinion of the two authorities specified in rule 7 is reported. And
though the comprehensive statement " an a "

is made in the rule,

nevertheless, in virtue of rule i.58, "continued implication is of

that which is last (or final)," the " also
"

(ctpi) really brings down

only a final a as suffering a prescribed effect by the t attribution of

nasal quality. The sense, then, is that a protracted final a is

nasalized, both in samhitd and elsewhere. Examples are suplo-
kdns suntangaldns (i.8.16

2
), upahutdnS (ii.6.7

3
), ya$o mamdris

(vii.4.20) ;
these are, in fact, all the cases of protraction of simple

final a which the text contains
;
and the edition (so far as it goes)

and my MS. nasalize the
,
as required by the interpretation of

the rule here given. The cases are much more numerous in which
a final ah exhibits as as the ultimate result of protraction, the h

being lost before a following vowel or sonant consonant : namely,
at i.5.9 6

: v.5.1 3
,3

2 twice: vi.1.9 1

twice; 3.8 1
; 4.3*; 6.2 3

;
and in one

place, vi.5.8 4
,
the same final as comes from a protracted e: the

question might possibly arise whether these do not also fall under

7. yat
1

plutavat padam*
3
tac ca 3

padakdle *pdnkhdyanakdnda-

mdyanayor mate* cnundsikam bhavati. yathd*: tvis .' astu

padam iti kirn: samhitdydm md bhrtt. cakdrah* prtrvasd-

troktavidheyasamuccayam'
1

karoti
6
. apara dhuh : *plutdikasva-

rampadam iti : anyam md bhttt :
9 na .' n a

ne ''dam stitradvayam ishtam.

1 W. yatra.
2 0. om. <3) W. tatra. <4) 0. puts after bhavati. 5

G-. M. om. 6 G.

M. 0. capdbdah.
7 0. -vidhim. 8 0. anvddirati. <9> 0. plutevarnapadam iti Via md

bhut. 10 W. siitram.
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the rule, but it would have to be answered in the negative (see the

counter-examples below) ;
and the text reads accordingly. The

manuscripts of the commentary give as found " in another pdkhd"
one example, read brahmdsn in W. B. (O. is wanting), and yadghrd
in G. M. : I do not quite know what to make of this, as there seems
to be no call for quoting from another text examples of what is

capable of being fully illustrated from the received Veda of the

school
;
brahmdsn is found at i. 8.16 1

twice,
2
twice, but would be a

counter-example to this rule, its a not being final
;

it is, in fact, of

the same character with the first of the counter-examples given.
These are satyardjdsn (i.8.16

2
), agndz ity dha (vi.5.8

4
: W. has

dropped out agnds), and vicityah somds na vicitydz ^'(vi.1.9
1

:

O. has only this).

Finally, the commentator remarks that Qankhayana and Kanda-

mayana also accept this principle. He may well say this, for the

natural interpretation of the rule is to make it represent simply the

view of those authorities; and the action of the comment, in cutting
it loose from its predecessors, and declaring it alone to express the

approved doctrine of the treatise, is in a high degree forced and

arbitrary. It was noticed under i.58 what an unjustifiable act of

violent interpretation was there committed, by way of preparation
for this one. The implication of "

final
"

is not needed in rule 8

any more than in rules 6 and 7, and is clearly enough made in

them all
;
whence it comes, it would be the business of those who

put the passage in to tell, if they could.

The Ath. Prat, gives (at i.105) an enumeration of the protracted
vowels occurring in the text to which it relates. This our treatise

omits to do, and it may be well to repair the omission in this place.
A final a is protracted to dns at i.8.16 2 twice: ii.6.7

3
: vii.4.20:

ah to ash at i.4.27: v.5.1 3
;
and to 3 (the h being lost) at i.5.

9 6
: v.5.1 3

,3
2 twice: vi.1.9 1

twice; 3.8 1

;
4.3 4

;
6.2 3

: an to dzn at

i.8.16 1
twice, 16 2 thrice: ii.6.5 6

: am to asm at vi.1.4 5
;
5.9 l

: vii.

l.Y^S.Y
1 twice: i to fe at i.7.2

1 ' 4
: ii.4.12 6

: vi.5.9 1
: vii.l.B 1

,?
4

:

ih to foh or for at i.5.9 6
: vi.3.10 1

: in to fan at vii.4.20

twice: uh to fi&r at vi.3.8 1
: e to dsi at i.4.27: vi.1.4 5

;
and

8. sdmnidhydd anundsikaplutdu
1

grhyete : tucabdah prakrtdcd-

ryamatanivartakah*: ata* eva* samhitdydm asamhitdydm* cd ^kd-

rah paddntah pluto 'nundsiko bhavati: yady apy akdra iti
6
sd-

mdnyeno 'htah: tathd "*py anvddepo 'ntyasya (i.58) iti vaca-

ndd apipabdo 'nundsikadharmatayd nimittinam paddntam evd

^kdram anvddipati. yathd?: su$l- : up a- : *ya$o :

brahmdsn9

ity anyasydm
10

$dkhdydm*. api$abdah kimarthah:
ll

saty- : agn- :
n

vicityah pdnkhdyanakdndamd-
yanayor apy ayam vidhir akdre plute sammatah.

1 G. M. -plute.
2 0. purvdcdry-.

3 W. eta; M. tata. 4 0. om. 5 W. 0. om.
6 0. om. 7 B. 0. om. <

8> 0. om. /9 G-. M. yadghrd.
10

Gr. M. asya. (") 0. om.
(12> G. M. -raplulas sammatam.
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to d (see i.4) at vi.5.8 4 :
-du to dsv at vi.6.2 3

. The protracted

syllable has always the acute accent.

n $ n

9. According to the former ones, all is of one pitch.

The comment is completely at a loss as to how this rule is to be

understood, and gives three more or less discordant interpretations
of it, the first of which we are probably to regard as the preferred

one, if there be a preference. "All" means '

every kind of articu-

late sound;'
" of one pitch

"
is equivalent to ekapruti, yama denot-

ing the tone of an acute syllable ;

" the former ones " are ' the sac-

riticers
;'

the meaning is, then, that in the sacrificial usage of the

sacrificers everything is uttered in acute monotone. O. has an

exposition of its own, which is in great part too corrupt to be read

without considerable emendation, and which conducts to the same
conclusion : it quotes, apropos ofpurve, apada of a trishtubh verse

from some sacred text,
" the former ones spoke those words to the

former ones."

The second interpretation differs from the first only in declaring

pttrve,
l the former ones,' to designate certain pdkhinah, or ' holders

of a Vedic text.'

The third is of quite another character
;

it makes yama to be

equivalent to svara in the sense of '

vowel,' and explains
'

every

monosyllable is nasalized
' the intent being to annul the restriction

to simple vowels only (as made in rule 6). Who the prtrve are, is

not told us this time.

The commentator consoles himself at the end by declaring the

rule not approved. We may fairly extend the same condemnation

9.
lsarvam? varnajdtam* ekayamam ekapruti ^ti ptirveshdm*

matam. yamo ndma svara* uddtta ity arthah: prtrve ndma yd-

jnikdh
6
: teshdm yajnakarmani sarvam 7

eJcapruti* bhavati.
1

anye manyante
9
: purve ndma kecic chdkhinah : teshdm sarvam 10

"ekapruti 'fo'
11

.

athd ''pare kathayanti
1

*: sarvam ekasvaram anundsikam bha-

vati 'ta'
14

.* ^samdndksharamdtrdpekshdm adhiksheptum .

ne 'dam sdtram ishtam.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

paiicadapo 'dhydyah.

(
]
) 0. substitutes sarvam, iti lakshyaih lakslianavisTiayarh grlinati : ekaynm ekapru-

tih : yamafrutisvara ity athdntard purveshd pnrvdi ndma ydjnikd pvrve purvebhyo
vaca etad ucur iti dar?andt : yajnikdndm yajnakarmani sarvam eka^ruiir bhavati.
2 W. B. srva. 3 B. varnam ajndtam ; G. M. -tayamam.

4 W. sarv-. 5 G. M. put
after uddtta. 6 W. -niydh.

7 W. puts after bhavati. 8 B. -tir.
9 0. dhuh. 10 0.

om. (
n > W. -frutdm; 0. -$ruiir bhavati. u G. M. om. atha. 13 0. vydcakshate.

14 0. om. iti.
15 0. sarvam iti samdndksliardndm apeksTid grahavyuddsa sarvam

tathd vidhiyate; W. -ramatrdpekshdm apikshiptam ; B. -ksham adh-; G. M. -md-

trapaksham dksheptum.
16 G. M. 0. dvittyapra^ne trtiyo.
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to his treatment of it, and conjecture that, if he could only have
told us what it meant, we might have found in it something to

approve. We are tempted to seek in it some statement as to the

accent of the protracted syllable, or pada ; and, if it were allowed
to amend pdrveshdm to ekeshdm, we might translate,

' some hold
that the whole word in which protraction occurs is to be uttered
in the same tone '

only then, to be sure, we should look for a

statement of the usage actually followed in the text.

CHAPTER XVI.

CONTENTS: 1-31, detail of the cases of occurrence, in the Sanhita, of ft in the inte-

rior of a word, before a spirant.

: M ^ n

1. Now for cases in which s follows.

A simple heading, of force through a considerable part of the

chapter (i.
e. through rule 13). The essential item of the precept

laid down was given above, in xv.4, which directed that in all the
cases to be specified in this chapter is to be assumed the presence
of anusvdra following a vowel and followed by a spirant. Words
in which that spirant is s form by far the most numerous class,' and
until rule 14 they alone are treated.

The Rik Pr. is the only one of the other treatises which offers

anything at all analogous with this enumeration; it (at xiii.'7-lO)

gives rules for the occurrence of anusvdra after long vowels only.

2. Sra, co, ha, pd, and ga, at the beginning of a pada, take
anusvdra before a s that is followed by a vowel.

The commentator cites examples, as follows. For sra, msrarisa-

yed amehend ''dhvaryuh (vi.2.9
4
,10

7
: G. M. O. have only the first

word) ;
we have other cases at ii.5.7 2 : v.1.6 l

: vii.3.10 3
,
all from the

same root, sras. For po, ponsd moda ive 'fa* (iii.2.9
5

: G. M. omit
the last word, O. the last two) ;

I have noted no other case : as

counter-example, to show that only o after p takes the increment,
is given dpdsdnd sdumanasam (i.1.10

1
: O. alone has the latter

1. athe
"*ty ayam adhikdrah: ita uttare grahanavipeshdh

1

sakd-

rapard* ity etad adhikrtam veditavyam. sakdrah paro *yebhyas
te

' -

B. -shah. 2 B. -para. (3) Gr. M. yasmdt sa tathoktah (and -parah in the rule).
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word). For ha, hansah pucishad (i.8.15
2

: iv.2.1 5
) ;

various other

cases of hansa are found in the text, and hansi : that hd is not

treated in the same way is shown by prajd md md hdsit (v.6.8
1

:

O. omits). For pd, pdnsura irdvati (i.2.13
2
) ;

other cases are

pdnsun and pdnsavydya, at ii.6.102 and iv.5.9 1

respectively: that

pa would not have been correct is shown by dhatam gabhe pasah
(vii.4.19

3
: O. omits dhatam) ; pdsi, which would seem to fall

under the rule, is excepted by rule 17, below. For pa, yad dsinah

pansati tasmdt (iii.2.9
7

: W. B. G. M. omit
tasmdt^

thus allowing
the citation to be found also at iii.2.9 6

) ;
cases of this combination,

all of them coming from the root pans, are not infrequent in the

Sanhita. As general counter-examples, we have, to establish the

necessity of the restriction " at the beginning of a pada" agnir
ukthena vdhasd (i.5.11

1

), somam pipdset (ii.1.10
1

),
and dahd "pa-

sah (i.2.14
6

: O. omits); while tasmdt sa visrasyah (vi.2.9
4
,10

7
:

only O. has the first two words), hastayoh (iv.1.5
3 et al. : G. M. O.

omit), and kavipastdh (ii.6.12
6

: all the MSS. have -pastah, which
I have not found in the text, but probably by my own fault) do
the same service for the specification

" when a vowel follows."

The commentator goes on to say that some authorities accept hi

as a part of this rule : which is not to be approved, since " at the

beginning of a word" is here implied, and so ahinsdydi (v.2.8
7
)

would be left without the increment. And if it be pleaded that

hinsih parame (iv.2.10
1

'2 et al.) should be an example here, the

reply is made, that the anusvdra is assured to it by rule 13, below,
where there is no restriction to the beginning of a word

;
and that

to repeat here the specification of hi would be useless. The only
criticism to be offered upon this is that the objection has too little

reason to be really worthy of notice.

2. sra: po : ha: pa: pa: ity ete grahanavipeshdh
1

padddayah

sakdrapards tasmint sakdre svarapare saty anusvdrdgamam* bha-

jante
3
. yathd*: vi- : ponsd : okdrena kim : dpd- :

hansah : "hrasva iti kim: prajd :
&

pdnsura : dir-

ghena* kim : dh- : yad padddaya iti kim: agnir :

somam : ''dahd \ svarapara iti kim: tasmdt :

*has- :
8
Jcav-

kecid atra stttre *higrahanam
l

angikurvate
11
: tad anupapan-

nam: padddaya iti niyamdt: ahinsdyd ity otrd 'nusvdrdbhd-

vaprasangdt. nanu hinsih ity etad atro 'ddharanam iti

cet: mdi 'vam: ^Tiipujigd (xvi. 13) ity atra niyamdbhdvdt pa-

ddddv apaddddu cag

higrahanasya kdryasiddheh punar atra gra-

hanam vyartham.
1 *

svarahparo yasmdd asdu svaraparah: tasrnin.

1 G. M. -napardh vi$-.
2 0. -ma. 3 0. sydt.

4
G-. M. 0. om. (

5
) 0. om.

;
G. M.

hrasvena kim etc.

'

6 0. -ghe. 0. om. <8> G-. M. 0. om. <9) W. om. 10 G. M.

him. " G. M. angimk-
1S G. M. -rabhd- ; 0. -rdbodhapra-. <

13> B. om.
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i n

3. Even when the vowel is altered.

That is to say, even when the vowel that is by the last rule

required to follow the s has undergone euphonic alteration, so as

to become a consonant. A single example is cited, apahansy ague
(iv.7.13

l
; p. apa-hansi) ;

if the text contains any others, they have

escaped my notice.

n o n

4. As also, when they are preceded by rd.

This rule is made for the purpose of establishing a single addi-

tional case under the general rule given above (xvi. 2), namely, the

word ndrdpansibhyah (vii.5.11
2
) ;

the case being one, as the com-
ment points out, where the pa is not at the beginning of a pada.
The c,

'

also,' brings down only $a ; and we are assured that this

is the reason why pa was mentioned last in rule 2, even at the cost

of a violation of the natural order of the vowels. Of this point we
need not make much, since the rule contains other and unexplained
violations of alphabetic order.

iTi n 1 n

5. Also in qanstd, except when it is accented on the final

syllable.

Here is another single case, falling under rule 2 by the sus-

pension of one of the restrictions laid down in that rule namely,
that the s be followed by a vowel. The passage is utd pdnstd
stiviprah (iv.6.8

2
: O. omits suviprah). The restriction as to accent

3. apipabdah svardnvddepakah
1

: sakdrdt pare tasmint svare

vikrtam dpanne
f

pi vyanjanatdm itpagate 'pi sydd? anusvdravi-

dhih*. yathd: apa- _____

1 B. sakdrdn-. 2 W. and 0.(?) svdrad. 3 lacuna in 0., from (amisvdra-) vidhih
to svara under the next rule.

4.
l

ca$abdah srddishu 1

pakdram anvddipati
2
: etadart/iam eva

svaravyatyaye* 'pi pakdragrahanam tatrd 'nte krtam. rd: ity

evamptirvah pakdrah sakdraparo 'nusvdrdgamam bhajate. yathd
4
:

ndr- ----- apadddyartho* 'yam drambhah.
<
J
) W. sdbdasyddisTiu; B. sacafabdddishu.

2 W. B. ins. cakdrah. 3 G. M. vyak-
taye ; 0. begins again with vyatyaye.

4
Gr. M. 0. om. 5 W. 0. apaddrtho.

5. panstd: ity etasmin 1

grahane 'nantoddtte* sakdrapare bha-

vaty* anusvdrdgamah, uta _____ anantoddtta* iti kirn: apv- _____

srapoha (xvi. 2) iti prdptdu satydrif sakdrasya* svaraparatvd-
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is intended to exclude dpvasyd vipastd' (iv.6.9
3

: O. adds dvd
yam-}.

6. Also in agansan.

Yet another case belonging with those disposed of by rule 2,
but requiring special treatment because the pa in it does not stand
" at the beginning of a pada." The passage is abhi vy apansan
(vi.6.11

5
).

O., in an added paragraph, brings forward the objection that, in

virtue of rule i.52 (which makes the citation of any word include
also the same word with a prefixed), apansan has its n already
assured by rule 2

;
but refutes it by pointing out that the principle

appealed to has to do only with a pada or word, not with a mere

fragment of one, like fa (compare rule 10, below). It adds that
" another reading is pansdn."

7. But not in qasanam and viqasanena.

These are exceptions, the only ones the Sanhita affords, under
rule 2. The passages are pasanam vdjy arvd (iv.6.7

5
: O. ends

with vdji) and puno vipasanena (v.7.23).

T. and O. have the simple pada pasanena, instead of vipasanena

(p. vi-pasanena) in the rule, and O. reads the same in its comment.
This is doubtless an emendation, and makes a reading more strictly
in accordance with the approved usage of the treatise. The com-
ment has (especially in the fourth chapter) explained away many
a like inaccuracy by the allegation of a phrase "in another pdkhd:"
and we might expect to find added here m ^ti kim: dpansanene
'to* pdkhdntare.

bhdve 'pi nd ''yam vidhir nishidhyatdm
7
iti grahanam*. anta9

uddtto yasya tad antoddttam: 10nd 'ntoddttam 10 anantoddttam :

tasmin.
"

1 0. asmin. 2 W. B. 0. antod-. 8 0. sydd.
4 W. antod-. 5

G-. M. om. 6 W. B.

fdh-.
7

G-. M. ins. eva. 8 B. padogr-.
9 W. 0. ante. (

10
> 0. om. 0. adds apa-

dddyartho .... ity anetandi (which belongs at the end of the comment on rule 6).

6. apansann ity asmin grahane sydd anusvdragamah, abhi
l

apadddyartho
'

yam drambhah 1

.

1 0. puts at end of comment on rule 5, nnd adds, partly there and partly here (a

little amended), kimartham idam. sro pohapdfa (xvi. 2) ity anendi :va tatsiddhdu:

apy akdrddi (i.52) 'fo' vacandt : mdi 'vam: apy akaradi J

ti vacanarii padasya

paddvayavah fafobdah : faftsdnn iti pdthdntaram.

7. pasanam: vipasanena
1

: ity etayor grahanayor* anusvdrd-

gamonasydt. pas- : puno srapoha (xvi.2) iti pri
1 0. fas-, as also (with T.) in the rule itself.

2 0. om.
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8. Md takes anusvdra when beginning a pada and unaccented.

All the implications of rule 2 are here cut off (as is distinctly

enough intimated by the express repetition of one of them, padddi),
and hence it is to be understood that the increment takes place
before a s whether this be or be not followed by a vowel. The

examples are dhar mdnsena (v.7.20) and mdnspdcanydh (iv.6.9
1

).

The restriction to the beginning of a pada is established by quot-

ing silikamadhyamdsah (iv.6.7
4
) ;

that as to the accent, by md'sam
dikshitdh sydt (v.6.7

3
: only O. has sydt).

So far as I have discovered, this rule applies only to forms arid

combinations of mdnsa, which are not infrequent in the Sanhita.

The four following rules give it certain extensions and limitations.

9. As also when preceded by pu or mi, under all circum-

stances.

The closing specification of the rule amounts to a removal of the

restriction as to accent, imposed in rule 8 that as to initial posi-
tion being virtually removed by the prescribed prenxion of pu or

mi. The examples quoted are ut pumdnsan haranti (vi.5.10
3

: O.

omits haranti, and B. runs the two citations together, having
dropped out a part of each) and mlmdnsante kdrye (vi.2.6

4
).

We
have pumdnsam again at iv.6.6 5

,
and other forms of mmidns at

vi.2.6 4 and vii.5.7 1
: I have noted no other words as falling under

the rule.

^ II 1o II

10. And when followed by sakdya.

The c<7,
*

and,' we are told, here brings down md; and G. M.
add that the intent of the rule is to establish an exception under

8. md : ity evarh
1 varnah padddir anuddttah sakdraparo *nu-

svdrdgamam bhajate. atra niyamdbhdvdt sakdrasya svarapara-
tvdbhdve 'pi nimittatvam bhavaty eva. yathd?: ahar ____ : mdns-
_____ padddir iti kim: sili- _____ anuddtta iti kiw: mdsam

1
Gr. M. 0. ayam.

2 0. om.

9. capabdo me ">ti jndpayati: pu: mi: ity evamprtrvo rue ''ti
l

varnah sakdraparo nityam anusvdrdgai^am bhajate. ut- ____ :

mim- _____ aniiddttatvanivartako'* nityapabdah.
1 G. M. 0. ins. ayaih.

'* 0. -niyamavydvar-.

VOL. ix. 42
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rule 8 that is to say, to bring under that rule a word which would
otherwise be excluded in virtue of the requisition

" when beginning
apada." The case is similar to that about which O. raises a ques-
tion under rule 6. The passage is amdnsakdya svdhd (vii.5.12

2
).

11. But not when preceded by a former member of a com-

pound.

Or, 'by a pause of division (between the two members of a

compound),' taking avagraham its more original sense. W. B.

O. define the rule as establishing exceptions under rule 8
;
G. M.,

which have taken in this notification (less correctly) as part of the

preceding comment, say simply that md is to be understood as

implied here by vicinage. The examples given are purndmdse
vdV (ii.5.5

4
: O. omits vdi) and ardhamdse devd'h (ii.5.6

6
twice).

The words would satisfy all the conditions of rule 8, the separated
element -mdse or -mdse being itself (by i.48) a pada. Since mdnsa
nowhere appears as the latter member of a compound, this rule

exempts from the increment of anusvdra all the cases in which
forms of mds or mdsa are found in such a situation; others are

the subject of the next following precept.

fa frT ^T \\\\\\

12. Nor in mdsi, mdsu, mdsah, or mdsdm.

These are words which, without special exception, would fall

under rule 8. The examples for the last three are dapdsu mastt'

^ttishthan (vii.5.2
2

), shdn mds6 ddkshineaa (vi.5.3
4

: only O. has

the last word), and mdsd'm prdtishthitydi (vii.5.1
6
): we have

mdsdh also at vii.5.7 1

,
and mdsd'm at v.7.18. The first, mdsi,

raises a difficulty. Some, the commentator says, cite in illustration

of it prat/iame mds'i prshthd'ni (vii.5.3
1

: O. omits the last word) ;

but this is wrong ;
for the exemption of mdsi in that passage is

assured by rule 17, below: we are to assume, then, the occurrence

in another text of some word of more than two syllables beginning

10. capabdo me ^tijndpayati: me ''ty evam
1 varnah scikdyapard

1

'nusvdrdgamam
3

bhajate. am- 4

1 B. G. M. 0. ayarii.
'2 W. B. sakdrap-.

3 G. M. nityam anu-. 4 G. M. add md
padddir anuddtta (xvi. 8) ity asyd 'yam apavddah.

11.
lmd padddir anuddtta (xvi. 8) ity asyd 'yam apavddah :*

avagrahapttrvo me ^ty evam* varno nd 3

^nusvdrdgamam bhajate.

yat/id*: pttrn- : ardh a- avagrahah purvo yasmdd ^asdv

avagrahaptirvah.
5

(
]
) G. M. have this as part of the comment on the preceding rule, and substitute

here sdnnidhydn md iti labhyate.
'2 B. G. M. 0. ayam.

3 B. om. na. 4 G. M. 0.

om. <
5> G. M. sa tathoktah; W. om. asdv.
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with mdsi. This interpretation is, of course, forced and false:

mdsi is included with the rest here because it is an example of the

same class with them
;
and the makers of the treatise, when they

put it in, either overlooked or neglected the fact that it falls tech-

nically under rule 14, and so also under rule 17, establishing

exceptions to 14. We have also masi-mdsi, more than once, at

vii.5. 1
6

.

1M I

-

l II ^ II

13. The following words nave anusvdra before s: hi, pu, jigd,

jighd, chansine, atansayat, dtdnsit, kamyd, jydyd, drdglnyd, ra-

ghiyd, greyd, hrasiyd, vasiyd, bhuydnsah, jakshivd, jaghnivd, ji-

givd, jigivd, tasthivd, ddcvd, didivd, papivd, pipivd, vidvd, vivi-

givd, pugruvd, sasrvd.

The commentator's examples are as follows: hinsih parame
vyoman (iv.2.10

:

'2>3
: O. omits vyoman, and G. M. substitute md

hinsis tanuvd, iv.2.3 1 et al.) and cinute *hinsdydi (v.2.8
7

: O. omits

cinute) ; respecting this first specification, see further below
;

-
tena punsvatih (ii.5.8

5
)
and punsah putrdn (iv.6.9

4
)

: I have only
noted farther two cases ofpunsah, at ii.6.5 5 and vi.5.8 2

;

-lokam

ajigdnsan (v.5.5
4

: vi.5.8 2 : O. omits lokam) : elsewhere only at iii.

2.2 3
;

-tvashtdram ajighdnsan (vi.5.8
4
)

: the text presents four-

teen other cases ofjiffhdns;
-brdhmandchansine (i.8.18): the

only case : a counter-example (but O. omits all the counter-ex-

amples), pra yuchasy ubhe ni pdsi (i.4.22), shows the necessity
of including in the citation the ne of chansine;

--gdbhe luushtim

atansayat (vii.4.19
4

), with a counter-example, atasam na pushkam
(i.2.14

2
),
to explain the citation of the whole word atansayat;

anvdtdnsit tvayi (iv.7.13
5

: O. omits tvayi\ with anu vrdtdsas tava

(iv.6.7
3
), to prove the need of the final U ;

-kamydnso devdh

(v.3.11
1

): the text ofiers half-a-dozen cases of this comparative,
and about the same number of the next

;

-
-jydydnso bhrdtarah,

12.
l

cakdro nishedhdkarshakah* : mdsi ______ ity eteshu graha-
neshu net sydd anusvdragamah, eshdm api md padddir (xvi. 8)

iti prdptih. kecid atra prath- ____ ity uddharant?: tad asddhu :

na pade dvisvare nityam* (xvi.17) ity anendi 'va nishedha-

siddheh*: tasmdd anyapdkhdydm? bahusvaram aparam
6 uddhara-

nam avadhdramyam. dapasu ____ : shan ____ : mdsdm -----

V 0. om. 2 W. -ranam. 3 W. 0. n ; G-. M. om. 4 W. -dham siddhah ; B. -dhah
siddhah. 5 G. M. unyasydrh $-.

6 B. G-. M. param; 0. om.
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(ii.6.6
1 et al.) ; drdghiydnsdu bhavatah (v.2.5

l

) : the only case
;

atho raghtydnsah (vii.4.9): also the only case; pra $re-

ydnsam (ii.4.1
4

: but O. substitutes the only other case, preydnsam
v.1.2 3

) ;
atha hrasiydnsam dkramanam (vi.6.4

2
: but

G. M. O. omit the last word, thus allowing the citation to include
also the only other case, found in the same division) ; vasiydn-
sam bhdgadheyena (v.4.10

5
)

: there are two or three further cases
;

bhdydnso 'nyebhyah (vii.1.1
5
), with annddo bhuydsam (i.6.2

3

et al.) as counter-example, proving that the final h had to be cited

with the rest of the word : there are seven other cases of bhuydns
in the text; -jakshivdnsah papivdnsah (i.4.44

2
: O. omits the

last word) : the only case
;

vrtram jaghnivdnsam wrdho
f

bhi

(ii.5.3
1

: W. B. omit the first word, O. the first and last; G. M.
have only the first two, which are read also at ii.5.4 5

)
: I have noted

the word besides only at ii.1.102 three times, with the negative
prefix; vdjam jigivdnsah (i.7.8

4
): the only case;-

is found only a case " in another pdkhd" namely jigivdnsusya (so
W. G. M., though the word is not grammatically admissible

;
O.

has jigivdnsamydma [i.
e. -nsah sydma?~\ ;

B. is corrupt, running
the previous citation and this together into vdjam jigivdnsam iti

pdkhdntare) ; dyumnd tasthivdmo jandndm (i.2.14
4

: O. alone

has the last word) : there is one other case, at iv.2.2 2
; ddpvdnso

ddpushah sutani (i.4. 16: O. alone has sutam): another case at ii.

2.12 8
; $ucayo didivdnsam (ii.5.12

2
): another case at i.2.14 4

;

papivdnsap ca vipve (i.4.44
2
): the only case; pipivdnsan

sarasvatah (iii.1.11*: O. has -tas trayah, probably corrupt for -ta

stanam, as the text reads) : the only cas,e ;
vidvdnso vdi purd

hotdrah (ii.5.1 1 1
'2

: only O. has the last two words) and avidvdnsa$
cdkrma (iv.7.15

6
: O. begins vishtdvid-, by mutilation of the pre-

ceding word in the passage) : the Sanhita has over thirty cases of

vidvdns pravivipivdnsam tmahe (iv.7.15
1

); yac chupru-
vdnsah (ii.5.9

2
twice): there is another case at v.3.4 1

; and,

finally, vdjan sasrvdnsah (i.7.8
4

).

After the second example (ahinsdydi), G. M. insert the remark
that it is brought under the present rule by the principle of "

pre-
fixion of a" (i.52). This is wrong, being inconsistent with the

13.
1

hi
'

ity evamprirvah sakdraparo'nusvdrdgamo* bha-

vati
3
. yathd*: hinsih .* cin- .*

5 tena ; punsah .*

lokam : tvasht- : brdhm- : *na iti kim: pra :
6

gabhe : *yad iti kirn: atasam :
7 anv- : *id iti kirn:

anu :
8 kan- : Jy ay- _'___: drdgh- : atho : pra

; atha : vast- : bhuy- : *visargena kim : ann-

;
9

jaksh- : vrtram : vdjam : jigivdnsasye 'ti

pdkhdntare: dyum- :
lo

ddpv- : pucayo : papiv-
: pipiv- :

10 vidv- : avid- : pravi- : yac
: vdjan

n
ddpvdvivipivdpupruve

1*

''ty atra srddishu

cdi ^kapada (xv.4) iti prdptyd pakdraparo 'nusvdrdgamah kim
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exposition given under rule 2 (see note on that rule) of the reason

why hi was not there included : hi here is meant not as initial

only, but wherever found in a word. Since, however, it is only in

this one word that him- occurs otherwise than as initial, it would
seem better to have disposed of the single case as of those which
form the subject of rules 6 and 10, and to put hi into 2, where it

would look much more at home than here at the head of a troop of

perfect participles and comparatives. And why pu was not put
into rule 2 without any ceremony, I cannot see at all

;
unless I

have overlooked some case or cases of its occurrence, puns is inva-

riably initial.

The commentator raises the question why rule xv.4 does not

require us to insert an anusvdra before the p of dd$vd, vivipivd,
and pupruvd, since these too are trddayah' and he makes answer
that it is because the restriction conveyed in xvi.l is still in force.

But in that case, he goes on to say, is there not a nasal increment
before the * of hrasiyd, vasiyd, tasthivd, and sasrvdf The answer
to this objection is twofold. First, the competency of the citation

is pleaded that is to say, the words being read in the rule itself

without nasal, that is to be understood as their authoritative form

(compare under rule 19, where this plea leads to a further discus-

sion). Secondly, the words in question being found associated

with dtdnsit, kamyd,jydyd, and so on, all of which show the anus-

vdra to follow a long vowel, we are to infer that in the others also

it does not follow a short vowel. The first of these answers is not

such as is wont to be pleaded in this treatise, and the second is evi-

dently very weak : I should almost prefer to assume that the diffi-

culty was not remarked by the authors of the treatise, and that

the commentators who have discovered it have been forced to make
the best excuse they could for it.

A more serious objection to the rule, it seems to me, is that it

mixes together cases of two different classes those in which

(chansine etc.) the nasal appears in the word itself as cited, and
those in which it is to be added before a following s. Of this,

however, the comment takes no notice.

na sydt. atha sakdrapard
13

(xvi.l) ity rtshmavipeshasya
1 *

sa-

kdrasyd 'nuvrttir
16

iti vaddmah. tarhi hrasiydvasiydtasthivdsa-

srve
''ty atra

I6

sakdrapara evd "gamah
16

kirn na sydt. uccdrana-

sdmarthydd eve^ty prathamah
1

'
1

parihdrah. atha vd: dtdnsitka-

niydjydye 'tyddishu sarvatra dirghdnantaram evd ^nusvdrasthd-

nam 16
iti sdhacarydd atrd ^pi na sydd anusvdrasya hrasvdnan-

taram sthdnam ity^ aparah parihdrah.
<!) B. om. 2 0. -mam. 3

G-. M. sydt; 0. bhajate.
4 0. om. 5

G-. M. ins. apy
akdrddi (i.52) prdptih. (6) 0. om. <7) 0. om. (8) 0. om. <9) 0. om. 0) G-. M.
om. n

GT. M. ins. nanu. 12 0. vidvdvwifivdsufrushdsasrve.
13 W. om. para] Gr.

M. -para.
14

Gr. M. -shanasya.
15

Gr. M. 0. -tier. <16> W. makdrasyd "gamah ; 0.

. . . evd 'nusvdrdg-.
" G. M. -ma. 18 W. -svdrah. 19

G-. M. 0. tatsdh-. 20 W. G-.

M. hrasvdnt-. ^ W. iti.
J

tv.
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t: n \8 II

14. The vowels a, 2, and u have anusvdra, when they are fol-

lowed by si or shi final.

This rule, of course, applies to the nominative, accusative, and
vocative plural of neuters in as, is, and us. The illustrative exam-

ples are vaydnsi pakvagandhena (v.7.23), tamdnsi guhatdm aju-
shtd (i.8.22

5
: only O. has ajushtd), dapa havinski (vii.5.14

2
), jyo-

tinshi kurute (v.4.1
4

: O. omits), agna dytinshi (i.3.14
7 et al.), and

avabhrthayajunshi juhoti (vi.6.3
1

: G. M. omit juhoti). To show
that the si or shi must be final, are quoted tasmddvdsishtho brahmd
(iii.5.2

1
: only G. M. have brahmd), and manishino manasd (iv.6.

2 5
: O. omits manasd). To show that the preceding vowel must

be long, we have y at/id 'nasi yukta ddhiyate (v.4.10
2

: only G. M.
have the last word),jyotis tvdjyotishi (i.1.10

3
), and dyushi durone

(i.2.14
3
) ; and, finally, to show that no other vowel than i after the

s or sh calls out the increment, prajdsv eva prajdtdsu (vi.4.1
3
),

oshadlushu (iii.5.5
2 et al.), and tanushu bddham (i.8.22

5
).

The last six counter-examples are omitted in O., which adds at

the end the obvious remark that, as si and shi are here indicated

as occasions of the preceding anusvdra, that value no longer
belongs to s merely that is to say, the force of the heading given
in rule 1 is henceforth at an end.

n

15. Even when the i is altered

That the i of the ending si or shi is here aimed at is in the nature
of the case obvious enough, but not at all distinctly intimated by
the terms of the rule. The commentator quotes in illustration

chanddnsy upa dadhdti (v.3.8
1 '2

), hamnshy d sddayet (i.6.10
3
),

and tapunshy agnejuhvd (i.2.14
1

: G. M. omitjuhvd).

] 4. sishipard dkdrekdrokdrds tayoh sishyoh paddntayoh sator

anusvdrdgamam bhajante
1

. yathd*: vay- ____ : tarn- ____ ; da$a
____ : *jyot- ____ :

3

agna ____ : avabh- _____ paddntayor* iti kim :

t asmad____ .* mani- ____ . ^dkdrekdrokdrd, iti dirghena^ kim :

yathd ____ : jyotis ____ : dyushi _____ sisM 'ty* atre 'kdrena

kim: p raj- ____ : osh- ____ : tan- _____
7

1 MSS. -jate.
* 0. om. <3> 0. om. 4 0. -to. <5) &. M. dirghdih; 0. om., with aU

that follows. ti W. B. ity.
7 0. adds sishiparanimittayor nidegat sakdrasya para-

nimittatva bhati.

15. api$abddnvddishte
l

sishyor ikdre vikrte 'pi yakdram dpanne
(

pi bhavaty anusvdrdgamah. yathd*: chand- ____ : h a v- ---- :

tap- _____

1 W. B. 0. -bdonv-; G. M. -bdend 'nv-.
2 G. M. 0. om.
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II ii

16. According to Samkrtya, the vowel, except d, is short.

That is to say, the two vowels i and $, to which alone reference
has been made above, become short in the cases here referred to :

for example, in havinshi bhavanti (v.5.1
7 et al. : O. omits bhavanti)

and samishtayajtinshifahoti (vi.6.2
1

: G. M. O. omitjuhoti), where

Samkrtya would read havinshi and yajunshi, while in vaydnsi (v.
7.23 et al. : O. omits) he would admit the long vowel.
A curious case of dissent upon a point in grammar which we

have not been accustomed to regard as open to any difference of

opinion. The rule is, naturally enough, pronounced unapproved.
G. M. add ca to the rule, after sdmkrtyasya.

ftr^FT II & II

17. Not, under any circumstances, in a dissyllabic word.

This is a rule prescribing exceptions under rule 14
;
the addition

nityam, 'under any circumstances,' confirms its application to

words ending in si or shi after d, 2, or $ which would otherwise
fall under any other rule prescribing the increment.

Examples under rule 14 alone are first quoted, namely stuto ydsi
vapdn anu (i.8.5

1
: G. M. O. end with ydsi) and ydsi dtttah

(iii.5.

5 3
: G. M. have dropped out ydsi). Then, as a case also under

rule 2, we have vidhatah pdsi nu tmand (i.3.14
1

); and, as one
under rule 8, prathame mdsi prshthdni (vii.5.3

1
: G. M. omit the

last word), which has been already made the subject of discussion
under rule 12, above. The force of the nityam does not go so far

as to prohibit an anusvdra in every dissyllabic word before si, what-

16. dkdrdd anyo 'ndkdrah: ikdra tikdrap ce ^ty arthah: tayor
eva prakrtatvdt. sdmkrtyasya mata ikdra tikdrac ca hrasvam

dpadyate. yathd
1

: hav- ____ : sam- _____ "*andkdra iti kirn:

vaydnsi.'
1

ne ''dam stitram ishtam.

1 0. om. V) 0. om.

17. dvisvare
1

pade vartamdnd* dkdrekdrokdrdh* paddntasishi-

pard* nd* ''nusvdrdgamam
6

bhajante. yathd
1

: stuto ____ : *ydsi
----- nityapabdah prdptyantarapratishedhdrthah : v idh atah
---- :

8 g

sra$oha
l

(xvi.2) iti prdptih: prathame ____ : md pa-
dad ir

11

(xvi.8) iti prdptih. dvdu svardu yasmin
12

vidyete tad

dvisvaram : tasmin*
1 0. dvitvasv-. 2 G. M. -no. 3 G- M. dMrah ikdrah 0. dMrauMrdh. 4 G. M.

-ntas sisliiparo; 0. -ntd si-.
5 B. om.

;
G. M. nityan nd. 6 B. ins. na; 0. ins.

nitynrh.
7 G. M. 0. om. (8) W. om. (9) B, om, 10 0, -hapdfa padddaya. 0.

dvr ijds,
12

G. M. ins. pade.
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ever vowel precedes, or it would include hansi also, and possibly
other cases.

18. Nor in
rjzshi, jigdsi, jighdsi, ajdsi, yajdsi, daddsi, dadhdsi,

and vartaydsi.

These are verbal forms which need to be excepted under rule

14, and which, as containing more than two syllables, are not
reached by rule 17. The passages in which they occur are quoted
by the commentary, as follows: tena rjishi sarvdni (iii.2.2

1
: only

O. has sarvdni), achd jigdsi (iv.2.4
2
), d tvam ajdsi garbhadham

(vii.4.19
1

), havishd yajdsy ague brhat (iii.5.11
2 et al. : O. omits

the last two words), ydbhir daddsi ddpushe (iii.3.11-
5

: G. M. omit

ddcushe), dadhdsi ddyushe kave (iv.2.7
2

),
and apvam d vartaydsi

nah (vii.4.20). Yajdsi I have noted in two or three other pas-

sages ;
if the rest occur elsewhere, I have overlooked them. This

leaves unaccounted for jighdsi, which is declared to occur " in

another text," in the passage prathamejighdsi.

n ^ n

19. In dansandbhyah, dansobhih, dansam, vrshadancah, dan-

,
and danshtrdbhydm, anusvdra is taken in the latter place.

The commentator's citations are vdipvdnara&ya dansandbhyah
(i.5.11

1

); sajoshdv a$vind dansobhih (v.6.4
1

),
to which is added

as counter-example, proving the need of the -bhih, yushmdko "ti ri-

pddasah (iv.3.13
3

: O. has only the last word, and G. M. begin

18.
l cakdro nishedhdkarshakah : rjishiprabhrtishif grahane-

shu 3 nd ''nusvdrdgamah sydt: dkdrekdrokdrd (xvi. 14) iti prdp-
tih. bahusvaratvdd* eshu

5

ptirvasutranishedo
6 na sidhyati ^ty

atrd1

''yam drambhah. yathd
6
: tena : achd ; jighas f

''ti pdkhdntare:
l

prathame jighdsi '#?
MO

: d : havishd
: ydbhir : dadhdsi : apvam

1 0. ins. an enumeration of the words in the rule. - G. M. -rti.
3 0. om. 4

G-.

M. -rddi. 5 B. esha; Gr. M. om. 6 G. M. -tre ni-; W. B. -dhdn. 7 0. ora. atra.
8

G-. M. 0. om. 9 G. M. -dhsi. W 0. om.
;
W. prathame (as being illegi-

ble in the MS. from which the copy was made) ;
B. -ghdsati.

19.
*

dansandbhya ityddishv? grahaneshu para evd ''nusvdrd-

gamo bhavati
3

. yathd*: vdicv- : saj- : bhir iti kim:

yushm- :
5

purud- : vrsh- : paytin : dansh-

. danse ''ty
etdvatdi *vd ''lam: kim akhilapadapdthena* . kur-
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with uti)\ purudansan saiuni (iv.2.4
3
) ; vrshadanpas tv dhdtu/i

(v.5.12): there is another case at v.5.21
; papun danpukdh syur

yad vishuchiani (v.2.9
6

: O. omits the first word, and it alone has

the last two); and danshtrribhydm malimMn (iv.1.10
2
)

: therein

another case at v.7.11. To the objection that the citation in the

rule of dansa simply frright have saved the rehearsal of whole
words [in a part of the cases given], the commentator replies by
quoting knrvato me mo ''pa dasat (i.6.3

3 et al.) as an example of

cases which need to be excluded. The addition of p<trah, 'in the

latter place,' is because vrshadanpah contains two places at which,

by xv.4, the anusvdra would otherwise require to be inserted.

This last point, however, does not pass (except in O.) without
farther question and discussion. The objection is raised that the

mere citation of vrshadanca without anusvdra before the former
sibilant is enough to settle its reading, according to the same

principle that was appealed to under rule 13, for hratfyd, vasiyd,
and so on. This is undeniable

;
and the only real answer to be

made is that there was no harm in adding para here, to make the

matter sure, wrhile it could not have been employed in rule 13

without occasioning a great deal of additional trouble. The com-

mentator, however, prefers to have recourse to a plea of exception-

ally puerile character. In xv.4 (the rule here in force), he says,
the spirants in general are implied, hut in xvi.l (in force at rule

13) a special spirant, / and it is an acknowledged principle that,
as between a generality and a specification, the specification is the

more powerful. That being the case, the putting down of that

vttto itydddu md bhiid iti. 'para iti kim: vrshadanca ity

atra* sthdnadvuye'pi srddishu cdi 'kapada (xv.4) iti prdptdu

sutydm purvatra md bhud iti. nanu grahanasdmarthydd evd

*nu8v&rah
l*

pdrvatra na bhavati: yathd hrasiydvasiyd (xvi.

13) itydddu graJianasdin<irtliydd" upapdditam. ndi ''ska doslmb :

srddishu cdi ''kapada (xv.4) ity atro "shmasdmdnyam ukt<nn :

atha sakdrapard (xvi.l) ity atra tu tadvipesha uktah: sdmd-

nyavipeshayor vipesho balavdn iti nydyah : tathd sati ^balavad-

bddhanam eua bhushanam* ^na tu
li durbalabddhanam^ iti

tatrdi ''va grahanasdmarthyarii
16

samarthaniyam : na tv atra
1

"
1

durbalasthdne : tathd ''pi

18
:

19
adhikah'" purusho virodhinan^

adhikam eva bddhate bhushanatvdt : na tu kaddcid alpabalam :

iti para$abdaprayoga upapadyate.''
1 0. prefixes a separate rehearsal of the words in the rule.

'2
G-. M. -di.

3 G. M.

sydt.
4 in W. only.

5 0. ins. ity atrd 'py akdrddi (i.2) iti vacandd anusvdrd-

gamah sydt : tan md bhud iti.
6

G-. M. -thanena. <7 > 0. om. 8 W. ava. 9 W. -rva.
10 B. -rdgamah.

n W. sdmarthyagraham>m. <12) W. balavatiyam eva Wiushanam :

vddhanam eva bhushanam na tu durbalam iti bddhana. 13
G-. M. -vatsddh- ; B.

-dham. <
14

) G. M. om.' l5 G. M. -lasddhanam na sadhv. 16 W. -nam eva somar-

thyant; B. -rthya. B. artha. 18 G. M. hi.
19 G. M. ins. loke. W. ddh- ; G.

M. -ka. 21 W. -dhanam, ** W. B. apy alpam.
-3 B. iti '&.

24 W. B. atra

VOL. ix. 43
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which is powerful, not of that which is weak, is honorific
; hence,

the competency of the citation was to be insisted on in the former

rule, but not here, in a weak position. Moreover, a superior man
puts down, for honor's sake, a mighty opponent, but never a weak
one. Therefore, the use of the word para here is right and proper !

All the MSS. except B. (and G. M., which have a slight lacuna,

involving the word) read dansan instead of dansam in the rule.

II 50 II

20. Also in mansye, mansatdi, yansad, yansan, vansate, and

vansagah.

The commentator quotes as follows : pacun nd 'bhi mansya iti

(iii.1.9
6
),
anu ndu cura mansatdi bhadrd indrasya rdtayah (vii.4.

15 : O. alone has the first two words, B. alone the last one), coci-

shd yansad vicvam ny atrinam (iv.6.1
5

: G. M. O. omit cocishd),
ishavah Garma yansan (iv.6.6

4
), agnir no vansate rayim (iv.6.1

5
),

and tigmacrngo na vansagah (ii.6.11
4
).

The words here dealt

with occur only in the passages quoted, except yansat, which is

found also at iv.1.11 2
;
7.14 3

. To the objection that it would have
been enough to give mans, yans, and vans (the MSS. leave it

doubtful whether these are the precise forms suggested) in the

rule, instead of citing whole words, the commentator replies by

fiving

the counter-examples uttamasyd ''va dyati (vi.3.10
4
), yasya

hriydnso yajnokratavah (iii.1.7
3
),
and adya vasu vasati (ii.5.3

7
).

*\

21. Also in vangam, after ut or na.

The passages are ud vancam iva yemire (i.6.12
3

: W. has

dropped out yemire, along with all the rest of the comment) and

prdcinavancam karoti (vi.1.1
*

twice). A counter-example, with

a different preceding word, is brahmavarcasy eva bhavatl vacam
va esha carati (ii.1.7

7
: only O. has the first two words, and it

omits the last two).

20.
'

mansya ityddishu* sydd anusvdrdgamah, yathd*: pacun
: anu : coc- ; ishavah : agnir : tigrn-

*mans : yans: vans:* ity etdvatdi 'va 'lam: kim, akhila-

padapdthena: utt- : yasya : adya itydddu md bhud

iti.

1 0. prefixes a separate rehearsal of the words in the rule.
'

2 B. -di.
3

Gr. M. 0.

om. (
4
) "W. Wiadrayan ; B. samsur yams vams: G-. M. mamsa : yamsa : vamsa;

0. manse : yanse : vatflse.

21. ut
1

: na: ity evampurve* vancam ity asmin grahane sydd
anusvdrdgamah. ud :

3

prd- *evamptirva iti* kim :

brahm- 3

1 0. uftsyatebhrat.
2 W. -rvo; B. -rva. <3> W. om. <

4
> 0. unne '&.
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22. Also in akransta, kransyate, ransyate, and bhranqate.

The passages are dydm vdjy a Akransta (vii.5.19
1

), utkransyate
svdhd (vii.1.19

3
), ttparansyate svdhd (vii.1.19

1
: B. O. omit), and

nd 'smdd rdshtram bhranpate (v.7.4
4

: O. omits the first two
words); bhranpate occurs also at i. 6.11 l twice.

G. M. read utkransyate for kransyate in the rule.

II n

23. And also in ranhydi.

The only passage isptishno ranhydi (i.3.10
2

).
The significance

of the ca,
i

and,' which is here out of its proper place, will be given,
we are told, under the next rule.

24. The di, according to Ukhya, is excessive.

That is to say, according to the commentator, the di of the word

ranhydi, here brought forward by the ca,
'

and,' which is read in

the preceding rule. Nitdnta,
'

excessive,' is explained as signify-

ing
' uttered with more violent effort.' The whole business is a

very queer one Ukhya's opinion itself, its introduction here at a

place where it is entirely impertinent, and the bit of interpretation

whereby it is worked into the connection.

n ^H n

25. Also in vi, ri, and tri, in numerals, except in su.

22.
l

akranste ^tyddishu sydd anusvdragamah
1

, dydm ____ :

utkr- ____ : *upa- ____ :
2 nd _____

(] ) 0. substitutes a separate rehearsal of the words in the rule (except the last),
and eteshu grahanesliv anusvdrdgamo bhavati. (2) B. 0. om.

23. ranhyd ity asmin graham sydd anusvdrdgamah, pttshno
_____ cakdrasya

l

vyatihdrend 'nvaya
1

uttarastitre prayojanam
ucyate.

^) G-. M. vyavahdrdd anvaydd.

24. ranhyd ity asmin 1

grahane pilrvasiltrasthacakdrasamar-

pita? dikdro nitdnto bhavati 'fy/

8

ukhyasya* mate*, nitdntas tivra-

taraprayatna ity arthah.

ndi ''tan matam ishtam.

1 G. M. om. 2 B. -trasya cak-; 0. -treprayosthacak- ; Gr. M. -pite.

'

A G. M. om.
Hi, 4 W. ukhya; 0. ukhyasyd "cdryasya.

5 0. -tarn.
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The syllable su is here, the commentator tells us, the ending of

the locative case, just as ah (at i.23) is used as representing the
nominative case. This remark is called for, because (see the exam-

ple below) the actual form in which the syllable appears in the
cases aimed at is sliu. We have a right to be surprised at finding
it given as su in the rule

;
and perhaps, also, to conjecture that

samkhydsu was originally simply the locative plural of samkhyd,
and that the other value was interpreted into it when the cases

calling for exception were noticed.

The quoted examples are vinpatydi svdhd (vii.2.13 et al. : O.

omits), yad vincatir dve tena virdjdu (v.3.3
3

: G. M. omit the last

two words, O. the last three), catvdrincate svdhd (vii.2.17 : G. M.
O. omit svdhd; B. has dropped out -te svdhd, the next example,
and the first word of the next but one), trinpate svdhd (vii.2.17:
O. omits svdhd), and trinpat traya$ GO (i.4.11

1

); there are other

cases, which I have not taken the trouble to collect. The inclusion

of tri in the rule, the commentator says, is for the sake of greater
plainness, since ri, of course, involves tri also

;
it is to be compared

with the inclusion of the v of vdghd in rule vii.13. Begging the

commentator's pardon, however, the two cases are not at all analo-

gous ;
and the citation of tri and ri together must be esteemed an

oversight, and an offense against the law of economy of expression,

obligatory in the sutra-style. The need of restriction to numerals
is illustrated by vicejandya (ii.5.12

3
),
sa rishah pdtu naktam (i.2.

14 7 et al. : G. M. O. omit naktani), and trishtubhdi 'vd 'smdi (ii.5.

10 l et al.). Finally, the specification
" not before su" is established

by trishv d rocane divah (iv.2.4
4 et al. : O. omits divah) ;

if there

is another case of this kind, I have failed to note it.

There is yet another word, trishdhasrah (v.6.8
3

; p. tri-sdhasrah),
which would properly fall under this rule, but is exempted by a

pregnant interpretation of the word ekapade in xv.4 (see the note

to that rule).

i ) i*flOFTT n ^ n

25. vi: ri: tri:
'

evampurva ushmaparo*
(nusvdragamah

3

sydt: ebhiryadPsathkhyo'cyate*
1

: asu6

supabdam varjayitvd. su'

saptami vibhaktir uktd: yathd ''hkdrah
6

prathamdvibhaktyupalu-
kshanam*: vin-.--..: yad____ ; catv- ____ .'

10 trin- ____ :
10

tr in-

pat _____ trigrahanai'u vispashtdrtham : yato
11

viri samkhyd 'sv

ity
1 "*

etdvatdi 'vd ''lam: yathd vdghdshapurva (vii.13) ity atra

vakdro vispashtdrthah. samkhye ^ti kim: vipe ____ .* sa ____ :

trisht- _____ asv Iti kim : trishv _____

1
Gr. M. 0. ins. ity.

- B. ukdrap-.
3 G M. -ra dg-.

4 G. M. yadd.
5 0. 'cyeta.

6 W. a. 7 G. M. sv Hi; 0. su iti.
s B. ok-; G. M. dk-. 9 0. -kter up-.

10 B. om.
11 G. M. om. lj 0. ora.
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26. Also in gincumdrah, cinshat, sanqvd, sansra, sansrsiita,

sariskrtya, sanskrta, sancita, sangitd, kincila, and kin^ild.

The passages, as quoted, are sindhoh pinpumdro himavatoh (v.

5.11: only O. has the last word) ;
kim tata uc chinshati 'ti yad

dhiranyeshtakdh (v.5.5
2

: only O. has the last two words, and it

omits the first two) ; ubhayatahsancvdyi kurydd avaddyd ''bhi
(ii.

6.8 4
: only O. has the last two words, and it leaves off ubhayatah] ;

sansrdvabhdgd stha (i.1.13
2
); sansrshtajit somapdh (iv.6.4

1
: W.

B. put this after the next following example ;
see farther on) ;

ca-

riram eva sanskrtyd ^bhydrohati (v.6.6
3 '4

: O. omits the first two
words

;
and all but O. omit the last one, thus making a citation

which is also found again in v.6.6 4
) ;

tan nah sanskrtam (i.4.43
2

) ;

brahmasanpito hy esha gJirtdhavanah (ii.5.9
2

: only O. has the last

word); caravye brahmasancitd (iv.6.4
4
); kinpila vanya yd ta

ishuh (v.5.9
1

: all but G. M. end with te) ;
and kineilac caturtho

vanyah (v.5.9
2

: G. M. alone have vanyah) and kincildya ca

kshayandya ca (iv.5.9
1

: O. ends with the first ca). The commen-

tary prefaces the last two passages with the remark that the second
citation of kincila is that of a part of a word, including a variety
of cases. But this, in the first place, would imply that the reading
of the rule at the end was kincilakinpila* which is the case only in

T.
; and, in the second place, even were that the reading, the

explanation would be a bad one, and the repeated kincila should
be defined as a theme ending in a, and so including the declen-

sional forms of that theme, by i.22 : in fact, it was expressly cited

under that rule, as an example of its application. If kincila is the
true reading (as I presume to be the case), then we must suppose
that the makers of the rule intended both words as paddikadeca's,
the one involving the first two examples quoted, the other the third,
and the case being quite parallel with that of sancita and sancitd,

just preceding: but the comment has discovered a difficulty,

namely, that kincila is actually a pada in the text (v.5.9
1

),
and

therefore cannot be quoted without ceremony as a paddikadeca
(see under rule 29, where this is more distinctly brought out) ;

and
hence its efforts to amend the reading and interpretation efforts

in which it is too intent upon the end to be gained to be mindful
of consistency in the means employed. In short, here as in many
other places, the Prati9akhya is less minutely accurate in its modes
of statement than the commentator would fain have it, and he
undertakes to make it what it should be by forced interpretation.

26.
J cincumdra ityddigrahaneshu? sydd anusvdrdgamali. ya-

thd
s
: sindhoh / kim .* ubhay- : sansr- : sansr-

: cart- : tan : brahm- :
4

car- : kinc-

parakinpilagrahanam* paddikadecatayd bahttpdddndr-
tham : kincilac : kincildya nanu6 sansrsh te ''ty atra

shakdraparo 'nusvdrdgamah kim na sydt. mdi 'vam: atra s'dtre

sarvntrd 1

padddivarndnantaram* evd "'nusvdrndarcantU : tatsrtha-
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Cases of various character are he; e intermingled. The first two
and the last are indivisible words, of which the anusvdra forms
an essential part, as of those cited in rules 19 and 20, or 29 and
30. The others come from combinations with the preposition sam,
and are of two classes : sanskrtya and sanskrta the pada-text does
not attempt to analyze, although (see v.6,7) it divides sanskurute
and samaskurvatci, ejecting the intrusive sibilant: those remaining
are compounds with sam which enter into further composition, so

that their compound character does not appear in the pada-iext,.
And one or two cases of this last class seem to have been over-

looked by the makers of the treatise : they are svddushansadah

(iv.6.6
3

; p. svddu-sansadah) and strishansddam (ii.5.1
5

; p. stri-

-sdnsddam). The former of them, indeed, is noticed in G. M.,
which introduce sansadah into the rule, after sanskrta^ and quote
the compound in the comment seeming to betray their conscious-

ness that the word is not a part of the ordinary reading of the rule

by saying "when sansadah is read, the instance is svddushan-
sadah"

There are further varieties of reading in the rule : G. M. have

pifahati; W. B. put sansrshta between sanskrtya and sanskrta,
and give its example a corresponding place among the examples ;

T. B. G. M. read sanskrttm, which is perhaps to be preferred;
other differences are mere copyists' errors, and not worth reporting.

So far as I have discovered, sanskrtatn (i.2.9) and sanpita (iv.6.
4 4 a second time) are the only words included in this rule which
occur further in the SanhitA.

The commentator raises the question whether we must not sup-

pose that an anusvdra is also to be inserted before the spirant sh

in sansrshta; but, without this time appealing to the "
competency

of the citation
"

to settle the reading, replies that, the word being
associated here with others all of which have anusvdra only after

the first vowel, we must assume the same to be the case with it

also
;

all but O. adding that " there is no reason for inconsistency
"

in this respect.

27. Also after si, tr, or c?r, when h follows.

The quoted examples are sinho vayah (iv.3.5), patatarhdns trn-

hanti (i.5.7
6 et al.), and drnhasva ma hvdh (i.1.3 et al.). Of the

carydd* atrd ''pi tathdi *va
l

vijneyam :
llna vdiparitye kdranam

asti
l

\

1 0. prefixes a separate rehearsal of the words cited in the rule. 2
G-. M. -dishu

gr-; 0. -dishu. 3
Gr. M. 0. om. 4

G-. M. ins. sansada iti pdthe svddushansa-
dah. 5 W. param ki-. 6 G. M. om. 7 W. G. M. sarva.

'

s W. varn-; G. M.

-ndficaram. 9 0. sdh-. 10 B.
Jvd 'pi.

(11 > 0. om.
;
W. om. na.

27. si: tr : dr : ity evampurvo haMraparah
1

sydd anusvdrd-

gamatf. yathd*: sinho ____ : $atat- ____ : drnh- _____ *evam-
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noun sinha, and of forms from the roots trnh and drnh, which alone

come under the action of the rule, there are other cases in the San-

hita. Counter-examples are given (excepting in O.) : to show that

no other syllables take the increment before A, sapatnasdht svdhd

(i.2.12
2

: but (1. M. substitute sapatnasdhm sam mdrjmi, i.1.10 1

)

and anatidcihdyo 'vdca (v.2.10
3
) ;

that r takes the increment only
when preceded by t or d, grhdndm, asamartydi (iii.3.8

2
) ;

that the

increment is taken only before A, sishdsantih (vii.5.2
1

: G. M. read

sishdsah, but doubtless by a blunder only), trshvim anu (i.2.14
1

),

and naktam dr$e dipyate (v.6.4
4
).

^ n ^ n

28. As also, in manhishthasya.

That is to say, before the A, which is brought down from the

preeding rule by c, expressly in order to exclude the assumption
of anusvdra before the sh and s in the same word. The passage
is manhishthasya prabhrtasya (iv.2.3

4
),
and there is no other.

M <4 I

29. Also, after the first vowel, in anhatih, anhah, anhoh, an-

homuc, atyanhdh, anhasah, anhasd, ancam, ancubhih, ancabhuvd,
ancu, ancu, ariqavah, anquh, angum, ancun, ancund, ancoh, an-

cdya, updn^u, and anqdu.

We have here a detailed list of complete padas (or, in one or
two instances, more than a whole pada), in which anusvdra is

found. The illustrative examples are as follows. For anhatih^
pari dveshaso anhatih (ii.6.11

2
): the only case. For anhah, an-

hoinucam vrshabham yajniydndm (i.6.12
4

; p. anhah-mucam: G.
M. O. omit the last word) ;

anhah is found four or five times in the
Sanhita as an independent word, and about fifteen times in the

pttrva iti Mm: sap- ____ : anati- _____ < rkdrendi 'vd
5
''lam: kirn

takdradakdrdbhydm : grh- _____ evampura iti kim : sish- ____ :

trshvim ---- : naktam _____
4 hakdrah paro yasmdd

6asdu hakd-

raparah*
1

G-. M. -raf ca. 2 0. asdu hekdraparah.
3 B. G. M. 0. om. <4) 0. om. 5 G. M.

om. eva. 6 G. M. sa tathoktah.

28. manhishthasye ^ty asmin graham cakdrdkrshtahakdraparo
'nusvdrdgamo bhavati\ yatha*: manh- _____ *cakdrah kimar-
thah : atrdi "*va grahane sashakdraparo md bhttd iti*

1 G. M. 0. sydt.
2 G. M. 0. om. (3) 0. ora.
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compound anhomuc one of the forms of which, as we shall see

farther on, has to be made separate account of. For anhoh, anhoc
eld yd (i.4.22 and ii.1.11 4

)
: there is no other case. For anhomuk,

anhoniugbhydrn dvikapdlah (vii.5.22 : O. omits dmkapdlah, and
W. B. put it in out of place) ;

of all the forms of anhomtic, this is

the only one in which anhuh does not form a pada (it is divided,
of course, anhomuk-bhydm), and which therefore is not disposed of

by the citation of anhah. For atyanhdh, rtapdp cd ^tyanhdh (i.8.

13 2 " 3
)

: the word is found again at iv.6.5 5
;

it is more than a simple

pada (p. ati-anhdh), and the ati is included in the citation, we are

told, to prevent confusion of anhdh with ahdh in such phrases as

shadahd bhavanti (vii.5.1
4

; shat-ahdh). For anhasah, te no nnui-

catam anhasah (iv.7.15
6

: all except B. read muficantv, which does

not occur before anhasah) : of this case ofanhas I have noted about

twenty instances. For anJiasd, the only example is the one quoted,
anhasd vd esha grhitah (ii.4.2

3
: O. ends with vdi). The commen-

tator next raises the question why whole padas should have been

cited, when anha (as part of a word) would have been sufficient to

assure the reading, and replies by quoting sa rasam aha vosantdya
(vii.2. 1

*
: O. begins with aha), as an example of cases that required

to be excluded. For anpain, pari papydmo
(

n$am d (vii.1.6
2

: O.

omits d) : the form is found again in the same division. For an-

pubhih, shadbhir anpubhih pavayati (vi.4.5
7

: O. omits yavayati'
W. B. put this example off until after that for anpu, which would

be, to be sure, a more suitable place for it, if the same order were

followed in the rule
;
but there all authorities agree : see further

on). For anpabhuvd, tvayd ''npabhuvd somam (vi.4.8
2

: G. M. O.

omit somam) : the word is found again at vi.4.8 3
. For anpu, tend

''npumat (iii.2.2
1
) ;

and it is pointed out that, by rule i.53 (the com-

ment blunderingly quotes i.52 instead), ananpu kurvantah (iii.2.2
1

)

is involved with anpu (O. has lost, of this, all but the example
ananpu ku). For an$tt, vrshno hy etdv anpti (vi.4.5

3
).

For an-

pavah, prdnd vd ancavah (vi.4.4
4

).
For anpuh, anpur an$us te

(i2.ll
1 et al.) : the word is found in eight other passages. For

an$um,yam ddityd anpum dpydyayanti (ii.3.5
3 et al. : only W.

has the last word) : there are five other instances. For anptin,

anptin apa grhndti (vi.4.4
4

: lost in W.): it occurs further in the

29.
1 anhatih eteshv ddir* anusvdrdgamo* bhavati*. ya-

thd
b
: pari : an ho- : *stitre samhitdydm otvavidhdndd1

ahar itydddu na sydd ayam vidliih: kimtu yasmin visar-

jamyo repham nd "padyate tasydi 'vo 'pdddnam:* anho?-.

*nanv ayam cdi" ^kabandhah: rephaprdptasyd
1 *

^yam vidhih:

vihitdnusvdrasydi 'va
13

rephanishedhate "*ti: nd ''yam doshah:

siddhasydi 'vd
l

^nusvdrasya bodhanam 16 na tu vidhir iti
l

\' an-

horn-
1&

'
9

rtap- : ati, "*ti kim: shad- : te : an-

hasd : <:mhe '^y
18 etdvatd siddhe sakalpadapdthah 1dm-

arthah: sa rasam itf* nishedhdrthah : pari :
23 h a d-
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same division, and in no other. For anpund, anpund te anpu/i (i.2.

6 : G. M. O. end with te). For anpoh, yo vd anpor dy<it<ui<n'u veda

(vi.6.10
2

: O. omits the last two words, and B. has lost the whole

example, with most of the preceding one). For anpdya, anpdj/a
svdhd bJiagdya (i.8.13

3
: G. M. omit bhagdyd). For updnpu,

updnpusavano yad updnpusavanam (vi.4.4
1

: O. omits the first

two words). The word updnpu, when not further compounded, is

separated in pada-text into upa-anpu, and so most of its forms
come under the various citations of the cases of anpu already illus-

trated (thus, it furnishes additional instances, not counted above,
to anpu, anpuh, anpum, and anpoh, twenty in all) ;

but in its com-

pounds it makes, of course, a single pada of itself (thus, updnpu-
-savanah), and so has to be cited in the rule as such (we have other

combinations, namely, with pdtra, yaja, and^ ontarydmd) ; and,

moreover, we have one case, npdnpdu, showing a form of anpu
which does not appear independently, and so furnishing the final

citation, for which the example is tarn updnpdu sam asthdpayan
(vi.4.6

1

)
: there is another in the same division.

The restriction ddih,
' after the first vowel,' is intended to guard

against any one's imagining that the s of anhasah and so on is to

be preceded by anusvdra.
What has thus been given represents the whole comment as

found in O.
;
the other MSS. make two or three troublesome addi-

tions, to which it is necessary to return. The last of them regards
the citation of anpu and its inflectional forms (namely, those that

contain anpu as a part, or anpubhih, anpuh, anpum, anfund) ; and,
if I understand it aright, it asserts that, if anpu alone were cited,
the other forms would not be included, because anpu itself occurs
as a pada (and would therefore have to be taken as such, and not
as a part of a word, paddikadepa) ;

and if it be proposed to cite it

with each value, as was done with kinpila (in rule 26 : see note to

that rule), there remains the difficulty that, as a phonetic complex
only, it would involve such cases' as papu-nt papupate te adya (iii.

1.4 *: W. omits papum) where, namely, we have the same ele-

ments in combination, only without the anusvdra. With regard
to anpa, a somewhat similar statement appears to be made :

namely, that if anpa simply were quoted, it would be understood
as a pada (being such in an$a-bhuvd), and hence anpam would

:
23

tvayd : bhuve ^ti kim: anpe ''ty etdvatd grahane

tathdvidhapadasadbhdvdd anpam ity atra na^ sydt: tend
: apy akdrddi (i.52) iti vacandd ananpu ity apy

uddharanam :
28 vrshno : prdnd :

30

anpur :
30

yam
31

anpun :
31

anpund : yo : anpdya :

updnpu- : tarn :
3<

*anpv
s3

ity etdvati grJuta itareshdm

aparigrahah sydt
37

tathdvidhapadasadbhdvdt : atho ^bhayarn.

grhyate padam ekadepag?* ca kinpilavat: tathd sati paddikadepe-
shu pa f urn ityudishu p.'dpnm/dd anusvdraJt: tac cd \cis,\-

VOL. ix. 44
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not be included. The comment, however, puts this forward as a
reason 'for including the bhuvd of anpabhuvd, which, according to
the interpretation here offered, it would not be

;
and perhaps my

comprehension of the argument is insufficient. I do not see any
reason why, if the pada-text divides an$a-bhuvd, the bhuvd should
be given in the rule. Equally unexplainable to me is the special
citation of anpubhih, which, being divided in pada into anpu-bhih,
falls under an$u: we have also in the Sanhita an$ubhydm (i.4.2
and vi.4.5 3

),
which is a case analogous with the other, and ought

to be treated like it. Possibly we may infer from the unsuitable

position of anpubhi/t in the rule, and from the place of its example
as given in W. B., next after that containing an$u-mat (as if it

were, like the latter, a case of anpu), that it has been interpo-
lated, by an awkward and blundering hand

;
but the conjecture

is a more daring one than I venture seriously to make.
The first excursus of the comment is in connection with the

second citation, anJiah. Since the samhitd-form of this word, we
are told, appears by the rule itself to be anho, the rule does not

apply to ahah, which shows a different result of combination in

ahar devdndm (i.5.9
2

: G. M. read aharahar, which is not found
in the Sanhita before devdndm), but only to a word the visarja-

mya of which does not become r. This seems plausible enough ;

but what shall we say of the ahah which appears in samhitd as

aho in ahobhydm, ahobhih, and ahordtre (p. ahah-rdtre) ? Either
the makers of the treatise overlooked these words, or they did not

attribute to the form anho in the rule the significance which is

here claimed for it.

The remaining passage is more obscure to me than any of the

others. In G. M., it is both preceded and followed by the exam-

ples for anhoh and anhomuk in W. B., these examples precede
it, excepting the last word of the second, which comes after it. I

imagine that its true place is between the two, and that its intent

is to turn against the rule the argument just pleaded respecting
anhah, pointing out that, as anhoh becomes anhor in the rule, it

ought not to exhibit anusvdra except when occurring in that pho-
netic form: the objection being then evaded by the plea that the

form is given merely as it happens to occur, and not with any

tarn, ddir iti Mm: sarveshn sthdneshu md bhud iti: yathd*

ityddi.
1 0. ins. ddik. * G. M. svardd-. 3 G. M. -gamam.

4 G. M. bfiajate.
5 0. om.

<6) 0. om. 7 G. M. otvasya.
8 MSS. ins. afihomugbliydm. <9) 0. om. 10 W. aya.

11
G-. M. ca. 12 W. B. ekapr-.

13 G. M. om. eva, u W. B. -pharii ni-. <15) W.
'nusvdrah sydt : nodhyayana sydt : tu vidhir iti dvikapdlah ; B. Anusvdra sydt : bodh-

yatd nanu vidhir iti : dvikapdlah.
16 G. M. udbodhanam. " G. M. ity aiihof cid

yd. <18> W. atth; B. aty.
19

G.' M. -atdi 'va. 20 0. -dheh; B. dheh kutafi.
21 W.

kirn; B. om.
'22 B. ity atrd 'pi; G. M. ityddi; 0. itydddu. ^ W. B. put next

before apy akdrddi. **> 0. om. 25 G. M. -vad. 26 W. B. a?am.
%27 W. B. om.

c28) 0. anaftpu ku simply.
29 W. om. <:w> G. M. put before vrshno _____ <

31
> W. om.

i*2 > 0. om. H8 :y W. afyi 'ty ; G. M. anpe 'ty.
35 B. -vatd. 3ti B. uparigrha; G. M.

api grahanatii.
''" G. M. ins. kaihani. :!Si G. M. -decani. :W G. M. -rdgamah.

40 W. 0. a'.
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intent of prescription. But I have too little confidence in the cor-

rectness of this conjecture to be led to attempt amending the

text into giving it consistent expression.

30. Also in arise, arisdya, ansdbhydm, and ansdu, when ac-

cented on the first syllable.

The term avagraha is declared by the commentator to be

equivalent here to ddi or padddi,
'

beginning of the word.' This

is, of course, wholly and entirely inadmissible, except as we are

driven by the irresistible force of circumstances to give it that

meaning or none. There has evidently beeii some blunder com-

mitted, but we can hardly venture to attempt its rectification.

Not one of the words here cited occurs, or could occur, as ava-

gralia, 'former member of a compound.' The restriction is made
with reference to dnsdu alone, in order to distinguish it from asd'u.

The examples are dakshine 'n^a upa dadhdti (v.3.1
5

: O omits
dadhdti ; W. has lost the whole), pityansdya (vii.3.17: W. has
lost pity), ansabhydn svdhd (vii.3.16

2
),
and uttare

c

nsdv eva prati
dad/idti (v.3.1

5
: O.' reads tishthati for dadhdti, but doubtless by

a copyist's error only) ;
the counter-example is asdv abravlc citra-

vihitd (ii.5.2
5

: O. omits the last word) ; ansdbhydm alone is found
more than once in the text (namely, again at v.7.13).

\\^\\\

31. But not in asdv d.

There is a single passage where the pronoun asdu, in the voca-

tive case, stands at the beginning of a clause, and is, accordingly,
accented on the first syllable ;

hence the necessity of the present
rule, establishing an exception under its predecessor. The passage
is bruyad dsdv e 'hi' 'ty evdm evd (ii.4.9

3
: O. alone has eva; G.

M. omit also evam, and B. blunderingly reads instead of it atra).
The Prfiti9akhya's rehearsal of the cases of interior anusvdra is,

30. avagraha ddir ity arthah: yadi
1

padddir uddttali sydt tarhy
arise

a

ity eteshu* sydd anusvdrdgamah. itipabdah svarti-

pavdci. dakshine ;
a

$ity- : ansd- : uttare

ddir uddtta itl kirn, : asdv
1 B. pari. & W. om. 3 G. M. -sham.

31. ddyuddtte
1

saty apy*
3asdv e 'ty

3 asmin *grahane na khalu*

sydd anusvdrdgamah. brrtydd

iti tribhashyaratne* prdti$dkhyavivarane

shodapo* 'dhydyah.
1 W. yady ud-; B. yady uddttatve. - B. 0. om. (3) W. asdv di ty ; B. asdu; Gr

M. 0. asdv ity.
W 0. om. 5 B. fritri-.

6 G. M, 0. dvihyaprapne caturtho.
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so far as I have been able to discover, complete for the present

Taittiriya-Sanhita, with the exception of the two compounds (stri-

shansdda and svddushansad] noticed under rule 26. Whether its

rules are so drawn as to involve no cases that require to be ex-

cluded, is a much more difficult question, and one which my exam-
ination of the text has not been close enough to enable me to

determine
;
but I have noted no instances of inaccuracy, unless the

possible confusion of anhah and ahah, pointed out under rule 29,
is to be so considered.

CHAPTER XVII.

CONTENTS: 1-4, opinions of various authorities, as to the degree of nasality hi

different na?al letters
; 5, as to increase of quantity in connection with anusvdra ;

6, as to increased effort required by certain accents; 7-8, as to other more gen-

eral matters of utterance.

1. Qaityayana says that the nasal quality is stronger in anu-

svdra and the nasal mutes.

We have here a chapter entirely composed of the cited opinions
of certain specified authorities, and none of them of any definite

value or importance in themselves, though interesting as. affording
us a glimpse of subjects to which the attention of the old Hindu

phonetists was drawn, and to their hair-splitting and discordant

speculations respecting them.

The commentator's exposition adds nothing to our comprehen-
sion of the rule. It quotes the rule at the end of the second chap-
ter (ii.52) as to the cause of nasal quality, and tries (without good

reason) to connect with it the present one. Examples of the

stronger nasal utterance are given, as follows : agmnr apsushadah

1.
l

anusvdrap co ''ttamdp* cd ''nusvdrottamdh: teshu tivrataram

bhavaty dnundsikyam iti pditydyano ndma munir manyate
1

.

tivrdd adhikam tivrataram: anundsikatd* "nundsikyam : ndsi-

kdvivdrandd dnundsikyam (ii.52) ity asya vidheh prayat-

naddrdhyam
1'

upadipyate. yathd
6
: agninr ____ ; ''tans. ..:

martydn ____
7
: yam ____ ; *vancate ____ : manind _____

8
ete-

shv*itikim: rukmam ____ : tigmam ____ :
lo

su$l- _____
10

0) 0. om. 2 W. -mac. 3 W. -sikd; B. -siMndm bhdvah. 4 W. 0. -dirgJiam; B.

-darbyum; G. M. prdyaddrthyam.
5 0. ins. anusvdrottamd anundsikd ity etdny

anundsikasthdndni. anusvdrottameshu trtrataram dnundsikyam bhavati fditydyano

ndma manyate.
6 G. M. 0. om. (7> in 0. only. <8^ 0. prdn ..... 9 0. anusvd-

rottameshv. (
10

) 0. s a____ : eteshu cdi \ia tivrataram.
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(v.6. 1
2
), yam kdniath kdmayate (vii.1.1

2
: G. M. O. substitute

yam kdmayeta, i.6.10 4 et al.), vancate parivancate (iv.5.3
1

),
and

manind r&pdni'ndrena (vii.3.14) ;
but O. introduces after the first

tdns te dadhdmi (iv.1.10
3
)
and martydn dviveca (v.7.9

1

),
and sub-

stitutes for the last two prdn prd ^dravat (v.7.10
1

).
Counter-

examples, of the weaker utterance, are rukmam upa dadhdti (v.2.

7 2 : but W. substitutes, by an evident blunder, ktirmam upada-
dhdti, v.2.8 5

), tigmam dyndham (iv.7. 15 4
),
and su$lokdn% suman-

galdnS (i.8.16
2
); O. giving instead of the last sa imam lokam (i.5.

9 4 ),
and spoiling the whole illustration by adding, "in these like-

wise it is stronger." The first two counter-examples are evidently

given for the yama which, by xxi.12, is to be inserted between the

mute and nasal in each : the last is a case falling under xv.8, which

prescribes nasalization of a protracted final a. The other nasal

sounds are the ndsikya (xxi.14), and the nasal semivowels into

which m and n are to be converted (v.26,28) before
/, y, and v :

these last are instanced by the phrase quoted. in O. alone.

The manuscript O. follows an independent course in the exposi-
tion of this rule, as of the rest composing the chapter.

2. Kauhaliputra says that it is the same everywhere.

The comment interprets samam,
'

same,' as signifying here tiv-

rataram, which it had explained above as an absolute rather than
a relative comparative

'

very excessive,' rather than ' more ex-

cessive.' That does not seem likely to be the real meaning. As

examples, are cited, rather needlessly, sanrardndh (iv.6.1
1 et al.),

saihyattdh (i.5. 1 1 et &\,),nyann agni$ cetavyah (v.5.3
2

: only O.
has cetavyah], and upahutdnz ho (ii.6.7

3
).

O. gives an entirely

different, though equivalent, exposition, and only the last two of-

these examples, with two others, namely sarvdn agnmr apsusha-
dah (v.6.1

2
)
and itndn lokdn (ii.1.3

1

).

The name of the authority quoted is given by G. M. as Kfvuha-

liyaputra, and by O. as Kohaliputra, in both the text and com-

mentary.

3. Bharadvaja says it is faint in anusvdra.

2. sarvatrd ''nundsikavarneshu 1 tivratoratvam ^samam iti* kdu-

haliputro* manyate. samr- ; samy- : nyann : up a-

: iti/ddi.

1 W. B. -sikyav-; G. M. -sikyam v-. & W. sarvatve 'ti.
3

G-. M. (as also in the

rule) -liyap-.
0. substitutes for the whole anusvdrottamddishu sarveshu samaviceshend 'nund-

sikya/n sydd iti ko/taliputr<i dcdryo manyate sma : tivrataram ity arthah: nyann
: sarvdn ; imdn : upa-
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The terra anu,
'

faint,' is explained by sukshtnatamam (or, in G.
M. O., sukshmatarani),

'

exceedingly gentle.' In other nasals than

anusvdra, we are told, Bharadvaja accepts Qaityayana's rule, that

the nasal quality is extra-strong in the nasal mutes, and simply
strong in the yamas etc. Most of the MSS. quote only tanuvd

jaya tvan satvd (iv.6.6
1

: B. has dropped out all but the beginning,
nanu, and O. has lost tanuvdjafrom the beginning) ;

but O. adds

counter-examples, brahmanvanto devd dsan (vi.4.10
1

),
rukmam

upa dadhdti (v.2.7
2
),
and tat samyatdn samyatvam (v.2.10

6
).

*lfiU-M: II 3 II

4. Old Kaundinya says that when n is converted into r, or

into a spirant, or into y (with loss of the y), or when m is lost,

it is stronger in each case successively.

The alterations of an original nasal mute are here rehearsed in

the same order, and in the same terms, as in a previous rule (xv.l).
The comment gives an example for each case: namely trinr ekdda-

$dn iha (iii.2.11
3

: G. M. have lost iha, along with all that follows,
to the last example; O. substitutes trinr uta dyun, ii.1.11 5

), $uk-

Idnp ca krshndnp ca (ii.3.1
3

: O. substitutes rtuns tanvate, iv.3.

II 3
),
mahdn indrah (i.4.20 et al. : O. substitutes svavdn indro

asme, i.7.13 5
),
and sanyitam (iv.1.10

3 et al. : O. substitutes vihav-

yan pasyam, vii.5.5 2 ).
The first combination is styled sarhyo-

3.
lanu stikshmatarnam

1

dnundsikyam anusvdre sydd iti bhd-

radvdjo manyate. yathd*: tanuvd anusvdrdd anyatra

pditydyanavidhih : uttameshu tivrataratvam yamddishu tivramd-

tram iti.

1
G-. M. anusukshmataram. - G. M. ora.

0. substitutes for the whole bhdradvajaayd "cdryosya mate 'nusvdre 'nur Wiavaty

dnundsikyam : sukshmataram ity arthah : ya tvan : anusvdra iti kirn : ato

'nyaf/ra fditydyanavidhih : brahm- : ruk- : tat

4. nakdrasya rephoshmayakdrabhdvdc
1

cakdrdkrshtayakdre*

lupte
3
sati malopdc co ^ttaram uttaram* dnundsikyam

6

dnupilr-

vyena tivrataram sydd
6
iti sthavirah kdundinyo manyate. yathd

1

:

%trinr ''ity atrd Dnundsikyam samyogamdtravat : $ukl-

ity atra samplishtam : mahdn : ity atra tivrataram :
9 san-

ity atra tivrataram: ity dnuptirvyam vijneyam*:
ll
ato

f

ny-

atra
jl

pditydyanavidhih.
1 0. rephabhdvdd ushmabhdvdd yak-.

'
2 0. -shte ya-.

3 G. M. ins. ca.
4 G. M.

om. (and read Htamam for 'ttaram uttaram in rule).
5 0. om. 6 0. anundsikyam

bhavati. 7 G. M. om.
;

0. sma. (8> 0. substitutes tritlr... : rt- : sva- :

dvivefa: vih- : trifir ity atra tivrata samyogamdtram : rt- ity atra

samdishtam: sva- ityatra tivrataram: vih- itra l.rvrataram. ^ G. M.

om. <1(l) W. atra tu d-; B. atrdnund samd-, (H ) W. B. G. M. atra.
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garndtravat,
'

simple conjunction;' the second, samplishta, 'fused

together;' the third and fourth, only tloratara^ 'more excessive.'

And it is added at the end (only O. making the statement intelli-

gibly) that in other cases Qaityayana's rule (xvii.l) applies.

! MHJI

5. And to the vowel is added, in this case, the time of a con-

sonant.

The " and "
(ca) in the rule is declared to continue the implica-

tion of Old Kaundinya's opinion : according to this authority, here,
in the prescription of anusvdra, the time of a consonant, half a

mora (i.3V), is to be added to the vowel that is accompanied by
<musvdra; an example is yunjdthdn rdsabham yuvam (iv.1.2

1 et

al.). And "in this case" (atra, literally 'here') is added in the

rule because the prescription of increased quantity is not of force

in the cases detailed in the sixteenth chapter, in nasal mutes, nor
where n or m is converted into I (v.25,26,28).

O. states the same thing in other language, giving two addi-

tional examples, patrtinr anapavyayantah (iv.6.6
3
)
and anhomuce

(i.6.12
3 et at) of which the latter, being one of those established

in the sixteenth chapter (xvi.29), ought to be a counter-example
and remarking further that in the opinion of other teachers the anu-
svdra merely was added to the vowel. Anusvdra, namely, was
declared by i.34 to have the quantity of a short vowel; and we
should be grateful if the commentator had pointed out in what
relation this rule really stands to that; if, indeed, there is any
connection between them, and if this does not belong properly to

a doctrine that regards the anusvdra as an affection of the vowel

merely ; causing the latter's prolongation, to be sure, but not add-

ing an element with independent quantity to it. O. appends the

further restriction that the vowel undergoing prolongation is to be
a simple one (not a diphthong). And it mentions another inter-

pretation, as put forward by some authorities : that atra signifies
wherever anusvdra is prescribed: and that where there is anu-

svdra, there the quantity of the vowel is to be short in every case.

5. cakdra sthavirakdundinyam' anvddipati : atrd ^nusvdravi-

dJidne sdnundsikasvarasya vyanjanakdlo hrasvdrdhakdlo 'dhikah

sydd iti sthavirah kdundinyo manyate: yunj- ____ ityddi. atrdi
9va svarasye *ti kim : srddishu 'ttameshtiSttamalabhdve

2

cdi* ''tad

adhikakdlavidhdnam* md bhdd iti.

1 W. B. -rah kdu- ; GL M. -nyamatam.
'2 W. B. -mdbhd-. 3 B. ndi; G. M. vdi.

4 W. adhikdl- ; G. M. adhitaMl-.
0. substitutes for the whole atrd 'nusvdre vyanjanakdlo hrasvdrddhakdlamdtrah

svarasyd
Jdhiko bhavati svarakdldt: c,atr- _____ : a fill-____ : yunj- ..... capabda

sthavirahkdundinyamatanvddi^ati: itardcdrya/mate 'nusvdra eva svarasvd 'dhika sydt:
atre ti kiiii : xrddishu 'ttameshu uttamalabhdve samdndksJiardshu cdi ^tad adhikdla-

vidhdna md bhuf teshu svarakdlddhiko 'nusvdra sydt : apara dhuh atre 'tyanundsi-
kavidhdna ity arthah : anuavdrdbhdve 'pi vyanjanakdlo hrasvakdlo bhavati yadd 'nu-

svdras tadd sarvatra hrasvakdla eva sydt.
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The Rik (xiii.13) and Vajasaneyi (iv. 147-8) Prati9akhyas also

concern themselves with the respective length of a vowel and of
anusvdra as constituents of a syllable, but their rules stand in no
definable relation to the one here given.

II \ II

6. Paushkarasadi says the utterance of svdra and vikrama is

attended with firmer effort.

Most of the manuscripts supply in the comment prayoga,
'

use,

application,' as the subject involved in this rule
;
O. supplies simply

varna, 'alphabetic sound.' Svdra
^
we are told, means soarita,

' circumflex
;'

O. signifying the same thing by pointing out that
the svdras are enumerated in the twentieth chapter (xx.1-8).
Vikrama is a particular kind of anuddtta,

'

grave ;' or, O. says, is

explained in the nineteenth chapter (xix.1,2). As examples are

given yd
c

sya, svd *gms tdm dpi (v.7.9
1

: G. M. O. omit the last two

words) and dsyb hamli priydm (iii.3.11
1
), for the latter of which

O. substitutes pikydm dbhy tipo dadhatl (v.2.4
3

)
: we have here

two kinds of svdra or svarita, namely abhinihata (xx.4) and nitya
(xx.2), and one or more cases of vikrama (the grave syllable stand-

ing directly between two that are either acute or circumflex) in

each example. A counter-example is </d'm vd'vd td'u tdt pdry
avadatdm (i.7.2

2
: only O. has the last two words), which contains

(except in O.'s addition) neither svdra nor vikrama.

: II o II

7. Qaityayana says, of all the letters, according to their differ-

ence of effort.

The comment (except in O.) supplies the same subject as in the

preceding rule, namely prayoga ; and also continues the predicate
of that rule, drdhaprayatnatarah. The latter we can hardly
approve, since to assert a specially firm effort of all alphabetic
sounds without exception is little better than nonsense.. Qaitya-

yana may rather be credited with meaning that each constituent

of the alphabet has its own proper (svocita) degree of articulative

effort which is more true than edifying.

6. svdre vikram.e ca ^rayogah pdushkarasdder mate 1

drdhapra-

yatnataro bhavati. svdrah svarita ity arthah: vikramo ndmd

''nuddttavipeshah. yathd?: yo ____ : dsye _____ svdravikramayor
iti kim : gdm _____ drdhalf prayatno *yasyd Vm4

drdhaprayat-

nah: atipayena, drdhaprayatno drdhaprayatnatarah. *

1 B. -tarn. 2
G-. M. om. 3 W. B. -dha; G. M. -dha eva. <

4
) GL M. om.

0. substitutes for the whole svdrd viiifadanuvdke gdnyante : ekdttavih^adnnuvdke
vikramdh svdreshu vikrame*hu ca drrfhaprayatnataro vano bhavati p&uskorasadaar
mate $ iky am _ . . yo ____ : wdravikramayor iti kith : g d r'n -----
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As example, is cited the first phrase of the Sanhita, ishe tvo "rje
tvd (i.1.1 : only O. has the last two words).
The manuscripts of the commentary leave us quite in a quan-

dary as to the value of these seven rules, W. B. calling them ap-

proved, but G. M. O. unapproved.

: imi

8. Atreya says, one must utter the sounds not over-distinctly
and not indistinctly; taking, as it were, a vessel filled with

drink, steady, according to the sense.

The commentator gives only a simple paraphrase of this verse,
and casts no real light upon its meaning, even as regards the naive
and not very instructive comparison in the second line.

CHAPTER XVIII.

CONTENTS: 1-7, opinions of various authorities as to the mode of utterance of the

auspicious syllable om.

7. sarvavarndndm prayogah
1

svocitaprayatnavi$eshdd* drdha-

prayatnataro* bhavati "'ti pditydyano manyate. yathd*: ishe

ityddi.
6ndi 'tdni

5

sapta sdtrdni 'shtdni.

1 B. -ga.
2 B. syoc- ; W. B. -shd; G. M. -shdt. 3 W. -tnah prayatnatamo ; B.

tnah prayatnataro.
4

G-. M. om. <
5
) W. B. etani.

0. substitutes for the whole fdi'ydyanasyd "cdryasya mate svaprayatnavifeshdtth
sarvavarndndm vdireshydd drdhaprayatnatarah evam varneshu bhavati : na svdsvd-

ravikramayor eve 'ti : yathd : ishe ndi 'tdni etc.

8. ativyaktam
1

atispashtam avyaktam aspashtarh ca* yathd na

bhavaty evam varndn udingayed uccdrayed *ity arthah3
: payah-

pttrnam ivd* 'matram kshiraprtritam*' bhdjanam
6 ^harann iva7

yathdmati matim* anatikramya
9dhiro 'dhyetd* bhaved10

ity

dtreyo manyate.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

saptadapo
11

'dhydyah.

^

l W. nd 'v-. 2 0. om. (3) G. M. om. 4 0. om. iva. 5 W. tehiram apu-; B.

-iraparipu-; 0. -i.ram pu-.
6 G. M. amatram. W 0. pdratniva.

8 W. 0. m.
<9> W. 0. om. dhiro; G. M. adhyatd yathd dhiro. 10 G. M. -vet tathe. G. M. 0.

dvitiyaprapne pancamo.

VOL. ix. 45
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n ^ u

1. As pranava, some utter o with two and a half moras.

In the text of this rule, T. reads onkdram, and B. omkdram; in

the comment, at the beginning, W. B. have omkdram. Douhtless
the tifmasalized form is the true reading ;

that on or om should be
uttered with more than the quantity of a long syllable would not

be worth the trouble of specifying, in view of rules i.34 and xvii.5,
which would require either three or two and a half moras for the

combination. Whether we are to infer that this holy exclamation
was not yet uttered with a nasal ending at the time when the Pra-

ti9akhya was made, is a more doubtful question ;
the whole matter

lies, at any rate, outside the proper province of a Pratiakhya. By
way of examples, the comment appears to intend to quote the first

and last words of the Sanhita and of the Brahmana : namely om
ishe tvd (i.1.1), samudro bandkuh oin (vii.5.25

2 ? see below: B.

omits the om], om brahma samdhattam (Taitt. Brah. i.1.1), and ye-

bhyac cdi ''nat prdhuh om (B. omits the om: the Calcutta edition

of the Taittiriya-Brahmana being incomplete, I can only presume
that these are the concluding words of that treatise). The manu-

scripts G. M. O. put these extracts in a different order, giving the

two conclusions first, and then the two beginnings ;
G. M. add om

at the end of each, while O. gives no om at all. G. M. further

append two more citations, bhadram karnebhih : om, and di 'va

tapati : om, of which the former is the beginning, and the latter, I

presume, the end, of the Tfiittiriya-Aranyaka. With regard to the

phrase samudro bandhuh, it is to be observed that the Sanhita as

found in my manuscript (or rather, manuscripts, for mine contains

the last leaf of another and entirely independent one, which has

the same reading), and in those to which Prof. Weber has access,
ends with samudrcth simply ;

but another word like this is evi-

dently wanting to complete the sense (the concluding sentence is

samudro vd apvasya yonih samudrak), and is not less needed to

make up the tale of words as enumerated in the ending, which
counts " twelve "

after avahat, while without bandkuh there are

1. pranava
1 okdram? *ardhatrtlyamdtram eke bruvate

3
: *eka

dcdryd ardhatrtiyamdtram
5 dhur ity 'arthah*.

6ardham7

trtiyam

yayos te ardhatrtiye : ardhatrttyamdtre* yasyd 'sdv
6

ardhatrtiya-

mdt/rah
9

. yathd
10
:

llom ishe tvd: samudro bandhuh: om:
om brahma samdhattam: yebhyap cdi ''nat prdhuh:
om 11

. kdlanirnaye 'py evam
12 varnitam ;

svddhydydrambha$eshasya
l

*pranavasya svarasya ca
13
:

adhydyasyd
1 * l

^nuvdkasyd 'nte sydd ardltatrtiyatd
1

*.

tupabdasya prayojanam ucyate: samdhyakshardndm veda-

pranavam
17
cd ''ntard tathe ^ti kdlanirnaye : samdhyakshardndm

l

*hrasvd na santi
1 *

'fa'
19

pdniniye 'py okdramdtrasya dlrghakdlo^
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only eleven. This is a very strange fact, and calls for a wider
examination of Taittiriya manuscripts, to see if any of them have
saved the lost final word.
Then is quoted a verse " from the Kalanirnaya," to the effect

that " the quantity of two and a half moras belongs to the pranava
and to a vowel forming the beginning or end

(?) of a passage that

one reads in the Veda, also at the end of a chapter or section."

The Kalanirnaya quoted here and below must, of course, be a

very different work from that of Madhava bearing the same title

(Weber's Catalogue of the Berlin Sanskrit MSS., No. 1166).
In explanation of the word tu in the rule, another half-verse,

from which I extract no suitable meaning, is quoted from the Kala-

nirnaya, and the authority of Panini is further appealed to to prove
that among the diphthongs there is no short quantity : hence for

simple o long quantity is determined : here,
" however "

(tit), when
the diphthong stands in pranava, that quantity is negatived ;

and

(quoting, apparently, another half-verse) for the pranava, as occur-

ing in the Veda, is prescribed long quantity along with [the quan-

tity of?] a m. That is to say, the tu intimates a denial of the

ordinary quantity of the diphthong o. And the remark is finally
added that a difference of quantity is to be recognized in the

different pranavas.

'

II ^ ll

2. Qaityayana says it is to be uttered with either one of acute,

grave, or circumflex.

The comment simply paraphrases the rule, adding nothing in its

explanation not even telling us in what relation it stands to rule

7, and whether Qaityayana would let us give the word, in any
given case of its use, whatever accent we chose, or would have us

governed by reasons in our choice between the three accents.

mr&pitah**: iha tu pranavasthatvavipeshend'
2 *

''sdu kdlo nishidh-

yate: vedasthapranave tu syat samaMradvi in citrate 'fa', "pra-

navavipeshe kdlavipeshalf
1

pratyetavyah.
1 W. B. -ve; G. M. -vena. 2 W. B. ornkd-. &> 0. -tiyamdvafe. <4> G. M. 0.

om. 5 B. ins. Hi. (6> W. ardhatrtiyamdtram bruvate : pranave okdram.
"

B. 0.

ardha. s G. M. 0. mdtre. 9 G. M. -ti.yas tarn; 0. tiyamds tarn : sdrdhadvimdt>a

ity art//ah. 10 W. B. 0. om. (11 > G. M. sam- : oik: ye- : om: ish- :

om: brah-... : om: bhad- : om : di : om ; 0. sam- : ye- :

ish- : brali- 12 B. ins. ca. ^
13

) B. pranavasvaratasya
14 B. adhydya?

cd. (15> G. M. -kasya tv ante 'to 'rdhafr- ; 0. -tty'e td.
16 B. nur- ; G. M. anta?-.

17 G. M. -dan ca pr- ; 0. -dam a, prdnavdm. (18> 0. -svo nd 'sti.
i9 W. om. iti.

20 0. okdrasya.
21 W. G. M. -le.

22 G. M. -te.
23 B. om. 24 0. -xhdd; G. M. -sha-

ndd.
'25 W. B. 0. -sya pr-. <26) B. -kdlo dv- ; G. M. -MU dv- ; -Mre dvimdtrete.

(27) G. M. prana-vasya vi?eshah.

2. uddttdttudattasvaritdndm madhye kasminp cit svare prana-
vah prayoktavya iti pditydyano brute, yathd : ow.

0. substitutes utte anuddtte svarite vd eshd madhyatimena svarena prayoktavya
sydd i cdityayanamah dcdryo inanyate : 03 03.
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II ^ II

3. According to Kaundinya, it is a sustained pracaya.

I have ventured to translate the word dhrta in dhrtapracaya by
'

sustained,' but without feeling sure that it might not have been
better to follow the lead of the commentator, who treats dhrtapra-

caya as equivalent to simple pracaya. He brings up, it is true,
the objection that in xix.2 the use of the term pracaya itself is

attributed to this same Kaundinya, and that hence it should have
been used here

;
but replies

" not so
; by this pair of words, even,

an appellation is given : thus, namely : on the principle that even

where there is no difference of meaning there may be a difference

of application, the teacher exhibits a nicety of application : other

examples of the principle are the names [of the second Pandava]
Bhimasena and Bhima, [of one of Qiva's wives] Bhama [G. M. say

Satya] and Satyabhuma, pidhdna and apidhdna, dipa and pra-

dlpa" The pracaya is denned as the fourth accent
;
and O. adds

that it is to be explained in the twenty-first chapter (namely, at

xxi. 10,11) : it is there said to be of the same tone as uddtta,
' acute ;'

so that, unless dhrta is to be regarded as signifying a

modification, one does not see in what respect Kaundinya's opinion
differs from that of Valmiki, given in rule 6 of this chapter.

n 3 M

4. That application of the voice is with middle tone.

The meaning of this precept is very obscure, and the commen-
tator's exposition does not give the impression that he compre-
hended it. According to him, the a,

'

that,' points us back to the

utterance as prescribed by Kaundinya in the preceding rule : in

whatever pitch of voice the application is made, the pranava is to

be used with medial effort, or with one that takes into account the

3. kdundinyasya
1 mate pranavo dhrtapracayo bhavati: catur-

thaJf svaro dhrtapracaya iti kathyate. nanu pracayapttrvac
ca kdundinyasya (xix.2) itivat pracaya ity etdvatdi 'vd ''lam:

zkim dhrtacabdena. mdi 'vam: 9

padadvayend "*py anena ndma-

dheyam abhidhiyate*: tathd hi: arthabheddbhdve* 'pi prayoga-

bhedo
6

'sti 'ti prayogacdturyam
1

dcdryah prakatayoti: yathd:

bhimaseno* bhimoh: bhdmd 9

satyabhdmd
10

: pidhdnam apidhd-

nam : dipah pradlpa ityddi.
1 W. -nya.

2 B. G. M. -tha. <
3
) G. M. dhrtacabdo ndma : evam. 4 G. M. evd

J

bh-.

5 B. ardhabh-; G. M. ittham bhe-.
6 B. -gaprabh-.

7 W -gdntaracd-.
8 W. -ne; B.

-na. 9 G. M. om. 10 G. M. ins. satyd.

0. substitutes dhrtahpracayo ndma turiyasvarah sa evdi 'k<ivifise 'nuvdke vaksh-

yate dhrtapracaya iti ndmadheyam praydndm api vyapadifyata iti kaundinya dea-

ryo manyate dhrtapracayah pranavo bhavati yathd om iti : uddttapracayo rrutya-

bhedam tat svaravijndnakrtath phalam anutiyate.
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combination of high and low tone. The relation of vdk in the

compound is described as that of a locative case, and the word is

paraphrased by vdcah sthdne,
' in position (i. e., I presume,

*

qual-

ity' or 'temperament:' compare xxii.ll, xxiii.4,5) of voice.'

llMjl

5. According to Plakshi and Plakshayana, it is circumflexed.

This rule is, along with its three predecessors, pronounced by
the commentator unapproved.

: n n

6. According to Valmiki, it is acute.

This is the only rule in the chapter, except the first, which the

commentator allows to stand as approved. In his school, then, the

vowel part of the sacred exclamation is to be two and a half moras

long, and of acute tone. This agrees with the teaching of the Vaj.

(ii.51) and Rik (xv.3) Prati9akhyas, save that these give (what is

really equivalent to the same thing) three moras to the whole word

oniy and the Rik Pr. mentions other opinions both as to its quan-
tity and its accent.

STT FTGTf ERnEpJf ^ ti^H n o n

7. All allow that it may also be according to the application.

The commentator first quotes an absurd opinion of Mahisheya's,
to the effect that yathdprayogam,

'

according to the application,'
here means uddtta,

' acute
;'

but then goes on to set forth, as given
by Vararuci, what appears to be the real meaning of the rule :

namely, that with whatever tone the passage to be read
[i. e. its

beginning] is used, that tone is to be given also to the introductory
exclamation. Thus, before ishe tvd (i.1.1 et al.), which begins with

4. prayujyata iti prayogah: madhyameno ''ccameasamdhdravi-

cakshanena prayatnena pranavah
1

: yatrc? kvacana vdca sthdne3

prayogo bhavati. sa* iti kdundinydbhimatah ptirvokto grhyate.
vdci prayogo vdkprayogah.

1 W. -vd; Gr. M. -vah prayoktavyah.
2 W. anya-.

3 W. B. -na. 4 B. om.
0. substitutes ko 'yam pranavo ndma cdvaprayogah [i.

e. vdkpr-] kdudinyamatam
ddifya yatra kvacana sthdne 'diyate : tena madhyamena svarena prayoktavyah.

5. pldkshipldkshdyanayoh
l

pakshe* svarito bhavati.

ndi ''tat sutracatushtayam ishtam.

1 0. ins. dcdryayor.
2 0. mate; Gr. M. 0. addpranava.

6. vdlmiker matepranava uddtto bhavati.
1

'0.
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grave, the om is to be grave; before d'pa undantu (i.2.1
1

: want-

ing in W. B.), acute; before vy'rddham (v.1.2
1

: W. B. have
instead, evidently as a corrupt reading only, vyttdhah, with which
word no anuvdka in the Sanhita begins), circumflex.
The rule is declared unapproved rather hard treatment for one

which professes to lay down a principle accepted by all authorities.

CHAPTER XIX.

CONTENTS: 1-2, occurrence of vikrama, between syllables of high tone; 3-5, of

kampa, in a circumflex followed by a circumflex.

n \ n

1. Where a syllable of low tone occurs between two circum-

flex syllables, or two acute, or two of which either one is acute

and the other circumflex, that is vikrama.

The commentator paraphrases the rule as if anyataratah meant
' between a preceding circumflex and a following acute,' and the

following uddttasvaritayoh
' between a preceding acute and a fol-

7. yathdprayogapabdeno
1

\ldtto 'bhidhiyata iti mdhisheyapa-

kshah: pranave* yathdprayogam vd kurydd iti sarveshdm rshi-

ndm matam. vararucipakshas tu vakshyate : adhyeshyamdnam*

yathdprayogam yathdvidhasvaram *tathdvidhena vd* svarena

pranavah pfayoktavya iti sarveshdm matam iti. yathd?: ishe

tve ^ty anend ^dhyeshyamdnend
6
^nuddttena pranavo 'py anuddt-

tah: ''dp a undantv ity uddtteno ^ddttah
1

: vyrddham iti* sva-

ritena svaritah.

ne ''dam stitram ishtam.

0. (corrected a little) substitutes yathdvidhena svarena 'dhyeshyamano bhavati :

tathdvidhena svarendi
Jva pranavah prayoktavyah : esho vd sarveshdm dcdrydndm

sddhdranapranavavidhir bhavet : is he tve J

ty etad adhyeshyamdnena uddttah pra-

navo vaktavyah : dp a _____ ity uddt/ah : vyrddham iti svaritah : dcdryagraha-
nam teshdrh kirtyartha/h : pakshaparigrahavijndnasadrshtah parikalpand : ne 'dam

sutram ishtam.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

ashtddapo* 'dhydyah.
1 "W. -gasac-.

2 GL M. -vam. 3 \V. adhyeprathamdnath. <4> G. M. -vidha. 6 W.
B. om. 6 W. 'dhyayamdnd; B. -mdnd. (

7
> W. B. om. 8 W. B. om. 9 G. M. 0.

dvitiyaprafne shashtho.
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lowing circumflex.' He adds examples of a vikrama syllable in

each of the four defined positions : namely yd
l

sya svd l

gnis tdm

dpi (v.Y.9
1

: G. M. O. omit the last two words), vodhave (i.6.2
1 et

al), dhdnvond gd'h (iv.6.6
1

), and tdsya kvd suvargo lokdh (ii.6.

5 5
: O. omits the last word, G. M. the last two). In the third

example, the circumflex by which the vikrama syllable is preceded
is the enclitic

;
this shows us (what we should have inferred with-

out it) that, as regards the application of the present precept, no
distinction is made between the independent and the enclitic cir-

cumflex. As an example of the use of the term, and showing the

necessity of its definition here, is quoted rule xvii.6, where we are

told that Paushkarasadi asserts the utterance of svdra
('
circum-

flex') and vikrama with a firmer effort. The word occurs else-

where only at xxiii.20 and xxiv.5, where we have no assurance that

it signifies the same thing as here. It is found, among the other

Prati9akhyas, in that to the Rig-Veda only, and has there no such

meaning.
The vikrama is marked by the usual sign of low tone, the hori-

zontal stroke beneath. The following rule, as we shall see, extends

its definition so as to include nearly all the syllables so marked.
The construction of sa in the rule, as agreeing in gender with

vikramah, though referring to nlcam (aksharam], was alluded to

above, under v.2.

H ^ 11

2. As also, according to Kaundinya, when a pracaya precedes.

The pracaya (see xxi. 10,11) is the series of unaccented syllables

following a circumflex (enclitic or independent) in connected dis-

course, and uttered, save the one next preceding another following
circumflex or an acute, in the tone of acute. This last one of the -

1.
l

yatra
2

svaritayor
1

madhya
3

uddttayor vd* ^nyatarato ve "*ti

svaritoddttayor ve
5

^ty arthah: 6

uddttasvaritayor vd 7

madhye
nlcam yad aksharam sa vikramo* bhavati. svaritayor

9

madhye
yathd : yo _____ ^uddttayor yathd: vodh a v e. svaritoddttayor

yathd : dhanv- _____ uddttasvaritayor yathd: -tasya _____ vi-

k/ramasamjndydh prayojanam: svdravikramayor drdha-

prayatnatara (xvii.6) iti.

0. yad dvayor.
2 B. G. M. ins. sthale. 3 G. M. ins. vd. 4 G. M. om. 6 G. M.

om. vd. 6 G. M. ins. iti vd. 7 0. om.
;
G. M. put after madhye.

8 G. M. -masam-
jno.

9 0. tayor. <
10> 0. om.

2. cakdro 1 vikrama itijndpayati: ^kdundinyasya mata uddtta-

parah svaritaparo vd pracayapurva$ ca vikramo vijneyah. uddt-

taparo yathd : pary ___ . .

2

svaritaparo yathd : up ar- ..... pra-

cayahprtrvo yasmdd
3asdu pracayapilrvah.

3

1 G. M. O. capabdo. W W. om. (^ G. M. sa tathoktah.
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series, which retains its grave tone, is here declared to be, on

Kaundinya's authority, likewise entitled to the appellation vikrama.
This makes the term apply to all syllables in the samhitd that are

marked by the horizontal stroke below, excepting those which,
after a pause, precede the first accented syllable. The commenta-
tor cites two examples: pdry avadatdm yd' yajfie diydte (i.7.2

2
:

lost in W.
; only O. has the last two words) and updrishtdllakshmd

ydjyd" (ii.6.2
3 -4 et al.), in the first of which the pracaya is followed

by an acute, in the second by a circumflex.

It is to be observed that the vikrama appears, so far as this

treatise is concerned, to be a mere name
;
no peculiarity of tone is

claimed to belong to it: the other treatises offer nothing analogous.
As nothing is said of the non-approval of the rule, we may regard

it as accepted in the school represented by the commentator.

FIT sanFTTSTT: II \ \\

3. According to some, in a circumflex syllable that is followed

by a circumflex, quarter -moras are so.

I have rendered this rule according to my own persuasion of its

true meaning, and not at all in conformity with the interpretation
of the commentator, who says

"
yama [W. alone says dviyama] is

a synonym of svarita; where there are two such yamas, without

intervention of anything, that is a dviyama ; what is followed by
such a dviyama, that is dviyamapora : in the former, and also in

the latter, where there is a third yama [so in G. M., which is the

best reading: the others perhaps mean triyame], whatever circum-

flexed materials there are, all those are depressed at the end to the

extent of a quarter-mora : so some think. An example of a dvi-

yama is te
l

nyo 'nydsmdi (ii.2.11
5

: but B. G. M. have instead

te <nyo 'nydm, vi.1.5 1

); of a dviyamapara, sd
e

pd 'bhy dmriyata

(vi.1.1
7

;
4.2 3

).
Whence do we derive the implication 'at the end?'

from the precept
' and likewise, at the end of a word are kampas,

quarter-m07Y?s depressed at the end.' And the implication of

3. yamacabdah
1

svaritaparydyah : dvdu yamdu yatra dece

ndirantaryena? vartete sa dviyamah: tasmin: dviyamah paro

yasmdd asdu dviyamaparah : tasminc ca dviyame* sati yah* sva-

ritaprakrtayas tdh sarvd antato 'numdtrd5 nihatd6 bhavanti ">ty

eke manyante, dviyamo yathd : te ____ :
1

dviyamaparo yatlid'
1

:

so _____ antata* iti katham prattyate : paddnte ca* tathd
10

kampd
antata nihatdnukd 11

iti vacandd iti br&mah: nihatam tu svari-

tayor madhye yatra nicam (xix.l) ity etatsdmnidhydl la-

bhyate. pikshd cdi ^vam vakshyati
1

*:

nityo 'bhinihatatf* cdi 'ya kshdiprah praclishta eva ca:

ete svdrdh16

prakampante yatro ''ccasvaritodayd
11

iti
1

*:

ceshasyo "ddttatd vd syat svdratd 1 * vd vyavasthaye 'ti:
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depression comes by vicinage from rule 1, above, where a syllable
of low tone between two that are circumflexed is spoken of. This

seems to me entirely inadmissible. In yama as a synonym of sva-

rita, and meaning
'

circumflex,' I cannot in the least believe
;
and

the designation of a case of three successive circumflexes as doi-

yamapara would be excessively awkward, even without the omis-

sion of the ca,
'

and,' which would be needed to connect it, in that

signification, with dviyama. On the other hand, dviyanta,
' of

double pitch,' is an entirely natural and acceptable synonym for

svarita, 'circumflex,' the essential characteristic of which is that it

combines the high and the low tone within the limits of the same

syllable ;
and " a circumflex followed by a circumflex "

includes

every possible case. The limitation "at the end" is properly
enough left to be understood from the nature of the case

;
but that

the predicate
"
depressed," the most important part of the precept,

should remain to be inferred by vicinage only, and from the subject,
not the predicate, of the two preceding rules, is not to be tolerated.

And I have no doubt that the tdh in the rule is the predicate, and

represents vikrama, its gender and number being adapted to those

of anumdtrdh by the grammatical figure anyonydnvaya, to which
the commentator (see under ii.7, v.2) has several times appealed in

other like cases. There remains, as the only difficulty, the plural
number of both words : we should certainly expect rather sd 'nu-

mdtrd; but even if we have to let this pass unexplained, it is

vastly more easy to get along with than the difficulties which beset

the other interpretation. One hardly dares presume to suggest
that the present reading is the result of an alteration, made after

the meaning given in the comment was ascribed to the rule.

The commentator goes on to quote a verse from the Qiksha, to

the effect that the four kinds of independent circumflex (see xx.l,

'2,4,5) suffer kampa when they precede either an acute or a circum-

flex. This verse is (save that it gives the Taittiriya instead of the
Rik names to the accents) the same with that which is interpolated
in the Rik Pr., at the end of the third chapter (iii.19). He adds

further, in another half-verse, doubtless from the same authority,
that " of the remainder, there may either be the quality of acute or

of circumflex, respectively ;" and explains this "
respectively

"
as

vyavastJidpabdend 'nena dmvidhah kampa uktah : samhitdydm
svaritakampa*

1

itaravedabhdga uddttakampa'* iti ye kampdh
prasiddhds teshv

26
etal lakshanam na tu kampavidhdyakam :

anyathd yo itydddu kampah prasajyeta.

ne *dam stitram ishtam.

1 W. dviy-.
'
2 W. noraii- ; 0. nora.ntata.ry-.

3
G-. M. trtiyayame.

4 W. yam; M.
vd. 5 0. -tra. 6 W. niyatd; B. abhihitd; G. M. 'bhihitd. <7> 0. om. 8 0. an fez.

9 0. ka. 10 W. B. yathd. 0. hi hat-. 12 G. nihit-; 0. -tatvam, 13 B. om. " 0.
-te.

15 B. -hita?.
16

GT. M. svar-. ll W. trasv-; M. ccdccasv- ; 0. cca-^yasv- ; G. M.

-ydd; 0. -ye.

'

18 0. om. 19 B. -tor; G-. M. svarito. 20 W. nte; 0. om. anena.
21 W. -tdh k-; B. -ta uktah k-.

2 '2 G. M. -re ve-. 23 W. -ttah k-.
^ W. B. 0. om.

25 G. M. om. 2 B. 0. ins', eva.

VOL. ix, 46
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implying that there are two kinds of kampa: in the Sanhita, that

before a circumflex
;
in other parts of the Veda, that before an

acute
;
and concludes the exposition with pointing out (if I under-

stand him) that this is a definition applying to those cases of kampa
which are otherwise established; but that it is not a precept
requiring kampa, since this would otherwise have to appear in such

passages as yd
(

pd'm pushpam veda (only G. M. have veda : the

passage is not to be found in the Sanhita, and possibly is intended
to be quoted from one of those " other parts of the Veda," referred

to above). Finally, he remarks that the rule is unapproved.
The term kampa is not found anywhere in the text of our Pra-

ti9akhya, or of that of the Rig-Veda, although the commentary to

the latter (under iii.3,4), like our own, employs it to signify the

peculiar modification undergone by the circumflex, when immedi-

ately followed by a high tone. The Atharva-Prati9akhya (iii.65)

gives to the same modification the kindred name of vikumpita. It

is signified, in the Rik and Atharvan texts (as is fully explained
and illustrated in the note to Ath. Pr. iii.65), by appending to the

vowel of the circumflex syllable a figure, either 1 or 3, and apply-

ing to the figure the signs of both circumflex and grave accentua-

tion. The theory of this mode of designation is obscure, and no
account of it is given in any Pratigukhya, nor, so far as I am aware,
in any other Hindu authority that has yet come to light. We
should imagine the figure to be a mere point (Tappui for an added

sign of grave tone, but that there appears in a part of the Vedic
texts an accompanying prolongation of the vikampita vowel (if

the vowel be short), of which the figure, therefore, appears to be
the sign : of this prolongation the Prati9akhyas give no hint.

This accent wears a quite peculiar aspect in the Taittiriya text,
as compared with those to which reference has been made. In the

first place, being limited to the case of a circumflex before a cir-

cumflex, it is relatively of rare occurrence, there being fewer exam-

ples of it in the whole Taittiriya-Sanhita than in the first book
alone of the Atharvan (it occurs in the former, if I have overlooked

nothing, only at ii.1.6 5
;
2. II 5

: v.4.3 3
: vi.l.l 7^ 1

,!!
2 ' 5

;
2.2 1 '2

;
3.2 5

,

4 2
;
4.2 3

,9
2
,10

1

;
6.8 1

: and in the ending to v.2.1). Secondly, it is

always intimated by an appended figure 1, w
rith simply the mark

of anuddtta tone, or of vikrama, written beneath, while the cir-

cumflex vowel retains the mark of circumflex accent* and this

is clearly the method most easily defensible on theoretic grounds :

* That is to say, this is uniformly the case in ray manuscript, which, for exam-

ple, writes the commentator's quoted instances as follows:

~

and the MSS. of the comment all add the figure 1, although, as everywhere else, they
omit the accent signs. In the two cases that occur in the part of the Calcutta edi-

tion thus far printed, it seems to be by mere unintelligent blundering that the above

method is departed from, a 3 being added in the one (ii.l.6&), without any sign of

vikrama beneath it, tmd no designation being attempted in the other (ii.2.115).
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the figure represents the quantity that is added to the syllable to

make room for the vikrama tone at the end, and it gets, therefore,
the vikrama sign. Thirdly, in the only two passages (vi.3.4

2
;6.

8 1

)
in which the vowel of the circumflexed syllable is short, it is

made long.
What the commentator means by declaring the rule of no

force, it is not easy to say. It can hardly be that his school

acknowledged no kampa at all; and we should have expected him
rather to interpret into his text the usage which he and his fellow-

pdkhinah accepted as proper as he has done in so many other

cases. There appears to be no discordance between the teachings
of the Prati9akhya in this chapter and the practice in the known

Taittiriya text (but see the note on the next rule) ;
the former, to

be sure, do not fully explain the latter; but this is the case also

with the other Vedas.
The denial of learnpa in a circumflex syllable before an acute

constitutes the most important and conspicuous peculiarity in the

Taittiriya system of accentuation as compared with that of the

Rik and Atharvan, and also puts the former at a disadvantage in

respect to clearness. Its effect is to deprive us of any constant
means of distinguishing whether the syllable following a circum-

flex is an acute, or a grave with pracaya tone (xxi.10) ;
and

whether that distinction shall be shown at all depends upon mere
accident. Foi- example, sd 'smd't and so 'smdt would be accented
before a pause precisely alike; and so with any number of acutes

or graves following a circumflex before a pause: e. g. so *smad
abhavat and sd 'smd'd yo vd'i tat* And even if, instead of a

pause, other syllables follow, there must be at least two grave syl-
lables in succession to bring out the true condition of things : we
see that the syllable after the circumflex is acute in hy eshd prthi-

vyd'h, but not in hy etdd devd'h, and the samhitd does not tell us

whether in so "smdd etarhi the asmdt is accented or toneless, f

And so often does this ambiguity arise, that in the first chapter of

the third book there are not less than twenty cases ofpracayas, all

whose syllables except the last admit of being understood as true

acutes.J Other possible cases of ambiguity, of less frequency and

importance, I pass without notice.

This same peculiarity belongs also to the existing Taittiriya-
Brahmana and Aranyaka, so that the commentator's allusion to
" other parts of the Veda " as differing from the Sanhita in respect
to kampa is of doubtful meaning.

~

nd ITT ^FrrafT % FTFT i

t Tims,
- cs! and and

t Thus, ifj"f vT^FJT^PTrT CTsTT* maJ be either so 'kdmayata prajd'h or

so 'M'mdydt4 prajd'h.
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r CTfrft II 3 ll

4. In that very material.

The commentator's interpretation of this rule is just as violent
and unsatisfactory as is that which he gave of its predecessor, and
with which he forces it into strange connection. He says,

" in a

dviyama passage there is depression to the extent of a quarter-
mora only in that namely, the former circumflex material

; but,
in a passage where a doiyama follows, there is depression to the
extent of a quarter-worn of the two former materials

;
but they do

not all share in the quarter-worn effect : that is what the eva means.
And Kauhaleya says thus :

' of two, the former is anumdtrika; of

three, the two former are anumdtrika; beyond that, the natural

condition holds.'
r

I think we can have no hesitation whatever as to rejecting this :

if the treatise had been intending to say what is here claimed, it

would have said it in a very different manner. What is really

meant, may be much more doubtful
;
but I imagine that we are

directed to find our quarter-worn of vikrama in the very substance

of the circumflex syllable itself; that is to say, not in any pro-
traction of it

;
and so, that that treatment of the case which is

signified by the insertion of a figure after the circumflex vowel is

rejected. This, if established, would make the doctrine of the

authorities (eke, rule 3) here reported in fact discordant with the

practice followed in the recorded text,

r -N r -x

111 II

5. Not in the former teaching.

A rule of very obscure import, and respecting which the com-
mentator has only his guesses to give us. He ventures two : first,

that ptirvapdstra signifies the rule respecting vikrama^ and that in

it this affection of the quarter-mora finds no place ; second, that

pttrvapdstra means the first rule of the chapter (which amounts,
so far, to the same thing with the other), and that the name of

4. dviyamasthale pdrvasydm
leva tasydm

1

svaritaprakrtdv

anumdtrayd* 'pi
3 nihatatvam* bhavati: dviyamapare tu* sthale

prtrvayor eva prakrtyor* anumdtrayd' nihatatvam 8 bhavati: na

tu
9 tdh sarvd anukdryabhdja

10

ity evakdro bodhayati. evam eva

kduhaleya
11 aha: duayoh ptirvo

1 * '

numdtrikas 1 *
trishu

14

ptirvdv
1 *

anumdtrikdv 16 uttarah
1

"
1

prakrtye 'ti.

(J ) W. aparasydm.
2 B. :trayo; G. M. anumdtram a.

3 0. om. 4 B. -hit-.

5
G-. M. tat.

6 B. -tydyo.
7 B. numdtrayor ; Gr. M. anumdtrdyd.

8 B. -hit-.
9 W.

0. nu. 10
G-. M. anuk- ; 0. anumdtram bhajate.

n W. -liya.
12 W. -rva ; B. 0.

-rvah. 13 W. B. 0. anu- ; M/0. -trdkas. U W. ins. ca.
15 0. purvo vd; G. M.

purvo yathd uparisht- etc. (end of comment to rule 2, above).
16 "W. -kd; M.

-trakdv; 0. -trako 'py.

'

17 W. -ratah.
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vikrama, there given, does not apply here in the rule for kampa,
since, by xvii.6, vikrama is uttered with a firmer effort of the

organs, while that is not the case with kampa. There is nothing
in either of these proposals to commend it to our acceptance. If
we were ourselves to guess, we should perhaps say that the refer-

ence was to rule 4 only, which teaches kampa without any pro-
traction, and that this was confessed to be a doctrine not before

authoritatively taught. But we should not presume to put the

conjecture forward with any confidence.

CHAPTER XX.

CONTENTS : 1-8, names of the different kinds of circumflex, independent and en-

clitic; 9-12, different degrees of force of their utterance.

\\\\\

1. When ij $, and u are converted into y or v, the accent is

kshdipra, if they were acute.

The conversion of i, 2, and u into y or v is by rule x.15
;
$ does

not fall under such a rule on account of its being always pragraha
(iv.5). Rule x.l 6 prescribes the conditions under which a circum-
flex accent is the result of such a conversion

;
and the addition of

uddttayoh to the present rule is wholly unnecessary a case to

exercise the ingenuity of the commentator in defending the treatise

from the charge of pditnaruktya : but either it escapes his notice,
or he declines to touch it, as beyond his powers. Of course, if it

be necessary to explain here that the altered vowel is acute, it

needs to be added that the following vowel is grave.

5.
l

prtrva$dstram ndma vikramavidhih 1

: tasminn etad anukdr-

yam na bhavati. evam vd sutrdrthah: purvapdstre
2

'dhydya-

prathamasrttre yd vikramasamjno "*ktd
3
sd kampavidhdv atra* na

bhavati: vikramasya drdhaprayatnatvdt* kampasya tadabhdvdd

iti.
6

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

ekonavinpo
6

'dhydyah.
W W. -strdndm api kram- ; B. -stre'pi yovikr-; 0. -dhiva. 2 0. -rvasutre. <3> W.

-dhduyatra; G-. M. sd 'tra pracayavidhdu ; 0. sd kampavidhdyakatvam.
4

Gr. M.
-tnatara sydt.

5
G-. M. add dvdv arfhdu. 6

G-. M. 0. dvitiyapra^ne saptamo.

1. uddttayor ivarnokdrayor yathopade$arh
l

yavakdrabhdve sati

yah svarito vihitah sa kshdipra iti samjndyattf. yathd*: vy ____ /

krdhi ----- uddttayor* iti kim: vas- ____ : anv _____

1 W. -fair; 0. -
fe.

3
Gr. M. -jndjdyate.

3 G. M. ora. 4 W. -tta.
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The examples are vy evd'i ''nena (v.3.11
3

)
and krdhi' sv dsmd'n

(iv.7.15
7
); counter-examples, where the altered vowel was not

acute, are vdsvy asi (i.2.5
1 et al.) and dnv enam mdtd', which is

not, I believe, to be found in the Sanhita
;
the nearest thing to it

is dnv enam mprdh (iv.6.8
3
); dnu tvd mdtd' occurs several times

(i.3.10
1 et al.).

All the Pratipakhyas agree in calling this particular kind of cir-

cumflex by the name kshdipra (see note to Ath. Pr. iii.58).

3T RT FEpST sTRt^TTrT II II

2. But where a syllable containing a y or v is circumflexed
in a fixed word, being preceded by a grave syllable, or not pre-
ceded by anything, that is to be known as nitya.

This definition of the original circumflex accent, which belongs
to the word in which it occurs, and does not merely arise as a con-

sequence of the combination of words into phrases (although ulti-

mately of the same nature with the kshdipra, just described), is a

long and awkward one, but fairly attains its purpose : only we do
not see why the reading is not anuddttaptirvam apurvam vd, quali-

fying aksharam formally, as it does logically. A syllable that has
the circumflex in pada-text (to which sthite pade is explained as

equivalent), otherwise than enclitically after an acute, is an origi-
nal (nitya, 'constant, invariable') circumflex. The other Prati9a-

khyas (see note to Ath. Pr. iii.5T) call iijdti/a, 'natural.'

The commentator defines aksharam,
'

syllable,' in the rule as

meaning svarah, 'vowel;' and, in fact, the use of aksharam here

is somewhat at variance with the general custom of the treatise,
which elsewhere talks of the vowel, not the syllable, as having
tone (compare i.43, xiv.29). He inserts sarvatra,

'

everywhere,' in

his paraphrase, and then explains it, as if it were a part of the rule,
to signify that the accent holds in samhitd, pad, and jatd text.

His examples are vdyavydm (i.8.7
1 et al.), kanyb 'va tunnd' (iii.l.

II 8
: O. omits tunnd], tdto Mlvdh (ii.1.8

2
), nydficam cirtuyd't (v.5.

3 2
: W. B. add, after a pause, as if a new example, anyancam [B.

2. sayakdram vd savakdram vd ''ksharavf svara ity arthah:

sthite pade padakdla ity arthah : yatra Male svaryate : anuddt-

tapttrve
2

'purve* vd ptirvdbhdce
4

sati*: nitya eve 'ti sarvatra

jdniydt: sarvatre 'ti
6

samhitdpadajatdsv ity arthah. yathd: vdy-
____ : kanye ____ .* tato ____ : nyan- ____ :

7 kva ____ : kvd ____

itijatdydm. tupabdo nitydddv uccodayavishciye*' no ''ddttasva-

ritapara (xiv.31) iti nisliedham nivdrayati. nanu9

nityah ka-

tham etannishedhavishayah: uddttdt paro 'nuddtta n
(xiv.

29) itilakshandsambhavdt l<i

. atro^cyate: varnavibhdgaveldydm
1 *

uddttaptirvcitvam
1 *

asti: samdhdrah svarita (i.40) ity ucca-
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reads -cam], but no such word is to be found in the Sanhita, and
it is probably only a blundering repetition of nyancani), and kvd

jdgatl ca (vii.1.4
3
) ; and, from the jatd-tc\t, leva" 'syd ^sya kvd' 1

kvd 'sya (v.7.4
2

: B. has lost a part; it involves a case of kampa,
with resulting prolongation, and use of the sign 1 : see xix.3).

Counter-examples are given in O. only: namely, of a circumflex not
found in pada-text, vy evd'i 'nena (v.3.11

3
: the MS. has vevydi),

drvdnnah sarpi/i (iv.1.9
2

; p. dru-annah); of one which has an
acute before it, mdrtydn dviveca (v.Y.9

1

)
and sdrvdn agni'n (v.6.

I 2
).

We have also one of the common attempts to give a profound
significance to the word tu,

'

but,' in the rule
; and, as usual, it is

abortive, involving difficulties which the commentator only pre-
tends to get rid of. He says the tu signifies that, so far as the

nitya circumflex etc.
(i.

e. and the other varieties of the independ-
ent circumflex) are concerned, the exception laid down in rule xiv.

31 namely, that the circumflex character is not retained before a

following acute or circumflex has no force. But it is objected,
with entire reason, that rule xiv. 31 has nothing to do with the

nitya at all, but only with the enclitic accent prescribed in rule

xiv. 2 9. His reply is, that in the condition of complete separation
of sounds, there is, after all, a grave element preceded by an acute,
as required in rule xiv.29, the combination of the two, by i.40,

giving the circumflex character. Whether this implies his recog-
nition of the fact that the semivowel in every nitya syllable really

represents an acute vowel, pronounced as such in an earlier stage
of the language kvd being equivalent to kua, and kanyd to

kamd admits of question. He expounds anuddttapurve as a

descriptive instead of a possessive compound, and apurve as a
substantive of the same character, as if the construction were
4 there being a preceding grave, or there being no preceding
accent

;'
it is doubtless better to supply in idea tasminn akshare,

and to render ' when that syllable is
'

etc. The remaining bit of

exposition is much corrupted in its readings, and the drift of it is

not clear to me. O. brings it in very differently from the rest,
and makes it involve an additional example, ydjyd'i

"
'vd'i ''nam

(ii.3.5
3

; p. ydjyfl : d' : evd : enam).

ptirvatvdt
1 *

svaritasye *ti nishedhavishayatvam. amtddttac cd

'sdu pttrvac cd ''nuddttapurvah :
16 tasmin: "ptirudbhdvo 'purvah :

tasmin".
ls

ctim/e tu sarvatraptirvatvdt
1 *

prtrvatvaviceshanadva-

yasyd 'nyathd vdiyarthydt*
1

: tasmdt tatra nityasvaritatvam
eva na samjndntaram iti vijtleyam.

1 W. B. om.
;

GT. M. add yatra svaryate.
2 0. in. vd. 3 B. om. 4

G-. M. ins. vd.
5 G. om. 6 0. pi.

7 W. B. ins. : anyancam
8 G. M. 0. -darkav-; 0. -shayo.

9 G.
M. na tu.

' 10 0. nisli-.
" G. M. ins. svaritnm. 12 0. laksh-. 13

all MSS. have the

lingual I H W. -rvam. r W. B. ucyate pu-.
16 W. ins. tasmdt. <") G. M. om.

<18) 0. na funya ity arthah : sthite pnda itikim: vy : drv- : anuddttapiirva
iti kirn: mart- : sar- kicid ev >m ucuh : ydj- ity ddi : prdtihammra-
kar<>ty evakarh : p'ldisamuc'ayeanitddtt'tputvatvdt; G. M. funyapurvasapurvatvdt /

"W. . . . sarvatrd; B. lihiinye etc. 19 W. parvaviresh'idv- ; B. purvatravi^eshandd- ;

0. purvavir-.
20 0. ntathd. 21 W. -thyam ; G. M. -thyam sydt.

22 W. am; B. tat;
0. tra. 23 W. 0. nityatvam ; B. svaritatvam nityatvam.

24 B. ca.
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3. If, moreover, there is an acute standing in another word,

then, if there be a circumflex resulting from a rule of combina-

tion, it is prdtihata.

The phraseology of this rule is very peculiar indeed, and its

peculiarity hard to account for. The Rik and Atharva Prati9a-

khyas distinguish only two kinds of enclitic circumflex : the pdda-
vrtta, in which a hiatus intervenes between the acute and its suc-

cessor, and the tdirovyafijana, in which the two are separated by
consonants. According to the explanation, now, of our commen-

tator, the present treatise sets off from the latter, as a separate

class, a circumflexed syllable at the beginning of a word, following
an acute at the end of the preceding word. He gives us four

examples (of which, however, W. B. omit the first two, and O. the

last two): rnd' te asyd'm (i.6.12
5
), yds tvd hrdd' kirind (i.4.46

1
:

only O. has kirind}, isle tvd (i.1.1 et al.), and tarn te dupcdkshdh

(iii.2.10
2

)
: the second word in each has the prdtihata circumflex.

As counter-examples, we have ydn nyd&cam (v.5.3
2

: W. gives
instead ydn, ndoam [ii.3.

10 1 et al.], but it does not illustrate the

point arrived at, and so is doubtless a corruption of the other), to

show that the following circumflex must be a result of a rule of

combination, and tdyd devdtayd (iv.2.9
2 et al. : O. substitutes tas-

mdd varupam, which is corrupt ;
I have overlooked it in search-

ing out the references, and do not know how, if it in fact repre-
sents a real citation, it ought to be amended), to show that the

acute must stand in another word.
In working out this meaning for the rule, the commentator

declares apt, 'moreover,' to have the office merely of bringing
down from the preceding rule the quality of going before (pHr-

vatva); atha, 'then,' according to him, either cuts off the contin-

ued. implication of nitt/a (that is to say, means nothing at all), or

else gives the value of a heading to "the being preceded by an

acute standing in another word "which is wholly to be rejected ;

in the first place because unnecessary (tasmdt in the next rule

having just that purpose), and in the second place because the

word could at any rate make a heading only of what followed it in

the rule, not of what went before.

3. apipabdah
l

purvatvamdtrdkarshakah*: athapaMo nityasam-

jndvyavachedakah : ndndpadasthoddttaptirvatvddhikdrako* vd :

ndndpadastham aksharam uddttapurvarit
1

cet parato nicam sdm-

hitena vidhind svaryate cet sa prdtiliato
(tr* ceditavyah, *yathd:

md ____ : yas ____ :
5 6ishe ____ : tarn _____

6 sdmhitene ^ti Mm:
''yan _____ ndndpadastham iti kim: tayd _____

7

<
]
> W.purvar simply.

2 G. M. om. ~tva-; 0. om. -dtr-.
3 0. -kdro. 4 G. M. om.

< 5) W. B. om.
;
G. M. om. yathct.

(6> 0. om. < 7> 0. tasmddvarupam .
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If this be indeed the original intent of the rule, it would seem

that, to the apprehension of the Hindu phonetists, there was differ-

ence enough between the enclitic circumflex which te in tdm te

assumes in samhitd, having been grave in pada-text, and that

which the shdh of dupcdkshdh has in samhitd as well as in pada,
to furnish ground for a difference of classification and nomencla-
ture.* But there are 'various obstacles in the way of our accept-

ing the interpretation as satisfactory. In the first place, why
ought not the same distinction to apply where the acute and cir-

cumflex are separated by a hiatus, as well as by consonants ? or

why, when a circumflex after an acute in the same word is called

tdirovyanjana, alike whether a hiatus or consonants intervene,
should a circumflex after an acute in another word have a different

name according as it is preceded by a consonant or not ? In the
second place, why should the rule be thrust in here, wholly out of
connection with the others respecting the enclitic circumflex, and
with such a frightful sacrifice of that economy of expression which
the stttrakdra proverbially rates so highly ? for, following rule 7,
a simple ndndpadasthdt tu prdtihatah would have done the whole

business, and much more unequivocally. Not one of the other
treatises mixes together thus the enclitic and independent svaritas,
when they come to be defined and named. Nor, again, does any
other authority found a separate species of accent upon the basis

here laid down. I have been inclined, therefore, to conjecture that
the rule ought to be rendered ' when there is besides (api) a [pre-

ceding] acute in another word, then, provided a circumflex arises

as the result of a rule of combination, it is prdtihatah understand-

ing an independent svarita (except a nitya) to be intended, when-
ever that svarita was preceded by an acute, and so held a position
which would make it an enclitic 'svarita as well

;
and the reason

for thus calling attention to it being that, as written, it is not dis-

tinguished from a mere enclitic accent. f But there are too many
difficulties connected with this interpretation also to allow of its

being accepted as at all satisfactory.
The Vajasaneyi-Prati9akhya (i.118) gives a special name, tdiro-

virdma, to the enclitic circumflex which falls in the pada-text
upon the first syllable of the second member of a compound, under

* And this difference, it should be noted, applies in the same manner where
division is made between the two parts of a compound word

;
for the extant Tait-

tiriya pada-text, in marked contrast with those of the other Yedas, regards the

avagraha pause MS suspending, bke the avasdna, all accentual influence, and writes

fukrd-vati, for example, in the same f;ishion as it writes pukrdm : asti that is to say,

._

instead of
^|5ftsTc4r| (>

as the rest would read-

j
For example, ghrtd'ir vy udyate (Hi. 1.11 4) and dnapdnd'h svishtim (iii.1.9

2
) are

written precisely as if they were ghrtd'ir vy udyate and dna^dnd'h svishtim ; namely," '

,_ __
and ?M^* : this is an ambi?uity which

is common to all the Yedic texts.

VOL. ix. 47
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the influence of an acute on the final of the first member, and which
is therefore '

separated by an intervening pause
' from the tone

which calls it forth. Thus, the va of pukrd-vati (as written the

second time in the first marginal note on p. 369) has a tdirovirdma

svarita, being marked by the ordinary svarita-sign. Now the vati,

as well as the pw-Ara, in this word, is to the apprehension of the

present treatise (i.48) a pada / and hence its syllable va appears
to fulfil all the conditions laid down in rule 2, just above, as deter-

mining a jdtya: it is circumflexed in the pada-text ;
it is aptirva,

or preceded by no other accent in the same pada ; and it is sava-

kdra, or contains a v. Here, now, as it appears to me, we have
the best explanation of the value, and at the same time of the posi-

tion, and also, at least in part, of the phraseology, of the rule

under discussion. This accent needs definition, though enclitic,

immediately after the nitya, lest it be confounded with the latter:

"even if all the conditions of the previous rule are fulfilled, if

there is likewise an acute [preceding the syllable] in another word,
and the accent is one which is produced by a rule of combination,
this accent is not nitya, but prdtihata."
The most conspicuous difficulty in the way of accepting this

interpretation is the fact, already referred to, that in the extant

pada-text of the Taittiriya-Sanhita there is no such circumflex as

is here assumed
;
the va of pukrd-vatt, and all other syllables in

like position, being grave, and marked as such. But the difficulty
is more apparent than real, since we have no right to assume that

this pada-text is precisely the same with that held by the school

from which the Prati9akhya, or this particular rule, emanated :

they may have accented their ingyas, or separable words, after

the same fashion which prevails in the pada-texts of the other

Vedas. Of more account is the awkwardness of the whole expres-

sion, and especially the use of ndndpadastham instead of avagra-

hastham, which would be the proper term to use in this treatise

(compare i.49) in the sense here indicated. But, if not completely

acceptable, the interpretation has more for it and less against it, in

my opinion, than either of those given above.

Professor Roth, in his early digest of the teachings of the Prati-

cakhyas respecting accent (introduction to the Nirukta, p. Ivii. etc.),

identified the prdtihata accent with the tdirovirdma, but only in

consequence of a misunderstanding of the character of the latter,

which he supposed (ibid., p. Ixv.) to designate an enclitic circum-

flex separated by consonants from its occasioning acute in a pre-

ceding word, thus giving it the same meaning which is attributed

by our commentator to the prdtihata in the present rule. And
Weber (under Vaj. Pr. i.HS), while defining the tdirovirdma

correctly, repeats the same identification
;
I do not know whether

as taking it incautiously from Roth, or as having arrived by
conjecture at an independent interpretation of our present rule.

He does not allude to any difficulties as connected with the latter,

nor state his identification to rest upon a different basis from that

of Roth.
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II 3 II

4. After such a one, in case of the loss of an a, it is abhinihata.

The word tasmdt the comment explains as bringing down ndnd-

padastham uddttam from the preceding rule :

'
after an acute

occurring in another word.' But the specification (like that of

uddttayoh in rule 1) is wholly unnecessary: rule xii.9 prescribes
the circumflex and defines its conditions : here we need only to

have given us the name by which it is to be called.

O. has an independent exposition, but of equivalent meaning.
The examples are sd

(

bramt (ii.1.2
1 et ai.) and tb 'bruvan (ii.5.1

3

et al.) ;
and a counter-example, where, as the eliding diphthong is

not acute, no circumflex results, is bhrd'jo 'si devd'ndm (ii.4.3
2

).

All the other treatises (see note to Ath. Pr. iii.55) give to this

circumflex the name abhinihita, of which our own term has the

aspect of being an artificial variation.

5. Where an u results, it is praclishta.

Rule x. 1 7 prescribes the circumflex to which the name of pra-
plishta is here assigned ;

and the examples given are to be found
there also, being all the instances save one which the Sanhita

affords. They read in this place stinniyam iva (vi.2.4
1

), stidgdtd

(vii.1.8
1
),

mdsti? ^ttishthan (vii.5.2
2

: G. M. omit md\ and dikshft

*pad6dh$ti (v.5.5
4

: G. M. O. omit).
The same name (or, in the Ath. Pr., praclishta) is given by the

other treatises to the circumflex which results from the fusion of

two short 's, the first acute and the other circumflex (see note to

Ath. Pr. iii.56).

t n ^ n

6. Where there is a hiatus between two words, it is pddavrtta.

Here there is abrupt change, without notice, from the independ-
ent to the enclitic circumflex. The examples given are td' asmdt
srshtd'h (ii.1.2

1
: B. omits srshtdh), sd idhdndh (iv.4.4

ft

),
and yd

4.
ltasmdn ndndpadasthoddttdt parabhtitdnuddttdMrasya? lope

sati yah svaritah so
lbhinihato veditavyah

1

. yathd: so : te

tasmdd iti Mm : bhrdjo
(1 ) 0. substitutes tasmdt sdfihifcna na svaryamdndrddhe te : sadakdle asvarifa ity

ar/hah : akdralupte ya svara ddi^yate so 'bhinihato ndma svarito bhavati. 2 "W. B.

-ddttasya; Gr. M. parabliutdd anuddttasya 'ikdrasya.

5. tibhdve yatra svaryate sa praplishto veditavyah. stin- .'

sud- : mdsti :
ldikshti

'

<') G. M. 0. om.
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upasddah (vi.2.4
1

); while, as counter-example, to show that the
hiatus must be between two padas, not two parts of the same

pada, we have prdilgam ukthdm (iv.4.2
1

: this implies, of course,
that the pad<t-text does not treat the word as a separable one).
The Rik Pr. (iii.9,10) calls this accent vdivrtt<:t, and there is

nothing in its definition or in that of the Vaj. Prat, (i.119) which
should limit the accent to the case of a hiatus between two padas,
or deprive the u of such a word as prauga of its right to rank as

a pddavrtta. See the note to the next rule.

7. Where an acute precedes, it is tairovyanjana.

The form of this rule, again, is almost unaccountably peculiar.
The term tdirovyailjana means ' with consonant-intervention,' and
all the other treatises (see note to Ath. Pr. iii.62) define the accent
in accordance with this, as being one in which the circumflex is

separated by intervening consonants from the occasioning acute.

Here, to be sure, such a definition would hardly answer, as there

is a single word in the Sanhita, praugam, in which a vowel is

regarded as having tdirovyaftjana, although there is no consonant
between it and the acute. But why specify uddttapurva,

'

pre-
ceded by an acute,' in this rule, when it was just as necessary in

rule 6 ? The commentator says that, as the implication has been
made all along, its repetition here is for the purpose of signifying
that the acute is now to be understood to be in the same word with
the circumflex. That may satisfy him, but is not calculated to

content us. If ndndpadastham uddttam was implied in rule 6

from above, then padavivrttydin should have been simply vivrt-

tydm. Things would be made much better by putting rule 6 after

rule 7 : then we should be able to give uddttapurva in rule 7 a

meaning, as recalling to mind the actual cause of these two
accents

;
and rule 6 would stand as an exception to the other and

more general statement, pointing out a class of cases in which,

though depending on a preceding acute, another name was applied
to the accent.

The commentator's examples are yunjdnty asya (vii.4.20), vdsvy

6. padayor vivrttih padavivrttih
1

: ttisydtit yah svaryate sa pd-
davrtto veditavyah? yathd*: td....: sa ____ : ya _____ vivrttir

vyaktir* ity arthah. padayor iti kirn: pra- _____

1 W. B. 0. om. 2 B. bhavati. 3 in 0. only.
4 B. vydptatirikta.

7. uddttapurvddhikdre sati punar atra tatkathandd1

ekapada-

sthoddttavipesho? 'vagamyate*: tasmdd ekopadosthoddttapurvo

yah svaritah sa* tdirovyanjano veditavyah. yatJid*: yunj- ---- :

vas- ____ : sa ____ : tad____ : pra ____ : tarn. ....

1 G. M. kath- ; 0. tu k-,
2 G. M. -stWyavi- ; 0. -sthatvavi-.

3 0. gam-.
4 0.

asdu. 5 in 0. onlv.
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asi (i.2.5
2 et al.), sd mdro 'manyata (vii.1.5

5
: G. M. omit so], tdd

dpvo 'bhavat (v.3.12
!

), prdilgam (iv.4.2
*

), and tdm tvdshtd'
"
'dhat-

tft (i.5.1
3

: G. M. omit the last word). It is very odd but, I pre-
sume, merely accidental that in every one of these cases (except
praugam] the vowel which finally shows the circumflex is not of
the same word with the acute, but belongs to another word which
has been combined with its predecessor, and, after the combination,
gets the circumflex by the general rules xiv.29,30 (for the commen-
tator has expressly denied under rule x.12 that the initial grave a
of asya, for example, receives the circumflex in virtue of its com-
bination with the enclitic circumflex ti of yufijdnti). I do not see

why, in the first two cases, at any rate, the circumflex is not prd-
tihata, according to the commentator's explanation of the meaning
of that term

;
and should even incline to conjecture that these are

the examples selected and current for the present rule before the
erroneous interpretation of rule 3 was established.

No one of the other Prati9akhyas limits tdirovyafljana to an
enclitic circumflex following its acute in the same 'word (see note
to Ath. Pr. iii.62) ;

it is quite an oversight, therefore, that the St.

Petersburg lexicon gives the term only this restricted meaning
(perpetuating Roth's original error, referred to above, in the note
to rule 3).

n T: n

8. These are the names of the circumflex accents.

The commentator simply gives examples for each accent, in part
new, in part the same with those furnished under the rules defining
each: namely, for the kshdipra (omitted in G. M.), abhy dsthdt

(iv.2.8
1

)
and ddhvaryo 'veh (vi.4.3

4
: this is a blunder, there being

no kshdipra in the phrase; B. O. read instead adhvary&h [vi.2.9*
et al.], which does not mend the matter) ;

for the nitya, vdyavydm
(i.8.7

1 et al.] and kvd ''sya (v.7.4
2

: G. M. have kva simply) ;
for

the prdtihata, sd te lokdh (v.7.26 : G. M. omit lokah) and ydt tvd
kruddhdh (i.5.4

2
: G. M. omit kruddhah); for the abhinihata^ so

'bravit (ii.1.2
1 et al.) ;

for the praplishta, stfdgdtd (vii.1.8
1

); for
the pddavrtta, td enam (ii.3.11

4
: W. reads, blunderingly, tdm

nemim [iL6.ll
1
],
and B. substitutes sd idhdndh, iv.4.4 5

); and for
the tdirovyanjana, mdma nd'ma (i.5.10

1

).

8. ity etdni sapta svaritcmdmadheydny
1

dkhydtdni"*. yathd:
*abhy : adhv- iti kshdiprah*. vdy- ; kvd iti

nityah. sa : y a t iti prdtihatah. so ity abhiniha tah.
slid- iti pra$lishtah. ta iti pddavrttah. mama iti

tdirovyanjanah.
1 W. -many; B. -yam svaritandm.

'
2 0. vydkh-. W Gr. M. om.
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9. In the Jcshdipra and yiitya, the effort is firmer.

The commentator makes very short work of the remaining rules

of the chapter, and we can afford to do the same, as they teach us

nothing of value.

n ^o n

10. As also in the abhinihata.

The commentator says that ca in this rule is used in the sense of

secondary adjunction (anvdcaya], and so signifies that the effort

of utterance in the abhinihata is drdha, 'firm,' merely a less

degree than the drdhatara,
'

firmer,' or '

quite firm,' of the preced-

ing rule. The same may be also inferred, he adds, from the fact

that the abhinihata is made the subject of a separate rule, instead

of being included in rule 9, with the other two.

Trr \\\\\

11. In the praglishta and prdlihata, it is gentler.

Nothing is to be inferred from its association here as to the real

character of the prdtihata. This rule and its successor were refer-

red to under i.46, but for no intelligibly useful purpose.

'

n \\ \\

12. In the tdirovyanjana. and pddavrtta, it is feebler.

9. kshdipre nitye ca prayatno
1 drdhatarah kdryah*.

1 W. -tna; B. -tni; 0. yatno.
2 \V. B. om.

10. anvdcaye vartamdnap cakdro drdhamdtram bodhayati:
abhinihate

1 ca2

prayatno
3 drdhah* sydt: na tu drdhatarah: iti

prthaksutrdrambhdd api* pratiyate.
1 B. -kite (MS also in the rule).

2 0. om. 3 G. M. insert mrdutarah, and rule 12.
4 0. -dhataram. 5

"W". abhi; B. om.

11. praplishte prdtihate ca prayatno mrdutarah kdryah.

12. tdirovyanjane pddavrtte
l

ca prayatno 'Ipatarah sydt
1

.

"*yady apy* alpamrdudrdhabhdvas
4
tatro ^Jctas tathd ''pi* dipavad

venupatravad iti cikshdnurodhdt* komalaciraskatvam' sarvatra

aratne prdticdkhyavivarane

vinco*
c

dhydyah.
(') 0. ca ''Ipatararh karanam bhavati. <

2
) W. om. 3 G. M. 0. om. 4 G. M. ins.

tatra. 6 M. 'pi Hi.
6 B. kshithdnurodhoktdu. "' B. dlpafisk-; G. M. kcUvalya^irastv-.

8 O.jneyam : yathd: yuvd kavi. 9 G. M. 0. dvitiyaprapne ashtamo.
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Alpatara, 'feebler,' is doubtless meant to signify a still less

degree of force of utterance than mrdutara, 'gentler.'
To the commentator, his Qiksha appears to be a higher authority

than the Prati9akhya, at least in this part; and he adds that,

although the qualifications
'

feeble, gentle, firm '

are here attributed

to the accents in question, yet, in accordance with what the Qiksha
says, "like a candle, like a rush-leaf" (? unintelligible without the

context), it is to be understood that there is softheadedness (?) in

them all alike. And O. adds an example, yuvd kavih (i.3.14
1

).

CHAPTER XXI.

CONTENTS: 1-9, division of consonants in syllabication; 10-11, pracnya accent;

12-13, yumas or nasal counterparts; 14, ndsikya; 15-16, svarabhakti.

n 1 n

1. The consonant is adjunct of a vowel.

This brief principle calls forth a long discussion. Reference is

first made (except in G. M.) to rule xxiv.5, as, by its requirement
of a comprehension of anga, 'adjunct' (literally 'limb, member'),
creating a necessity for the present precept (and for those that are

to follow). Objection is then at once taken to the principle: if,
in

such cases as fcupa and yupa (and G. M. add yet other words as

illustrations), it is the consonant that indicates the difference of

meaning, ought not the vowel, rather, to be considered as adjunct

1.
*

^vyanjanam svardngam bhavati: cvdso nddo e

ngam
eva ca (xxiv.5) iti vijneyatvena? vidhdndd ayam drambhah.

nanu3

ktipo yiipa* itydddu vyanjanam evd ^rthaviceshabodhakam^

iti suaro vyafijandngam kim na* sydt. ucyate : vyanjanam keva-

lam avasthdtum na paknoti : kim tu sdpekshain
1

: svaras tu nira-

pefcshah
8
: sdpekshanirapekshayor nirapeksham eva vi$ishtam

dcakshate prekshdvantah: vipishtapratyangatvam* avipishtasydi
10

'va. kim ca: svaravdipishtyabodhakam anyad api vidyate":

durbalasya yathd rdshtrarh karate
12 balavdn nrpah :

durbalam vyanjauam tadvad dharate balavdnt svarah.
14

lf>kim ca: cikshdvydkhydne

yah svayam rdjate tarn tu svaram dha patanjalih :

uparisthdyind tena vyangam vyanjanam ucyate.
16

svaras tu brdhmandjneyd ityddi.

uddttac cd ''nuddttac ca 17
svaritac ca svaras trayah:

19
hrasvo dirghah pluta iti

19 Mlato myoma*
1

aci 'ti
23
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of the consonant? The answer given is, that a consonant is inca-

pable of standing alone, and so is dependent, while a vowel is

independent ;
and that, as between a dependent and an independ-

ent, the enlightened regard the independent as superior; and it

belongs to the inferior to be adjunct to the superior. Moreover,
there is found also another proof of the superiority of the vowel,
in the verse " as a mighty monarch takes possession of the realm of

a weak one, so the mighty vowel takes possession of the weak
consonant." The beginning of another verse is added :

" the

vowels are to be known as belonging to brahman" But between
this part of a verse and the whole verse that precedes, G. M. insert

another, which is asserted to come from " the exposition of the

Qiksha," and which gives a highly imaginative derivation for

svara-j 'vowel,' and vyafljana, 'consonant:' "Patanjali styled that

a vowel which shines by itself \

s\ia-ra from svA-yam HA-jate] : the

consonant is so called as being imperfect [vyaiijana from vyanga,
literally

' limbless
']

without [? the expression needs mending, to

bring out a desirable sense] the other following it." Then all start

together upon a new argument for the superiority of the vowel
with yet another verse, which is actually found in the known pd-
nimya Qiksha (verse 23

;
see Weber's Indische Studien, iv.353) :

"
acute, grave, and circumflex, the three accents, and short, long,

and protracted, these, in regard to quantity, are the necessary
characteristics of the vowels ;" which shows that acute tone and
so on are attributes of vowels only, and of consonants in virtue of

their being adjuncts of vowels.

svardndm evo ''ddttddayo dharmdh: 24

vyaiijandndin tu tadan-

gatayd*"'. vyanjanam ardhantdtrarn: svarap ca mdtrdkdlah:

tayoh samdhir adhyardhamdtrah: ity evam dirghakdlah pra-

saktah: tatpratishedhdrth<oh vyafijanan svardngam ity uktam:

svarasamsrsht((si/a
31

vyculjanasya svarakdla eva kdlo drutavrttdu

na tu svarasydi 'va
53

sarvatre** 'ty art/iah. ^drutavrttdv iti

kim: hrasvdrdha/cdlam vyanjanam (i.37) iti
36

vyartham

sydd iti brumah. yathd^ kshirodakasamparke** kshirasydi ^vo

'palabdhir no \lakasya tathd svaravyanjanasamparke svarasydi

'vo ''palabdhir*
1

vdiyishtyam
1 0. ins. svarasyd 'hgam svardhgam. ^ G. M. svara. 3

G-. M. na. 4 G. M. -pas

supah ~kdlah vdlah bdlah : phdla.
5 0. -shn iti bo-. 6 0. om. 7 W. B. -kshd: 0.

sdksheyafn.
8 0. -kshakah. 9 G. M. -*htarh svaram prat- ; 0. -shtam prat-.

10 G.

M. -sya vyanjanatydi. G. M. asti.
Vj

'
13 G. M. hareta. 14 G. M. -ra iti. ^) in

G. M. only
16 G. M. ca. r< B. om. 18 G. M. put before wards. <

19
> G. M. 0.

hrasvadirghaplutd? cdi
J

va. 20 G. M. -lako. 2J G. M. -yatd; 0. -yatds.
22 W.

<
srayr; G. M. api; 0. tate.

23 G. M. ins. vacandt. 24 G. M. ins. na tu.
25 0. -janarh.

26 W. tu dam; G. M. om. 27 0. tadharmatayd, G. M. -trakam. 29 0. sam.
30 B. G. M. 0. ardham-; G. -trika; M. -traka. 31 W. -ra*amashti. 32 W. dut-; B.

dut- ; 0. drgatatdu. ^ W. svd,rahspar<-asydi'va; 0. om. ** B. -vasye.
<35) B. om.

;

W. dut-; 6. drtav-. 36 G. M. om." 37 G. M. om. 38 G. M. -rMili; 0. ksUrdudake-

sampa.
39 G/M. -rkdis. 40 W. spar?asydi.

41 W. 0. -Wft*r/B. -bdhdir. 42 B.

vafishtaya; G. M.
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Next we pass to the consideration of another reason why the

principle stated in the rule needed to be laid down. The conso-

nant (by i.3Y) has half a mora of quantity; and a vowel has [for

example] a mora : their combination, then, would seem to have a

mora and a half, and so would be liable to be understood as of

long quantity : this untoward conclusion is avoided by the present
rule, which implies that in fluent utterance the quantity of the

vowel belongs in all cases to the combination of consonant and

vowel, and not to the vowel alone. The specification
" in fluent

utterance
"

(literally,
' in running action

')
is made in order to save

the significance of rule i.37.

Finally, the superiority of the vowel is once more inferred from
the fact that, when it is combined with a consonant, it alone is

perceptible ; just as, w^en milk and water are mingled, the milk
alone is perceived, and not the water.

II ^ II

2. And it belongs to the following vowel.

The commentator explains parasvaram as a descriptive com-

pound (karmadhdraya), governed by bhajate understood; such an

ellipsis, however, is so violent as to be hardly admissible, and the

word is perhaps better taken as a possessive (bahuvrlhi), some-
what anomalously used. The occasion of the rule, we- are told, is

the doubt which is liable to arise as to when the consonant

which, owing to its having the vowel as a superior, is unable to

stand by itself is an adjunct of the preceding, and when of the

following vowel. A single phrase is quoted as example, namely
inidn eva lokdn upadhdya (v.5.5

3
: O. omits the last word).

This is the leading and introductory principle in all the Prati-

gakhyas (see note to Ath. Pr. i.55) ;
it is greatly restricted in its

application by the following rules.

113 II

3. A consonant in pausd belongs to the preceding vowel.

The commentator explains avasitam as meaning
'

standing at

the end of a padaj and gives as examples tirk (i.2.2
2 et al. : W.

has instead rk [iv.7.9
1 et al.], and O. has vdk [i.3.9

1 et al.]), vashat

2. svarapradhdnatayd kevalam avasthdtum asahamdnam 1

^vyanjanam kadd prtrvasyd 'fiffam* *kadd parasyd 'ngam* iti

samdehe* vyavasthdpayati: tad angabhutam* vyanjanam para-
svaram bhajate. yathd*: imdn para? cd 'sdu. svara$ ca

parasvarah :
7
tarn

6

svaraparam
9
.

1 0. om. <2) G. M. om. <3> W. 0. om.
;
G. M. kaddcid apar-.

4 G. M. -ham.
5 W. afi^abh-; 0. egasutraiam.

6 B. om. 7 W. ins. param svari. 8 0. om. 9 G.
M. 0. om.

VOL. ix. 48
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(ii.2.12
4 et al.), tat (passim: given by G. M. only), and havih (i.2.

4 l et al.)

This principle, of course, is without exception in its application.
It is either stated or implied in the rules of the other treatises (see
note to Ath. Pr. i.57).

n 3 n

4. Also the first consonant of a group.

That is to say, as the commentator points out, of a group con-

sisting of either two consonants or more than two. The " also
"

(ca) expressed in the next rule is declared to be implied here also,
and to prescribe adjunction to the preceding vowel. The examples
given are yajndn vyddipat (vi.6.11

l

)
and apsv antali (i.4.45

2 et al. :

but G. M. substitute apsv ague [iv.2.11
3
],
and W. has the corrupt

reading apvatah). If, now, we had only to take the groups of

consonants as they stand in the ordinary text, and divide them,
the application of this and of the remaining rules for syllabication
would be simple enough ;

but we are required to apply also the

rules for duplication etc. as found in chapter xiv., and to make the

insertions required by the rules of the fifth (v.32,33) and the

present chapter (12-16), which puts quite a different face upon the

matter. In fact, in the examples furnished, nt is the only group
which is divided n-t without farther ceremony ; gr becomes and is

divided (/-gr; nvy, in like manner, n-nvy ; psv is expanded into

p-phsv / and jn into jj-jn (writing the yama, as I have done else-

where, with a straight line above the letter), where, by the action

of the next rule, two consonants go to the preceding vowel. The
class of groups consisting of two consonants only, and such conso-

nants as (by xiv.23) are not liable to duplication, is the only one
of which the division is settled by the present rule alone : it con-

tains (in the Taittiriya-Sanhita) thirty-nine groups, such as nt, tth,

pp, yy, my, pp.

The other treatises hold this same principle, and teach it in an

equivalent manner (see Ath. Pr. i.56 and note) save that the Rik
Pr. (i.5, xviii.18) allows the letter to be adjoined to either the

preceding or the following syllable.

3. avasitam paddntavarti
1

vyanjanam *ptirvasya
7ngam

2 3

sydt. yathd*: rtrk: v ashat: taf: havih. 3

1
Gr. M. antarv-. (2> Gr. M. purvasvardngam .

<
3) B. om. 4 0. om. 5 W. 0. om.

4.
l

dvayor
2 bahtindm* vd samyogo bhavati *

: tasya sariiyoga-

syd "di
5

vyanjanam
6

ptirvasvarasyd
1

'ngam
1

bhavati.
8

yathd
9
:

yajndn ____ : apsv _____ parasiitre cakdrah* lo

pttrvasvardnf/a-

tvabodhaka
11

ity atrd 'pi tal labhyate.
0) B. om. 2

G-. M. om. 3 W. varndndm; Gr. M. sayyogdnd/ii.
4

Gr. M. ins. ijadi.
5

Gr. M. ins. i/ad.
6

Gr. M. ins. tat.
*

W.purvasyd; 0. -svard. <8> 0. om. y
(!. M.

om. <10) W. 0. om. n
Gr. M. svarasyd 'rig- ; B. -ngaih bo-.

12 G. M. om.
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The manuscripts of the commentary are more than usually
defective in this neighborhood : B. has lost the present rule, with

something of what precedes and follows it
;
O. omits the next rule,

with passages before and after; W. has done the same, to a some-
what less extent

;
but rule 5 and the lacking part of its comment

were apparently restored on the margin of W.'s original, and its

copyist has put them in in the wrong place, next before rule 6.

M H II

n. And one that is not combined with the following vowel.

The comment supplies the word svarena,
'

vowel,' as that with
which parena here agrees, and the whole interpretation is con-
structed accordingly. The meaning is, then, that (with the ex-

ceptions to be further specified in the following rules) only the
final member of a group of consonants is to be adjoined to the

following vowel, the rest belonging to that which precedes. By
way of illustration is given merely tat savituh (i.5.6

4 et al.) : a
most insufficient and ill-chosen example ; since, in the final form of
the group fe, only one consonant goes with the preceding syllable :

thus, t-ths. But the commentator is obliged to spend his strength,
and vainly, in endeavoring to refute an obvious objection to the
rule itself, which he thus states :

"
well, but then the foregoing rule

is meaningless, since by this one also the quality of adjunction to
the preceding vowel is assured to the consonant that begins a

group." And he replies,
"
you must not think that : for, in such

cases as maryaprih (iv.1.2^ et al.) and arvd 'si (i.7.8
1 et al.), in

which the y and v are doubled after > by rule xiv.4, the former y
or v is by the present rule made an adjunct of the preceding vow

r

el,
but the r, by rule 7 below, would become an adjunct of the follow-

ing vowrel : and that is impossible, since no such pronunciation
ever takes place. So, as one or the other must needs be annulled,
the question arises which is to be annulled

;
and here rule 4 comes

in to settle the question."
This is not a very acceptable exposition, although it in a manner

involves the true relations. Rule 4 is not meant as a safeguard
against the misapplication of following precepts, but as a funda-
mental principle, with reference to which the present rule stands
in a subordinate position ;

and the two must be understood as if

they read " the first member of a group belongs to the preceding
vowel

; and, along with it, such other members as are not immedi-

ately combined with the following vowel." The former principle
obtains everywhere, without exception; to the latter, rules 7-9

5.
l

parena* svarend 'samkitam 3

asaihyuktam
*

vyanjanam
5

ptir-

vasvardngam bhavati 1

. yathd*: tat nanu tarhi ptirvasu-
tram anarthakam: samyogadibhtitasyd* 'pi vyanjanasyd 'nendi

'va ptirvasvardngatvasiddheh. mdi 'vam mansthdh*: marya-
prih: arvd 'si: ity atra yavakdrayo rephdt param ca (xiv.
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establish very important and extensive classes of exceptions. If
the mode of statement adopted in the treatise is open to some

objection, we cannot help it
;
the slight inaccuracy is perhaps a

consequence of the general prevalence of the doctrine of rule 4, to

which its successor is added as an extension peculiar to this school.

No one of the other Praticakhyas recognizes any such principle
as this: those of the Rik (i.5, xviii.18) and Atharvan (i.58) add
to the initial consonant of a group only the first of a following
pair which is the result of duplication, that of the White Yajus
including further

(i. 104,105) the other one of the pair, provided a

mute follows. Its sway is, as already remarked, much more limited

than would be thought at first sight, because rule Y establishes a

different usage for the immense class of groups of which a semi-

vowel stands as final member, and rule 9 for the much smaller but

yet important class in which a spirant stands last, or followed by
a semivowel. Its general effect is to attach to the following vowel

only such consonants or groups as could begin a word, leaving the

rest to belong to the foregoing syllable. There seems to be need
of illustrating, more fully than the commentator has deigned to

do, the sphere of its application.
This is, in consonant-groups originally of two members, to

1. Groups in which a mute is doubled (or its corresponding non-

aspirate prefixed to it, as will be understood hereafter without

special remark) after a surd spirant (x or qo, xiv.9,15), / (xiv.2,3), or

r (xiv.4,15), the first member of the group remaining unchanged:
thus, /&-&, Ik-k, rk-k. These are twenty-seven in number

;
and to

them may be added ry-y, rl-l, rv-v, which, by the final specification
of rule 7, follow the same mode of division. In regard to these,
the usage as fixed by our treatise is the same with that sanctioned

by the rest, as already mentioned.

2. Groups in which a mute, or u, is doubled before a mute of

another series : thus, M-c, vv-n. Of these there are fifty-one in the

Sanhita.

3. The same, but with the addition (by xxi. 12) of yama before

the final member : thus, gg-gn. Twenty-three groups.
4. Groups in which the initial spirant (sibilant) is doubled, and

also the following mute (by xiv.9), only the last of all going to the

following syllable : thus, ppc-c. Thirteen groups.
5. The same, but with yama : thus, $$p-pm (pm). Six groups.
6. Groups in which h is doubled before a nasal, with ndsi/ct/a

(by xxi. 14 : but see the note to that rule, for a different interpreta-

tion) : thus, hh-nn. Three groups only.

Against these one hundred and twenty-six groups, growing out

4) iti dvitve Icrte prathamayavakdrayoh parena cd 'sanhi-

tam10

ity anena ptirvasvardngatvam
11

prdptam
1

"*: rephasya tu
13 nd

^ntasthdparam asavarnam (xxi. 7) ity anena parasvardnga-
tvam 1 *

prdptam
1

*: tac cd 'pakyam: tathoccdrandsambhavdt :

anyatarabddhe
1 *

kartavye sati kirn vd bddhyam" iti samdehah:
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of original simple pairs, there are eighty like k-ky (from ky) and
k-khsh (from ksh], in which, by rules 7 and 9, only the initial con-

sonant of the finally resulting group goes with the preceding
vowel.

When, now, the pairs here rehearsed come to be extended to

triplets by the addition of a third member, if that member be a

semivowel, or a spirant (sibilant) following a mute, the point of

division remains just where it was before. And so also, of course,
in the like extension of the groups mentioned under rule 4, above,
as undergoing no change in the varnakrama. Thus, ggr (g-gr) is

divided like gg (g-g] ; pcy (?$c-cy) like pc (ppc-e) ;
nksh (n-khsh)

like nk (n-k)\ and rks (rk-khs) like rk (rk-k). And the very great

majority (one hundred and fifty-four) of the groups of three conso-

nants occurring in the Sanhita have a semivowel as their final

member
;
with final sibilant there are only seven.

If, on the other hand, double groups are extended to triplets by
appending a mute, either non-nasal or nasal (which happens in

thirty-one cases), the point of division is, by the operation of the

present rule, shifted toward the end of the group. Thus, we have
1. n-k, but nk-t, two groups; and n-ch, but fij-jn, two groups;
2. rk-k, but rkk-c, five groups ;

and
rj-j,

but rjj-jm, five groups ;

3. dd-gh, but ddgh-ghn, two groups ;

4. sst-t, but sstt-in, two groups ;

which are extensions of the groups of two members already treated

of, and advance the division only one point. But further, groups
ending in a sibilant, and falling under rule 9, below, and those

which by rule 15 have svarabhakti, exhibit, when a mute is added,
a still greater transference forward of the point of division, and we
have

5. k-khs (ks), but kkhst-t (kst), four groups; and k-khsh (ksh),
but kkhshp-pm (kshm), five groups; and, finally,

6. rr-sh (rsh), but rshsht-t (rsht)', and rr-p, but rppp-pm (rpm),
three groups.

In the yet further extension to groups of four members, the same

principles prevail. There are found nineteen such groups in which
the additional letter, being a semivowel, has no effect upon the

division
;
and only three in which the division is altered by an

added mute. These last are: nkhsht-tn (nkshn), from nkhsh
hkhsht-tn (hkshn), from h-khsh (hksh) ;

and nthst-t (ntst), from
n-ths (nts).

Finally, the only two groups of five consonants occurring in the

tatra nipcdyakatvena
19

samyogddi (xxi.4) stitram upatish-

thate.^

1 0. om., with the rule; W. puts, with the rule, at the end of the comment, hav-

ing here also purvusvardngam bhavati. 2 B. svar- ; W. adds svarena. 3 G. M.
'sdmh- (as also in the rule).

4 "W. ins. ca ; G-. M. ins. yad.
5 G. M. ins. tat.

6 B.

G-. M. om. 7 W. -dibh-. 8 G. M. om. 9 G. M. ins. ca.
10 G. M. 'sdmhr. " 0. -tva.

18 0. -iih. W. B. om. 14 0. -tva. 15 0. -tih.
16 W. B. anyadbd-. 0. cdryam.

18 G. M.' -ha sydt.
19 W. niyatatv- ; B. nifcayatv-.

- G. M. -di '. - 1 0. iva ti-.
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Sanhita (ntstr and tstry] are formed by added semivowels, and so

do not come under the "further action of the present rule.

G. M. read asdnhitam instead of asanhitam in the rule.

M II

6. Also anusvdra and svarabhakli.

By G. M., this rule is divided into two, anusvdrah and svara-

bhaktic ca (while, on the other hand, T. reads anusvdrasvarabhak-

tyoc ca) ;
and such a division is noted, if not accepted, in the com-

ment, by all the manuscripts, which say
" of this rule (svarabhak-

tic ca) is made a setting-apart, although the prescription is identi-

cal (with that made in the other rule, anusvdrafy." And the

object of thus separating what is confessed properly to belong

together is stated to be " to bring about the adjunction of svara-

bhakti, in some cases, to the following vowel," on the authority of

a verse which is quoted, to the eifect that " the knowing man
should connect with its predecessor (?) the bhakti that follows a

short vowel
;
and in rtasya dhurshadam the bhakti is said to do

as it pleases ;" but G. M. substitute for the latter half of the verse
" to it should be assigned one mora, also before a pause and in

cases of hiatus." The whole matter is exceedingly obscure, or

quite unintelligible, without aid from the context of the quoted
verse. The words cited as examples are not found in the Sanhita

;

but they occur in the Rig-Veda (at i.143.7), and also in the Tait-

tiriya-Brahmana (i.2.1
12

),
where the svarabhakti has assumed the

form of a full vowel, and the word reads dhurushadam. It looks

as if the commentators had set out to divide into two rules what

they nevertheless have to acknowledge to be really only one, for

the purpose of interpreting into the latter half of it, when set by
itself, a license to the element in question to be treated either way ;

but, as they have not fully carried out their intention, I have pre-
ferred to retain the unity of the rule. It is quoted, we may further

remark, under rule i.34, in all the manuscripts of the comment,

apparently without any thought of a division.

6. cakdrah samuccayakathanadvdrd
1

purvasvardngatvdkarsha-
kah. ^anusvdrah* prtrvasvaram* bhajate*. yathd

6
: anc- _____

2

svarabhaktic ca purvasvarani
1

bhajate. yathd*: gdrh-..--.
vidhdu1 samdne 10

stttrasyd 'sya prthakkaranam" : kvacit svara-

bhakteh partingatvam dpddayitum
1

*. tathd hi:
lf>svardd dhrasvdt

lb

pardm bhaktim pracayatvam nayed budhah:

^rtasya dhrtrshadam ce ''ti svatantrd bhaktir ucyate^.
1 B. -ra; Gr. M. -thandd vd; 0. -dvdt. & G. M. put after anusvdrah, as its

comment, giving all the rest as comment to svarabhaktif ca as a separate
rule. 3 0. om. 4 W. G. M. 0. -svardngam.

5 G. M. sydt.
6 G. M. 0. om.

'

0.

svar-. 8
G-. M. 0. om. 9 0. samavi-. 10 0. -na ; G. M. add anusvdra svarabhakti?

ce Hi.
" B. -kkdr-. 12 0. prthagnaktduh.

13 W. B. G. M. padd-.
14 W. B. -ditum.

<
15

) B. svardnga hr-. 16 G. M. na ced. <17) G. M. substitute tasyd mdtrd bhaved ekd

virdme ca vivrttixhv; 0. adds <
2
) from comment to next rule.
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Anusvdra appears here once more with the distinct value of a
consonantal element following the vowel and yet not as a full

consonant, else it would fall under rule 4 above, and would require
no separate treatment. The treatise is not so explicit as were to

be desired in defining what is to be done with it in syllabication;
but I presume we may infer that it does not count as samyogddi
at all, but only as if an affection of the preceding vowel; ami

hence, that all the groups which it introduces are to be divided as

if it were not there
;
that npc, for example, is to be made into

y*ppc-c, fism into nssp-pm, and nstr into nsst-tr. The example given
by the commentator is anfund te (i.2.6) ;

but it is an ill-chosen one,
and quite worthless, as, in any view of the nature and treatment
of anusvdra, no question could arise as to the division an-fund.
For svarabhakti) see the concluding rules of this chapter (xxi.

15,16). The example given is gdrhapatyah (i.6.7
1 et al.), which

we are to read and divide gdr
r
-ha-pat-tyah.

r
II

7. But not a consonant that is followed by a semivowel, if

dissimilar with it.

The negative here signifies a direct reversal of the implication,
as it denotes a denial of adjunction to the preceding vowel, and
hence necessarily involves adjunction to the one that follows, since

the consonant cannot stand by itself. "Dissimilar" is simply
explained by vilahshana,

' of diverse characteristics, different
;'

it

excludes from the operation of the rule the doubled semivowel

itself, and would also exclude the nasal semivowel into which n
and m are converted before /, and m before y and v (v.26,28), if

these occurred where the rule could apply, which is not the
case.

The examples quoted by the commentator are adhyavasdya
dipah (vi.1.5

1

;
i. e. ad-dhya-}, madhumiprena (v.2.8

6 et al.
;

i. e.

wwp-pre-), a$lonayd (vi.1.6
7

;
i. e. a$-$lo-), and ishe tvd (i.1.1 et al.

;

i. e. i-shet-tvd) : they are not to be commended as at all fully illus-

trating the wide range of application of the rule. This has been

sufficiently set forth above, under rule 5. It helps to determine
the division of one-third of the groups of two consonants, of four-

fifths of those of three, of six-sevenths of those of four, and of all

those of five or of four-sevenths of the whole number of consonant

7. nakdrah pttrvasvardngatvavydvartakah : antasthdparam

vyanjanam tasyd antasthdyd asavarnam vilakshanam prtrvasva-

rdngam na bhavati: arthdt parasvardngam
ltad iti veditavyam?:

*svata sthdtum apakyatvdf. yatJuT: adhy- : madh- :

a$l- ; ishe . antastUCi pard yasmdt tad antasthdparam.
asavarnam iti Mm : par I- ..

(1) G. M. iti vijneyam; 0. om. W 0. puts at end of comment on preceding rule
;

B. s-vararit vind sthu-. a 0. oin.
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groups. By way of further examples, we may cite the two groups
of five; they are vi-yu-ydtthst-tryas-sya (ii.6.5*'

5
) and ab-bru-

-vanthst-tri-kd-md (vi. 1 . 6 5
)

.

But if the commentator's direct illustration of the rule is scanty,
his counter-illustration is yet less satisfactory. To establish the

necessity of the specification asavarnam,
'

dissimilar,' he cites only
parlcdyyam cinvita (v.4.11

3
).

Such cases as this, however, are
rather covered by the fundamental rule samyogddi (xxi.4), and
the application of the present one is to the groups in which a semi-
vowel is doubled after r, and which we are to read ry-y, rl-l, rv-v ;
while, on the other hand, in the half-dozen groups in which two
diiferent semi-vowels follow a mute, both of them, along with the

preceding mute, go to the succeeding vowel: thus, vish-shvan-

-nvydrc-chat (ii.3.2
6
), a-vit-trya-va-tu (i.8.22

1

), and gr-hdd-dvri-
-hm (ii.3.1

3
).

! I) r: n

8. Nor the nose-sounds.

The "nose-sounds" are here again (as under ii.49) defined as the

yamas (xxi. 12, 13) only ;
but there is no reason why we should not

regard the ndsikya (xxi. 14) as likewise included (see the note on
rule 14). The examples given are also of yamas only: rukmam
upa dadhdti (v.2.7

1 et al. : O. has rukmam only) and rdjne suka-
rah (v.5.11 : O. substitutes svardjne, v.6.21). The groups, in their
full form, are read and divided kk-km and jj-jn. An example of
the ndsikya would be vahh-nni-ta-mam (i.1.4

1

).

The Vaj. Pr. (i.103) reckons the yama to the preceding vowel;
neither of the other treatises says anything about it.

II

9. Nor a mute that is followed by a spirant provided the

following spirant is likewise in the same case.

The first ca (translated 'nor' here), the commentator says,
effects the connection of the rule with its predecessor ;

the second

(rendered 'likewise') implies adjunction to the following vowel.
This is not very lucid, for the two things are really equivalent to

one another. And in the further exposition, the parah appears
(the readings are not consistent or clear) to be taken as signifying

parasvardngani but this cannot well be correct. The phrase-

ology of the rule, indeed, is very peculiar, and I do not see how it

is to be accounted for unless we may conjecture that the proviso
tishmd cet para$ ca is a later addition, made after it had been
noticed that the more general statement sparpap co "shmaparah

8. ndsikya
1

yamdh* parasvaram* bkajante. yathd*: rukmam
____ : rdjne ______

1 B. om. 2 G. M. yah.
:! W. svaraparam.

4 G. M. 0. oiu.
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included too much. The meaning is clear: that a spirant which
itself belongs to the following syllable, as being either directly
combined with the vowel of the latter (xxi.5) or followed only by
;i semivowel before that vowel (xxi.7), carries with it a preceding
mute

;
but if, on the other hand, it be cut off from the succeeding

vowel by a mute, so as itself to belong to the antecedent syllable,
a mute before it goes, of course, to the same syllable. The exam-

ples given in the comment are this time well selected, and illus-

trate the three cases involved : they are shatt sam padyante (v.4.
3 4 et al.) and vashatt svdhd (vii.3.12); in both of them a t is

inserted, by rule v.33, between the t and s, and the final reading
and division is tt-ths and tt-thsv. As counter-example we have

akshnayd vydghdrayati (v.2.7
5 et al.), where, after all rules are

satisfied, we have kkhsht-tn.

As compared with those to which rule 7 applies, the consonant

groups falling under this rule are few, only forty-six in all; in

thirty of which the spirant carries the mute before it to the follow-

ing vowel, while in the remaining sixteen both go together to the
one that precedes. The detail is as follows.

Of double groups, composed of a single mute and spirant, there
are seven : for example, k-khsh (ksh).
Of groups containing three consonants, the largest class is that

formed by the addition of a semivowel to the preceding : for

example, k-khshy (kshy} : it contains ten groups. Then there are

two like n-khsh (nksTi), three like tt-khsh (tksh), and the isolated

rk-khs (rks).
Of groups of four consonants there are seven on this side, all but

one (rtt-ths=.rtts) like those of three, but with an added semivowel,
which does not (xxi.7) change the division.

On the other side, where the spirant goes back to the vowel of
the antecedent syllable, there are, of course, no groups of two con-

sonants. Of groups of three we have nine, four with following
non-nasal mute (as kkhst-tkst] ,

and five with following nasal (as

kkh8ht-t)i=.k8hn). Of groups of four, there are two (as tth8t-tr=.

tstr] formed from the foregoing with added semivowel, and three
from triplets ending in a sibilant increased by a mute, either non-
nasal (namely nthst-t=ntst] or nasal (as nkhsht-tn=nksh)i). The
two groups of five consonants, which also belong here, have been

given above, under rule 7.

This finishes the subject of the division of consonant-groups in

syllabication, the special elaborateness and intricacy of whose treat-

9. ptirvap cakdro ndsikyd (xxi.8) ity anena samuccayavdca-
kah: uttaras tu

l

parasvardngatvdkarshakah: ushmapara spar$a$
ca parasvardngam bhavati : asdv* tishmd

3

para$ cet* parasvardn-

garh? ced ity arthah. shat : v ash at tishmaparap ced

iti kim : aksh- rtshmd paro yasmdd asdv tishm aparaJi.
1 G. M. cakdro 'pi.

- B. asd. 3 MSS. -ma. 4 W. cen na; 0. cen : sha. 5 W. B.

W; 0. -ga.

VOL. ix. 49
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ment in this Prati9akhya has rendered necessary a fuller illustra-

tion than was thought worth while in connection with the others,
in order to render apprehensible the views held regarding it by
the authors of the treatise.

!(
r I Mrl^rTFTTHH <y rlHT CT^PT S^TrFSfn II \o II

10. Of grave syllables following a circumflex in samhitd there

is pracaya, having the tone of acute.

The theory of the pracaya accent has been so fully set forth in

the note to Ath. Pr. iii.65 that I do not need to spend many words

upon it here. Its effect is, as there pointed out, to give to all the

syllables which are left in the written text without any accent-

mark the same high tone, whether they be uddtta,
'

acute,' or anu-

ddtta,
'

grave.' Thus, in the example given by the commentator,
dgne dudhra gahya kincila vanya yd' te (v.5.9

1
: G. M. omit yd

te\ which is written in pada-text

the samhitd-YG'ddm is

the grave syllables dudhra gahya kinpila van- being without

written designation of accent, like the two acute syllables dg- and

yd', and being by this rule uttered upon the same pitch with them.

It makes no difference whether the circumflex which precedes the

pracaya is enclitic (as in the illustration given) or independent ;

and I have pointed out above (under xix.3) that, owing to the

absence of kampa in the Taittiriya-Sanhita where a circumflex

precedes an acute, there are very numerous cases in the text where
the samhitd alone does not show us whether the unmarked sylla-

bles following a circumflex are uddtta or pracaya whether, for

example,

are to be read hy Md devd'h or hy etad devd'h, so 'smd'd etdrhi

or so 'smdd etdrhi, so 'kd'mdydtd prajd'h or so 'kdmayata prujd'h.
In the note referred to, I ventured the conjecture that the mode

10. svaritdt pareshdm <muddttdndm anuddttayor anuddttasya

vd samhitCiydm
l

pracayo ndma dharrno^ bhavati. yathd: ague
anuddttdndm iti Mm: agnaye samhitdydm iti

kiwi: agne uddttasya crutir iva grutir yasyd 'sdv* uddttar

$rutir iti* pracayasvar'dprfmrilpanam
5
: ato na punarukticankd*.

1 B. ins. ca.
2 G. M. dheyo.

3 G. M. sa for asdu. 4 W. oni.
5 B. -svarupanam.

6 W. -ktikdrhvd.
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of writing the accent might not have been without influence on
the theory as to its character that is is to say, that the Vedic pho-
netists may have come by an afterthought to declare the pracaya
syllables of acute tone, and to pronounce them so, because they
agreed with the acute in being without a sign of accent, while

originally no such correspondence in character was perceived or

intended to be signified. The conjecture will doubtless have

appeared to many somewhat wild, but I think that in studying
the development of the Hindu theory respecting accent it at any
rate deserves to be taken fully into account and carefully consid-

ered. I am far from regarding it at present as anything more
than a conjecture ; yet one or two matters have come to light since

it was put forth which at least add to its plausibility. Hang,
namely, in a valuable and interesting communication from India
to the Journal of the German Oriental Society (vol. xvii., 1863, p.
799

ff.),
shows that the modern Hindu reciters of the Veda give

tonic distinction only to the syllables that have the accent-signs,
the svarita and anuddtta, so that the uddtta appears to be no
accent at all, and is entirely confounded with the toneless pracaya

thus, under the influence of the mode of written designation,

turning topsy-turvy, as it were, the whole system of spoken accent.

And again, the peculiar system of writing the accent practised in

the Qatapatha-Brahmana *(
which uses only one sign, the horizontal

stroke beneath the syllable, applied in all the other known systems
to mark the anuddtta tone), has been turned in later times into a

peculiar system of accenting, and treatises have been written to

explain and teach it as such (see Kielhorn and Weber, in Weber's
Indische Studien, x. 397 ff'.*).

The commentator points out that two grave syllables, or even

one, following the circumflex, receive the character ofpracaya (of

course, with the restriction made in the next rule), and not more
than t^o only, as is literally signified by the plural anuddttdnam
in the rule. To show that the conversion into pracaya is limited

to grave syllables, he quotes agndye prdvate (ii.4.1
2 et al.); to

show that the conversion is made only in samhitd, he gives part
of the other passage in pada-form, namely ague : dudhra : gahya :

kincila : vanya (O. adds yd). We might naturally infer from this

that the pracaya accent does not occur at all in pada-text; but
the inference is not a necessary one (since the rule only says that

syllables which are anuddtta in their pada-form become pracaya
in samhitd, without implying that there may not be procayas in

pda-text which remain such" in samhitd), and would doubtless be
erroneous

;
for at least the extant pada-text of the Taittiriya-

Sanhita agrees in this respect with those of the other Vedas, and
writes girvanase, antdriksham, and samdyachanta, for example,

* It ought to be added, that Haug and Kielhorn do not look at the matter in the

same light in which I have placed it, but incline to believe in the reality and antiq-

uity of what I have called the modern and artificially substituted systems: this

is no place to discuss the subject ;
but I feel confident that the view I have taken

will prove the only one tenable.
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I
and

not

The peculiarity of this pada-text in treating the avagraha as a

full avasdna in regard to the designation of accent (as shown in

the third of the examples), has been already spoken of above

(under rule xx.3).
The terms of the rule would justify us in understanding pracaya

to have its etymological meaning of '

accumulation, continued

series,' and translating 'a series of grave syllables following a cir-

cumflex in samhitd is of acute tone
;'
and perhaps this was actually

the intent of the rule-makers
;
but I have preferred, as the safer

course, to follow the authority of the commentator in translating.
To him, indeed, the term is so distinctly a technical one, implying
utterance with acute tone, that he thinks it necessary to explain
that uddttaprutih is added by wT

ay of definition of the peculiar
character of the pracaya, and therefore is not open to the reproach
ofpunarukti, or superfluous repetition.

': M \\l\

11. But not when an acute or circumflex follows.

That is to say, when such a series or pracayu, of grave syllables
is followed by an acute or a circumflex syllable, the one next pre-

ceding the latter is not made to be of acute tone, but retains its

proper grave character, and is marked with the anuddtta sign.
The commentator offers as examples tdyd devd'h sutdin (iv.1.2

1
:

W. B. omit SMtam, without which the passage is found elsewhere;
G. M. substitute tdyd devdtayd, iv.2.9 2 et al.) and tad dhuh kvd

jdgati (vii.1.4
3

: G. M. omit jagati). These illustrations ate want-

ing in variety, inasmuch as they show between the two independ-
ent accents only two original grave syllables, whereof one becomes
an enclitic circumflex and the other remains grave ;

we may take

the first example under the preceding rule as showing how an
actual pracaya ends with a grave before the following original
accent.

The subject to be supplied with the predicate in this rule is

svarah, of course. There is an objectionable ambiguity in the

form of the rule, inasmuch as there might most naturally seem to

be anuvrtti ofpracayah, and so a denial of that accent anywhere
excepting before a pause.
We have seen at xix.2 that the name vikrama is given to th(

11. uddttaparah
1

svaritaparo vd ^nuddttah pracayo na bhavat'(

yathd*: tayd : tad uddttap ca3
svaritac co 'ddttasvaw

tdu : tdu pardu yasmdt sa tatho ''ktah.

1 0. -ro vd. 2
G-. M. 0. om. 3 B. om.
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grave following a pracaya, as well as to one that comes immedi-

ately after a circumflex.

r r v

12. After a non-nasal mute, when it is followed by a nasal,

are inserted, in their order, nose-sounds.

Which nose-sounds, as we are told in the next rule, some call

yamas ; and by this familiar name, which the other Pratiyakhyas
apply to them directly, we shall here, as we have done elsewhere,
know them. The treatise teaches us nothing more about them,

except (ii.49-51) that their place of production is either the nose

or the mouth and nose, and that the producing organ is as in the

series of mutes; and farther (xxi.8), that in syllabication they are

to be reckoned with the following vowel.

The theory of these curious and equivocal constituents of the

ancient Hindu alphabet I have discussed pretty fully in the note

to Ath. Pr. i.99, and I have no new light to throw upon the sub-

ject here. They are transition-sounds, assumed to intervene be-

tween non-nasal and following nasal, as a kind of nasal counter-

part to the non-nasal, and therefore called its yama or '
twin.'

The meaning of dnupurvydt,
' in their order,' is ambiguous, as it

might be* understood to refer to the order either of the twenty
non-nasal mutes or of the five nasals

; or, of the four kinds of non-

nasal mutes in each series in which last sense the comment
understands it, declaring that the first yama follows a first mute,
the second a second, and so on

;
and he has before (under i. 1

)

reckoned the yamas as four in the catalogue of alphabetic sounds.

I have pointed out under ii.51 how difficult it is to reconcile this

view with that of a variation of their organ of production as in the

five series of mutes.

The commentator's examples are tarn pratnathd (i.4.9), virnath-

ndndli (iii.5.4
3
),
vidmd te agne (iv.2.2

1
: O. omits ague), and dd-

rttni dadhmasi (iv.1.10
1

) one, namely, for each of the four classes

of mutes. As rule xiv.24 expressly enjoins duplication of the non-

nasal mute in these combinations, we are to read and divide pratt-

-tnathd, vidd-dma, and so on. The counter-examples (of which all

but the last are lost in W.) are as follows : to show that the inser-

tion is made only after a mute, kalmdshi bhavati (v.1.1
4

: O. sub-

stitutes brahmavddinah, i.7.1 4 et al.) ;
that this mute must be a

12. uttamapardd anuttamdt sparpdd
l

dnuptirvydd yathdkra-
mam ndsikyd dgamd bhavanti : prathamasparpdt prathamand-

sikyalf: dvitiydd* dvittyah*: evam ^anyatrd 'pi.
6

yathd
6
: tarn

: vim- ; vidmd : dd r- ; ityddi. sparpad iti

kim : 'k a Im- anuttamdd iti kim : sumn- uttamapa-
rdd iti kim :

7 sabdah
1

GT. M. ins. parata; 0. ins. parah.
2 G. M. 0. -Jcydh.

3 0. -yasparfdd.
4 G. M.

-yah. (5) G. M. anye.
6 0. om. (7)'W. om.
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non-nasal, sumndya sumnim (i.1.13
3 et al. : O. substitutes sushum-

nah, iii.4.7 1

); and that it must be followed by a nasal, sabdah

sagarah sumekah (iv.4.7
2

: G. M. omit sumekah; O. substitutes
vashatt svdhd, vii.3.12).
These examples are one-sided, in that they only exhibit the

simplest form of group in which the yama is taken as increment.
Of such simplest groups there are twenty-three met with in the
Sanhita: namely, after first mutes, kii, kn, km, en, cm, tn, tn, tm,
pn, pn,pm; after second mutes, chm, thn ; after third mutes, gn,
gm, jn, jm, dn, dm; after fourth mutes, ghn, dhn, dhm, bhn.

Then, of groups of three consonants involving such combinations :

J% (JJiny), tny > nchm, ftjn (nfo'n); dghn (ddgh-ghn), nghn ; rjm
(Wim)i

r^n
->

rtm
, rdhn, rdhm ; stm (sst-tm), sthn. And of groups

of four consonants, rjmy (rjj-jmy).

According to the phonetic systems of the other Pratiyakhyas,
this would finish the tale of yamas. But, by the peculiar rule

(xiv.9) which here requires a surd mute to be everywhere inserted

between a sibilant and a following nasal, is brought forth a new
and numerous brood of these curious twins. Thus, in double

groups, $n (ppt-in), pm, shtt, shm, sn, sm. Of groups of three

containing these: $ny, shnv kshm (kkhshp^prn], kshri, tsn, tsm,

psn; rcm (rpcp-pm), rshn, rshm; ssm. Of groups of four, nkshn,
hkshn, $$ny. In all, of both classes, fifty-seven groups.

13. Some call these yamas.

The commentator adds nothing of value.

M \8 ii

14. After A, when followed by w, n, or m, is inserted ndsikya.

I have translated this rule according to its obvious and incon-

trovertible meaning, which, if it needed any external support,
would find it in the almost precisely accordant rule of the Ath. Pr.

(i.100: the teachings of the other treatises upon the subject are

much less distinct : see the note on the Atharvan rule). But the

commentator gives it an entirely different interpretation. The
ablative hakdrdn, he says, is here used in the sense of an accusa-

tive (his addition,
" in the absence of lyap [the suffix ycr]," I do

13. tan ndsikydn eke pdkhino yamdn bruvate
1

. uktdny evo
"*ddharandni.

1
Gr. M. Hi vadanti.

14. haJcdrdd iti karmani 1

lyablope
1

pancamt. tasmdn nunama-

param hakdram druhya ndsikyam bhavati*: sdnundsikyo hakdrah

sydd ity arthah. ahndm : apar- : brafim-
1 W. -ma. "\V. lyapulope; B. lyaplape; 0. lyarlope.

3 B. -ved iti.
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not understand); and the sense is, that a nose-sound is imposed

upon the h itself, or that the latter becomes nasal. It is not diffi-

cult to see on what this theory of the quality of a h preceding a

nasal is founded namely, a recognition of the fact that such a h
is really an expiration of breath through the nose : it being not

less true of A before a semivowel or nasal than before a vowel, that

it is (borrowing the phraseology of an earlier rule, ii.47) udaya-
varnddisasthdna, 'produced in the position of the succeeding
letter.' The commentator's exposition might have come from the
" some authorities

"
to whom the doctrine of that rule is attributed.

The examples given are ahndm ketuh (ii.4.14
1

), apardhwe (ii.

1.2 5
),
and brahmavddinah (i.7.1

4 et al.). Giving to the rule its

real meaning, and applying the principle laid down at xxi. 8 for

the syllabic division, we should read ahh-'lndm : and so with the
rest. As was suggested under Ath. Pr. i.100, it is probably this

separation of the h from the nasal in syllabication that has led to

the division of the two in point of utterance, and then to the

thrusting in between them of a transition-sound.

G. M. have adapted the reading of the rule to the new interpre-

tation, and give hakdran nanamaparan ndsikyam (the writing of
n instead of m before n is frequent with these MSS.).

15. In the combination of r and a spirant, there is a svara-

bhakti of r.

The doctrine of our Prtitigakliya respecting the svarabhakti is

less detailed, and less distinctly expressed, than that of the other
treatises (for which, see the note to Ath. Prat. i. 101-2); from the
statement here made, we should not even understand that this
"
vowel-fragment

"
is to be an insertion between the r and the

spirant, although that is doubtless intended to be signified. The
commentator enters into a long exposition of the subject ; by no

means, however, limiting himself to explaining and illustrating
his text. The twro South-Indian manuscripts (G. M.) are in some

parts of this exposition fuller than the rest, and will be followed

15.
l

rephasya co "shmanap ca sainyoye sati
1

rephasvarabhaktir
iti jdmydt: "svarasya bhaktih svarabhaktih*: yo 'sya rephasya
samdnasvaras 3 tadbhaktih sydt : rkdrap cd 'sya jihcdgraJcarana-
tvena* rapnetyd* ca* samdnadharmah : ''bhaktir avayava ekadepa
iti ydvaf: etad uktam bhavati : rkdrdvayavo* bhavati ^ty arthah.

siltrend *nena svarabhaktir eva* vihitd : svarabhaktisvartipam
tu

10

vispas/itam
11

vydcashte vararucih: ^rkdrddir amtmdtrd 13

repho 'rdhamdtrd niadhye pes/id
1 *

svarabhaktir iti
lb

. asyd
arthah1

*:

indriyavishayo yo" *sdv anur ity ucyate budhdih :

caturbhir
1 * anubhir tndtrdparimdnam iti smrtam.
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in the abstract of it here given: the version of W. B. O., indeed,
has rather the aspect of being an abbreviation of the other, and
one not everywhere skilfully made.
At the outset, G. M. alone specify that the svarabhakti is com-

bined with the spirant (and yet, by xxi.6, it is to be separated
from the spirant in syllabication, going with the r to the preceding
vowel). The term svarabhakti means ' a fragment, piece, or part
of a vowel

;'
and a rephasvarabhakti,

'

r-vowel-fragment,' means a

bit of the vowel that is akin, or has the same mode of utterance

with, the r. Now the r is of like quality with r, in being produced
with the tip of the tongue and in having the sound of r : and it is

a part of r that is intended. The rule merely prescribes the inser-

tion
;
the nature of the latter is clearly set forth by Vararuci (one

of the three principal sources of the present comment : see note to

the introductory verses, pp. 6,7). The vowels are defined at i.5,

and since among them only r agrees in place and organ with r,

the "fragment" is of r. The r is by i.31 declared to be short, or

of one mora / and Vararuci defines the short r as composed of a

quarter-worn of vowel at the beginning, a half-worn of r in the

middle, and a quarter-mom of vowel (W. B. O. say, of vowel-

fragment) at the end. Then a verse is quoted describing the

word anu as signifying a quarter-worn. This half-mora of r, now,
found in the middle of r, being divided, its two parts, each com-
bined with the quarter-worn of vowel, severally receive the name
of svarabhakti. Hence there are two svarabhakti^. And in

answer to the question where this svarabhakti of half a mora

occurs, the makers of the Qiksha have declared that the one ending
with the vowel element occurs before p, sh, and s, and the one

ending with the consonant element before h; the former, more-

over, being open, and the latter close. And it is added that in yo
vdi praddhdm (i.6.8

1

) there is no svarabhabkti, on account of

absence of the order prescribed in the rule.

mdtrikasya rkdrasyd "dir anumdtrd* 1

svarabhdgo madhye rep/to

'rdhamdtrd $esho
f

py anumdtrd svarabhdgah : etad rkdrasva-

rdpam. atra
2&

rephe 'rdhamdtre bhajyamdne sat? 1
tdu bhdgdu

ptirvottardv anusahitdu pratyekarh suarabhaktindmadheyom

bhajete:
* l

sd ca svarabhaktir ardhamdtrd. kutra vd svara-

bhaktir*
1

ity dpankya pikshdkdrdir
34 uktam :

pashaseshu svarodaydrit hakdre vyanjanodaydm:

$ashaseshu tu vivrtdm hakdre samvrtdm vidur iti
4

yo itydddu "stttroktakramdbhdvdn na svarabhaktih*
1

svarabhaktyantaram
42

pikshdydm uktam :

^karenuh karvim cdi "*va horim hdrite" ''ti ca :

hansapade^ ''ti vijneyclh pancdi ^tdh svarabhaktayah
46 karen'tV rahayor** yoge karvim lahakdrayoh:
harim ^rapasdndm ca 60

hdritd lahakdrayoh.
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So much by way of (would-be) explanation of the rule. But
the commentator goes on to say that the Qiksha teaches other

soarabhakti"
1

^ to the number of five : namely, the karenu, between
r and A, as in barhih (i.1.2 et al.) ;

the karvini, between I and A,
as in malhdh (ii.1.2

4
) ;

the harini, between r and p or s, as in dar-

QQp&rnamas&u (ii.2.5
4 et al.) and barsam (ii.5.V

l

); the hdritd

(or haritd), between I and p, as in sahasravalpdh (vi.3.3
3

) ;
and the

hansapadd (or hansapadd]^ between r and sA, as in varshdhvdm

(ii.4.10
3
)

and he who wants to go to heaven (on the score, no

doubt, of patience, faith, and punctiliousness) must utter the five

kinds of bhakti, as thus laid down. It appears, then, that the

commentator's Qiksha, like the Vaj. Pr. (iv.16), regards ,
not less

than r, as followed by svarabhakti before a spirant.

16. But not in case of krama, when a first mute follows the

spirant.

The commentator defines krama as the equivalent of dvitva,
1

duplication,' and refers as authority to rule xxiv.5, where the

word occurs again without, according to him, admitting any other

meaning ; whence, he infers, it must signify the same thing here
also. We should rather turn the argument the other way, and

say that, as krama can have no other meaning here, it may be

conjectured to signify the same thing at xxiv.5. He further coolly

yd tu hansapadd ndma sd tu rephashakdrayoh :

evam pancavidhdm bhaktim uccaret svargakdmukah.
<
]
) G. M. reph'ishmanos sayyoge sati tatra ushmasayyukto. <2) G. M. svardbhaktir

iti kirn : idrfi, svarasya bhakt s svarabhakHh bhaktir ihdgah : avayava iti ekade/a iti

ydvat; B. 0. om. svarabhaktih. 3 G. M. 0. -nakaranasv-. 4 0. -nena. 5 G. M.

$ru/yd.
6 W. yana. C1

) G. M. om.
;

0. -ra ity arthah. 8 W. 0. rkdra eva yu-; G.
M. rkdrasyd 'vay-.

9 G. M. evam. 10 B. om. n 0. spa-. <12 ) G. M. svara* tdvat

kimvifisht'i iti ctt shodapd "ditah svardfi (i.5) iti svarosari/jfioktam teshu rkd-

rarephayos samdnasthdnakaranatvdd rkdra*varasydi 'va bhaktih rkdras tdvat kim-

vi(;i^hta iti cet rkdralkdrdu hmsvdu (i.31) iti hrasvatvdd ekmndtro bhaved
dhrasva iti ekamdtraka rkdiah vararucindi 'vam uktarii mdtrikasya rkdrasyd "ddu

svaraayd 'numdtrah rephasyd '/ dhamdtro madhye 'nta svarasya ^nuindtm iti : anu-
mdtra iti kim. 13 B. -tratdm api.

14 0. fesha.
15 B. om.

;
0. anumdtrd. 16 W.

nish-; G. M. -driydv-. B. 0. om. 18 W. 0. -tur. 19 W. mdtrdpraydnam ; B.

-trdpramdnam ; G. M. -na. 20 G. M. in*, asyd 'yam arthah. 2I B. G. M. -tra.
22 G. M. -trah. 23 G. M. ante. 24 W. -trafi ; G. M. -tra. 25 G. M. ins. rkdrama-
dJiyava- iini.

'

26 G. M. vibh-. 27 0. om. 28'G. M. -rd. 29 W. B. 0. -samh-. M W.
B. bhajyate ; G M. 0. bhajate.

<31 ) G. M. tato dve svarabhakti vidyefe ardhamdfri-
kasvarabhaktih kutra vd tishthati. 32 W. atra. M W. om.

;
B. kd. ** G. M. ins.

evam. 35 W. B. -yd.
36 W. 5- -yd.

37 B. 0. ca. 38 W. -id.
39 W. -td. 40 0. om.

<41 ) G. M. sutreno 'ktkramena sydt *varabh"kt<h. 42 G. M. 0. ins. <>pi.
<43> 0. om.

44 G. M. har-. 45 G. M. -pdde.
46 G. M. ins. kWfrya etd iti ret.

47 W. B. -nu; G.
M. -num. 48 B. hayor; G. M. hrayor.

49 W. B. G. M. vidydt. <
5

) W. 'B. ra-

rayor yoge; G. ?as irdrii jneyd; M. fosdm jneyd.
51 G. M. har-. W G. M. svarit-

bhaktiiii hansapdddm vidydd. (53> 0. om.
;
G. M. -muka iti : yathd : karenuh: bar-

hih: yathd karvim : malhdh: haritw: durgapurnamdsdu: barsam: ha-
ritd: aahasravalpdh: haiisapddd: varshdhvdm ityddi.

VOL. IX. 50
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inserts an " or " in the rule, and declares it to mean ' either when
the spirant is doubled or when it is followed by a first mute.'

This must evidently be condemned : for, in the first place, the text

contains no "
or;" and, in the second place, if that were the mean-

ing, the specification would be superfluous, since the spirant is

always doubled before a first mute, and so krame would include

all the cases except, indeed, according to the doctrine of Plakshi
and Plakshayana, who (xiv. 17) deny the duplication of the spirant
in such a situation; and we are perhaps to connect his interpre-
tation of the present rule with his apparent acceptance of the doc-

trine referred to, and suppose that he would read rsh-t, and rpp-pm
etc. (namely, for rpm, rshn, and rshm), while the reading actually

approved by the treatise is rsJish-t, r$$p-pm etc. There are five

groups namely rpy, rpv, rshy, rsv, and rhy in which the differ-

ence of interpretation would make a difference as regards the

presence or absence of svarabhaktij if the "or" is implied, they
will be read and divided rp-py etc.

;
if not, they will be rrp-py etc.

The commentator's examples are ddrpyarh yajnam (iii.2.2
3

: only
O. has yajnam j G. M. read ddrpyam hi, which, if it be an actual

passage, I have overlooked in searching out the references), var-

shydbhyah (vii.4.13: W. B. O. read varshabhyah), borsvebhih (v.

7.11), and etarhy drtidhah (v.1.5
5

: found in O. only), illustrating
four of the five cases in which his interpretation would exclude the

svarabhakti ; and further, for cases in which a first mute follows,

adarpma jyotih (iii.2.5
4

: omitted in O.), kdrshni updnahdu (v.4.
4* et al.), and varshtd parjanyah (viio.20: found in G. M. only).

CHAPTER XXII.

CONTENTS: 1-2, formation of articulate sounds in general; 3-8, definition of terms

nsed in the treatise; 9-10, mode of production of high and low tone; 11-12, es-

tablished tone and pitch; 13, length of pauses in the text; 14-15, heavy and

light syllables.

16.
l

krama$abdo dvitvaparydyah : katham-etat: prakrtir vi-

leram ah krama (xxiv.5) ity atra dvitvasydi* 'va
l

krama$ab-
dend* ^bhidhdndd atrd ''pi sa evd

4
"rtha iti nipcinumah.

6 ushma-

nah krame sati
e tasminn rtshmani prathatiiapare vd 7

sail na sva-

rabhaktir bhavati* *krame yathd*: ddrp- : varsh- :

bars-
lo

pratJiamapare yathd: ad- :
10 kdr- "

pra-

thamah paro yasmdd asdu prathamaparah.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane
eka vinpo

1 2 '

dhydyah.
(') 0. om. - G. M. -tvam asty e.

3 W. -Mo ndmd. 4 W. rvd. ^ G. M. 'rtho

ni^cilah.
6 0. om.

;
G-. M. add vd. 7 G. M. put after sati. s W. -vet. W 0. om.

< 10) 0. etar-
;
G. M. etasya prathamaparo y-.

n G. M. add varshtd
12 G. M. 0. dviliyapra^ne navamo.
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1. Tone is the material of all articulate sounds.

The putting-together, as well as the material, of this and the

following chapter is rather peculiar, and makes the impression of

a supplement to the Prati9akhya proper. This present rule and
its successor are akin with the first two of the next chapter, and
all these with the rules of the second chapter. As under ii.l, the

commentator explains p<tbda by dhvani ; for prakrti he gives as

synonym w&lakdranam, 'radical cause;' and vurna he declares

to designate the whole congeries of vowels and consonants.

^s r

FTPT

2. In the difference of form of the former consists the differ-

ence of the latter.

That is to say, in the difference resulting from the variety of

positions giving audible quality: compare ii.3.

3. Here we will instance the offices of terms.

A complete and violent change of subject is introduced by this

rule, continuing to rule 9
;
which last, again, attaches itself closely

enough to the beginning of the chapter to have been its natural

continuation. The intervening batch of rules looks like an inter-

polation, thrust in at this point apropos of pabda in rule 1
;
the

word being taken here, however, in an entirely different sense.

The commentator tries to smooth over the transition by pronounc-
ing pabda a synonym of pdstra,

'

text-book, body of doctrine
;'

which latter is formed by the putting to use of combinations of

the alphabetic sounds just above spoken of. He distinctly ascribes

to dravya the sense of '

office, aim,' as the connection also requires,

1. sarvavarndndrii 1

pabdo
2 dhvanih prakrtir 'intilakdranam

baavati: varnapabdena svaravyafijandtmako rdpir ucyate. sarve

ca te varndp ca sarvavarndh*: teshdtn*.

1
G-. M. om.

'2 G. M. ins. ndma. 3 0. om. 4 G. M. add sarvavarndndm.

2. prdtiprutkasthunabheddt
1

tasya
a

prakrtibh'titasya* rttpan-

yatve sati varndnyatvam sydt*. yathd : a : i : u : ityddi.
1
B. prat-; a. M. -ndd bhe-. 2

(1. M. ins. rabdasya.
3 W. pratibh-.

4 0. om.

3. teshdm varndnd/ni sarvatro
1

samghdtaprayoge
2

pastram* ity*

ucyate:
5

tasya pabda
6

iti parydyandma: tatra tasmin chdstre

ydni dravydtii bhacanti tdny uddharishydinah. yot karma yena

kriyate* taf ta&yn draryam' sddhanam iti ydvat
11
: yathd gha-
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giving sddhana,
i

efficiency,' as its equivalent. As clay to a vessel,
we are told, so are alphabetic sounds to a text-book.

r^TT 11811

4. Varna and Icdra are indicatory.

These two terms have already formed the subject of rules i.16-

20. Rules vi. 1 ,7 are cited as examples of their use.

II
l
ljl

5. Ca and api are implicative.

Rules vi.3 and iv.4 are cited as containing examples of the use

of these signs of continued implication from something that has

gone before.

II \ II

6. Tu, atha, and eva are exceptional, introductory, and re-

strictive, respectively.

The use of these connectives is instanced by quoting rules i.19,

v.l, and xiv.3 (G. M. substitute vii.l for the second).
These rules are too trivial and superficial to make it worth while

to enter, in connection with them, into any discussion of the use

of the particles in the text of the Prati9akhya. The index, and the

notes on each rule, will give the means of investigating the matter.

We have often had occasion to animadvert upon the commentator's

tasya mrd ity evam cdstrasya varncih
19
: ydni dravydni samvyava-

hdrdrthdni kartavydni tdni vydkhydsydm,ah. cabdasya dravydni

cabdadravydni : tdni.

1 0. -ta.
2 0. ins. vd. 3 W. -tre.

4 W. B. katham ; 0. ora. 5 W. B. ins. tasya

rupdni.
6 W. 0. -Ida. 7 0. pradar?ayishy-. ^ 0. karmayate.

9 W. tatra ; B. na.
10 B. -ya; M. om. n 0. om. 12 "W. -na; G-. M. -ndndm; 0. savarnah.

4. varnapabdah kdrapabdap ca nirdepakdu
1

nirdepavdcakdu*

sydtdm. yathd: avarnavyanjanapakuni (vi.7) iti: atha
shakdran sakdravisarjaniydv (vi.l) iti. varnap ca kdrap
ca varnakdrdu.

1
Gr. M. om. 8 W. B. -de?akdu vac- ; 0. om.

5. ca: api: ity etdv
l anvddecakdu sydtdm. ptirvdpekshayd?

''nvddeca ity ucyate. yathd: asaddmdsincanc ca (vi.3): iti-

paro 'pi (iv.4).

1
G-. M. ins. $dbddu.

2 W. B. purvapaksho ; 0. purvo paksho.

6. tu: atha: eva: ity ete cabdd yathdkramena
1

vinivartakd-

dhikdrakdvadhdrakd bhavanti: yatra tucabdah pruyate tatra
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tendency to put into them (especially into tu) a meaning which

they were never intended to bear.

noil

7. Vd is alternative.

Rule ii.50 is quoted as example.

! IIS II

8. Na is prohibitive.

The example this time is xiii.15 (G. M. substituting xiv.14) ;
and

in it appear again some of the differences of reading which were
noted in the rule itself where- it occurred.

STFTFTt ^WTtTTFIT T3W^;^{TtTT ^CT^T^T II II

9. Tension, hardness, smartness of aperture, are producers of

high tone.

Reference is made to rule i.38, in which the acute accent is

denned as consisting in high tone
;
and the present precept is

declared to be given for the sake of that, and in order to prohibit
that slack or indifferent utterance which prevails in common life.

Aydm a,
'

tension,' is explained as meaning rather ' extension (lit-

erally
'

longness ')
of the members

;' ddrunya, as '

severity of the

vowel;' and anutd khasya, as 'closure of the orifice of the throat:'

this is what one who would, utter a sound in high tone must do.

There is evidently much more guess-work than true observation

in this rule and the one next following : if they had been given as

definitions of sonant and surd utterance, instead of high and low

nivrttih : yatrd ''thapabdas tatrd \lhikdrah : yatrdi ^va^abdas ta-

trd ''vadhdranam 2

veditavyam. yathd: ephas tu rasya (i.19);

*atha sanhitdydm ekaprdnabhdve* (v.l):
3

sparpa
b evdi

Ykeslidm dcdrydndm (xiv.3). vipeshena nivartayati 'ti mni-

vartaTcah: adhikaroti ">ty adhikdrakah*: avadhdrayati ">ty ava-

dhdrakah.
1 G. M. -mam. 2 G. M. 0. ins. ce 'ti. <3> G-. M. atha nakdro nakdram (vii.

1).
4 0. om. 5

G-. M. -fapara.
6 W. 0. G. M. -rah.

7. ve^ty esha $abdo vdibhAshiko* vdikalpiko bhavati. yathd:

mukhandsikyd vd (ii.50).

1 G. M. -shako (as also in the rule).

8. ne ^ty esha pabdah pratishedhako bhavati 1

: yathd: *na

shumnognir (xiii.15) iti*

1 G. M. 0. sydt. (
2
) G. M. atha na (xiv.14); B. na sushu- ; 0. -na sum-; W. B.

-gni Hi.
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tone, they might more easily have been regarded as describing real

processes of articulation.

10. Eelaxation, softness, wideness of aperture, are producers
of low tone.

The exposition of this rule runs quite parallel with that of the

preceding (only O., however, referring to the definition of anu-

ddtta, 'grave,' as of low tone, at i.39). To anvavasarga is given
mnatatd, 'drooping condition,' as synonym; to mdrdava, snig-

dhatd,
' smoothness

;'
and to nrutd, sthtilatd,

'

bigness.' There is

nothing at all to commend in such a description of the way in

which low tone is produced.

\\\\\\

11. Soft, middle, and loud are the three qualities.

Their use, we are told, will be explained farther on namely, in

rules 4-10 of the next chapter. I have ventured to render sthdna,

literally 'place' or 'position',' by 'quality,' as better expressing
the nature of the distinctions implied. The name apparently
comes from such theories as that laid down in rule xxiii.10 as to

the "
place

"
of production of the different qualities of tone.

In answer, we are told, to the suggested inquiry,
" of what are

9. uccdir uddtta (i.38) ity nktam: tadartham idam drabh-

yate: lokavad yddrchikoccdranpratishedhdrtham
l

: dydino gd-
trdndm ddirgfiyam: ddnmyam soarasya kathinatd: *amttd kha-

sya galavivarasyu* samvrtatd:* etdni sddhandni* $abdasyo 'ccdih-

kardni* *$abdat>i uccdir uddttam kurvantl ^ty arthah. ucca$abdam

uccdrayotdi ''tat kortavyam iti vidhih. ''uccdih kurvanti ^ty uc-

cdihkardni\
1 W. yavach-; B. hctdach-; W. B. 0. -rlhah. W W. om. 8 B. -viraranasya ; G.

M. -viratasya, and put after samvrtatd (B. 0. -vrtd).
4 G. M. ndmadheydni.

5 W.
'cc'ik-. (

6
) G-. M. om. ^ W. G. M. om.

;
B. adds kapanini, and om. the following

rule.

10.
1

anvavasargo gdtrdndm vinatata*: mdrdavam svarasya

snigdhatd: khasyo 'rutd karithasya sthulate 'ty* etdni sddhandni

pubdasya nipdifikardni pabdam mcam anuddltcnh* kurvanti "*ty

arthah: nicapabdam uccdrayatdi* "*tat kartavyam iti vidhih: m-
cdih kurvanti ''ti nicdihkardni.

V 0. ins. nicdir anuddtta (i.39) ity uktam. G. ^r. 0. vitrtatd. 3 G. M.
om. Hi. 4 G. M. ud-. 5 "W. uddhdrayanu ; B. -yan; G. M. -raniyatd ; 0. -ranatd.

11.
lmandram madhyamarh tdram ce 'ti

2 sthdndni bhavanti: 1

mandram iti prathamam : madhyumam iti dvitiyam: tdram iti
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these positions or qualities ?" the subject is continued in the next
rule.

II ^*> II

12. In them are twenty-one tones.

For the application of these tones or keys, also, we are referred

to a later passage (xxiii.ll etc.). As synonym of yama is given
svam,

'
tone.'

The commentator chooses to connect these rules with those that
follow in the next chapter, and to overlook the obvious fact that
in the two chapters we have separate and independent statements

upon the same subject, which cannot have come from the same

hand, and of which the second renders the first wholly superfluous.

ll ^ II

13. The verse-pause, pacfa-pause, pause for hiatus, and pause
for hiatus in the interior of a word, are respectively of three

moras, two moms, one mora, and a half-

As example of the pause of three moras at the end of a verse is

quoted ubhd vdjasya sdtaye huve vdm : (i.5.5
2

: O. omits the first

two words) ;
of the pause of two moras, in pada-text, between the

padas, ishe : tvd : urje : tvd (i.1.1 et al.) : and, for all that the

Pratiyakhya tells us, we are to regard the avagraha pause, divid-

ing the two parts of a compound word, as of the same length (the
Rik [16, r. 29] and Vajasaneyi [v.l] Pr&tic&khyas give it only one

mora)\ of the hiatus-pause, sa idhdnah (iv.4.4
5

),
ta enani

(ii.3.

ll 4
),
and td asmdt (ii.4.4

1
: W. prefixes d, but doubtless only by

trtiyam : eteshdm 3 sthdndndm prayojanam uttaratra* vakshyate.
*etdni sthdndni keshdm ityapekshdydm aha parasdtram*.

<
]
) G. M. om. 2 0. 'ty etdni. 3 G. M. 0. esh-. 4 B. itaratra. (

5
) 0. om.

12. teshu
1

sthdneshv ekavinpatiryamdhsvardbhavanti: teshdm

yamdndm uttaratra prayojanam vakshyate.
1 0. tatra trishu ; B. adds trishu.

13. rgvirdmddayas trimdtrddikdld
1

yathdkramam* bhavanti.

yatha?: ubhd ____ : ity rgvirdmah: ishe ____ : iti padavirdmah:
sa ____ : ta ____ : td ____ : iti vivrttivirdmah: prailgam itisamd-

napadavivrttivirdmah. *rci
f> virdma rgvirdmah: padasya vird-

mah padavirdmah: padadvayavivrttdu
6 virdmo vivrttivirdmah'1

'*.

pikshdydm
8

asya vi$esha uktah :
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a copyist's blunder) ;
of the pause of interior hiatus, pratigam (iv.

4.2 !), which is, I believe, the only case. The commentator also

quotes a couple of verses from his Qiksha, laying down four sub-

divisions of the pause of hiatus, and assigning them different

quantities : that between a short and long vowel is vatsdnusrti,
and is one mora long ;

that between a long and following short is

vatsdnusdrim, of the same length; between two short vowels,

pdkavati, three quarters of a mora; between two long vowels,

pipilikd, a quarter-worn only (Uvata's comment on the Rik Prat.

[ii.l] states the intervals quite differently). In W. there are two
verses which are not found in the rest; as they stand, their mean-

ing is in great part obscure to me, and I prefer to leave them una-

mended and untranslated.

II

FTrft FTT M n

14. A syllable that ends with a consonant, one that has a

long vowel, one that precedes a conjunction of consonants, one

that is nasal all these are to be accounted heavy; the rest,

other than these, are light.

*

pipilikd dirghasame ca madhye
savarnatd pdkavati paddikye :

drshtvd ca vatsdnusrjas tv asdmye
tv atho

f

ci mukhyas tu virdmakdlah.1 .

svarodaye tv anusvdro bhaved adhyanumdtrikah :

virdmap ca tayor madhye vdipeshikdc ca dirghayoh.Z*

hrasvddir vatsdnusrtir
10 ante vatsdnusdrini :

pdkavaty ubhayahrasvd
11

dirghobhayd pipilikd.

"mdtrd 1 * ca 16
vatsdnusrtis

16
tathd vatsdnusdrini:

pddond sydt pdkavati pddamdtrd pipilikd.

"samdnam ca tat padam ca samdnapadam : ekapadam ity

arthah
11

:
18

samdnapade vivrttih samdnapadomvrttifi : tasydm
19

virdmah samdnapadavivrttivirdmah.
S1

tisro mdtrd yasyd 'sdu

trimdtrah: dve mdtre yasyd ''sdu dvimdtrah: ekd mdtrd yasyd

"sdv ekamdtrah: ardhd mdtrd yasyd ">sdv ardhamdtrah .

1 W. -trak-.
2 0. -mena. 3 G. M. om. <4> 0. puts below, at 18

.

5 W. rg ; G- M.

rco. 6 B. padavi-; 0. -yamadhy. vwr/ti. 7 W. B. om.
;

0. padaviv-.
8 G. M. ins.

apy.
(9> in W. only.

10 W. -tsdnujasrtimadhi/er ; G. M. -nusut<r. n B. -yoh-; G.

M. -yeh-.
12 G. M. -ghayos tu. (18> 0. om.

'

14 G. M. -trikd. 15 G. M. om. ]ti W.

-nusrjahti G. M. -nukrtis. <17 ) 0. puts below, at 21
.

18 0. puts W here. 19 W.
om.

;
B -smd; 0. -sya.

'

20 W. om. 21 0. puts <17> here, t82) in G. M. only.
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The commentator instances the different kinds of "
heavy

"
syl-

lable, as follows : one ending with a consonant, mdte 'va putram
(iv.2.3

2 et al. : G. M. omit) ;
one long by its vowel, te te 'dhipatayah

(iv.4.11
3

: G. M. omit the last word) ;
one followed by a consonant-

group, acmd ca me (iv.7.5
1

: W. has dnmdyind, which appears to

be merely a corrupt reading ;
I have found nothing at all like it in

the Sanhita) ;
one that is nasal, vinpatydi (vii.2.13 et al.).

The distinction of the syllable as "heavy
" or "

light
" has value

only in a metrical point of view, and does not make its appearance
elsewhere in our treatise (except as it is referred to in rule xxiv.5

which rule we might have expected the commentator to quote
here, as the occasion of this one). The quality of "long" or
" short "

belongs to the vowel alone, and (see xxi. 1 and its com-

ment) the consonants accompanying the latter are regarded as

absorbed into it, and forming part of its natural quantity. This

separation of "
heavy

" and "
long," or of weight and quantity, is

practically convenient, perhaps, but theoretically indefensible
;
and

we have reason to be surprised that phonetic observers so acute as

the Hindus had not worked the theory of syllabic quantity into a

more consistent shape. The other treatises agree with this : see

Ath. Pr. i.51-54, and notes.

The use of the word anundsika in describing a syllable con-

taining anusvdra is (as already noted, under ii.30) one more sign
of a theory which regards the anusvdra as a quality and not an
element. The Ath. Prat., which holds this theory, uses the same
term in its definition (i.53). It deserves to be noted, however,
that to read anusvdram instead of anundsikam in the verse would

help the metre, making the four pddas similar.

This rule is enough by itself to^ determine the weight of any
syllable whatever: but, as the commentator points out, the one

following is added to resolve any doubts which might after all

arise as to what syllables were light.

14. vyanjandntam yad aksharam: l

vyanjanam ante* yasya tad

vyanjandntam :
l

yad u cd ''pi dirgham
3 aksharam :

4

samyoga-

prtrvam ca yad aksharam: ^samyogdt pdrvam* samyogapttrvam*:
tathd Anundsikam: sdnundsikatn 1

yad aksharam: uktdny etdni

sarvdny akshardni gurilni vidydt : jdmydt. yathd ^vyanjandn-
tam : mdte 8

yathd dirgham : te . yathd
9

sdmyogaptir-
vam: acmd yathd 'nundsikam: vincatydi.

n
ceshdny

ato
f

nydni
12

: ata 13

ebhyo gurubhyah Ceshdny anydny akshardni
lt
tato 'nantaram 1 *

laghtini vijdntydt
1

*. ceshdni Mm 'ty dcankyo
^ttaraclokena

1
'
1

vivrnoti.

(
]
> G. M. put at beginning.

2 G. M. -tarn. 3 G. M. ins. yad.
4 G. M. ins. yogdt

purvam. (
5
> G. M. om. ti B. G. M. om.

;
0. -gam.

7 0. om.
;
G. M. arm-. (8> G.

M. vyanjandndm ity atra. 9 G. M. om. 10 0. puts before yathd.
n B. omits from

here to the middle of rule 15 (beginning again with samyogaparam).
12 G. M. 0.

ins. tato laghuni.
13 W. eta. (

14
> G. M. om. 15 G. M. jdn-.

16 W. -ni '. 17 W. -ke.

VOL. IX. 51
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II VI II

15. A syllable that does not end with a consonant, that has a
short vowel, and that is not followed by a conjunction of conso-

nants, and one that is not combined with anusvdra know that

to be light.

This is a mere negative to the preceding rule, and a wholly
superfluous addition to it and an addition made, we may con-

jecture, by a different and later hand : the use of the term anusvdra

distinctly suggests this.

The commentator quotes, by way of example of light syllables,

simply madudayand asan (vi.1.5
1

: B. O. omit the last word).

CHAPTER XXIII.

CONTENTS: 1-3, causes of the differences of articulated sounds; 4-10, qualities or

temperaments of voice; 11-19, tone or pitch of utterance; 20, general mode of

correct utterance.

: ii ^ n

1. Now for the origin of the differences of articulate sounds.

15.
l

avyanjandntam yad aksharam yac ca hrasvam yac *cd

''samyogaparam? yac cd ^nanusvdrasamyuktam etat sarvam aksha-

ram laghu* nibodhata 1

jdmdhvam. yathd*: mad- ____ ityddi.

vyanjanam ante
5

yasya tad vyafijandntam :
ena vyafijandntam

avyanjandntam:* samyogah paro yasmdttat samyogaparam : "na

sarhyogaparam
1

asamyogaparam :
6anusvarena samyuktam* anu-

svdrasamyuktam : *nd ''nusvdrasamyuhtam* ananusvdrasamyuh-

tam.
iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

dvdvinco 'dhydyah.
t
1
) G-. M. om. (

2
) "W. ca samyogapurveram.

3 W. B. laghu.
4 W. om. 5 G. M.

antam. (
6) W. om. (7) G-. M. tadbhinnam. (8) 0. om. ; W. yuktam only. <

9
> B.

om.
;

G-. M. anusvdrayogavirahitam.
10

Gr. M. 0. dvitiyaprafne daftamo.

1. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah: varndndm vipeshotpattir ueyata

ity etad adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah.
varndndm vipesho varnavipeshah : tasyo *tpattih sd tatho ^ktd.
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It was hardly worth while to give a rule introductory to so very
brief a treatment of the subject as is here to follow.

...f P
I IrfMM lr=h$ Ul N-MM lrj I

2. The differentiation of articulate sounds arises from emis-

sion, closure, position, disposition of producing organ, and,

fifthly, from quantity.

That is to say, according as any sound is different from another
in respect to one or more of these five constituent or determining
elements, so its nature or quality is different. The anuprddana is

the emitted material, whether tone, breath, or the intermediate

A-sound (ii.8-10) ; by sansarga (a term not elsewhere used) is

doubtless intended the degree of approximation of the articulating

organs, as contact (sparpana, ii.33), approach (wpasanhdra, ii.31),

and the like (ii.14, 16,45 etc.); sthdna, 'place, position,' and karana,
'producing organ,' are the familiar names given respectively to

the more passive and the more active of the two parts of the

mouth by whose contact or approach the sound receives its articu-

late character (vinyaya, which the commentator explains by vi-

nydsa [B. reads this in the rule itself], seems to be added more to

make up the verse than for the sake of its meaning) ; parimdna,
'measure' (used only here), is synonymous with kdla, 'time, quan-

tity' (see LSI-SY). The commentator takes a as an example, and

says of it that its
" emitted material "

is tone
;

its
"
closure," in the

throat; its "position," the two jaws; and its "disposition of pro-

ducing organ," the two lips. Excepting in the first item, this is

blundering work : a is, of all the alphabetic sounds, the one least

easy to try by the tests laid down in this rule
;
and the commenta-

tor would have done well to choose some more manageable illus-

tration.

3. Sound combined with articulation is the origin of voice.

The commentator defines prkta by mipra,
'

mixed,' and utpatti

2. anupraddnddibhih pancabhih
1 karandir varnavdipeshyarii*

jayate. akdrasya tdvad anupraddnam nddah: samsargah kanthe:

sthdnath hanii : karanavinyaya* oshthdu : vinyayo ndma vinyd-
sah: parimdnam* mdtrdkdlah: evam sarvavarndndm boddha-

vyam. vipeshabhdvo* vdipeshyam: varndndm vdipeshyam var-

navdipeshyam*.
1

G-. M. om. 2
Gr. M. 0. -ndndm v-.

3 0. -nydsa.
4 W. 0. parim-, as also (with

T.) in the rule. 5 G. M. 0. -shasya bh-.
6 W. 0. om.

;
G. M. tatM.

3. prkto mipra ity arthah : varnamiprah
1

$abdo vdco vdkyasyo
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by updddna-'and kdrana, 'cause.' This combination denies the

quality of voice to the mere " sound " of drums and the like.

4. Of voice, there are seven qualities.

Here is a different and expanded version of the doctrine of three

qualities, as laid down above, in rule xxii.ll. The following rules

give the details. The commentator gives of sthdna the lucid defi-

nition " those whereby the voice is put to use, and that wherein it

stands that is sthdna"

3TT^^ra"l HMM $fcT|G^1"^-^ *1 ^M1 FTT^TnlT MM, II

5. Namely, inaudible, murmur, whisper, mumbling, soft,

middle, and loud.

The rules that follow define the senses in which we are to under-

stand the terms here given. They indicate plainly enough a con-

tinual progression, from inaudible and merely mental utterance up
to loud and distinct speaking ;

but it is not easy to find words
which shall represent them closely.

6. "Inaudible" is without sound, without application of

mind, but with articulating action.

The commentator explains karanavat by prayatnavat, 'with

effort,' and states its object to be to deny absolute silence to the

updh$u. "Without sound" signifies the exceeding littleness of

'tpattir updddnam* kdranam bhavati. varnaprkta iti kim : dun-

dubhyddi$abddnd>h vdkyatd? md bTi^d iti.

1 MSS. -fra.
2 B. G. M. 0. -na. 3 B. -tvarh.

4.
lvacah sapta sthdndni bhavanti: 1

tdny uttarastttre vak-

shyante. ydir vdk* prayujyate* yasminp ca tishthati tat* sthd-

nam : tdni yathdkramam uddharishydmah.
0) G. M. om. 2 B. -kyam.

3B. yuj- ; W. 0. add se.
4 0. om.

5. updhpv iti prathamarh vdca sthdnam: dhvdna 1

iti dvitfyam:

nimada3
iti trttyam : evam itardny api ndmatah saptdi ''tdni

sthdndnijdniyat. uparitanam* stitram drabhya pratyekam eshdm

lakshanam* vakshyate*.
1 0. -nam; G. M. -nam. 2 0. -dam. 3 B. 0. -na. 4 G. M. sthdndndm. 5 G. M.

lak-.

6. karanavat prayatnavad ity arthah: nd ''sti pabdo dhvanir

asminn ity
1

apabdam*: manasd prayogo manahprayogah*: nd 'sti
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sound in this mode of utterance. " Without application of mind "

excludes any intentional use of uddtta etc. This last is not very
satisfactory ; and, indeed, we should as soon expect the contrary
term, manahprayoga,

' with application of mind,' to be read, as

indicating an utterance in which the mind does its full part, though
not the voice also (G. M., in fact, read it in the rule).

lion

7. "Murmur" is inaudibleness of syllables and consonants.

The commentator explains akshara,
;

syllables,' as meaning here
4

vowels,' but there seems no need of refusing the word its ordinary
signification. Inaudibleness, we are further told, being a charac-

teristic of updnpu also, it is here again specified in order to teach
that there is no actual sound heard. Of what follows, a great part
has dropped out in B. G. M., and is much corrupted in the other

two manuscripts, so as to be very obscure. The separate mention
of syllables and consonants is for the sake of clearness (?), and in-

dicates exceeding inaudibleness : and there is added a comparison
with tame and wild cattle, of which I fail to make any sense.

Others say that the inaudibleness is of
6', A, and so on. All of

which is very trivial and unedifying.

8.
"
Whisper

"
is their audibleness.

manahprayogo yasminn* ity amanahprayogam*.
6vdca sthdnam

idrpam
6

updnpv ity upadipyate. tatra karanavad iti ttishmmbhd-

vanivrttyartham
1
: acabdam iti gabdasyd ''tyantdlpatdrtham*:

amanahprayogam ity uddttddmdm sdmkalpikaprayogapratishe-
dhdrtham*.

1 W. B. put before asmin. 2 G. M. -dah. 3 W. manah B. -gah stvam ; 0. ma-
nasah pr-.

4
G-. M. 0. 'sminn. 5 G. M. -gah. <6) W. sthdnam vdca ichvdm. 7 G.

M. -thah. s G. M. -thah. 9 G. M. samkalpakaprati- ; B. G. M. -thah.

7. akshardni svardh : akshardndm vyafijandndm* cd ^nupalab-

dhir dlivdno ndma dvitiyam vdca sthdnam. updnpulakshane
l

py
anupalabdhdu satydm punarvacanam

2

acabdopalabdhividhdndr-
iharn*: *aksharauyafijandndm bhedagrahanam* abhikhydrtham*:

atyantdnupalabdhir
1

ity arthah.
8

anye tv
9
dhuti :* aksharavyan-

anupalabdhir iti.

1 G. M. svardndm. 2 W. B. -cana; 0. -canarh. 3 W. B. 0. fabd~; G. M. -rthah.
<4> B. G. M. om.

'

6 0. bhedena gr-.
6 W. dbhdkshayyaydrtham ; 0. dbh-. "' 0. -ntd-

pal-.
8 W. ins. ydmanyasya pa<;or araranyasya pi tucyam iti; 0. ins. yathd na

grdmyasya pacor ante ndranyasddhyetacyam iti.
9 0. om. tu.

10 G. M. vis-.

8. aksharavyanjandndm, upalabdhir nimado ndma trtiyam vdpa
sthdnam bhavati.
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I have rendered nimada by
'

whisper
'

rather at a venture :

whether the word accurately represents it or not is at any rate of

very small consequence.

9. "Mumbling" is the same, with sound.

Qabda would seem to be used here in the sense of ndda,
'

tone,'
if the definition is to be made anything of; the term upabdimat is

found in the Taittirtya-Sanhita (at iii.1.9 1

), used in antithesis to

updncu.

10. "Soft" is in the chest, "middle" in the throat, "loud" in

the head.

The South-Indian manuscripts (G. M.) divide this rule into three,
and break up the comment into three corresponding parts, without
other change. I presume that the treatment of the whole as one
rule is more original; the subject joins on, as it were, to rule xxii.

11, and gives the received doctrine as to the mode of production
of the three qualities of voice there laid down. And the distinc-

tion of the four other qualities by which "
soft

" shades oif into

utter inaudibility is a later addition to the doctrine one of those

pieces of useless over-refinement which are thoroughly character-

istic of the Hindu mode of working.
The commentator points out that the first four of the seven

sthdnas described in this chapter are used "
in sacrifices etc. ;" and'

the last three, at the morning, noon, and evening savanas, or soma-

libations, respectively. And he quotes
" from the Qiksha

" a pair
of verses which are found in the Rik-version of the pdninfya
Qiksha (verses 36,37 ;

see Weber's Indische Studien, iv.363-4), to

the effect that " in early morning, one must' always read with chest-

tone, resembling the growl of the tiger ;
at noon, with throat-tone,

9.
1

aksharavyanjandndm sacabdam upalabdhir* upabdiman*
ndma caturtham vdca sthdnam bhavati*.

1
G-. M. ins. fabdena saha vartata. iti sarabdam. - W. 0. om.

;
B. -bdhiman. 3 B.

om. 4 W. B. 0. om.

10. yatro 'rasi sthdne prayoga upalabhyate tan mandram ndma 1

vdcah pancamam? sthdnam 3
. yatra kanthe sthdne prayoga upa-

labhyate tan madhyamam ndma shashtham vdca sthdnam *
.

yatra pirasi sthdne prayoga upalabhyate tat tdram ndma sapta-

mam vdca sthdnam
'

. eteshv dditac caturndm 6

''yojnddishu pra-

yogah
1

: mandram *prdtahsavana upayujyate*: madhyamam md-

dhyandine savane9
: tdram trtiyasavane. pikshd cdi vam vak-

shyati :
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like the warble of the cakravdka; the third soma-libation is known
as accompanied with loud tone, and this is always to be employed
as head-tone, with sound proceeding from the head, and resembling
the cries of the peacock, liansa and kokila"
The Rik Pr. (xiii.lf) teaches the same three sthdnas, but calls

the third uttama instead of tdra. The Vaj. Pr. (i.10,30) lays down
their number and their place of production (assigning to the third

the bhrumadhya, 'middle of the brows,' instead of piras, 'head'),
but gives them no specific names. We cannot well avoid regard-

ing them as involving a difference of pitch, as well as of force or

loudness of utterance
;
the first is low, the third high and shrill,

the other intermediate between them, or at the ordinary natural

pitch of the voice. They answer to the lower, middle, and upper
"
registers

" of a voice
;
and our modern musical theory recog-

nizes an analogous distinction of chest-tone and head-tone. Each

register, as the following rules go on to explain, is divided into

seven tones or pitches.

SRT: nun
11. In the three qualities beginning with "soft," there are

seven tones each.

As synonym of yama, the commentator gives svara, doubtless
here to be understood as ' musical note, tone of the gamut ;'

he
adds '

acute, and so on,' which might be said blunderingly, as if

the word he had just given meant ' accent '
instead of ' musical

tone,' or also intelligently, as implying the identity of accent with

prdtah pathen
10

nityani urasthitena*
1

svarena pdrdrtlarvtopamena ':

madhyandine kanthagatena cdi "*va

cakrdhvasarhkujitasamnibhena.
tdrath tu vidydt savanam

13

trtiyaru
1 *

pirogatam tac ca sadd prayojyam :

mayrtrahansdnyabhrtasvandndm

tulyena nddena pirastMtena
17

.

1 B. om. 2 G. M. 0. put before vdcah. 3 G. M. ins. bhavati. k ant he m a dh ya-
rn am. 4 G. M. ins. bhavati. firasi tar am. 5

Gr. M. ins. bhavati. 6 B. caturvar-
ndndm. W Gr. M. -shu 'pay-.

^
8
) W. -nam up-; Gr. M. -ne urasi prayu-.

9 B. Gr. M.
om. 10 W. ka-; GK M. -than. G-. M. -sthalena. 12

G-. M. -rato-. 13 G. M. -ne.
14 G. M. -ye.

15 G. M. -oithitam. 16 G. M. tathd. 17 G. M. firogatena.

11. trishu mandrddishu sthdneshv ekdikasmint saptasapta yamd
bhavanti: yamdh

lsvardh: uddttddaya
1

iti yaw at. saptasapte^ti

vipsdyd* ekdikasrninn iti labhyate. ke te* yamd ity dpankyo ''tta-

rasiltreno* 'ttaram dha.

(
J
) G M. svarddaya.

2 W. B. -yah; 0. -yam.
3 W. 0. ne; G. M. 0. put before

ke.
4 W. -fro.
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musical pitch an identity which is the ground of their common
appellation.
The same statement, as to the seven yamas or ' tones '

in each

sthdna,
'

register
' or '

scale,' and the same identification with the

svaras, are made in the Rik Prat, (xiii.17). We are to assume,
without much question, that the scales pass into one another by a

constant ascending series, like the bass and soprano scales in our
own system of musical notation.

12. Namely krshta, first, second, third, fourth, mandra, and

atisvdrya.

These are not the ordinary names of the seven notes of the
Hindu scale, or svaras (for which, see Jones "on the Musical
Modes of the Hindus," As. Res., vol. iii.

;
Weber's Indische Stu-

dien, viii.259 ff.); but they are, apparently, alternative appella-
tions for the same thing ; they are given by Uvata, in his com-
ment on Rik Prat. xiii. 1 V, as used sdmasu^

' in the sdmansj or ' in

the Sama-Veda' (Mtiller's Rik Pr., p. cclxxii.). Uvata calls the

first krushta, instead of krshta, and the same is the reading of G.

M. in our rules and their commentary, as also of T. in rule 14 only
(Mtiller, 1. c., p. cclxxiii., marginal note, states krubhta or kushta to

be the reading of O. also, but the maker of my collation does not

note the fact, except once, under rule 14, in putting in on the

margin a passage inserted out of place).

: n V? n

13. Of these, the perception is born of brightness.

I have simply translated the problematical word diptijd literally,
without claiming to understand what it signifies. The comment
throws no light upon it, nor do I get any from any other quarter.
The former says merely that the perception of each preceding one
is "born from the brightness" of its successor; namely, the per-

12. krshtac 1

ca* prathamac ca
3

dvitiyac ca trttyac ca caturthac
4ca mandrac* cd ''tisvdryac ca krshtaprathamadvittyatrtfyacatur-

thamandrdtisvdrydh?: te tatho 'ktdh: *ete khalu* yamd ndma.
1 G. M. krushtae (as also in the rule).

2 0. om. ca. 3 0. om. ca. <
4
) B. 0. om.

5 G. M. 0. om.
'

(6> B. krshtddayo.

13. teshdm lkhalu saptayamdndm* uttarottaradiptijd? prtrvapttr-

vopalabdhih*'
1

sydt. taf katham : atisvdryadiptijd mandropalab-
dhih6

: mandrdc caturthopalabdhih : caturthdt trttyah: trttydd

dvittyah: dvittydt prathamah : prathamdt krshta 1

upalabliyate.

(
J
) W. diptijopalabdhih.

2 G. M. 0. saptasvardndm.
3 B. -rdd- ; G. M. -ran d-.

4 0. purvop-.
5 G. M. om. 6 "W. B. mantr- ; G. M. nimadop-.

"' G. M. krushtah ;

0. krshtah ity.
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ception of mandra from that of atisvdrya; that of the fourth,
from mandra; and so on through the series. Perhaps the ex-

pression is nothing more than one violently figurative, signifying
that each tone receives light from, or is set in its true light by, the

rest, or the ones or one nearest it : only, in that case, we should
look for some word combined with dipti to indicate the source of
the light.

Miiller (under Rik Prat, xiii.17, r. dccli.) surmises that the pres-
ent rule may mean the same thing with the rule of the Rik Prat.

anantarap cd ^tra yamo
l

m$eshah, which he translates ' in these
three places (sthdna) a yama without another yama is undistin-

guishable.' It is very doubtful, however, whether he is justified
in rendering anantara by

' not having another,' and whether his

rule is not rather intended to signify that the three scales pass
directly into one another, the first note of the second being equiva-
lent to an eighth of the first, and so on.

A
14. "Second," "first," and krshta are the three tones of the

Ahvarakas.

This rule makes a
ploha with the one that follows: which is, of

course, a marked indication that both are interpolated here. The
same thing may be inferred from the fact that rule 15 teaches

nothing which is not found also in 16.

The comment adds nothing whatever to our understanding of

the rule
x

The Ahvarakas are mentioned in the Caranavyuha (paragraph
12 : see Weber's Indische Studien, iii.257) as holders of one $dkhd
of the Yajur-Veda.

II W II

15. The four beginning with mandra and ending with "
sec-

ond "
are those of the Taittiriyas.

This second half-verse, as already pointed out, is superfluous in

view of the next rule, which treats the same subject, and much
more explicitly.

14. dvitiyap ca prathamap ca krshta$
l ca te tatho ''Jctdh

2
: ete

traya dhvdrakasvardh* syuh: *eskdm 6
tdir eva prayogo vedita-

vyah\
Gdhvdrakdnd>h svard 6

dhvdrakasvardh.

0. inserts the whole comment out of place, after that to the next rule. l G. M.
krush- (as also, with T., in the rule) ;

O. kush-. 2 B. ins. dvitiyddayah.
3 W. -kdsv- ;

0. -kdrd. (
4
> 0. om. 5 G. M. te-. <6) B. -kashtdsvardndm ; G. M. -k'asvard.

15. mandrddayap catvdro
1

dvitiydntdh svard? mandracaturtha-

trtlyadmtlyds tdittirtyakdh syuh*.
1 G. M. 0. -ra svard. 2 G. M. 0. orn. 3 0. teshdih tittiriyake prayogo veditavyah.

VOL. IX. 52
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16. According to the Taittiriyas, the mandra proceeds from
the "second," and the "third" and "fourth" come next after:

this they style the tone-quaternion.

The order of the four tones is not made entirely clear by this

rule, nor hy the commentator's explanation of it. The latter says
that "the mandra of the Taittiriyas is born or produced from the
' second

;'

"
and, if the expression be used in a manner akin with

those under rule 13, this would imply that the mandra came first,

and the "second" after which would, of course, accord best with
the value of the two names : mandra would thus be the lowest of

the four yamas, as it is the lowest of the three sthdnas. But the

commentator then goes on to say that the series of yamas thus
"
beginning with ' second ' "

is styled tone-quaternion : and this

would imply that the order is second, mandra, third, fourth. Yet

further, he adds that " second "
is uddtta, mandra is anuddtta, and

" third " and " fourth " are svarita and pracaya. This makes the

impression of a purely formal and unintelligent identification, or

a forcing through of a parallelism between the four tones and the

four accepted accents (which, however, are in respect to tone only
three, since the pracaya is "of vddtta tone," xxi.10), without the

slightest regard to the already defined tonic quality of the accents.

The* comment, in truth, through this whole subject, seems to be
written with a very insufficient comprehension of the meaning of

the text : see especially the rules that follow.

Our attention is called to the fact that the preceding rule laid

down the number of the Taittiriya yamas, the present one under-

taking nothing more than to describe their order
;
and that the

intention of the last words of the rule is therefore simply to give a

name to the series. I have pointed out above, however, that rules

14 and 15 seem to have been put in by themselves, without any
regard to 16.

16.
l

tdittirtydndm dmtiydt khalu mandro jdyate : tadananta-

ram 1

^trtiyacaturthdu sydtdm :
2
etad eva dvitlyadi* svaramanda-

larh* caturyamam? ity dcakshate. yo *dvitiyah sa uddttah: 7

yo
6

mandrah so 'nuddttah :
7

ydu trtiyacaturthdu* tdu svaritapracaydv

*ity arthah9
. anena srttrena ptirveshdm eva caturndm svardndm

kramaniyamah kriyate: catuhsamkhyd tu purvastttrendi 'vo
11

''kta: tasmdd atra caturyamam ity etat samjndvidhiparam iti

pratiyate.

W B. om. (along with all the rule save the first three words). <
2
) Gr. om. 3 "W.

B. 0. -ddih. 4 W. B. -ndcunam. 5 GL M. -yam. (6) B. dvitiyo uddttayor. 0) G. M.
0. om. 8 W. dviti-. (9)G. M. om. 10

W.sarv-; G. M. 0. purvoktdndm.
" 0. om'.

eva. 12 W. 0. -dhindpcuramam ; Gr. M. -dhdnap-.
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The mention of the Taittiriyas here, and in this manner, seems
to indicate that the Prati9akhya does not belong to their school,
or concern itself with their pakhd; although, perhaps, both stand
in an especially near relation to it. See what is said upon this

point in the concluding note.

17. In it, progression is by intervals of two tones.

I have rendered this rule according to what seems to me most

likely to be its real meaning although, at the same time, I do not
feel by any means confident that I understand it correctly. If the

Taittiriyas acknowledge only four notes in the scale or octave, it

seems natural that they should fix these at wider intervals from
one another; and the phraseology of the rule is well enough cal-

culated to express this. The verification or rejection of my ver-
sion may be left till we shall better comprehend the Hindu musi-
cal system, and its modification or adaptation as here presented.
I am, at any rate, persuaded that my guess is more likely to be

right than either of the two which the commentator ventures. Of
these, the first is nothing less than absurd : it makes tasmin refer

to anuddtta, although such an antecedent can only have tumbled
in out of the clouds, there having been nothing whatever to suggest
it in the preceding rules

;
and renders ' in this anuddtta there is a

being-within of two yamas ; that is to say, in anuddtta inheres
the quality oisvarita and also that ofpracaya V And, as examples
of this wonderful anuddtta, are quoted set nah parshat (not found
in the Taittiriya-Sanhita, but occurs Rig-Veda i.99.1; x.187.1-5

;

and Atharva-Veda vii.63.1), and/>ary avadatdm (i.7.2
2
).

The commentator's second guess is so far better than his first

that he gives the obviously correct interpretation of tasmin, as

referring to caturyamam in the preceding rule
;
but he makes out

the meaning to be that, in this series of svaras, two are contained
in the interior, or are included between the other two. And he

17. dvdu ca tdu yamdu ca
1

dviyamdu*: dviyarnayor* antard-

vrttir madhyaurttis* tasminn anuddtte "bliavati: svaritatvam

pracayatvam cd Anuddtte* bhavati Hy arthah. yathd: sa ____ :

pary -----

kecid anyathd kathayanti: tasmin 6

caturyame
1

svaramandale

dviyamdntard* vrttih: svaradvayasya? madhye vartamdnam

sydt
10

.

anuddtto hrdijneyo murdhny uddtta uddhrtah:
svaritah karnamuttyah" sarvdnge

1 *

pracayah smrtah.

asyd ''yam arthah :
13

uddttdnuddttayor
1 *

^madhye svaritapraca-

yayor antardvrttir bhavati.
ie
tathd kduhaleyahastavinydsasa-

maye
e

pi
16

svaritapracayayor antardvrttir upadipyate:
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cites a verse :

" anuddtta is to be known as in the heart
;
uddtta

is uttered in the head
;
svarita is at the root of the ears (or of the

throat, as G. M. have it) ; pracaya is declared to be in the whole
member (or to belong to the whole mouth, W. says) ;" the mean-

ing of which he states to be that svarita and pracaya are found
between uddtta and anuddtta forgetting that under the previous
rule he had assigned them a different position. Further, he says
that the interior position of svarita and pracaya is shown in Kau-

haleya's system of motions of the hand, as appears from the verse
" the chief of the digits (i.

e. the thumb) points out uddtta when
its apex is applied to the root of the forefinger; when to the last

but one
(i.

e. the ring-finger) and to the middle finger, it points
out the svarita and the dhrta ; when to the little finger, the anu-
ddtta" This verse occurs in the Rik-version of the pdnimya Qik-
sha (as verse 43: see Weber's Indische Studien, iv.365) : the com-
mentator does not regard it as a Qiksha verse, but adds yet another

which he claims to take from his Qiksha, although it is not found
in either version of the known treatise of that name (but compare
verse 44, 1. c., p. 366) : "the little finger, the ring-finger, the mid-

dle finger, and the forefinger these, along with the tip of the

thumb, severally point out the grave, circumflex, dhrta, and acute

accents." The pracaya is here twice called dhrta, and it again,

apparently, receives the same name in the last rule of the chapter

(unfortunately, I overlooked these passages when commenting on
the term dhrtapracaya in rule xviii.3) : "sustained" or "contin-

ued "
is a sufficiently natural substitute for pracaya, as appella-

tion of the accent in question.
I do not understand precisely what and how much credit the

commentator intends to claim for these two explanations in calling
them (in his final remark) mukhya: if he means that they are the

best among a number which had been suggested and might have
been reported, it is so much the worse for the rest.

"uddttam dkhydti vrsho 'ngulmdm

pradecin^mulanivishtamurdhd :

updntamadhye svaritani dhrtath ca

kanishthikdydm anuddttam eve 'ti".

cikshdvacanam api
19

cdi 'vam vakshyati:
kanishthikd ''ndmikd ca

21

madhyamd capradecim:
mcasvdradhrtoddttdn angushthdgrena nirdicet.

mukhyam eva vydkhydnadvayam etat.

1 MSS. om. 2 W. 0. om. 3 W. B. 0. -mor. 4 G. M om.
;
B. medhyev- ; 0.

madhyev-. <5> 0. om. 6 G. M. -inf.
7 W. B. 0. ma. 8 W. B. 0. dvitiy-.

9 G. M.

-dviyamasya.
10

G-. M. 0. ins. tathd hi.
n G. M. kantham-. 12 W. sarvdsyah ; 0.

saydsye. <13> "W. om.
;
B. om. asya.

14 G. M. uddtidnuddttasvarita. <15) W. om.
<16> 0. om.

;
G. M. -leye hast-. <17 ) 0. om.

;
G. M. dkhydti yathd : pradefinimula

udd/tam updntamadhyayor madhye svaritan ca kanishthikdydm anuddttam Hi.

18 W. atecam-. W 0. fikshd.
20 0. -shthd.

'21 G. M. ca Jpf; 0. cd 'tha.
2<2 0. dn-

gushthayena.
23 G. M. evam. 24 W. 0. -nam dv-.
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18. That progression we will set forth.

The commentator declares tdm here to bring forward solely the

word vrttim from the preceding rule (not that word with its quali-

fications), and the vrtti aimed at to be the fourfold progression of

the caturyama taught in rules lt> and 19. This is, of course,
forced and unacceptable. I imagine that, on the contrary, in the

oral tradition of the Prati9akhya, an uttered illustration of the

four tones, separated by double intervals and so covering the

whole octave, was given which illustration, of course, could not

be set down in the written text.

II II

19. That is what is called the quaternion of tones.

This is naturally enough explainable as a winding-up remark,
after the exemplification of the four Taittiriya tones notified in the

preceding rule has been duly given. To the commentator, it is a
mere repetition of what had been already stated above, in rules 15

and 16
;
and he excuses it as being intended, under the guise of a

summing-up, to confirm the view laid down, and repel other opin-
ions inconsistent with it. For, he adds, some people hold the doc-

trine that there are three svaras only, as appears from the half-

verse "
acute, grave, and circumflex are the three accents." This

verse (from the pdniniya Qiksha) was quoted in full above, under
rule xxi.l

;
and W. adds the second half of it here also.

The futility of this exposition, as well as of much that precedes
it, will, I think, be obvious to any one. Instead of tracing and

pointing out the relation which actually exists between the accents
and the yamas, and letting us see what musical intervals are re-

18. yad etad dcdrydip caturyamam ity uktam tasya caturbheda-

bhinnd 1

vrttir* ndma: tdm upadekshydma ity ucyate.
3tdm iti

tachabdena? purvoktavrttimdtram anukrshyatd'.

1
G-. M. -dm.

'2 G. M. -im. <3) W. 0. tdnimitta?abd- ; B. tdm iti Idbdhena. 4 W.
-kathy-.

1 9. ity anena prakdrena caturyamam ity
1

uktam. yady api

mandrddayo dvitiydntd (xxiii.15) ityddisutradvayena yama-
catushtayatvam? siddham tathd "*py upasamhdramishena* matdn-

taranivrttyartham
*

drdhayati. yatah kdrandd evam anye man-

yante svaratrayamdtram :

uddttap cd ''nuddttap ca svaritap ca 6svards trayah :
6

6
hrasvo dirghah pluta iti kdlato niyamd aci.

6

1 0. om. 2 "W. caturyayamacatusJitayam pra; B. -tayarii na; 0. cat-. 3 W.
-shtena ; G-. M. -hdrena mi-. 4

G-. M. ins. imam artham. (
5
) B. 0. -ya iti; G-. M.

trayasvard iti manydnte. (
6> in W. only.
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garded as separating the different accentual pitches from one

another, the commentator simply confuses the two together, and

regards as said of the one what has reference only to the other.

20. It must be uttered with krama and vikrama, not hurried,
not delayed, with grave, acute, and circumflex accent, with pra-

caya, and even.

The commentator supplies vrttim as the subject of
alj

these at-

tributes, accounting for it as derived from rule 1 7, above. This is

hardly admissible; but what is to be understood instead is doubtful,

depending upon the connection in which this verse may have stood
in the text from which it was taken. The same connection would

perhaps explain what krama and vikrama are to be regarded as

meaning: the commentator defines krama by dvitva, 'duplica-
tion' (taught in chapter xiv.), and vikrama as the accent of that

name prescribed at xix.1,2; but it seems very unlikely that two

things so dissimilar would be thus combined, or that a detail of

accent would not be put in the second line, with the rest of its

kind (compare rule xxiv.O, where krama and vikrama are found

again in conjunction). Dhrta is defined as synonymous with pra-
caya: compare the note to rule 17, above. Samdm means, we are

told,
'
free from the faults of deficiency and excess in the matter

ofuddtta and the other accents.'

There are slight variations of reading in the rule, T. giving
adhrutdm in pdda b B. svara for svdra in cy W. G. M. having
vade for vaded, and W. drutavatm and T. dratav- after it

;
but

they are mere errors of scribes, as the comment plainly shows.

20. tdittirlydhvdrakamatanirtipako
1

'yamplokah: kramavikra-

rndbhydm* sampanndm : kramo ndma3 dvitvam*: vikramas tu

svaritayor madhye yatra nicam 5

(xix.l) ityuktalakshanah :

adrutdm atvaritdm : avilambitdm amanddm : mcoccasvdrasam-

panndm anuddttoddttasvaritasahitdm* d/irtavatim pracayavatim:
samdm uddttddibhir nyttndtirekddidosharahitdm'': vaded bru-

ydt:
8
vrttim

9

ity arthah: vrttim iti katham labhyate: tasm in

dviyamdntard vrttir10

(xxiii. 17) itiprakrtatvdd
11

iti brtimah.

iti tribhdshyaratne prdtipdkhyavivarane

trayovinpo 'dhydyah.
1 "W. B. -rakam eta/n nir- ; 0. -raMmatan nir. 2 W. -vikrama. 3

G-. M. 0. om.
4 G. M. dvitvaparydyah.

5 0. -can sydd.
6 B. -ritapracayasamh-.

7 B. nyundtirik-

tddi-; 0. nyunddirek-.'
8 G. M. ins. imam. 9 B. om. 10 0. v. 0. -krtitv-.

n G.

M. 0. dvitiyaprapne ekdda?o.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

CONTENTS : 1-4, the four saiiihitds or texts
; 5-6, qualifications of a Veda-reader

and teacher.

: I1 1 n

1. Now for the four texts.

A simple heading to the following rules.

frT

*f%rTT

2. Word-text, syllable-text, letter-text, and member-text,

namely.

Here is a very curious and problematical enumeration and desig-
nation of samhitds. The commentator divides up among them the

teachings of the Prati9akhya. To the "word-text" he assigns

chapters v.-ix., xi., xii., and xiii.1-4 that is to say, the great body
of rules for the combination of pada-text into samhitd. To the
"
syllable-text

" he assigns chapter x., which has to do chiefly with
such euphonic combinations of vowels as make one syllable out of

two. With the "letter-text" are concerned chapters xiii. (i. e.

except rules 1-4), xiv., and xvi., mainly occupied with the subjects
of duplication and of the occurrence in the Sanhita of n and n,
otherwise than as these are results of the rules of euphonic com-
bination. And the " member-text "

is said to be taught in chapter

1. athe ''ty ayam adhikdrah: catasrah samhitd *

ucyanta? ity

etad adhikrtam veditavyam ita uttaram yad vakshydmah*.
1

G-. M. ins. ity.
2 0. om. 3 0. -yate.

2. paddksharavarndngd$rayd<? catasrah samhitdh kramena

boddhavydh. pancamddhydyam *drabhyd
" navamdd ekddapa-

dvadapdu
2

trayodapasyd* "ddu stttracatushtayam ca padasamhitd.

dapamo *ksharasamhitd. trayodapacaturdapdu* shodapap ca var-

nasamhitd. ^vyailjanan svardngam (xxi.l) ity eshd? ^nga-
sarhhitd. etdc

6
catasrah samhitdh. eteshv anyatra

7 vihitam ni-

thiddham* ca kdryam sarvasamhitdsu? kurydt
10
: yatrd" "rsha-

grahanddiko vicesho nd ^sti
12

.

1 W. -gd aydf ; 0. -gdydp. <2) W. B. 0. drabhya d nav- ; G-. M. drabhya unapa-
ddiMdar-- ; W. O. -dvddaea. 3 0. -?d.

4 W. -rda?a. <
5
) B. G-. M. ekamnyo.

6 G.
M. om. 7 0. ins. ca. 8

Gr. M. nishidhyakan.
9 B. -td; G. M. sarvatra saihh-; 0.

sahit-. 10 G. M. sydt.
" W. B. 0. atrd. 12 G. M. add tatra kurydt.
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xxi. (rules 1-9), which prescribes of what vowel each consonant
shall be regarded as " member " or adjunct, or lays down the rules

of syllabication. And it is added that whatever is prescribed or

forbidden elsewhere than in [the rules belonging to each of] these

is of force in all the different texts, unless there be some special

restriction, as by the use of the word drsha (ix.21 ; x.13) or the like.

It is unnecessary to point out that the Prati9akhya contemplates
no such division of its rules and restriction of their application as

is here made, and that, unless the distinction of texts laid down in

the rule means something different from what the commentator

explains it to be, it is trivial and worthless.

n ^ II

3. Conjunction of independent words by euphonic combina-
tion is called word-text.

The commentator first explains samdhdna as modifying sam-

yoga in quality of a locative, and then declares the use of the two

equivalent terms to be for the purpose of signifying the exceeding
closeness of the combination

(if,
as I presume to be the case, the

reading of B. is here the correct one). And he quotes the rule of

Panini (i.4.109) as what "the grammarians" say upon the subject,

giving the definition of samhitd or combined text. As example of

word-text, he gives ague dudhra gahya kinpila vanya yd ta ishuh

(v.5.9
1

: only G. M. have ishuh).
This interpretation m&kespadasaiit/ntd signify what we are wont

to call samhitd simply, in distinction from padapdtha, or pada-
samhitd as usually employed,

'

pada-textS

4. And in like manner with the syllable-text and the rest, in

accordance with their several names.

The commentator explains yathdsvam as signifying
'
it goes on

without exceeding that which is its own,' and pronounces it a '
dis-

tinction of office or use
;' thus, namely, the peculiar form of all the

other specified texts is to be determined
;
the combination of inde-

3. ndndbhtttayoh padayoh samdhdne yah saniyogah sa pada-
samhite ">ty abhidhiyata ucyata ity arthah. yathd: ague
ekdrthayoh samdhdnasamyogapabdayoh

1

prayogah samdhdnddhi-

kydrthah*. tathd ca vdiydkarandh? pathanti*: parah samnikar-

shah samhite 'ti.

1
Gr. M. -yogayoh; 0. samyogesarribadhdnac-,

2 W. -nddikyddityarihah ; G. M.

sambandhikdrthah 0. sambandhikthadhdrtJiah. 3
Gr. M. 0. -nd. 4 G. M. iJiananti;

0. apt.

4. siiamsvam 1

onatikramya vartata iti yathdsvam : kriydvipe-

shanam *evdi ''tat'': evam aksharasamhitddmdm api yathdsvai'u*
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pendent syllables is syllable-text and so on. And he quotes three

passages from the text, by way of illustration: athd ^bravU (iii.2.

II 3
),
adhishavanam asi (i.1.5

2
),
and akshnayd vydghdrayati (v.

2.7 5 et al.). Of these, the first is an example of the combination
of two separate syllables (vowels) into one syllable, by a rule (2)
of the tenth chapter ;

the second, of the occurrence of n after sA,

by rule xiii.6,7 ;
the third offers (like almost any other pair of

words in the Sanhita) cases of the division of consonant-groups,
akkhsht-tna-ydv-vyd- etc. Or, by a different treatment of the suc-

cessive distinctions, it is said that the combination of two vowels
alone is

"
syllable-text ;" that of a vowel and consonant in one word

is
"
letter-text ;" that of consonants alone in one word (consonants

being "members" or adjuncts of vowels, xxi.l) is "member-text;"
anything else than these is

" word-text."

It appears from all this that samhitd is here used nearly in the

sense of saiiidhi,
'

euphonic combination,' and that these four rules

have no significance whatever, being a mere bit of outside classifi-

cation, in which some one has amused himself by indulging.

FPJFTT <FTF*T*

II H II

5. Heaviness, lightness, evenness
; short, long, and protracted

quantity ; elision, increment, and euphonic alteration
;
natural

state, vikrama, krama ; circumflex, acute, and grave quality;
breath, tone, and adjunction all this must be understood by
him who reads the Veda language.

svartipam nirdpaniyam,. ndndksharasamyogo 'ksharasamhitd :

*ndndvarnasamyogo varnasamhitd: ndndngasamyogo 'ngasam-
hitd*. ^krameno ''ddharandni bhandmah*: yathd

1

: athd ____ :

adhi- ____ : akshn- _____ kevalasvarayoh samyogo 'ksharasam-

hitd:*
%

ekapade svaravyanjanasamyogo varnasamhitd: ekapade

kevalavyanjanasamyogo 'ngasamhitd :
8

anyatra padasamhitd :

ity avdntarabhedo vijfieyah.
1 W. B. svam. <

2
) Gr. M. om.

;
0. om. eva. 3 0. -sva. <

4
) Gr. M. put also after rule

4 in the text of the Prati9akhya, as if rules 5 and 6. & 0. om. 6 W. om.
;

G-. M.

vydhardmah. 7
G-. M. om. 8 B. om.

5. yad gurutvddyashtddapavidham etat sarvam chandobhd-

shdm vedardpdm
1 vdcam adhiyatd pathatd mjneyam. atha vd

chandobhdshdm" vedalakshanam* ity arthah. tu$abdo 'dhyetrvya-
tiriktanishedhdrthah* : anena* tu sarvathd vijneyam ity arthah,

VOL. ix. 53
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The commentator explains vedabkdshdm as meaning either
' voice having the form of Veda,' i. e. the uttered material of the

Veda, or (according to another sense of bhdshd)
'

explanation of

the Veda.' The particle tu in the last half-verse (which I have
omitted in translating, as being a mere expletive or pddapurand),
he states to mean that the reader referred to must by all means
understand all this, but not any one besides. And he adds at the
end that vijneya indicates the peremptoriness of the rule, there

being risk of harm in the absence of the required knowledge, as is

shown by the verse " a mantra deficient in respect to accent or to

letters" etc. This is the familiar verse, found in the pdniniya
Qiksha (verse 52 : see Weber's Indische Studien, iv. 367-8), and

quoted times innumerable in Hindu works, where the present

subject is under consideration : O. alone adds the second pdda,
"
being falsely applied, does not express the intended sense ;" the

rest is,
"

it, an uttered thunderbolt, harms the sacrificer, like the

word indrapatru [when used by Tvashtar] with false accent."

The rest of the comment is occupied with illustration of the

points referred to in the rule, along with now and then a few
words of explanation. For "

heavy
"

quality (see xxii. 1 4) is cited

vashatt svdhd (vii.3.12) ;
for "light" (see xxii.15), akuruta (v.5.

8 1 et al. : W. B. give instead akurvata [i.7.3
3 et al.], which is less

acceptable, as containing also a heavy syllable). Sdmya,
' even-

ness, sameness,' is defined as implying that, of two elements com-

pared, there is in respect to place and organ of articulation,

quantity, etc. sameness (so G. M., but B. O. read 'bigness' in-

stead, and W. has 'steadiness') : what is really meant, is obscure
;

we may compare the use of the adjective sama in xxiii.20. The

examples for short, long, and protracted, respectively, are gama-
yati (i.7.3

4 et al.), vdydv evd ^sya (vi.3.7
4
),
and astu his iti (vii.l.

6 1
: G. M. omit iti). Elision is instanced by i/n "*andr<lsu (iv.1.8

2
:

see above, v.12); increment, by trapup ca me (iv.7.5
1

: see above,

v.4) ; euphonic conversion, by sam indra no manasd (i.4.44
*

: only
O. has mandsa: a case under vii.2). To illustrate prakrti, 'origi-
nal condition,' are given three phrases, agne dudhra gahya kincila

vanya yd te (v.5.9
1

: W. B. end with kincila, and G. M. with

vanya; and G. M. O. omit agne), prapd asi (ii.5.12
4
),
and na mi-

gurutvam yathd : v ashat laghutd yathd : akurut a. sdm-

yam yathd: sthdnakaranakdlddibhir* anayor asti sthduryam
1

iti.

hrasvadirghaplutdni ca* yathd: gamayati: vdydv : astu

lopo yathd :
9

Im . dgamo yathd : trapuc
lo
vi-

kdro yathd : sam prakrtir yathd : agne : prapd :

na 10 vikramo yathd: vodhave. kramo ndma dvitvam '

yathd : yad :
12

y a d
12 svaritoddttamcdndm bhdvah svari-

toddttamcatvam:
lztad yathdkramam nirdipyate

1

*: nyancam:
gdm : av ad at dm. vivrte pvdsa (ii.5) ity uktah 1 * cvdso

yathd: p^ samvrte 16 kanthe nddah kriyata (ii.4) ity
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thuni abhavan (v.3.6
2

: G. M. omit no). Of these, the second is a
case under x. 13

;
the third, under x.18: both exhibiting a vowel

which irregularly remains prakrtyd, or exempt from alteration.

But the particular bearing of the first example, on the point of

prakrti is more obscure : the phrase is one in which the samhitd-

reading is (except in respect to accent) the same with the pada ;
and this, probably, is the reason why it is taken. Compare the

comment and note to v.2, where this part of the rule now in hand
is quoted. For vikrama is given the word v6dhavb (i.6.2

1 et al.),

of which the second syllable has the accent called vikrama, by xix.

1. Krama is again (as under xxiii.20) defined as 'duplication,'
and a phrase is quoted containing a case that calls for duplicated
utterance, yad vdi hotd (iii.2.9

1
: i. e. yad dvdi, by xiv.l) : O. adds

another of like character, yad venoh (v.1.1
4
).

We are permitted
to doubt, however, here as at xxiii.20, whether these terms were
intended by the maker of the rule in the sense which the commen-
tator assigns to them. The three accents are instanced, in their

order as mentioned, by nydncam (v.5.3
2

), gd'm vd'vd td'u tat (i.7.

2 2 ), and avadatdm (i.7.2
2
).

Reference is made to rule ii.5 as

defining
"
breath," and as example of breath-sounds, or surd con-

sonants, is cited pus/id te (i.1.2
2

: B. has instead pttte, and W.
purte, which occurs at iv.7.13 5

).
Rule ii.4, again, is referred to as

defining
" tone "

or sonant utterance, and the example is bhdgadhe
bhdgadhdh (ii.5.6

6
). Finally, angam, which I have rendered 'ad-

junction,' is interpreted as alluding to the subject of syllabication

(xix.l etc.), and a phrase is quoted, tarn matsyah prd ''bramt (ii.6.

6 1

),
which we are to divide tam-mat-thsya<f-prdb-bra-vit.

The verses composing this rule are found in a passage prefixed
to the proper text of the Rik Prat, (see Millier's edition, p. viii.).

II \\

6. He who understands the distinctions of the pada-krama,
who is versed in the varna-krama, and knows the divisions of
accent and quantity, may go and sit with the teachers.

ukto nddo yathd: bhdg- vyanjanan svardngam (xxi.

1) ity uktam angam yathd: tarn . vijneyatvam iti
18

nitya-

vidhih: vipakshe bddhdt: mantro Mnah svarato varnato ve
19

'tyddi.
1 G. M. -dasvar-. 2 0. -shd. 3 W. 0. -ndt; G. M. -ndm. 4 W. -kta iti nish-

5
Gr. M. anend 'dhiyatd.

6
G-. M. sthdnakdl-. 7 B. 0. sthdulyam ; G. M. ti sdmyam.

8 G. M. 0. om. 9 W. ins. etat sarvarh tu vijneyam chandobhdvddhdyatd. ^ B. om.
11 G. M. ins. tad. <12 ) in 0. only. W W. padakr- : 0. tad yathd.

14 0. om. 15 MSS.
-tarn. 16 W. om. ' G. M. 0. -yam.

ls G. M. ita.
19 0. vd.

'20 W. -dind; B. -dind

ndma; 0. mithyd prayukto na tarn artham dha tyadindm.
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This verse also is prefixed to the Rik Prat. (Muller,.p. viii.).

The commentator gives a merely mechanical explanation of the
two terms composing the first half-verse, without telling us what
he understands them really to mean. Doubtless the pada-krama
is that which is commonly known as the " hrama-text" and for

the construction of which the other Prati9akhyas (Rik Pr. x., xi.
;

Vaj. Pr. iv.179-194; Ath. Pr. iv.101-126) give full directions; and
the varna-krama is the text with duplicated consonants, according
to the rules of our fourteenth chapter. The compound svaramd-

trdvibhdga we are taught to treat as a dependent one
;
we might

also be tempted to regard it as copulative, and to understand vi-

bhdga in the sense of '

separation
'

(as in pada-text etc.), as in the

only other place where it occurs in the treatise (iii.l).
"
Going to

the assembly of teachers "
is interpreted to signify not merely the

sitting with them on earth, but the enjoyment with them of the
abode of felicity, the brcihmaloka it being explained (except in

G. M.) that "the teachers" are Vyasa and his like. Then, apro-
pos of this promise of heaven to those versed in the class of subjects
of which the Prati9akhya treats, the commentator proceeds to

quote from various purdnas and kindred works the praises and

promises there given to those who teach the Veda.

Thus, from the Garuda-purana :

" Of all kinds of knowledge,
that of the Veda is called highest ; hence, he who communicates
that wins heaven and final beatitude. As chief of all sciences has
been produced the #raAma-science

; hence, he who is devoted to

iving it will receive the whole recompense of giving." From the

vi-purana :

" To those twice born, the Veda is the chief means
giv
De

6.
l

paddndm kramah padakramah*: tasya vipeshah: tarn jd-
ndti 'tipadakramavipeshajnah. varndndm kramo varnakramah*:

tasmin vicakshano nipuno varnakramavicakshanah*. svardp ca
b

mdtrdp ca
5 svaramdtrdh: tdsdm vibhdgah: tarn jdndtVti svara-

mdtrdvibhdgajnah
1

. mdtrdpabdena kdlavipeshah kapcid ucyate:
so

6 f

pi caturanur' ityddishv?: evamvidhah purusha dcdryasamsa-
dam *

gachet :
lo

dcdryd
11

vydsddayah
10

: teshdm 12 brahmaloke

sthdnam: 14

y^P Ge Warn 14

pdstram jdmte so 'py dcdryatvdt te-

shdm sadrpam
16 brahmalokam gachati

11
.

tathd ca 18

paurdnikd bhananti . gdrudapurdne:
dhuh samastamdydndm vedavidydm anuttamdm21

:

atas tadddtur asty eva Idbhah svargdpavargayoh.

vidydndm paramd vidyd brahmavidyd samiritd :

atas tadddna$Uap c
24 sarvam ddtiaphalam labhet.

devipurdne*''':

veda eva dvijdtindm sddhanam ya$asah phalam:
ato svddhyayandbhydsdt param brahmd 'dhigachati.

51
tarn eva $ilayet prdjnah pishyebhyas tarn praddpayet :

tadabhydsapraddndbhydm etat kim nd 'dhigachati*
1

.
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of obtaining good things ; hence, by application to the reading of

the Veda one attains the highest brahma. To that let him who is

wise especially devote himself; that let him deliver over to pupils;

by application to that and communication of it what is there that
one does not attain?" From Yajnavalkya : "Above all sacrifices,
and ascetic practices, and pure works, the Veda is the highest
means of felicity to the twice-born ones. The Brahman who$ not

reading the Vedas, expends his labor in other directions he

quickly falls, while living, into the condition of a Qudra, an(j his

posterity with him "
(the latter of these two verses, which is not

given by W. B., is found in Manu, at ii.168). From the Mahabha-
rata :

" Whoever shall repeat to pupils the religious, sacred Saras-

vati, he shall gain a reward equal to that from the giving of land
and kine." From the Vishnudharmottara-purana: "By imparting
the Veda, a man attains all the fruits of sacrifices

; by imparting
an upaveda, he shares in the bliss of the Gandharvas." From the

Brahma-purana :

" That reward cannot be told in a thousand aeons,

which, oh sage ! one obtains by even a very little teaching of the

Veda." And from the Bhavishyat-purana :

" The sonless obtains
sons

;
the poor becomes rich

;
but he who is ever devoted to the

study of the Veda is dissolved in the highest brahma"
Next we are told the characteristic form of the Veda :

" The

Yajur-Veda is brown-eyed, slim-waisted, big-throated, big-cheeked,
black-footed, dusky, born of the family of Ka9yapa." If there is

(as may be the case) real meaning hidden under these apparently
senseless epithets, it escapes my discovery.

tathd ca ydjnavalkyah :

yajndndrii tapasdm cdi 'va pubhdndm
33

cdi 'va karmandm :

veda eva dvijdtmdm nihpreyasakarah parah.

yo 'nadhitya dvijo veddn anyatra kurute cramam :

sajivann eva ptidratvam d$u gachati sdnvayah^.
ma/idbhdrate

36
:

yo brttydc cd ''pi pishyebhyo
3

'
1

dharmydm brdhmim sarasvatim :

prthivigopraddndbhydm sa tulyaphalam apnute.

vishnudharmottare 'pi
3
*:

vedaddndd avdpnoti sarvath yajnaphalaih narah :

upavedapraddnena^gandharvdih saha modate.

brahmapurdne 'pi
39

:

na tat* kalpasahasrena gaditum*
1

$akyate phalam :

yad vedaddndd dpnoti svalpdd*
3

api mahdmate.

bhavishyatpurdne 'pi**:

aputro labhate putrdn adhano dhanavdn bhavet :

sadddhyayanayuktas tu
* 5

pare brahmani^ Uyate.

vedasvarrtpam ucyate :

yajurvedah pingaldkshah krpamadhyo brhadgalah :

brhatkapolah krshndnghris*
6 tdmrah ka$yapagotrajah*\
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Once more, the veddngas and updngas are rehearsed: the

former, in the usual number and with the usual names : the latter,
as anupada, anupada (?), chandobhdshd, mimdnsd, nydya, and
tarka the first two of these last are elsewhere called pratipada
and anupada (see Weber's Indische Studien, iii.260-261, and the
St. Petersburg Lexicon).
With this, in W. B., the Tribhashyaratna ends

;
but G. M. O.

have an added passage, the bearing of which is not in all points
quite clear to me. It begins with stating that he who reads the
Veda thus accompanied by the angas and updngas, and with

knowledge of the characteristic form and family, becomes purified.
A verse then follows, in which it appears to be laid down how far

the rules of the Prati9akhya have force : namely, as regards other

texts, and passages which are not the subject of sittras and are of

human authorship (?). By way of illustration, nine passages are

quoted, not one of which is to be found in the Sanhita proper,

although five are from its endings of sections, or the summaries of

words with which the divisions of sections (half-centuries, kandikas]
conclude: they are pra nakshatrdya devydya (G. M. omit devydya,
and O. begins anaksh-}, sa "un, mamdda mahi karma kartave (O.
omits karma: Taittiriya-Brahmana ii.5.8 9

; Rig-Veda ii.22.1), ma-

hi-safrtadacend-vasyuvdtdh (from the ending of iv.4. 12), api-sida-

-mithuny ashtdu ca (from the ending of vi.5.8), and asinins-tanuva-

-stuhi-pindkatti, (from the ending to iv.5.10) : in these the rules are

said not to hold good ;
and sinhe vydghra uta yd prddkdu (Tait-

tiriya-Brahmana ii.7.7 1

;
Atharva-Veda vi.38.1

;
Kathaka xxxvi.

15), dvddacd ''gnishtomasya stotrdni (O. stotroni], dtmandpard-
-nish-pra-pukracocishd (from the ending of vi.4.10: G. M. stops at

pra), and upmasi-posham ekdnnavinpatip ca (ending of i.3.6 : G. M.

stop at posham), in which the rules are said to hold good. So much
as this, now, seems clear : that the first two quotations in each class

are given as coming from some other Vedic text than the Taittiriya-

veddngdny ucyante :

pikshd kalpo vydkaranaih niruktath jyotisham tatJid :

chandasdm lakshanam ce ^ti shad angdni vidur budhdh.

anupadath
50

cd?
1

"nupadaih chandobhdshdsatnanvitam:

mimdnsdnydyatarkaih ca updngdni vidur budhdh.

**evath sdngopdngavedasya lakshanam sampurnam?*'

iti tribhdshyaratne prdticdkhyavivarane

$aturvihpo
(

dhydyah.
iti dmtiyapraynah samdptah.

(') G. M. om. 2 W. B. om. 3 W. B. om. 4 0. om. <5) 0. om. 6 0. sd. 7 W.

caran-; 0. -nuka. 8 G. M. ily avadishma; 0. ity dvddishma. 9 0. ins. sth&nam.
<10) G'. M. sarhsadam sthdnam dcdryasya samsadam. " W. B. 0. -ryah.

l - 0. ins.

ca.
13 W. -Team; G. M. ~ko hi. <

14
) B. pada.

15 B. om. 16 G. M. sadanam: 0.

samsadam sthdna. 17 0. gachet.
18 W. om. 19 W. B. Wtavanti; 0. vadanti. 20 B.

gar- ; G. M. -de p-.
21 W. B. -mam. 22 G. M. ca para.

23 W. om. (
24

> G. M. 0.

-nato rdjan.
25 B. G. M. -rva. 26 W. B. bhavet; 0. bhet. 27 0. tathd ca dev-.
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Sanhita (I should guess that they would all prove to occur in the

Brahmana or Aranyaka), and that the first class are offered as con-

taining cases of combination at variance with the rules of the

Prati9ukhya, while in the second class these rules are observed

throughout. Thus, in the first example, vii.4 would require naksh-
after pra y in the second, v.12 would require mi ^amdda in the

third, the s of sapta should be sh by vi.2
;
in the fourth, the I of

mithuni should remain unchanged by x.18; in the fifth, asmin is

not included among the words which by vi.14 have an increment
of s before t. In the other class, on the contrary, agnishtomasya
follows vi.2, nish pra is by viii.24 and 35 (see the comment to viii.

35, where the passage is quoted as illustration), and upmasi by iii.

13
;
the first example has nothing but cases under the general laws

of euphony. I conjecture, then, that the na in the second line of

the introductory verse is to be amended to cay and that we are

instructed that the rules of the treatise are followed, outside the

Sanhita proper, only according to the nature of each particular

case, or even by arbitrary choice. If there is any definite system
according to which the phonetic peculiarities of the Sanhita are

observed or neglected in putting together the endings of sections

and other divisions, I, at any rate, have not been at the pains to

study it out, and the work belongs rather to an editor of the San-
hita than to an editor of the Prati9akhya : it seems somewhat

strange to find the prolonged i of upmost retained in the ending,
while the uncombinable character of the final of mithuni is neg-
lected.

There can be little question that the passage here treated is an

appendage to the proper text of the Tribhashyaratna, which, with
the Prati9akhya, takes in general (the only exception is at viii. 35)
no account of the subdivisions of anuvdkas.

By way of conclusion, the remark is added that the repetition of

the final words of the rule indicates the end of the treatise. This
is not to be approved, for the repetition is simply that which is

made at the end of every chapter, and so shows nothing more
than the conclusion of the chapter.

(28) -\y yasasah ph- ; G. M. freyasdrii param ; 0. freyasah param.
-9

G-. M. 0. tato.
30 G. M. -dhyd'yaniratdt. <31 ) W. B. om. <

82
) 0. tat ki yajM.

33 0. fucindm. c8*) W.
B. om. 35 0. nadhitva. 36 G. M. 0. -te 'pi.

7 G. M. fishydya.
38 G. M. 0. om.

39 G. M. 0. om. 40 W. 0. tulya.
41 0. gram-.

42 W. B. avdp-.
43 W. 0. svdtmdd.

44 G. M. 0. om. (
43

> 0. parabrahmani.
46 W. -nddhrih; 0. -shtandndhi. 47 G.

M. kdf-.
4S W. -ddnsi. 49 W. -dhdik.

'

50 0. -prad-'.
51

G.' M. nd. W. B. 0. -rkaf.
53 W. -dhdih. <54> B. sdngopdngavedasvalakshanam, and put below, after -varane ;

G. M. 0. substitute evarn sdngopdhgam vedctih gotrasvarupddijndnena (G. M. -di

vijdnanri) adhiydnah puto bhavati. [yadrchayd :

granthdntare yathdtattvam (0. yathd tadvad) idwin fdstram (G. M. ins. yathdvidhi)
asutriteshu (0. sucakeshu) sthdneshu pdurusheshu na (0. om.) vartate.

tathd hi: pra : sa : mahi : api : asmin s : itydddu na (0.
om. na) vartate (G. prav-): sinhe : dvdd- : dim- : urmasi :

itydddu tu vartate. gached dcdryasamsadatu iti vipsd pdstrasamdpti/it (O. -trapari-

sam-) dyotayati.
55 B. -iicatimo ; G. M. 0. dvitiyaprapne dvddapo.
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CONCLUDING NOTE.

IT seems desirable to present here, at the end of the work, a dis-

cussion and exposition of certain points which could not be con-

nectedly or fully treated in the notes upon the rules.

A first important question is that of the relation of the Prati9a-

khya to the known text of the Black Yajur-Veda, or to the Tait-

tiriya-Sanhita.
In considering this question, it is impossible to separate entirely

the Prati9akhya itself from its commentary. The former does not

quote passages in its rules, but defines situations or specifies words,

singly or in combination. Sometimes, indeed, either of these vir-

tually amounts to the citation of a passage; but, in the great

majority of cases, only the commentator can inform us what are

the passages had in view. For example, we may regard eshtah

(viii.18) as in effect a reference to i.2.11 1 and vi.2.2 6
;
but the

words cited in viii.8 (as abibhar, akar, punar, pitar} are indefinite

in their indications, and it would be impossible to say that any
given passage in the Sanhita in which one of these words occurs

either was or was not contemplated by the makers of the rule.

I shall therefore present in connection with one another the evi-

dence derivable from the text itself and that from the comment.
There are four words or parts of words specified in the Prati9a-

khya-text which are not to be found in the Taittiriya-Sanhita : they
are stanutar (viii.8), carshan (xiii.13), jic/ivd (xvi.13), and jighdsi

(xvi.18). It is very remarkable, however, that each of these is a

kind of reflex or varied repetition of another word preceding it in

the same rule : thus, we have sanuta stanutah, carman carshan,

jigivd jigivd, and jigdsi jighdsi. And this, taken in connection

with the fact that all of them appear to be in themselves ungenu-
ine, never having been found, so far as I am aware, in any Yedic

text, and being, at least in part, impossible or highly implausible

forms, is sufficient to stamp them as probable corruptions, blunder-

ing intrusions into the Prati9akhya, and of no force to prove that

the latter was made for a text that contained them.

The cases are much more numerous in which the commentator
declares the Prati9akhya to have in contemplation phrases not to

be found in the Sanhita. They are nearly all of this kind : in iv.

11, vipdkhe is declared pragraha ; now the word is divided in

pada-text, vi-$dkhe, and $dkhe is by itself a pada (according to i.

48) ;
and therefore, unless there were some other pdkhe not a pra-

graha in the Sanhita, it would be enough to cite pdkhe alone in the

rule
; hence, as the citation of bhdgadhe (p. bhdga-dhe) just before

implies that the maker of the rule had in view such a word as

uda-dhe, whose dhe was not pragraha, so the citation of vipdkhe is

declared to have in view such a word as sahasra-pdkhe, not a pra-

graha,
" in another text." The phrases thus quoted from outside

the Sanhita by the commentator are as follows: under iv.ll, tas-
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mint sahasrapdkhe, tirdhve pastre pratiskthite, brahmasdme pra-

tishthite, aynidhrte, and prathamaje y under iv. 1 2, papuprapani (or

bh(tsmaprapam) ;
under iv.15, tain (or tdm] dhuri hvayante (or vd-

<';/ati), httti punar (or manur] juhoti, and hutl tasmdd vivdh (or

evdh) ;
under iv.37, indrdgm havdmahe; under vi.5, pramatix te

devdndm ; under xi.3, as beginning of an anuvdka, dhdtd dere-

bhyo 'surdn y under xi.16, gayasphdno 'gnishu. All this, in my
view, is false and arbitrary interpretation ;

the Pratisakhya is less

careful to limit itself to the minimum citabile than the commenta-
tor would fain have it, and it quotes, for example, the whole word
vipdkhe instead of -pdkhe alone, simply because pdkhe occurs as

pragraha only in that word.* The same implication is appealed
to by the commentator under xi.9,15, xii.3, xvi.12 (though without
actual citation of phrases), to explain away what would otherwise

be inaccuracies in the Pr&tig&khya ;
nalam plavam is given under

xiii.16, in the course of the unjustifiable exposition of that rule*
and tirahmdsn, though found in the Sanhita, is credited under xv.

8 to another pdkhd. I do not regard anything in this whole class

of cases as authorizing us to suppose that the Prati9akhya had
in view a text including anything not found in the Taittiriya-
Sanhitfi.

Next, as to citations made in the commentary as if from the text

to which the Pratiyakhya relates, but not found in the Sanhita.

And here I have first to report a few phrases which are among
those occurring only in the manuscripts that came last to my hands,
and which escaped my notice when preparing for my last search

through the Sanhita, so that I have not looked for them (not

having had the courage to undertake the long and tedious quest

through the Sanhita a fourth time for so little). They are achd-
vdkah (xiv.5), uccd ratnam ayajanta (ii.49), tasmdd varttpam
(xx.3), ddrpyan hi (xxi.16), na$ cid ati (xiv.10), prdpndti (xiv.9),
and brhaspati surapate (xiv.10). Respecting several of these, it

is doubtful whether they are not mere corruptions of phrases actu-

ally found and referred. Then there is kavipastah (xvi.2), instead

of which, by an error, I sought and found kavipastdh. There

remain, of quotations hunted for but not discovered, the follow-

ing: adya vasu vasati ''ti^ndram eva (x.10: O. only), anv enam
rndtd (xx.l^ Weber refers me for this to Qankh. vi.17.2 [?], Acval.
iii.3

;
also Ait. Brah. ii.6), ahordtre pdrpve (viii.7 : only W. and [?]

O. : found in Taitt. Ar. iii.13.2), uta pravasd prthivim mitrasya
(v.12: only G. M.), updrchaty askanddya (x.9: only G. M.), ca-

turhotd (ii.25 : Taitt. Br. ii.2.3-'), brahmdudanam pacati (x.7:
Taitt. Br. i.1.9 3

), yap chandasdm (xiv.10: O. only), yd prdci dik

(iv.33 : W. B. O.), varshdbhyah (xiv.16 : but I am not certain that
I did not satisfy myself with varshydbhyah and omit to search
for this), varshyebhih (xiv.16: O. only, and it reads varshebhi/i),

* The quotation of dhdtd ratih (xi.3), to be sure, is more out of the way, and only
to be explained as irregularly pleonastic, like that of iyam eva sd yd (xi.3), into

which the commentator, with equal arbitrariness, tries to interpret a very different

meaning.

VOL. ix. 54
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$itikanthdya svdhd (xiii.ll: only G. M.), and sa nah parshat
(xxm.17: Rig-V. i.99.1 et al.).

Along with these may properly be reported the few phrases
which are quoted by the comment, confessedly or impliedly from
outside the text contemplated by the Prati9ukhya. Thus, we have
under xviii.l the beginning and concluding words of the Taittiriya-
Brahmana and the Taittiriya-Aranyaka (that is to say, of the latter,
the concluding words, di 'va tapdti, of the fifth prapdthaka, with

which, accordingly, to the apprehension of our commentator, the
whole treatise appears to have ended) ;

under xxiv.6 are given (by
G. M. O.) doddapd ^gnisJitomasya stotrdni, pra nakshatrdya de-

vydya, sa im mamdda mdhl karma kartave (Taitt. Br. ii.5.8^ etc.),
and sinhe vydghra uta yd prddkdu (Taitt. Br. ii.7.7 1

etc.); in a

quoted verse under xxi.6 is read rtasya dhurshadam (Taitt. Br. i.

2.1 12
etc.) ;

and the comment to xix.3 hasyo
l

pdm pushpai'u veda.

* Finally, we note that the comment gives, under xviii.l, a word,
bandhuhj which ought to form the conclusion of the Sanhita, by
its own count, but which is lost in the known manuscripts.

In all this, again, there is no satisfactory evidence that the San-
hita of the Pratiyakhya or its commentators was other than the
one we know. The missing citations are in part found in a mi-

nority of the MSS.
;
in part, they are perhaps corruptions ;

in part,

they are likely to have been taken by an error of the quoter's recol-

lection from some other Taittiriya-text and the remainder, if there
be a remainder, is too scanty to prove anything.
When we come farther to inquire whether any part of the Tait-

tiriya-Sanhita as it exists was not before the authors of the Prati-

yakhya, we seem to be brought to the same negative result. There

are, to be sure, here and there points in the text which the rules

do not cover, but we have reason only to wonder that in executing
so immense and intricate a task as that undertaken by the Prati9a-

khya there should have been so few oversights. These, so far as

they have been discovered, have been pointed out in the notes
;
I

recapitulate them here. The word rakshd (p. rakshdh)^
at i.4.24,

should have been exempted in some way from the operation of rule

iii.8, which requires its d to be shortened when separated from the

following word. Dem, at vi.1.7 7
,
is made pragraha by the strict

letter of rule i.61 (see under i.59), though the passage in which it

occurs is not one to which that rule was meant to apply. In the

rehearsal of cases of elision or non-elision of initial a (chapters xi.

and xii.), there are a couple of cases which the commentator is

driven into attempting to provide for by forced and false interpre-
tations of the rules (see under i.61 for ye 'ntarikshe at iv.5.11 2

,
and

under xi.3 for ye aparishu at i.4.33); and I have noted beside

(under xii.8, at the end) only so agnih at v.2.3 3 as unaccounted for

thus far (its companion case, drdhvo asthdt, is read first in an

?^My-passage, at iv.2.1 4
,
as Prof. Weber has pointed out to me;

and so agnih may yet find a like solution). And in the enumera-
tion of cases of interior n (see under xvi.26), two compound words

appear to have been overlooked, svddusharisadah (iv.6.6
3
)
and stri-

shansddam
(ii.

5. 1 5
)

.
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T would repeat here, what I have already said, that my testing
of the precise adaptation of the Prati^akhya to the Sanh'ita is not

absolute, since I possess neither an index verborum to the latter

nor a jt?<&-manuscript, and my results will probably admit of rec-

tification in some points but I trust not to any such extent as

should invalidate the general conclusion.

This conclusion is, that the Prati9akhya probably contemplates
the same text, neither more nor less, as that which constitutes the

Taittiriya-Sanhita, the only ydkhd left us (unless the Kathaka be

regarded as another) of the many which formerly represented the
Black Yajur-Veda. The name Taittiriya-Prati9akhya, then, is both
a convenient and a suitable one to be applied to the treatise.

If, however, this name be understood as implying that the text-

book emanates directly from the Taittiriya school, its propriety
is much more questionable. Besides the numerous teachers and
" holders of pdkhds" referred to in the rules, whose names in some
cases are related with those of traditional schools of the Black

Yajus (see Weber's notes to the Caranavyuha, in his Indische Stu-

dien, in. 256
if.),

three schools are mentioned by name, those of the
Mimansakas (v.41), Ahvarakas (xxiii.14), and Taittiriyas (xxiii.15,

16). Now we do not expect the text-book of a school to name
that school

;
its rules are those which apply

"
here,"

" with us,"
and only outsiders need specification ; besides, the Taittiriyas are

represented as holding a doctrine which is not that of the treatise

itself, although it is deemed of consequence enough to be set forth
with a detail elsewhere unknown. We are far from fully compre-
hending as yet the origin, nature, and relations of the " schools "

of Vedic study and their accepted texts or $dkhds, or the causes
which have preserved to us so few of the latter, and of the school-
treatises or prdtipdkhyas ; but we must of course assume that there
were various degrees of difference among the $dkhds, and that
some were only infinitesimal!y unlike some others. And it is

perhaps possible to point out certain minor points, in which the

orthoepical form of the Taittiriya-text as recorded differs from that
to be inferred from the Prati9akhya.
Among these points we are not allowed to reckon the retention

of h before surd gutturals and labials and before sibilants (against
ix.2), nor of n before palatals (against v.24) and I (against v.25),
nor the omission of t (required by v.33) between t and s, nor of
the various duplications and insertions and aspirations taught in

chapter xiv., since these are matters on which we are to expect
discordance between theory and practice. Nor would it be safe
to make anything of the consistent and emphatic acceptance in the
Sanhita of anusvdra as an alphabetic element, while the Prati9a-
khya wavers (see under ii.30) between regarding it as such and as
a mere affection of the preceding vowel. Of more consequence is

the division of the sections or nnuvdkas in the recorded text into
fifties of words, or kandikds, which causes the disappearance of
more than one specialty of reading expressly prescribed in the
treatise (e. g., of the i oi'upmasi, at the end of i.3.6 '

: see under iii.
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13). The retention of the final v of av and dv (from o and du)
before a vowel is also against the letter of rule x.19, and in accord-
ance with a dissident opinion quoted in x.21. The kampa of a
circumflex accent followed by a circumflex, consistently made in

the Sanhita, is only mentioned in the Pratiyakhya (at xix.3) as

taught by some authorities, nor is the form of the doctrine taught
in full and clear accordance with the practice followed. And it is

very questionable whether the prescription of nasalization of a
final protracted a (xv.8) is not merely reported by the treatise as

made by certain specified teachers. These are small matters, and

few, and a degree of doubt, perhaps, hangs over them all; but

they are worthy of notice, as being all that we have on which to

found any discordance between the Sanhita of the manuscripts and
that of the Prati9akhya. While, on the other hand, the points of

accordance, even in matters which are most specially characteristic

of the Taittiriya-text, are very numerous and important.*
Of course, the existence of other forms of the text besides the

ordinary samhitd is assumed by the Pratiyakhya. Such a work
without a pada-text at least as its foundation would be a thing in-

conceivable. Our treatise does not give, as the others do (see
add. note 1 to the Ath. Prat.), formal rules for the construction of

any of the other texts
;

its nearest approach to doing so is in the
third chapter, where (see note to iii.l) it teaches us what final or

initial vowels, long in samhitd, are to be shortened whenever the
word in which they occur is thrown out of sandhi with its next

neighbor a form of statement which applies to krama and jatd
text as well as pada. The occurrence of such terms as pada, nd-

ndpada, ingya, avagraha, implies also the familiar usages of the

pada-text ;
and the employment of iti is directly alluded to in iv.4

and ix.20, and indirectly assumed in the use of drsha in ix.21 and
x.l 3. What were the limits to the use of iti in the pada-text held

by the school from which the Prati9akhya proceeded does not

appear : its combination in the extant pada with the prepositions
(thus pre 'ti for pra, vt'

9
ti for vi, and so on and without restric-

tion to the ten words which alone are allowed by the Prati9akhya,
at i.15, to count as prepositions) does not come to light anywhere
either in the text or commentary. Nor does the treatise chance
to show whether its pada treated the ingyas or separable com-

pounds after the same manner as the extant Rik and Atharvan
texts writing simply upa-dyavah, for example or as the extant

padas of the Yajur-Veda (including that to the Taittiriya-Sanhita)
and the one assumed by the Atharva-Prati^akhya (see note to Ath.
Prat, iv.74) writing updyava ity itpa-dyavah. The commentator,
however, accepts and follows the latter method. Reason has been

* I have pointed out under rule ii.25 that the peculiar Taittiriya orthography of

such words as suvar, tanuvd, aghniyd finds no occasion for mention in the Pratica-

khya; nor is the very strange change of a final labial in certain words to a guttu-
ral (as in trishtug indriye, ii.4.11 2

; trishtug ydjyd, ii.6.2&
; trishtugbhih, v.l.4&) no-

ticed anywhere ;
I presume (I have omitted to obtain distinct information upon the

point) that in every such case the pada-text also has the guttural which would
take the whole matter out of the sphere of the Prati9akhya.
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found (under xx.3) for questioning whether in the pada-text be-

longing to the makers of the Prati9akhya the peculiar rule followed

by the known Taittiriya pada-text as to the accentuation of its

separable words was of force. The latter text is of a very peculiar,
not to say an anomalous, character in many respects ;

in these it

is supported by the Prati9akhya, so far as the latter goes (I will

instance as examples only the treatment of yqjd and evd, and other
cases noticed under iii.15, of nfodd, v.8, and of ekdikayd, v.19):
whether it does not contain other peculiarities which are ignored
by the Praticakhya, and which consequently prove it not to be the
one which this presupposes, I cannot say ; but, from an item or two
of information received from Prof. Weber, I imagine that it does
so. The question will, at any rate, be cleared up by the discussion
of the Taittiriya pada-text which Weber, as I rejoice to learn,
intends to add to his transliterated edition of the Sanhita, now
going through the press.

I attribute it only to a (very unusual) awkwardness of statement
on the part of the Pratiyakhya, that it appears to leave a part of
the words ending in an original o out of the category ofprac/rahas
(see under iv.7), and so to deny them the right to be followed by
iti, as they are in fact followed in the known pada-text.
The krama-text ("word-&ram") appears to be mentioned in

rules xxiii.20 and xxiv.5, and more unequivocally in xxiv.6 (all of

them, however, of suspicious authenticity as original parts of the

Prati9akhya : see below) ;
but it is only three times quoted in the

comment (under vii.2, ix.17,20), and so makes but a small figure
there as compared with the jatd. Examples from the latter are

given under iii.l, v.33, viii.8,12,16,35,ix.22,x.9,10,13, xi.9,16,17, xii.

7, xx. 2, and sometimes in considerable number and at great length ;

and once (under xx.2), where the commentator has occasion to

mention the various kinds of text, he specifies samhitd, pada, and

jatd, ignoring the krama altogether. This seems strange, inas-

much as the jatd is regarded* as a secondary form of krama, and
founded upon it

;
but the simple explanation appears to be that

the krama brings up no questions of sandhi which do not arise

also in samhitd and pada, and so needs no special attention where

only methods of sandhi are taught ;
while the inversions of the

jatd bring new elements into contact, and so create new cases of

combination which require to be settled. If we may trust the
commentator's interpretation, rules viii. 12,35 are given expressly
for cases that arise only in jatd-text; under viii. 16, he commits an

obviously false explanation in order to reach a jatd-c&se ;
under

v.33, he makes a sandhi which the Prti$&khya certainly never

intended, because it is required by the letter of the rule, in a case
which the makers of the treatise had apparently overlooked

;
under

xi.16,17, the jatd is resorted to, apparently with reason, for counter-

examples to justify the form of statement adopted in the rule.

The weight of evidence, upon the whole, is decidedly in favor of

* See Dr. Thibaut's
"
Jatapatala," Leipzig, 1870.
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the assumption that the peculiar jatd combinations were had in

view by those who constructed the Prati9akhya or, at least, by
those who brought it into its present form. I would add, that it

seems to me not unlikely that the term vi/crama (in the sense of

kramavikrti) signifies the jatd-text in rules xxiii.20 and xxiv.5.

The names of the divisions of the Sanhita, kdnd<t, prapna (not

prapdthaka), and anuvdka, are found only in the commentary (see

Index) ; respecting the absence of the subdivision of anuvdkas into

kandikds see above, p. 427 (also under viii.35 and xxiv.6, where
this division is acknowledged by the commentator). But the Pra-

ti9akhya itself gives names to certain parts of the Sanhita; which

names, for the sake of convenience, I will put together here, with
a reference to the rule under which the part designated by each is

stated (for further details of their occurrence, see the Index) : they
are agni (iii.9), ishti (iv.52), uk/iya (ix.20), #mA (ix.20), prshthya
ix.20), inahdprshthya (xi.3), ydjyd (iii.9), rudra (xi.3), vdjapeya
xi.3), vikarsha (xi.3), vihavya (xi.3), and hiraiiyavarmya (ix.'20).

A marked feature of the rratipaknya is its frequent citation of

authorities by name. The list of names has been repeatedly put
together by students of the Pratiyakhyas (in Weber's Indische

Studien, iv.77-8, may be found notices respecting the historical

and geographical indications derivable from them), but ought not

to be omitted here also. It is as follows (including the cases of

mention in the commentary, distinguished by an added c) :

Agnivegya, ix.4.

Agnivecyayana, xiv.32.

Atreya, v.31, xvii.8.

Ukhya, viii.22, x.20, xvi.24.

Uttamottariya, viii.20.

Kandamayana, ix.l, xv.7,8c.

Kaundinya, v.38, xviii.3,4c, xix.2; (sthavira), v.40c, xvii.4,5c.

Kauhaliputra, v.40c, xvii.2: (Kauhaleya, xix.4c, xxiii.l7c).

Gautamn, v.38.

Paushkarasadi, v.37,38,40c, xiii.16, xiv.2,3c, xvii.6.

Plakshayana, ix.fi, xiv.11,17, xviii.5.

Plakshi, v.38, ix.6, xiv.lO,llc,l7, xviii.5.

Badabhikara. xiv.13.

Bharadvaja, xvii.3: (Bharadvaja. v.40c).

Macakiya (or Mayikaya), x.22.

Vatsapra, x.23.

Valmiki, v.36, ix.4, xviii.6.

^ankhayana, xv.7,8c.

Caityayana, v.40, xvii.l,3c,4c,7, xviii.2.

Samkrtya, viii,21, x.21, xvi.16.

Harita, xiv.!8,19c.20c.21c,22c.

Of the three schools cited, the names have been already given
(above, p. 427). And we have besides dcdrydh quoted in i.46;
eke dcdrydh in v.30, ix.5, xiii.3, xiv.3,25 ;

eke simply in i.47, ii. 19,

27,47, v.39,'viii.!9, xi.19, xiv.33, xv.2,6, xviii.l, xix.3, xxi.13; ptirve
in xv. 9; and sarve in xviii.7.

The questions which all this array of authorities is called in to

help settle may be classified as follows :

I. Matters of phonetic theory, with others of a general nature.
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The nature of the tone of a circumflexed syllable, i.46-7
;
with

this is combined an uncertainty of view of the Prati9akhya itself,

expressed in rules 44-5; there is nothing else like it in the treat-

ise
; perhaps we may best assume that rules 44-7 are a later intru-

sion. The mode of production of anusvdra and svarabhakti, ii.19.

The quality of the a-element in di and du, ii.27. The phonetic
character of h and A, ii.47-8. The nature of the combination of e

or o with (elided) a, xi.19. The occurrence of lingual I, xiii.16:

this the comment vainly endeavors to make out an accepted doc-

trine of the
Prtitijakhya.

A denial of the enclitic circumflex, xiv.

32-3. Nasalization of final vowels, xv.6-8 : the comment treats

rule 8 as the direct teaching of the text-book. Accent of protracted
vowels (?), xv. 9. Correption of the final theme-vowel of neuters in

as, is, us in the nom. pi. before n, xvi.16. Utterance of di final in

a single case, xvi.24. Degrees of nasalization, xvii. 1-5. Utterance
of accents and alphabetic sounds generally, xvii.6-8. Kampa be-

tween two circumflex syllables, xix.3-5. Use of the term yama
for the nasal counterparts, xxi.13. Utterance of the syllable om,
xviii.1-7. Yamo-tones held by certain schools, xxiii.14-19.

II. Matters of sandhi or euphonic combination.
1. The most important cases in this division are two or three in

which the views of different authorities are reported without any
clear expression by the treatise of the opinion held, or the rule to

be followed, by its school. Thus, with regard to the combination
of a final mute with an initial A, v.38-41

; where, indeed, the view
first stated, as that of certain specified teachers, is doubtless to be

regarded as that of the Prati9akhya, notwithstanding the equivo-
cal way in which it is put forward. Again, at ix.l, the dropping
of final h before a sibilant followed by a surd mute must probably
in like manner, though referred to the authority of a single teacher,
be taken as a binding rule. And it is hard to believe that rule x.

19, prescribing the invariable omission of final v, was not meant
to be modified by x.21. That the treatment of anusvdra as a dis-

tinct consonantal element is put by xv.2-3 upon certain dissidents,
must not be looked at by itself alone

;
it stands connected with

the general equivocal attitude assumed by the Prati9akhya with
reference to this vexed question in phonetics (see note to ii.30).
Once more, the mode of duplication in groups beginning with I as

reported in xiv.2-3, with reference to the authorities who teach it,

seems to be acknowledged by a later rule (xiv. 7) as binding: this

interpretation, however, is not free from doubt.
2. In all other cases, the Pratigakhya is liberal enough to record

the opinions of respected authorities upon points as to which its

own teachings are distinctly opposed to theirs. Thus, as to the

treatment of m before y and v, v.30 and xiii.3 (the repeated men-
tion of this shows it to be regarded as a view entitled to the most

respectful consideration) ;
the combination of p with $ and of n

with p before a consonant, v.36-7
;
the sandhi of eshtar with rayah,

viii.19-22
;
the treatment of h before an initial consonant, ix.4-6

;

the utterance or omission of final y and v, x.20-23
;
the insertion
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of a surd mute between spirant and mute, xiv.10-11
; aspiration of

a mute before a sibilant, xiv.13; duplication in certain specified
cases, xiv. 17-22,25-8 (but the comment treats 28 as the direct

prescription of the authors of the treatise) ;
and vikrama accent

after pracaya, xix.2.

Thus it is evident that, while this arraying of discordant opinions
is a quite distinctive and a very interesting feature of our Prati9a-

khya, it does not, except to a very limited extent, detract from the
character of the latter as a consistent and positive record of the
views of a school of Vedic study. Nor is it fairly to be brought
into any relation to the peculiar character of the Black Yajur-Veda,
as a text of which the constituent parts had been gathered together
more miscellaneously, and less fully fused into conformity, than
the other Vedic texts. No text could be so definitely constructed,
and be made the object of so thorough and systematic study as

the setting up of a text-book like the Prati9iikhya evinces, without

assuming an established character, and being as authoritatively
handed down and as accurately learned as any Vedic text.

It is by no means improbable that a part of these citations of

authorities have been interpolated in the Prati9akhya after the
latter ceased to be a mere body of practical rules for the guidance
of a school, and, in virtue of its thoroughness and comprehensive-
ness, gained more the character of a phonetic "treatise" on the
Black Yajur-Veda, and was used in other schools than that which

originated it. The commentator (as will be pointed out below)
uses the citations as a cover under which to put upon the treatise

certain doctrines which do not properly belong to it
;
and in other

hands it may have undergone a like distortion in other directions.

Accretions of other kinds to the original text of the Prati9akhya
are plausibly to be presumed in various places. All the metrical

rules (namely xvii.8, xxii.14,15, xxiii.2,14-15,20, xxiv.5,6) are to be
set down without much question as unauthentic

; they are proved
such by their character not less than by their form; and several of

them are found in other parts of the Prati9akhya literature. We
may include in the same category, indeed, with considerable show
of reason, the seventeenth and eighteenth chapters, and all that

follows the twenty-first, on the score of content alone : a part of

their matter is inferior repetition of what had been given before
;

a part deals with subjects, and in a style, unsuited to a Prati9akhya.
That there is room at least to suspect the intrusion of rules in other

parts of the work has been pointed out here and there in the notes :

at this place, I will merely refer to certain ru^es which are put in

strangely out of place, interrupting the natural connection of pas-

sages : such are i. 25-7,60, vii.13,14, xiv.12-3, xv.6-9, xvi.24, xxii.3-

8
;
of these, only vii.13,14 are indispensable parts of a treatise like

the present.
Another notable characteristic of our Prati9akhya is its sparing

use of technical terms belonging to general grammar, consequent
upon its refusal to deal with words or classes of words according
to their grammatical character, its laborious definition of its subject-
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matter in the Sanhita by position and surroundings merely. There
are but two cases of its departure from this method : namely,
its use of alopa at xiii.15, and of samkhyusu at xvi.25; and in

neither one is its success precisely of a character to make us wish

it had gone farther in the same direction. This peculiarity renders

impossible any profitable comparison of its phraseology with that

of other grammatical works.

The general character of the Pratiyakhya is that of an earnest,

sensible, consistent treatise, thoroughly worked out and dealing
with its proper task with completeness and accuracy, and confining
itself quite strictly to that task. There is no labored feebleness

and artificial obscurity, as in parts of the Vajasaneyi-Prati9akhya,
nor any inclusion of matters pertaining to general grammar, as in

the Atharva-Pratiyakhya. It has its minor inaccuracies and incon-

sistencies, its obscurities of anuvrtti inseparable from the stitra-

style, and its rules that seem to defy interpretation : but these are

inconspicuous blemishes
;
no one of the other works of its class is

more thoroughly respectable throughout.

Turning, now, to the more special consideration of the commen-

tary, we have to note, as the most important point, a break of

continuity between it and the Pratiyakbya. The commentator is

not the recipient of a certain tradition, that gives him surely and

precisely the import of the rules which he has to expound ;
the

text-book has come down to him as something authoritative and

sacred, indeed, yet in some points obscure, so that he is in doubt
as to what it means

;
in others imperfect, so that it needs emenda-

tion
;
in others not in accordance with the views held by him and

his school respecting the text, so that these have to be interpreted
into it.

Thus, in the first place, the instances are frequent in wT

hich, to

his own interpretation of a rule, he adds a different view held by
other interpreters: either without naming them (as under i. 19,21,

xiii.16, xiv.5,11, xvii.5, xxiii.7), or referring to one of his special
sources and predecessors (as under ii.19,33), or setting off against
one another the views of two of these, Vararuci and Mahisheya (as
under ii.14, iv.40, viii.19,20,22, xviii.7). In a large proportion of

the instances, it is true, the difference of opinion is upon some

utterly trivial point, turning on the interpretation of a tu or the

like, and only illustrating the hair-splitting tendencies of the native

exegetes ;
but in some cases it is of more consequence, and once

goes so far as to question (under viii.20) whether an authority
referred to is Uttamottariya or Dvavuttamottariya. Again, where
a rule is really obscure, the commentator has sometimes, palpably,

nothing more than guesses to give at its meaning, and ventures
two or three of them (as under ii.2, xiv.22, xv.9, xix.5, xxiii.17),

among which it would be hard to choose the least acceptable ; or,
if he gives but one (as under xi.19, xviii.4, xxiii. 18,19), it is no less

unsatisfactory. There are yet other cases in which what seems to

be the evident meaning of a rule is misapprehended and distorted,

VOL. ix. 55
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without reason (as under ii.52, iv.4, v.29, vii.ll, xix.3). Occasion-

ally, false interpretations, of every degree of violence, are commit-

ted, for the purpose either of correcting an oversight or inaccuracy
of the Prati9akhya (as under i.61, iii.l, viii.16, xi.3, xvi.26), or else

of imposing upon the latter a doctrine which it was not intended
to teach, but which is held by the commentator and his school (as
under i.58, xiii.4, xxi.14,16). For this last purpose, too, advantage
is sometimes taken of the citations of varying opinions so liberally
made in the rules

;
the dictum of the quoted authority is declared

to be approved in usage, or is even imposed upon the Prati9akhya,
to the setting aside of what the latter really prescribes. Thus,
Paushkarasadi's doctrine of the conversion of I to d (xiii.16), which

belongs neither to the Prati9akhya nor to the Sanhit&, is accepted ;

and the duplication of consonant-groups beginning with I which is

ascribed (xiv.3) to certain unspecified teachers
;
and Plakshi's mode

of treatment of a spirant before a first mute (xiv.17), which has as

further result a misinterpretation of xxi.16
;
and a part of rule xiv.

26, respecting the duplication of 1; and rule xiv. 28, to which a

strange interpretation is given, prepared for by a yet stranger one
of xiii.4; and rules xv.2,3, which require anusvdra instead of na-

salization of a vowel
;
and the nasalization of a final protracted a

(xv.8) ;
and two rules (xviii.1,6) from among those which concern

the utterance of om and rule x.21, as to the retention of final v
9

is given the preference over 19, which requires its omission; and
the first rule (v.38) as to the combination of initial h with a pre-

ceding mute is ratified
; and, in the variety of opinions respecting

the circumflex tone, one (i.46) is selected for approval. In the few
cases where the commentator does not express himself as to whether
a rule is ishta or anishta (they are ii. 19,27,47-8, xi.19, xix.2, xxi.I3,

xxiii.14-9), there may be question whether he means to have it

regarded as approved, or thinks the matter of no consequence
either way. There remain the majority of cases, in which he
stands by the Prati9akhya, rejecting the intruded doctrine (for
further details, refer to the words ishta and anishta in the Sanskrit

index).
Besides these more serious cases of misapprehension or intended

modification of the teachings of his text-book, the commentator is

not free from the ordinary and characteristic weaknesses of his craft

in India : from feeble and puerile expositions, from attempts to find

a wonderful pregnancy of meaning in some innocent particle or

unintended difference of expression, from groundless etymologies,
and the like

;
to these attention has been directed in the notes, and

they are not of consequence enough to be recapitulated here.

For determining the personality of the commentator we have
no data whatever, and for his place and period we have only the

references to other authorities, which, though too few and indefi-

nite to yield any statable result, need to be put together in this

note. The three earlier commentators on whom the^ work is avow-

edly founded namely, Yararuci, Mahisheya, and Atreya are re-

peatedly appealed to, especially (as has been pointed out above)
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in the settlement of difficult or controverted points (for the details,
see index). Vararuci is a name very common in grammatical lit-

erature
;
to identify our commentator with any other of the various

individuals who have worn it would doubtless be daring in the

extreme. Nor does Atreya, probably, stand in any definable rela-

tion to the grammarian of that name who is (see p. 430) twice

quoted in the Prati9akhya itself. From Panini, rules are directly

quoted under ii.12, iii.9, v.l, xiii.16, xiv.4, xxiv.3; and the pdnini-
yak or the vydkarana are farther referred to under i. 15,53,5 7, ii.

47, xviii.l. Paninean terms are, further, nttfi, i.60, x.22, nic, ii.lV,

hal, ix.24, yar, xiv.4, and lyap, xxi.14. The Mahabhashya is pro-

fessedly quoted under ii.7, v.2; but the passage given is actually
from Kaiyyata's gloss. A definition is taken from the Amarako9a
under i.l. Kauhaleya is quoted under xix.4, xxiii.17

;
and the

Kalanirnaya under xviii.l. The Brahmana of the Vajasaneyins is

referred to under xiv.33, and extracts from the Mahabharata and
various Puranas are set forth under xxiv.6.

But the authority most often appealed to is the "
Qiksha," by

which the commentator intends a very different work from the

pdniniya Qiksha, and one much more comprehensive. He takes

extracts from it, of a verse, or part of a verse, or more than one

verse, under i.l (three times), ii.2, xiv.5,28, xix.3, xx.12, xxi.1,15,

xxii.13, xxiii.10,17. Among these extracts are (under i.l, ii.2, xxi.l,

xxiii.10) several passages which are found also in the pdniniya
Qiksha; and among the metrical extracts which are now and then

given without specifying their source (under xiv.23,26,28, xix.3,

xxi.l, 6, 15, xxiii.17, 19, xxiv.6) are likewise one or two (under xxiii.

17,1 9) which occur in the same treatise. That the commentator is

inclined to regard his Qiksha as of higher authority than the Pra-

ti9akhya itself was pointed out under xx.12
;
that it was a work

specially appertaining to the Taittiriya-JSanhita may be inferred

with probability from the words which it cites (under xxi.l 5) in

illustration of the varieties of svctrdbhafcti.
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AKALYSIS.

I. EXPLANATORY: TERMS AND THEIR USE, INTERPRETATION OP RULES, ETC.

1. Terms and their use:

kdra forms names ofletters, xxii.4; of vowels, i.16; of consonants, i.17
;
ex-

ceptions, i.18. varna forms names ofletters, xxii.4; includes short, long, and

protracted vowels, i.20. epha forms name of r, i.19. varga, with first mute,
forms name of series, i.27. a forms name of consonant, i.21

;
of a cited word,

i.22. aprkta, a pada of a single letter, i.54. avagraha, first member of a sepa-

rable word, i.49. lopa, loss, i.57. upasarga, 'preposition,' includes what

words, i.15. offices of ca, api, tu, atha, eva, vd, na, xxii.5-8.

2. Interpretation of rules and forms, etc. :

an increment, or word having euphonic change or elision, put in nominative,

i.23
;
or in its text-form, i.24. product of euphonic change put in accusative,

i.28. next element, or more, taken in case of doubt, i.25,26. a cited pada
means that pada only, i.50

;
but applies to it even when euphonically altered,

or preceded by a or an, i.51-3. rules for a specified passage apply only there,

and peremptorily, i.59
;
but a series of three or more words, if repeated, reads

as the first time, i.61. purva, 'preceding,' andw^ara, 'following.' designate a

word only under the specified circumstances, i.29,30. continued implication

is of what stood last, i.58. words to be combined, and rules to be applied, in

their order, v.3. a separable word treated as two words, except in enumera-

tion, i.48. an aprkta treated as initial and as final, i.55. elision and euphonic

alteration affect single letters only, i.56
;

after elision of y or v, no farther com-

bination made, x.25. in pragrdhas, and in enumeration of words containing

anusvdra a cause in another word maintains its force, i.60.

II. PHONETIC: ENUMERATION, CLASSIFICATION, DESCRIPTION OF ALPHABETIC

SOUNDS, QUANTITY, ACCENT, ETC.

1. Enumeration and classification of alphabetic sounds:

nine simple vowels [a, a, 3, i, i, is, u, u, ?ig], i.2; sixteen vowels [the above,

with r, r, I, e, di, o. du\, i.5; the rest consonants, i.6. mutes, i.7; in five se-

ries, i.10; called "first" etc., i.ll. semivowels
[?/, r, I, v\, i.8. spirants [j,

r, sh, s, <p, ft],
i.9. surd consonants, i.12; h, i.13; sonants, i.14.

2. Mode offormation of alphabetic sounds :

general mode of production of articulate sounds, ii.2,3,7, xvii.7,8, xxii.1,2, xxiii.

2,3. difference of surds, sonants, and h, ii.4-6. mode of utterance of vowels,

in general, ii.4,8,31,32; in particular, of a, d, ii.12; of i, i, ii.20-22; of u, u,

ii.20,24,25; of r, f, I, ii.18; of e, ii.l 5-1 7*,23; of di, ii.26-8; of o, ii.13,14; of

du, ii.26,27,29. similar vowels, i.3,4 mode of utterance of consonants, in

general, ii.33.34; of sonants, ii.8; of surds, ii.10, II : of h and sonant aspi-

rates, ii.6,9; of nasality, ii.52; difference of nasal quality in different nasal

sounds, xvii.1-4; of nasal mutes, ii.30. mode of utterance of consonants in

particular: of ^-series, ii.35
;
of c-series, ii.36; of Z-series, ii.37

;
of ^-series, ii.
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rants, ii.44,45; of h. ii. 6, 9,46,47 ;
of visarjaniya, ii.46,48; of amtsvdra, ii.19,

30; of ndsikyas (yamas etc.), ii.49-51
;
of svarabhakti, ii.19.

3. Quantity :

quantity of short and Ions; vowels, i.31-3,35; of protracted vowels, i.36; of

consonants, i.37; of anusvdra (or nasalized vowel), i.34, xvii.5; of syllables

('heavy" and "light"), xxii.14,15; of pauses and hiatus, xxii.13; of om,

xviii.l.

4. Accent:

general character of accents: acute, i.38, xxii.9
; grave, i.39, xxii. 10; circum-

flex, i.40-47, xvii.6. varieties of independent circumflex: nitya or original,

xx. 2; its quality, xx.9: kshdipra. xx.l; its occurrence, x.16: its quality, xx.

9: abhinihata, xx.4; its occurrence, xii.9; its quality, xx.10: praflishta, xx.

5; its occurrence, x.17
;

its quality, xx.ll. enclitic circumflex: its occur-

rence, xiv.29-33
;
its varieties : prdtihata, xx.3

;
its quality, xx.l 1 : pddavrtta,

xx.6; its quality, xx. 12: tdirovyanjana, xx.7; its quality, xx.l 2. pracaya ac-

cent, xxi.10,11. vikrama, xix.1,2; its quality, xvii.6. kampa, between two

circumflexes, xix.3-5. accent resulting from combination of two syllables

into one, x.10,12,16,17, xii.9-11. accent of om, xviii.2, 3,5-7. accent of pro-

tracted vowel (?),
xv. 9.

5. Syllabication :

division of syllables, xxi.1-9.

6. Mode and tones of utterance :

general mode of utterance, xxiii.20; the three sthdnas or qualities, xxii.ll;

the seven do., xxiii.4-10
;
the twenty-one yamas or tones, xxii. 12, xxiii.l 1-19.

tone of om, xviii.4.

III. SANDHI OR EUPHONIC COMBINATION:

introductory, v.1-3
;
four kinds of combination, xxiv.1-4.

1 . Final vowels :

final vowels not liable to combination, pragrahas, iv.1-54, x.24; special cases

of uncombinable finals, x.13.18; protracted finals, x.24; their nasalization,

xv.7,8. nasalization of final vowels, xv.6. the particle w, ix.16,17. length-

ening of final a, iii.2-6,8-12 ;
of final * and u, iii.7, 13,14.

combination of simple final vowels: with similar initial, x.2; of final a with

initial vowels, x.4-9; exceptions, x.13; lost in certain cases before e or o, x.

14; i, i, u, final, x.15, ix.17; exceptions, ix.16, x.18. combination of final

diphthongs, ix.11,12,14,15; e and o with initial a (see also Initial vowels),

ix.13
;
treatment of the resulting y and

?;,
x.19-23

;
after their loss, no further

combination, x.2 5.

accent resulting from combinations of final vowels, x.10, 12,16.1 7, xx. 1.5,9,11 ;

resulting nasalization, x.ll.

2. Initial vowels:

initial vowel lengthened, iii.15. loss of a after final e or o, ix.13, xi.l
;

detail

of cases of los", and exceptions, xi.2-19, xii. 1-8; resulting accent, xii.9-11,

xx.4, 10 r to ar in special case, v.9.
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3. Final consonants :

surd to nasal before nasal, viii.2; to sonant before all other sonant letters,

viii.3; and, in a special case, before m, viii.4; to aspirate before spirant, xiv.

12,13.

visarjaniya to spirant before surds, ix.2-6; except before Jcsh. ix.3; to sh be-

fore t, in certain cases, vi.5. omitted before spirant and surd mute, ix.l
;
also

in sa etc., v.15-17
;
also before r, viii.7.16,17 ; special case before r, viii.iS-

22. changed to r, viii.6; do. after a and
, viii.8-15; exceptional cases, v.10.

changed to s or sh before k, kh, p, in compound words, viii.23; do. in inde-

pendent words, viii.24-35; exceptions, viii.32,33. ah final to o, before a and

sonants, ix. 7,8 ; special exception, viii. 18-22; before other vowels, ix.10; ah

final, ix.9,10.

final mutes: // doubled before vowel, ix.18; n before s, sh, v.32. t before

s. sh, v.33. t before palatals, v.22,23; before I, v.25; before r, v.22. n be-

fore palatals, v.20,21 ,24,37, xv.1-3; before t, vi.14, xv.1-3
;
before

I, v.25,26,

31, xv.1-3
;
before c, v.24; before s, sh, v.33

; changed to r or y [i.
e. to anu-

svdra, xv.1-3] ix.20-24; doubled before vowel, ix.19. m before mutes and

semivowels, v.27-31, xiii.3
;
before spirants and r, xiii.1.2, xv.1-3 ; unchanged

before rd, xiii.4; special case of loss, v.18.

4. Initial consonants :

f to ch. v.34-7. s to sh, in words independent or compound, v.10. vi.1,2,4,6-

13. t to t. vii.13. h after a mute, v.38-41. n to n, vii.2,4.

elision of initial m, v.12; of v, v.13; of s, v.14.

5. Interior consonants:

t,
th to t, th, vii.13, 14. n to n. in same word with its cause, xiii.6-9,11,13-

15; in other word, vii.3, 5,6-12, 15, 16. s to sh, vi.3. I to
fl,

xiii. 16.

6. Abnormal insertions and elisions, duplication, etc. :

insertion of 5 v.4-7
;
of d, v.8; of surd mute between sibilant arid mute, xiv.

9-11; of nasal counterparts (yamas and ndsikya), xxi. 12-14; of svambhakti,

xxi.15-16.

elision of initial m, v, s, see Initial consonants. in composition of forms of

eka, v.l 8, 19.

duplication in consonant-groups, xiv. 1-7, 14-2 8; of initial ch, kh, bh in certain

cases, xiv. 8.

IV. SUNDRIES:

enumeration and specification of cases of
,
otherwise than euphonic, in inte-

rior of words, xiii.9.10,12
;
of anusvdra, do. do., xv.4,5, xxvi.2-31.

requirements in a scholar or teacher, xxiv.5,6.
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INDEX OF CITATIONS

MADE IN THE COMMENTARY, FROM THE TilTTIRlYA-SANHITA.

THIS Index contains the references reported above in the body of the work, as

made by the commentator to the fundamental text. If, however, a cited word or

passage is reported as occurring more than once in the text, reference is given only
to the h'rst occurrence. It has been found impracticable to carry out any scheme
of distinction of the value of the citations

;
and any one using the Index will have

to turn back to the notes in order to determine whether a given passage is quoted

merely as an example of some general class, or as one that was more or less proba-

bly had directly in view, as example or counter-example, by the makers of the

treatise
;
whether it is a unique phrase, or one more than once repeated, or even a

word of frequent occurrence and so on.

TS. i.

4.14 ii.44, ix.4.

16 xvi.13.

18 iv.41, xi.16.

19 vi.7, ix.2().

20 xv.l, xvii.4.

22 iii.12, iv.4,12, xvi.13,29.
24 vi.5, xi.13.

25 xiii. 9.

26 iv.42.

27 vi.7, viii.27.

30 iv.ll.

,33 i,55, iii. 14, vi.5, xi.3.

36 viii.32.

41 ii.49, xiv.24.
42 vii.16, ix,20.

43 ii.61, xi.9; 2 xvi. 26.
44 i

vii.2, xi.3, xii,5,7, xiii.

4, xxiv.5;
2
viii.3, ix.

22, xii.7, xvi.13 bis.

45 i
iii.2, vi.5

;

2
viii.24, xiii.

12, xxi.4;
s ix.2l xi.

7, xv.4.

46 i
xii.8, xiv.30,31, xx.3;
2 xiii. 15.

5.1 ^.28,30, xiv.23, xvii.2;
Mx.19, x.10,13;

s v .

28,30, xx.7.
2 Ux.20, xiv.23; 3iv.l6;

3-* iv. 15; s x.10.

3 iii.48;
2
xiv.l8; siii.g,

ix.22.

4 2
xx.8;v.28,31, xiv.28.

5 i.33, xi.3 bis, xiv.9,19,
27; 2

xxii.l3;Mii.4.
6 ix.10, xiv.23;

2
iii.8,

viii.8; iii.8, xi.13;
4
iii.5, v.32, xiv.5,12,

13, xxi.5.

7 i
xi.18;

3
iv.38; 4

ii.49,

v.15,37, xiv.24
; iii.5,

vi.14, xvi.27.
8 * xi.16.

9 i
ii.47, iv.33, xiv.l

;

2 xiv. 4, xvi.29;
3 ix.

22; *
vi.7, xiv.31,

xvii.l; x.9; iv.ll,

v.20,24, viii.7, x.10.

TS. i.
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TS. ii.

6.12 Ui.49, xiii.15;

xiv.5,23 ;

3
ix.21, xi.4

;

4
i.21, iii.9,xi.4;

6 xiv.

5; 6
xii.7, xv.4, xvi.2.

TS. iii.

1.1 'v.15.

2 i v.15.

3 i
i.59, iv.52.

4 i
ix.21, xi.10, xvi.29;
i-2

iv.28;
2 ix.22 bis;

3 x. 14
;

4 vi.14.

6 *
x.8,10.

7 Ux.3; 2iii.5;
3
iv.36,

xvi/20.

8 2
xiii.9;

3 xi.lO.

9 i
vi.14;

2
ix,21, xi.9,13;

xiv.18, xvi.20.

10 ixi.3 ter;
2
vii.l5, viii.

28 bis. ix. 20,21.
11 Mii.3, ix.20;

2
viii.8,29,

xiv.24, xvi.13;
3 iv.

11;
4
xiii.9;

5
v.2, x.

13, xv.6; iii.8, xii.8;
7 xv.4; s m. 8, 10, x!2,
xiv.21, xx.2.

2.2 U.53, xi.17, xvi.18, 29

bis;
2
v.7, xi.5;

3
i.40,

iv.24, v.33, vi.14 bis,

xiv. 16,18, xxi.16.

3 i
viii.29, xiii.4.

4 'ii.20, iv.42, xi.15,16;
3
iv.47,viii.24; Mv.38,

vii.10,

5 'v.3, viii.29, ix.16;
2

i.

50, iv.ll ;

4
viii.13, xi,

12, xxi.16; iv,46, vi.

14;
7 xi.17.

6 '

i.29, iv.13.

7 ' viii.8.

8 i

v.3, xi.3, xiii.15, xiv.5 ;

2
vi.2; iii.8, viii.23,

ix.19, xi.3, xii.8 bis;
4
iv.35, xi.3; 5 V iii.6,

ix.22 bis.

9 Uv.54, viii.3, xxiv.5;
2
vi.14;

6
xv.4, xvi.2;

'viii.34, ix. 18, xvi.2.

10 2
iv.35, v.27, viii.27,31,

xiv.23, xx.3.
11 'iii.ll, iv.6,7, xii.6;

2viii.24;2-3ix.24; 3 iv.

12, x.12, xiv.29, xv.l,

3, xvii.4, xxiv,4.
3.1 i-2 X.10.

2 2
viii.8, xiv,24.

3 3 xi.l6.

4 3
ii.25,30.

6 !iv.40.

7 iv.12, xv.6.
8 Uv.40: v.9, xi.16,17,

xiv.30, xvi.27; 5 iii.6.

10 i

iii.12, vii.2;
2

iv.12,34,
xi.17, xv,5.

11 U.43,46,47,52, iv.35, v.

13, xiii.2, xvii.6
;

3xii.7;4viii.26;
9, xvi.18.

VOL. IX.
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TS. iv.

5,9 i
i.22, ix.3,5,6, xvi.26 :

2 xiv.8.

10 i
iv.7, xi.3

;

2
iii.8, viii,

26, xi.3; 3iii,9 ;
*in

8, vi.5, vii.4
;

xii.8 :

end'g xxiv,6.
11 i

xi.17;
2
i.61, xi.16,

6,1 *
vi.14, xi.3 bis, xii.8.

xiv.9, xvii.2; 2 iii.14,

xii.5; s
xi.3, xii. 7!

5 xvi.20 bis,

2 i xiv.8; 2
v.l7; 4 iii. 13

iv,38, vi.ll ;
5 viii.27

xvi. 14; iii. 12.

3 i
iii.8;

2
vii.9; 3ix.21

22
;

4 ix.22.

4 ii.21, v.34, ix.3,4,5,6

xiii.15, xvi.26; '-a iii

12;
2
vi.12, ix.21, xii

8;
4 iii.10 bis, xvi

26.

5 i viii.24 ;
3 xii,6 ;

4 iii

10, ix.7; xiii.9.

6 ix.20, xi.3, xvii.3, xix

1;
i-2 x.!3; aiv.20,21.

v.2, vi.13 bis ;
3 iii.7

8, ix.20, xii.7, xiii.9

xvii.5;
4
iv.ll, xi.3

xii.7 bis, xvi.20;
5

i

59, ix.20, xii.3,7 ;

6 v

17, x.10, xiv.27 ;

7 vi

4, xii.7.

7 vii.8, ix.20, xi,3, xii.3
3
iii.8, viii.8, xi,5 ter

xvi. 13 ;
4
iv.38, xii,4

xvi.8 ;

6
iii.8, xvi. 7.

8 iix.8,20, xi.3, xiv.8
2
xii.7, xvi.5 ;

3 xii.7.

9 !
ix.20, xi.3, xvi.8; 2 iii

7;
3
iii.8,12, viii.32

xvi.5;
4
i.25, iii.14,

iv.15 bis, v.4 bis, 38,

viii.28, xii.7, xvi.

13.

7.1 ixi.ll,
2 Mi,44.
3 iy.20,27.
4 1 xiv.15 ;

1-2
v,4, xiv,8

a xiii.12.

5 i
iv.38, v.4, xiv.ll, xxii.

14, xxiv.5,
6 i

viii.6, ix.2,6.
8 xiii.7.

10 2 V.21,'

12 i
iii.10, xi.3 bis, xii.7

bis;
2 ix.22,

13 i
iv.52, xvi.3; 2

iv.ll,
viii.25 ;

3 viii.33 ;

4 iii.

12;
s

iii. 6, iv.ll, vi,

14, xvi. 13, xxiv.5.

14 i
iii.3;

* iii. 12, xi,3, xii,

7
;

3
viii.8, xii.7,

15 i
ix.20, xi.3, xiii,15, xvi.

13; 2
iv.40, v,4;

3
iii.

7, iv.52, xiv.23; 4 ix,

23, xvii.l
; iii.10, iv.

20 bis, 21, xvi. 13,29;
7
iii.12,13, vi.2, xx.l.

TS. v.

1.1 Ux.20, xi.16;
2
v,18;

4
viii.33, ix.3, xiii.9

bis, xiv.26, xxi. 12,
xxiv.5.

2 i
vii.8, x.9, xi.13, xviii.

7; sxvi.18;

4 xil3,15;
<
iv.44,

5 i
i.61, iv.25 ;

3 -4 i.61 ;

4 iv. 17,25;
* xiv. 16,

xxi.16.
6 3-4 iv.44,45 ;

4
vi.12,13,

vii.16, ix.l.

7 iyi.2, xiii.13;
4
viii.8,

xiv.8,
10 ix.10, xiii.7, xiv.4;

2-3
iv.52;

3 ii.49.

11 i
vi.5, ix.7,13,20, xi,16

;

2
iii. 10, iv.20, vi.9,

13,

2.1 7
i.21, iv.12, ix,3, xiv.15.

2 5 xi. 16,17.
3 i i.29 ;

2 xiv.18
;

3 -4
iii,

5
;

4
v.21,24 ; iv.31 ;

iii,8.

4 3 xvii,6.

5 !xvi.!3;
2
xiii.9;

5 vi.

12; viii.8.

6 2 vi 12
;

3
vii.5,6,

7 1
iv.25, xxi.8, xiv.9

;

2
xvii.l,3, xxi.8; 3

ii.

30, x,10, xiv.23
;

4 iv.

25,26;
5

iii. 15, xiv.10,

11, xxi.9. xxiv.4.
8 i xiii.14

;

5 xvii.l
;

xxi.

7
;

> xvi. 2, 13.

9 4
xiv.ll; xvi.!9,

10 3 xvi.27
;

xvii.3
;

7 ix.

21.

11 i
ix.20, xiv.5,8 bis.

12 i ix.20
;

2 Xi.3,17.
3.1 Jx.9;

2
xiv.28;

3 vi.12
4 iv.50 ;

5 xvi,30 bis,

3 i
vi.13;

3 Xvi.25.

5 2
iv.44,45 ;

3 Vji.l0 ;

4 x
14.

6 i vi.14
;

2
x.18, xxiv,5

3 vi. 14, xiv.12.

7 2
iv.42;

3
i.25, iv.ll,

33.

8 xvi.!5;
3 xiv,8.

11 !xvU3; 2
iii.5, vi.14:

3
x.l6, xx. 1,2.

12 i xx.7
;

2
v.38, xi.17.

4,1 Uv.42; 4 xvi,14.

2 3 v.38.

3 3 vi. 3, xiv.15;
4 xxi.9.

4 vi.4
;

4
iv.12, xxi.16.

6 2 viii.29.

7 s
iv.29

;

7 xiii,9.

8 5 un, iv,52, xiv.2,22.
9 3 iv.ll ;

4
xi.5,6.

10 2 xvU4; 5 xvi.l3.

11 axxi.7.

12 ivi.5,14;
3 v.6.

5.1 G
v.21;

7 xvi.l6.

2 4
v.l7; v.33, xiii.2.

3 i
ix.21;

2
ix.l8, xvii.2,

xx.2,3, xxiv.5.

TS. v.

5.4 !ix.25 Ms, ix.10;
2 iv.

31
;

4
iv.38, ix.16.

5 ixi.8,9;
2
vii.5,16, xvi.

26
;

3 xxi. 2
;

4
x.10,

17 bis, xvi.13, xx.5.

6 i iv.44
;

2 iv.37.

7 i iv.33
;

3
viii.30, xi.5

;

4 viii.23.

8 i
x.18, xxiv.5.

9 i
iv.ll, xvi.26, xxi.10,

xxiv.3,5;
2
i.22, ii 25

M, 48, viii.2, xiv.23,

xvi.26; 3 viii. 16, xi.

16,17.
10 iiv.32.

11 iv.39, xvi.26, xxi.8.

12 xvi. 19.

15 iv.39, vii.13, xiii.12.

16 viii. 17.

18 iv.28, ix,2.

19 viii.17, xiv.23.

20 iii.2.

21 x.4.

24 iv.12.

6.1 i
iv.ll, ix.20;2ii.47, iii.

12, ix. 15,20 bis, x.19,

21, xv. 1, xvii.1,2, xx.
2

;

s m.i5T vii.2, viii.

8, xi.3,5; &vi.lO.

2 4 xi.i8.

4 i iv.25 bis, xii.8, xvi. 19;
4 xvi.27.

5 3
ii.49, ix. 19,21, xiii.12,

xiv.24,27.
6 x v.22; 3 xi.17; 3-4 Xv i.

26;
4 v.6.

7 3 xvi.8.

8 'xvi.2; 2
vi.12,13;

3 vi.

13, xv.4;
4 iv.52;

6 iv.

11.

9 ivii.3;
3 xiii,3.

12 iv.15.

14 x.14.

15 x.6,

21 i.59, iv. 39,48 bis, xxi.

8.

23 vi.12.

7.2 !
vii.2;

3
vii.8, xi.17;

4
iii.10, xiv.ll;

4 -3 iv.

7.

3 ivi,12, xi.13, xiv.9,17;
3
ii.25, iv.44, vi, 14.

4 2
x.l2, xx.2,8;

3 iii_3 ;

4 xvi.22.

5 2
vii.2; iii.7

6 2 V iii.8, xiii.14;
6 vi.7.

7 !xi,16;
a
iv.ll;

3 iii.l5.

8 i xi.17.

9 iiv.7, ix.21,22,24, x.19,

xi,9,16, xvii.l,6, xix.

1, xx.2,
10 i xvii.l.

11 v.14, xiv.16, xxi, 16,

12 i.22, v,37, x.14.

14 vi.7.

17 iii.7.

20 viii.13, x.12, xvi,8.

23 xiv. 2,10, xvi.7,14,16.
26 ix.4, xx,8.
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SANSKRIT INDEX.

THE following Index contains the whole matter of the Prati9akhya itself both

the proper vocabulary of the treatise, and the words and parts of words which it

quotes from the Sanhita; the latter being distinguished by being printed with

spaced letters. To this is added a very liberal selection from the vocabulary of

the commentary ; perhaps more liberal than may seem to some worth while, but

I preferred to err in this direction rather than the contrary. The references to the

commentary are designated by a prefixed c ; and an added v indicates that the

word is to be sought among the various readings given at the foot of the comment.

ahkdra, i.23:-ci.24, xv
'25.

ahsarva, ix.7.

aura, ciii.8, iv.23, xxi.2v.

aftpabhuvd, xvi.29.

aftpdya, xvi.29.

xvi.29.

aftpu, xvi.29.

aftpuh, xi.10, xvi.29.

aftpund, aftpubhih, afl-^agriydya,
xi.14.

pum, afifu, aftpun, afi-agre, ix.22, xi.14,16.

poh, attpdu, xvi.29. \agha, xi.13.

aftsabhydm, afisdya,aghd, iii.2.

xii.8; agna-
yah paprayah, xii.7.

agni, iii.9:-cii.2, ix.20 (-kdn-

agni, xi.15.

agnih, vi.5, xi.13, xiii. 15.

agnim gdyatram, iv.52.

agnir murdhd, xi.3.

ague, xi.10.

agner jihvdm, xii.7.

afise, aflsdu, xvi.30.

afihah, viii.15, xvi.29.

anhaiih, xi.4, xvi.29.

fifth as ah, viii.24, xi.4, xvi.

29.

afihasd, xvi.29.

afihoh, xvi.29.

afihomuk-, xvi.29.

a k a h, viii.8, ix.22.

akaram, xii.7.

akarot, iv.52.

aghosha, i.12, ii.10, ix.1,2,

xiv.9,10,18:-ci.!4 etc.

ci.13.

aghoshavant, cix.1,3 (-tvd).

aghniya, xi.17.

anga, xxi.l, xxiv.5:-cxxi.2

etc. : and pratya-.

igasariihitd, xxiv.2 :-

cxxiv.4.

angdndm, vii.10.

angirah, xi.17.

akdra, i.17,21,32,52, i\.2l,\angirasvat, xii.7.

26, iv.6, viii.23, ix.7, 13, angikar, cxvi.2.

ahgushthdgra, cxxiii.17.

ange, xi. 17.

cxiv.4.

acyutah, xi.17.

achd, iii.8.

achidre, iv. 11.

xvi. 18.

ajig ah. viii.8.

xi.1,9, xv.8, xx.4.

akurva, v.7.

akurvata, ix.22.

akrnot, xi.17.

akte, iv.ll.

akraftsta, xvi. 22.

akshan, xiii. 13.

akshara, xx.2, xxiii.7 :-ci.3,

x.l,4-12, xix.l, xxii.I4:-
l

ajitdn, xi.17.

5, xxiii.8-9: and sam-ajydnim, xi.17.

dhyakshara, samdnd-\r. aiij, + abhivi, cv.7:

kshara.

aksharasamhitd, xxiv.2,4.

akhandapada, c iv.ll, xv.4.

akhilapada, cvi.12, xvi. 19,
20.

aganma, ix.22.

agamat, xi.7.

xix.3:-cxix.4,
xxi.15.

anumdtrika, cxix.4, xxii.13

(adhy-).
atah. xxii.14.

ataftsayat, xvi.13.

ati, xiv.8.

ati divah, viii.24.

atidrutah, xi.17.

atiprasahga, cii.9.

atiprdpti, ciii.lv.

ati yanti, xi.17.

atireka, cintr., xxiii.20.

ativyakta, xvii.8.

ativyasta, ii. 1 2 :-c ii. 1 3.

ativydpti, ciii.l

atipaya, cii. 16,27, xvii.6.

atispashta, c xvii.8.

atisvdrya. xxiii.12 :-c xxiii.

13.

-ate, iv.54.

attd, iii.12.

atyafihah, xvi.29.

atyanta, c xxiii. 6. 7.

atyupasamhrta, ii.12.

atra, xvii.5:-ci.l,15 etc.

atra stha, xii.7.

atrd, iii.8.

atha, i.1,2, ii.l, iii.l. iv.1,8,

v.l, 11, vi.1.6, vii.l, viii.l,

5, ix.10, x.1,3, xi.2, xii.l,

xiii. 1,5, xiv.14,25, xvi.l,

xx.3, xxii.6, xxiii. 1. xxiv.

1.

atha, iii.10, ix.24.

atho, xii.7.

adah, xii.7.

andladabdhdsah, xi.16.

pa-

vyafijana, ativyakta, avy-
akta.

anava? ca, xiii.12.

anishthdh, xiii.12.

anu, xvii.3 :-cxix.3,4-5 (-kd-

rya). xxi.15, xxiv. 6.

anutd, xxii.9.
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adyd, iii.5,8 (instead

aghd).

adyd 'nu, xii.7.

adruta, xxiii.20.

adhardnt sapatndn, ix.

22.

adharoshtha, cii.39,43.

adhastdt, cii.28.

adhd, iii.9.

adhdyi, xii.7.

adhi, i.15.

adhika, xvii.5 :-cii.l 1,25.28.

xvi.19, xvii. 1 : and ddhi-

kya.

adhikarana, ci.59.

adhikdra, ci.l 2, ii.l,

iv.1,8, etc.

adhikdraka, xxii.6:-cxx.3.

adhigama, ci.l.

adhishavane, iv. 11.

adhi, iii.7.

adhyayana, ci.l, xiv.4,5,28.

adhyardha, ii . 2 8 :-c ii. 2 5, 2 8,

xi.19, xxi.l.

adhydya, ci.61, x.15, xii.l,

xiii.3, 15, xiv.4, xix.5

xxiv. 2, and endings of

chapters.

adhyetar, cii.34, xvii.

5.

adhvara, xi.18.

adhvaram vipvatah,
viii.32.

adhvaryo, xii.8.

anadvdn, v.21.

anadatd, iii.12.

anadhikrtatva, c vii. 15.

anantah, viii.8.

anantara, i.4l,44, xxiii.16:-

ci.l, ii.l, iii.l etc., iv.53,
x.l 2, xvi. 13.

anantoddtta, xvi.5.

anapeksha, c xiv. 18.

anamivah, xi.17.

anartha, cix.23.

anarthaka, civ.23, viii.

ix.8,23v, xiv.15, xxi.5.

anavagraha, ciii.8,10,12-4.

anavasthd, cxiv.22.

anddefa, ii.20 :-c ii.2 1 .

Idtta, viii.10.

vi.14.

andmikd, c xxiii. 17.

andrsha, c ix.22.

aningydnta, viii. 13 : c viii.

anitya, c vi.14.

anishta, ci.4,21, ii.20, iv.23,

v.3.31, ix.6, x.ll, xi

xiv. 2 2, xvi. 2 9.

anishtrtah, xi.4.

ani-, vii. 12.'

anu, xi.5,7.

VOL. IX.

of
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dkdra, iv.40, ix.20, xvi. 14

16 (and-),

dkhyd, i. 16,27 :-ci.!6, 17,19-

23,27,28.

dgama, i.23, xxiv.5:-ci.24

53,60, v.4-8,32,33,40,41

ix.16, xiv.5-11,23, xv.3-

A 5, xvi.2-31, xxi. 12.

Agnive^ya, see p 430.

Agniverydyana, see p. 430.

dn, ci.1.15, iv.23.

d ca, ix.22.

dcdrya, xxiv.6:-ci.47, ix.4

x.21,22, xiv.4, xv.8, xviii

1,3, xxiii.18; and see p.

430.

dtndrah, xiii.12.

dtdnsit, xvi. 13.

dti, xiv.8.

-dtmaka, cxiv.28, xxii.l.

Atreya, cintr., v.l
;
and see

p. 430.

ddi, i.41,46,52,53,55, ii.26,

47, iii.l, xvi. 29, xxi. 4,

xxiii.15; (=etc.), v.40,
xxiii. 11. xxiv.4.

dditah, i.2,5:-ci.47, xxiii.

10.'

dde^a, ci.52, iii.8, ix.7, x.19,
xiii.16: and andd-.

ddecaka, ci.33.

ddya, i.7.

ddyuddtta, vi. 1 4 : c viii . 8 :

and and-,

ddhikya, cxxiv.3.

dn-, iii.15.

-dn mahi, iv.34.

dnantarya, ci.l, ii.l.

dnukulya, ci.46.

dnundsikya, ii.52. xvii.l:- vyaveta, etc.

cxvii.3,4: and saw-. \ikdra, ii.28. \u, xxii.14.

dnupada, cxxiv.6. r. i!ig: + ut, xvii.8. \u, vi.2.

dnupurvya, i.1,10, ii.44, xxi. ingya, i.48:-ci.49, iii.8, iv. ukdra, ii.29, viii.21, ix.16,

12, xxii.!3:-ci.l, xvii.4. 10. x.15,22. xx.l.

dnumdnika, c ix.9. \ingydnta, iv.10, viii. 13 (an-) : \ulda, i.61, xxiii. 1 9 :-c iv.23

T. dp, cviii.ll-15, ix.17, x. -c viii. 1 3,13 (-tva).

2,4-8,10,11, xiii.7,8, xiv. Wa/, viii.24.

3,21;+^ra, ii.32 34,35, iddvdn, ix.21.

ix.13, x.13, xi.4, xiii.l6,;^aratfra, c viii. 14.

xvi.29 : and prdpana,
l

itarathd. c v.12.

dyan, v.21.
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uccdistara, i.41.

uchvdsa, cv.l.

ut, iii.l 5, v.14, ix.'M, xvi

21.

uttama, i.ll, ii.30, v.31, viii

2, xiv.11,24. xvii.l, xxi

1 2 : and anutt-.

uttame, iv.ll.

Uttamottariya, see p. 430.

uttara, i.16,20,27.30, ii.l 7

29, iii.l, xiv.5, xvii.4:-

cii.25, iii.l etc.

uttaratra, c xxii.ll, 1 2.

uttaradanta, cii.43.

uttarapada, c iii.l.

uttare, iv.l 1.

uttaroshtha, eii.39.

utpatti, ii.l, xxiii.l,3:-cix.

22, x.12.

cv.^8.

cii.l, xxi.l.

udaya, ii.47.

udaydn, ix.21.

uddtta, i.38,41,42 (-sama),
46 (-sama), v.l 3, x.lO,lH,

xii.5,9,10, xiv.29,31, xvi.

30, xviii.2,6, xix.l, xx.l,

3,7, xxi.ll, xxiv.5 :-

cxxii.9, xxiii. 16, 17.

uddttatara, ci.41.

uddttavant, x. 10.

uddttafruti, xxi. 10.

uddharana, ci.18,21,22,42,

44, ii.25,50, iii.2,7, iv.54,

v.3, 26,41 etc. : and pra-
tyud-.

upa, i.15.

up a, xi.3; iv. 24,42.

upadeca, ci.l, ii.20, xx.l.

upadhmdniya, i.18, xiv.5 :-

c ii.44.

upapatti, cintr., ii.23,47, iv.

52 : and anup-.

upabandha, i. 5 9 :-c iv. 2 3 .

upabdimant, xxiii. 5. 9.

upari, c ii.47, iv.45.

uparitana, ci.46, x.6, xxiii.

5.

uparibhdga, cii. 3 7,41.

uparishtdt, ci.40, ii.18,44.

uparisthdyin, c xxi.l.

upalakshakatva, civ. 2 3, viii.

34.

upalakshana. ci.23,28, viii.

34, ix.24, xvi.25.

upalabdhi, xxiii. H.I 3 :-c ii.l.

xxi.l, xxiii. 8, 9: and

anup-.

upalambha, ci.l, 18.

upaflesha, cii 31.

upasamhdra, ii.24,31 :

19,24,25, xxiii.19.

upasaihhrtatara, ii. 1 4, 1 6,

18: and atyupasarhhria.

upasarga, i.15, vi.4, x.9,

xiv.8:-cvi.9,12.

upasthe, iv.21.

fu, xxiii. 5, 6.

updfi?u, xvi.29.

updhga, cxxiv.6.

updddna, ci.25, ii.l, iv.40

viii.ii, xvi.29, xxiii.3 : and

bahup-.

upottama, xi.3.

upyamdnam, vii.3.

ubha, iv.47, x.l.

ubhayatah, ex. 10, 11.

ubhayatra, c ix.21.

ubhayathd, cii.12,23.

ubhdbhydm, iv.52.

ubhe, iv.ll.

uras, ii.2,3, xxiii. 10.

urn, vii.2.

wutd, xxii.10.

urvi, iv.20.

ulbanam, xiii.12.

uvarna, ii 24, x.5.

asi, iii.13.

thyamdnah, vii.6.

,
iii.l 4, vi.2.

ikdra, iv.5,52 (an-), ix.20,
xvi. 14.

idhvam, ix.22.

inyoh. xiii.10.

'ibhdva, x.17, xx.5.

urdhva, c x. 1 2.

tirdhvdn, vi.14.

urdhve, iv.ll.

ushmatva, ci.l 3.

ushman, i.9, 12, ii.44, ix.1,2,

5, xiii.2, xiv.9,12,16,18,

xv.1,4, xvii.4, xxi.9,15:-
c i. 1 etc. : and anushma-
vant.

ihaniya, ci.59.

rkdra, i.31, ii.l 8, v.9, vi.8,

x.8, xiii.6:-ci.33, xxi.

15.

ksdmd, iii.5.

rksdme, iv.l 1.

-gvirdma, xxii.12.

re, civ.20,21, xi.3.

rjishi, xvi. 18.

run xiii.14.

rid, iii.2.

rtu. vi7. ix.22.

tun, vi.14.

dhydmd, iii.10.

varna, cxiv.28.

"shabhah, xi.16.

shi\ cxi.19, xviii.7.

rshindrit putra/t, xi.16.

'rkdrti, ii.l 8, xiii.6.

Ikdra, i.31, ii.!8:-ci.33.

eka, iv.51, x.l
; (eke) i.47, ii.

19,27,47, v.30,39, viii.19,

ix.5, xi.19, xiii.3, xiv.3,

25,33, xv.2,6, xviii.l. xix.

3, xxi. 13.

ekatd, cii. 7.

ekade?a, cii.23. iv.52 xxi.

1 5 : and paddik-.

ekapada, xv.4: e iv.ll, v.9,

xiii.ti, xx.7, xxii.13, xxiv.

4.

ekaprdnabhdva, v.l.

ekabandha. c xvi. '2 9.

ekam, v.l 8.

ekamdtra, xxd.13.

ekayd, v.19.

ekavacana, ci.23, ii.35, iv.2,

xiv.22.

ekavarna, i.54.

ekavihcati. xxii.12.

ekapruti, exv.9.

ekasvara, cxv.7.9.

kddafdsah, xi.16.

ekdde^a, ci. 4, 'x.l 0,1 2.

ekdntara, ii.25.

ekdra, ii.l 5, 2H, iv.8,40, ix.

11, x.4,6, xi.l.

ekikarana, cxiv.15.

kibhdva, -bhuta, ci.l, x.10.

zkdika, ci.ll, xxiii. 11.

sni, xiii.12.

eta (pron.). iv.20, 25,48, v.

24, viii. 6, x.23, xxii.14,

15, xxiv.5 :-cxiv.4.

tana, x 14.

stdvant, ci.l, 15, ii.47, iv.23.

etc.

e, iv.44.

en am, vii.8.

nam abhi, iv.42.

end, v.17.

ne, iv.ll.

epha, i.19.

iman, x.14.

wa, ix.5, xiv.3, xix.4, xx.2,

xxii.6, xxiv.5.

iva, iii.6, iv.44; eva rase-

na, iv.24; evd ''smin,

v.21; evo 'ttare. iv.l 1.

iv ah, x.14.

evakdra, cxix.4.

evam, xvii.8. xxiv.4.

eshah, v.15, xi.16, xiv.8.

eshtah, viii.8,18, x.H.

dikdra, ii.26, ix.14, x.6, xvi.

24.

dikshavi. iv. 12.
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dirayan, v.21.
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ca, i.22,32-4,53,55,60, ii.13,

17-9.23,42,51, iv.7, 13,16,

18,25,26,46.47,50,54, v.5,

7,15,28,30,33,36,37,41,vi.

3,vii.3,6,7,14,16, viii.4,15,

garbhah, xii.3.

garbham, iv.24,42.

gala, cxxii.9 (-vivarn).

gdna, xiii.9.

gdtra, cxxii.9, 10.

gdndm, gdni, vii.10.

Gdrudapurdna, cxxiv.6.

gdhamdnah, xii.8.

gir, cintr.

gw/a, cviii.16.

guna, ci.35 (dvi-), 36
(tri-),

xv.3.

gun a, xiii.9.

guru, xxii.l4:-cmtr.

gurutva, xxiv.5.

grhndmy agre, xi.16

go, xi.16.

gotra, cxxiv.6.

gomdn, ix.21.

gduna, civ.23.

Gautama, see p. 430.

gdurava, ci.33, iv.23, viii.

13.

gna, xii.5.

gni. iv.36.

g yd n't, vii.10.

grantha, cxxiv.6v.

r.grah, cintr., i.22. 25,50,51,

59, ii.15, v.25,40, vi.13.

viii.18,34, ix.13, x.12, xi.

17, xiv.6,22, xv.8, xvi.29,

xviii.4
; +pari, c viii.14,

ix.9.

graha, ix.20.

grahana, i.22. 24.50 :-ci. 18,

22,26,50-3,59,61, ii.23,

iii.l etc., iv.9 etc., v.7 etc., cardvah, iv.38.

vi.5 etc., vii.2 etc., viii.4icarwaw, xiii.13.

etc.. ix.l etc., x.9 etc., x\.\carshan, xiii.13.

3 etc., xii.3 etc., xiii.4etc..jcars^aw?, iii.7.

xiv.17 etc., xvi.l etc., 'cavarga, ii.36:-cii.44.

chandobhdshd,
cxxiv.6.

ja (j), v.23.

jakdra, v.23, xii.5.

xxiv.5:-

17,18, ix.4,8,19-22,24, x.\jakshivd, xvi.13.

16,17,25, xi.4,6,7,9,ll,12,[/a0arad, iii.10.

xii.6, 10,11, xiii.3,14, x\v. \jaghanya, c viii. 13

2, 4, 6-8, 17, 19, 20. 22, 28,\jaghnivd, xvi.13.

xv.l,4,7,xvi.4,9,10,12,18,i/a/'ne, xi.16.

23,28, xvii.4,5,8, xix.2,
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ta
(t), v.33, vii.13, xiii.15.
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dosha, iv.23, xiv.15,22, xvi.

19,29, xxiii.20.

ddurbalya, cvi.5.

vi.2.

idprthivi, iv.12.

sam, cv.3: and asamhi- ndmadheya, xx.8:-exviii. 3,

ta, abhidhdna, vidha etc., xxi. 15.

vihitatva, vyavadhdna ndman, ci.ll.

etc., samdhdna etc.

dhd, x.13.

r. dyut, ci.61, iv.10, v.15, x. dhdnikd, xiii.12.

19, xiii.14, xxiv.6v. dhd'td rdtih, xi.3.
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nicdistara, i.44.

nu, v.13.

nudd, iii.8.

nu, Hi. 14.

nun am, vii.16.

nr-, vii.9.

nrtyanti, vii.16.

nemir devdn, vi. 14.

neshta/t, viii.8.

10,12, vi.8, viii.33, ix.l, \paribhdshd, civ.52.

xiv.5, xx.2, xxiv.6, etc.
; parimdna, xxiii.2:-ci.37.

and ekap-, ndndp-, prakr- parisamdpti, ci.61.

tip-, samdnap-. \parihdra, cintr., i. 14,21,53,

59, ii.9,20, iii.l, iv.54, v.

28, viii.18. ix.8, xiii.14,

xvi.13.

pa(p), iv. 28,30.

pakdra, v.36, viii.23.

padakdla, ci (>0. vi.4, viii.9,

xv.7, xx.2,4v.

padakrama, xxiv.6.

padagrahana, i.50:-ci.51-3, part, iii.7, vii.4.

|

iv.ll, v.12. ix.22. \parikshana, c xiv.5.

ndimittika, c ix.22, xiv.28v. \padapdtha, civ.5, v.2. \parikshd, ell.

ndirantarya, c xix.3. \padasaiiihitd, x.x\v.2.3:-\paruh, viii 32.

nydya, ci.59, ii 17,25,51v,. cxiii.5,14, xxiv.4. \paryanta, ci.5,6, iii.9, etc.

iv. 23,51. v.35, viii.16, xi.lpadasamaya, cvi.14. Iparyavasdna, ell.

18, xiii.15, xiv.4, xvi.19. padddi, xvi.2.8:-ciii.l,15,S^an/dt/, ci.47, ii.47, xiv.22,

nydyya, c xiv.5. etc. i xix.3, xxi.16, xxii.3.

nytma. cintr., i.42 (-tvaj^paddnta, xiv.28, xv'].14:-\pavarga, ii.39, ix.4:-cii.

ii.23,23 (-tva), xxiii.20. '; c iii.l, iv.3 (ap-), 5, ix.ll- 44.

-nvati, iv.29. 15 etc.. xiii.13 (-tva). \pafu, cll4(-mant), xxiii.7v.

paddrtha, c xiii.14. ipacun, vi.14.

\padi, vi.2. \pd, x.13, xvi.2.

ipaddikadefa, ci. 23,50. [\r.S5,'pdkavati., cxxii.13.

civ.23,40, v.30, viii. 54, vi.10.12, vii.6,11, vn\.\pdtha, ci.15 (vi?esha-), iii.l,

13. ix.6, x.20, xiv.lO,llj 28,29. xi.15,17, xii.6, xiii.i vi.12, vii.16, viii.27, ix.21,

17, xv.3, xviii.5,7. 14, xvi. 26,29. x.13, xiii.16,16 (-antara),

panka, civ.23, xiv.4. paddhati, cxiv.4. xvi. 19,20,26^.29.

pankti, cii.18. ,papivd. xvi.13. pdthakrama, ell.

pancan, i. 10. payafi, xvii.8. pdni, xiii.9.

pancama, xxiii.2 :-cxxi.!4 payasv an. ix.21. Ipdniniya, ci.15,53, xiv.4,

para, i.8,9,30, iv.!8,45,47. ;

xviii.l.

50, v.7,10, x.16,25, xnl\pdthah, xi.16.

16, xiv.4,9,22,29, xvi.19, \pdtha eshah,x(v.8.
xxi.5,9; -para, \ill,3,4:, \pdthd, iii.10.

iv.4,6,24,28, 30, 32, 33, 37. \pdda,
cxxii.13.

38.42,44,46,52, vA-Q,8,\pddavrtta, xx.6.12:-cxiv.

14,17,20,22,23,25,27-30, 29, xx.8.

32.37, vi.5,14, vii.15, viii. pdyubhih, vi.5.

2-4,7, 11, 12,14,16, 23, 25-|p dray d, iii.12.

31,34, ix.1-5,7, 8,10.1.3, pdri^eshya, ci.4,14, ii.23,

20,22,24, x. 2,4-8, 13, 14,
|

xiv 28.

22, xi.9,15,18, xii.4,5, xiillpdri, iii.7, vii.4.

2-4,11,15, xiv. 1,9,11-1 3, tpdrf ve, iv.ll.

16,17,19-21,23,24,26-8,^^, cii.17.

31, xv.4, xvi.l, 2, 10,14,27, \pirtgaldksha, c xxiv.6.

xix.3, xxi.7,9,1 1,12,14, 16, \pit-, iv.7.

xxii.15; para-, xxi.2. \pitah, viii.8.

(-mi).

pancavififati, i.7.

pata, cii.7, v.28.

r. path, ci.51, v.1,2. ix.20,

xxiv.3,5.

pani, panim. xiii. 10.

paneta, xiii.12.

patangdn, ix.23.

Patanjali, cxxi. 1.

pataye, patifi, patim,
viii.27.

patir nah. xi.16.

pati, iv.35, viii.27.

pate, viii.27, xii.8.

patni, vi.7.

patni ve-, viii.27.

pathe, viii.25.

r. pad: + d, ciii. 1-15. v.9,

10,20-25,34-7, vi.1-14;
etc.

; dpanna, ci.51, v.35,

x.10, xvi.3,15; dpdd-, cii.

7, xxi.6;+w, c vii.15
;
+

upa, ci.l. ii.47, iv.3, 5 2. v.

1,35, viii.18, xiv.28, xvi.

19;+ mh, c x i v. 5
; +pra-

ti, c vi. 1 3, viii. 15;+ sam,
xxiii.20: and anupapan-
na, dpatti, dpddaka, utpat-

ti, upapatti, nishpddya,

pratipatti.

pad, iv.44.

pada, i.50.54, vi.4, viii.9,

xv.7, xvi. 17, xx. 2, 6, xxii.

1 3 (-virdmd) :~c v. 1,2,3,

VOL. IX.

paratah, cv.24, viii 6, x.lQ,\pitdrah, xi.16.

11, x'x.3. \pitrn, v'i.14.

paratra, c viii.33. pidhdna, cxviii.3.

paratva, ci.l 5, 30. \pinva, viii.25.

paranipdta, cii. 2. pipilikd. cxxii.13.

paranimitta, civ.7.25, v.24. pibd, iii.8.

viii.6,23, xiv.5, xvi.l4v. pipivd, xvi.13.

parabhuta, c viii.33. xx.4.

parama, xiv.8.
pu-, xvi.9,13.

\putiilinga, cii.7.

paraspara, ci.3, v.2 (-ran-\puny<i, xiii.9.

vaya), xv.6 (d.).

pardmar<:in, cii.7.

pari, i.15.

pari, vii.4, viii. 2 8.

pari vd, viii. 34.

parikalpand, cxviii.7v.

parigraha in ap-.

57B

put-, viii. 2 8.

putrahy xi.16.

punah, viii.8 32.

ipunarukta, i.61 :-ci.33 (-td),

xi.9 (-tva): and pdunar-
uktya.

\punarukti. cxxi. 10.
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punarvacana, c viii. 13, xxiii. \prakdfaka, ciii.9.

7.

jjurastdt, ci.43, iv.2, vi.5.

puvah, xi.16.

pushpd, iii.5.

pujd, cv.4l, xiii.16.

puti, iii.7.

purita, exvii. 8.

purna, xvii.8.

purne, iv.2 6.

purte, iv.ll.

\prakrta, ii.25:-ci.35, ii.3,7,

prcibala, cix.13.

prabhrti,\.%\, iv.22,23:-ci.

15, v.25,30, vii.15, viii.6 11, ii.3, iii.9, v.10,38, xvi.

(-tva), xv. 8, xvi. 16 (-tva), 18.

xxiii. 20 (tva). prayatna, xvii.6,7 :-ci.3,

\prakrti, ii.7. v.2, ix.16, xix.j xvi.24, xvii.l, xviii.4, xix.

4, xxii.l, xxiv.5:-ciii.l, 5, xx. 9-1 2, xxiii.6.

v.2 2 (-tva), x.24 (-vat), prayoga, xviii.4, 7 (yathd-),

xiii.9-13, xiv.28, xix.3| xxiii.6 :-ci.7, 18,42, ii.7,

and(svarita-), 4. xxii.2:

prdkrta.

purva, i.29, ii.28, \v.lS,I6,\prakrtipada, ciii.l.

v.3,31,37, viii.17, xllQ, \prakrshta, ii.15.

xii.9, xiii.9, xiv.5, xv. 5, \prakshdlana, civ.23, xiv.4.

xxi.3; -purva, i.4, \\i.\5, \pragraha, i.60, iv.l, x.24,

iv.7,40, v.4-6,8,9, 12-14,! xv.6 (ap-):-c iv.2 etc.. x.

32-6,38, vi.2,4,7,ll,13,i 15, xii.8, etc.

xiv.28, xvi.19, xvii.6,7,

xviii.3, xxii.3, xxiii.10,14,
xxiv. 3 : and ap-.

prayojana, ci.2 etc., ii.4-6,

v.l, xiv.4, xvi.23, xviii.l,

xix.l, xxii.11,12.

pravana, i.47.

pra varta-, iv.52.

vii. 2,4, 7-9, 11- 13, v\\\.\,\pracaya, xviii.3 (dhrtap-), pravdda, xiii. 9 :-c xiii. 9

xxi.10 :-cxxi.(xix.2,

(-tva), 11,

(-tva), 20.

,
xviii.l :-ci.l, xviii.

1-7.

23, ix.9,18,20,21, x.3,9,

19, xi.l, 5,8-11,13-16, xii.j

3,6,8, xiii. 6, xiv.l, 2,6-8, |

xvi.4,9,11. xix.2, xx.2,'2|

(ap-), 7, xxii.14; purva-,\

ii.48, xv.l, xix.5; purve,\pranyasta, ii.20.

xv.9; purvam, ci.l, ii.l. \prati, i.15.

purvaje, iv.ll, 23. 'pratidhvani, cii.3.

purvatak, ex. 10,11, xi.3. \pratipatti, cxi.3.

purvatra, c xvi. 1 9. \pratipadapdtha, c vii. 1 6, vii

purvanimitta, cix.19, xi.5'
"*
27.

pratiprasava, c vi.13, xiii.8,

purvapada, i.49:-ciii.l,15,|. 13, xiv.24.32.

v.3. \pratibandhaka, civ. 39.

purvdpanbhuta, ex. 2, 6. \prativi$'eshana, c iv.ll.

purvokta, cii.19, etc. Ipratifrut, cii.3.

push a, x.l 3. \pratisliedha, ci.ll, iv.43, v.

prkta, xiii.16 (-svara), xxiii.
j

3 (varna-) : and ap-.

prnasvd, iii.8.

prthak, ii. 23,25,25 (-tva), v.

*41, xiv. 15, xx. 10.

prthakkarana, civ. 11, ix.8,

9, xiv.15, xxi.6.

prthivi, iv.19.

prthivi yajne, xi.16.

prshati, iv.15.

prshti, iii.7.

prshthe, xi.16.

36,37, viii. 13, xiii.8, 13, 15,

prshthya,'

(-tva).

po-j viii. 2 9.

poshdn, ix.21.

pdunaruktya, ci.37, ii.47, iv.

23, xiv.4,22,28.

pdurdnika, c xxiv. 6.

pdurusha, cxxiv.6v.

ix.20 :-c ix.23 pratyuddharana, c xii.3.

Pdushkarasddi, see p. 430.

pra, i.15.

pra, iv.33, vii.4, viii.34.

prakatay, ex viii. 3.

prakarsha, c ii.20, xiii.9.

prakdra, e'.15, ii.6 iii.7,

10, xxiii. 19.

xiv.4,24,32w, xv.3, x 1

xxi.l, xxii.9. xxiii.6.

pratishedhaka, xxii.8.

pratiti, cii.23.

pratte, iv.ll.

pratyak,

(-tva).

pratyaksha, c viii. 34, ix.9.

pratyagdtman, c ii.41.

pratyahgatva, ci.34, xxi.l.

pratyaya, v. 7 :-c i. 1 1 .

(tva), 10.

xxiii.l6,17,l7_prafwa, ci.61, iii.9, iv.52, ix.

20, xi.3, xiii. 15, end'gs of

chap, xii., xxiv., xiii.-

xxivv.

praflishta, xx.5,11: cxx.8.

prasakti, cxiv.4v.

prasanga, ci.53, ii.9, iv.52,

54, v.22. xiv.22, xvi. 2:

and atip-.

prasarana, cv.22.

prasiddhi, ci.2, ix.7.

prasthd, iii.5.

prd, iii.5, vii.7.

prdkrta, vi.14, xiii 14, xiv.

28:-cv.22, xiii.14.

prdcurya, cxiv.5.

prdna, v.l.

,prdtah, viii. 8.

\prdtahsavana, c xxiii. 10.

\prdtikulya, ci.46.

\prdtipadika, ci.2 2.

\prdtifdkhya, cintr., and
ii.41 :-c

ii.42,42j eud'gs of chapters.

\prdtifrutka, ii. 3 :-c xxii.2.

prdtihata, xx. 3, 11 :-c xiv.

29, xx.8.

prdthamika, civ.23.

prdnta, c ii. 17.

,
c xiii. 14.

prdpta, ci.l 3, 18, 19, 34,

43, v.3, 10. vi.14 (-tva),

xiv. 19, xvi.29.

pratyekam, c v. 1 0, 1 5,

15, xxiii.5.

prathama, i.ll, 12,27, ii.ll,

v.3,38, viii.l, xi.3, xiv.9, prdpti, ci.59, iii.l, iv.14,39,

12,17, xxi.16, xxiii.l2,14:| 43,54, v.13 etc., vi.7 etc.,

vii. 15-6, viii. 7 etc., ix.3

etc., xih.13-5, xiv.5 etc.,

xv.5, xvi.5 etc. :

-ci.2 3 (-ma), xxi.l 2.

pradipa, c xviii.3.

pradefa, ci.59, ii.18,42.

pradepini, cxxiii.17.

pradhdna, ci.58,

(-id).
-

pradhvansin, c vi i . 1 5 .

. prapancita, ci.59.

prdbalya, ci.59.

xxi.2 prekshdvant, c xxi.l.

prerana, cii.2.

pro, vi.2.

\Pldkshdyana, see p. 430.

\prabandha, cxii.9, xiii. 15. \Pldkshi, see p. J30.
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pluta, i.4,36, x.24, xv.7,
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mdrdava, xxii.10.
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lakshya, ci.22, iv.5'2, viii.5

(-tva), xv. 9v.

laghu, xxii.l 4, 15, xxiv.5

(-td).

r. labh, cii.ll, 14,16,2 1,25,

27,32,34, iii.l, etc. etc.,

xiv.4 ;+wpa, ci.15, xxiii.

10,13: and upalabdhi etc.

r. lamb: + d, civ.l I.

Idghava, c vi.3.

ci.21.

iii.3, vii.6.

vanaspatibhyah, xii.8.

vapdfrapant, iv.12.

vayund, iii.2.

^';i^a, ei.49, ii.7, xiii.9, xv.6.

r. lup, viii.16, ix.1,9, x. 14,

19.22, xi.l, xv.l. xvii.4:-

C 14,61, v. 1 2-9, viii. 17-9,
x. 14, 20-2, 23 (luptavat),

xi.3-18,xii.2-10, xiii.2-4.

%a, x.23:-civ.23, xiv.4.

loka, civ.52, xxii.9 (-vat}.

lokdn, vi.14.

loke, iii.6, iv.53.

ci.19. ii.14, iv

40, xi.l, xiii.4, xiv.4, xx
2

;
+ vi, c xxii.l 4 : and *'-

vrta. sarhvrta.

Vararuci, c i. J 8, ii. 14, 1 9, iv

40, viii.19, xviii.7, xxi.15

\varga, i. 10,27, ii.51 (-vat).

varcasi, iv.53.

r. varj, civ.52, ix.20, xvi.25.

-varja, c ix.20.

varna, i. 1,10,20,5 6, ii.7, xiii.

5, xvii.7,8, xxii.l, 2,4,

xxiii. 1-3 :-cviii.!5, xvi. 8-

10, xx.2, etc.

varnakrama, xxiv.

varnasant hitd,

ex iii.l4, xxiv.4.

lopa, i.56,57, v.ll, xii.l, xin.lvarnita, ci.l, xviii.1.

1,15, xv.l, xvii.4, xx.4,|r. vart, cii.47, iii.l, 15, iv.5,

xxiv.5 :-ci.51, 61, vin.8,

17,18, ix.9, x.l 9,25, xii.

6,8, xxi.14: and al-.

lopin, i.23:-ci.24.

Idukika, ci.l.

lyap, c xxi.14.

va
(v), iii.4, xii. 4.

vah, xi.16.

vakpam, xvi.21.

vansagah, vansate, xvi.

20.

vakdra, ii.43, v.13,30, ix.16,
x.l 5, 19,21, xiii.3, xiv.2, xxi.3.

21,26, xx.1,2.

vaktra, cii.37. \varshayathd, iii.10.

r. vac, i.61, xxiii.!9:-ci.7,50, Ivarshd, iii.5.

52,53,59,60, ii.23,24, iv.2,^arshishthe, xi.16.

3,11, viii.10,18, ix.24, xi. vaf an, ix.2l.

2, xii.l, xiii.4,5,8,13, xiv.'vasiyd, xvi.13.

4,5, etc. etc.; wivaksh, yasuh, viii. 31.

cii.37, xiii.15; +pra, vasu, iii.7.

cxiv.4: and ukta, ukti,\vastah, viii. 8.

vac etc., vivakshd. \vd, i.24,44,45, ii.50, xviii.7,

vacana, ci.l, ii.7, iii.2, 7, 8,

iv.23,38, v.2, vi. 5, 13.14,

vii.2, viii.8,13, ix.l, x.14,

xi.16, xii.ll, xiv.5,15,23,

vdnijdya, xiii. 12.

vd'nih, xiii. 12.

vdiah, xi.5.

vdtd, iiL5.

Vdtsapra, see p. 430.

vddci, c xiii. 9.

-van, iii.3.

vdyu, ii.2.

vdyuh, iv.42.

vdraruca, c iritr., ii.47, viii.

20,22.

vdrundn, v.21.

Vdlmiki, see p. 430.

vdf i, iii.7.

vdsasi, iv.17.

vdhanah, vii.6.

vi, i.15.

vi, iii.l 5, xvi.25.

vikarsha, xi.3.

vikalpa, ci.19,46, viii.22, ix.

1, xiii. 16.

rikdra, i.28,56, xv.5, xxiv.

5:-civ.3, v.9,ix.ll,12,14,

15, x.8,9.

rikdrin, i.23:-ci.24.

vikrta, i.51, xvi.3,15:-ciii.
8 (-tva), xiii.15 (do.), xiv.

28 (do.): and av-.

vikrama, xvii.6, xix.l, xxiii.

20, xxiv.5 :-cxix. 2,5.

vikriyd, cxii.8.

vigatatva, c xiv. 2 8.

vigraha, cxiv.4.

ricakshana, xxiv. 6 :-c xviii.

4.

rijneyatva, c v.2, xxi.l. xxiv.

5.

vardhayd, vardhd,
iii.S.jr. vid, xxii.!4:-ci.l (vidya-

I

mdnatva), ii.47, ix.24,
xiii. 14, etc.

vidatrdn, ix.21.

viduh, vi.5.

yidmd, iii.10.

vidvd-, xvi.13.

vidvdn, vi.14.

-vidha, cxiv.33, xvi. 29,

xviii.7, xix.3, xxiv.5. etc.

23,45,52,54, v.10,19, etc.

etc.;+aww, ci.36, ii.30,

viii.34, x.9;+m. ci.l 8,

51,59,60, ii.25, ix.9. x.15,

19, xi.l, xiv.5,11, xv.3,

xxii.6:+pra, cv.1,3,22,
xiv. 5: and anuvartana,

anuvrtti, dvrtti, nivartaka,
nivrtti.

vartamdnatva, ciii.15.

vartayd, iii.12.

vartaydsi, xvi.18.

-vartin, cii.47, viii.23, ix.18,

xix.l, xx.2, xxii.7.

vdh. vii.2, viii.8.

vdft eshah, xi.16.

vdkya, ci.61, xxiii.3.3 (-to),

vdghd, vii.13.

vac, xviii. 4, xxiii.3,4:-cxiv.28, xv.8, xvi. 2 9, xix.3.

-vat, i.48,55, ii.21,51. 4,5, xxiii.5-10, xxiv.5..

-vat, iii.3. vdcuka, ci.l 8, v.2 8, xxi.9,

vatsarasya rupe, iv.ll.j
xxii.4.

vatsanusdrini, cxxii.13. \vdcayati, iv.5 2.

vatsdnusrti, cxxii.13. -vdcin. ci.15, v.10, xvi.30.

r. wad, xxiii. 20 :-ci.48, ii.9, vdcya, ci.18, iv.47, xiv.5.

iv.52, v.3, xiv.4,23, xvi.'vdjapeya, xi 3 :-ci.61.

13, etc.
;
+ apa, c xiv.5 : '. Vdjasaneyin, c xiv.33.

and apavdda, -daka. \vdnah fata, xiii. 12.

vidhdna, ci.l 1,15,19,34,53,

ii.9,13, iv.7,11, v.2,3,35,
x.l 0,1 2,15, xii. 11, xiv.5,

xvi.29, xvii.5, xxi.l, xxiii,

7.

vidhdyaka, c xix.3.

vidhi, v.2 :-c i.14. 40.43,61,

ii.14, 19, 23. 25,44, iii.8, v.

1,41, vii.15, viii.7, 15,25

(yathd-) 28 (do.), ix.3-6,

8,13,17, '22,24, x.10,11, 13,

24, xi.l, xiii.3, xiv.14,22,

xv.8, xvi.3.5,29, xvii.1.3,

4, xix.5, xx.3, xxi.6, xxii.

9,10, xxiii. 16, xxiv.5.
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visarga ci.51, iv.38,46, vii.

2, viii.16, xi.5, xvi.13.

visarjamya, i.12,18, ii.46,

vidhrte, iv.ll. Vishnudharmottara,

vidlieya, cxv.7.

vinatatd, cxxii.10.

vindfCt, i.57.

vinivartaka, xxii.6.

vinyaya, xxiii.2.

vinydsa, c xxiii.2, 17.

vipaksha, c xxiv.5.

vibhakti, ci.23.28,xiii.9, xvi.| 25, xxi.15.

25. \vihavya, xi.3.

vibhajya, cv.13. \vihitatva, cxiv.12.

vibhdga, iii.l, xxiv.Q-.-cii.vid, iv.38.

12, iii.1-15, iv.4, xiv. 29. \vindy dm, xiii.12.

xx. 2: and yogav-. \vipsd, ci.61,

vibhti, Hi. 7. xxiv.Gv.

viyoga, cv.13. \viyamdnah, xiii. 10.

virdma, xxii.13 :-cxiv.l5,|vir?/, iii.5.

xxi. 6?;. \vrtti, xxiii. 1 7 :-exiv.4. xxiii

viruddha, cxiv.4,4 (-vigra-\ 18,20.

c xxiv. vyavachedaka, cii.25 (-tva),

xx.3.

vyavadhdna, cii.25.

vyavadhdyika, c xiii. 1 5 .

vyavasthd, cxix.3.

48, vi.l. viii.5, xiv.15 :-\vyavdya, xiii.15 :-cii.25.

ci. 1, ii.47, xxiii.7, etc. etc.yvyaveta, i.17, iv 51, vii.5,

vispashta, ci.l, iv.ll, xvi. xiii.7:-ci!9 (-tva), vi.

3.

vyasta in ativ-.

vyastatah, cii.14.

vydkarana, ci57, ii.47, xiii.

16: and vdiydk-.

v.3, xxiii. Il.lvydkhydna, cintr., ix.8. xxi.

1. xxiii. 17.

.vydvartaka, cxxi.7.

Vydsa. c xxiv. 6.

vydhrti, iii.7.

vyuddsa, cxv.9v.

ha),

virupe, iv.ll.
vrshadafifah, xvi.19.

vrshan, xiii. 13.

virodha, ci.J,15. ii.23, vm.lvrshnah, xi.16.

15,16, xiv.5.

virodhin, ex vi.l 9.

vilakshana, c xxi. 7 .

viva ft viii.8.

vivakshd, ci.l, 18.

vivara, cii.37, xxii.9.

\vrshniyd, iii.5.

veh, vi.5.

venu, xiii. 9.

venupatra, cxx.12 (-vat),

veda, ci.l, v.l, xiv. 9 (-anta-\pakunij vi.l.

ra), xviii.l. xix.3, xxiv.5: wakti, cii.33.

ca(f), v.22, xiii.15, xiv.2(5.

c a, xvi. 2.

gaflstd, xvi.5.

r. cak, c ill 2, 23, xxi.l : and

afakya.
v.4,20,34 :-cii.44.

viv^rana, ii.52, and end'gsl and yajurv-, vdidika.

\veddnga, c xxiv. 6.

\veld, cxx.2.

r. vesht:+prati, ii.37.

vdikalpika, c xxii. 7.

'vdikrta, cv.22, vi.14, vii.2,

pakti, iii.7.

r. pahk: + d, c xxi. 15, xxii.

14, xxiii.ll.

ci.3, x.22, xiii.13,

xiv.4,15, xxi.10.

of chapters.

vivipivd-, xvi.13.

vivipuh paruh, viii.32.

vivrta, ii. 5, 45 : -c ii. 1 2 (ati-

xxi.15.

vivrtti, xx.6, xxi.6v, xxii.lSJ xiii.13, xiv.4,5. patepancdpannydya, cii.25.

vipasanena, xvi.7. vdidika, ci.l. \patru,
iii.7.

vi<;dkhe, iv.ll. \vdipan.tya, cxvi.26. \fatva,
cv.24.

vipesha, xvii.7, xxiii.l, xxiv \vdibhdshika, xxii.7. ^pabda, ii.l, xxii.1.3,9. xxiii.

6:-ci.l.l4,15, ii.13,31,33, vdiyartttya, ci.61, ii.47, iv.j 3:-cintr., i.1,7,15-7,19-

pact, iii.7.

47, iv.47,52, v.10, viii.16,

x.10, xi.19, xiv.5, 12, 18,

28, xvi.1,2, 13,19, xvii.6,

xviii.l, xx. 7, xxi.l, xxii.6,

13, xxiii.2, xxiv.2,6:

av-, vdifeshya.

vipeshana, ci.61, ii. 25, iv.ll,

viii. 13, 23,32, x.9, xiv.6,

28, xv.4, xx.2, xxiv.4:

and prativ-.

viplesha, cii.31v,33v.

vipvatah, viii. 24,32.

vipvadevyd, iii.5.

vipvd, iii.5.

vishama, c xiii. 15.

vishaya, ci.1,15.48,59, ii.20,

iii.8,9,11, iv.23, v.l ft. ix.

20,21, x.19 (-tva), xi.4,

xii.l, xiii.15, xiv.28 29,

xv. 9v, xx.2.

vishaytkar, cv.24, vii.15.

vishurupe, iv.ll.

v ( sh 11, iii.7.

xxiii.2.

vdishnavi, iv.12.

vdi sam, iv.44.

11,23, v.22, xiv.28, xx.| 22,26-9,37,42, etc. etc.:

2.
I

and ap-.

vdiydkarana, cv.l, xxiv.3. \pamitah, viii.8.

vdifishtya, c xxi.l. \pardva, cii.7.

parira, ii.2.

papvata/t, viii. 24.

pasanam, xvi.7.

vocatd, iii.12.

vyakti, c ii.47, iv.40.

xx.6. 12,15,37, vi.5, viii.8, xi.3,

vyahga, c xxi.l. 9,15.16, xii.3. xiii.13.16,

vyacasvati, iv.19. xvi.i3,18.

vyanjana,i.Q,14:,11,2I,3
f

l,u\^pdkhin, cviii.20, ix.4,6. x.20,

1, iv.6, v.14,37, vi.7, xiv. xiii. 16, xiv.lOv,llv,13v,

1,6,28,30, xvii.5, xxi.l,| 19v,20v,32v,33, xv.9, xxi.

xxii. 14,1 5, xxiii.7 :-cx.l2,' 13.

xvi.3 (-td), xxi.l, etc. \$dnkhdyana, see p. 430.

dra, cxvi.23. \pdrydte, iv.41, xi.16.

ipdkhd, cxv.8, xvi. 12 (an-

V.15J ya-)-, pdkhdntara, civ.ll,

vyatyaya, c xvi.4. 'pdstra, xix.5 (purva-) :-c i.2,

vyabhicdra, ci.33. 14,21,53, ii.l 8, xxii.3,

vyartha, ci. 21, iv.ll, viii. 34, xxiv. 6.

xiv.17, xvi.2, xxi.l : andif iftpumdrah. xvi.26.

vuiynrthya. >,

i Ash at, xvi. 2 6.
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<
tikshd, ci.1,2,21, ii.2, xiv.SJs&w, vii.2.

28, xix.3,12, xxi.1,15, Ishumnah, xiii.15.

xxii.13, xxiii.10,17. \shu,
vii.2.'

rikshd, iii.8. \sho(/a,fa, i.5.

<;ikshdkdra, ci.l, xxi.15. shna, xiii.14.

<;ipre, iv. 11.

firas, ii.3, xxiii.lO:-cxx.l2lsa
(s), iv.7, v.32, viii.23,26,

(k&makt-). xiii.15.

<-ive, iv.ll. v".
(pron.), v.2. xi.19, xviii.

r. fish: + vf, ci.30, ii.44, iv. 4, xix.l, xx.3.

7,34, v.18,19,28, vi.5, x. sah, v.15,17, xi.9.

10, xiv.5,19. xxi.l:

avicishta, vifesha etc.,

vdifishtya.

fishta, ci.l.

fikd, iii.2.

firshan, xiii.13.

(ukla, cv.28.

ruddhd, iii.2.

(upruvd, xvi.13.

(ushmali, xi.16.

>'unya, cxx.2.

<-r hge; iv.ll.

f'rnutd, iii.10.

fesAa, i.6, 14,42,46,

xxii.!4:-ci.44-5, ii.

xiii.15, xxi.15.

xxii.!5:-cxxi.5

(05-).

sa/iiyuta, ci.54 (as-),

sainyoga, xxi.4 (-gddi). 16,

samjnd, ci.2-15, 31-9,49,

ii.4-6,9, iii.9, iv.3.11,12,

17, xi.3, xv.<J. xix.l, 5, xx.

2, xxiii.16.

nijnika, ci.lSv, xiii.16.

sattvd, vi.12.

/yo, ci.21, 53, ii.18, viii.16,

xiii.15.

satyabhdmd, c xviii. 3.

satrd^ iii.5.

r. sad:+pratyd, cii.42, v.

24: and dsanna.

sadane, iv.ll.

sadrra, xi.!9:-c v.2 8, xxiv.

6.

xxii.14,15, xxiv.3:-cxvii. sadohavirdhdne, iv.ll.

4. sadbhdva, c xiii.14, xiv.28,

\saihraksliana, cvi.5.

\samvrta, ii.4,27 :-c xxi.15,
xxi'i.9 (-to),

samvyavahdra, ci.14. xxii.

3.

safifita, safifitd,
26.

n.28.samplesha, cii.33.

isa^pva, xvi.26.

isatiisad, xxiv.6.

reshabhitta, cii.47,iv.3, xi.3. safisadah, xvi.26v.

(Jditydyana, see p. 430. sariisarga, xxiii.2.

fo, xvi.2.

fond, xiii.12.

?yeti.. x.18.

fyendya, xi.3.

xvi.29.

sadhih, vi.5.

sani, sanih, sanih, vi.12.

sanutah, viii.8.

samtdneb?t,yah, vi.12.

samdeha, i.25:-c'i.!4,26, iv.

crap ay an, ix.23.

<ravana, civ.35.

r. fru, c xxii. 6.

f-ruti, iv.35, xii.7, xiii.12:-

c xxi.15.

rrudhi,, iii.13.

freyd, xvi.13.

<;roni, iii.7.

r. dish : + sam, c ii. 1 2, xvii.

4: and upadesha, duh-

I'lishta, pradishta, sarii-

desha.

<-loka, c xxii. 14, xxiii.20.

23, v.l, xxi.2,5.

samdhdna, ii.2, xxiv.3:-
cxiv.15.

sa/hdhi, c ii.18, x. 15, 24, 2 5,

xxi.l.

samdhyakshara,ci.33, ii.47,

safisrshta, xvi.26. 48, xviii.l.

safiskrta, safiskrtya,\sathnaddhah, xii.3.

xvi.26. samnikarsha, cxxiv.3.

safisphdnah, xi.16. \sarhnipdta, x.12.

'saftsrd, xvi.26. sapurva, v.19, viii. 22.

Isamhitd, v.l, xv.8, xxi. 10, \sapta, xxiii.4,11.

xxiv.l-4:-ci.60,60 (as-), \saptami, cv.10, xvi.25.

iii.1,8, v.3, vii.10, ix.22, \saptdbhih, vi.12.

24, x. 10, 12, xi.9, xm.5,U,
l

sapte, vi.5".

xiv.29, xv.7, xvi.29, xix. sabheyah, vi.12.

3, xx. 2: and sdmhita. ,sam, v.6, xiii.4; sam in-

sak, vi.12.
j dra, vii.2.

sakala, c iv.52, xvi.29 (-pa- sama, i.42, 45,46, xvii.2,

'vdsa, ii.5,10, xxiv.5:-cii.3.

sha (sh), vii.13, viii.23,33,
xiii.6.

shah, vii.ll.

shakdra, v.10,32, vi.l :-cii.

44.

shat, vii.2.

shann, xiii.14.

shatva. ci.51,60, v.3, vi.4,5,

13, vii.2, viii. 16,35.

shash, i.9.

shashtha, iv.52.

-shi. xvi 14.

da).
\

xxiii.19.

sakdya, xvi. 10. "samabhivydhdra, c xiii.14.

vi.l, 14, \samaya, ciii.l, iv.5, vi.14,

xiii.17.

samarthana, cxhi.14.

samarthaniya, c xvi. 19.

cv.3, xiii.4v,

sakdra, v.6, 10, 14,

xvi.l : c ii.44.

sariiketa, ci.21.

samkshepa, cxii.6.

amkhyd, xvi.25 :-c i. 1,11 , \samarthay,
ii. 19, x.l 5, 2 2, xxiii.16. xiv.4.

samkhydna, 148 (as-):-ci.\samdna, cii.23,47,48, iv.23,

59. v.2 7, viii. 19, 21, ix.8, xxi.

samghdta, cxxii.3. 6,15.

sacasvd, iii.8. samdnakdla, i.33.

saj:+pra, cii.9,20, iii.l, \samdnapada, iv.54, xiii.6,

xix.3; prasakta, ci.4, ii.j xxii.13 :-c xiii.15, 16.

29, v.3,37, ix.13, xiv.5,\samdndlcshara. i.2, x.2, xv.

xxi.l: arid op-, prasakti, 6:-ci.3,4, x.10, xv.9.

prasanga. samdndn, ix.23.

sajdtiya. c x.l. \samdmndya, i.l :-c.i.2,5, ii.l.

ajuh, iv.25. Isamdsa, cii.2, iii.9, v.l, x.6,

aiiijnakct, rix.16. xiii.9.
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samdhdra, i.40 :-cintr., i.61,
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i, i.7,10, ii.44, v.27.34,

xiii.15, xiv.2.3,9,27, xxi.

9,12.

spar^ana, ii.33 : and UN-.

spa rah, vi.12.

spashta, cxvii.8 (atis-, as-)

and vis-.

spashtikar, cxiii.!5v.

sphutikar, c ix.8, xiii. 1 5.

sphuranti, vi.13.

sphuritatva, c ii.25.

syah, v. 15.

sra, xvi.2.

sraefe', i.60, xv.4:-c xvii.5.

sridhah, xii.8.

swa, xxiv.4 (yatht)-)

28.

svatah, cii.23, xxi. 7.

svatantra, cxxi.6.

svadera, ci.59.

svadhdvah, xii.8.

svabhdva, ex iii. 14

xiv. 2 8.

svayampdtha, c ix.21.

11, xiv.29,31, xviii.2,5,

xix.l, xxi.10,11, xxiv.5:

; -ex. 10, xviLG, xix.3, xx.

1, xxiii.lti, 17,17 (-tva).

,fivarupa, ci.21,40, v.2, xvi.

30, xxi. 10, 15, xxiv.4. 6.

svd, iii.5.

svddhydya. c x viii. 1 .

\svdndso divi, vi.2.

\svmjo<ja, eii.25.

\svdra, xvii 6, xx.8, xxiii.20:

|

-exxiii.17.

\8vdrffM, cii.17.

\sv dhdk rtij iii. 7.

\svrkar, ci.!9,21,25,iv 23,52,

xi.3, xiii.14.

svrkdra. civ.23 x.12, xiv.5.

Is vend, iii. 10.

\ha (h). ii.9, iv.7. xii.4, xiv.

26.

(-tva), ha, xvi.2.

haftsapadd (or -padd), c XXL
15.

r. svar, xx.2,3:-ei.41 : and hakdra, i.13, ii..9,46,47. v.

atisvdrya. 38, xiv. 19, xvi.27. xxi 14:

svara, i.5.33, ii.8,31,47, viii.

3, ix.10, xi.18, xii.4, xiii

16. xiv.1,16, xv.l, xvi.2,

xvii.5, xxi. 1,2, xxiii.14,

xxiv.6:-cxviii.3, xxii.12.

xxiii.7,11,15-7 etc etc.

svara, vi.13.

svarabliakti, ii.19, xxi. 6. 15 :|

-cii.3,7,44.
r. han: in nihata.

han, vii.ll.

hanu. ii.12 (oshtha-). 1(5:-

cxxiii.2.

hanu, iii. 7.

hanumula, ii.35 :-cii. 1 7.

hantand. iii.10.

-ei.1,6, ii.33, xxi. 16. \hany at, vii.3.

svarasa, cv.22.
jr. har, xvii.8;+M^d, xxii.3:

svardnga, xxi. L. I -cxii.3 xiii. 13, xvi. 12

svarita, i 40, x.12,16, xii.9,1 xxiii.4,17; +samd, ci.40;

-I- vyd, c xxivAv ; +pari,
ci.59, iii.l; +upasam, cii.

18.32 :-ciL 22,23: and u-

ddharana, parihdra, upa-

sariihrta, -hdra, samdhd-
ra.

liar d, iii. 12.

harini,, c xxi. 15.

hariid (or hdr-), c xxi. 1 5.

hari, iv.15.

hot, cix.24.

havani, vii. 1 1.

havishmdn, ix.21.

hastaviiiydsa, exxiii.17.

halt, viii. 8.

hfiritd (or har-), c xxi. 1 5.

Hdn-ta, see p. 430.

hi, iv.37.44, vi.2, xvi.13;
hi payasvdn, ix.21;
hi shthd, iii.8

hinuydt, hinoti, xiii. 12.

hiranmayarri, xiii. 8.

hiranyavarmya, ix . 2 . x i .

3.'

hutamdn, ix.21.

hrd, exxiii.17.

hrdayd, Hi. 2.

hetayah. xii.8.

hot ah, viii. 8.

hrasi,yd, xvi.13.

hrasva, 1,3,20,31,41, iii.l, ix.

18, xvi. 16. xxii.15, xxiv.

5.

hrasvatva, ei.52.

hrasvdrdha, i.37 :-ei.42,44,
46. xvii.5.

hrdduni, iii.7.

hvdh, viii. 8.

VOL. IX. 58c
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GENERAL INDEX.

THE references by Roman and Arabic figures together are, as in the other In-

dexes, to chapter and rule
;
those by Arabic figures alone (with p. prefixed), to

page of the volume.

o, A: how uttered, ii.12; how combined! avagraha, name of first member of a com-
with ;i following vowel, x.3-9 : a, is! pound, i.49

; quantity of the pause fol-

short, i.32
;
ah to o before, ix.7

; lostj lowing it in pada-text, p. 399.

before initial e or o of certain words,
j

x.14; when initial, lost after e or o. xi.jfe, labial mute, ii.39.

I; detail of cases of its elision or non- bh, labial mute, ii.39; doubled in certain

elision, xi.2-xii. 8; resulting accent, xii.j words, xiv.8.

9-11 : d, final, result of irregular pro- Brahmana-passages in the Sanhita, p. 48.

longation, iii.2-6, 8-12: initial, do., iii.

15: </8, nasalized when final, xv.8. c, palatal mute, ii.36; insertion of p be-

abhinidhdna, xiv.9. fore, v.4,5; t to c before, v.22; n to %
abhinihata circumflex, xx.4: its occur-! or n before, v. 20, 2 1,24.

rence, xii.9; its comparative toue. xx.lf, palatal spirant, i.9. ii.44-5; initial, to

1 0.
i

ch after any mute save m, v.34 7 : t to

Accent: see Analysis, p. 437
;
also Acute,

Circumflex, Grave, and the names of

the various accents.

Acute accent (uddtta), defined, i.38
;
mode ch, palatal mute, ii.36

; product of
<;
after

of production, xxii.9
;

acute tone of

grave syllables after circumflex, xxi.10

-11.

at, how uttered ii.26-8; peculiar utter-

ance in a single word, xvi.24; combi-

nation with following vowel, ix.14, x.

19-23; with preceding a, a, x.6.

Alphabetic sounds, enumeration of. p. 8-

10; classification, mode of production,

etc., see Analysis, p. 436; names for,

i.16-9.

anuddtta, see GTrave.

anusvura (K): its equivocal treatment by
the Praticakhya, p. 67-70; is an inde-

pendent element, p.
*

;
how uttered, ii.

preceding vowel, xxi.fi; its quantity,

c before, v.22; n to n before, v.24;

irregular insertions of, v.4,5; inserted

after n, v.20-1.

a mute, v.34-7
;

t to c before, v.22; n
to n before, v.24; doubled in certain

words, xiv.8.

Cerebral mutes, see Lingual.

Ciksha, quoted in the comment, p. 435.

Circumflex accent (svarita), mode of ut-

terance, i.40-7
; degree of effort in,

xvii.6, xx.9-12; kinds of independent
circumflex, xx.1,2,4,5 ;

their occurrence,

x.16,17, xii.9; kinds of enclitic circum-

flex, xx. 3, 6,7; its occurrence, xiv.29-

33
; kampa between two circumflexes,

xix.3-5; nature of enclitic circumflex,

p. 315.

Citation, rules of, i. 22, 24,50-3.

19,30 ; how designated, i.18
; belongs to Citations in the comment not found in the

Taittiriya-Sanhita, p. 425-6.

i.34; makes a heavy syllable, xxii. 14; Commentary, see Tiil>hashyaratna,
its occurrence, xv.1-3; do. otherwise ICompound words, separable, count as

than as result of euphonic combination, two, i.48
;

first member called avagraha,

xv.4-5, xvi.1-31. i.49.

Articulate sounds, see Alphabetic. Consonants, i.6; their classification and

Aspirate mutes: sonant, contain h-sound,
j

description, i.7-14, ii.8-11. 30, 33-52 ;

ii.9; surd, contain more breath thanj
non-aspirates, ii.ll; substituted for)

non-aspirate before sibilants, xiv.12-3;
how duplicated, xiv.5

;
double aspirates

in the MSS., p. 290,294.

du, how uttered, ii.26,27,29; combination!
with following vowel, ix.15, x.!9-23;|d,

dental mute, ii. 38; irregular insertion

with preceding a, d. x.7. of, v.8.

Authorities quoted in the rules of the**/, lingual mute, ii.37
; product of altera-

treatise. p. 430. tion of
I,

xiii.16.

names, i. 17-8,2 1
; quantity, i.34,37, p.

377; accent, i.43
; belong to what

vowel, xxi.1-9; relation of consonant

and vowel, p. 72,375-7 : see also the

several letters and clnsses, and Groups.
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Dental mutes
(t, th, d, dh, ri),

how formed,
ii.38 : see also the several letters.

dh, dental mute, ii.38.

</h, lingual mute, ii.37.

Diphthongs (e, di, 0, du) : see the several

letters.

Duplication, of w, n, final, ix.18-9; of ch,

Insertions, of f, *, d. anomalous, v.4-8;
of k, t, v.32,33; after spirant before

mute, xiv.9.

y, palatal mute, ii.36; t before, to
./, v.23;

n before, to n, v.24.

j'a?a-text, p. 429-30.

kh, bh, xiv.8; of aspirate mutes in thei//t, palatal mute, ii.36; not found in the

MBS., p. 290,294; duplication in conso- SanhitA, p. 72.

nant groups, xiv. 1-7,9-28. jihvdmuhya (#), guttural spirant, i.9, ii.

4-1-5
;

its designation, i.18; occurrence,
how uttered, ii. 15-7, 23; combination ix.2-4.

with preceding a, , x.6; with follow-

ing vowel, ix.11,13, x.19; initial a A, guttural mute, ii.35; inserted after n

elided after, xi.l etc.
; resulting accent,

xii.9-11; final a elided before, x.14;

pragraha ending, iv.8-54.

Elision, see Omission.

Euphonic alteration, concerns single ele-

ment only, i.56; of a cited word, does]
not suspend rules, i.51; mode of inti-

mating in rules, i.23,28.

Final consonant, belongs to preceding
vowel, xxi.3; makes heavy syllable,
xxii.14.

before s, sh, v.32
;
h to s or sh before,

viii.23 etc.

kampa, peculiar affection of a circumflex

followed by another circumflex, xix.3-

5; differences between the Taittiriya
and other texts as to its occurrence and
treatment, p. 362-3.

kandikds, division of anuvdkas into, not

recognized by the Praticakhya, p. 5,83,

427,430.

Karttikeya, asserted author of the Prati-

cAkhya. p. 1.

kh, guttural mute, ii.35
;
h to s or sh be-

fore, viii.23 etc.
;

doubled in certain

words, xiv.*

/, semivowel, i.H
;
how produced, ii.42 ;

assimilates preceding ,
ra, n, v.25,26.

28; resulting nasal ^"v.26,28; changed
'

to </, xiii.16; duplication after, xiv.2,3,

g, guttural mute, ii.35.

gh, guttural mute, ii.35.

Grammarians quoted by name in the
rulesjfcraraa-text, p. 429.

and comment, p. 430.
'

\kshdipra circumflex, xx.l
;

its occurrence,
Grave accent (anuddtta}, defined, i.39;| x.16; its tone. xx. 9.

how produced, xxii.10; grave syllable,
when converted to enclitic circumflex,
xiv.29-31

;
when uttered at acute pitch,

xxi.10-1.

Groups of consonants, occurring in Tait-

tiriya-Sanhita, detail of their division in T.

syllabication, p. 380-2,385: make a, not a simple vowel, p. 11; of short

heavy S}'llable, xxii.14. quantity, i.31
;
how produced, ii.18.

Guttural mutes
(A;,

kh. g. gh, //). how Labial mutes (p. ph, b, bh, m), how
formed, ii.35 : see also the several 1 formed, ii.39 : see also the several

letters. letters.

Light syllable, xxii. 15.

h, a spirant, i.9; not surd, i. 13; interme- Lingual mutes
((, th, d. //*, n\ how

diate between surd arid sonant, ii.6; formed, ii.37: see also the several

inheres in sonant aspirates, ii.9
;
uttered letters.

in the throat, ii.46; has same position Long vowel, i.35 : and see Prolongation.
as following vowel, ii.47

;
combination

with preceding final mute, v.38-41
;
m, labial mute, ii.39; assimilated to fol-

before a nasal, ndsikya inserted after, lowing mute, v.27
;

and semivowel
xxi.14. (except r), v.28-31, xiii.3

; irregularly

A, see visarjamya. \ dropped, v.12
;
to n before r or spirant.

Heavy syllable, xxii.14. v.29, xiii.2; unchanged before rd, xiii.

4.

i. i : how formed, ii.22
;
combination with! Manuscripts of Praticakhya and commen-

preceding a, , x.4; with following tary: see Taittiriya-Prkti9akhya,
vowel, x.15; resulting circumflex, x.jMutes, i.7; division and names, i. 10.11

;

16: i, final, result of irregular pro-
; what mutes are surd, i. 12; modeoffor-

longation, iii.7,13; pragraha ending, mation of the various series, ii.35-9;
iv.8-54. their designation, i.27: see also the

Increment, how intimated, i.23. several series and letters.
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dental mute, ii.38
; change of, to w,

before palatals, v.24,37; to nasal /,
v.

25-6,31; to %, v.20,21 ;
to Its, vi.14;

to 'fur or fi (through ?/),
ix.20 4; tow,

pada-text, peculiarities of, in Taittiriya.

Sanhita, p. 85,98-9,369 note, 428-9."

pddavrtta enclitic circumflex, xx.6; its

tone, xx. 12.

ground of this change, p. 281
;
adds t

vii.1-12,15,16, xiii. 6-8, 13-5; physical Palatal mutes
(c, ch. j. jh, n), ii.36: see

also the several letters.

Panini, cited in commentary, p. 435.before *, sh, v.33; doubled ix.19.

n, guttural mute, ii.35; adds k before s,\ Pauses, quantity of, xxii.13.

sh, v.32; doubled, ix.18.
\ph,

labial mute, ii.39.

n, palatal mute, ii.36; n changed to, v.24:,\pluta, see Protracted.

37. \pracaya accent, xxi.10 1
;
of om, xviii.3;

n, lingual mute, ii.37
;
n changed to, vii.l vikrama after, xix.2.

1-12,15,16, xiii. 6-8,1 3-5 ;
detail of its praplishta circumflex, xx. 5

;
its occurrence

occurrence when not result of euphonic
causes, xiii.9-12.

ft, see anusvdra.

Nasal, what sounds are, ii.30; nasal

quality how given, ii.52
;

its differences

x.17 ; tone, xx.ll.

pragraha finals, detail of, iv.1-54; are

uncornbinable, x/_'4; rarely elide a, p.

264.

Praticakhya. see Taittiriya.
of degree, xvii. 1-4: nasal mutes, xurd\prdtihata enclitic circumflex, xx.3; its

mute to nasal before, viii. 2
; exception, tone, xx.ll; discussion of its true

viii.4; take a prefixed surd after a sibi-j character, p. 369-70.

lant, xiv.9; take yama after preceding
j

Prepositions, list of. i.15; a of preposi-
non-nasal. xxi.12; take ndsikya after; tion combines with r to dr, x.9; usu-

preceding h, xxi.14: see also the sev-j ally take iti in pada-text, p. 229,428.
eral letters: nasal semivowels, result! Prolongation, irregular, of vowels in sarh-

>f change of m, w, v.26,28: nasalized

vowel, alternative for it, v.31, xv.l;
result of combination, x.ll; discussion

of the doctrine of the treatise as to n
or nasal vowel, p. 67-70: nasalization

hitd. iii.1-15; of vowel after loss of

final r, viii. 17; of nasalized vowel,

xvii.5; of circumflex vowel taking

kampa, p. 362-3.

Protracted (plutd) vowel, quantity of,

36; uncombiriable, x.24; detail of cases

occurring in Sanhita, p. 323-4
;
a vowel

following, is not styled "similar," i. 4;
nasalization of, when final, xv.7.8;
tone of(?), xv. 9.

of a final vowel, xv.6-8
;

its prolonga-
tion, xvii.5.

ndsikya, or yama, xxi.12; nose-sound,
inserted between h and nasal mute,!
xxi.14.

nitya circumflex, xx.2
;

its tone, xx.9.

Nose-sounds (yamas, ndsikya). how pro- 1 Qualifications of a scholar and teacher,

xxiv.5,6.

Qualities (sthdna) of sound, xxii.ll. xxiii.

4-10.

Quantity, see Analysis, p. 437.

duced, ii.49-51; how designated, i.18:

occurrence, xxi.12-4; how treated in

syllabication, xxi.8.

o, diphthong, how produced, ill3-4;
when pragraha, iv.6,7; combination
with preceding a, a, x.7; with follow-!

ing vowel, ix.12-3, x.19-23; final
a|

elided before, x.14; ah changed
to,|

before a and sonant consonant, ix.7,8;|
initial a elided after, xi.l etc.

om, utterance of, xviii. 1-7.

Omission (lopa), defined, i.57
;
how inti-;

mated, i.23; affects single elements r,

r, semivowel, i.8; how uttered, ii.41
;

its

name, i.19; takes svarabhakti before a

spirant, xxi.15; h converted into, v.10,

viii. 6-1 5
;
but lost before r, and pre-

ceding vowel lengthened, viii. 1 6-7 ;
n

converted into, ix.20-4; causes dupli-

cation, xiv.4,6; changes following n to

n, xiii.6; m to n before, xiii.2, xv.1-3.

f: not simple vowels, p. 11; their

only, i.56; cases of, irregulnr, v.11-19;
1

omission of h. before spirant followed I

by surd, ix.l; before a vowel, ix.9; ofj

a after e or o, xi.l etc.; nature of this:

omission, xi.19.

Organs of articulation, ii.3; their mode ofiRepeated passages, treatment of, i.61.

action, ii.31-4: and see the several I Repetition of compound words, with

letters and classes. in pada-text, p. 85.

composition, p. 392
;
how uttered, ii.

18; change following n to n, xiii.6

etc. : quantity of r, i.31
;
combination

with preceding a, d, x.8,9; anomalous
conversion to ar, v.9.

p. labial mute, ii.39; h to sh or ,9 before. &

viii. 2 3 etc.

dental spirant, i.9, ii.44; irregular in-

sertions of. v.6,7 : omission, v.14:
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conversion to sh, v.10, vi.l-lH; in-

serted after n before
t, vi. 14

;
insertions

of k and t before, v.3-32; from h

before k, kh, p, viii.23-35.

Schools of Vedic study cited by name, p
427.

Semivowels (y, r, I, v), i.8; their effect on
division of syllables, xxi. 7 : and see the Text, four kinds of, xxiv.1-4; various

several letters.

i, lingual spirant, i.9, ii.44; conversion

of s to, v.10, vi.1-13; insertions of k

and t before, v.32-3
; changes following

t, th, to t, th, vii.13-4; n to TO, xiii. 6 th, lingual mute, ii.37
;

ih changed to, after

etc.; sh from h before k, kh, j>, viii.23-

35.

Short vowels, i.31-3.

Sibilants (p. sh, s), see the several letters,

and Spirants.
Similar vowels, i.3,4.

Sonant utterance, ii.4; sonant consonants,
i.14.

Spirants (%, ?, sh, s,
<f>,

h), i.9
; quality as

regards sonancy, i.12-3; require more

breath, ii.ll; mode of articulation, ii.

44-5; h converted into, ix.2-6; inser-

tion after, before mute, xiv.9-11; aspi-
ration of a surd mute before, xiv.12-3;
effect of, on division of syllables, xxi. 9 :

see also the several letters.

Surd mute, converted to sonant before

sonant, viii.3
;

to nasal before nasal,

viii.2,4.

Surd utterance, ii.5, 10; surd consonants,
i.12.

svarabhakti, how uttered, ii.19; occur-

rence, xxi. 1 5-6
; belongs to what sylla-

ble, xxi. 6
;
various kinds of, p. 392-3.

svarita, see Circumflex.

Syllabication, xxi. 1-14.

Syllables, heavy and light, xxii.14-5.

t, dental mute, ii.38; changed to c or j
before palatals, v.22,23; to I before/.

v.25; n becomes fts before, vi.14; in-

serted after {, n, before s, sh, v.33;

changed to t after sh, vii.13.

t, lingual mute, ii.37
;
adds t before s, sh,

v.33
;

t changed to, after sh, vii.13.

tdirovyanjana enclitic circumflex, xx.7;
its tone, A

Xx.!2.

Taittiriya-Aranyaka, phrases quoted from,
in commentary, p. 425-6.

Taittiriya-Brahmana, phrases quoted from,
in commentary, p. 425-6.

Taittiriya-Praticakhya, manuscripts of, p.

1-3; various readings in its texi, see

Additions and Corrections, p. 467
;

its

commentary, see Tribhashyaratna ;

right to its name, p. 427; relation of

the text it implies to the known
Tait-j

tiriya-Sanhita, p. 424-8
; grammarians!

quoted by it, p. 430
;

classification of'i

their quoted doctrines, p. 4:50-2; pre-
sumable alterations in it, p. 432

;
its

character, p. 432-3.

Taittiriya-Sanhita, relation of, to the text

assumed in the Pratisakhya, p. 424-7 ;

its divisions, p. 430 ;
names of different

parts of, p. 430.

forms of, assumed by the Praticakhya.

p. 428-30.

th, dental mute, ii.38
; changed to th after

sh. vii.14.

sh, vii.14.

Tones (yama), the twenty-one, xxii.!2,
xxiii.ll etc.; tone of om, xviii.4.

Tribhashyaratna, manuscripts of, p. 1-3;
different versions, p. 3

;
its sources, and

meaning of its name, p. 6-7
;
works

quoted in
it, p. 435 : its relation to and

treatment of the Praticakhya, 433-4;

quotation of phrases not found in the

Sanhita, 424 6.

,
u: how formed, ii.24-5; combination
with preceding a, a, x.5 : combination
of u with following vowel, x. 1 5

;
re-

sulting circumflex, x.16: u, pragraha
as final, iv. 5; result of irregular pro-

longation, iii.7,14; occurrence of pra-
flishta circumflex in. x.17.

, particle, combination of, ix. 1 6-7
;

finals

combined with, p. 102-4.

udAtta, see Acute.

Uncombinable final vowels, x.13,18,24,25.

upadhmdniya (0), labial spirant, i.9, ii.44-

5
;

its designation, i. 1 8
; occurrence, ix.

2-4.

Upangas, enumerated, p. 422.

v, semivowel, i.8; how uttered, ii.43;

irregular omission of, as initial, v.13;

final, dropped, x. 19-23; nasal v from

m, v.28,30; duplication after, xiv.2
;

resolution of usual v into uv, p. 64.

Vajasaneyi-Brahmana, referred to in com-

mentary, p. 317.

varnakrama, see Duplication.
Veda, rewards, promised for studying or

teaching, p. 420-1 : see also Yajurveda.

Taittiriya-Sanhita.

Vedangas, enumerated, p. 422.

vikrama accent, xix.1,2; its tone, xvii.6.

visarjaniya (//),
not a spirant, p. 14; how

uttered, ii.46,48; is surd, i.12; its des-

ignation, i.18; authorized in sariihitti

only before pause and ksh, ix.3
;

be-

comes spirant before surd, ix.2; drop-

ped before spinmt followed by surd,
ix.l

;
to s'or sh, before , A7f, p, viii.23-

35: to sh before t, vi.5; omitted in sah

etc., v.15-7
;
to r (except Before ?). viii.
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6,7,16-7 ;
do. in anomalous cases, v.10

;

do. after a, a. viii.8-15; dropped after

a, 8, ix.9
;

to y (which is dropped)
after a-vowel, before vowel, ix.10:

ah too, ix.7,8; do. before r. p. 192-3,
viii.18-22.

Vocatives in o, treatment of, as pragraha,
iv.6.

Vowels (a. , 3, i, *, is, u, u, MS, r, r, I,

e, di, o, du), i.5; the first nine simple,

i.2; similar vowels, i.3,4; their com-
mon designation, i.20; quantity of, i.

31-3,35-6; are sonant, ii.8; how pro-

duced, ii.lj-29,31-2; combinations of

vowels, and resulting accent, x.J-18;
relation of consonant and vowel, p. 72,

375-7 : see also the several letters, and
Nasal vowels.

Weight or quantity of syllables, xxii.14-5.

semivowel, i.8; how uttered, ii.40;

dropped as final, x.19-23; It converted

into, after a-vowel, ix.10; n converted

into, ix.20
; resolution of usual y into

%, p. 64-5.

Yajur-Veda, depiction of, p. 421.

yamas, nasal counterparts, xxi.13; occur-

rence, xxi.12
;
how produced, ii.49-51;

belong to what syllable, xxi.8.

yamas, tones, xxii.12, xxiii.ll etc.

yd, irregular omission of, v.19.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

PART of these emendations are due to Prof. Weber, who has called my attention

to them in private communications. A few slight misprints, of obvious character,

are not noted here.

p. 2, 1. 25. The MS. used by Weber was another (No. 504) in the same collection,

containing only the text (incomplete) of the Praticakhya.

p. 3, 1. 1. Dr. Host's description of these MSS. has not yet appeared. It appears,
however, that the rules of the Praticakhya are read interspersed in the commentary
also, as well as prefixed to it in a body (with separate paging).

p. 3, 1. 4. The differences of reading in the Praticakhya text itself are more nu-
merous than is here stated. They have been pointed out in the course of the work
(either in the notes on the rules, or in the various readings to the comment)
namely, as occurring (with here and there an addition, omitted in its proper place)
in i.61, ii. 17,51, iv.11,39 (T. W. ahne, for 'kne), v.13,20 (G. M. fakdraf, for -ram: a

mere blunder), vii.8 (G. M. yajush, for yajuh), 12, viii.8 (T., it should be added, has

dropped bothsanuta and stanuta], 13,35, ix.21,22. x.ll (T. W. B. 0. anundsikam, for

'nun-}, 13 (G. M. -pa asiparo budhniyd jyd a pushd aminanta drshe, which is perhaps
the more acceptable reading, since it gives the uncombinable finals their uncom-
binable quality in the rule also), 22, xi.16 (G. M. addbdhdsa and ashddhah, with
unelided a), 17 (G. M. ahniyd md "mbdli). 18,19 (G. M. repeat the whole rule, instead
of its last two words onty), xii.4,9 (T. 0. asmin, for tas-), xiii.4,13,14 (see farther on),

15, xiv.3,8 (G. M. upasarga<; capdtha: a blunder only), 13,32, xvi.1,5 (G. M. fanstdn
anant- : a blunder), 7,1 3 (G. M. omit pipivd in the rule, as well as its example in the
comment

;
but they give the word in the rehearsal at the beginning of the comment).

16,19,22.26, xvii.2,4, xviiU (T. svarita<; ca pl-\ xx.9 (G. M. substitute in the text-

MS. rule xvii.6, except the wordpdmhkarasddeh), xxi.5,6,14, xxii.7 (W. 0. also have
-shakafi in the rule, but not in the comment), xxiii.2, 6,10, 12, 14,20, xxiv.4. The

reading adopted for rule xiii. 14 is that of T. G. M. (save that T. has shtha for shna,
and rdvnna. with virdma under the v ; and G. M. have rdvinna in the text-MSS.,
and rdrdvnna in the MSS. with comment) ;

W. gives run shan shta mna rdvn (with
virdma under both v and n) ;

forO. the collator has noted nothing; B. reads rn
shan shna mna rdvn grdvna. Other evident copyists' errors occur, of too little

account to be worth notice.

A reading has been adopted contrary to the authority of all the MSS. at ix.1,20

(where the MSS.-reading is tkdraiikdrap-), xi.1,17. The writing of ihgya for ihgya
was noted under i.48.

p. 9, 1. 16. The commentator, as will be seen under xxi.14, interprets out of

existence the ndsikya as an independent element.

p. 11, 1. 7. The structure of r is defined by the commentator under xxi.15.

p. 18, 1. 12. The commentator refers to some "different reading" (perhaps in

his Ciksha? there is no trace of it in the Praticakhya), beginning pra pard 'pa sam,
but declares it to have to do only with the addition to all these words of Hi (in the

pada-text, namely, which writes e "ii for
, ape Hi for apa, and so on) and not to

their receiving the name upasarga. 1 still fail to see any reason for the limitation

of the class to half its usual number.

p. 23, 1. 13. Dele the hyphen at the end of the line.

p. 33, 1. 16. One may conjecture that rule 43 formerly concluded the treatment

of accent in this chapter, and applied to all the three kinds of accent; but, rules

44-7, on the circumflex, being later interpolated, the connection made it necessary
to understand this also as applying to the circumflex alone.

p. 34, rule 46. The same example (from iii.3.11 1) is quoted by the comment
under this rule as under rules 43 and 47.

p. 37, 1. 19. Compare under rules xvi.26,29, where this claim is distinctly made.
But it is not entirely well founded, for there are cases where combinations of sounds

which are padas are quoted 'as paddikadecas : thus han in vii.ll, pd in xvi.2, hi in

xvi.13, etc.
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p. 42, 11. 28,32,43, read iv.23 (for iv.25).

p. 46, 1. 3. Read (in part of the edition) alteration for nasalization.

p. 82, last line. Restore (in part of the edition) the lost figure 6 before na, at the

beginning of the line.

p. 83, 1. 2. The passage is found at iv.1.5 1.

p. 87, rule 5. For aghd, in rule and translation, read adyd; and the example, on

the next page, is adydpvdd (p. adya-^vdt). The St. Petersburg lexicon (in the

Appendix) has this word in its propt-r form, but I unfortunately overlooked it.

p. 88, 1. 28, and p. 99, 1. 5. No division is made ofprdprhga in pada-text.

p. 96, 1. 28. Read kah for kdh (in part of the edition).

p. 101, 1. 20. I have little or no doubt that the interpretation here suggested is the

true one.

p. 103, 1. 7 from below. To is not an independent word: see the St. Petersburg

lexicon, s. v. totah.

p. 104, 1. 24. So far as the vocatives in o are concerned, the existing pada-text

appears to accord with the Praticakhya : we have them with iti, as pragrahas, for

example, at i.3.8i,147; 4.27, and without iti at i.2.132; 4.39. But o. uto, upo, and

pro are followed by iti wherever they occur (for to, see the preceding correction),

although this is not authorized by the Praticakhya.

p. 110, 1 32. The pada-text divides dydvd-prthivi.

p. 121, 11. 23,24. Read (in part of the edition) dindrdgni and indrdgm.

p. 123, 1. 18. Insert the omitted example trini vratd vidathe antar eshdm (ii.l.

115).

p. 124, 1. 12. Read (in part of the edition) pdtam for patam.

p. 132, 1. 15. But note the case reported under i.59 (p. 43).

p. 138, 1. 13. Read (in part of the edition) mcd (for nicd).

p. 153, 1. 27. I have omitted part of the passages in which t occurs before 6$,

namely vi.6.11i.2 : vii.2.87. It should have been added, too, that the Sanhita fur-

nishes no example of n before sh.

p. 157, 1. 23. The citation is from vi.3.3i. as under the two preceding rules.

p. 160, 1. 24. This is not correct, so far as the existing pada-text is concerned.

I was not aware at the time of writing the note that that text treated the avayraha-

pause as suspending the continuance of accentual influence (see p. 369, first mar-

ginal note). The application of the rule, however, is as stated, compound words

having been already provided for by rule 2.

p. 167, I. 14. The peculiarity of accentuation referred to in the preceding cor-

rection would allow of these examples being brought under rule 4.

p. 173, 1. 20. Read -pardnuttydi.

p. 176, rule 11, translation. Read havani.

p. 179, 1. 12. The suggestion of punarukti here is not well-founded, the sphere
of action of the rules in this and in the thirteenth chapter being different.

p. 183, 1. 10. Ahordtre pdrfve is found in Tfiitt. Aranyaka, at iii.13.2.

p. 193, 11. 9,10. References should have been given for the words ahordtrd-

bhydm and ahordtrayoh; the former is found at ii.l. 7 3 et al., the latter at vi.1.31.

Adhishavane occurs only at vi.2.11*.

p. 194, 1. 14. The reference for rukmo antar is iv.l.lO*-5 et al.

p. 199, 1. 9 from below. The pada-text leaves brhaspati undivided, so that the

combination does not come within the ken of the treatise at all.

p. 199, 1. 13 from below. Read (in part of the edition) ii.l.57 for ii.l. 57.

p. 2O5, 1. 14. The omission of h before a spirant followed by a sonant consonant,

here referred to as a doctrine held in schools of the Black Yajus, is practised in the

manuscripts of our treatise and its commentary to a degree far beyond what can

be regarded as merely accidental. G. M. observe it almost without exception, and

it prevails also in the others.

p. 209, rule 7. Doubtless ahsarvo is to be understood here as an adjective, quali-

fying visarjani.yah understood,
' h completed to .A,' as the comment clearly intends.

This also removes the difficulty of anuvrtti spoken of on pp. 210-11. so far a^ the

implication of visarjaniyah is concerned.

p. 216, 1. 2. Read is for does.

p. 218, 1. 5. The example pacun etc. occurs first :it i.5.2 1
.

p. 222, 1. 12. Read (in part of the edition) 'gne 'vimdn (for -mail).

p. 224, 1. 4. Read Also for Nor.
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p. 232, 1. 26. I have noted here all the cases in which the samhitd-text shows

dhd, ma, or pd before asi; it appears, however, from Weber's edition of the San-

hita, that a part of them have h in pada-text after the d.

p. 233, 1. 11 from below. Read (in part of the edition) prape
J

ve (for -pd).

p. 239, 1. 6. Head o for a.

p. 265, 1. 5. The combination urdhvo asthdt is in fact read first at iv.2.1*, in an

ukhya-passage.

p. 265, 1. 10. There is, however, a case in which a is omitted according to the

general rules, when by the letter, though not the spirit, of i.61 it ought to be re-

tained; see under i.61 (p. 47).

p. 273, rule 12. I should doubtless have done better to adopt the reading vdni-

jdya (for ban-), in rule, version, and example.

p. 291, 1. 24. Achdvdkah is found at vii.1.55.

p. 296, 1. 9. Read hkshn (by ix.3); and this would change the treatment of the

group, since h (i.9) is not a spirant.

p. 301, 1. 3. Read hksh, hkshn, hkshv (by ix.3); so that jihvdmuliya occurs only
in the four remaining groups.

p. 302, 1. 23. I can give no reference for varshdbhyah, the reading at vii.4. 13

being varshydbhyah svdhd 'varshydbhyah

p. 303, 1. 9. I was heedless enough here to overlook the fact that a spirant
never stands, according to the rules of this chapter, before either an aspirated surd

or a nasal, since a first mute (by rule 9. above) is always inserted in such cases

between the two. The groups cch etc., therefore, would be read according to this

rule ccch, instead of f'fcch. The groups in which a nasal originally follows the spi-
rant will be found catalogued under rule xxi.12 (p. 390). The example tasmdd

etc., below, is therefore no counter-example, and it is G. M. that are in the wrong
in so calling it; it is to be read taspmdt, according to Plakshi etc., instead of tass-

pmdt (or, with yama, tassppmdt).

p. 304, 1. 5. See also under xxi.16.

p. 308, 1. 6 from below. Read dhakdre for -ra.

p. 315, 1. 1.0. Prof. Hadley's paper may be found printed in full in the Transac-

tions of the American Philological Association (vol. L, 1871, p. 1 ff.\

p. 334, 1. 7. Read vii.5.152 (for vii.5.142).

p. 336, 1. 7. "Verbal forms" that is, of course, all excepting rjishi.

p. 354, 11. 17,25. See p. 426. Prof. Roth's MS. also ends with samudrah ; he
calls my attention, further, to the passage in the Brhad-Aranyaka (i.1.2), samudra
evd 'sya [i.

e. apvasya] bandhuh samudro yonih.

p. 356, 1. 3. For dhrta as synonym of pracaya, see below, under xxiii.17 (p.

412).

p. 364, 1. 24. And accordant, it may be added, with the practice followed in the

Vajasaneyi-Sanhita, where there is no added figure, and no prolongation of the

vowel.

p. 369, marg. notes, 1. 6. The anuddtta-mark under fu- (the second time) has
fallen out.

p. 373, 1. 1. Read i.2.5 1
(for i.2.52).

p. 386, 1. 18. The e sign has broken off in the samhitd-Teadmg of dgne.

p. 387, 1. 7. I have considered this point more fully in a paper on the Sanskrit

accent in the Transactions of the Am. Philological Association (vol. i., 1871, p. 20 ff.).

p. 414, 1. 4. Read (in Devanagari) kramavik-, for kramivak- (altered in the type,

by some mishap, after the last correction).

p. 425, 1. 29-30. Achdvdkah is found at vii.1.55.

p. 428, 1. 37. But see, for the commentary, the additional note above to i.15 (or

p. 18).

p. 429, 1. 26. The &rawa-text is also quoted under ix.24 (p. 224) by 0. alone.

p. 438, last line but one. Read xvi. for xxvi.
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AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

Proceedings at Boston and Cambridge, May 16th, 1866.

THE Annual meeting was held at the usual place (the American

Academy's room, in the Athenaeum building, Boston), on Wednes-

day, May 16th, at 10 o'clock, A. M. In the absence of the Presi-

dent, the chair was taken by Dr. Jenks, the only Vice-President

present, but was by him relinquished to Dr. Anderson, who con-

ducted the deliberations of the meeting.
After the reading and acceptance of the minutes of the last meet-

ing, the Committee of Arrangements announced their proposed pro-

gramme for the present session, which was, on motion, ratified by
the Society. After the noon recess, from 1 to 4 o'clock, the Society
would re-assemble for hearing communications at Prof. Peabody's
in Cambridge, and would adjourn at about 8 o'clock, in order to

accept an invitation to a social gathering at Mr. L. R. Williston's.

1. Treasurers Report.
RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 17th, 1865, $632.39
Members' fees : ann. assessments for the current year, $265.00

do. do. for other years,
- 125.00 390.00

Sale of the Journal, 23.00

Total receipts of the year,
~~ 413.00

$1,045.39
EXPENDITURES.

Printing of Journal (vol. viii, Part 2), Proceedings, etc.,
- - - $479.31

Binding and sundries, \ 6.00

Expenses of Library and Correspondence, ..... 45.96

Total expenditures of the year, $541.27
Balance on hand, May 16th, 1866, 504.12

$1,045.39

2. Librarian's Report.

The accessions to the Library, though not so numerous and val-

uable as last year, had been important. Besides many continua-

tions of series, 34 new printed works and 3 manuscripts had been
received. The names of the donors were read, and the donations

briefly described.

3. Report of the Committee of Publication.

The second half of Vol. viii of the Journal was reported as com-

pleted, and in process of distribution to the members. The Com-
mitte were unable to state when the printing of the next volume
would be begun.
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4. Report of the Directors.

The Directors appointed the next meeting of the Society to be
held at New Haven, in October, and designated Professors Salis-

bury and Green and the Corresponding Secretary as a Committee
of Arrangements for it.

They recommended for election as Members of the Society the

following persons :

as Corporate Members,
Rev. Nathaniel G. Clark, D.D., of Boston.

Rev. Oliver Crane, of Carbondale, Pa.

Mr. Richard J. Haldeman, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. Charles W. Zaremba, of St. Joseph, Wise.

as Corresponding Members,
Rev. J. G. Auer, of West Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Hyde Clarke, of Smyrna.
Prof. Constantino Tischendorf, of Leipzig.

whereupon, ballot being taken, they were declared duly elected.

The Corresponding Secretary presented a list of the Members
who had deceased since the last annual meeting :

COEPORATE MEMBERS.
Prof. Charles Beck, of Cambridge.
Rev. David Green, of Westboro, Mass.
Rev. Edward C. Jones, of Philadelphia.
Dr. Joseph E. Worcester, of Cambridge.

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS.
Rev. Henry Ballantine, of Ahmednuggur, India.

Rev. J. Edwards Ford, late of Sidon, Syria.
Rev. C. C. Hoffman, of Cape Palmas, W. Africa.

Rev. Homer B. Morgan, of Antioch, Syria.
Rev. Samuel A. Rhea, of Orumiah, Persia.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

Prof. Friedrich Riickert, of Coburg.
H. M. Pawarendr Ramesr, Second King of Siam.

Of Dr. Beck one of the oldest surviving members of the Society

(he was elected in May, 1843, within a few months of its origina-

tion), for many years a Vice-President, and always one of its most
active friends an eloquent eulogy was pronounced by Prof. George
M. Lane, of Cambridge, embracing a history of his life, an account

of his literary labors, and an estimate of his character as a scholar

and as a man.
Dr. S. H. Taylor, of Andover, and Mr. Charles Folsom, of Cam-

bridge, also expressed in a feeling manner their sense of the loss

which the Oriental Society, the community of American scholars,
and the public at large, had sustained by the death of Dr. Beck.

Mr. Folsom farther set forth the services rendered to learning by
the eminent lexicographer Dr. Worcester, and paid a merited trib-

ute of respect to his memory.
Rev. E. Burgess and Dr. C. Pickering, of Boston, spoke in recog-

nition of the labors and virtues of the veteran Indian missionary
Rev. H. Ballantine.
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Dr. R. Anderson, of the American Board, performed the same
office toward his former colleague, Rev. Mr. Green, and the mis-
sionaries whose names are included in the list.

The Corresponding Secretary added a few words respecting some
of them, and spoke more particularly of the renowned Orientalist
and poet, Rtickert, describing an interview which he had with him
in 1852.

The election of officers being next in order, Mr. Folsom of Cam-
bridge, Dr. Taylor of Andover, and Prof. Packard of New Haven
were, in acccordance with custom, appointed a Nominating Com-
mittee to make up and propose a ticket. To them was referred a
communication from Prof. Salisbury, of New Haven, referring to
the unwillingness with which he had accepted the office of Presi-

dent, to which he was elected three years before, and positively

declining a reelection. The Committee presented the following
candidates, who were then duly elected by ballot :

President Pres. T. D. WOOLSEY, D. D., LL.D., of New Haven.
( Rev. WILLIAM JENKS, D.D.,

" Boston.
Vice-Presidents \ Hon. PETER PARKER, M.D.,

"
Washington.

(
Prof. EDWARD E. SALISBURY,

" New Haven.

Corresp. Secretary Prof. W. D. WHITNEY, Ph.D.,
" New Haven.

Seer, of Classical Section Prof. JAMES HADLEY,
" New Haven.

Recording Secretary Mr. EZRA ABBOT,
"

Cambridge.
Treasurer Prof. D. C. OILMAN,

" New Haven.
.Librarian Prof. W. D. WHITNEY,

" New Haven.
Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, D.D.,

" Boston.
Mr. A. I. COTHEAL,

" New York.
Prof. W. H. GREEN, D.D.,

"
Princeton.

directors Prof. J. J. OWEN, D.D.,
" New York.

Prof. A. P. PEABODY, D.D.,
"

Cambridge.
Dr. CHARLES PICKERING,

" Boston.
Prof. JOHN PROUDFIT, D.D.,

" New York.

Mr. Folsom accompanied the report with remarks upon the with-

drawal of Prof. Salisbury, which he was requested to commit to

writing. This being done, those remarks were, on motion, formally
adopted by the Society as an expression of its sentiments, and or-

dered to be entered upon the records of the meeting. They were
as follows :

" When the Committee accepted their appointment, it was with the belief that

they should find their duty limited to the indication of a successor to our late la-

mented Vice -President, Dr. Beck
;
and it is with deep regret that they have yielded

to an understood necessity of naming for the office of President some other than
the present incumbent. Not that they have hesitated for a moment whom to pro-

pose, if there must be a change.
" But the actual President of the Society so early began, and has so long con-

tinued, to contribute much of the best labor of his scholarly life to enriching the

pages of the "Journal," and, in all its pecuniary exigencies, has taken such liberal

care for its publication, that we have rejoiced in the hope of seeing him long at the
head of an institution he has done so much to foster and adorn.

" As the Committee are happy to learn that the President's retirement from his

present office is not owing to reasons of health, they propose that the Society do
not relinquish him from the corps of its officers, feeling assured that in no condi-

tion will his personal efforts or other means of influence be withdrawn from that

department of learning which he has hitherto so signally served."
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The following communications were made :

1. Rev. M. A. Sherring, English missionary at Benares, being
introduced to the meeting by Dr. Anderson, gave, by request, an
account of Benares, as one of the chief religious and literary centres

of India, and of its antiquities, which he had for many years been

engaged in exploring.
2. Prof. Geo. E. Day, D.D., of New Haven, made a brief written

communication, which was read by the Corresponding Secretary,

respecting the Syriac version of the Revelation of St. Paul, of which
the translation had been published in the last volume of the Journal.

He explained the circumstances connected with the transmission to

this country of the manuscript, which had been, at his own sug-

festion,

searched out and transmitted to him by the late Rev. D.
toddard. He then pointed out that the impression under which

the Society had published the translation namely, that the long-
lost Revelation referred to by some of the Church Fathers had been
now for the first time recovered appeared to have been an errone-

ous one. On visiting Prof. Tischendorf in Leipsic, last summer, he
had found him "just then engaged in preparing for the press a Greek
text of the same apocryphal book, which he had discovered in Italy
in 1843, and which he did not doubt was the original work referred

to by Augustine and Sozomen. The volume in which it is contained,

entitled "Apocalypses Apocryphae Mosis, Esdrae, Pauli, Johannis,
item Mariae Dormitio" (Lipsiae, 1866, 8vo), has just been received

in this country. Dr. Tischendorf, it seems, had given an account
of the contents of this Revelation of Paul in the "

Theologische
Studien u. Kritiken" for 1851. He still holds the view he there

expressed, that the book was probably composed in the year of the

death of the emperor Theodosius (A.D. 395), but now hesitates to

fix upon Palestine as the place in which the author lived. On com-

paring the Greek text, as given in two different manuscripts, with

Dr. Perkins's translation of the Syriac text, he pronounces the Greek
form undoubtedly the purer and more ancient. Considerable addi-

tions, together with transpositions and other changes, have been
made in the Syriac version. Occasionally, however, -the Syriac text

appears to supply some deficiency in the original Greek. The

Syriac additions (as translated into English), together with other

variations, Dr. Tischendorf has given in notes at the foot of the page.
As the matter now stands, we may regard the recovery of this part
of the apocryphal literature of the New Testament as more complete
than ifeither the Greek or the Syriac text alone had been published."

3. Specimens of the recently printed Turkish Commentary on the

Koran, by Mr. John P. Brown, of Constantinople ;
read by the Cor-

responding Secretary.
Mr. Brown's letter, accompanying this paper, is dated January 16th, 1866, and

reads as follows :

" I send you a translation of the 1st and 112th chapters of the Koran, made from

a very interesting work which has recently been printed here, under peculiar cir-

cumstances. You are aware that the Sunnee Moslems have always held that it is

sinful to print the Koran, and even to attempt to translate it. Many commenta-

ries, nevertheless, exist; some of them, probably, printed, though mostly to be

found only in manuscript. It is said here that the Sultan, having become aware

that the Christians possess the Bible in each of their own languages, while the
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Koran remains in Arabic, and therefore unknown to the masses, ordered that ;i con-

cise version should be printed in Turkish, under the title of a "
Commentary." It

is styled "A Translation (c.tlled Mewdhib, 'Gifts') of the Commentary called the

Mewdkib, 'Escorts,' by the Member of the Divan of the Sublime Porte, Ismail Fer-

rakh Effendi." The title Mewdhib,
'

Gifts,' may also denote that it is printed mostly
for private distribution : though it is, at the same time, actually for sale. I have a

copy for the Oriental Society.
Most of the versions of the Koran are open to criticism, and I have not found

one which does justice to the ideas of its author. Translated literally, and re-

stricted to the words of the original, without some necessary license, a version

gives but little satisfaction
;
and to explain the definition by notes is tedious. In

making my literal translation of the Turkish definition, I have not examined any
existing translation, to see how far the two agree with each other. It would be of

interest to translate the whole of this work, as I am sure that it would throw some
more light upon the ideas of the able and talented man who, for the purpose of

withdrawing his fellow-men from idolatry, imagined so many sublime verses. I

have selected the two chapters mentioned, as they are the basis of his particular

creed, or belief, respecting the Deity."
The translation of the two brief chapters, and of the commentary upon them, is

expected to be given in full in the next volume of the Society's Journal.

4. On the origin of the English Possessive Case, by Prof. James

Hadley, of New Haven
;
read by the Recording Secretary.

The paper of Prof. Hadley was a review of an essay on " The English Possessive

Augment," by Serjeant James- Manning, of Oxford, Eng., published in the Transac-
tions of the Philological Society (London, 1864). Mr. Manning holds that the

Anglo-Saxon genitive was given up in the 13th century, and its place supplied by
of with the accusative

;
but that, for the possessive relation, a special form was

then introduced, such as " father his book," "motner Ms gown." "children his play-

thing," which gradually passed into "father's book," "mother's gown," "children's

plaything." Against the common view, which identifies the s of our possessive
with that of the A.-S. genitive, he urges that the latter was not applied to femi-

nines and plurals, and that it was used for many relations which are not expressed
by our possessive. But Prof. Hadley referred to examples of grammatical forms

(as the s of plural nouns in French and Spanish) extended to classes of words that
once excluded them, and of forms (as the Latin perfect indicative active in all Ro-
mance languages) restricted in the range of meanings that once belonged to them.
He examined the constructions of our possessive which Mr. Manning regards as in-

consistent with its genitive origin. In "
Caesar's crossing the Rubicon," we have only

the ordinary use of a genitive to denote the subject of an action. In "John and
"Walter's house," the possessive s is added to "John and Walter" taken as a com-

plex whole: compare eth in "three and-twentieth." The same explanation applies
to "King of England's crown:" compare ism in "

Church-of-England-ism." In "a
servant of my brother's," Lowth regarded

" brother's
" as depending on " servants "

understood an explanation which fails for
" that wife of my brother's:" it is better

to regard the genitive here as dependent on a general idea of "belongings,"
" that

which belongs," the same idea which is evidently understood in "all mine is my
brother's." Positive arguments for his own view Mr. Manning draws from the

popular dialects of modern Germany, and from the usage of Semi-Saxon and early

English writers. But while the common German says "des Yaters sein Buch," he

says "der Mutter ihr Kleid:" if our English possessive were of the same nature,
we should have, not " mother his gown

"
(according to Mr. M.'s theory), but "mother

her gown." That the Gothic reflexive seins and the Latin reflexive situs mean her
and their as well as his, proves, at most, only a possibility that his might be so used
in place of her: that it was actually and currently used in this way, there is no
sufficient reason for believing. In almost every instance where it seems to be used,
his refers to a word like wife, maiden, child, which in Anglo-Saxon were neuter, not
feminine. Mr. Manning gives great prominence to a comparison between the two

manuscripts of Layamon's Brut, in the first of which, written about 1200 A.D., the

genitive expressed by Ms is rarely, if ever, met with
;
while in che second, written

perhaps sixty years later, such forms are of common occurrence. Even here, hi ex-
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amining the first 9000 lines of the poem, Prof. Hadley had found, from common
nouns, about eighty genitives with inflectional s, and only two expressed by his:
from proper names of place, thirteen with inflectional s, and two expressed by his :

even from proper names of persons, where the genitives expressed by his are nu-
merous there are nearly as many with inflectional s, and the two forms are freely
and capriciously interchanged. In the Ormulum, written by a very careful scribe

at a time not earlier than the second text of Layamon, the form with his is never
once used. And although this form is often seen in old English writings, and down
to the beginning of the last century, yet it appears, on the whole, as an occasional

and, seemingly, a merely orthographic variation of the inflectional genitive a
variation suggested by a false, though plausible, etymology, and favored by the

general confusion of early English orthography.
In connection with this paper, Prof. Whitney referred to another and wholly new

account of our possessive suffix, given in the "Reader" for Sept. 24, 1864, in the
form of a critique upon Mr. Manning's essay, under the signature of Th. Gr. [Prof.

Goldstiicker]. Its author accepts as satisfactory Mr. Manning's disproof of the re-

lationship between the suffix in question and the ancient genitive-ending, but regards
the former as a mere connecting-link between the name of the possessor and the

thing possessed, binding them together into a kind of compound. Prof. Whitney
combated this view, as in a high degree far-fetched and fanciful, and attempted to

overthrow the arguments by which it was supported. There is no more difficulty,
he claimed, in supposing the retention of a true synthetic form along with the elab-

oration of an analytic substitute for it in the case of John's son and the son of John,
than in the case of I loved nnd / did love. The position of the possessive before
the thing possessed is no more fixed in the case of a noun than in that of a pro-

noun, as his or her, which no one would think of denying to be ancient genitives.
And the s in such German words as ffilfstruppcn, Liebexgabe, is really a genitive-

ending, or introduced after the analogy of such
; precisely as is the s of nachts,

formed after the analogy of abends, morgens, etc.

5. On the Beginnings of Indo-European Speech, by Prof. W. D.

Whitney, of New Haven.

This paper was intended to meet the objections of those who are unwilling to

receive the prevalent belief respecting the character of the germs of the languages
belonging to our family namely, that these are radical syllables, indicative of ac-

tion or quality and who hold that the first words must have been, rather, signs for

concrete things. The fundamental error with such persons is that they confound
the primum cognitum and the primum denominatum, which are, in fact, entirely in-

dependent of one another. Without doubt, the synthetic apprehension of concrete

objects as such preceded the analytic apprehension of their qualities ;
but no lan-

guage-making was possible until analysis had begun. It is impracticable to make
a sign directly designating a complex existence

;
we can get hold of it only by its

distinctive qualities. AU the processes of word-making, throughout the later his-

tory of language, are based upon this principle, and the earliest must have been of

the same character. The writer argued at some length against the doctrine that

thoughts are impossible without word?, and that general ideas are not conceived by
beings inferior to man

;
and he endeavored to set forth and illustrate the character-

istic differences between the mental action of man and of the lower animals. It

was because all language-making is a devising of intelligible signs, to be used hi

communication between man and man, for ideas which have been conceived and for

which expression is desired, and because an intelligible sign, uttered or acted, can

only body forth an act or quality, that the first utterances must have directly meant
the latter, and have been applied by a secondary process to designating the beings
to which these belonged.

6. On the Origin and Antiquity of the Hindu Astronomy, by
Rev. E. Burgess, of South Franklin, Mass.

Mr. Burgess defended at considerable length the originality of the Hindu science.

His arguments were briefly controverted by Prof. Whitney.

No farther communications being offered, the Society adjourned.
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Proceedings at New Haven, October 24th and 25th, 1866.

PURSUANT to adjournment, the Society assembled on Wednesday,
October 24th, at 3 o'clock, p. M., in the Library-room of the Sheffield

Scientific School of Yale College, at New Haven.
The chair was taken by the President, Pres. Woolsey of Yale

College.
The minutes of the preceding meeting were read by the Record-

ing Secretary and approved.
The Committee of Arrangements reported the order proposed by

them for the present meeting : that the literary session be adjourned
at about 6 o'clock, till 9 o'clock on Thursday morning, and that

the Society accept the invitation of the Corresponding Secretary to

meet socially at his house on Wednesday evening. The report was

accepted, and the order adopted.
The Directors announced that they had designated Wednesday

the 15th of May, 1867, as the day on which the next Annual meet-

ing should be held in Boston, and had appointed Prof. Peabody of

Cambridge, with the Recording and Corresponding Secretaries, a

Committee of Arrangements for that meeting.

They further recommended for election to membership,
as Corporate Members :

Rev. William H. Fenn, of Portland, Me.
Mr. Henry M. Pierce, LL.D., of New York.
Rev. Thomas C. Pitkin, D.D., of Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Ernst Schmid, of White Plains, N. Y.
Rev. James R. W. Sloane, of New York.

Rev. E. Bailey Smith, of Middletown, Conn.
Gen. A. von Steinwehr, of Wallingford, Conn.
Mr. Albert B. Watkins, of Fairfield, N. Y.

and, as Corresponding Member:
Dr. Adolf Bastian, of Bremen.

The correspondence of the past half-year was next presented, and
read in part. Among the extracts read were the following :

From Rev. E. B. Cross, dated Toungoo, May 17th, 1866 :

"I enclose to you a paper which I have prepared on the Karens and their lan-

guage. In 1 853, I gave the Society, by request, an article on the traditions and

religious beliefs of the Karens.* A great deal which was then unknown in regard
to the different tribes of this remarkable people has since been discovered.

" I have dwelt on the peculiarities of Karen grammar, without entering into ex-

tended comparisons with the grammars of other languages. It will be seen that

this is plainly a member of the general family of languages of Farther India
;
and

the distinctness of its peculiar features might almost entitle it to claim the place of

typical language of the family. The philosophy of its grammar is essentially dif-

ferent from that of the grammars of the West. It may be safely said that, if

an intelligent and competent scholar should reduce the Karen grammar to its true

system, without taking western grammars for his model, nearly the whole nomen-
clature of the science would be changed.

"
I have by no means exhausted the subject, either of the general characteristics,

* Printed in the Society's Journal, vol. iv, p. 289 seq.
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or of the number and peculiarities of the dialects of this language. The gospel is

advancing among the Karen people, and revealing new tribes and new varieties of

speech.
" But this people are interesting not solely by reason of the variety of dialect

exhibited by them. Like the Jews of heathen Greece and Asia Minor in the
times of the Apostles, the Karens are the lodging-place for the beginning of the

gospel." ....

From Rev. H. H. Jessup, dated Beirut, Sept. 19th, 1866:
" I take pleasure in sending you, for the Society, the first volume of Mr. Butrus

Bistany's new Arabic Lexicon, the Muhit el Muhit. Mr. Bistany is going on with
the publishing of the two remaining volumes as rapidly as possible. The price to

non-subscribers will be four pounds sterling for the three volumes. I think you
will be pleased with it."

From Hyde Clarke, Esq., dated Smyrna, July 7th, 1866 :

" What is going on in these districts is chiefly in the way of illustration. For
the Troad, Mr. Prank Calvert has communicated to me a new memoir, with his

latest observations, which I publish in Murray's Handbook for Turkey, with other

observations. The Baron Paul Des Granges, of Athens, a photographer of emi-

nence has just visited me on his return from the Troad, where he has taken numer-
ous views for the new work of the learned Dr. von Halm, the Austrian consul at

Syra, who has lately taken up that region. Mr. R. Poppletou Pullane, an archeolo-

gist of reputation, has just arrived here. He is charged with a mission from the

Dilettanti Society to excavate on the site of the temple of Apollo Smynthius, near

Assos, in the southern Troad.

"It may be mentioned, as a curious confirmation of ancient traditions, that dur-

ing the spring the fields in the neighborhood of Pergamus have been ravaged by
hosts of mice. The Smynthian Apollo was the foe of mice. These vermin have
this year done much harm to Turkey.

' On the Lydo-Assyrian monuments of our district I have already communicated
to you the latest news.

" In the Ephesus district Mr. Svoboda has continued to take numerous photo-

graphs, and has proposed to me the publication of a joint work. I hope he will

next take Magnesia ad Mseandrum. He has also executed fourteen views for a

work on Ephesus proposed by Mr. J. T. Wood, an architect employed on excava-

tions by the British Museum.
" M. Ernest Renan, I understand from his communications, will in his next vol-

ume embody his observations made during his investigations at Ephesus. I exam-
ined at his request the church of St. John, and obtained further evidence. My
opinion is that this church and the great mosque are identical.

" I have not found anything in my late explorations of the Ephesus district. I

spent some time fruitlessly on the question of the Roman roads beyond Aziziel,

one the main road from Ephesus to Magnesia ad Mseandrum, and the other, per-

haps, a road from the Panionium to Magnesia.
"Mr. Wood thinks he has discovered the shrine of St. Luke at Ephesus, but the

opinion rests on no good evidence.
" Mr. Svoboda has photographed Aidin, the ancient Tralles."

From the same, under the same date :

"
I send you the Revue Archeologique of Paris, with a memoir by Messrs. Georges

Perrot and Edmond Guillaume on the Pseudo-Sesostris of Ninfi. It gives some of

the most recent opinions of the learned world on the Lydo-Assyrian monuments of

Asia Minor, with many notes of my own, and will put the Society in possession of

the present state of this new and important subject, which involves a modification

in the ancient history of Asia Minor.
" I differ from the learned authors as to the road from Sardis to Smyrna and that

from Ephesus to Phocsea, as referred to by Herodotus, and I think I have informed

the Society of my last year's explorations. It is quite true that the present monu-
ment is off the road from Sardis to Ephesus ;

but this is only an error of Herodo-

tus, and I doubt if ever he saw the monument. The present is not the first attempt
to represent the pass in which the monument is as the road from Ephesus to Pho-
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csea. But I doubt the identification, for the following reasons: The pass in ques-
tion does not appear to represent a main road. If tieated as the road from Ephesus
to Phocsea, the traveller would, ou reaching the plain of Cassuba or the Ninfi Chai,

have a troublesome route to Phocaea, either all the way around by Magnesia ad

Sipylum and the valley of the Hernius, or crossing the difficult pass of Kavakli

Dereh (the present road from Kassuba to Smyrna), aud so along the Boornabat

plain.
" There is another well-defined pass leading off the Ephesus road at the foot of

the Takhlatu mountain by the villages of Takhlatu to the village of Achiklar, right
into the Boornabat plain. At Takhlatu are such large remains as are only to be

explained by a well frequented route. I now conceive that the second Sesustris is

to be sought for at the back of the mountain on which is the first.
"

I may observe that on the cliffs near Ephesus are some niches as well-defined

as those of the Pseudo-Sesostris or Niobe."

From the same, under date of June 18th, 1866 :

" The receipt of the Pseudo-Sesostris has been already acknowledged by the So-

ciety, and I have since sent the photograph of the jSTiobe. I now send the photo-

graph of the newly discovered colossal head near Smyrna, found by Mr. Frederick

Spiegelthal, and photographed by Mr. A. Svoboda. This monument is on a smaller

scale than the others, and does not embrace the whole figure. I consider it, how-

ever, as belonging to the same general group, and class it as Lydo-Assyrian. It is

about one mile from the Caravan Bridge, and the same di-tance from the Baths of

Diana (Hulka Boonar), on a part of the Boojah range, in the valley of St. Ann or

the Meles. opposite Mt. Pagus. It is on the cliff or wall of an amphitheatral open-

ing, partly quarried, and, as I think, partly natural, and which has doubtless been
used as some kind of theatre.

" The head is carved on a projecting knob of limestone, and Mr. Svoboda's pho-

tograph shows the best side of the figure, but the necklace is not so well-defined

on that side as on the other. The nose, left eyeball, and mouth are marked and

injured by musket-balls, some of them fired by shepherds within the last few years.
The large ears we consider to represent horns. The necklace is well cut, and con-

sists of oblong dies strung together. What by others are considered as a human
arm and hand I rather look upon as the paw and claws of a beast.

" On each side of the head, down below, are large rock-cut tombs, one of which,
to the left, consists of two chambers, and is inhabited by a beggar. The neighbor-

ing amphitheatral formations also show signs of tombs.
' "We continue our researches, in the hope of finding the other Pseudo-Sesostris

described by Herodotus. In this month, Mr. Spiegelthal has made a most interest-

ing discovery, namely, of a reproduction or replica of the well-known Pseudo-Sesos-
tris of Nymphasum, described in my former paper. It is close by on the same

brook, but lower down on the margin of the brook, and obscured by brushwood.
" Mr. Spiegelthal affirms that it is colossal, like the other, and has the same de-

t ils, lance, bow, etc., but that the face is more injured. He has arranged for me
to examine it.

"Mr. Georges Perrot has called my attention to a rock-cut monument mentioned

by Mr. Hamilton as near Isbarteeh (Sparta tes Pisidias), in the interior, and I had

despaired of getting any account of it; I at fortunately an archaeologist has pro-
ceeded there, and I have applied to him."

After the reading of the correspondence, communications were
declared in order.

1. On the Niobe of Magnesia ad Sipylum ; and, On the newly
discovered Lydo-Assyrian Monument of Smyrna ; by Hyde Clarke,

Esq., of Smyrna.
These two brief papers were read by the Corresponding Secretary, in connection

with the letters of Mr. Clarke on the same and kindred subjects, given in full above.
Each was accompanied by a photograph of the monument treated of. Mr. Clarke

expresses his opinion that the Niobe is altogether an artificial work, against those

who hold that it is a natural formation, or such a formation touched up and per-
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fected by artificial labor. Besides the tomb near the other monument now occu-

pied by a beggar, spoken of in the letter, Mr. Clarke says that in the adjoining
hollow are evidences of rock-cut tombs blocked up with masonry, which he is

hoping to explore.
These papers bear date of May 3d, 1866.

2. On the formation of the Chinese Language, by Rev. E. W.
Syle, of Pelham, N". Y.

Mr. Syle gave a succinct account of the characteristic features of the Chinese,
and of its mode of writing, illustrating his remarks by reference to written docu-

ments. He described the process of learning the written language practiced in the

native schools, and thought that the absorption of time and mental effort in the

task of acquiring and handling an instrument so unmanageable and burdensome
was one of the main causes of the comparative stagnation of the Chinese mind.

3. Rev. S. H. Calhoun, D.D., of the Syrian Mission (at Abeih),

explained the present position of affairs in the neighborhood of his

field of labor, and described various journeys which he had made
in and about the chain of Lebanon, speaking more particularly of

his visits to Baalbec, and of the aspect of the ruins there.

The Society met again at 9 o'clock on Thursday morning, in the

same place.
Before the reading of communications was resumed, the Corres-

ponding Secretary brought once more to the notice of the Society
the subject of the Bopp Fund, first presented before them a year
ago, and read from the last circular of the committee (dated May
16th, 1866) their proposal as to the disposition to be made of the

income of the fund (which now amounts to 8000 thalers) : it is to

be applied to " the support of a young scholar, of whatever country,
who shall have already completed his university studies, in order

to the continuance of the same, wherever it may be
;
as also, to the

bestowal of prizes for completed scientific labors, or to the support
of scientific undertakings in all cases, of course, only within the

departments cultivated by Prof. Bopp, of Sanskrit philology and

comparative grammar, with special reference to the Indo-European
family." The Secretary stated that the American subscriptions to

the fund now amount to two hundred dollars, which sum he hoped
would be yet farther increased.

The Secretary also read, from the last-received number of the

Monatsberichte of the Berlin Academy, an account by Prof. Lep-
sius of his recent discovery of a bilingual (hieroglyphic and Greek)
monument at Tanis in Egypt, longer than the celebrated inscription
of the Rosetta stone, and in a perfect state of preservation. He
pointed out the exceeding interest and importance of the discovery.

4. On the Chinese Musical Notation, by Rev. Mr. Syle.
Rev. Mr. Syle explained the method in which the Chinese managed to indicate

musical tones, their length, and their accent, and in which the combination of the

tones with the words intended to be sung to them was made. He further charac-

terized the Chinese gamut and the style of the national music. His explanations
were fully illustrated with charts and other documeuts.

5. On the Cedars of Lebanon, by Rev. Mr. Calhoun.

The speaker described his visits to the celebrated grove of these trees, so well

known by the accounts of travelers, and gave a very interesting description of its
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situation and aspect, with details respecting the age and mode of growth of the

trees. He also spoke of other groves of the same tree upon other parts of the

same range.

6. On the Classification of Languages, by Prof. W. D. Whitney,
of New Haven. ^

This paper was stated to be mainly an extract from a general treatise upon lan-

guage and its study which the writer had now in press. The classification of lan-

guages into families, on the ground of proved or probable descent from a common
ancestor, was first succinctly sketched, and the evidences on which it reposes were

reviewed, being shown to be in part correspondences of material, in part morpho-
logical correspondences, or analogies of structure. The less certain and satisfactory
character of the latter kind of evidence was alluded to. The morphological classi-

fication, depending upon style of structure only, was then set fortli the division

of human tongues into monosyllabic and polysyllabic, into isolating, agglutinative,
and inflective, and so on. The defects of this mode of classificati< >n were pointed
out: as its inequality, there being but one genetic family in the isolating class (the
Chinese etc.), and two in the inflective (Indo-European and Semitic), while the

great mass of languages was agglutinative ;
the heterogeneousness of its classes,

there being differences of structure between the two inflective families, as also be-

tween certain of the agglutinative families, hardly, if at all, less important than

those which separate the great classes; and its indistinctness, certain languages
constituting transitional forms between one class and another. M tiller's distinction

of "
family,"

"
nomadic," and ''

state
"
languages was criticised. Schleicher's scheme

of formal notation for the characteristic features of linguistic structure was ex-

plained and illustrated. Classification by general value as means and instrument
of expression was also spoken of, the various and diverse items of value which
have to be taken into account in making out such a classification were pointed out,
and the difficulty of the task indicated. Finally, the superior value and importance
of the genetical method was shown

;
it is the first and directest object at which

the comparative philologist aims, it furnishes the necessary foundation of all the

others, and with its establishment are directly connected those more general ethno-

logical conclusions which form so conspicuous a part of the interest of linguistic
science.

7. Rev. Mr. Syle exhibited a number of Chinese pictures illus-

trating the national superstitions, especially those connected with
the doctrine of transmigration, and accompanied the exhibition

with oral explanations.
8. On the Karens and their Language, by Rev. E. B. Cross,

Missionary in Farther India
;
read by the Corresponding Secretary.

Mr. Cross's letter accompanying this paper has been given above.

The paper begins with an account of the name "
Karen," which Mr. Cross explains

as signifying
'

first, aboriginal,' and regards as indicating the belief by the Burmans
that this was the race of original possessors of the soil. Their language was first

reduced to writing, by the missionaries of the American Baptist board, about thirty

years ago, in two principal dialects, the Sgau and Pgho (Pwo, Sho), of which the

former is looked upon as the especially typical language of the race. The gram-
matical and lexical works in which they have been already treated are mentioned,
and Mr. Cross then proceeds to draw out his own independent statement of the

peculiarities of Karen speech, treating first of the spoken alphabet, including the

five (or six) tones which, as in the other monosyllabic tongues, are used to help the

variation of meaning of the words, then taking up the means of expression of

grammatical relations, by the means of afformatives or adjunctive words. Into
the details of the statement it is impossible here to enter. The clannishness and

segregation of the tribes of Karens, and their necessary consequence, the great va-

riety of dialects, are spoken of, and an enumeration of many of these dialects is

given, with indication of their relations and respective importance it being stated,

however, that there are not a few tribes of which the names only are known.

By way of appendix, Mr. Cross reports a Karen tradition respecting the origin
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of their race, in two versions, as given by the Sgau Karens and by the eastern

Bghais, two extreme members of the race. It represents them to have come from
the west, along with their brothers, the Chinese, and to have been left behind by
the latter. The Bghai tradition speaks of a metal plate as left by the departing
Chinese for their ancestors, and of this plate Mr. Cross remarks: il The book, or

brass and gold plate, spoken of in this tradition, is still in existence. It is said by
a trustworthy and learned Karen, Rev. Quala, who has seen and examined it, to be
a thin lamina of met;il, of a very dark color, and smooth and shining; and one end
seems to have been cut off, so as to destroy some of the letters. The letters are

said by Quala to resemble those of the Hindustani, and to be entirely unlike the

Burmese. The same authority states that the Red Karen King, Kaiphogyee, who
holds this plate, has also in his possession five ivory plates, in shape and size like

the ordinary Burmese palm-leaf strips, or about two feet in length by two and a

half inches in width, and covered with the same kind of characters."

After the reading of this communication, the Society adjourned.
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Proceedings at Boston and Cambridge, May 22d, 1867.

THE Society met at the usual time and place, and was called to
order by the President soon after 1 o'clock.

After the reading of the minutes of the last meeting, it was voted,
in accordance with the recommendation of the Committee of Ar-

rangements, to adjourn the morning session about 1 o'clock, to

re-assemble at 4 o'clock, at Dr. Peabody's, in Cambridge, and to

adjourn at 8 o'clock, in order to accept an invitation kindly ten-

dered by Dr. Peabody, to take tea socially with a few friends at his

house.

The Treasurer's Report was presented, audited, and accepted.
It showed the receipts and expenditures of the year to have been
as follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 16th, 1866, $504.12
Members' fees: ann. assessments for the current year, $410.00

do. do. for other years,
- 185.00 595.00

Sale of the Journal,

~

6.00

Total receipts of the year,

~
601.00

$1,105.12
EXPENDITUKES.

Binding books, - $21.25

Expenses of Library and Correspondence, 34.11

Total expenditures of the year, $55.36
Balance on hand, May 22d, 1867, ....... 1,049.76

$1,105.12

The Librarian made a brief statement respecting the additions

to the library and cabinet during the past year, and said that the

full acknowledgments would be printed along with the Proceedings
at this meeting (see below).
The Committee of Publication reported that, owing to unfavora-

ble circumstances, nothing had been issued from the press by the

Society during the past year ;
it was hoped that the printing of Vol.

ix of the Journal would soon be begun : the TaittiHya-Pr&tipakhya,
text, commentary, translation, and notes, was expected to occupy a

considerable part of it, as already some time since announced. In

view of the intermission of any issue of the Journal since the last

annual meeting, the Committee had recommended that no annual

assessment be levied upon the members for the year 1867-8, and
this recommendation had been considered and approved by the

Directors, and was, by their authority, presented to the Society for

acceptance.

Hereupon, on motion, the recommendation was accepted by the

Society, and the assessment for the year suspended.
The Directors announced that they had appointed the autumn

meeting to be held in New Haven, on Wednesday, Oct. 16th, 1867,
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unless the Committee of Arrangements Prof. Salisbury of New
Haven, Mr. Cotheal of New York, and the Corresponding Secre-

tary should see reason to fix on some other day in the same
month. Also, that they had designated Prof. Hadley of New
Haven and Mr. J. H. Trumbull of Hartford, with the Correspond-
ing Secretary, a committee to examine, at the request of Prof.

Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, an ethnological

essay by Mr. L. H. Morgan of Rochester, on systems of consan-

guinity, and to report upon its worthiness to be accepted for pub-
lication by the Institution.

The following gentlemen, recommended by the Directors, were
elected Corporate Members of the Society :

Rev. Edson L. Clark, of Guilford, Conn.
Mr. John Fiske, of Cambridge, Mass.
Prof. Charles M. Mead, of Andover, Mass.

Announcement was made to the meeting, by the Corresponding
Secretary, of the Society's loss by death during the past year of

three of its members, Rev. Dr. William Jenks of Boston, Rev.
Dr. William Goodell, late of the Constantinople mission of the

A.B.C.F.M., and Mr. Theodore Dwight of Brooklyn.
Rev. Dr. Anderson, of Boston, gave a sketch of the life and la-

bors of Dr. Jenks. With him, as much as, or more than, with any
other person, originated the idea of the American Oriental Society,
one of whose Vice-Presidents he had been from its inception in

1842, although now long prevented by deafness from taking an
active part in its deliberations. He was born in 1778. He held

for some years the Professorship of Oriental and English literature

in Bowdoin College. His chief literary work was the compilation
of the Comprehensive Commentary. He was a man of profound
learning and extensive reading, and his private library, thirty

years ago, was reputed one of the best in New England.
Dr. Parker, of Washington, also spoke of the services rendered

by Dr. Jenks to various departments of learning and philanthropic
effort.

Rev. Dr. Clark, of Boston, paid the merited tribute to the worth
of the venerable Dr. Goodell, who had finished his missionary la-

bors in the East a year or two since, and returned to pass a brief

remnant of life among his friends at home.
Rev. Mr. Syle, of Pelham, N. Y., spoke briefly and with much

feeling of the character of Mr. Dwight, his devotion to every good
work, and his services as for a long time Secretary of the American

Ethnological Society.
Out of the remarks of Dr. Parker grew a discussion of the recent

progress of western ideas and institutions in China and Japan, in

which, besides himself, Rev. Mr. Syle, and Rev. Dr. Pitkin, of

Buffalo, took a part.
Mr. J. S. Ropes, Dr. Clark, and Prof. Hoppin were appointed a

committee to nominate officers for the next year. Pres. Woolsey
desired to decline a nomination for reelection as President, but was

prevailed upon by the general remonstrances of the members pres-
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ent to withdraw his objections. The following ticket was offered

by the committee, and elected without dissent :

President Pres. T. D. WOOLSEY, D.D., LL.D., of New Haven.
( Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, D.D.,

" Boston.
Vice-Presidents 4 Hon. PETER PARKER, M.D.,

"
Washington.

(
Prof. EDWARD E SALISBURY,

" New Haven.

Corresp. Secretary Prof. W. D. WHITNEY, Ph.D.,
" New Haven.

/Seer, of Classical Section Prof. JAMES HADLEY,
" New Haven.

Recording Secretary Mr. EZRA ABBOT,
"

Cambridge.
Treasurer Prof. D. C. GILMAN,

" New Haven.
Librarian Prof. W. D. WHITNEY,

" New Haven.
Mr. A. I. COTHEAL,

" New York.
Prof. W. W. GOODWIN, Ph.D.,

"
Cambridge.

Prof. W. H. GREEN, D.D.,
" Princeton.

Directors Prof. J. J. OWEN, D.D.,
" New York.

Prof. A. P. PEABODY, D.D.,
"

Cambridge.
Dr. CHARLES PICKERING,

" Boston.
Prof. JOHN PROUDFIT, D.D.,

" New York.

Communications were next called for.

1. Rev. N. G. Clark, D.D., Secretary of the A.B.C.F.M., read ex-

tracts from a letter lately received from Rev. O. P. Allen, Mission-

ary at Kharput, relative to certain ruins in Kurdistan, north of Diar-

bekir. The letter bears date of Nov. 5th, 1866. Mr. Allen says:
Our road to-day leads out of the valley in which Hazro is built, and we come

out upon the highlands of the Diarbekir plain. We are now entering the Koor-
dish speaking region. "We stopped awhile at Hashtar, an Armenian village
of fifty or sixty houses, where they know only Koordish. Passing by Bulbul
and Atsha and other villages, we reached Farkin early in the afternoon. This
was once a large city. It was surrounded by a wall which is still standing,

being broken down in only a few places. The foundation is built of round

stones, but the upper portion of huge hewn stones. The Armenians of the place
all speak Koordish, and know scarcely anything of Christianity. This will be one
of the first places to occupy as an outstation. "We went over some of the ruins,

having with us Consul Taylor's pamphlet giving an account of Ms explorations.
We first went to the south-eastern corner, where is a stately pile of ruins, said to

have been built by St. Marutha over the graves of the Christian martyrs slain by
the Persian king Shapur. It was once a beautiful building, and seems intended

rather as a monument than for a church. The outside walls and some of the pil-

lars and arches are still standing. Other columns two and a half feet in diameter,
of porphyry, beautifully polished, had fallen. The capitals of the columns are

singular, looking exactly like a basket of wicker work set on the top of a column.
These were finely carved from a softer kind of stone. There are many other build-

ings near this, but so broken down that we could not determine what they were.

The ground about the monument church is thickly laid with grave-stones. Passing
on around the eastern end, the wall is double, and in a good state of preservation.
There are many inscriptions, but none of very ancient date, it is said. An exten-

sive ruin at the north-east corner looks like an old palace. Considerable space in-

side the walls is cultivated. At the western side is a beautiful mosque, which,
from an inscription read by Mr. Taylor, seems to have been built in the year 624
of the Hejira or 1213 of our era, by Modhuffer ed Deen Grhazi, nephew of Sel-

lah ed Deen, or Saladin, as he is usually called. The most interesting ruin was an
old Christian church which seemed much older than the mosque. Its walls, 3 feet

thick, are made of large blocks of hewn stone. Three sides are standing. The
two gable ends show that it had a slanting roof, like the Grecian temples. A por-
tion of the eastern wall is semi-circular, to form a space for the pulpit or altar.

This space was frescoed, probably, as the stones are fitted to hold the plaster.
Above this is a beautifully carved cornice. The capitals are the real Corinthian,
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carved in stone. Its interior width is 75 feet, its length 108 feet, its height
to the eaves about 30 feet. But we could not examine the ruins as we would

gladly have done, as we had only a couple of hours where one would need to

spend weeks to examine all there is to be seen. Another object of interest is

a watch-tower, about 100 feet high, some distance from the present walls, said

to have been built by Saladin's nephew. It overlooks a valley in which an enemy
might have approached the city unobserved but for this tower. The present ruins

appear to have been built since the Christian era, but the mounds and scattered

stones outside the city indicate a much earlier date. Some geographers suppose
this to be the ancient Carcathiocerta.

Out of the remarks upon this paper grew a discussion respecting the advisability
and value of archasological, literary, and scientific investigations made by mission-

aries in their various fields of labor. Part was taken in the discussion by Dr. An-

derson, Dr. Pitkin, Eev. Mr. Syle, Mr. Ropes, and Prof. Whitney. The opinion was

unanimously expressed that such investigations, undertaken and carried on as op-

portunity offered, in the intervals of missionary work, were of very high impor-
tance in their bearing on the culture and freshness and activity of mind of the

missionary himself, on his relation to the people and conditions among which his lot

was cast, and on the general public both in the way of direct enlightenment, and

by attracting attention, admiration, and sympathy to the missionary cause and its

representatives. Reference was made to the immense amount of valuable contribu-

tions to knowledge which had been brought before the world by missionaries, to their

abundant labors in connection with this Society, as recorded in its Journal, and to

the honorable estimation in which American missionaries were held everywhere by
reason of these and other similar labors. It was thought that only the narrowest

and least enlightened apprehension of the missionary work could find ground for

aught but praise and satisfaction in the literary and scientific activity of the mis-

sionaries.

2. On the Niobe of Mt. Sipylus, by Rev. H. J. Van Lennep,
D.D., Missionary in Syria of the A.B.C.F.M.

;
read by the Corres-

ponding Secretary.
Dr. Van Lennep first rehearses the myth of Niobe, turned to stone upon Mt.

Sipylus, as related by Homer and the other classic writers. He then gives a de-

scription of the mountain and its surroundings, and goes on to describe a journey
which he made near it last autumn, in the course of which he observed and visited

the remarkable and ancient work which he regards as Niobe's image. The situa-

tion is about five miles east of Magnesia, upon the high-road which skirts the moun-

tain, and at the first cafe. There is a pond at the base of the mountain, and di-

rectly above it, about four hundred feet up, is an artificially smoothed wall of rock,

in which is sunk a double niche, containing the colossal bust upon a pedestal, cut in

very high relief the whole much defaced, but still plainly recognizable. The
rock is a hard white marble, with occasional blue veins, and one of these veins

"begins at the region of the eyes, covers the lower part of the face, trickles down
the neck and breast, and, falling upon the pedestal, there divides into two broad

streams, which flow down to the platform beneath, perfectly representing the

pouring of a dark-colored flood of tears."

Mr. Van Lennep quotes the passages of Pausanias, Strabo, etc., referring to the

Niobe, and argues that their descriptions are applicable to this monument.
He also encloses a sketch of the monument and its immediate surroundings,

taken from a little distance at its left.

3. On the old Egyptian Chronicle, by Dr. Charles Pickering, of

Boston.

Dr. Pickering presented some of the main features of this document, with chro-

nological conclusions of his own founded upon it.

Hon. J. D. Baldwin pointed out that the chronicle in question was by the best

authorities, such as Lepsius, regarded as spurious, and that he fully concurred in

their opinion.

4. On the rendering of the word God in Chinese, by Pres.

Woolsey, of Yale College.
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This was an essay on the Chinese equivalents for our word God which have been
used by Christian missionaries. A historical account was first given of the terms

adopted by the Catholics, from Kicci's time until the settlement of the disputes in

relation to that matter at Rome near the beginning of the 18th century. Then
the views of the Protestant missionaries in China were noticed, the decision of the
American Bible Society in favor of Shin and against Shang-ti in 1850, the continu-

ance of a part of the missionaries to use Shang-ti in their versions, and the rise in

recent years of an opinion on the part of some very able translators in favor of
Tien-chu. A comparison was then instituted between these three terms. It was
claimed that Tien-chu the term adopted by early Catholic teachers and authorized
at Rome had no shade of heathenish or pantheistic thought attached to it, and was
well understood through China, as the term in use to denote the supreme object of

Christian worship. At the same time it was admitted that Tien-chu was not prop-

erly a translation of the original words used for God in the Bible. The term Shin
was next examined, and it was shown from printed statements of Messrs. Hartwell
and Peet, 'as well as from the testimony of other missionaries, that it is far too

vague to take the place of God in general, although, as most concede, it cannot be

wholly dispensed with. Next, Shang-ti was discussed at considerable length, in con-

nection with the disputes of the Jesuit and other Catholic preachers, and with the
Chinese religious philosophy. The essay of the honest and able Jesuit, Langobardi,
who condemned Shang-ti and strove to show that the Chinese were atheistic (or, as

we should say, pantheistic) in their view of the universe, not only in modern times
but from the very origin of Chinese speculation, was cited with approbation. The
opinions also of modern writers on philosophy, of Schelling, and especially Wuttke
in his Geschichte des Heidenthums, were made use of to corroborate the position
taken by the author of the essay, that Shang-ti, as properly denoting heaven per-

sonified, a conception of naturalism and of pantheism, was an unsafe representative
of the scriptural idea of God. On the whole, then, Shang-ti being condemned, and
Shin as a leading term pronounced too vague and general, Tien-chu had the prefer-
ence given to it.

Extended remarks were made upon this paper and its subject by Dr. Parker and
Rev. Mr. Syle, both of whom agreed with the writer in his definitive rejection of

Shang-ti, but thought more favorably than he of Shin, and less favorably of

Tien-chu.

5. On the views of Prof. Key and M. Oppert respecting Sanskritic

and Indo-European Philology, by Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New
Haven.

In this paper Prof. Whitney defended the current methods and commonly ac-

cepted results of comparative philology against the attacks of Prof. Key (in the
Transactions of the Philological Society of London, 1862-3) and M. Oppert (in the

Annales de Philosophic Chretienne for 1866). He began with pointing out the
nature and grounds of the dependence of general linguistic science upon Indo-Eu-

ropean philology, and of the latter upon Sanskrit study, the limits to this depend-
ence, and its liability to misapprehension and exaggeration by incautious or ill-in-

formed students. The faults of detail which Mr. Key indicates in the work of par-
ticular scholars, as Miiller and Bopp, do not affect their general philological method,
and if his own basis of scholarship had been so extended as to embrace a good
knowledge of Sanskrit, he might have been able to criticise their work from a

higher point of view, separating its sound from its unsound portions, and duly esti-

mating both. While many of his objections are well taken, others are insufficiently

founded, and cannot be maintained. M. Oppert's assault is one of much more seri-

ous intent, but much weaker substance and result. He fully accepts the Boppian
method, even going so far as to maintain that Bopp has exhausted the whole field

of linguistic science, leaving nothing of consequence for others to do after him : but
its conclusions he allows to be grammatical only, refusing them any value as his-

torical and ethnological data
;
he strongly condemns also the introduction of any ele-

ments of the new historical philology into the methods of classical instruction.

His conception of the scope, bearings, and condition of the science is as far as pos-
sible out of the way. He is not a general skeptic as to ethnological connections,
as might be expected from his denial of the accepted sources of information re-

specting them : on the contrary, he puts forth the most detailed and definite state-
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merits about the derivation and composition of the Indo-European races, in general
and in particular; but they are mere dicta, resting upon no assignable basis, and in

no small part explainable as the conversions of doubtful or half-understood hypothe-
ses of linguists, drawn from linguistic data, into absolute facts. A main, if not the

main, object of the essay is to deny that there is any race-connection, any tie of

common descent, between the various nations speaking the branches of Indo-Euro-

pean language : the author does not attempt to disprove the connection, but treats

it as a palpably unsound and absurd dogma ;
but his allusions show that he regards

the exceptional propagation of the Latin and Arabic as, by their analogy, sufficiently

accounting for the extension of Indo-European language over half a world of hete-

rogeneous tribes. The analogy, however, is a wholly insufficient and inapplicable

one, as was attempted to be shown by an inquiry into the causes of the spread of

Latin and Arabic, and an indication of their absence in the ancient history of Indo-

European speech. M. Oppert's essay is, from its beginning to its end, a tissue of

misrepresentations, unwarranted assumptions, and unsound inferences, and cannot

but seriously damage his reputation as a linguistic and ethnological scholar.

6. On Chinese Chronology, by Rev. E. Burgess, of South Frank-

lin, Mass.

Mr. Burgess, basing himself mainly upon the discussions of the subject in the in-

troduction to the last volume of Dr. Legge's edition of the Chinese Classics, at-

tempted to show the unauthentic character of the accepted Chinese Chronology in

its earlier period, previous to the time of Confucius.

After the reading of this paper, the Society adjourned, to meet

again in New Haven in October next.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY AND CARINET.

MAY, 1865 MAY, 1867.

From Prof. G. J. Adler.

Wilhelm von Humboldt's Linguistical Studies. By G. J. Adler .... New York :

1866. 8vo.

From the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol. vi, pp. 341-

364; Vol. vii, pp. 1-184. Boston: 1864-7. 8vo.

From the American Antiquarian Society.

Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, .... Jan. 17, 1865; .... Apr.
26, 1865; .... Oct. 21, 1865; Mar. 16, 1866 and Apr. 25, 1866; .... Nov.

15, 1866. Boston: 1865-6. 8vo.

From the American Philosophical Society.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Nos. 73-5; vol. x, pp. 1-
254. Philadelphia: 1865-6. 8vo.

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. xiii, Part 2. Philadel-

phia: 1865. 4to.

Catalogue of the American Philosophical Society's Library. Part II, Class v. His-
torical Sciences. Philadelphia: 1866. roy. 8vo.

From Prof. G. I. Ascoli, of Milan.

Studj Ario-Semitici .... Articolo Secondo. Studj Irani, di GTraziadio Isaia Ascoli.

[Extracts from the Memoirs of the Royal Institute of Lombardy, Vol. x.] Milan :

1865. 4to.

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Bibliotheca Indica, Nos. 181, 190-92, 196-}, 204-19; and New Series, Nos. 56-100,
viz.:

The Taittiriya Sanhita, etc. Fasc. xx, xxi.

The Taittiriya Brahmana, etc. Fasc. xiv-xxi.

The Taittiriya 'Aranyaka of the Black Yajur Veda, with the Commentary of

Sayanacharya, edited by Rajendralala Mitra. Fasc. i-iv.

The Nyaya-Dars'ana of Gotama, with the Commentary of Vatsyayana, edited

by Panuita Jayanarayana Tarkapanchanana. Fasc. i-iii.

he Brihat-sanhita of Varaha-Mihira. FaThe Brihat-sanhita of Varaha-Mihira. Fasc. iii-vii.

The 'Srauta-Sutra of 'As'valayana. Fasc. ii-x.

The Kamandakiya-Nitisara. Fasc. iii.

The Sahitya-Darpana, or Mirror of Composition, a Treatise on Literary Criticism
;

by Vis'vanatha Kaviraja. Translated into English by Babu Pramadadasa
Mittra and the late James R. Ballantyne, LL.D. Fasc. i-iii.

The Sankhya Aphorisms of Kapila, translated. Fasc. ii.

The Das'a-Rupa of Dhananjaya. Fasc. iii.

Sankhya-Sara; a Treatise of Sankhya Philosophy, by Vijnana Bhikshu. Edited

by Fitz-Edward Hall 1 Fasc.

The Mimansa-Dars'ana. Fasc. ii, iii.

Ibn Hajar's Biographical Dictionary, Vol. IV, Fasc. i-vii.

The Muutakhab al-Tawarikh of Abd-al-Qadir bin i Maluk Shah al-Badaoni.

Edited by Capt. W. N. Lees, LL.D., and Mawlawi Kabir al-din Ahmad, and
Munshi Ahmad Ali. 5 Fasc.

The Narada-Pancharatra. Fasc. iv.

Wis o Ramin. Fasc. v.

Iqb;*lnamah-i Jehangiri of Motamad Khan. Edited by Mawlawis Abd al-Haii

and Ahmad Ali. 3 Fasc.
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The 'Alamgir-Namah. By Muhammad Kazim Ibn-i Muhammad Amin Munshi.
Edited by Mawlawis Khadim Husain and Abd al-Hai, under the superintend-
ence of Major W. N. Lees, LL.D. Fasc. i-vii.

The Badshah Namah, by 'Abd al-Hamid Lahawri. Edited by Mawlawis Kabir
al-Din Ahmad and Abd al-Rahim, under the superintendence of Major W. N.

Lees, LL.D. Fasc.
i,

ii.

From the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Journal Asiatique. 6me Serie. Tomes Hi, iv, and Nos. 27-32. Paris: 1864-7. 8vo.

From Rev. J. G. Auer, of West Philadelphia.

Grebo Grammar By the Rt. Rev. John Payne, D.D. New York: 1864.
12mo.

Grebo Primer Under the direction of the same. Second edition. New
York. 12mo.

From Hon. J. D. Baldwin, of Worcester.

Catalogue of Additions made to the Library of Congress, from Dec. 1, 1864, to Dec.

1, 1865. "Washington: 1865. 8vo.

From Dr. A. Bastian, of Bremen.

Die Volker des Oestlichen Asien. Studien und Reisen von Dr. Adolf Bastian. Ers-

ter Band. Geschichte der Indochinesen. Zweiter Band. Reisen in Birma in

den Jahren 1861-1862. Leipzig: 1866. 8vo.

From the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen.
Deel xxix. Batavia: 1862. 4to.

Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde Deel xii. Batavia :

1862. 8vo.

From Eev. Cephas Bennett, of Rangoon.

A Dictionary, English and Burmese By A. Judson. Second Edition. Ran-

goon: 1866. roy. 8vo.

The Youth's Guide to Arithmetic By L. Stilson. Rangoon: 1866. 8vo.

Genesis and Exodus in Burmese, with Dr. Judson's last emendations Ran-

goon: 1864. 8vo.

The Life of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ 3d Burmese edition. Maul-
main: 1837. 8vo.

A few Simple Rules for Land Measuring, by L. Stilson Rangoon : 1865. 8vo.

Five Burmese tracts: The Golden Balance. The Tree of Life. The Awakener.
The Resurrection. Glad Tidings. Rangoon: ] 864-6. 12mo.

The Catechism. By Mrs. Judson. Rangoon: 1865. 18mo.
The Books of Genesis and Exodus, in Sgau Karen. Translated by Francis Mason.

Rangoon: 1864. roy. 8vo.

An (Abridged) Arithmetic, for the use of Karen Schools, .... by E. B. Cross.

3d edition. Maulmain: 1861. 8vo.

Primary Geography, in Sgau Karen. By Mrs. C. B. Thomas. Rangoon: 1865.

12mo.
The Psalms and Proverbs. Translated by Francis Mason. Rangoon: 1865. 12mo.

Hymns. [Sgau Karen.] 4th edition. Maulmain: 1860. 18mo.
Revival Hymns. By Rev. B. C. Thomas. 2d edition. Rangoon: 1866. 24mo.

A Catechetical History of the Saviour .... in Pwo Karen. By Rev. D. L. Bray-
ton. Rangoon: 1865. 24mo.

Pwo Catechism By H. L. VanMeter. Rangoon: 1865. 24mo.
Acts of the Apostles Rangoon: 1865. 8vo.

The Child's Book. By Mrs. C. H. Vinton. 3d edition. Rangoon: 1865. 24mo.

Hymns for Public and Social Worship. 8th edition. Rangoon: 1863. 24mo.

Catechism. By Rev. E. L. Abbott. 4th edition. Rangoon: 1865. 12mo.

The Child's Scripture Catechism Prepared by Mrs. Whitaker. 2d edition.

Rangoon: 1865. 12mo.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin.

Monatsberichte der Koniglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. 1 864,

1865, 1866. Berlin: 1865-7. 8vo.
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Philologische und Historische Abhandlungen der etc. 1864, 1865. Berlin : 1865-6.
4to.

From Prof. Otto Bohtlingk, of St. Petersburg.

Indische Spriiche. Sanskrit und Deutsch herausgegeben von Otto Bohtlingk. Drit-

terTheil. St. Petersburg: 1865. 8vo.

From Professors Bohtlingk and Roth.

Sanskrit-Worterbuch .... Bearbeitet von Otto Bohtlingk and Rudolph Roth. Lie-

ferungen 28-33. St. Petersburg: 1865-7. 4to.

From the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. No. xxii. Bombay :

1865. 8vo.

From the Royal University of Norway, at Christiania.

Nine scientific essays, published as University programmes, etc. Christiania: 1851-
1 865. 4to.

Quellen zur Geschichte des Taufsymbols und der Glaubensregel, herausgegeben und
in Abhandlungen erlautert von Dr. C. P. Caspari. I. Christiania: 1866. 8vo.

From Mr. Hyde Clarke, of Smyrna.
Le Bas-Relief de Nymphi, d'apres de nouveaux renseignements. Par MM. Georges

Perrot et Edmond Guillaume. [Extrait de la Revue Archeologique.] Paris:

1866. 8vo.

A Help to Memory in learning Turkish. By Hyde Clarke. Constantinople: 1862.

12mo.
From Professor Edward B. Cowett, of London.

The Kavya Prakasa, or a Treatise on Sanskrit Rhetoric, by Mammata Bhatta, with

Explanatory and Illustrative Notes. By Mahesa Chandra Nyayaratna .... By
order of E. B. Cowell .... Calcutta: 1866. 8vo.

From Rev. Oliver Crane, of Carbondale, Pa.

Episcopal prayer-book, in Arabo-Turkish. Leipzig: 1842. 8vo.

An imperial firman, given by the Sultan Abd-ul-Mejid, of Turkey. One sheet, 22

by 31 inches.

A collection of coins (not yet identified and described).

From Rev. C. H. A. Doll, of Calcutta.

Dictionarium Anamitico-Latinum, primitus inceptum ab . . . . P. J. Pigneaux, ....
dein absolutum et editum a J. L. Taberd .... Serampore: 1838. 4to.

Dictionarium Latino-Anamiticum, auctore J. L. Taberd. . . . Serampore: 1838.

4to.

From Mr. Frank R. Forbes, of Shanghai.

Notes for Tourists in the North of China. By N. B. Dennys. Hongkong: 1866.

8vo.

From M. Garcin de Tossy, of Paris.

Cours d'Hindoustani. Discours d'Ouverture du 4 Dec., 1865; . . . . du 3 Dec.,
1866. Paris: 1865-6. 8vo.

From the German Oriental Society.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft. xix, 3, 4 ;
xx. Leipzig :

1865-6. 8vo.

Indische Studien .... herausgegeben von AlbrechtWeber, ix, 1. Leipzig: 1865.

8vo.

Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, herausgegeben von der Deutschen

Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, iv. 1-5, viz.:

Acvalfiyana's Grhyasutras, Part ii,
translation.

Cantanava's Phitsutra. Mit verschiedenen Indischen Commentaren, Einleitung,

Uebersetzung, und Anmerkungen herausgegeben von Franz Kielhorn.

Ueber die Jiidische Angelologie und Daemonologie in ihrer Abhiingigkeit vom
Parsismus. Von Dr. Alexander Kohut
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Die Grabschriffc des Sidonischen Konigs Eschmun-ezer, iibersetzt und erklart von
Dr. Ernst Meier.

Katha Sarit Sagara. Die Mahrchensammlung des Somadeva. Buch ix-xviii.

Herausgegeben von Hermann Brockhaus.

From Prof. D. C. Oilman, of New Haven.

Seven pamphlets on Java, bound in one volume, viz. : A discourse delivered on the

llth Sept., 1815. By the Honorable Thomas Stamford Raffles Essay on
the Geography, Mineralogy and Botany of the western portion .... of Java.

Addressed to the same, by Dr. Thos. Horsfield. Short Account of the Medicinal

Plants of Java. An Inscription from the Kawi or Ancient Javanese Language,
.... translated into the modern idiom by Nata Kusuma . . . .

,
rendered into

English by Mr. Crawford, and submitted to the Society by the President, ....
Thos. S. Raffles. Eruption from the Tomboro Mountain in the Island of Sum-
bawa on the llth and 12th of April, 1815. Byna "Woordelyk Traslaat van een

Javansch Geslacht-Register van de Vorsten van Java. Uittreksels uit eenige

Aanteekeningen uopens den Javaan Door F. van Boeckholtz. 1715.

From the Ducal Library at Gotha.

Die Orientalischen Handschriften der Herzoglichen Bibliothek zu Gotha .... ver-

zeichnet von Dr. Wilhelm Pertsch. Zweiter TheO. Die Turkischen Handschrift-

en. "Wien: 1864. 8vo.

From Prof. S. S. Haldeman, of Columbia, Pa.

Affixes in their Origin and Application, exhibiting the Etymologic Structure of

English "Words. By S. S. Haldeman. Philadelphia: 1865. 12mo.

From Prof. Fitz-Edward Hall, of London.

Office and Dewtie of Kyngis .... be "William Lander Edited by Fitzedward
Hall [No. 3 of Early English Text Society's Series.] London: 1864. 8vo.

The Monarche and other Poems of Sir David Lyndesay. Edited by Fitzedward

Hall. [Nos. 11 and 19 of the same.] London: 1865-6. 8vo.

Scriptorum Arabum de Rebus Indicis Loci et Opuscula inedita .... recensuit et

illustravit Joannes Gildemeister. Fasc. primus. Bonnae : 1838. 8vo.

Supplement to the Glossary of Indian Terms. A-J. By H. M. Elliott ....

Agra: 1845. 8vo.

The Life of Sheikh Mohammed Ali Hazin, written by himself: edited from two
Persian manuscripts By F. C. Belfour .... London: 1831. 8vo.

The same, translated. By the same. London: 1830. 8vo.

Ikhwan us-Safa. 1846. 8vo.

Fusul Imadi. 1827. lithographed. 8vo.

Malavika et Agnimitra. Drama Indicum Kalidasae adscriptum edidit ....

Otto Fridericus Tullberg. Bonnae: 1840. roy. 8vo.

From C. A. Holmboe, of Christiania, Norway.

Six archaeological essays, in Norwegian, extracts from the Vid.-Selsk. Forh. for

1864-5, viz. : Om Guul og Rod Jord i Gravhoie. Om Vasgtlodderne i Numme-
landsfundet. Om Eeds-Ringe. II. Om Hesteoffer. Om Helleristninger. II.

Om en Nordisk og Indisk Vsegteenhed.
Ezechiel's Syner og Chakteernes Astrolab. Af C. A. Holmboe. Christiania: 1866.

4to.

From Mrs. Wooster HotchMss, of New Haven.

Lettre sur la Decouverte des Hieroglyphes Acrologiques .... par M. J. Klaproth.
Paris: 1827. 8vo.

Essai sur les Hieroglyphes d'Horapollon, et quelques Mots sur la Cabale. Par M.

le Chevalier de Goulianoff. Paris: 1827. 4to.

From Rev. H. H. Jessup, of Beirut.

The Muhit al-Muhit, an Arabic Dictionary, by Butrus Bistany. Vol. I, a r. roy.

8vo.

From M. Nicolas de Khanikoff, of Paris.

Memoire sur 1'Ethnographie de la Perse, par Nicolas de Khanikoff. [Extract from

the Memoires de la Soc. de Geographic de Paris.] Paris: 1866. 4to.
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Notice do M. N. do Khanikoff, sur de livre do Marco Polo. [Extract from the Jour-
nal Asiatique.] Paris: 1866. 8vo.

From the University of Kiel

Schriften der Universitat zu Kiel. XI. Aus. dem Jahre 1864. XII. Aus dem
Jahre 1865. 4to.

From Prof. Adalbert Kuhn, of Berlin.

Zeitscbrift fiir Yergleichende Sprachforschung. xiv. 3-6; xv; xvi. 1-4. Berlin:
1865-7. 8vo.

Beitriige zur Vergleichenden Sprachforschung. iv. 3, 4; v. 1, 2. Berlin: 1865-7.
8vo.

From Prof. Christian Lassen, of Bonn.

Indische Alterthumskunde von Christian Lassen. Zvreite verbesserte und sehr
vermehrte Auflage. Ersten Bandes Erste Halfte: Geographie und Ethnogra-
phie. Leipzig: 1866. 8vo.

From Rev. John Liggins, of Japan.

One Thousand Familiar Phrases in English and romanized Japanese. By the Rev.
John Liggins. Second edition. New York: 1867. 8vo.

The Oriental Picture Gallery. The Missionary Picture Gallery With ex-

planatory remarks, and missionary information. Edited by the Rev. John Lig-

gins. New York : 1866. 4to.

From M. L. Leon de Rosny, of Paris.

Revue Orientale et Americaine Vols. iv, ix, and Nos. 34, 38-41, 41-47.
Paris: 1860-64. 8vo.

From the University of Lund, Sweden.

Acta Universitatis Lundensis. Lunds Universitets Ars-Skrift. 1864. Mathematik
och Naturvetenskap. Philosophi, Sprakvetenskap och Histori. Lund: 1864-5.
4to.

From the Minister of Public Instruction of France.

Mission de Phenicie, dirigee par M. Ernest Renan. Texte, I; Planches, I-III.

Paris. 4to and fol.

From Mr. John Muir, D.O.L., of Edinburgh.

Six essays on Hindu religion, by J. Muir (extracts from the Journal of the Roy. As.

Soc'y), viz. : Progress of the Vedic Religion towards Abstract Conceptions of the

Deity. Yama and the Doctrine of a Future Life according to the Rig-, Yajur-,
and Atharva-Vedas. Contributions to a knowledge of the Vedic Theogony and

Mythology, No. II. Miscellaneous Hymns from the Rig and Atharva Vedas.
On the Relations of the Priests to the other Classes of Indian Society in the

Vedic Age. On the Interpretation of the Veda.

From the Royal Bavarian Academy at Munich.

Abhaudlungen der Churfiirstlich-Baierischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Vols.

ii-ix. Miinchen: 1764-75. 4to.

Neue Philosophische Abhandlungen der Baierischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Vols. i-vii. Miinchen: 1778-97. 4to.

Neue historische Abhandlungen der Baierischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Vols. i-v. Miinchen: 1779-98. 4to.

do. do. do. Vol. i. Miinchen: 1804. 8vo.

Historische Abhandlungen der Koniglich-Baierischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Vols. i-v. Miinchen: 1807-23. 4to.

Abhandlungen der Historischen Classe der etc. Vols. i-viii, ix. 1, 2; x. 1, 2.

Miinchen: 1833-66. 4to.

Abhandlungen der Philosophisch-philologischen Classe der etc. Vols. i-x; xi. 1.

Miinchen: 1835-66. 4to.

Monumenta Saecularia. Herausgegeben von der etc. zur Feier ihres Hundertjahri-

gen Bestehens am 28 Marz 1859. Miinchen. 4to.

Die Gottesurtheile der Inder .... Von Emil Schlagintweit. Miinchen : 1866. 4to.
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From the Boyal Library at Munich.

Catalogus Codicum Manu scriptorum Bibliothecae Regiae Monacensis. I. 2, Codices
Arabicos complectens. I. 3, Codices Persicos complectens. Miinchen: 1866. 8vo.

From Mr. John Murdoch, of India,

Classified Catalogue of Tamil Printed Books, with Introductory Notices. Compiled
by John Murdoch. Madras: 1865. 12mo.

The Indian Missionary Manual : or, Hints to young Missionaries in India. With
lists of books. Compiled by John Murdoch. Madras: 1864. 12mo.

Indian Year-Book for 1861. A Review of Social, Intellectual, and Religious Pro-

gress in India and Ceylon. Compiled by John Murdoch. Madras: 1862. 8vo.

The same, for 1862.

From the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New Series,

II. Shanghai: 1866. 8vo.

From Rev. A. T. Pratt, M.D., of Syria.

Grammaire de la Langue Armenienne .... par J.-Ch. Cirbied Paris: 1823.

8vo.

A grammar of the Ottoman Turkish language, in Turkish, by Fuad Pasha. Con-

stantinople. 8vo.

Catalogue and description of extant Turkish coins, in Turkish. Constantinople:
A. H. 1280 (A. D. 1863). fol.

A manuscript of the New Testament, in Ancient Armenian; on parchment, 311

leaves, about 4 by 3 inches.

From Bdbu Rajendraldla Mitra, of Calcutta.

Vividhartha-Sangraha. A Bengali monthly periodical. Vols. iv-vii. Calcutta:

1856-9. 4to.

Rahasya-Sandarbha. A Bengali monthly periodical. Vol.1. Calcutta: 1862. 4to.

Prakrta-Bhitgola, etc. A physical geography, in Bengali ; by Rajendralala Mitra.

Calcutta: 1861. 12mo.

Vyakarana-pravesa, etc. An Introduction to Bengali grammar, in Bengali, by the

same. Calcutta: 1862. 12mo.

Patra-Kaumudi
; or, Book of Letters [in Bengali] Compiled by the Hon'ble

W. S. Seton-Karr and the same. Calcutta: 1863. 12mo.

ilpika-darana, etc. A life of Qivaji, in Bengali. Second edition. Calcutta:

1862. 12mo.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New Series,

i. 2; ii. 1, 2. London: 1865-7. 8vo.

From the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences.

Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen der Koniglich Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wis-
senschaften zu Leipzig. Philologisch-historische Classe. xvi. 2, 3

;
xvii

;
xviii.

1-3. Leipzig: 1864-6. 8vo.

Abhandlungen der Philologisch-historischen Classe der etc. iv. 5-7
;

v. 1, 2. Leip-

zig: 1865-6. roy. 8vo.

From the Sanskrit Text Society, of London.

The Jaiminiya-Nyaya-MAla-Vistara of Madhavacharya. Edited for the Sanskrit

Text Society by Theodor Goldstucker. Parts i, ii. London: 1865. 4to.

From Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India.

The Aitareya Brahmanam of the Rig-Veda .... Edited, translated, and ex-

plained by Martin Haug .... Bombay: 1863. 2 vols. 12mo.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg.

Bulletin de 1'Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg. iv. 1
;

vii. 3-6
;

viii, ix. St. Petersburg: 1864-6. 4to.

Memoires de 1'Ac. Imp. etc. v. 1
;

vi. 10; vii-ix; x. 1, 2, St. Petersburg: 1862-6.

4to.
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Beitriige zur Konntniss dor Iranischen Sprachen. II. Thoil, 1 u. 3 Lief. Masan-
deranischo Sprache .... herausgegeben von B. Dorn. St. Petersburg: 1866.
8vo.

From Rev. M. A. Sherring, of Benares.

Tlie Transactions of the Benares Institute, for the Session 1864-5. Benares : 1 865.
8vo.

Four archaeological essays, by Rev. M. A. Sherring, viz.: Benares and its antiqui-
ties. Description of the Buddhist Ruins at Bakariya Cund, Benares. Some
Account of Ancient Remains at Saidpur and finikin. Benares, Past and Present.

Vidyusara ['
Essence of knowledge ']. Mirzapore Educational Books. Hindi S-i i-s.

No. I. 3d edition. Mirzapore : 1862. 8vo.

An illustrated work on natural history, do. Urdu Series. No. VI. Mirzapore:
1864. 8vo.

From the Smithsonian Institution.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vi. vii. Washington: 1867. 8vo.
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, xiv. Washington: 1865. 4t,o.

From Rev. J. P. Thompson, D.D., of New York.

Grammar of the Hawaiian Language. By L. Andrews. Honolulu: 1851. 8vo.
A Dictionary of the Hawaiian Language, to which is appended an English-Hawai-

ian Vocabulary .... By Lorrin Andrews. Honolulu: 1865. 8vo.
A short Synopsis of the most essential points in the Hawaiian Grammar .... By
W. D. Alexander. Honolulu: 1864. 12mo.

From Prof. C. J. Tornberg, of Lund.

Ibn-el-Athiri Chronicon .... Edidit Carolus Johannes Tornberg. Volumen Septi-
mum. Volumen primum. Lugduni: 1865-7. 8vo.

From the Tubingen University Library.

Systematisch-alphabetischer Hauptkatalog der Koniglichen Universitatsbibliothek

zu Tiibingen. F. Geschichte imd ihre Hiilfswissenschaften. pp. 1-120. M. Hand-
schriften. a. Orientalische. I. Indische Handschriften. Tubingen: 1865. 4to.

From the U. S. Sanitary Commission.

Documents of the United States Sanitary Commission. Nos. 1-95, May, 1861

Dec. 1865, bound in two volumes. New York. 8vo.

United States Sanitary Commission Bulletin. Nos. 1-40, Nov. 1863 Aug. 1865.

New York. 8vo.

From the Imperial Royal Geographical Society of Vienna.

Mittheilungen der Kaiserlich-koniglichen Geographischen Gesellschaft. vii; viii.

1,2; ix. Vienna: 1863-5. roy. 8vo.

From M. F. Wallmass, of Cairo.

Paleologia Copta di Felice Walmass del Cairo di Egitto. Pisa: 1865. 8vo.

From Prof. Albrecht Weber, of Berlin.

Indexes, Latin and German, of lectures delivered at the University of Berlin, during
the years 1859-66. 4to.

Ueber ein Fragment der Bhagavati. Ein Beitrag zur Kenntniss der heiligen Sprache
und Literatur der Jaina. Von A. Weber. [Aus den Abh. d. K6n. Ak. d. Wiss.

zuBerliu.] Erster Theil. Berlin: 1866. 4to.

From Dr. M. G. White, of Neiv Haven.

Essai sur 1'Origine et la Formation Similaire des Ecritures Figuratives Chinoise et

Egyptienne .... par G. Pauthier. Paris: 1842. 8vo.

From Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New Haven.

Phrasis : a treatise on the history and structure of the different languages of the

world .... By J. Wilson. Albany: 1864. 8vo.

VOL. IX. D
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From Mr. C. W. Zaremba, of St. Joseph, Mich.

A Calendar for 1836, iti the Church Slavic, elegantly illuminated; one sheet, 8^ by
22 inches, folded.

Manuscript copy of a papyrus, inscribed with hieratic characters, in the Imperial

library at St. Petersburg; one sheet, 10 by 30 inches. Also, a description and
translation of the same, by Dr. C. W. Zaremba.

A Russo-Tartaric Primer. Kasan: 1859. 8vo.

The gospels of Matthew and John, in Chinese. 8vo size.

Die Atlantis nach Griechischen und Arabischen Quellen von A. S. von Noroff ....
St. Petersburg: 1854. 8vo.

Johann Christian Friedrich Meister's Anleitung zu Verstandiger Ansicht jeder Hiero-

glyphen jeder Symbolischen Wortsprache. Breslau. 12mo.

Bemerkungen iiber die Phdnizischen und Punischen Mi'mzen. Erstes Stiick .... von
Johann Joachim Bellermann. Berlin: 1812. 12rno. (The last two stitched to-

gether in one volume.)

From an unknown donor.

A Hebrew Grammar, no title, place, or date. 8vo.

By exchange.

Seven Tamil works, printed on native presses, for native use, viz. : Pansa Perakara-

nam. On Saiva philosophy. Agastiya's Science of Divination by Birds. Nannul,
a grammar by Pavananti, text and commentary; edited by Vesaka Perumal.

A work in praise of Krishna. A comedy entitled Aressentera. Tiruvala ur

Puranam: a local Purana. Nana Vettiyan, by Tiruvalluvar.
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Proceedings at New Haven, October 16th and 17th, 1867.

THE Society was convened by notification, on the day appointed
at the last meeting, and in the same place as last year namely,
the Library-room of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Col-

lege. The President took the chair and called the meeting to

order at 3 o'clock.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read by the Re-

cording Secretary and accepted, the Committee of Arrangements
gave notice that the Treasurer of the Society, Prof. D: C. Gilman,
invited the members to come together at his house in the even-

ing, for a social gathering, at which, however, it was arranged
that a single paper, that of Rev. Dr. Thompson, should be read.

The invitation was accepted, with thanks, and the meeting so

ordered.

The Directors announced that the Annual meeting for 1868
would be holden in Boston, on Wednesday, May 20th, and that

Mr. Joseph S. Ropes, of Boston, with the Recording and Corres-

ponding Secretaries, had been designated as Committee of

Arrangements for it.

The following gentlemen, proposed and recommended by the

Directors, were chosen Corporate Members of the Society :

Prof. Edward B. Coe, of New Haven.
" D. Stuart Dodge, of New York.
" E. P. Evans, of Ann Arbor, Mich,

Mr. Michael Heilprin, of New York.
Prof. Ammi B. Hyde, of Meadville, Pa.

The Corresponding Secretary presented the correspondence of

the past six months, extracts from which are given below.

Among the numerous letters of excuse from members unable to

be present was one from Rev. J. G. Auer, dated from the Mission
House of the Protestant Episcopal Church, at West Philadelphia,

saying that his time of service in this country was now ended,
and he was just leaving for his mission-field in West Africa, where
he hoped to arrive about Christmas. He sent with the letter

copies of the Grebo prayer-book and the Grebo-English dictionary
of Bishop Payne, just published.

Another, of similar tenor, from Rev. G. W. Wood, of New
York, was accompanied by an Armenian prayer-book, of which
Mr. Wood writes

"The book is in the Modern Armenian language, and is the revised prayer-
book issued by that party in the Armenian church which desires a reform in

that church. It is put forth by those who reject the Protestant name
; yet, by its

omissions and positive teachings, it is a decided approach toward the Protestant
faith."
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Dr. S. Wells Williams, under date of Pekin, March 12th, 1867,

says
" You will be interested to learn that the Nestorian monument at Si-ngan-fu

in Shensi has been recently visited by two foreigners, English missionaries, who
found it in a good state of preservation, on the whole

;
the building in which it

formerly stood, or in whose wall it was embedded, was in utter ruin, and the tablet

remained upright, exposed to the weather. Mr. Lees and Mr. Williamson were

quickly directed to the place, for the people knew the character of the inscription,
and had no trouble in getting impressions of the engraving. It is a great and
thick slab of black marble, and shows signs of the effects of the weather.

;i The region around Si-ngan is now almost destitute of population, its inhabi-

tants having fled to escape the horrible cruelties and exactions of the insurgents
and Mohammedans during the last three years, who are still ravaging the country
south of the mountains toward Hankau. Another Bible agent, Mr. Wylie, has

just reached Peking from a journey across from Hankau through Kaifung, nnd

narrowly escaped the hands of these marauding bands.

"I have just received the Society's Proceedings for 1865, which are very

interesting. The notice of Mr. C. W. Bradley contains a just tribute to a very

energetic and liberal promoter of Oriental studies. It was, however, Mr. Reed,
our minister, who induced him to come up to the Pei-ho

;
I do not remember that

Mr. Bradley had much intercourse at that time with Lord Elgin. Mr. Reed, too,

sent him with the Treaty to Washington in July 1 858, and he returned soon to

China. The expedition was not in the winter, at which time ice covers the

stream. Mr. Reed was also the means of getting him placed on the Commission
of Claims, which were all settled in six weeks; it was the refusal of the govern-
ment at Washington to pay what all regarded as his just salary for this work as

Commissioner that led him to resign.
" My spare time is all employed in the revision of my dictionary, or I would

try to send something for the Society."

Dr. J. Muir, of Edinburgh, writes under date of July 10th, 1867

" I sent you some time ago Prof. Goldstiicker's summary in the Examiner of his

reply read in the winter to my paper on the interpretation of the Veda. Lately
I wrote to Dr. Rost to find out if the article in extenso was yet in type, as I was

naturally desirous to read the author's propositions in detail. But I was informed

that Prof. Goldstiicker was reserving the paper till he should be able to complete
it by the addition of his proofs. When, then, if ever, the article is to see the

light, must be left for the future to clear up ;
but I really wish he would let us

have it, and show how he is going to demolish ah
1

his adversaries.
" Prof. Aufrecht is working steadily at his vocabulary or concordance, as he

calls it of the Rig-Veda, having already sent his vocabulary of the Atharva-

Veda to the press. Max Miiller. as you will have become aware, is about to bring
out a new translation of the Rig-Veda. He has been in rather weak health, but,
I am glad to learu, is better now.

" I have been working all winter at a new edition of the first volume of my
Sanskrit Texts, on Caste : it is partly printed, but will not be ready for at least

another six months. It is very much enlarged."

Dr. W. F. A. Behrnauer, of Dresden, writes from Leipzig,
June 12th, 1867

"I send you my programme of the Oriental Photolithographic Album, destined

to be printed in Leipzig, Paris, and Beyroot; with a proof. Have the kindness to

print it in your Journal."

The Corresponding Secretary read the chief parts of the de-

tailed (manuscript) prospectus, as follows :

" This great collection will contain in the first part fourteen Arabic works, in

the second part six Persian works, in the third part four Turkish works, and in

the fourth part the Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions of the Royal Museum of

Antiquities of Dresden
; namely,
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Section I. No. 1. Al-Ghazzali's ethical treatise entitled Beddyat
'The Beginning of the Right Way;' with an account of the philosophical systems
of the Arab schools of the Middle Ages. 2. Plato's .metaphysical treatise,

known as the Kitdb a/r-Rawdbi', 'Book of the Four Elements,' translated by
Ahmed Ben al-IIucain Ben Jihar Bokhtar; and Ahmed Ben 'AH Esnabadi's

treatise on the science of the divinity ('Urn ildhuti] and the sciences relating to

the substance of the matter of the world (al-'ulum al-hak'ikiyya). 3. A zoological
treatise extracted from the Nozha of the Sheikh Ustad Baud al-Bacir, collated

with an extract from the Kharidat al-'Ajd'ib of Ibn al-Wardi; with an introduc-

tion to the study of the Arab zoologists and botanists, given in the 'Ajd'ib al-

Maklilukdt of Kazwini. 4. A specimen from the Arabic work of Abu 'AH Yahya
Ben 'Isa Ben Jazla, known as the Mirihuj ul-Beydn,

' Methodical Exposition
' of

all that man wants for his life : with a special account of the author and his

position among the Arab physicians. 5. The denominations of the medicaments

(al-adwiya al-mufrida), ascribed to Ibri Sina (Avicenna), in the Arabic, Greek,
Persian, and Turkish languages. 6. Two physiological extracts, one Arabic and
one Turkish. 7. The little-known medical treatise, al-Kdfiya al-Hdrunia, by
Mesih Ben Hakem; and an important physiological essay, of unknown author-

ship. 8. The well-known work entitled Tadhkirat ul-Kahhdlim,
' Memorial of the

Oculists,' by 'AH Ben 'Isa, with additions and various readings; also, an extract

from the celebrated pharmacopeia entitled Minhtij ud-Dukkdn, of the Jewish

apothecary Kuhen al-'Attar. 9. An important extract, of twenty-six pages, from
the noted work called Beinisd'a, a treatise on the diseases which can bo treated

in an hour, by the famous Abu Bakr Shamsaddin Ben Zakariya ar-Razi. 10. An
extract of, twenty pages from the Kitdb ul-Idhdh fi 'Ilm in-Nikdh,

'

Exposition of

the Science of Copulation,' of Abulfaraj 'Abdarrahman Ben Nasr ash-Shirazi;
with a biography of the author, and a short notice of the oneiromancy of the

eastern peoples.
Section II. No. 1. A musical treatise of the poet Jami, with the latter's

biography, being an account of the relation of the Persian musical system to the

Arab, the names of instruments from the dictionary Haft Kulzum, etc. 2.

The grand mystical work, Rehab-Name, 'Book of the Violin,
1

by Sultan Walad,
son of the great poet Jelaleddin Rvimi, with biographical account and notes.

3. A Persian work on astronomy by the astronomer 'Alaeddin 'AH Kushji (son of

the first Turkish mathematician, Kadi Zade), named Merkez-i-'akm,
' Middle of

the World;' with commentary. 4. Molla 'Abdul-'Ali's astronomical treatise on

the division of time; with biography of the author. 5. An arithmetical treatise

by the epitomizer of the Persian work Hatt-i-takwim. 6. The remainder of Wazir
Rashideddin's great work Jdmi' at-Tawdrikh, of which the first volume was pub-
lished by Quatremere, together with the forty pages on the Chinese kings, with
their portraits.

Section III. The four Turkish works composing this section are of a historical

and scientific character, with appendixes, translations, and biographies. Their

special description, as well as that of the Nineveh slabs whose photolithographic

representation constitutes the IVth section, is omitted here.

From Rev. D. D. Green, Missionary of the Presbyterian Hoard
at Hang-chau, China, comes a finely executed impression of a

Chinese monument, with accompanying letter (dated May 7th,

1867), and translations:

" Enclosed please find a rubbing from a tablet in one of the monasteries near
this city. It is a representation of the Goddess of Mercy, with her hundred

hands, ready to do good to all. The inscription above the image is a Buddhistic

chant, and contains so many foreign words that but few Chinese scholars can read

it. Of the inscriptions under the image I send you a version. It is very un-

satisfactory, but the best 1 can do with my present knowledge of the Chinese, in

connection with the manifest ignorance of Chinese teachers as to the doctrines

of the Buddhists. I send you this as an acknowledgment of the receipt of a

copy of the Proceedings of the American Oriental Society for 1865, read about

Jan. 1st, 1867."
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The commemorative part of the inscription reads as follows :

'' In the reign of the emperor Gyin-long, in the fiftieth cycle, during the spring,
in [the city of] Vu-ling [i.e. Hang-chau], one having a good and believing heart

sculptured this image of the Goddess of Mercy, and the sacred chant over it, and
erected the tablet in the Dzin-z monastery, which is situated in the plain south

[of the lake to the west of Hang-chau], in the hah
1

of the god of longevity, by
the favor of the Goddess of Mercy, the god presiding over the great present,
and Buddha, whose ages cannot be numbered to whom belong blessedness of

community, in hope of the original unity without the least diversity. For the

purpose of celebrating the praises of the pure perfection, these three chants were
most carefully prepared. On examination, it is found that these three chants

were anciently handed down from their author Wang, of the district city of Kyia-

ding. His honorary title was Dzao-an, and his name was Zwuin-yiao."

Mr. Green adds a note or two :

" The monastery was first built during the Tsin dynasty, a few years before

the beginning of the Song. The buildings have been repeatedly burned down,
and again built up. sometimes by imperial patronage, but more often from funds

collected by the priests. The place is now in ruins, like most of the temples in

this vicinity, destroyed by the Tai-ping rebels. The tablet, however, is still standing.
" The date given in the inscription as that of the erection of the tablet is about

A.D. 1795. The author of the verses lived about eight centuries earlier: the

exact date could be ascertained, if access were had to the hyien-ts of his native

place. The chants show that during the Song dynasty (A.D. 960-1280) scholars

of no mean pretension were Buddhists."

The following communications were presented at the different

sessions of the Meeting :

1. On the Routes and the Chief Articles of Commerce from
the East to Europe during the Middle Ages, by Pres't T. D.

Woolsey, of New Haven.

President Woolsey spoke of the route which led from India, by the Persian

Gulf and the Euphrates, to Babylon, and so to the Mediterranean, and by the Red
Sea to Egypt, and especially to Alexandria. These were ancient routes, and the

trade passing through them was principally in the hands of Constantinople, al-

though Venice at an early day shared in it. Venice dealt even in Christian slaves

with the Mohammedans. The Pope-* long tried in vain to prevent commercial in-

tercourse with these enemies of the faith. From Constantinople the route of

trade lay especially up the Danube, by Vienna and Ratisbon, and thus penetrated
into the regions of northern Europe.

During the crusades, so long as the avenue by the Persian Gulf and the Red
Sea were controlled by hostile Mohammedan powers, it became necessary to adopt
another more expensive and circuitous route, requiring much land-carriage and

several transfers of freight. This route led up the Indus, across the mountains

on beasts of burden, thence by the Oxus, and so to the Caspian Sea. This, which

was an ancient route, was now adopted by Venice and Genoa. From the Caspian it

took especially the direction of the Volga, to a place called Zarizyn, thence across

the country to the Don, where, at the river's mouth, in the town of Tana, now

Azov, both Venice and Genoa had commercial privileges, and the former had a

consul from the end of the 12th century. Afterwards an important entrepot for

Genoa was Theodosia, now Kaffa, in the Crimea.

When, in 1258, the Mongols under Hulagu Khan overthrew the Califate of

Bagdad. Egypt being still hostile, it became possible to take the path by the

Persian Gulf and the Tigris to Bagdad, and so through the Mongol dominions to the

west. Two subordinate routes one across the country to Tauris (Tabris) and the

Black Sea, the other via Tabris to the north-eastern corner of the Levant sent the

productions of the Orient into Europe. The important marts of the Italians on the

Black Sea and the coast of Cilicia were noticed. The trade also of the Christian

kingdom of Jerusalem was illustrated by reference to a chapter of the
"
assises
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of the Burgesses' court of the kingdom of Jerusalem," in which the tariff on
eastern products is carried out into a multitude of particulars.

After the crusades were over, the Popes having now softened down their pro-
hibitions of commercial intercourse with Mussulmans, the Venetians made ar-

rangements with the rulers of Egypt, by which they were enabled to engross the

trade with the east along its most convenient path through the Red Sea, and this

continued until towards the end of the Middle Ages, when the Portuguese found
out a cheaper and better way of communication.
The principal products of the east imported into Europe were then spoken of,

especially silk, until its manufacture was introduced into the Byzantine empire
under Justinian, and from thence into Sicily and Italy. Of sugar also, and of the

sugar refineries on the Tigris, whence the knowledge spread, not only westward
with the cultivation of the cane, but eastward to India and China, an account was
given, which was based on Hitter's valuable illustration of that subject in his

great geographical work.

2. Translation of the Siamese Work entitled Bre-TemlyOrtT&tak,
a life of Buddha in one of his previous existences, by Dr. A.

Bastian, of Bremen
; presented by the Corresponding Secretary.

The Buddhists, Dr. Bastian says, distinguish five hundred and fifty lesser

Jfitakas, and ten principal ones, treating of the life of Buddha in his various

existences anterior to the historical one. The whole, collected together, form the

Nibat, thirty books of which have been translated out of Pali into Siamese by
Bana Dammapiyat. The TemI Jataka is the first of the ten principal ones; the

last, which relates the saint's life next preceding his being re-born as Gautama

C/ikyamuni, in Kapilavastu, being entitled the Vesantara, or the Maha-Jfit,
'

great Jataka.'

This, like so many other Indian biographies, begins with telling of a king

(sovereign of Vdrdnasi,
' Benares

'),
who lives long childless, until the merits and

prayers of one of his numerous wives move Indra to come to the relief of the

royal pair. The god's regard falls upon Bre-Borom-Bodhisatr, who, since his

previous existence as a king of Benares, had spent 10,000 years in hell in ex-

piation of his misdeeds committed in that capacity, and then had lived long in

heaven in reward of his good deeds, and now, his debt and credit being both

cancelled, was just ready to be born once more. Indra proposes that he choose
for his next life the condition of son to the present king and queen of Benares,
and promises that it shall tend to the further perfection of his merits. He assents

;

and five hundred other inhabitants of heaven, whose time is nearly up, are also

despatched below to be born as his contemporaries and playmates. Sixteen wet-
nurses are provided for him by the delighted king ;

the good points which led to

their selection are fully detailed. The Brahmans prophesy all manner of good-
fortune for him, and give him the name Temlya.
When a month old, he chances to be sitting in his father's lap when the latter

pronounces sentence of torture and death on four malefactors. This offense

against mercy, which the king will have to expiate hereafter by the torments of

hell, startles and alarms him. He reflects on his own past history, and perceives
that for such acts during his previous reign he had suffered almost endlessly
in hell-fire, and that, if he allows himself to grow up a prince, and become again
a king, the same or a worse fate awaits him anew. He resolves, therefore, for

the purpose of evading the royal dignity, to feign himself lame, deaf and dumb,
and stupid ;

and he rigidly carries out his vows, emaciating his body by abstinence

from his natural food. Now commences a series of severe tests, in which his

unfortunate five hundred comrades have to share, intended to try whether he
cannot be made to act like them, and to exhibit the desires and capacities suited

to his age. But the prince, reflecting on the torments of hell, so much greater,
bears all the tests unflinchingly, and shows an utter impassivenes?. Deprivation
of food, temptation by cakes, sweetmeats, fruits, playthings, and other sensual

pleasures, alarms of fire, of wild elephants, of arms, of terrible noises, of dark-

ness, distress by flies, by stench, by heat all are fruitless. When he has
thus reached the age of sixteen, his father again consults the Brahmans, who
confess that their former prognostications were lies, and now advise that he be
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sent away and buried in the cemetery of spectres. But the queen interferes, and,
in fulfilment of an old promise made her at the time of the child's birth, extorts
a cession of the royal authority to him for the space of seven davs, and, during
their continuance, lavishes upon her son her entreaties that he will have pity on

her, give up the part she is sure he is acting, and show the powers he possesses.
This also failing, he is carried out, in accordance with the directions of the

Brahmans, to be killed and hidden away. But while the king's charioteer,

charged with putting him to death, is digging his grave, he tries and finds him-
self possessed of superhuman powers, receives consecrated garments from Indra,
and preaches the law to his intending murderer till the latter is fully converted,
and desires to join him in a hermit's life in the forest. He refuses the proposal,
and sends the charioteer back to the palace with the apparel he had worn and
the tidings of his condition. The king and queen, the court and army, come out

to see him in his hermitage, are also converted by his preaching, and, forsaking
the capital, take up a religious life. The same fate befalls five other kings with
their armies, as they come in succession with the intent of warring upon Benares.
'There was room enough for all these recluses, and for more to come. The

elephants were turned loose in the jungle ;
the horses returned to their wild con-

dition; the royal chariots decayed and fell in pieces, mouldering in the forest.

Gold, silver, precious gems, and jewels were strewn about and covered the

ground like sand. And all these Bre-Dabos and Bre-Dabosi, on the extinction of

life, ascended to the upper terraces of the Brahma-world, abiding there together.
Those beings which were brute animals, if they had shown themselves of a

kind and benevolent disposition toward the hermits, were re-born, on their death,
in one of the six heavens, where they enjoyed celestial riches, and all became
sons and daughters of divinities, in god-like existence."

3. On the Egyptian Doctrine of the Future Life, by Rev.

Joseph P. Thompson, D.D., of New York.

Of this long" and elaborate paper, the following are the leading points :

The legend of Isis and Osiris, which was but a spiritualizing of the yearly

phenomena of nature in the Nile valley, lay at the foundation of the Egyptian
doctrine of the future life. The departed soul is called the son of Osiris, some-

times Osiris himself, and repeats in his own course through Hades the various

experiences of that divinity. He is furnished also with statuettes which re-

present the mummified form of Osiris bursting its wrappings and coming forth

to renewed activity. The sources of Egyptian eschatology are limited: Herodotus,

Plutarch, Diodorus Siculus, Empedocles, and others, have given a fragmentary
account of the Egyptian belief; but our principal source is the "Book of the

Dead."
This Book, which Champollion had already designated the " Funereal Ritual,"

was published entire by Lepsins in 1842, from the text of a hieroglyphic papyrus
at Turin, which dates from the twenty-s-dxth dynasty, or the seventh century be-

fore Christ. The most important chapters of the books are found in papyri of a

much older date, and also upon tombs of the eighteenth dynasty and sarcophagi
of the eleventh. Indeed, fragments of it can be traced back to the age of the

third pyramid.

Fragmentary, repetitious, without logical order, it revolves about two central

points the judgment of the deceased after death, and his passage onward

through various transformations, unto the highest felicity in the presence and

likeness of " the Chief God."

Dr. Samuel Birch, of the British Museum, has published in volume fifth of

Bunsen's "Egypt's Place in Universal History" the first translation of the entire

book. This translation is so extremely literal as sometimes to be unintelligible,

while the prevailing mysticism of the book throws a degree of obscurity over its

doctrines. Translations of the most important chapters have been made by
Vicomte de Rouge, Pleyte, Chabas, Reinisch, Brugsch, and others. Rouge is now

issuing a superb edition of the text, illustrated with vignettes, which some-

times furnish most effective commentary; and Lepsius has just published the

fragments of the Book of the Dead written upon the inner sides of the sarcophagi
of the Old Empire in the Berlin Museum, under the title Aelteste Texte des

Todtenbuchs.
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The Book teaches that the souls of all men, good and bad alike, continue to

exist after death; that they all pass immediately into Hades, a doleful region,
full of enemies and terrors, from whose ordeal the righteous cannot escape;
here the wicked may be arrested and delivered to some devouring monster, or re-

manded to earth, for the discipline of animal transmigration, such being the

Egyptian idea of metempsychosis. The righteous pass through a form of justi-

fication, and then, emerging at the gates of the West, follow the sun-bark in its

bright career; they pass through various transformations, each advancing to a

higher plane of existence, by the elimination of the mortal and the evil; then
follows a solemn judgment-scene, in the Hall of Two Truths, where the heart of

the deceased is weighed in the balance against the image of righteousness, and
he is compelled to clear himself of each of the forty-two deadly sins, against as

many accusers, who dispute his passage. Being acquitted, he enters the Elysian
fields, and partakes of the food of the gods; after which he rises by a succession

of grand halls and stair-ways to the Empyrean, the luminous presence-chamber
of Osiris.

The consummation of blessedness, however, is not absorption into the divinity,
for the soul retains throughout its consciousness and personal identity: and

moreover, the soul visits the body, which has been so carefully preserved, and
this is revivified. The book clearly recognizes moral distinctions as the basis

of divine judgment in the Hereafter, and the personal accountability of man to a

supreme tribunal beyond the grave. There is not only a purgatory for the

wicked, but a hell for the finally incorrigible.

Such, in general, is the theology of this remarkable book. The researches of

scholars will eventually bring out its minuter shades of meaning, and perhaps
reduce its doctrines to a well-ordered system.

4. A Plan for a Universal History, by Prof. Joseph W. Jenks,
of Boston

; presented by the Corresponding Secretary.
Prof. Jenks states that he has been long engaged upon a work which he

proposes to call "History re-read, or an attempt at a simple and instructive

philosophy of history," of which he presents the fundamental outline. He
claims that man is of necessity the universal type; that humanity in the com-

plex resembles, in nature, progress, arid destiny, humanity in the individual; and

that, accordingly, the periods of human history correspond with the successive

stages in the life of the individual. He hopes to be able to present, in a year or

two, a true historic view of the "childhood" of the race, extending from the

end of the period of mythology and fable to the time of Abraham, or about
2000 B.C.

5. Critical Notice of Dr. Friedrich Bottcher's Hebrew Gram-

mar, by Prof. George E. Day, D.D., of New Haven.

This grammar was issued last year from the press of J. A. Barth, in Leipzig.
It is as yet unfinished, there being a second volume still to appear, which will be
furnished with complete indexes to the whole work. The present volume is of

six hundred and fifty-four royal octavo pages. Prof. Day recognized and com-
mended the fidelity and care exhibited by the editor, Dr. Ferdinand Miihlan, a

pupil of the deceased author, and characterized the work itself as deserving the

attention of Hebrew scholars on account of its scientific treatment of Hebrew

grammar, and the large number of methodized facts brought together in it. Dr.

Bottcher has aimed to produce an exhaustive work, in which all the phenomena of

the language should be subjected to the modern rational treatment. His divisions

and subdivisions, although sometimes excessive and tedious, exhibit great thor-

oughness, and an evident mastery of the subject. After speaking favorably of

the historical introduction, Prof. Day criticised the plan of the grammar. This

volume is divided into two books, the former of which treats of the phonology,
the other of the etymology of the language. The syntax is to follow in the sec-

ond volume. In developing the sound-relations of the Hebrew, the author makes
a constant distinction between what he calls

" sonitals
" and "

spiritals." the latter

class embracing the semi-vowels, as Vav and Yodh, and the gutturals, the former

the vowels and most of the consonants. On the ground of this distinction, he

VOL. IX. E
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treats all the inflected words, whether nouns, verbs, or even particles, as either

sonital, guttural, or semi-vocal. The treatment of the verb is quite general, while
that of the substantive, which occupies two hundred and fifty pages, is unneces-

sarily long, in consequence of l>eing burdened with an excessive citation of par-
ticulars. The paper dwelt upon a number of special points, in which the views
of the author were either accepted or criticised, and closed with an appreciative
estimate of the work, as in reality a thesaurus of materials for Hebrew grammar,
and a valuable contribution to Semitic philology and to comparative philology in

general.*

6. On the Translation of the Veda, by Prof. W. D. Whitney,
of New Haven.

One of the leading philological problems of the present day, Prof. Whitney re-

marked, is to make a translation of the Veda, the Hindu Bible, both on account
of its importance as exhibiting the ground-work of Hindu history, and because it

is the most ancient existing Indo-European record, and the one that shows us the

most primitive attainable phase of Indo-European life and institutions. By the

Veda, we mean especially the Rig-Veda, the earliest and most extensive of the

four hymn-collections which constitute the kernel of the sacred literature of

India together with such parts of the other collections as are akin with this in

character. It has been handed down to us accompanied with a great body of

accessory and explanatory works, of which the latest and fullest is the elaborate

commentary of Sayana, made in southern India, in the fourteenth century; in

which is summed up the whole learning of the Hindu pandits, as gathered and
transmitted by a long succession of generations. By the aid of this, especially,
were made the first researches of European scholars into the Vedic language
and antiquities. A question, now, has arisen as to the absolute value and

authority of the commentary and its more ancient sources; the one side main-

taining that it represents an immemorial tradition, and is to be, in the main, im-

plicitly followed by us; the other, that it is the final product of a long-continued
course of learned inquiry, and must be freely and searchingly criticised in every
item, before acceptance. A number of important articles bearing on the con-

troversy have been published within no long time, and of these Prof. Whitney's

paper was mainly an abstract and review.

The first article is by Prof. Roth, of Tubingen, and is published in Vol. xxi. (for

1867) of the German Oriental Society's Journal. It sets forth the general prin-

ciples bearing upon the point under discussion, the conditions under which a so-

called
"
traditional

"
interpretation grows up, and the impossibility that it should

ever have the authority claimed for it; and points out that the historical circum-

stances which should make the case otherwise in India are wholly wanting, and
that an examination of the interpretation itself shows it to be of the ordinary
character namely, founded only on a grammatical and etymological basis.

Into such an examination of Sayana's commentary and its chief predecessor,
Yaska's Nirukta, the next article reviewed enters in detail. It is by Dr. Muir of

Edinburgh, and published in Vol. ii., Part 2 (1867), of the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society. With unimpeachable fairness, with great industry and learning,
with clear statement and logical method, it goes over the whole ground, with

great fulness of illustration; reaching the conclusion that "there is no unusual

or difficult word or obscure text in the hymns in regard to which the authority
of the Indian scholiast should be received as final [or his interpretation accepted],
nnless it be supported by probability, by the context, or by parallel passages;"
and that hence,

" no translation of the Rig-Veda which is based exclusively on

Sayana's commentary can possibly be satisfactory."

* At the moment that this abstract of Prof. Day's notice is passing through
the press, the first half of the second volume has come to hand. Its first ninety-
five pages are occupied with the pronouns and pronominal suffixes, the remaining
two hundred and twenty-four pages with the verb. The conclusion of the work is

expected to be ready early in 18U8.
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Of the principles of Vedic interpretation thus established in the abstract by
Prof. Roth, and in the concrete by Dr. Muir, a striking exemplification is furnished

by Prof. Max Muller, in his article on the "
Hymns of the Gaupayanas and the

Legend of King Asamati" (published in the same volume with the one last

spoken of). He selects a set of four hymns from the concluding book of the

Rig-Veda, to which the tradition has attached an explanatory legend : he shows
how this legend has grown up by degrees, by misapprehension and distortion of

epithets and phrases of the hymns themselves, and that neither it nor the ver-

sion made in conformity with it (and which he gives in full) really belongs to

them
; ending by giving a true version, founded upon independent study, and a

determination of the relations of the parts of the text to one another.

In these three papers, we have the case of the anti-comment party presented
from every point of view and with all desirable fulness.

The first European scholar of note to set forth and defend the contrary view
was Prof. H. 11. Wilson. He, however, had long passed the acme of his scholarly

activity when the Veda began to attract attention in Europe, and, though his

influence and patronage were freely given to the new study, and were of great

importance to its progress, he was never in sympathy with its votaries, nor ever
won a right to be called a Vedic scholar. The arguments by which he defends
the commentaries show the prejudice naturally engendered by an Indian education,
and sometimes involve gross transfers to the old Vedic time of the conditions of

modern Hindu literature.

Since Wilson's death, his mantle has fallen upon Prof. Goldstiicker of London,
author of the fourth and last paper reviewed. This is entitled "On the Veda of

the Hindus and the Veda of 'the German School,'
" and was read before the Royal

Asiatic Society early this year, but is not yet published otherwise than in a full

and careful abstract (evidently made by the author himself) in the London
"Examiner" for February 2, 1867. The title of the paper is in two respects

open to criticism. In the first place, it seems to involve a petitio principii the

"Veda of the Hindus" being the object of all parties, and the point in dispute

being whether this is to be arrived at by the methods of the modern Hindu

schools, or of the modern European. In the second place, the name "German
school," upon which the author dwells, and which he claims to borrow from Dr.

Muir, is not found in the latter's paper, and is to be avoided, as seeming to appeal
to whatever of prejudice may exist in English minds against foreign scholars and
methods. At the same time. Dr. Goldstiicker endeavors to disprove the ex-

istence of any such school, alleging that those who are claimed to belong to it

are discordant in their methods and results. He overlooks, however, the fact

that it is only with reference to one common doctrine the non-acceptance as

paramount authority of the commentator's interpretation that they are ranked

together as a school at all
;
and that they all in the fullest manner acknowledge

the true interpretation to be attainable only as the final result of more or less

discordant individual effort. Indeed, it may with much more truth be claimed that

there is but one school of Vedic study in Europe, with Prof. Goldstiicker as its

opponent; since it is not known that any other Vedic scholar of eminence shares

his views. And whether even he is its opponent on principle has been made
doubtful by Dr. Muir, who shows that in his Dictionary he not infrequently
criticises unfavorably and rejects Sayana's version. It becomes, then, merely a

question of personal capacity between the one side and the other
;
whether the

right to deviate from the native authorities is to be confined to any person or

persons, or restricted within the limits which these shall prescribe. Of course,
each scholar must exercise his independence under responsibility, and he who,
on a foundation of insufficient learning and judgment, attempts to translate the

Veda, will render himself liable to be contemned and laughed at
;
there is doubt-

less temptation to over-confidence on the one side, as to a comfortable and

labor-saving submissiveness on the other; yet all hope of progress is bound up
with the former method. Prof. Goldstucker, in justification of the alternative

versions so often given by the commentary, proposes to recognize them as

originating in and held by different native schools: but, in so doing, he distinctly
assents to the fundamental doctrine of his opponents that these versions are the

products of learned study, not of authoritative tradition. He declares that the

determination of the grammatical cognateness of Vedic passages (upon which he
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assumes the independent interpretations of the other party to be founded) is a

peculiarly difficult problem, which has not yet been broached, much less settled.

This claim requires farther explanation to make it intelligible: but, meantime, we
are justified in going on to interpret simply by aid of the comparison of parallel

passages about which, certainly, there is no mystery, as it is the method

successfully employed in every other language and literature besides the Vedic
;

not only as between authors of the same age, but through all the periods of every
literature.

The principles of the " German school
"

are the only ones which can ever

guide us to a true understanding of the Veda. We have within our reach pre-

cisely the same means of research which the Hindu schools had namely, a

knowledge of the classical Sanskrit and of modern Hindu institutions, and if our

command of such knowledge is in some respects inferior to theirs, the deficiency
is much more than made up by the superiority of our methods of research, and by
our possession of a critical and historical spirit which was denied to them.

7. On Recent Geographical Explorations in the Hindu-Kuh

Range, and its Vicinity, by Prof. D. C. Gilman, of New Haven.

Prof. Gilman gave an abstract of the results of several works which have ap-

peared within no long time past, treating of this interesting region, especially of

the alleged wanderings and observations of an anonymous writer, brought to

light by the Russian traveller, M. Veniukoff, and recently printed in the London

Geographical Society's Journal the authenticity of the original document hav-

ing been called in serious question by English geographers. He exhibited maps
of the region, and pointed out how it was being approached from more than one
side by geographical exploration and discovery.

Rev. Cyrus Byington, for nearly fifty years a missionary among
the Choctaw Indians, being present, gave, by request, some account

of the progress of civilization and religion in that community
during his presence with them, and described, partly in answer to

questions, some of the striking peculiarities of their language.
The Society then adjourned, to meet again in Boston, 011 the

20th of May, 1868.
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Proceedings at Boston, May Moth, 18G8.

THE Annual meeting of the American Oriental Society was held

in Boston, on Wednesday, May 20th, at the usual hour and place.
The President being absent, the chair was taken by Rev. Dr. R.

Anderson, Vice-President. The day was very stormy, and the at-

tendance of members unusually small.

The minutes of the preceding meeting (at New Haven, Oct.

1867) were read by the Recording Secretary and approved. KV-

ports from the retiring officers were then called for.

The Treasurer's report was presented, in his absence, by the Re-

cording Secretary. It showed the income and expenses of the

year to have been as follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 2 2d, 1867, - - - $1,049.76
Annual Assessments, - - - $ 75.00

Sale of the Journal, - - -
'

- - ... 149.49

Interest on deposit in Savings Bunk, . . * . 107.88

Total receipts of the year, 332.37

$1,382.13
EXPENDITURES.

Printing of Proceedings, etc.,
- $92.72

Expenses of Library and Correspondence,
- - 29.81

Total expenditures of the year,
- - - $122.53

Balance on hand, May 20th, 1868, 1,259.60

$1,382.13

The accounts, having been audited by a committee of two, ap-

pointed for that purpose, were accepted.
The Librarian presented a list of donors during the year to the

Society's collections, and gave oral explanations of the character

and value of the donations made. To the catalogue of the Li-

brary have been added 41 new titles, besides one manuscript title.

In behalf of the Committee of Publication, a report was made

by the Corresponding Secretary. There has been no issue of the

Journal during the past year, owing mainly to the lack of suitable

material. Preparation of the edition of the Tdittiriya-Pr;\ti9akhya
and its commentary, the Tribhashyaratna, which work has been
intended and expected to occupy a part of the next volume, has
been delayed by unforeseen and unavoidable circumstances. The

delay, however, was to turn out greatly for the advantage of the

work, since new and very important manuscript material has been
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recently secured. Besides a collation of the (imperfect) Oxford

MS., obtained through the kind offices of Prof. Miiller, a copy and
collation of two other manuscripts, recently discovered in the

library of the Royal Asiatic Society in London, has been secured.

Information of these was sent to Prof. Whitney by Dr. R. Rost,

Secretary of the Roy. As. Soc., last autumn
;
and the copy and

collation has been made, with his kind cooperation and aid, by Dr.

Julius Eggeling, a German scholar now residing in England, to

whose generous and friendly devotion the work will be greatly in-

debted" for its completeness. The manuscripts referred to have
been for many years in the possession of the London Society, but,

being written in the southern Indian characters (one in Malayulam,
the other, on strips of palm leaf, in Grantham), they have until

now escaped identification and notice. Their assistance will ren-

der it possible to furnish a satisfactory text of the commentary,
which it is accordingly proposed to add in full to the treatise

and notes. There is no reason to believe that a half-volume will

not be ready for delivery to the members by the next annual meet-

ing, and the other half-volume in the course of 1869.

The Board of Directors announced that the autumn meeting
would be held in New Haven, October 14th, and that Mr. Cotheal

of New York, with the Recording and Corresponding Secretaries,

would act as a Committee of Arrangements for it.

They also gave notice that they had appointed Prof. Salisbury
and Rev. Dr. Clark to aid the Corresponding Secretary in endeav-

oring to secure a more extended and active participation of Ameri-

can Missionaries in the work of the Society ;
and had committed

the list of members for revisal to Professors Salisbury, Hadley,
and Whitney, with directions to report at the next annual meeting.
Two gentlemen, recommended by the Board for election to

membership, were balloted upon, and duly elected, namely :

as Corporate Member,

Prof. John B. Feuling, Madison, Wise,

as Corresponding Member,

Rev. Charles H. H. Wright, of Dresden.

The Corresponding Secretary called the attention of the meet-

ing to the unusual loss it had suffered during the past year in the

death of four of its Honorary Members namely, Prof. F. Bopp
of Berlin, the Due de Luynes and M. Keinaud of Paris, and Raja
Radhakanta Deva of Calcutta. He gave a brief statement of the

claims of each of these gentlemen to the respectful and grateful
remembrance of Orientalists, entering into more detail respecting
the brilliant achievements of Bopp in the department of compara-
tive philology.

Notice was also taken of the death of Prof. C. C. Jewett of

Boston, a Corporate Member, Prof. Peabody of Cambridge giving
some account of his life and literary labors.
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Messrs. Ropes of Boston, Sanborn of Springfield, and Brigham
of Taunton, were appointed a Nominating Committee to propose
a board of officers for the next year. They presented the follow-

ing ticket (the same with last year's), which was elected without

dissent :

President Pres. T. D. WOOLSEY, D.D., LL.D.,
( Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, D.D.,

Vice-Presidents \ Hon. PETER PARKER, M.D.,
(
Prof. EDWARD E. SALISBURY,

Gorresp. Secretary Prof. W. D. WHITNEY, Ph.D.,
Seer., of Classical Section Prof. JAMES HADLEY,
Recording Secretary Mr. EZRA ABBOT,
Treasurer Prof. D. C. GILMAN,
Librarian Prof. W. D. WHITNEY,

Mr. A. I. COTHEAL,
Prof. W. W. GOODWIN, Ph.D.,
Prof. W. H. GREEN, D.D.,

Directors Prof. J. J. OWEN, D.D.,
Prof. A. P. PEABODY, D.D.,
Dr. CHARLES PICKERING,
Prof. JOHN PROUDFIT, D.D.,

New Haven.
Boston.

Washington.
New Haven.
New Haven.
New Haven.

Cambridge.
New Haven.
New Haven.
New York.

Cambridge.
Princeton.

New York.

Cambridge.
Boston.

New York.

A few extracts were read from letters received since the last

meeting. Among them was the following, from Mr. John P.

Brown of Constantinople, dated Jan. 24, 1868:

" I see in Triibner's catalogue that my little work on " The Dervishes "
is out and

for sale, although I have not yet received a copy of it. I have just had printed,

also, in London, a small work, called "Ancient and Modern Constantinople,"
which will soon be for sale. I shall try and send you a copy of each. During
the spring and summer months I have been absent, and have done but little in

the literary line. I am collecting materials for a " Life and Times of A'li, the 4th

Caliph," which I hope sometime to publish. This will have a religious rather

than a historical character or rather, will partake of both.
" Dr. Paspati is employed on a large work on 'the Gypsies and their Language,

with their Tales and Ballads.' This will interest you, as the roots of their lan-

guage are Sanskritic. The secret religion of the Gypsies would be of much inter-

est, and may be found in their tales and ballads; but, as yet, no one has taken
it up. Dr. Mordtmann of this city has promised to do so, but has not as yet
accomplished anything, so far as I am aware."

Only one communication was presented at this meeting, namely
On Bell's " Visible Speech," by Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New
Haven.

The work in which this new system of phonetic writing is laid before the pub-
lic is entitled "Visible Speech: the Science of Universal Alphabetics; or, Self-

interpreting Physiological Lt-tters, for the writing of all Languages in one Alpha-
bet. Illustrated by Tables, Diagrams, and Examples. By Alex. Melville Bell, etc.

etc. Inaugural Edition. London, 1867." (4to, pp. 126.) It begins with an ac-

count of the circumstances attending the origination and development of the sys-

tem, of the attempt made by its author to get it taken up and propagated through
the community by the British Government, and the failure of this attempt, of the
tests through which it had triumphantly passed, and of the testimony given in its

favor by practiced phonetists like Mr. A. J. Ellfe. The system is one which cuts
loose from all alphabets in present use, and sets up a new scheme of signs, of
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which every element is intended to be directly symbolic of a physical act, so that

each letter represents the whole method of production of the sound it stands for,

and is, after the symbolism is learned, self-interpreting. Not only articulate

sounds, but almost all audible utterances of which human organs are capable, are

claimed to be representable by it: it aims at, and fairly accomplishes, more than

any other system ever invented. Prof. Whitney gave an account of the contents

of the work, and an analysis and criticism of its signs for sounds. He showed

that, while these are exceedingly ingenious, and in the main sufficiently exact,

they nevertheless are far from being entitled to all the credit claimed for them.

Even in the consonantal part of the alphabet, Mr. Bell's analysis of not a few
sounds is faulty, and his designation false

;
for example, in s, 2, th, he either in-

troduces symbols of unreal acts, or omits to symbolize other real acts of articula-

tion, or both. With his treatment of the far more difficult matter of vowel ut-

terance much more fault was found : his whole scheme of classification and de-

scription of the vowels was rejected, as being a step backward rather than for-

ward, when compared with the labors of his predecessors. On the whole, it was
asserted that Mr. Bell has not in a single point sensibly advanced the science of

alphabetics, although he has shown superior skill in the art of alphabetic notation.

He is disposed also to overrate the value and usefulness of his invention, imagin-

ing that it is going to do away with the difficulties of learning to read, of learn-

ing to pronounce a foreign language, of analyzing and representing the sounds of

unwritten tongues, and the like. Whereas, a scheme of alphabetic symbols is

like a scheme of chemical symbols, or a nomenclature in any branch of science
;

a good nomenclature efficiently facilitates the mastery of a science, as a bad one

throws obstacles in the way of it; but the nomenclature is of secondary conse-

quence, and to acquire it is not to master the science. It is to phonetists that

Mr. Bell's system must be chiefly valuable, and there seems no good reason why
the task of spreading the knowledge and use of it should have been assumed by
Government.
The construction of the volume presenting the system was criticised as being

far too obscure and difficult. By first giving the physical descriptions of sounds

complete, and putting off' all illustration to another part of the work, the author

has doubtless repelled many who might otherwise have learned to understand and
favor the new alphabet.

After some discussion of the subject of this communication, the

Society adjourned.
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Proceedings at New Haven, October 14th and 15th, 1868.

THE Society met, as adjourned, at New Haven, in the Library-
room of the Sheffield Scientific School, the President in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read, the Commit-
tee of Arrangements presented their plan for the conduct of the

present session, which was, on motion, adopted. The Society
would adjourn at about 6 o'clock, in order to accept an invitation

from the President, Dr. Woolsey, to take tea at his house. After

tea, it would receive a communication from Dr. Martin, and would
assemble again at 9 o'clock on Thursday morning, to hear further

communications.
The Directors gave notice that the next Annual meeting would

be holden in Boston, on Wednesday, May 19th, 1869, and that

they had appointed for it the same Committee of Arrangements
as last year namely, Mr. Joseph S. Ropes of Boston, and the

Recording and Corresponding Secretaries.

They also recommended the election, as Corporate Members, of
the following gentlemen :

Mr. John W. Barrow, of New York.
Prof. Albert S. Bickmore, of Hamilton, N. Y.
Rev. Edward L. Clark, of New Haven.
Mr. Albert F. Heard, of Boston.

Rev. William W. Hicks, of Williamsburg, N. Y.

Rev. William Patton, D.D., of New Haven.
Hon. Elisha R. Potter, of South Kingston, R. I.

Ballot being had, these gentlemen were declared duly elected.

Prof. Whitney, for the Committee of Publication, stated that

still another manuscript of the Taittiriya-Prati9akhya and its com-

mentary had been furnished for the benefit of the publication to

be made of those works in the Journal. It was a copy, made by
Dr. S. Goldschmidt, of a manuscript recently sent to Prof. Weber,
at Berlin, by Prof. Btihler of Bombay. The Directors had suita-

bly acknowledged the kindness of Dr. Goldschmidt in making the

transcription. The work, it was further mentioned, was already
in part prepared for the press, and its printing would be soon
commenced.
The correspondence of the past six months was presented, and

extracts from it were read, by the Corresponding Secretary.
Babu Ramachandra Ghosha, under date of Calcutta, Jan. 4,

1868, writes:

" The cultivation of Sanskrit in Europe and America excites a general interest
;

it has formed a new era in philology, it has opened the dark vistas of antiquity,
and contributed to the establishment of great ethnographical facts. It is highly

delightful to see a taste for the study of Sanskrit reviving in Bengal. Seven hun-

VOL. IX. F
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dred and ninety-five years ago, the Brahmins of Bengal were so ignorant in the

higher branches of the Hindu 'Sastras, that King Adisur had to request the Raja
of Kanuj to send down five Brahmins well known for their erudition. Schools of

an elementary character may have existed at this time, but no institutions of a

higher order were then to be found in Bengal. Now, many schools are found in

Halisahar, Bhatpara, and Nuddea, where the higher branches of the Hindu 'Sastras

are carefully studied. Celebrated schools, especially of the Nyaya philosophy,
however, had been established long before in Mithila. This prevalence of the

Nyaya Philosophy in Mithila can be accounted for by the fact that Gotama estab-

lished a school at a place not far distant from that renowned city, and the study
was kept up by his pupils for a considerable time. The first regular school of

philosophy established in Bengal was that of Bashudeva Sarvobhauma. Of the

numerous students of that Pandit, the names of three have become known through-
out the land. This constellation of bright names is composed of Kaghunandana,
Chaitanya, and Raghunatha 'Siromani. The first compiled the Smriti, whose dic-

tum is now law; the second was the famous Vaishnava reformer; and the third,

the genius whose philosophical acumen Bengal, nay India, may well be proud of.

Raghunatha wrote a work exposing the fallacies of the several expositions of the

Chintamani, a book written by Gaugeshopadhyaya, who had graduated at Mithila.

This treatise is a full development of the abstruser parts of the science, as laid

down in miniature by Gotama. Nuddea is still regarded as the focus of philo-

sophical learning. A number of geniuses appeared one after another, and the

profound works of these mighty minds have shed a glory on India itself. The
number of the Pandits in Calcutta who have written treatises on different branches

of learning in Sanskrit is very small. Here we have a very small number of men
who take any interest at all in the labors of an antiquarian. Babu Rajendralala
has already written several papers on different subjects appertaining to the prime-
val history of Indi;i, but has only reproduced the facts which have long since

been brought to light by Lassen and others, in a different garb. Babu Rajendra-
lala is now engaged in compiling a Prakrita Dictionary. Prof. Biihler of Puna

College has finished his very learned essay on the Asvins, and is now busy with
an edition of Gobhila's Grihya Sutra, with Narayana's commentary.

"
Having lately had occasion to refer to the Ganes'a Parana, I found that the

author of this has artfully blended Buddhism with the other subjects of his work.
The Ganes'a Purana comprises two Kandas. Both the Kandas sanction the wor-

ship of Ganes'a. An account of Gritsamada forms a part of this Purana. Gritsa-

mada was the grandson of Raja Bhima of Vidarbha.
" My work on the Vedas is now in the press. When it is published, I shall be

very happy to send you a copy of it. My essay on the Aryans is out of print
"

Rev. A. P. Happer, D.D., Pittsburgh, Pa., June 17, 1868 :

" I have been quite interested in looking at the Proceedings of the two meetings
as published, which you have kindly sent me with your circular. I have been

especially interested in reading the summary of the contents of the paper read by
Pres. Woolsey, of Yale College, on the word for

'

GOD, 'in Chinese. That is a

subject which has engaged great attention in China. The discussion has all been
conducted during the twenty-four years of my residence in China and connection

with Chinese missions. The question is not, what word or compound term
would be free from difficulties ? That question could be easily settled. But the

question is connected with the translation of the Sacred Scriptures, and it is very
definite and precise. What Chinese word is the best to translate Elohim of the

Hebrew and Tlitos of the Greek Testament? When answering the question, no

philologist can say that Tien-chu, which is not a simple word, but a compound
term, made by the Jesuit missionaries, and which means 'Heaven's Lord,' can in

any way be regarded as a translation of Elohim, or Theos, or God.

"As a title of the true God, it may and it is very properly used; but it is so

used very sparingly by Protestants, for this reason. By general ufage of the Chi-

nese, Roman Catholicism is designated "The religion of the Lord of Heaven," i. e.

Tien-chu kiau: while, by a like general usage of the Chinese themselves, Prot-

estantism is called "The religion of Jesus," Ye-su kiau. This usr>ge originated
from the Romanists' using that lerni to designate the true God; while, of course,
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Protestants in their preaching have principally spoken of Jesus as the Savior of

sinners. Protestants here used Ye-wo-wdh to represent the proper name " Jeho-
vah " of the true God, as they use Ye-su to represent the name of Jesus. It ap-

pears very undesirable that Protestants should be confounded by the Chinese with
Romanists. This would be the case if they used Tien-chu. This, however, is a
subordinate reason. The chief reason is that that compound term is not a trans-

lation for the words in the original languages. Neither is the term Shang-ti a
translation of the words in the original ;

this is also a compound term, originally

meaning
" Ruler above," or "

Supreme Ruler "
among gods, as Hwang-ti is the

highest ruler among men, and is the name of the Emperor in China. Shang-ti is

now also used as the title of an idol the proper and distinctive name of an idol,

as much as Jupiter was.

"While shin may be admitted to be "vague and general," yet were not Elohim
and Theos vague and general words? Are they not applied in the Scriptures to

false gods, to many gods, to male and female gods, to gods of the hills and of the

valleys, gods of great dignity and of small dignity, to gods of many divine quali-
ties and gods who had qualities which are not divine in a word, to all that class

of beings which by polytheists were worshipped ? And yet, by usage, they are

very properly applied, without any derogation to his character or dignity, to de-

signate the only living and true God,
" whose name is above every name." The

use of these words, thus applied to the true and the false, to the one only God
and to the multitude that are false gods, does not produce any confusion, either in

Hebrew, Greek, or English.
" Now shin is such a '

general and vague
" word. It is applied by the Chinese to

all the objects of their idolatrous worship, which are represented by idols of wood
and stone and paper, and for the worship of which they erect temples, and to

worship which they have shrines in every family residence, store, and workshop.
There are shin of the hills and valleys, a shin of fecundity, a shin, a goddess,
"the hearer of prayer and the most compassionate one who saves from suffering
and misery," shin in Heaven, shin on the Earth. The Chinese go to their tem-

ples to worship shin. They pray to shin to restore their health. They return

thanks to shin for prosperity. There is a shin called the shin of wealth. Now
what word in English would translate shin in all these cases? Why, mani-

festly,
4

god, gods, goddess
' and if that is the word that represents all the various

objects of false or idolatrous worship, what should be done when we wish to teach
that idolatrous people to worship the true God, but to tell them there is a true

xhin, whose name is Jehovah, and who is
" the Maker of the Heavens and the

Earth." Is there any vagueness in such a statement? Does it not avail of all

the knowledge which they have of God in general from the light of nature and

tradition, and tell them that the Bible teaches there is only one object of proper
divine worship? that Jehovah is therefore the only and the true shi'n, while all

those shin which they have hitherto worshipped are false shin, and they must
cease to worship them? Will any other word so definitely state to them the only
true object of worship, and so distinctly cut them off from all worship of false

gods? Can any person preach to a polytheistic people, without having a word

which, like Elohim and Theos and "god," will admit of being applied to one only
and to many, to the true and the false, to male and female, etc., etc. ? I think

not. Can Tien-chu be so used? No, there is only one "Heaven's Lord." It is a

title, and cannot be used to translate Elohim or Theos. Try it in the passage
"The great goddess Diana" (Acts xix. 35). It would read, "Great Heaven's
Lord Diana," which is an absurdity; but "great shin Diana" is as idiomatic in

Chinese as "great goddess Diana" is in English. When the teaching of the Bible

has driven away idolatry, the now "
vague

" word shin will be as definite, mean-

ing the one true God, as " God "
is in English, or Theos is in Greek.

" The arguments that shin is the true, the proper, and the only word to use in

translating Elohim and Theos, are, in my opinion, unanswerable. At the same

time, I think that such titles as Tien-chu. Shang-ti, Maker of Heaven, etc., etc.,

may be properly and wisely applied to Jehovah, to assist in conveying to the Chi-

nese mind the character and power of Jehovah, the one true shin.
" Excuse me for writing so much; I had no such purpose when I commenced."
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Upon the subject of this letter, Dr. Martin, of Peking, at the invitation of the

President, remarked somewhat as follows :

" The common objection that Tien-chu was coined by Europeans, and therefore

is no Chinese word, is founded on an error. That term is found in the works of

Sze Ma-ts'ien, the great historian of the Han dynasty, B.C. 122. It is there ap-

plied to one of eight divinities, who is called Tien-chu, the Lord of Heaven,
in distinction from Ti-chu, the Lord of Earth, Hai-chu, the Lord of the Sea,
etc. The composition of the term is therefore not original with the Roman
Catholic missionaries. Nor was its application to the supreme and only God alto-

gether so.
" On a mountain in the vicinity of Peking, a stone gateway, bearing the inscrip-

tion Tien-chu-kung, 'Palace of the Lord of Heaven,' marks the site of a ruined

temple. This might have been taken for the ruins of a Christian church, but for

a more extended inscription on an adjacent pillar, which describes the temple as

erected iti honor of Shang-ti, the Jupiter of the Chinese Pantheon, who is there

represented as the God of Nature. The term, in its later as well as its earlier

sense, had become obsolete, and to the Roman Catholic missionaries belongs the

credit of reviving it in its later and purer signification.

"In the recent movement towards the adoption of Tien-chu, those Protestant

missionaries who favored it were influenced by four considerations: 1st, a desire

to escape the difficulties besetting the use of the rival terms Shin and Shang-ti;

2d, to find a common ground on which all Christians, Catholic and Protestant,

might unite
; 3d, to profit by the experience of their Roman Catholic predecessors ;

4th, to avail themselves of the advantage derived from the currency which has
been given to Tien-chu by the Roman Catholics, and to Chu by the Mohamme-
dans.

" Dr. Happer was wrong in supposing that Tien-chu was to be taken promiscu-

ously for God, god, and gods. It was only used in a special signification, shin

being retained for idol gods, and divinity in general. Nor does this use of shin

preclude its use in the formula Sheng-shin, for 'Holy Ghost;' shin in the one case

not departing more widely from its popular sense, than ghost does in the other."

Dr. John Muir, Edinburgh, July 17, 1868 :

". . . . In preparing the new edition of the third volume of my 'Sanskrit Texts,'

I have had my attention drawn again to the Vedanta Sritras, and to 'Sankara's ac-

count of the use made by the rival schools of Indian philosophy of the Vedic
texts to support their own views interpreting them as variously as Christian

divines do the Bible. I have had the desire, experienced before, renewed in me
of seeing a complete English version of 'Sankara produced ;

as I think that these

Indian speculations, even if they should be found to contribute little or nothing to

the true theory of Being and the relation of the Finite and the Infinite (which I

should be slow to affirm), are at least deserving of notice, more notice than they
have yet received, hi the history of human thought. I have recently written to

K. M. Banerjea, to see if he can be induced to translate 'Sankara. I also wrote
not long ago to my brother (the author of the life of Mahomet), who has lately
been appointed lieutenant-governor of the North-West Provinces of India, and
has the Benares College under his control, to ask if he could get any one to

complete the late Dr. Ballantyne's translations of the Sutras, of which only the

Sankhya and most of the Nyaya were finished
"

Rev. William Tracy, Norwich, Conn., Sept. 3, 1868:

" Just before leaving India last year, I procured a number of small copper coins,

most of them apparently of considerable antiquity. There were also among them
two small ancient gold coins, and a few silver ones, the latter mostly recent.

"These coins, of which I send you specimens, are dug up from the ruins of

ancient towns and villages in the South of India, and their devices indicate the

different dynasties under which they were coined
;
and in some cases also, the

religion dominant at the time. Some appear to be Buddhistic, some Brahmanic,
of the Vaishnava sect, and others of the Saiva sect. A few are Mohammedan. I
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regret that I am unable to give a more definite description of these coins, but

since obtaining them I have had neither time nor facilities for making a satisfac-

tory examination of them. If you think they are of enough interest to warrant

their being placed in the Cabinet of the Society, please make such a disposal of

them.
" I take the liberty, also, of sending a few specimens of pottery, from what I

suppose to be ancient Buddhistic sepulchres, such as are found in various parts
of India. Some of the best specimens I had procured were entirely destroyed

by the carelessness of the native coolies in India. Those which I send have been

restored as far as possible; in one instance only a few fragments remain to show
the original form of the vessel.

" The only metallic remains found in these sepulchres in Southern India, so far

as I know, are in the form of daggers, or sacrificial knives. The oxidized frag-
ments of an instrument of this kind, apparently a dagger, accompany the vessels

sent. Similar remains are found in all parts of Southern India, and closely re-

semble those found in the Buddhist Topes of the Penjab.
" These ancient burial places, as found in Southern India, are of two kinds. The

first is simply a large funereal urn, of coarse pottery, from three to four feet in

height, pointed at the bottom, and covered with a closely fitting top, within which
are deposited various earthen utensils, such as those I send you. These contain

small fragments of bones and ashes
; and, in one instance, I have found in them

the husks of rice, in a good state of preservation. A large slab of stone, five or

six feet square, is sometimes placed above the urn, one or two feet below the

ground, and the place of burial is indicated by a large circle of stones on the sur-

face. The places of burial were usually selected in a hard and dry gravelly soil.
" The second class of these ancient sepulchres is less common than the first.

They are formed of slabs of stone, enclosing a small chamber, and covered by an-

other slab, generally on a level with the surface of the ground. Quite a large col-

lection of these is found about twenty-five miles from Madura, and a few rods to

the east of the Trichinopoly road. Some of these are covered with heaps of stones,

but most are surrounded with a circle of stones similar to those mentioned above.

Some, I found on visiting them, had been opened, probably by some one in search

of treasure. One or two, of better workmanship than the rest, were encircled by
a carefully built and well preserved platform of stone. The sides were formed
of slabs from six to eight feet square, and three or four inches thick

;
and a simi-

lar slab divided the room into two equal compartments. Three or four feet from
the top, a shelf of stone, twenty inches wide and three inches thick, ran across

the whole length of the tomb. Near the bottom of each compartment, a hole, fif-

teen to eighteen inches in diameter, was cut through the stone, forming a passage
into the tomb, which was closed by a flat stone placed against it on the outside.

Through this passage, probably, the remains of the dead were conveyed to their

final resting place.
" One or two of the tombs were almost entirely above ground, and, having one

of the sides partially broken out, were used as an occasional place of rest and
shelter by the shepherds of the neighborhood.

" From the form of these tombs, I should judge that the bodies were deposited
in them without having been burned. No signs of funeral utensils were seen,
and my limited time would not allow me to make any fresh excavations.

" Tombs of this description are found in several places in the Madura district

in the mountains as well as in the plains, and also in the districts north of Madras.
The present inhabitants have no knowledge of the people who constructed them.
One tradition regards them as a race of men who never died, and who were

placed in these tombs with a little rice and water in cups for their sustenance.

Another tradition is, that in ancient times there lived here a race who were the
enemies of the gods, and whose great wickedness led the latter to determine

upon their destruction. They first attempted to accomplish this by a shower of

fire, but the people constructed these stone dwellings, and thus protected them-
selves from the fiery storm. Afterwards, the gods poured out a flood of mud and

water, which filled their dwellings and destroyed the wicked race.
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"This tradition possibly refers to the destruction of the Buddhists, who were

always regarded as the enemies of the Brahmanical deities, and who, if other local

traditions are true, were persecuted, and finally exterminated, by the Brahmins

and their adherents, a few scattered remnants alone having continued in existence

till the eleventh or twelfth century.
"
Regretting that the remains I send are so scanty, and my information respect-

ing them so meager, I remain, etc."

Annexed to Mr. Tracy's letter is a list of the coins sent, numbering about one

hundred and fifty, among them a dozen silver coins and two gold ones. The coins

and the remains from the tombs were laid upon the table, for the inspection of

the members present.

Mr. Hyde Clarke, London, Sept. 13, 1868 :

After giving a statement of the various ethnographical inquiries which he is

engaged in pursuing, Mr. Clarke concludes :

"Next season I lay the foundations of a new subject by a course of lectures at

the London institutions on Comparative History, or the phenomena common to

the history of many nations."

After the reading of the correspondence, communications were

called for.

1. On the Study of Alchemy in China, l>y Rev. William A. P.

Martin, D.D., of Peking.

After tracing briefly the connection between alchemy and chemistry, the paper

proceeded to its main object, viz. : to demonstrate that the origin of European

alchemy was to be sought in China.

In support of this view the following considerations were adduced, and illus-

trated by citations from Chinese and other works.

1. The study of alchemy had been in full vigor in China for at least six cen-

turies, before it made its appearance in Europe. It did not appear in Europe until

the fourth century, when intercourse with the far Kast had become somewhat fre-

quent. It appeared first at Byzantium and Alexandria, where the commerce of

the East chiefly centered, and was subsequently revived in Europe by the Saracens,

whose most famous school of alchemy was at Bagdad, where intercourse with

Eastern Asia was frequent.
2. The objects of pursuit in both schools were identical, and in either case two-

fold immortality and gold. In Europe the former was the less prominent, be-

cause the people, being in possession of Christianity, had a vivid faith in a future

life, to satisfy their longings on that head.

3. In either school there were two elixirs, the greater and the less, and the

properties ascribed to them closely correspond.
4. The principles underlying both systems are identical the composite nature

of the metals, and their vegetation from a seminal germ. Indeed, the characters

tsing for the germ, and fai for the matrix, which constantly occur in the writings
of Chinese alchemists, might be taken for the translation of terms in the vocabu-

lary of the Western school, if their higher antiquity did not forbid the hy-

pothesis.
5. The ends in view being the same, the means by which they were pursued

were nearly identical mercury and lead being as conspicuous in the laboratories

of the East, as mercury and sulphur were in those of the West. It is of less sig-

nificance to add that many other substances were common to both schools, than

to note the remarkable coincidence that, in Chinese as in European alchemy, the

names of the two principal reagents are used in a mystical sense.

6. Both schools, or at least individuals in both schools, held the doctrine of a

cycle of changes, in the course of which the precious metals revert to their baser

elements.

7. Both are closely interwoven with astrology.
8. Both led to the practice of magical arts, and unbounded charlatanism.
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9. Both deal in language of equal extravagance; and the style of European
alchemists, so unlike the sobriety of thought characteristic of the Western mind,

would, if considered alone, give us no very uncertain indication of its origin in

the fervid fancy of the Orient.

2. Greek Inscriptions from the Vicinity of Amasia, in the Ancient

Poiitus, by Rev. Julius Y. Leonard, a Missionary of the American
Board.

Mr. Leonard gave a brief description of Amasia in northern Asia Minor, where
he has resided for several years as a missionary. It was the birth-place of the

geographer Strabo, and at an earlier period had been the royal residence of the

princes of Poritus. He spoke of the remains of ancient constructions found in

and about it. Greek inscriptions were occasionally met with; several of them
were given by Hamilton in his " Researches in Asia Minor." Mr. Leonard himself
had copied seven or eight others, which he presented to the Society. Three were
from a place called Vezir-Keopren, in the pashalic of Amasia : one was from

Ak-Tepe, and two from Avdan-Keoy, villages (each of them) about three miles

distant from Vezir-Keopren. He entered into some details as to the places where
the inscriptions were found, the size and shape of the stones, the size of the

letters, etc.

Professor Hadley, after stating that he had had only a few minutes to look at

the inscriptions, proceeded to make some remarks on their appearance. They
seemed to be wholly of a sepulchral character. They were all more or less im-

perfect, having suffered losses, either by the breaking of the stone, or by deface-

ment of its surface, making many letters illegible. One or two inscriptions could

hardly be made to yield any continuous sense. The most legible was that in-

scribed on the face of the rock at the entrance of a tomb in Amasia. It was also

the most interesting in its contents, being in verse, and consisting of four elegiac

distichs, which, however, were obviously rude and faulty in their metrical struc-

ture.

Some further account of these inscriptions will probably be given in the Jour-
nal of the Society.

3. On Onomatopoeia in the Algonkin Languages, by Mr. J.

Hammond Trumbull, of Hartford, Conn.

In Dr. "Wilson's "Prehistoric Man" (2d edition, p. 56) is given a list of twenty-
six names of animals which he regards as of onomatopoetic origin, and as illustra-

ting the fact that "
primitives originating directly from the observation of natural

sounds are not uncommon among the native root-words of the New World."
This list has been used by Mr. Farrar (Chapters on Language, pp. 24-5) in sup-
port of his averment that, in savage vocabularies, "almost every name for an
animal is a striking and obvious onomatopoeia." Hence the inquiry raised in this

paper as to the actual derivation of the names in question.
Mr. Trumbull premised by saying that, considering our imperfect comprehen-

sion of the Algonkin dialects, we could not be expected to refute every assumed
and doubtful onomatopoeia by a true etymology. Of a part of the words in the

list, it can only be said that their origin is not primd facie mimetic. Respecting
others, the fact can be proved. Thus koo-koosh, 'sow,' is demonstrably derived,

by an adaptation of the name for 'porcupine,' from a root signifying 'sharp,' and
it designates

' a bad bristly or prickly animal.' As to pe-zhew,
' wild cat,' forms of

which are widely distributed, and used to denote various of the feline animals,
there is a bare possibility that it may be imitative, bnt no more. These are the

only names of quadrupeds in the list. Of the nineteen names of birds, four or

five are presumably mimetic (including those of the owl and crow), six or seven

possibly so, and the rest obviously derivative and significant. Shi-sheeb,
'

duck,'
like duck itself, comes from a root signifying 'dive.' Pau-pau-say, 'the common
spotted woodpecker,' means 'a spotted bird.' Moosh-kah-oos, 'bittern,' denotes a

frequenter of marshes. No-no-no-catis-ee, 'humming-bird' a strange enough
onomatopoeia I means 'the exceedingly delicate creature.' Of the asserted mi-
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metic names for
'

frog,' one signifies
'

diver,' and the other, as it belongs also to

the toad, is not likely to be truly imitative. And so on. If only one-fourth of
a list carefully gleaned from three dialects can be fairly set down as onomato-

poeic, how much less is likely to be the proportion of such names to the whole

vocabulary of any one tribe ?

Mr. Trumbull affirmed that most Algonkin names of animals are descriptive de-

rivatives, and that the few apparent exceptions belong to species which are more
often heard than seen, while it is doubtful if any name of a quadruped is purely
mimetic. To illustrate this, he gave a brief list of names, with their derivations.

He further drew attention to certain curious features of Indian nomenclature,

especially to the combination of a generic characteristic with specific names; as,

for example, certain swimming animals have a common suffix of derivation com-

ing from a root that means 'put the head above water;' others, one that means
'bite;' others, 'scratch.' or 'tear;' of plants, some are thus marked as to be
eaten green, as nut-bearing, as having eatable roots, and so on. Such a suffix,
in the Chippeway and allied tongues, is gun, the formative of the instrumentive

participial ;
the occurrence of which at the end of the name for

'

shooting-instru-
ment' has misled Mr. Farrar into affirming (p. 34) that "in some cases the onoma-

topoeic instinct is so strong that it asserts itself side by side with the adoption of

a name " from a foreign language.

At the evening gathering, at Pres. Woolsey's, the Society was
called to order, after tea, at about 8 o'clock, and listened to a lec-

ture by Dr. Martin, on the present and prospective relations of

China to the Western world. Some of the topics which he treated

of and illustrated, may be briefly stated as follows :

It was a mistake to suppose that the Chinese mind is utterly immobile and inca-

pable of change.
China had passed through no fewer than twenty-two dynastic revolutions.

Most of these had indeed originated in no better motive than the lust of

power, and had left the wheels of the government to run on in their old ruts.

But some of them had involved high political principles; as, for instance, that

which led to the overthrow of the feudal system, and the establishment of a cen-

tralized government, B.C. 240.

The whole mass of the population had more than once been profoundly agitated

by what may be called a religious movement ; especially when the three prevail-

ing systems rose from small beginnings, and successively made their way to the

throne of the empire and a place in the heart of the nation.

Periods of intellectual awakening had also occurred, distinct from these great

systems of morals and religion; such, for example, as that which followed the

restoration of the ancient classics, after their destruction by the tyrant of Ts'in
;

such as that occasioned by the invention of paper in the dynasty of Han; the

discovery of the art of printing in the dynasty of T'ang, and the rise of specula-
tive philosophy in that of Sang.

The movement now in progress involved all three of these elements politics,

letters, and religion.

The political change was exhibited in the foreign relations of China, not in her

domestic administration, and the Embassy that had recently arrived in the West
was its proper exponent. The liberal policy they had adopted, the Chinese learned

in the school of adversity. War, the great civilizer, had been their teacher. The

unequal conflict they had waged with the nations of the West had taught them
that knowledge is power, and set them on the career of improvement on which

they have now entered.

At two places might be seen bodies of troops training in foreign tactics. At
four places they had established arsenals, for the manufacture of foreign arms

;

and at two places they had commenced navy yards, for the building of "war ves-

sels.

They were not, however, limiting themselves to learning the art of war. In

three of the provinces, schools had been opened, under the auspices of the pro-
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vincial viceroys, for inatructiorf in the languages and sciences of the West; and

at the capital, a College had been established, under the patronage of the Kmpe-
ror, which it was intended to expand into the proportions of a University.

The concluding session of the Society was held in the Sheffield

Library at 9 o'clock on Thursday morning.
Prof. Salisbury first gave the meeting an account of a volume of

Arabic manuscript written by a slave at the south, which had a

few months ago been placed in his hands for examination.

Rev. Hyman A. Wilder, missionary to the Zulus in South Africa,

presented, in an off-hand way, some interesting details respect-

ing the language, character, and manners and customs of that

people.
Dr. Martin exhibited a roll of the law from the Jewish congrega-

tions at Kai-fung-fu in China. It was written on kid skins, neatly
sewed together, and measured over one hundred feet in length,

by two feet in breadth. He proposed at a future time to say

something with regard to its character. The circumstance was
mentioned that a much older roll from the same locality had been

recently presented to the library of the American Bible Society in

New York, by Dr. S. Wells Williams.

The following additional communications were presented :

5. On the Ancient Chinese, and its Connection with the Aryan
Languages, by Rev. Joseph Edkins, of Peking; presented by
Dr. Martin.

Mr. Edkins complains that comparative philologists have paid less attention to

the Chinese than its merits deserve, while those who have treated it have taken

generally without question the modern forms of the Mandarin dialect, disregard-

ing the secular changes which the language has undergone. These are to be
traced out by the aid of the phonetic elements in the written characters, as in-

terpreted especially by the dialects of the south-eastern part of the country.
The phonetic re-spelling used in Chinese native dictionaries of 1200 years

ago shows the initials and finals in a very different condition from the

present, and gives at least 700 separate words, instead of the 532 now in

use. The odes of the Shi-King, in part from before 1100 B.C., are written in

rhyme, which renders possible the restoration in many cases of the pronuncia-
tion then usual. The beginnings of Chinese writing were explained by Mr. Ed-

kins, in order to show how the phonetic elements were used to determine earlier

pronunciation, and many examples were given in illustration. The application of

evidence from the existing dialects was in like manner illustrated. A summary
of general results teaches us that the early vocabulary of the language may have
contained from twelve to sixteen hundred words, with few or none of the dis-

tinctions of tone now prevalent, which have gradually grown up to supplement
the deficient resources of expression, the p'ing and ju appearing first, then, after

B.C. 1000, the shang, and about the time of Christ the c'hii; the modern Manda-

rin, with a fifth tone, since A.D. 700.

Through the whole paper, abundant comparisons are made between words
of the Chinese language and words of similar sound in the Mongol and Manchu,
and also in various western tongues, including the English.

Prof. Whitney remarked, in criticism of this paper, that, while its attempts at

restoration of an earlier phase of the Chinese were highly important and interest-

ing, and the successful prosecution of such researches would bring that language
under the consideration of comparative philologists in quite a different way from

hitherto, the same value could not be attributed to the author's comparisons of

VOL. IX. G
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words. Mr. Kdkins estimated the difficulties of comparison between tongues of
different family far too lightly, neglecting for the western languages the histori-

cal inquiries whose necessity he very properly insisted on for the Chinese, and

calling attention to verbal resemblances which could in many cases be clearly

proved valueless, and in the rest were presumably so. The way was not yet
cleared for fruitful comparisons of the kind here essayed.

6. On Recent Explorations in Jerusalem, by Rev. Edward L.

Clark, of New Haven.

Mr. Clark pointed out how the investigations of the Palestine Exploration So-

ciety have confirmed many of the statements of Josephus which were once held
in doubt, and proved the truth of the conjectures of later writer?, such as Dr.

Gustav Schultz, T. Tobler, and Dr. Edward Robinson. The site of the sepulchre
of David on Mt. Zion is shown to be that claimed by the Moslems, but a lower
cave contains the actual burial place; and the former approach is found on the

western side of Mt. Zion. through a large vestibule of native rock, with the re-

mains of steps, piers, arid doors.

The strength of the ancient fortress of the Jebusites is attested by stairs cut on
the western face of the hill upon which it stood.

The valley of the Tyropceon is found to be filled with rubbish nearly ninety feet

deep, near the south-west angle of the temple walls
; and, at that place, the massive

pavement is laid bare. At the same time, piers decreasing in size as they are

found successively on the west toward Mt. Zion, and opposite the wall whence

spring the arches of Dr. Robinson's "bridge," suggest that this so-called bridge

may have been a steep, broad stairway, an " ascent
"
to the holy house from the

ancient Xystus. A corresponding break in the wall is noticed by Tobler on the

south-eastern side, over against the Kedron.
Beneath the temple area, the substructions of walls, piers, and massive arches,

many of them as old as the days of Solomon, are found in perfect preservation.
The subterranean passages, the stables of the Knights Templars, bearing the

marks of the horses' hoofs, and the stairways from the south gate, now closed,

were described.

The supply of water from Etham and the "upper pool" were alluded to, and
the system of conduits and sewers in the ancient temple, with their cisterns, were
illustrated as they are given by Ermets Pierotti, architect-engineer to Surraya,
Pasha of Jerusalem.

The water supplies for the district of Ophel, the towers over the "
Virgin's

pool
" and Siloam, and the proofs that Mt. Ophel, rather than Mt. Zion, was the

site of Solomon's palace, were other points touched upon. Some facts were added

which may have weight in deciding as to the course of the first and second walls

of the city.

No further papers being offered, the Society adjourned, to meet

again in Boston on the 19th of May, 1869.
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Proceedings at Boston, May 19th, 1869.

The Society met at the usual time and place. In the absence of

ciie President, the chair was taken by Prof. E. E. Salisbury, one of

the Vice-Presidents.

After the reading of the minutes of the preceding meeting, re-

ports of the retiring officers were called for. The Treasurer's Re-

port showed the transactions of the past year to have been as fol-

lows:

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 20th, 1868, $1,259.60
Annual assessments paid in,

------ 290.00 ,

Sale of the Journal, 8.00

298.00

Total receipts of the year, ..... $1,557.60

EXPENDITURES.

Printing of Journal fix. 1), Proceedings, etc.,
- - - - $ 1,1 53. 7 2

Expenses of Library and Correspondence, 33.35

Paid for binding of books, 13.00

Total expenditures of the year, .... $1,200.07
Balance on hand, May 19th, 1869, - - - - - 357.53

$ 1,557.60

The accounts were audited by a Committee appointed for the

purpose, and accepted.
The Librarian made a verbal report, mentioning the principal

donors to the library during the past year, and describing their

contributions.

The Committee of Publication announced that the first half of

vol. ix. of the Journal was out of the hands of the printer, and ready
for delivery to the Members. It was hoped that the other half-

volume would be published by the time of the next annual meet-

ing.
The Directors gave notice that they had appointed the au-

tumn meeting to be held in New Haven, on the 20th of October

next, unless the Committee of Arrangements should see reason for

changing the day :* that committee was composed of Prof. Chas.

Short of New York, with the Recording and Corresponding Sec-

retaries.

Further, they recommended to the Society the Election as Cor-

porate Members of

* The day was in fact changed, and the meeting took place on Thursday, the 21st.
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Prof. Theophilus Parsons, LL.D., of Cambridge, Mass.
Prof. Edward J. Young, of Cambridge, Mass.
Rev. Kinsley Twining, of Cambridge, Mass.
Col. Thomas W. Higginson, of Newport, R. I.

Prof. Frederic Gardiner, D.D., of Middletown, Conn.
Mr. Francis P. Nash, of New York.
Prof. George L. Cary, of Meadville, Pa.

and the transfer, from the list of Corresponding to that of Honor-

ary Members, of the names of Hermann Brockhaus, Gustav Fliigel,
Adalbert Kuhn, Max Mtlller, John Muir, Adolphe Regnier, Ernest

Renan, Rudolf Roth, Friedrich Spiegel, Constantin Tischendorf,
and Albrecht Weber. These recommendations were, by ballot and

vote, duly accepted and adopted by the Society.
The Corresponding Secretary called attention to the decease

within the year of two of the Corporate Members, Rev. Swan L.

Pomroy, D.D., of Portland, Me., and Prof. John J. Owen, D.D., of
New York, for many years a Director of the Society. Dr. Proud-

fit, being called upon, paid an appropriate tribute to the character

of Dr. Owen.
The correspondence of the past six months was laid upon the

table, and extracts from it were read. Of most interest were a
letter from Mr. Alexander J. Ellis, of London, in reference to Bell's

system of "Visible Speech" (criticised in a communication pre-
sented to the Society at the preceding annual meeting : see the

Proceedings of that meeting), expressing and explaining his high
opinion of the system ;

and a letter from Prof. B. Jtilg, of Inns-

bruck (in the Tyrol), from which the following is an extract:

" In 1866 I published (at Brockhaus's in Leipzig) the Tales of the Siddhi-Kur in

the Kalmuck language, and, in 1868 (at Wagner's, Innsbruck) the supplementary
tales to the Siddhi-Kiir and the History of Arji-Borji-Chan in Mongolian. Although
I received from the Vienna Academy a subsidy toward the expense of publication,
I was obliged to add a very considerable sum out of my own pocket, which can

only be covered by sale of the volumes. Of scholars interested in this special de-

partment there are but few, and the sale is almost exclusively to the larger libraries,

so that I am very far from being reimbursed as yet. Hardly a copy has hitherto

gone to America
;
and I beg that you will use your influence to have at least the

original edition in Kalmuck and Mongolian procured by one and another College
or University or other public library, where philological studies are pursued."

The Corresponding Secretary commended the works in question
to the attention of the members present, as contributions of great
and acknowledged importance to an interesting and little culti-

vated branch of linguistics.
The following gentlemen were next chosen by ballot, upon nom-

ination of a special committee appointed for the purpose, as offi-

cers of the Society for the ensuing year :

President Pres. T. D. WOOLSEY, D.D., LL.D., of New Haven.
( Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, D.D.,

" Boston.

Vice-Presidents ! Hon. PETER PARKER, M.D.,
"
Washington,

(
Prof. EDW. E. SALISBURY, LL.D.,

" New Haven.

Corresp. /Secretary Prof. W. D. WHITNEY, Ph.D.,
" New Haven.
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Sec. of Class. Section Prof. JAMES HADLEY,LL.D.," New Haven.

Recording Secretary EZRA ABBOT, LL.D.,
"

Cambridge.
Treasurer Prof. D. C. GILMAN,

" New Haven.
Librarian Prof. W. D. WHITNEY,

" New Haven.
Mr. A. I. COTHEAL,

" New York.
Prof. W. W. -GOODWIN, Ph.D., Cambridge.
Prof. W. H. GREEN, D.D.,

" Princeton.

Directors Prof. A. P. PEABODY, D.D., "Cambridge.
Dr. CHARLES PICKERING,

" Boston.
Prof. JOHN PROUDFIT, D.D.,

" New York.
Prof. CHARLES SHORT, LL.D.,

" New York.

The following communications were then presented :

1. On Early Inventions of the Chinese
; by Rev. Prof. W. A. P.

Martin, of Peking.

Dr. Martin spoke of the various inventions, or discoveries, or applications of the

resources of nature, in which China has preceded the rest of mankind, and the

knowledge of which has, either demonstrably or probably, found its way to the
western world from China. He first referred to tea, as an important contribution

to human comfort, and the chief staple of a commerce which has led to important
political results. Porcelain and silk were made only in China, until Europe learned
to rival or surpass its teachers in these arts. Gunpowder is probably Chinese. The
discovery of America is in a double sense owing to China, as the wealth of Cathay
attracted Columbus westward, and the magnetic needle, which had been used in

China for more than two thousand years, directed his course. Paper-making the

Chinese invented in the first century of our era, and printing at least eight hundred

years before its reinvention in Germany. Inoculation for the smaU-pox they had

long practised before Europe learned it from the Turks, to whom it had probably
found its way from the extreme East. And alchemy, the forerunner of chemistry,
was pursued in China, before the Christian era, for the same objects which the

early alchemists learned from the Arabs to seek after. The Chinese of the present

day have ceased to invent ;
and while, a few centuries ago, they were in advance of

all the rest of the world in the arts of civilized life, they are now, simply by having
ceased to progress, as far behind the most civilized nations. Their stagnation is to

be in the main attributed to their reverence for ancient times, their absorption in

the study of language, literature, and antiquity, with consequent neglect of physical

science, and the absence of Christianity.

2. On a Hebrew MS. of the Pentateuch, from the Jewish Con-

gregation at Kai-fung-fu in China, by Mr. John W. Barrow of

New York
; presented by Dr. Martin.

This is a synagogue roll, written on 112 skins of white leather, in 237 columns,"
of 49 lines each

;
it measures 143 feet in length. The skins are in two or three

places put together in the wrong order, and one passage, from Exodus xxxviii. 18

to Leviticus i. 6, is wanting. They are generally in good condition, but a little

water-stained. The character is clear and legible, though not elegant, and ap-

proaches the Spanish type. The text is the Masoretic, and the deviations from the

received text are almost entirely mere errors in spelling. The original of which this

is a representation must evidently have been of European and comparatively mod-
ern origin.

In the 26th chapter of Davidson's "Biblical Criticism" (ed. 1866, pp. 366-70), re-

ference is made to the collation of another synagogue roll from the same source,
with similar results. Dr. Lee, in the "

Prolegomena in Biblia Polyglotta Londinensia

Minora," gives extracts from Koegler's "Xotitiae S.S. Bibliorum Judaeorum in Im-

perio Sinensi" (Halle, 1805), in which the Kai-fung-fu manuscripts are discussed.

Appended to Mr. Barrow's paper was a detailed conspectus of the various read-

ings of the MS. in question, as compared with the received text.
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After reading this paper, Dr. Martin gave, by request, an account
of his journey to Kai-fung-fu, his intercourse with the remnants of

the Jewish colony there (from whom he obtained the roll forming
the subject of the paper), and the conditions in which they now
exist.

3. On Ophir and Sheba, by Prof. Joseph W. Jenks, of Newton-

ville, Mass.

. Prof. Jenks detailed the instances of occurrence in the Bible of the word Ophir,
with their different orthography, and wifti their varying representation in the Sep-

tuagint. He briefly stated the views which had been put forward respecting the

position of the country ;
and he proposed to harmonize their discordance by as-

suming that the Hebrew-Syrian fleet of Hiram and Solomon sailed through the Red
Sea to rendezvous at some port of southern Arabia

;
that it there separated, a

part going eastward to India, and a part southward to Zanguebar and Mozambique ;

and that, re-assembling in due time, and adding the valuable articles of traffic of

Arabia itself, it returned to Eziongeber laden with the products of three countries.

Sheba was claimed to be the region on both sides of the straits of Babelmandeb.

4. On Prehistoric Nations, by Rev. Ebenezer Burgess, of South

Franklin, Mass.

This communication was mainly a defense of the current views of ancient history
and chronology, founded on the Bible. It opposed especially the opinions of Mr.

J. D. Baldwin, as set forth in his recent work entitled " Prehistoric Nations" (New
York, 1869).

5. On the Hill-People of Kamaon, India, by Rev. J. T. Gracey,
Missionary of the Methodist Board in Central India.

Mr. Gracey explained that what he had to say referred to the general population
of the province of Kamaon, not to the Bhotiyas of the mountain passes, nor to

such exceptional tribes as the Nathas. These people appeared to be destitute of le- .

gends or traditions accounting for their origin. They acknowledge but three castes,

Brahmans, Rajputs, and a low degraded class called Doms. Among their peculiar
customs is a game called pathardnd, 'stoning,' in which two parties, of about two
hundred each, pelt one another with stones, in a valley between hills, which are

crowded with spectators ;
the players defending their heads by aid of a brass-studded

skin shield. Polyandry is said to have prevailed formerly, but is now replaced by
polygamy, and the marriage-tie is a very loose one. Among the divinities wor-

shipped in the Hills are Goel and Sem, and the goddess Nairn. Mr. Gracey gave
some details respecting their worship, and related legends told of them. The peo-

ple have an excessive dread of ghosts ;
those residing in the mountain passes are

propitiated by the sacrifice of a bit of the clothing of each one who goes by.
A vocabulary of about two hundred words from the language of the hill-people

of Kamaon, with their equivalents in Hindustani, was subjoined to the paper.

6. On the Competitive Examination-System in China, by Rev.

Dr. Martin.

After briefly referring to the practical importance of his subject, and its bearing

upon the question of an improved civil service in the United States, Dr. Martin be-

gan with speaking of the completeness and elaboration of the Chinese system, of the

success with which it attained its object, the drawing in of the ablest minds of the

empire to the service of the State, of the general capacity and culture of the man-
darin class, and of the essential democracy of a constitution which neither recog-
nized a hereditary aristocracy, nor left offices to be filled by the favorites of the

Emperor or his representatives. The origin of the system is referred to the time

of Shun (about B. C. 2200), who examined his officers every third year, for promo-
tion or degradation. Under the Chau dynasty (about B.C. 1100), candidates for

office, as well as officers, were examined in the six arts of music, archery, horse-

manship, writing, arithmetic, and social and public etiquette. About the beginning
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of our era, under the Han, candidates selected in the provinces for filial piety and

integrity were examined at the capital in the arts above specified, and hi civil and

military affairs, agriculture, and geography. A thousand years later, under the

Tang, the present classification of candidates and of officers was already established.

Now, the subjects for examination are the same as of old, but, in accordance with
the circumstances and spirit of rfaodern times, the mode is prevailingly literary
rather than practical. The three grades of candidates are called siu-ts'ai, chu-jin,
and tsin-shi, or 'budding genius,' 'promoted scholar,' and 'ready for office.' The
trial for the first degree is held in the chief city of each district or hien; about two
thousand competitors are present, of every age, and each produces a poem and

essays on assigned themes, during a night and a day of close confinement
;
and the

authors of the few best, about one in a hundred, receive the degree of siu-ts'ai.

The holders of this title assemble once in three years at the capital of a province,

and, after examination on a much wider range of subjects, in three sessions of near
three days each, about one in a hundred is again advanced to the dignity of chu-jin.
Each chu-jin is authorized to repair the next spring to Peking, to compete with his

peers for the first degree, which is won by about three in a hundred. The success-

ful tsin-sM has now open to Mm the highest offices in the empire, but begins usually
as mayor, or sub-prefect, or sub-chancellor, to which place he is appointable by lot

if not first admitted, upon an examination presided over by the Emperor in per-

son, into the highest literary body in the empire, the Han-lin
('
Forest of Pencils'),

or Imperial Institute. Once in three years the Emperor designates a chuang-yuen,
or laureate scholar of the empire.

This system amounts to the most powerful incitement possible to study more

efficient, in fact, than common schools, colleges, and universities
;
and it wakes the

most persistent and energetic labor, continued as long as the powers last. Of a

certain list of ninety-nine successful competitors for the second degree, the average
was above thirty years of age, while one was sixty-two, and one eighty-three.

Nearly all who enter the first examination (many millions) devote their lives to edu-

cation; and for readiness with the pen and retentiveness of memory are hard to

parallel elsewhere. That their education is one-sided, devoted to words rather

than things, exclusively literary and not scientific, the fault is not in the system, but
in the national standard of knowledge. And the system affords the most powerful
lever by which the standard might be raised and changed, under an enlightened
central board.

In its political aspects, the system operates as a safety-valve, giving to those who
are able and ambitious of distinction the means of receiving it legitimately ;

it af-

fords a counterpoise to the authority of an absolute monarch; it makes administra-

tors who understand the people whom they have to rule
;
and it furnishes an im-

mense educated class who are interested in the permanence of existing institutions.

The strict standard of the examination has sometimes been lowered by allowing
a greater number of successful competitors, and even, in times of special need, by
selling the right to compete in a higher examination without having passed the

lower; but, on the other hand, the purity of the system is carefully guarded, and
a few years since the first president of the examining board at Peking was put to

death for granting two or three fraudulent degrees.
In illustration of the style of the examinations, Dr. Martin gave translations of

several examination-papers, or lists of questions given to the candidates to write

upon.

After the reading of this paper, the Society adjourned, to meet

again in October, at New Hayen,
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Proceedings at New Haven, October 21st and 22d, 1869.

The Society assembled for its autumn meeting on Thursday, Oc-
tober 2 1 st, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, the President in the chair.

After the reading of the minutes, the Committee of Arrange-
ments gave notice that they had accepted on behalf of the Society
an invitation from the Secretary of the Classical Section, Prof.

Hadley, to take tea and hold the evening session at his house.

On motion, their action in the matter was approved.
The Directors announced that they had appointed the next An-

nual Meeting to be held in Boston, on Wednesday, May 18th, 1 870,
and had designated Mr. J. S. Ropes, with the Recording and Cor-

responding Secretaries, as Committee of Arrangements for the

meeting.

They also recommended for election as members of the Society :

to Corporate membership,
Rev. Mytton Maury, of Cold Spring, N. Y.

Mr. Nathaniel Paine, of Worcester, Mass.
Rev. William H. Ward, of New York.

Rev. Joseph K. Wight, of New Hamburg, N. Y.

to Corresponding membership,

Rev. Joseph Edkins, Missionary in China.

Rev. John T. Gracey, Missionary in Central India.

The gentlemen thus recommended were elected without dissent.

The Directors also informed the Society that, by a disastrous fire

which occurred in the printing office of Messrs. Tattle, Morehouse
and Taylor, on the 21st September last, all the undistributed part
of the edition of the half-volume of Journal just published (vol. ix.

No. 1), along with the extra copies of the Taittirtya-Pnlti9akhya,
had been destroyed. The Committee of Publication was now au-

thorized by them to proceed to reprint the work and replace the

loss, as soon as should be found convenient : the expense would

be, it was expected, not far from two-thirds covered by an insur-

ance of five hundred dollars which had been taken upon the Soci-

ety's property in the building burnt.

Extracts from the correspondence of the past half-year were read

by the Corresponding Secretary ; among others, the following :

From Prof. G. Seyffarth, Dansville, N. Y., June 26th, 1869:,
" .... I am about to publish a work entitled "Clavis Aegyptiaca: collection

of all bilingual and some other hieroglyphic inscriptions, translated and explained.
With the syllabic alphabet in hieroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic characters, and
with glossaries and indexes." This volume will contain thirty-four inscriptions, of

which the famous one found in the ruins of Pompeii, on the altar in the temple of

Isis, will interest the Italians."
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From the Rev. J. Perkins, D.D., Chicopee, Mass, Oct. 9th, 1869 :

" I am sorry to be obliged to report myself as confined to my room by
protracted sickness, and not even able to.use a pen. ... By another hand I send

you two manuscripts, which I beg you to present to the Society's attention at your
convenience. They are a brief grammar and vocabulary of the Kurdish language,

prepared by the late lamented Rev. Samuel A. Rhea, one of your corresponding
members. He had commenced copying the grammar for you before his death. Of
Mr. Rhea you already know something. He was one of the most gifted men of

all our missionaries. He resided eight years in Kurdistan, a much longer time than

any other civilized man ever lived in the country ; and, while he made the Nesto-
riaiis and their language the objects of his special attention, he yet freely mingled
with the Kurds also during the whole period. Yet it is to be presumed that Mr.
Rhea would not claim for his grammar and vocabulary any merits beyond those of

the briefest epitome of the language. I would present these manuscripts to the

Oriental Society in the name of his widow I hope in a few weeks to send

you a copy of an admirable memoir of Mr. Rhea [by Rev. D. W. Marsh]."

Mr. Rhea's manuscripts here spoken of were laid before the So-

ciety later in the meeting.
From Mr. William Gamble, Superintendent of the Presbyterian

Mission Press at Shanghai, dated May 18th, 1869:
"
I shipped by the American Mail of March 20th two boxes of type for you,

being the Chinese font ordered some time since for the American Oriental Society.
Of the fund collected by Dr. Bradley there will still remain in your hands a con-
siderable balance after paying for what are now sent. If you wish still to expend
it in Chinese type, I would advise that, instead of having a larger font, you purchase
the matrices for the more common sorts. In this way your font would be much
more serviceable, if you wished to use it in printing. The great difficulty in print-

ing Chinese with moveable type comes from our constantly running out of sorts.

The total number of different characters ir> the font is 6000 full body, and 1500 prim-
itives and radicals, which will by combination make a total of nearly 25,000 dif-

ferent characters. The type are in the cases, which are well packed in the boxes,
and all you will have to do is to get a small cabinet made for the cases, and slip them
into it according as they are numbered. . . . The Chinese and Japanese are com-

mencing to use our method of printing to some extent."

The Secretary explained that the font procured was one of small

pica size, recently cut at Shanghai under the direction of Mr. Gam-
ble himself, and 'highly approved both by Chinese and foreigners
for the beauty and delicacy of its style, and its convenience of

practical use with English type.*
He was obliged to add that the packing had proved insufficient,

and that the boxes had come to hand with most of the cases broken,
and their contents in a state ofpi, so that the font was not for the
moment in condition to be used. The Directors have authorized
such expenditure as should be required in order to restore its ser-

viceableness.

From Dr. W. F. A. Behrnauer, dated Dresden, April Vth, 1869 :

" I communicate herewith an account of the Arabic inscription found on the hip-

pogriff of the Campo Santo at Pisa, with a rubbing made by my friend Dr. Detlef-

sen, during his studies, made in Italy at the end of 1859 and the beginning of 1860."

Dr. Behrnauer refers to the interpretation of this inscription given by M. Marcel

* The following is a specimen of it : ^ ; fjj '[* Jfc. ||
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in 1839, in the Journal Asiatique, and characterizes it as hardly satisfactory. Lan-
ci's plate, in his "Trattato delle simboliche rappresentanze Arabiche" (Paris, 1845,

4to, vol. ii., pp. 54, 154), is more accurate than Marcel's, but his explanation is also

not to be approved : such is the opinion of Mr. Michel Amari, who gives a new
reading of the inscription, copied by Dr. Behrnauer and translated as follows :

" ex-

cellent benediction and high favor, perfect prosperity without envy, and perpetual
wealth and unalterable health and happiness, and revenue not diminished for its

possessor." Dr. Behrnauer quotes from De Momma ("Pisa illustrata," Pisa, 1787,
vol. i., p. 190-195) some account of the monument. It is If metres (about five

feet) high, and 1| metres (a little over three feet) broad. It is said to have been
found under ground while the foundations of the cathedral of Pisa were laid

;
and

was placed as an ornament upon the point of the gable of the cathedral, where it

remained until the beginning of the present century. It was somewhat damaged
by musket-balls, fired at it while in that position.

The inscription of this monument has a great resemblance to the other legendary
texts which are to be found on monuments of metal, on bowls and on vases, and
the like.

The Corresponding Secretary also exhibited a copper fac-simile

(electrotyped) of a supposed block-tin coin, stated to have been

found, a foot and a half below the surface, at a place in Vermillion

Co., Indiana, surrounded by forests but in the neighborhood
of so-called

" Aztec " mounds
;
and supposed to be a relic of the

" mound-builders." It belongs at present to Mr. John Collett, of

Eugene, Vermillion Co., Ind., who is desirous of having its true

character determined. The characters on the coin were evidently
%
Arabic, and several gentlemen present, practically familiar with
Eastern coins, had no doubt of its being a quite modern Arabic

coin, although no one was able to make out the legend. It was

generally pronounced to belong to a class of spurious relics of

which the West has been somewhat prolific of late.

Communications were now called for, and the following were

presented :

1. On a Set of Ancient Chinese Scrolls, containing representa-
tions of early Emperors and other distinguished characters, by Dr.

Peter Parker, of Washington, D. C.

These scrolls purport to be fac-similes of stones engraved during the Han dy-

nasty (ended A. D. 260). They represent Hwang-ti (alleged date, B. C. 2596),
Chuen-heuh Kaou- yang, son of Chang-i and grandson of Hwang-ti (B. C. 2400),

Fuh-hi, the inventor of writing, and Tsang-tsing (B. C. 3254), Chuh-tsong, Shin-

nung the Divine husbandman (B. C. 3114), Te-yaou (B. C. 2330), the illustrious,
" benevolent as heaven, wise as god, whom the people' approached as the sun, and
looked up to as the clouds," and various other worthies celebrated in the annals of

China.

Dr. Parker gave a partial explanation of the contents of the scrolls. The fac-

similes are highly valued by the Chinese, and their treatment serves to illustrate

the zeal and cleverness of Chinese antiquarians. Scores of the latter have expended
study upon them, with results which are recorded on the scrolls, each comment

being dated, and having the signature and the seal of its author affixed. The orig-

inal inscriptions are in part so effaced by time that only portions of the characters

remain
;
but from these the reading has been restored and the sense determined.

A set of the scrolls was presented to the Society by Dr. Parker, who proposed
to furnish later a complete translation of their contents, with notes.

2. On the Algonkin name Manit or Manitou, sometimes trans-

lated c Great Spirit' and '

God,' by Mr. J. Hammond Trumbull, of

Hartford, Conn.
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This paper was introduced by remarks on the difficulty of distinguishing, in the

present habits and opinions of the Indians of North America, that which they have
inherited from remote ancestors and that which they have derived from foreign
sources. In the absence of historical records and reliable traditions, traces of primi-
tive beliefs must be sought in language ;

and such evidence as language supplies
is the more valuable because it cannot be suspected of a European origin, or as of

modern invention.

An analysis was given of the name Manit or Manitou, by which various Algonkin
nations expressed their highest conception of an existence and a power superior to

man's. Manitou (otherwise written Mannittoou, Manito, Munedo, etc.) was shown
to be formed from Manit, by affixing the representative of the verb-substantive.

It means ' Manit is,' or 'it is Manit 1

. The next step in analysis separates the ini-

tial M, which is an indefinite and impersonal prefix, from an-il, a participle of the

verb an-eu, meaning 'to be more than, to exceed, to surpass.' The adverbial form,
an-ue (in the Massachusetts language), is the sign of the comparative degree, and
means 'more, beyond.' An-itdoes not connote life, spiritual existence, or any moral

attributes. One of its uses is in the sense of 'corrupt,' 'rotten,' or 'decayed,' that

is,
'

gone beyond
'

or
' more than ' the natural and proper state. In this sense the

Mass, an-it and an-euk (from the same verb) are used by Eliot
;
the Abnaki an-

ahoue by Rale, and the corresponding al-et, in the Delaware, by Zeisberger.
The primary meaning of Manit was thus found to be,

'

Somebody who or some-

thing which goes beyond, exceeds, or is more than the common or the normal
;

something eo^m-ordinary or jorefer-natural not, necessarily, swper-natural.' And
this was shown to agree with the explanation of the word given by several early
writers.

Other Algonkin words were mentioned, having similar meaning but no etymo-
logical affinity to Manit- such as the Abnaki Niwesk and Micmac Nixkam. The
Dakota wakan', which has been translated '

G-od, a spirit, something consecrated
;

medicine,' etc., was derived from the preposition and adverb aka, 'above, superior.'

Hence, wakan is as appropriately used to characterize a bad spirit as a good one,
or any extra-ordinary natural phenomenon as either.

In a paper printed with the Proceedings of the Am. Philosophical Society for

September, 1864, was pointed out the resemblance between the Algonkin
Manitou and certain old-world names or titles of the Supreme Being, such as " the

Chinese mang taou, Egyptian ma ntr, Latin magnus deus, Greek \iiyaf #e6f, and
Sanskrit mahd deva" Mr Trumbull remarked that, with the reduction of manitou
to its root an, this resemblance disappears, and with it the mathematical probability,
which had been computed as not far from "a hundred millions to one," of the deri-

vation of these names from the same original source. This analysis also deprives
of all special significance what Dr. Schoolcraft regarded "as the remarkable fact, that

the -edo or -ito of the Algonkin name of God is inbound both the Greek [Latin?]
DEO and the Azteck TEO transposed." Mere verbal resemblance was proved (as ,Mr.

Trumbull believed) in this instance, as it has been in many others, to be valueless

as evidence of the genetic relationship of languages.

3. Brief Grammar and Vocabulary of the Kurdish Language,
by the late Rev. Samuel A. Rhea, Missionary among the Nestorians
of Kurdistan

; presented by the Corresponding Secretary.

The letter of Dr. Perkins accompanying this paper has been given above.

In his grammatical sketch, Mr. Rhea goes through with the different parts of

speech, explaining their inflections and modes of use
; spending by far the most

space upon the classification and conjugation of verbs. His vocabulary contains

not far from fifteen hundred words, with very brief indication of their meaning,
usually limited to a single synonym.
The Secretary read some extracts from the grammar, pointing out the very close

accordance between the facts detailed and those of the Persian language. He re-

marked that the question of publication of the manuscript would of course remain
to be determined by careful comparison with the already published data for the

Kurdish, which alone could show how much that was new, and an addition to

knowledge, was brought to light in it. There could hardly fail to be matter of de-
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tided value here
;
and the collection and working up of it, in the leisure of a labori-

ous life, was an evidence of scholarly taste and devotedness on the part of Mr. Rhea
which was highly creditable to him, and could not but add to our sorrow for his

early death.

4. Recent Archaeological Explorations and Discoveries in Asia

Minor, by Rev. H. J. Van Lennep, Missionary of the A. B.C. F. M.
in Asiatic Turkey.

Dr. Van Lennep gave a summary account of some of the results of his own ex-

plorations in Asia Minor, mentioning at the same time that most of them would be
found more fully described and illustrated in a forthcoming work of his, entitled

"Travels in Asia Minor," now in process of publication (by Murray, London).
He spoke first of the remains of a very ancient fort on the top of a mountain

which is called Star mountain
(
Yildiz Dagh}. Strabo describes a mountain by this

same name, asserting that the most valuable treasures of King Mithridates^were

kept in the castle at its summit, and that it was taken by the Romans. Dr. Van
Lennep pronounced Strabo's description to apply closely to this mountain, as regards
both its situation and its character. Two streams gush forth high upon its side and
flow not far apart; when they reach the base, they turn in opposite directions,

pass completely around the mountain, and, uniting on the other side, form what
is still called the Star river. The mountain lies between Tocat and Sivas, and the
fort is more than eight thousand feet above the level of the Black Sea. It com-
mands a view as far as that sea on the north, and Mt. Argens on the south.

Referring to the sculptures on Yazili Kayah (near the ancient Pterium, one day's
journey north of Yuzghat), Dr. Van Lennep assented to Texier's explanation of

them, as representing the introduction of the worship of Astarte into Phrygia ;
but

claimed that the youth behind the goddess, whom Texier calls simply a prince,
must be recognized as the Cupid of the Greeks. Mr. Layard had equally failed to

recognize the child-god in the procession he copies from the carvings at Nineveh.
Dr. Van Lennep supported his view by a gem recently obtained by him in Asia

Minor, on which is cut an intaglio figure of the Assyrian Astarte, with the three-

pointed crown on her head and the star and crescent moon on either side
;
while

behind her, on a chair, sits a child, who is none other than Cupid. This gem was
pronounced to be of Assyrian subject and Greek workmanship, pure Greek and

Assyrian intaglios being exhibited to illustrate its character.

Next were described the remains of an unfinished Egyptian building at Euyuk,
a day's journey north of Yazili Kayah. Its material is black granite, while Grecian
monuments are usually of marble. Egyptian sphinxes stand on either side of the

entrance, from which a line of sculptured stones extends to the right and left, as
in other ancient monuments, both Assyrian and Egyptian. The sculptures seem to

represent the erection of the building, and the festivities and ceremonies observed
on the occasion. The bull Apis stands on a platform, and sacrifices of goats and
oxen are offered to him by the king and queen. The features and hair of nearly all

the figures are African.

Farther, the figure of Sesostris was spoken of, found carved on a ledge near the

mouth of a pass through Mt. Tmolus, not far from the ancient road from Smyrna
to Sardis. This is one of the two figures of the conqueror described by Herodotus.

Finally, Dr. Van Lennep described the interesting remains that lie around Smyr-
na; especially the old rubbish-heap of ancient Smyrna, where valuable remains are

often brought to light by the rains. He spoke of the opening of several tombs of
a very ancient date. He also exhibited to the Society various figures or fragments
of figures in terra cotta, of the highest artistic merit, which had been found in those
tombs or in the soil, and which appear to him to have been originally gilded, and
to have represented the household divinities of the ancient Symrniotes.

5. On a Chinese Tablet illustrating the religious opinions of the

literary class, by Dr. D. B. McCartee, Missionary of the Presby-
terian Board at Ningpo, China.

Dr. McCartee said that the scroll which he exhibited was interesting both as a

very favorable specimen of Chinese calligraphy, and as showing the views held by
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a large proportion of the literary men of China with reference to the popular reli-

gion. He went on to set forth briefly the peculiar religious condition of China,

explaining that the Chinese as a nation, instead of being divided between the Con-
fucian faith, Buddhism, and the doctrines of Lao-tse, really accept them all, having
recourse always to the particular divinity or rite which is reputed to be serviceable

in such matters as they happen to have in hand. It has been stated that the literati,

or so-called Confucianists, do not worship idols; but this is an error, for the stellar

gods Win-chang (Ursa major) and Kwei-sing (polar star) are worshipped by the

literary class as such, and by them alone, as the speaker could testify from personal

observation, having lived in a temple with these idols for more than a year.
The scroll exhibited was an impression or rubbing from a stone tablet erected

in the Ch'eng-IIwang Miau, or 'Temple of the Tutelar Deity' of the Wei-hien or '

dis-

trict city of Wei,' in the province of Shan-tung, China; and the inscription was in the

handwriting of Gheu Pan-k'iau, the Ghi-hien or magistrate of the district a literary

gentleman celebrated as a poet, a. calligrapher, and a wit, whose "Remains," con-

sisting of poems, pencil drawings, and epistolary writings, have gone through many
editions in China. The sentiments expressed in this document clearly mark Mr.
Cheu as a disciple of the school of Chu-hi, who may be said to have been the Comte
of China. The inscription bears the date of the 17th year of Kien-lung, the 9th of

the then current cycle (of 60 years), and the 5th moon (about June, A. D. 1752). Mr.

Cheu commences by referring to the Ki-lin, the fung or phoenix, the serpent, and
the dragon; to each of which are ascribed bodily members, and distinct personal
characteristics. He then speaks of the heavens, as an azure vault, and the earth
as a massive clod, and man as the being who, dwelling between heaven and earth,
is characterized by certain bodily organs, the faculty of speech, a sense of propriety,
etc. But, he asks, how can we suppose Heaven to possess bodily organs like

man's, and ascribe to it a personal existence ? He says that from the time of the
Duke of Chou (B.C. 1130) the name "Supreme Ruler" (Shang-ti) has been applied
to Heaven, and that the vulgar have styled it the " Gemmeous Emperor" (Yuh-
Hwang], and invested it with bodily organs, clothing, regalia, and a personal exist-

ence
;
have made images of it, and accompanied them with retinues of followers

;

and that subsequent ages have regarded it with awe and reverence. He then

speaks of the Ch'eng, or wall which surrounds every city, and of the Hwang, or

moat which encircles it, and asks why people have personified these as a god, and
attributed to this god power over life and death, and jurisdiction over happiness
and misery, surrounding (its images) with awe-inspiring objects, so that not only
the common people are struck with awe, but even he himself confesses that, on

entering the dark recesses of its temple, his hair stands on end, and his frame shud-

ders, as though he stood in the presence of a demon. He quotes an ancient sage
who says "these things are what make the people seek to conciliate them"

(i. e.,

the gods), and adds that, unless the ignorant populace have a desire to conciliate

the gods, the officers could not trust them (nor control them). After describing
the repairs that had been thought necessary, and the expense incurred in mak-

ing them, and in suitably furnishing the temple, he adds that some might be dis-

posed to question the necessity, or propriety, of expending several thousand ounces
of silver in erecting a pavilion and stage for theatrical exhibitions

;
and asks " Can

it be that there are gods who delight in theatrical exhibitions?" He quotes from
an ancient tablet an account of a female musician who "delighted the gods" with
her performances, and cites from the Book of Odes the following passage: "With
lyres and harps and strokes of the drum, welcome the Lord of the Fields

;

" and
then asks,

" Is there really a Lord of the Fields? and does he really delight in lyres
and harps? If so, who ever heard of him ?

" He then explains it as being simply
the natural way in which people give expression to their gratitude to the gods. He
expresses his approbation of this system of instructing (and ruling) the people, de-

vised by the ancients
;
and says that, since people have sacrificed to the Ch'eng-

Hwang (literally
'

City Wall and Moat') as though it had a personal existence, why
not please it with songs and dances? And as to theatrical representations, he
thinks the theatre, as a school of morals, has conferred great benefits upon man-
kind. All that he would stipulate is that indecent and otherwise unsuitable plays
should be prohibited. In summing up, he says that Fu-hi, Shen-nung, Hwang-ti,
Yau, Shun, Yii, T'ang, Wen-wang, Wu-wang, the duke of Chou, and Confucius,
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really did exist personally before they were deified, and there seems to be a pro-

priety in sacrificing to them as though they (still) had a personal existence. But

Heaven, earth, the sun, moon, wind, thunder, hills and streams, rivers and moun-

tains, soil and grain, the wall and moat, the corners of the house, the well, and the

fire-place, although they have been deified, have really no personal existence, and
should not (properly or per se) be sacrificed to as though they had. Yet even the

sages from the ancient times have all sacrificed to them, as though they really and

personally existed
;
and he asks, do the deities of heaven enjoy the viands or make

use of the utensils used in sacrificing to them ? And he replies that, although the

sounds, the colors, and the odors and tastes of things in heaven cannot be imitated,

yet all these devices are but the modes of giving expression to the feelings of rev-

erence and veneration which naturally arise in the human heart. Hence he con-

cludes that the erection of a tablet to perpetuate the memory of the repairs made
upon the Ch'eng-Hwang temple is not an affair of mere local or temporary interest,
but is inseparably connected with the doctrines and ceremonial observances of re-

mote antiquity ;
and since others (whose names he mentions) had liberally contri-

buted funds to defray the expenses, he (the writer) could not be so parsimonious as

to grudge a contribution of penmanship to the same object.
Dr. McCartee remarked in conclusion that he had often heard similar sentiments

advanced by officers and literati in China, and it was interesting to observe that

the wisest of that ancient nation gave such unequivocal assent to the doctrine that

belief in a personal God, who will render to every man according to his work, is

both a natural acting-out of the human heart, and absolutely requisite in order to

secure good government.
Dr. McCartee further exhibited a set of very fine rubbings, taken from stone

tablets set up in a Buddhist temple at Hangchow, and representing, nearly in life

size, sixteen of the eighteen Lo-han (Sanskrit arhant), or personal attendants of

Buddha. These rubbings he presented to the Society's collection.

6. On the Theory of the Greek Accent, by Prof. James Hadley,
of New Haven.

The Greeks distinguished one syllable in each word by sounding its vowel on a

higher key : this higher key was represented by the acute accent. The ordinary
lower key was not represented in writing. But when it foUowed the higher key
on the same long vowel, it was represented by the grave accent, which then united

with the acute to form the circumflex. And when a high-tone ultima, followed by
other words in close connection, dropped down to a lower key, it was written

with a grave accent instead of the acute. The melodic character of the Greek
accent Prof. Hadley illustrated from Dionysius Halic. (de Comp. Verb., 12), who
calls the interval between the higher and lower keys a fifth (three tones and a semi-

tone). That there was any difference in stress (or force of utterance) between ac-

cented and unaccented syllables, is not intimated by the ancient writers: that such

difference, if it existed, cannot have been great, is made probable by the total dis-

regard of accent in ancient verse. The question has been raised whether any dis-

tinction was made among the lower tones
;
whether there was any middle tone,

intermediate between the highest and the lowest. Some ancient writers speak of

a middle tone
;
but the statements are not so definite as could be wished. G.

Hermann (de emend, rat. gramm. Graec.) recognized a middle tone in the grave ac-

cent where it takes the place of an acute on the ultima. G. Curtius (Jahn's Jahrb.,
vol. 72) recognized it also in the grave accent where it forms part of the circumflex.

Recently, F. Misteli (Kuhn's Zeitsch., vol. 17), founding on the analogies of the

Sanskrit accent, holds that the high tone (acute accent), where it was not final, was

always followed by a middle tone. Prof. Hadley set forth a theory based on that

of Misteli, but with additions and modifications of his own. In the undivided Indo-

European, as in Sanskrit, there was no restriction on the place of the accent
;

it

might fall on any syllable of the longest word. Hence the high tone with the fol-

lowing middle tone might be separated from the end of the word by a succession

of low-tone syllables. If now there came to be a prevailing dislike for such a

succession, an unwillingness to hear more than one low-tone syllable at the end of

a word, the result would be to confine the accent to the last three syllables. This
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result, as it is found both in Greek and in Latin, may be referred to the time of

Graeco-Italican unity. But for the Greek we have to assume also a subsequent
restriction

;
the final low tone must not occupy the whole of a long syllable ;

if

it came upon a long vowel, the first half of that vowel must be sounded with mid-

dle tone. Thus "high tone, middle tone, short low tone," became a prevailing

cadence for Greek words, and was brought in wherever it could be attained with-

out throwing back the accent. The leading rules of Greek accentuation no ac-

cent allowed before the antepenult ; only the acute used on that syllable, and not

even,
this if the ultima is long ;

an accented penult must take the circumflex if it

has a long vowel and the ultima a short one
;
an accented penult must take the

acute in any other case
;

all these are explained by this cadence, being all neces-

sary to secure it. As for throwing back the accent to obtain this cadence (or as

much of it as possible), one branch of the Greeks, the Aeolians of Asia Minor, did

so; whence Aeolic forms like ^a/lf7rof, ^aAfTrw^, /ie/lv/coref, for which the common
Greek has ^a/leTrof, ^aAeTrwf, Xe/lv/coref , with the primitive accent.

The Latin took a different, though analogous course. It allowed the final low
tone to have either quantity, but would not allow the middle tone before it to oc-

cupy the whole of a long syllable, whether long by nature or position. Hence the

cadence, "high tone, short middle tone, low tone," which the Latin procured, or as

much of it as possible, in all words, even by throwing back the accent like the
Aeolic Greek. In this way all the varieties of Latin accent legeres, ttgeret, mo-

neres, moneret, legendus, vixit, res may be easily accounted for.

In conclusion, Prof. Hadley referred to the hypothetical character of this theory,

pointing out the unproved assumptions contained in it
;
but remarked that these

assumptions are so natural in themselves and furnish so simple an explanation for

so many seemingly unconnected facts, that it is difficult to believe them wholly un-
founded

7. On the Order of Words in Attic Greek Prose, by Prof. Charles

Short, of Columbia College, New York.

This communication was a verbal account of an Essay which Prof. Short was
about to publish. The immediate occasion of the Essay is the republication in this

country of Mr. Yonge's English-Greek Dictionary. That work being intended

chiefly as an aid to students in Greek Composition, it seemed well to prefix to it

something on the order of the words.

Prof. Short stated that, while there were several monographs on this subject by
European scholars relating to single authors or to single points, as by Darpe, Braun,
and Engelhardt, and while several commentators on Greek authors had here and
there touched the matter, as Stallbaum, Weber, and Rehdantz, yet he was not
aware that any systematic treatise upon the subject had anywhere appeared, and
he had therefore undertaken to supply such a one as he could. The general sub-

ject being large, he had confined himself to the usages of prose, and to one form
of that, the Attic.

Taking Xenophon as a basis, he had then carefully examined Thucydides, next
the Attic Orators, and lastly Plato. His method had been to gather under each
head a very large number of examples from these writers in the order just men-
tioned, and then to deduce the general law, noting the exceptions, and giving them
in classes where this was practicable. When the reason for a particular order ap-
peared, he had in many instances stated it, but his main purpose in the present
Essay was rather to develope the laws of order than to discuss them, and by adding
the exceptions to show the range within which diversity of order might take place.
Some of the general laws were specified: that the adjective follows the word it

qualifies ;
that the genitive follows the noun it limits, with the curious exception

that when the limited noun has the article, the genitive in general relations may
stand between the article and the noun, but the partitive genitive, as a law, may
not

;
that the predicate noun, pronoun, or adjective, stands directly before the verb

finite, or an infinitive, or a participle either with or without the article
;
that the

Greeks in respect to collocation made no distinction between the objective and the

subjective infinitive, putting both alike after the leading word; that the modifica-
tion of a word having the article intervenes between the article and the word, and
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that it sometimes follows both wholly or in part, but only in the rarest instances

(except a limiting genitive) precedes them, and that he had observed only one ca.se

in which an adverb modifying an infinitive with the article stood before the article,
and that in a suspected piece of Xenophon, the Apologia.

In his treatment of the prepositions, he had first given their position with reference
to their regimen and then added an elaborate section on a perplexing "subject, the
omission and repetition of the preposition under various circumstances

;
and after

setting forth the prevailing usage in simple cases, he had considered the complex
cases, and shown that the latter could be resolved into the former. He has perhaps
discovered a law here not previously observed.

"Where various readings existed affecting the matter of order, he had given the

variation under its appropriate head and subjoined the name of the Editor who
adopted it, and the examples in connection with which such reading was given

might be regarded as so much testimony on its behalf.

8. On Prof. Max Miiller's Translation of the Rig-Veda, by Prof.

W. D. Whitney, of New Haven.

Prof. "Whitney said that not more than two or three other Sanskritists had. stud-

ied the Veda so long and so deeply as Prof. Max Miiller, or were in position to fur-

nish so authoritative a version of it. Hence, scholars had been looking forward
with eager expectation to his translation, promised many years ago, and of which
the first volume has left the press this season. The work as published would not

be found in all respects to fulfil the expectations they had formed. Though adver-

tised as one of a series of eight volumes, it actually contains only one seventy-fifth
of the Yedic text (12 hymns out of 1017). The bulk of the volume is filled with
a variety of material, which, though much of it valuable in itself, would gladly have
been spared. The author has taken as his model Burnouf 's work on the Avesta.

But the circumstances of the two cases are so different that the model is an ill-

chosen one. Burnouf was breaking a path in an entirely new subject. His work
was left a fragment, and never could have been made any thing else. Miiller has
undertaken an impracticable task, that of accounting for and establishing his ver-

sion of every passage. How incomplete, and open to criticism in regard to propor-

tion, it is, appears from the circumstance that to the first verse translated there

is a note of eleven pages on an adjective meaning
'

ruddy,' while the making of an
accusative plural (or gen. or abl. sing.) the subject of a verb, and the assumption
that the sun could be regarded as Indra's horse, were let pass without any remark

and so in other cases, which were pointed out in a detailed criticism of a few
verses. To the extension of the work by including a romanized text of the orig-

inal hymns themselves, and the detailed versions of other translators, objection was
taken on the score of want of necessity : since such things can be of service only
to a professed Vedic scholar, who must be presumed to possess them in another

form. If Miiller would give simply his own understanding of the meaning of the

hymns, with limited exposition of especially difficult points, he would consult the

interests not only of the public at large, but also of his fellow-students in the same

department.
The selection of this particular body of hymns (those to the Maruts, or storm-

gods) for inclusion in the first volume is unfortunate, since they are among the

most obscure and tedious of the collection, and may repel from a study of the Veda
some who would have been attracted by a more pleasing first taste.

On the score of his over-abundant introductory and expository matter, Miiller

claims that his is the "first translation" of the Veda: a claim which few will be

ready to admit. Burnouf called his work a "
commentary," not a translation, though

he had no real predecessor; while Miiller has to quote several, one of whom (Ben-

fey) has worked upon the same basis and with the same principles as himself,

although doubtless with less thorough preparation. To Miiller's method no excep-
tions can be taken : he utterly discards the native commentators as authority, and
founds his interpretation upon grammar, etymology, and the comparison of parallel

passages. He is also perfectly fair and modest in estimating the value of the re-

sults reached by him
; putting forward his version as only a provisional solution of

its very difficult problem, and as sure to be superseded by and by, when longer

study shall have brought a better comprehension of the whole Vedic antiquity.
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9. Notes on a Surveying Trip from the Phenician Coast to the

Euphrates River, by Mr. Henry M. Canfield, of South Britain,
Conn.

Mr. Canfield had expected to be present at the meeting, and to give an oral ac-

count of his trip ; but, being unavoidably kept away, he sent instead a brief paper,
which was read by the Corresponding Secretary.

Mr. Canfield joined Col. Homer's party, engaged to survey a route for a railroad

from the Mediterranean to the Euphrates, in April, 1868. The line surveyed started

at the mouth of El Kebir, and followed the road to Hamath nearly to the Nessarieh

range. With some difficulty, a practicable route was found through the pass
between the Nessarieh and the Lebanon, then across the beautiful fertile plain
of the Beky'aa, through the Jebel Horns to Horns, and north-easterly over the

desert to Selamieh, the farthest outpost of civilization
; then, after extensive ex-

ploration reaching as far as Aleppo and Palmyra, through the great Wady in Jebel
Assouet nearly to the Euphrates at Sheik Omar or Balis

;
when difficulties with

the Arab tribes put an end, for the time, to the enterprise.
Mr. Canfield describes the Nusairi inhabitants of the mountains and desert as a

large-framed race, usually with light hair and brown eyes, laborious, but treacherous
and inhospitable ;

and speaks of their semi-subterranean dwellings, of their cus-

toms and religion. He was unable to discover or learn how they dispose of their

dead. He calls attention to the square towers, called by the Arabs boiwgh, scat-

tered across the whole country to the Euphrates ;
also to the numerous castles of

the middle ages, of which the finest he saw is Kalat el Husn, at the north-western

edge of the Beky'aa. This is so immense a structure that it is now inhabited by
5000 people. The desert country beyond Selamieh is marked in places by groups
of broken columns and heaps of ruins

;
at one point, west of the Orontes and east

of Sherbt el-Humun, forming regular streets and squares over a space three miles

long and two wide ; deserted villages, in various styles of building, are also nume-
rous.

A chief of the Ismaeliyeh was met with who had just returned from a trip to

India; showing that the old Assassins have and maintain correspondence with some
Indian sect.

Rev. Mr. Blodget, missionary at Peking, addressed the meeting
briefly respecting the religion of the Chinese, and respecting the
translation into Chinese of the word God.

After this (at one o'clock, Friday noon) the Society adjourned,
to meet again in Boston, on Wednesday, May 18th, 18YO.
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Proceedings at Boston, May 18th, 187O.

THE Society assembled at 10 o'clock A. M., at the rooms of the

American Academy. President Woolsey being absent, the chair

was occupied alternately by Dr. Anderson and Dr. Parker, Vice-

Presidents.

The record of the preceding meeting was read by the Recording
Secretary. It was arranged that there should be a recess of only
one hour at noon, that the business of the meeting might be
finished before evening.
The Treasurer's Report was read, audited, and accepted. It

was as follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 19th, 1869, - - $357.53
Annual assessments paid in, $515.00
Life-membership, 75.00

Sale of the Journal, 18.75

Total receipts of the year, 608.75

$966.28
EXPENDITURES.

Printing of Proceedings, etc., $43.24
Expenses of Library and Correspondence, 40.64
Paid for binding of books, 1.25

Total expenditures of the year, $85.13
Balance on hand, May 18th, 1870, 881.15

$966.28

The Treasurer also made a statement respecting the condition

of the fund for the purchase of Chinese type, provided by the kind
offices of the late Hon. Charles W. Bradley. The arrival of the

font ordered from Shanghai was reported at the last meeting. Its

cost was as follows :

For type (180 Ibs, small pica),
.... $324.00

Type-cases, 12.00

Packing, freight, and insurance,
.... 22.00

Premium on $358 in Mexican dollars,
- - - 136.79

Expenses in New York, duty, cartage, etc., 75.00

Total expense,
- $569.79

To meet this, the Treasurer had drawn on Messrs. Baring,
Brothers, & Co., of London, with whom the fund was deposited

by Mr. Bradley, for 100, which yielded in currency $670.08.

The balance, about $100, is deposited in the Townsend Savings
Bank at New Haven to the credit of the fund, and about 92

still remains in the hands of Messrs. Barings.

VOL. ix. c
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The Librarian excused himself, on the score of other pressing
occupations, for having come unprepared with a full Report of the
condition of the Library, and gave a brief oral statement respect-

ing the additions made to it during the year. The most important
donations had come from the Vienna Academy of Sciences, and
from Prof. Fitz-Edward Hall of London.
The Committee of Publication reported that, as authorized by

the Directors last fall, they had commenced the reprinting of Vol.

ix., Part 1, of the Journal, as soon as the printing office had been
restored to working order after the fire

;
and that the work had

since gone on without interruption, but was not yet quite finished.

It was intended to proceed with the printing of Part 2, as soon as

the other should be out of the way.
The Directors notified the next meeting, as to be held in New

Haven on the nineteenth of October, unless the Committee of

Arrangements (Prof. Hadley of New Haven, with the Recording
and Corresponding Secretaries) should alter the appointment
which they were authorized to do, if it appeared desirable.

The following persons, on recommendation of the Directors,
were elected members of the Society : namely,

as Corporate Members,

Mr. Erastus B. Bigelow, of Boston.

Prof. Ferdinand Bocher, of Boston.

Prof. J. Lewis Diman, of Providence, R. I.

Mr. James B. Greenough, of Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. Thomas S. Perry, of Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. Charles T. Russell, of Cambridge, Mass.
Rev. J. Herbert Senter, of Cambridge, Mass.
Prof. Peter H. Steenstra, of Cambridge, Mass.
Prof. Francis Wharton, D.D., of Brookline, Mass.
Rev. Henry A. Yardley, of Middletovvn, Conn.

as Corresponding Members,

Rev. Albert L. Long, D.D., Missionary at Constantinople.
Rev. Hyman A. Wilder, Missionary in South Africa.

Mr. J. S. Ropes of Boston, Rev. W. H. Ward of New York, and
Hon. J. D. Baldwin of Worcester, were appointed by the chair a

Nominating Committee, to propose a ticket for officers for the

ensuing year; and the following gentlemen, nominated by them,
were elected without dissent :

President Pres. T. D. WOOLSEY, D.D., LL.D., of New Haven.
( Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, D.D.,

" Boston.

Vice-Presidents \ Hon. PETER PARKER, M.D.,
"

Washington.
(
Prof. EDW. E. SALISBURY, LL.D.,

" New Haven.

Corresp. Secretary Prof. W. D. WHITNEY, Ph.D.,
" New Haven.

Seer, ofClass. Section Prof. JAMES HADLEY, LL.D. ,

" New Haven.

Recording Secretary Mr. EZRA ABBOT, LL.D.,
"

Cambridge.
Treasurer Prof. D. C. GILMAN,

" New Haven.
librarian Prof. W. D. WHITNEY,

" New Haven.
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Mr. J. W. BAUROW, of New York.
Mr. A. I. COTHEAL,

" New York.
Prof. W. W. GOODWIN, Ph.D.,

"
Cambridge.

Directors
\
Prof. W. H. GREEN, D.D.,

" Princeton.

Prof. A. P. PEABODY, D.D.,
"

Cambridge.
Dr. CHARLES PICKERING,

" Boston.

[ Prof. CHARLES SHORT, LL.D.,
" New York.

While the committee were deliberating, an interesting series of

photographs from India and Farther India were exhibited to the

members, and briefly commented on, by Rev. J. T. Grace y.
The Corresponding Secretary then announced the losses which

the Society had suffered by death during the year ; namely, two

Corporate Members, Rev. E. Burgess and Rev. Dr. Proudfit (the
latter during some years past a Director) ;

and three Correspond-
ing Members, Prof. Romeo Elton, late of Exeter, England, Rev.
Dr. Justin Perkins, during many years a missionary in Orumiah,
and Mr. William Winthrop, American consul at Malta. He said

a few words with regard to eacfy of these gentlemen, briefly setting
forth the claims that they had upon the respectful and affectionate

remembrance of the Society, as well as of scholars in America and

through the world. He spoke especially of Mr. Burgess, who
would be remembered in connection with the translation of the

Surya-Siddhanta published some years since in the Society's Jour-

nal, and with whom he had himself for some time been thrown into

intimate relations while that work was in preparation and passing
through the press. Mr. Burgess returned to this country in 1854,
after more than fourteen years of service as a missionary in western
India. He died of pneumonia, near Boston, on the first day of

this year.
Prof. Hadley gave a somewhat detailed account of the life and

literary labors of Dr. Proudfit, and a view of his character as a

scholar and as a man.
The eminent services of the venerable Dr. Perkins in the cause

of Christian philanthropy and of learning were set forth by Rev.
Mr. Treat, Dr. Parker, and others.

The correspondence of the past six months was presented, and
read in part. The following are extracts :

From Mr. Freeman A. Smith, Treasurer of the American Baptist

Missionary Union, dated Boston, Nov. 9th, 1869:

"
Knowing you to be interested in such things, I send herewith a copy from an

ancient metallic plate found by Mr. Bunker, one of our missionaries, among the Red

Karens, together with a copy of our magazine, where you will see what he writes

respecting it."

Mr. Bunker says :

"It has been long known that an ancient metal plate, having strange characters

engraven on it, existed among the Red Karens. While at Kontie's village, we
succeeded, after much difficulty, in obtaining a sight of the famous plate, and were
also allowed to copy it. The plate is composed of copper, brass, and probably
some gold. They regard it as very sacred, and guard it with most zealous care.

It is supposed by them to possess life, and they say it requires to be " fed with

metal.'
1

1 fed it with a piece of silver of the value of ..bout fifty cents, but did not
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see it eat while I was near. The common people fear its power greatly, and dare
not look at it, as they say it has power to blind their eyes. The traditions of most
of the Karen tribes point to this tablet, I think, and it may be of very ancient

origin. The character in which it is written is quite different from any of the

characters in which the languages of the East are written, so far as I have been
able to learn."

A copy of the inscription was exhibited to the members present,
but no one could cast any light upon its strange characters. The

Secretary said that he was hoping to obtain additional information

upon the matter from Farther India, to be laid before the Society
hereafter. The plate is one referred to in Mr. Cross's paper on the
Karens and their language, read at the meeting in October, 1866,
and reported in the Proceedings of that meeting (Journal, vol. ix.,

p. xii.).

From Rev. C. II. A. Dall, dated Calcutta, Nov. 27th, 1869 :

" In Bombay, lately, I had the pleasure of meeting Dr. fihau Daji at the monthly
meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, and was surprised to

hear him say that within a year or so, or as soon as his practice (as a physician)
would permit, he expected to visit England and America. I am not very sorry
that you arc likely to see, yet sooner, Babu Keshub Chunder Sen

;
of whom you

have heard as the eloquent leader of the partly christianized Hindus, the Brahmos.
He does not feel settled as to the American part of his visit; but, when calls reach

him, as they are sure to do, he will yield to the pressure, and accomplish a visit

which I am very desirous that he should make. The presence of these two cul-

tured Oriental gentlemen will, I am sure, make Orientalism dawn on America as

never before."

From Mrs. S. J. Rhea, dated Jonesboro, Tennessee, Dec. 5th,

1869; respecting her late husband's Kurdish papers, presented at

the previous meeting, giving some explanations as to their char-

acter, and expressing her desire to be helpful in any way toward
their publication.
From Dr. A. T. Pratt, dated Constantinople, March 16th, 1870:

". . . . I procured a fine copy of a Cufic inscription some time since and sent it

to you; but, together with a valuable lot of coins, it was lost on the way. I am
now hoping to send you the stone itself in the course of the summer I have
a grammar of the Turkish language of my own, which I hope to forward as soon
as I can get an English translation to go with it. During nearly two years past I

have been here, engaged on the revision of the version of the Bible made by Dr.

Goodell.

Dr. Paspati is getting out a large work on the Gypsy language, of which I pre-
sume you will receive a copy."

Communications being now in order, the following were pre-
sented :

1. On the Glagolitic Alphabet, by Rev. A. L. Long, of Constan-

tinople ; presented by the Corresponding Secretary.

This was an inquiry into the origin of the Grlagolitic character, in which a part of

the oldest Slavic literature is preserved, and into its relation to the more usual

character, the Cyrillitic. Of the two, the Cyrillitic is usually ascribed to the Slavic

apostle Cyril, who used it for his translation of the Scriptures (about A.D. 862);

respecting the other, opinions have been much divided, some attributing its inven-

tion to Methodius, Cyril's brother, others to Clement, archbishop of Velitsa in Bul-

garia, and pupil of Cyril arid Methodius
;
while yet others regard it as some centu-

ries older than Cyril, and many accept the Dalmatian traditions which would make
St. Jerome its inventor. Dr. Long, now, differing from all these, maintains that
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the Glagolitic was the alphabet devised by Cyril, and was exclusively used in his

time, while the so-called Cyrillitic, which is no independent invention, but only an

adaptation of the Greek alphabet to the Slavic language, was the work of Clement

(who died A.D. 91 6). The various considerations which appear to support this view
are detailed in the paper. At the end, the author acknowledges his obligations to

P. J. Schaffimk's work "On the Origin and Home of Glagolitism
"
(Prague, 1858).

Remarks upon this paper, approving its conclusions, were made
by Mr. J. S. Ropes.

2. On the Moabite Inscription of King Mesha, by Rev. Wm.
Hayes Ward, of New York.

Mr. Ward first detailed the history of the securing of the inscription by M. Gan-

neau, from the first discovery of the monument by the German Klein. After

showing that it was undoubtedly genuine, and dated back to nearly nine hum I red

years before Christ, Mr. Ward laid before the meeting a transliterated copy of it in

Hebrew characters, and the following translation :

1 1 am Mesha son of Chemosh [nadab] King of Moab [the D-]
2 ibonite.

| My
father reigned over Moab thirty years and I reigned

3 after my father,
j

And I

made this high place to Chemosh in Karhah and [this House of Sal-]
4 ration

because he has saved me from all the attacks and because he has caused me to

look on all my enemies.
| [m r] i

5 was King of Israel, and he afflicted Moab
sh was angry with his [hmc

ceeded him, and he also said, "I will afflict Moab." ("In my days he spake thus,

many days, because Chemosh was angry with his [Ismd]. |

6 And his son suc-

7 And I looked on him and on his house, |

and Israel kept continually perishing.
And Omri held possession of the land (?) of 8 Medeba. And there dwelt in it

[Omri and his son and his grand-] son forty years. [But]
9 Chemosh [restored]

it in my days. |

And I built Baal-Meon and I made in it . And I

[besieged] (?)
10
Kirjathaim. |

And the men of Gad had dwelt of old in the land

[of Kirjathaim]. And the King of Israel built n for him [Kirjathaim]. |

And I

fought against the city and took it.
|

And I slew all the [men of]
'- the city, a

spectacle to Chemosh and to Moab.
|

And I brought back from thence the

[altar of Jehovah, and 13
put] it before Chemosh in Kerioth.

|

And I caused to

dwell therein the men of Shiran
;
and the men of 14 Sharath.

|
And Chemosh

said to me,
" Go and take Nebo from Israel."

| [And I
]

15 went in the night
and I fought against it from the overspreading of the dawn till noon.

|

And I

[took it and I]
16
[utterly destroyed] it, and I slew all of it seven thousand

17 for to Ashtor Chemosh had [I] devoted [them]; and I took from thence 18 the

vessels of Jehovah, and I presented them before Chemosh.
|

And the King of Israel

[built]
19 Jahaz and dwelt in it while he was fighting agjiinst me.

|
And Chemosh

drove him from [before me. >2

And] I took from Moab 200 men, all told; |

and I

attacked (?) Jahaz and took it,
21
adding it to Dibon.

|

I built Karhah. the wall of the

forests and the wall of 22 the hill (Ophel). |

And I built its gates and I built its

towers.
|

and
'23 I made a royal palace, and I made reservoirs for the collection of

the waters in the midst of the city. |

*4 And there was no cistern in the midst of

the city in Karhah; and I said to all the people. "Make 25 for you each a cistern

in his house." And I dug ditches (?) for Karhah in [the road to]
'26 Israel.

|
I

built [A]roer, and I made the high way to Arnon. I built - 7

Beth-Bamoth, for it

was ruined, |

and I built Bozrah, for it was deserted. And I
'2s set in Dibon gar-

risons (?) ;
for all Dibon was submissive.

|

And I filled (?)
- 9 in the cities which

I added to the land.
|

And I built and :i the temple of Diblathaim,
|

and the

temple of Baal-Meon, and I raised up there the land.
|

And there

dwelt in Honoraim 32 Chemosh said to me, "Go, fight against Honoraim."
|

And I ** Chemosh in my days . . . .
:u * * * * ******

Mr. Ward explained that in most points he agrees with either Ganneau, Schlott-

mann, Derenbourg, Noldeke, or Neubauer in their versions and corrections of the

defective text. He drew, however, more especial attention to certain matters with

regard to which he differed from previous commentators. The latter have made
the perpendicular stroke near the end of the third line a mark of division between
the sentences. This it cannot be, as the dot which divides the words also appears
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here, arid in no other case are both found together. The stroke can be either i or

p, and is no doubt the former. This puts a repetition of nM out of the question.
The reading suggested, y a^"1 nr n]3i, seems plausible. The doubtful character at

the beginning of the eighth line must be either y or p. The feminine form pppa is

often used for plain, which is just what we want. The masculine is put in the
text. Still in Capt. Warren's impression the letter looks more like p, which would
allow T>IN. The suggested emendations for the end of the fifteenth and the beginning
of the sixteenth line, and for the seventeenth Hue, are new. The fac-simile of Gan-
neau seems to show in line twenty-three a flaw in the stone. The fact that the
letters as they stand hardly make sense is an indication that the flaw did not exist

when the inscription was made, in which case the scribe would have continued the
unfinished word on the other side of the flaw, as is the case in the ninth line of the

great Sidonian inscription of king Eshmunezer. But the letters which we have,
pa>xn ixVo, cannot be translated, the last word being neither plural of a>N,

:

man,' nor

anything else imaginable. Schlottmann and others have suggested [mliPN, 'out-

pouring
' This word and its masculine form are only used in the Bible in connec-

tion with the geography of the region of Moab, and a^run ntt'S of the old song of

which we have a fragment in Num. xxi. 15 compares well with the pn ma>N or

fen ttrs, which even may be preferable, which I would suggest. Such expressions
as "'troughs of the waters," Gen. xxx. i>8, "brook of the waters," 2 Sam. xvii. 20,
"well of the waters,"

" well" or "fountain of waters," "storm of waters," Hub.
iii. 10, are frequent in the Bible. The third woid in the eighteenth line I read

DraipNi fr->m I'apt. Warren's photographs, which he has misread. The first word
in the twenty-second line is read from the photographs as Vfljn, giving us exactly
the biblical phr.ise "wall of Ophel."
The language of the inscription is almost pure Hebrew, but with an approach

toward the southern Semitic tongues. This appears in the comparative scarcity of

quiescent letters, in the plural in Nun, and especially in the Hiphtael conjunction,

anrY?n, which has its correspondences in Arabic, Ethiopic, and Assyrian. Another
evident example of this is the use of verbs i"

1

? instead of n"
1

?. Thus we have UJJN

and uy for ruj?N and ruy\ In these cases Noldeke assumes that the final i is a

personal suffix, and that thus a double object is expressed, as is common in Syriac.
But the language shows little assimilation to Aramaic peculiarities, and it is more

probable that the root is preserved in these forms in a more archaic shape than in

Hebrew.
The form of the characters proves the correctness of de Vogue's assertion that

the oldest Canaanite alphabet was distinguished by its sharp angles. Among the

more interesting forms are the i, which is for the first time found as a simple tri-

angle, like the Greek A
;

o. which we first find here as a perpendicular crossed by
three horizontal lines, which suggest the Greek

; \ which suggests the Greek T
;

p, which is precisely the Greek Kappa ;
and n, which is an oblique cross, or X .

The separation of words is found in some other very ancient inscriptions, as in

the second insc iption of Citiurn, that of Tucca, and two others.

The lacuna in the eighth line is very unfortunate, as it leaves the chronology in

some doubt. Schlottmann is certainly wrong in supposing it possible to make forty

years out of the Bible chronology of the reigns of Omri, Ahab, and Ahaziah, which

occupied only thirty-one years. If these scriptural figures are correct, and they
appear to be, it must be supposed either that Omri began to afflict Moab before he
became king while general of Baasha's army, or that the successes of Mesha occur-

red after the campaigns mentioned in Scripture, and during the latter years of Je-

horam. The "round number," which Noldeke, Schlottmann, and others have sug-

gested, would have been thirty instead offorty, if this campaign be referred to the

first rebellion of Mesha even if a round number is assumable on such a monument.

3. Remarks on the Discovery of a second " Rosetta Stone," at

Tanis in Lower Egypt, by Hon. J. D. Baldwin, of Worcester.

In this very brief paper, Mr. Baldwin called attention once more to the inscrip-
tion of Tanis, brought to light by Lepsius in I860, and published as a "bilingual
decree

"
in the same year, the existence of its third, or Demotic, text being not

then known. He rjai t'ro.u a letter received by him from Lepsius, to the effect

that " the original is now in the Museum of Bulaq. Its complete disinterment,
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which I was not able to effect, brought to light the demotic text on the edge of the

stone. Each character, and the whole inscription, is completely preserved; and it

is therefore far superior to the Rosetta inscription, of which, as is well known, a

large part, especially of the hieroglyphic inscription, is broken off. For this reason,
the Decree of Canopus is peculiarly adapted to aid the beginning of hieroglyphical
studies. I have not yet prepared the second part of the publication, because the

demotic text is not yet made public."

4. On the Golden Rule in the Chinese Classics, by Mr. Ezra

Abbot, of Cambridge, Mass.

After referring to an example of the golden rule in a negative form in the Book
of Tobit (iv.15), and to the story of the great Jewish Rabbi Ilillel who, when
asked by a Gentile to teach him the whole Law while he stood on one foot,

replied,
" What thou hatest thyself, do not thou to another: this is the whole Law

;

all the rest is only commentary
" Mr. Abbot remarked that it was well known

that the golden rule occurs in this negative form among the maxims of Confucius,
but that it had been often asserted that it was nowhere given by him as a positive

precept. As the result, however, of such an investigation of this point as he had
been able to make without a knowledge of the Chinese language, he had been led

to a different conclusion. The principal passages bearing on this subject are to be
found in the Lun Yu (a sort of Memorabilia of Confuciusdesignated as " Confucian
Analects "

in Legge's translation), Book iv., c. 15, 2
;
v.ll

; xii.2; xv.23
;
the Chung

Yung (" Doctrine of the Mean," i. e. the golden mean), ch. xiii., 3
;
and the Works

of Mencius, Book vii., c. 4, 3. With these passages may be also compared ch. ix., 4
and ch. x. of the Ta Hio, or

" Great Study," where the duties of rulers are spoken
of. In the Lun Yu v.ll and xii.2 the maxim appears only in the negative form,
"not to do to others what you would not wish done to yourself" in the latter

passage as one of the characteristics of "perfect virtue." But the point to which
Mr. Abbot called special attention was the fact that the Chinese appear to have in

their language a single word which distinctly expresses the duty of doing to others

as we would have them do to us; involving the notion, not merely of abstaining
from injury to our fellow-men, but of active sympathy and benevolence. This

word occurs in a remarkable passage in the Lun Yu (iv.15, 2), in which the

whole moral doctrine of Confucius is summed up in two terms chung and shu,
translated by Pauthier (Confucius et Mencius, Paris, 1858, p. 122)

'

avoir la droiture

du coeur" (chung), and 'aimer son prochain comme soi-meme '

(shu). He remarks
in a note, "On croira difficilement que notre traduction soitexacte; cependant nous
ne pensons pas que 1'on puisse en faire une plus fidele." Legge renders the words
somewhat more vaguely "to be true to the principles of our nature and the
benevolent exercise of them to others

"
(Chinese Classics, I., p. 34). Collie (The

Four Books, Malacca, 1828) translates them ' consummate faithfulness and benevo-

lence,' observing in a note, apparently by way of fuller explanation of the force of

the Chinese words, "To perform our duty to the utmost, is faithfulness to do to

others as we wish them to do to us, is benevolence." The character for the

second word here used, shu, is compounded of the 61st radical, sin, 'heart,'
and ju, 'as, like,' and it would seem from the Lexicons that a kind regard for

the feelings of others, a practical recognition of the fact that their hearts are like

our own, belongs to the primary and essential meaning of the term. Thus it is

defined by De Guignes, or rather Glemona (Diet, chinois, No. 2823), 'misericors,
alios sicut se ipsum tractare;' by Morrison (Chinese Diet., No. 9343), 'benevolent;
.... considerate

;
.... to treat others as one would like one's self;' by Medhurst,

' to excuse, to feel for others as we do for ourselves, to do as we would be done by,
to be kind, sympathetic, indulgent' (Chinese Diet., Batavia, 1842; and similarly in

his Diet, of the Hok-keen Dialect, p. 569); by S. Wells Williams, 'benevolent;
.... merciful, treating others as one wishes to be treated, sympathizing

'

(Tonic
Diet, of the Chin. Lang, in the Canton Dialect, 1856, pp. 453, 454); by Legge,
'the principle of reciprocity, making our own feelings the rule for dealings with
others' (Glossary in his Chinese Classics, I. 336, col. 2, and similarly II. 434, col. 2);
'the judging of others by ourselves and acting accordingly' (Note 011 Mencius vii.

4, 3, Chin. Classics, II. 327). The translation of Pauthier in one passage has

already been given; in another (Chung Yung, xiii 3) he renders the word, 'qui
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porte aux autres les mfimes sentimens qu'Q a pour lui-meme,' and again, 'agir envers

les autres comme on voudrait les voir agir envers nous '

(Mencius, vii. 4). Further,

according to Pauthier, "Le Choue-wen [the oldest Chinese dictionary, belonging
to the first century] definit ce caractere par celui de jin, 'humanite, amour du

prochain.' Le Commentaire de cet ancien Dictionnaire ajoute: 'Celui qui est

humain, bienveillant envers les autres, doit etre a leurs regards comme il voudrait

que 1'on fut envers lui, et agir ensuite conformement a ces principes.'
"

(Le Ta Hio,

Paris, 1837, pp. 66, 67, note.)
From these statements and definitions Mr. Abbot drew the inference that the

word shu, which in four of the passages of the Chinese Classics referred to above
is used either alone (Lun Yu, xv.23; Mencius, vii. 4, 3) or with chung, 'faithful-

ness, sincerity, uprightness' (Lun Yu, iv.15, 2
; Chung Yung, xiii.3), to express the

sum of moral duty in reference to others, must he regarded as not merely a precept
to abstain from acts of wrong-doing, but as enjoining the exercise of active benevo-

lence, according to the measure of the golden rule.

To the objection to this view, that in two of these examples (Lun Yu, xv.23
;
and

Chung Yung, xiii.3) the word shu is explained and restricted by the negative pre-

cept which immediately follows, "Do not to others" etc., it was replied that this

negative precept may be regarded merely as an application of the principle expressed

by the word shu, put in the form of a prohibition because so often violated by
positive acts of injury to others; but that such an application afforded no ground
for supposing that Confucius intended to confine the duty signified by this word to

mere abstinence from wrong-doing; on the contrary, we find in the Chung Yung,

xiii.4, immediately after the negative precept, four distinctly positive applications

of the principle, so that even Legge admits that here "we have the rule virtually

in its positive form" that Confucius "rises for a moment to the full apprehension
of it, and recognizes the duty of taking the initiative

"
(Chinese Classics, I'rolegom.

to vol. i., p. 49; to vol. ii., p. 123).
It was remarked, however, by Mr. Abbot, that, though we appear to have found

the golden rule in Confucius in something more than a merely negative form, he

did not rise to the sublime height of the Christian principle of returning good for

evil. According to the Lun Yu (Book xiv., c. 36), some one asked Confucius,
" ' What do you say concerning the principle that injury should be recompensed
with kindness ?' The Master said,

' With what then will you recompense kindness ?

Recompense injury with justice, and recompense kindness with kindness.
1 "

(Legge's Chinese Classics, i.152.)

5. On the Byzantine Pronunciation of Greek in the Tenth Cen-

tury, as illustrated by a MS. in the Bodleian Library, by Prof. J.

Hadley, of New Haven.

The manuscript referred to consists of a few leaves, containing passages from the

Greek text of the Septuagint, written in Anglo-Saxon characters. They are found

in a codex made up of various pieces, which was described by H. Wanley in the

second volume of Hickes's Thesaurus, published in 1705. Hickes himself in his

preface called attention to the transliterations of the Septuagint, and gave some

specimens, twenty-five verses in all. These specimens have been reprinted in a

corrected form by Mr. A. J. Ellis, in the first volume of his
"
Early English Pronun-

ciation
"

(pp. 516-527), where they are used to throw light on the sounds of the

Anglo-Saxon. They throw light also on the current Greek pronunciation of the time

when they were written. Mr. G. Waring, writing to Mr. Ellis, refers them to the

latter part of the tenth century : they arose, he thinks, from the communication of

Greeks and English at the court of Otho II. of Germany, whose wife was Greek and

whose mother English. The proof is not strong ;
but the manuscript is probably not

more recent than that date.

That the scribe aimed to represent the pronunciation, is shown especially by his

treatment of ot, of the rough breathing, of at, and of 0. He is generally independ-

ent of the Latin transliteration, though occasionally influenced by it: thus 01 is

never represented by <E; the rough breathing is represented (by h) only six times

out of seventy-nine; at by ce only eleven times out of eighty-eight; <j) by ph only

twice out of fifteen times. Inconsistencies and inaccuracies are frequent ;
but the

scribe has his system, which he generally adheres to. Only as to ij, he vacillates
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between e and i, using- i fifty-five times and e sixty-two; the same word is written
now with t and again with i; variations are sometimes found in the same line. To
account for this vacillation by the influence of the Latin orthography is contrary to

the analogy of the manuscript. It shows that rj had a sound intermediate between

Anglo-Saxon e and
i,

closer than the first, but less close than the second, nearly the
same as (or perhaps a little closer than) the vowel-sound of Eng. they, ail.

That the scribe always writes v as y, never confounding it with i, shows that v

still retained its old (not oldest) sound, that of French u and German ft. The diph-

thong ot he regularly gives in the same way, as y. That 01 had this sound as far

back as the fourth century has been shown by R. F. A. Schmidt (Beitrage zur Ge-
schichte der Grammatik. pp. 73

ff.), who explains the name v tyikhv as meaning
'

simple v '

in distinction from the diphthong (oi) of the same sound. The similar

name tythdv is opposed to the diphthong ai, which in this manuscript is regularly
confounded with e, both being written as e.

The diphthongs av, ev (sounded in modern Greek as af, ef, before surds, and av,

ev, before sonants) are written here as au, eu, which shows at least that they did

not then have the sounds a/, ef. The modern Greek sounds of //TT as mb, vr as nd,

JK. as ng, find no support here, where these combinations are written mp, nt, nc,

respectively. The middle mutes
(/?, y, 6) are written b, g, d; but there is room to

doubt whether the scribe would have written differently, even if he heard the spi-
rant sounds which the modern Greek gives to these letters.

In conclusion, Prof. Hadley remarked how widely the pronunciation indicated in

this manuscript was still removed from that of the modern Greeks. The leading

peculiarity of the modern pronunciation, the itacism which confounds i, v, q, ei, y,

oi, vi, in one vowel sound, extends as yet only to the ei; the other five
(v, rj, y, oi,

vi) were still more or less different in sound from i.

It was observed also that the codex in which this manuscript is found contains

three other pieces remarkable for the Welsh glosses which they show
; glosses

which Zeuss. in his Grammatica Celtica, regards as the oldest monuments of the

Welsh language, referring them to the close of the eighth or opening of the ninth

century Possibly, these transliterations of the Septuagint may have been written

by a Welsh hand. But that supposition would require little change in the infer-

ences before drawn from the manuscript.

In remarking upon this paper, Dr. Abbot referred to another transliterated Greek

text, the Codex Veronensis, published by Bianchini as an appendix to his Yindiciae

Oanonicarum Scripturarum, Romae, 1740, fol. It contains the Greek text of the

Psalms written in Latin characters, with the Old Latin version, in parallel columns.

He spoke also of the confusion of at and e in manuscripts of the Xew Testament
Prof. Goodwin observed that critics had been ready to assume a confusion

of ei and y in the manuscripts of classical authors. Accordingly they had given
indicatives or subjunctives in many places according to their ideas of Greek idiom,
with little regard to manuscript authority. He had himself inspected the two Ve-
netian MSS. of Aristophanes and ten Paris MSS. of that author, to obtain data for

deciding the question of ov
fj.rj

in prohibition with the future indicative or the sub-

junctive. In all the passages of the Clouds and the Frogs which show this con-

struction, he had found a great preponderance of manuscript authority for the sub-

junctive. That the copyists did not in these cases confound EL and
-g was evident

from the fact that they rarely confound them where only one can be right. He
regarded this as a further proof that the two diphthongs were not sounded alike

until a pretty late period.

6. On Institutions of Western Learning in the East, by Prof. D.

C. Oilman, of New Haven.

Prof. Gilman had gathered, and laid before the Society, from private letters to

himself and others, newspaper notices, published reports, and so on, the most recent

intelligence obtainable respecting the Robert College near Constantinople, the

Syrian College at Beirut, a proposed institution of a like character at Jaffna in

Ceylon, and the school of western science and literature in Peking. The first has

been .temporarily established for some time at Bebek, but is about removing to its

own grounds at Roumelie Hissar, on the Bosphorus, where the corner-stone of its
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new building was laid last July. Its buildings, apparatus, etc., being finished, it is

intended to meet its own running expenses by the income from students.

The Beirut College has five or six professors, and about seventy-five students.

Its funds and property are near $150,000 ;
it has recently succeeded in securing an

eligible location in the western part of the city. To its medical department, to

which belong about a half of the students, are attached a hospital and ophthalmic

institution, which are crowded with interesting cases, and in every way exceed-

ingly successful.

The plan for a College at Jaffna is set on foot by the native community there,

who propose to raise in Ceylon a sum sufficient to endow the native professorships
and meet the ordinary expenses, appealing to America for a further sum of 50,000,
to support an American head and manager for the institution, procure apparatus,
and the like.

Respecting the Peking College, the most interesting information was contained

in a private letter from Dr. Martin to Prof. Gilman, from which extracts are here

given:

". . . . Our embryo University, launched three years ago under the patronage of

Prince Kung, and favored with something like an imperial charter, created a panic
in the ranks of the orthodox Confucianists, who assailed it with every available

weapon. The call issued by imperial command for graduates of the native schools

to come forward as candidates for scholarships was denounced as a national humil-

iation; and one of the Censors, in an address to the throne, charged the prevalence
of a severe dearth in the northern provinces on the heresy of establishing such a

school, and prayed that it might be abolished without delay. These are but speci-
mens of the multiform opposition which it lias had to encounter from Chinese con-

servatism. Then came the ignorance of the Chinese language on the part of the

new professors, and the unfortunate attempt to compel the students to acquire all

their science through the medium of English and French. Some of the students,

possessing high degrees and finished scholarship according to the native standard,
were not less th;in forty or fifty years of age. As might have been anticipated,

they failed utterly to acquire the first rudiments of a foreign tongue, and twenty of

them were dismissed at one time. The mandarins were disheartened at the pros-

pect, and threatened to disband the institution altogether, or rather to degrade it

from the position of a seminary of science, the future pharos of the empire, to the

condition of a small school, for the training of interpreters in foreign languages.
"This was the posture of affairs which hastened last year my return from

America to China by the shortest route. On arriving. I found the newspapers filled

with accounts of the "failure of the Peking college," and almost abandoned the

hope which till then I had cherished of doing something to revive it.

"
Contrary to my expectations, the mandarins met me with great cordiality, and

assured me that they were now ready to take in fresh scholars and to prosecute
the enterprise with renewed energy. At the instance of Mr. Hart, inspector-

general of maritime customs (the original projector and hitherto de facto director of

the institution), its conduct was formally committed to my hands by Prince Kung
and his counsellors. I enclose an extract from their despatch."

Dr. Martin goes on to describe the ceremony of his installation, consisting of a

public dinner at the Board of Foreign Affairs, the salutation of their new head on

the part of the students (forty in number, and divided into four classes English,

French, Russian, and mathematical), and an inaugural address
;
and continues,

" Our externals are little like those of a western institution of learning. Our

grounds are unadorned by a single tree
;
and our buildings, six in number, though

neat, and altogether acceptable to Chinese taste, are only one story in height.
There are three professors of foreign languages, three of Chinese, one of chemistry,
and one of mathematics

;
while the chair of political economy and international law

belongs to me, as heretofore. Our faculty, you perceive, is very incomplete ;
and

it is not unlikely that, as soon as we get our machinery into running order, we shall

apply to America for more experts in science.
'" Our students are few, and not likely for a long time to count more than a

hundred, even if they reach that number. But their selection from the ranks of

the native scholars, the fact that they are all in training for the service of the gov-

ernment, and especially that they are the first students in modern times who have
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been appointed by the emperor to pursue the study of science, conspire to give
them something more than their numerical value.

" Unlike the University of Cairo, we are free to teach modern science without

restraint; but we are not at liberty to introduce any form of religion. Still, the

institution must prove auxiliary to the cause of religious reform, by helping to

undermine the foundations of superstition in high places.
" This embryo University, as I call it, is certainly very inadequate to the wants

of the country, but it shows that the Chinese themselves are beginning to feel those

wants. They are not chafing with impatience to enter into competition with
western nations, but they are beginning to be ashamed at finding themselves in

the rear of other countries."

The Rev. Mr. Sanders, of Ceylon, charged with presenting in

this country the cause of the Jaifna College, being present, made
some additional statements respecting its needs and plans, which
were approved and urged by the Secretaries of the American

Board, and other members of the Society, who heard them.
7. On Comparative Grammars, by Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New

Haven,

This communication was a summary description and criticism of the works on

Indo-European comparative grammar which lay now before the English public, and

especially of two or three which had been recently published. He first referred

very briefly to Bopp's master work, the editions it had gone through and the trans-

lations that had been made of it, speaking especially of the one now appearing (and
nearly completed) in French under the care of M. Breal, and enriched by him with
valuable prefaces ;

also to Schleicher's "Compendium," of which a properly executed
translation into English is much to be desired. These two great and comprehensive
works, along with such more special treatises as Leo Meyer's comparative grammar
of Greek and Latin, Curtius's Greek Etymologies, and Corssen's Latin Pronuncia-

tion, are the storehouses whence have been recently drawn several works of a

lighter character, intended as introductions to the study. A Rev. Mr Clark put
forth in London, as long ago as 1862. a brief volume (12mo) on the comparison
of the two Aryan, the two classical, and some of the more important Germanic

tongues. It repels the student at the outset by a great blunder the separation of

the High-German from the rest of the Germanic, as an independent primary branch
of the Indo-European family; while, as if to preserve the old number of seven

branches, the Greek and Latin ate run together into one and, though it may be
found by some a convenient manual, it has no independent authority or value.

More extended and more pretentious is a comparative grammar of Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin, begun last year by Mr. W. H. Ferrar, of Trinity College, Dublin, and of

which the second and concluding volume is promised at the beginning of 1872.

This work was pronounced defective in its plan, as not including the Germanic

branch; untrue to its plan, as introducing without apology an account of the phe-
nomena faUing under ''Grimm's Law," and other irrelevant matter; inconvenient

to use, having neither table of contents, index, nor running headings; and put

together by its author without that full mastery of its subject which we have a

right to expect and demand. A French work of somewhat similar scope has been

begun by M. Baudry (Paris, 1868), and is to comprise three volumes, of which only
the first, on Phonetics, has appeared. It is less open to unfavorable criticism than

Mr. Ferrar's, but does not exhibit any striking ability, or real penetrating insight
into its subject. Of decidedly higher character is Mr. J >hn Peile's Introduction to

Greek and Latin Etymology, in a series of fourteen lectures. Than this, nothing
better has been produced in the English language upon its special subject. It is

confessedly founded upon the labors of the great German masters of the science,

but they have been studied in a free and independent spirit, and assimilated
;
and

Mr. Peile's exposition of the subject is not put together out of their works, but pro-
duced from within himself, by a proper and organic process. It is excellently well

adapted to its purpose, the introduction of classical scholars to the methods and
results of modern scientific etymology. The author is less strong in phonetic

theory than in the exhibition of phonetic phenomena as is shown, for example,
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by his treatment of surd and sonant letters, which he styles "hards" and '

softs.''

and then lets those names determine his view of the historical relation of the two
classes. His admission of the increment of vowels, as being a primary or organic

process of word-formation in Indo-European speech, and having a "symbolic" sig-

nificance, was objected to; the tendency, it was claimed, of the best linguistic
science is to the clearer recognition of those processes of vowel-variation as at first

euphonic merely, though afterwards more or less converted to the uses of radical or

grammatical distinction.

8. How are the Traditions of the Earliest Ages of our Race to

be studied ? by Prof. J. W. Jenks, of ISTewtonville, Mass.

Prof. Jenks claimed that we needed to sympathize with the condition and char-

acter of childhood, in order to understand the formation of language, and the other

features of the development of mankind, in the earliest ages of human history.

After the reading of this paper, a vote of thanks was passed to

the American Academy for the use of its rooms for the meeting,
and the Society adjourned, to meet in New Haven in October next.
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Proceedings at New Haven, October 20th and 21st, 1870.

The Society assembled, as notified, at New Haven, on Thurs-

day, Oct. 20th, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, the President in the

chair. The minutes of the annual meeting in May last were read

by the Recording Secretary. The Committee of Arrangements
communicated an invitation from Mr. Van Name, Librarian of

Yale College, to a social gathering at his house in the evening ;

which was, upon motion, accepted with thanks.

From the Directors, notice was given that the next meeting
would be held in Boston, on the 17th of May, 1871, and that Rev.
Dr. Anderson, with the Recording and Corresponding Secretaries,
was appointed a Committee of Arrangements for it. Also the

names of the following gentlemen were reported, with the recom-
mendation that they be elected as Corporate Members:

Rev. John Anderson, of Waterbury, Conn.
Prof. John Avery, of Grinnell, Iowa.
Prof. George F. Comfort, of New York.

Mr. Alexander Meyrowitz, do.

Mr. Frederick Stengel, do.

Mr. Edward C. Taintor, of China.

The recommendation was adopted, and the gentlemen elected.

The Corresponding Secretary read extracts from the correspon-
dence of the half-year. In presenting notes of excuse from seve-

ral gentlemen, variously prevented from being present at the meet-

ing, he also took occasion to refer to the unwonted absence of

Prof. Salisbury, who had recently gone to spend the winter, and

perhaps a longer time, in Europe. It was added, as a fact inter-

esting and important to all students in this department in Amer-

ica, that Prof. Salisbury had, before leaving, presented to the

library of Yale College in New Haven his whole collection of Ori-

ental and philological books and manuscripts, comprising several

thousand volumes, many of them of great cost and value, and had
made liberal provision for completing the collection by further

purchase. So large and generous a gift had rarely been made to

an American library, or so rich a body of material for study in

this department been thrown open at once to the public.
A letter from Rev. James Summers, dated London, August 5th,

1870, speaks of a magazine for Chinese and- Japanese literature,

which he was about commencing to publish in London, and ex-

presses the hope that both encouragement and assistance may be
obtained for it from America, whose interest in the affairs of that

part of the world is so great, and which has done so much, by lit-

erature and diplomacy, to open it to the knowledge of the West.
Mr. Summers is cataloguing the Chinese and Tibetan treasures of

the India Office library in London, brought forth to light by the

VOL. IX. B
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energy of the late librarian, Prof. Fitz-Edward Hall. The first

two numbers of the magazine referred to, the "
Phoenix," more

recently received, were exhibited to the members present and ex-

amined by them.

Letters from Rev. Mr. Ward, of New York, announce a dona-
tion made through him to the Society's collections, by the Pales-

tine Exploration Fund Society of London, of a set of the full-size

photographs of the impressions in soft paper taken from the Moa-
bite inscription-stone of King Mesha, and of plaster casts of a

number of the smaller fragments of the stone, colored in close imi-

tation of the original. The photographs and casts were shown
and described by Mr. Ward, who was present ;

besides clearing

up one and another point, of greater or less consequence, in the

reading, they proved in a striking manner the faithfulness and skill

with which M. Ganneau's first copies of the inscription had been
made.

Prof. J. W. Jenks, of Newtonville, Mass., sent a copy of an en-

graving, just made, of a Japanese
"
symbolical seal, or armorial

bearing, whose lines are legally established symbols, to be inter-

preted, like those of our heraldic escutcheons, according to fixed

rules, guarded from infringement by severe laws."

Prof. Weber, of Berlin, under date of Sept. 29th, 1870, writes

of the then approaching celebration (Oct. 2d) of the 25-year anni-

versary of the German Oriental Society, and of the medal which
was to be presented, struck in gold, to the first four managers of

the Society's affairs, Professors Brockhaus, Fleischer, Pott, and

Rodiger (of whom three are Honorary Members of our own Soci-

ety). A copy of the medal in bronze was shown to the members

present ;
the obverse .represents

" a powerful male figure, as em-
blem of the ancient Orient, resting upon a lion under a palm-tree,
and raising himself as if awaking. His face, unveiled by a Genius,
he turns toward the light, with which German science, as a Ger-

mania crowned with oak-leaves, approaches him." The following
distich gives the simple meaning of the symbol :

Licht und lebendiges Wort kam einst den Deutschen vom Aufgang ;

Dankend erstatten sie heut', was sie empfangen, zuriick.

Prof. Weber is occupied with a (transliterated) edition of the

Taittiriya-Sanhita, of which a considerable part is ready for the

press.
Dr. John Muir, under date of Edinburgh, June 1st, 1870, writes :

"The fifth volume of my Original Sanskrit Texts ["Contributions to a knowl-

edge of the cosmogony, mythology, religious ideas, life and manners of the Indians

in the Vedic Age "] is ready, and may, I hope, reach you about the time this let-

ter does.
" Miiller is reprinting his Sanskrit grammar, and printing his lectures preliminary

to the study of the science of religions, in successive numbers of Fraser's Maga-
zine. He says his second volume of the translation of the Rig-Veda will be on

the same plan as the first much annotation, and few whole hymns translated:

when it is to come out, I do not know. Aufrecht hopes to begin to print his glos-

sary to the Rig-Veda in August or September. Monier Williams has advanced as

far as the letter r with his Sanskrit-English dictionary."
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Communications were then presented, as follows :

1. On the Karen Inscription-plate, by Rev. Alonzo Bunker, Mis-

sionary of the A. B. M. II. in Farther India.

Mr. Bunker describes his visit, in company with Rev. Mr. Vinton, to the village
of Kai pho-gyee, chief of Western Karenee, on the Salwen river, twelve days'

journey east from Toungoo. One of the main objects of his expedition was to

obtain a sight, and if possible a copy, of the celebrated Plate (see these Proceedings
for Oct.. 1866, p. xii., and for May, 1870, pp. Ixxv-vi). This, however, he found
it very difficult to accomplish, as the possession of the Plate is the chief's main
title to authority and source of revenue, and the article is kept as sacred, and in-

vested with great mystery and formidable power. A few days of careful diplo-

macy, however, secured the consent of the chief and head-men to its being exam-
ined and even copied, although the taking of an impression in wax, for which pre-

paration had been made, was forbidden. Mr. Bunker encloses his original copy,
which it is proposed to reproduce in lithograph in the forthcoming Part of the So-

ciety's Journal. The chief denied having any ivory plates, but there is no doubt
that he possesses such, and Mr. Bunker hopes on a future visit to obtain sight of

them.

2. On the Talmud, by Dr. Alexander Meyrowitz, of New York.

Dr. Meyrowitz gave a brief statement of the principal facts in the history of

the Talmud, and described its character, reading by way of illustration a number
of passages, in translation.

3. On Greek Pronunciation, by Prof. Lewis R. Packard, of

New Haven.

There are three principal theories of Greek pronunciation: that we should pro-
nounce the language as the ancients did, or each nation according to the rules of

its own language, or as the modern Greeks do.

The main objection to the first is that it is practically impossible to discover

what the sounds of the language at any given period in antiquity were, with cer-

tainty and precision. In attempting to do so, we must rely chiefly on written

testimony, which cannot accurately convey an idea of sound.

The objections to the second system are that it produces confusion and variety
where uniformity is desirable, that it applies modern sounds to an ancient language
in disregard of the effects of time and of difference of race upon sounds, and, for

the speakers of English, that it forces upon Greek the laws of a language abnor-

mally irregular in its pronunciation. It also increases the difficulty of teaching the

principles of etymology, and deprives the student of the benefit of learning a pro-
nunciation different from that of his own language and having in itself a historical

and scientific value.

For the third system there are no valid arguments to be urged. The fact that

the modern Greeks give a certain sound to a given character by no means proves
that the ancient Greeks did the same, or that modern scholars need do so. The
increased facility of communicating with the modern Greeks is of no weight as an

argument, because there is so little occasion for such communication, and because
so much besides the pronunciation must be learned to make it possible. When we
examine the particular features of this pronunciation, we find no early authority
for it, and no support in the structure of the language. The modern sound of 77,

for instance, as ee, has no early evidence for itself, and the facts of the language

testify against it.

When then we wish to decide how we should pronounce the language, we
should consider first the use we make of it. We use it purely for scientific and
educational purposes. Hence we should settle upon a system upon scientific

grounds alone, not laying too much stress upon an exact determination of precisely
how the ancient Greeks at any given time pronounced their words. Such a sys-
tem could be settled with substantial agreement by philological scholars. It would

give to the vowels the Italian sounds, distinguishing quantity by the time used in

utterance. In the diphthongs it would give effect to each of the two elements,

combining them as nearly as possible into one sound. It would give to the conso-
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nants the sounds which the corresponding characters in English have, regarding (j>

as the equivalent of /, $ of th surd. Only x would have the sound of the German
ch. This system would be less objectionable and more useful in a scientific and
educational point of view than any other.

A brief discussion followed the reading of this paper, after

which the Society adjourned for the day, and the remaining com-
munications were presented at the session of Friday forenoon.

4. Thirteen inedited Letters from Sir William Jones to Mr.

(afterwards Sir) Charles Wilkins, communicated by Prof. Fitz-

Edward Hall, I). C. L.
; presented by the Corresponding Secretary.

Dr. Hall's introductory note accompanying these letters is as follows:

"The venerated memory of Sir William Jones must abundantly suffice to justify

the publication of the following letters; and I have only to say, by way of intro-

ducing them, that I am indebted, for the favor of being allowed to make them

public, to Charles H. Moore, Esq., who possesses the originals."
The letters range in date from Jan. 6, 1784, to Jan. 14, 1793, and are interest-

ing as illustrating the progress of the writer's plans of study and their accomplish-

ment, and casting additional light upon the small beginnings of a department of

learning which has now assumed great and unlooked-for importance. A few sen-

tences are extracted here.

". . . . Happy should I be to follow you in the same track [of Hindu learning];
but life is too short and my necessary business too long for me to think at my age
of acquiring a new language. All my hopes, therefore, of being acquainted with

the poetry, philosophy, and arts of the Hindus, are grounded on the expectation of

living to see the fruits of your learned labors." (April 24th. 1784.)
" .... I have just received from Benares a S'hanscrit book, which puzzled me at

first, and will, I hope, continue to puzzle, until it enlightens me. It is called ....

the Dherm Shdstr Menu Smrety. A version of this curious work is promised,

and, when it comes, I will set about learning the original, if I can procure assist-

ance from a good Pendit." (March 1st, 1785.)
" .... I have found a pleasant old man of the medical caste, who teaches me

all he knows of the Grammar, and I hope to read the Hit Upades. or some other

story-book, with him. My great object is the Dherme S'astra, to which I shall

arrive by degrees." (Sept. 17th, 1785.)
"

. . . . You are the first European that ever understood Sanscrit, and will, pos-

sibly, be the last." (Oct. 6th, 1787.)
" I devoured, my dear Sir, your Bhagavid-Gitd, and have made as hearty a meal

of your Hitopadesa, for which I thank you most sincerely. The ships of this sea-

son will carry home seven hundred copies of our first volume of Transactions
;

and the second will be ready, I hope, next year: but unless the impression should

be sold in London, Harington & Morris (who print the book at their hazard) will

be losers, and we must dissolve the Society. You have already done us capital

service, and will continue to serve us by spreading over Europe your discoveries in

Indian literature. You have the honor of being the first European in the world,
and the only man, probably, that ever saw Europe, who possessed a knowledge of

Sanscrit." (Feb. 27th, 1789.)
'"
I am so busy at this season, that I have only time to request your acceptance

of a little Sanscrit poem, which Morris has printed, and which you are the only
man in Europe who can read and understand." (Jan. 14th, 1793.)

5. On two Inscriptions in Sanskrit characters from Buddhist

temples in China, by Mr. E. C. Taintor, of the Chinese Foreign
Customs Service.

Mr. Taintor exhibited to the meeting an inscription, in mixed Chinese and Sans-

krit characters, covering eight sheets, and explained that it was an impression
taken from the faces of an octagonal marble column in the Hwa Yen T'an. a tern-
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pie in the Chinese city (the southern section) of Peking, and that the inscription
was first brought to light by Rev. Joseph Edkins, of the London Missionary Soci-

ety. The date of its erection. A. D. 1491, is given in the last line of the eighth
sheet. The first face of the column bears an inscription, in Chinese only, com-

memorating, the rebuilding or repairing of the temple, and detailing the circum-

stances attending it, in the style usual in monumental records of this character,
which are to be met with very commonly in temples in all parts of China. The
second to the seventh faces, inclusive, contain Sanskrit characters, written after

the Chinese style in vertical columns, and forming an inscription as yet untransla-

ted. The eighth face comprises both Sanskrit and Chinese text. Considerable

portions of the characters on several of the faces of the column, as given in the

copied sheets, are nearly obliterated or quite indistinct, but can probably be res

tored on a careful examination of the original.

But one other inscription of this character, containing Sanskrit text, has, so far

as I am aware, been observed in China. This was found by me in February, 1867,
at the city of Ichow, which lies about seventy miles southwest of Peking, at the

entrance to the beautiful valley in which are situated the Si Ling, or Western

Tombs, the burial places of three of the seven deceased emperors of the present

dynasty.
Outside the western gate of Ichow stands a neat little three storied pagoda ;

the temple attached is called Pai T f

a S/M or the White Pagoda Temple.' In front

of the pagoda stand two octagonal white marble pillars, about a foot in diameter
and six feet high. The westerly one bears only Chinese characters, and, in conse-

quence of the soft and perishable nature of the stone, they are either obliterated

or very indistinct. Seven of the eight sides are covered with characters, evidently
used phonetically, without regard to their meaning. No date or emperor's name
could be found. A block of marble, with sculptured figures, originally the capital
of the pillar, lies a few feet from it. The easterly pillar is in better preservation.
The S. face has eight columns of Chinese characters. On the S. E. face are one
column of Sanskrit and two of Chinese characters; on the E. face two Sanskrit

and two Chinese; on the N. E. face three columns of Chinese, representing pho-

netically Sanskrit (?) sounds; on the JS. face, four columns of the same character;
on the N. W. face three columns, and W. face three and one-half columns of Chi-

nese, all evidently used phonetically. The S. W. face, the most important of all,

as giving the date of erection, has four and one-half columns of Chinese, from
which \ve learn that the column was placed in position on the fifteenth day of the

eighth month of the fifth year of Siien Ho, of the Sung dynasty, corresponding to

1123 A. D.

As my own limited time prevented my copying the inscription (which was of

about the same length as the one from Peking), I endeavored by the offer of a re-

ward to induce some native to make a copy during my absence at the Tombs
;
but

regretted to find on my return the following day that no one had ventured to un-

dertake the task, on account of the great difficulty of making out many of the

characters.

Prof. Whitney remarked that the Sanskrit characters were in an older form of

Devanagari, quite different from that now in use, and that the hasty examination

which he had yet been able to give to the inscription had not enabled him to

make out any part of it, save the common Buddhist formula at the end, om mani
hum.

6. On the System of Duplication in consonant groups, as taught

by the ancient Hindu grammarians, by Prof. W. D. Whitney, of

New Haven.

Our means of knowledge of the pronunciation of the ancient Sanskrit are its

pronunciation by the modern Hindus, the teachings of the old Hindu writers on

grammar, the euphonic laws of the language, and the comparison of the spoken
alphabets of other related languages. Each of these, in its order, checks and cor-

rects the others, and their combined effect is to give us a confident and satisfac-

tory understanding of the phonetic form of the language excepting, of course,
that tone and coloring which no description can impart. The second source is

worth more in India than elsewhere, since the ancient Hindu phonetists were
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gifted with rare powers of observation and analysis, and carried the science of

phonology further than it has been carried by any but the latest generation even
of European scholars. Their results are laid down especially in the Pratigakhyas,
and constitute one main department .of the interest attaching to that little body of

works. But the characteristic defects of the Hindu character appear also in their

phonetic science their tendency to over-refinement of analysis, and to the setting-

up of arbitrary and artificial rules in place of simple natural laws, determined by
pure observation. A striking example of this is their system of duplication in

consonant groups ;
this forms a feature in all the Praticakhyas, and is found even

in Panini's great grammatical text-book, which has been the rule of correct Sans-

krit speech for probably more than two thousand years. The system involves two
chief rules : 1, that the first consonant in a group of two or more is to be pronoun-
ced double after a vowel; thus, pro, after is d ppra. dbda is abbda, asya is assya,
and so on; 2, that an r thus situated is not doubled, but the consonant following
is so treated instead, as in arkka for arka, urgg vdi for urg vdi, urggbhyas for urg-

bhyas, and so on. In case the letter to be doubled is an aspirate mute, the corres-

ponding non-aspirate is substituted for it in duplication: thus, addhvara from adh-

vara, dirggha from dirgha. To these rules there are certain extensions and restric-

tions, of minor importance, and variously given by the different authorities. They
are combined, also, with a number of other insertions and modifications, which not

infrequently produce very intricate and formidable results: turning fora, for exam-

ple, into tthsppm, and so on. In the case of some of these insertions and changes,
we can seem to see the physical processes whose undue appreciation or gross ex-

aggeration are their foundation : but the physical ground of the system of dupli-
cation itself no one yet has succeeded in tracing out and setting forth.

7. On Westphal's new Greek grammar, by Prof. J. Hadley, of

New Haven.

Prof. Hadley referred briefly to the series of works on Greek rhythm, metre,
and music, by which Westphal has gained a high, and, on the whole, a deserved

reputation. Since Hermann and Boeckh, no scholar has done so much for the pro-

gress of these studies. His merits are undeniably great, though marred by some
faults by haste, self-assertion, want of ingenuousness, and intemperance in con-

troversy. In 1869, Westphal appeared hi a new field, with a Philosophisch-his-
torische Grammatik der deutschen Sprache. Here he gives, in general, the results

arrived at by Bopp, Grimm, and their successors; but Jays much stress on a the-

ory of the origin of inflections, in which he differs from nearly all comparative

philologists. He holds that most inflections were, at the outset, not words, previ-

ously separate, which losing their own accent became appendages of other words,
but mere sounds, without independent existence, and without significance, until by
the users of language they were employed as inflections. In his Greek Grammar,
just published, the same theory is adhered 10; though much less prominence is

given to it. The author at first intended only to write a Greek Syntax, in which
the syntactical categories of Hermann should at length be superseded by more

appropriate norms, derived partly from comparison of other Indo-European lan-

guages, and partly from an intelligent examination of the Greek literature. But he

was led to include the etymology, as without it his treatment of the syntax would
often be unintelligible. Though subordinate in the plan of his work, it is treated

on a large scale, receiving 447 pages, without including the verb, which will prob-

ably require as many pages more.

This great length may "be partly the result of hasty composition, which shows
itself in other ways. Thus, on p. xvii., the verb okw is spoken of as if it were a

contraction of OIKOU (instead of olniu\ On p. 58, the noun ari^ a masculine

of the second decl. is set down as having its genitive in ov<;. On p. 17, TV^U is

given as the future of TVTTTU, whereas the classic writers have TUTTT^O-W, and rvipu
does not appear until some five centuries after the Christian era. Still worse is it

with /cacj, ou p. 24, which does not occur until late in the middle ages, which Pas-

sow describes as unused, and Liddell and Scott omit altogether. On p. 55. a form

reelo (=cov} is mentioned and explained at length: under pronouns, it re-appears,
in connection with reolo, pp. 377-8, where special attention is called to the latter

form
;

all this without an intimation that reolo is confined to one line (twice re-
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peated) in Homer, and that reelo is a mere conjectural variation for reolo in that

line.

Cases of self-contradiction were also pointed out. Thus on p. 30, the author ex-

plains <t>aeivo as being for 0aewof ;
on p. 70, he explains it as being for <j>aeavof:

while on p. 207, he pointedly rejects the second explanation and returns to the
first. The two derivations proposed for ^A^of the one formerly received from a

root svar, 'to shine,' and the one suggested by G. Curtius from us, 'to burn' are

both found here, the first on p. 180, the second on p. 198, each without reference

to the other.

Several points in the Lautlehre were made subjects of special criticism : partic-

ularly, the failure to recognize the true difference between sonants and surds, as

consisting not in softness or hardness, but in the presence or absence of tone. So,
the sounding of j before// as ng ; the assertion that Doric rjvdov was an earlier

form of Jfhdov; the assumption that the Homeric earn in the dative plural was
made from at by doubling the a

;
the statement that the Greek had no objection to

a final A, supported only by the form }fK (==. ^Aof )
in a late epic poet ;

etc.

Among other cases of venturous etymologising, was mentioned Westphal's sug-

gestion that the Indo-European numeral ' four
'

contained the word ' three
' under

the form tvar, with a prefix to express unity, which prefix had from the outset

three forms pa, ka, ta. That the first speakers of the Indo-European, while agreed
on the five sounds in atvar, and agreed that a surd mute must precede them, were

hopelessly divided into three parties on the question which surd mute should be

taken, and that this division was propagated to the first speakers of the Graeco-

Latin, and down to the first speakers of the Greek itself is a strange hypothesis,
and an unnecessary one, as a primitive k might by explicable euphonic processes
pass into a p or a t.

Finally, it was remarked that Westphal deserves credit for his attempt to treat

the Greek grammar in the light of comparative philology. The difficulty of the

attempt might be admitted as an excuse for many imperfections. The work would

certainly be useful in overcoming the prejudice, still strong in Germany, against

any application of comparative philology to Greek or Latin grammar.

8. On two recently discovered Greek monuments, by Pres't

Woolsey, of New Haven.

Pres't Woolsey showed to the Society a photograph of a beautiful monument
found at Athens several years ago, and rendered more interesting by a more re-

cent discovery. The monument presents to us the figure of a young horseman
over a fallen foe, and the inscription on the base is this:

"
Dexilaus, son of Lysa-

nias, of Thorikus, was born when Teisander was archon, died when Eubulides was
archon. in Corinth, one of the five horsemen." The dates are, of his birth, 414
B. C. (the archon being called Peisander by Diod. Sio., xiii. 7), and of his death,
394 B. C.. when the great battle in the territory < f Corinth and near the city took

place, described in Xenophon's Hellenica, iv. 2. 9-23, which is assigned to the year
of Eubulides by Diod. Sic., xiv. 85-86. In the inscription there is nothing deserv-

ing notice except 1, that Teisander is either a mistake of the lapidary for Pei-

sander, or else an early instance of T for TV, common enough afterwards, espe-

cially on marbles of Asia Minor, in words from the root Ti; 2, that one of "the
five horsemen'' naturally seems to mean one of the five who died in that "great
battle," as it was called by Demosthenes.

Another inscription lately found (in March last), and published from the copy of
Mr. Eobert P. Keep, our consul at Peirseus, in the Yale Courant of April 30 last,

records that

"These horsemen died in Corinth:

Melesias, Onetorides, Lysitheus, Pandias, Mcomachus,
Theangelus, Phanes, Democlees, Dexilaus, Ecdelus;

In Coronea, Neocleides."

Mr. Keep's copy gives Edelus, but there can have been no such name.
This inscription, on the cap or frieze of a monument of Pentelic marble, occurs

on the way taken by Pausanias from the city to the Academy (Attica 29. 2, which
Mr. Keep cite^). He says ''those who fell around (or near) Corinth lie here."
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This inscription, it will be perceived, names ten horsemen who died in Corinth, one
of whom is Dexilaus, and the other inscription says that he belonged-to "the five

horsemen." What then can this expression in the first inscription, "the five

horsemen," mean?

9. On Cox's Mythology of the Aryan Nations, by Prof. W. D.

Whitney, of New Haven.

After excusing the incompleteness and want of elaboration of his criticism of
Mr. Cox's work, Prof. Whitney began with referring to the new era made in the

study of classic mythology, as of classical language, by the wider Indo-European
studies. The foundation of both is the same: the formation of certain religious
views and mythical conceptions, as of certain ideas and expressions, in the period
of Indo-European unity, and their transmission down to historical times. To find

the traceable relics of these, is to make the nearest possible approach to the be-

ginnings of religious thought in our branch of the human race. The comparison
of Greek and Hindu mythology began as soon as the Veda was opened to study,
and has ever since yielded more and more fruit. Max Miiller has lately done the
service of setting it forth in an attractive manner; and has also given such prom-
inence to the elements of the sun and the dawn in the earliest mythology as
almost to put a new aspect upon the whole subject of mythologic interpretation.
His views are very attractive and plausible, as well as novel, but their soundness
is yet to be established by careful criticism. To such criticism they are not sub-

jected by Mr. Cox. who is. rather, their implicit Jicceptor and their enthusiastic

advocate, and who carries them to an extreme which even their originator, per-

haps, would fail to approve. Mr. Cox's work (in two stout 8vo volumes, London,
1870; is eloquent and graceful, but wanting in scientific tone, as in soberness and co-

herence of reasoning ;
it is somewhat diffuse and repetitious; the author is so

dominated by his theory as to be made often partial in his judgments, loose in his

interpretations, and uncritical in his etymologies.
The main features of the solar interpretation which Mr. Cox applies to the

story of the Odyssey as well as of the Iliad, to the Mbelungen-Lied, the legends
of Arthur and Charlemagne, the nursery-tales of Boots and Jack the giant-killer,
and so on were stated, and illustrated by extracts and comments.

No farther communications being offered, the Society adjourned,
to meet again in Boston on the seventeenth of May next.
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